
Porter, Patricia

From:
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To:
Cc:
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Attachments:

Winn, Brian

Saturday, September 29,20L8 9:29 AM
Burke, Dan

Tierney, June; Porter, James

GMP Discovery Response to Q26
GMP Discovery Resp Q26.docx

Dan,

I hate to intrude on your weekend, but since time is limited, I wanted to get this in front of you as soon as possible. I am
also copying June and Jim since they will need to weigh in on how we choose to deal with this.

The issue is that GMP has failed to respond to a discovery request for information that I need to respond to Otley's
heavy criticism of my analysis of what is causing rate pressure at GMP. My request was completely reasonable and
would allow me to perform my analysis in a manner suggested by Eddie Ryan in his rebuttal. lt will clearly show that
growth in GMP rate base (even excludingtransmission)isthe largestsingle driverof rate increases. Specifically, I

requested information for the 2013 test year ending 3/31/13 (from GMP's2OL4 Base Rate Filing Attachment B, Schedule
1: Cost of Service). The information they provided in their Excel file is noted as follows:

"Given the merger closing date, this analysis includes actual FY 201-3 combined company information rather than the
TestYearendedMarch3T,2OT3showninthe2014baseratefiling, Actual2OL3informationispulledfromBlqueries
and/or the FY 2013 information prepared and shown as the test year in our FY 2015 traditional rate filing."

This is complete hogwash. This information exists - they needed it to create the COS for the time period I

requested. Furthermore I do not have a complete set of information to produce the analysis for the 2013 actual
period. ln order to complete this analysis I will have to try to extrapolate using the information I have. This is
unacceptable. lt is a lot of work, will be hard to explain and will expose my analysis to nit picking.

The way I see we have two alternatives:

1) I do the work with the information I have. lf you want me to do this my testimony will clearly indicate that GMP
failed to comply with a legitimate discovery request.

2) Contact GMP and the PUC and tell them my Surrebuttal will be delayed by the time that it takes GMP to comply
with my legitimate discovery request. I know that this alternative is more complex, from a procedural
standpoint, than I have indicated.

What do you suggest is our course of action?

Brian

P.S. They also failed to respond in at least two other areas but they are not as significant as question 26.

DPS3.Q10.b. GMP failed to provide the requested details, supporting calcs or invoices.

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP failed to provide the actual number requested.
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DPS3.Q26. Please refer to page 13, line l through page 14, line 2 of Mr. Ryan's rebuttal testimony. To

allow for the Department to calculate the impact of transmission costs on GMP's rates in the

"appropriate rate drivers grouping[s]" suggested by Mr. Ryan, please provide the following information

for 2013 (from GMP's2OL4 Base Rate Filing Attachment B, Schedule 1: Cost of Service) and 2018 (from

2018 Settlement COS for Docket L7-31121:

a. The total annual transmission operating expenses paid to ISO-NE and Transco/VELCO.

b. The amounts in rate base related to the investment in transmission affiliates (VELCO/Transco)

c. The annual costs to support the rate base investment (Taxes, interest return, etc.) in

transmission affiliates (VELCO and Transco).

d. The annual equity in earnings from affiliates provided by the transmission investments

(VELCO and Transco).

e. Please provide details on the annual investments GMP made in transmission affiliates.

f. Please provide the contemporaneous analysis of the cost and benefits for each of the

investments made in the transmission affiliates, if available;

g. Please provide details on any other payments to or from the transmission affiliates not

covered in subsections a. through e.

Objection: GMP reasserts GeneralObjection 1,5,6, & 7. The phrase "contemporaneous analysis" in

subpart (f) is not defined and is therefore vague and ambiguous and is also beyond the scope of Mr

Ryan's rebuttal testimony. lt would also be unduly burdensome to produce the requested analysis.

Without waiving the objection GMP responds as follows.

a. Please see Attachment GMP.DPS3.Q26, page 1, line L.

b. Please see Attachment GMP.DPS3.Q26, page 1, line 2.

c. Please see Attachment GMP.DPS3.Q26, page 1, lines 3 and 4'

d. Please see Attachment GMP.DPS3.Q26, page 1, line 5.

e. Please see Attachment GMP.DPS3.Q26, Page 1, lines 5-10.

f. See objection. Without waiver, please see Response DPS3.Q18, which explains that every GMP

investment in Transco provides a net benefit for our customers-the benefits exceed the

costs-particularly since without the benefits generated by the investment GMP's customers

would still pay any increased transmission expenses caused by the funded VELCO projects. ln

addition, GMP reviews investments to ensure that its bonding capacity and financial position are

adequate to support them. GMP also reviews any material changes to the circumstances of the

investments-such as changes in FERC authorized returns for VELCO or, more recently, the

effect of federal tax reform-to ensure that the investments continue to return net benefit to

customers.

g. ln addition to the items mentioned below, please see pages 1L and 28 of Mr. Ryan's prefiled

direct testimony describing the benefits GMP customers received from the sale of VELCO's

Utopus investment.

Person/s Responsible for Response: Eddie Ryan, Karen Young

Title of Person/s: Control ler; Budget/Fo recasti ng Supervisor

Date: September 28, 2018



Porter, Patricia

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From Tierney, June

Thursday, September L3, 2018 11:1-2 AM
Burke, Dan

Winn, Brian; Porter, James
GMP rate case

Hi Dan -
Brian has explained to me a acheduling predicament he is in where he needs more time internally to prepare his
sur-rebuttal testimony. Evidently there is crucial datathathe needs that GMP won't be able to make available
until 5pm on Sep. 28. So, I will accept the need for an exception this time, and thetefore would ask that you
please work with Brian to give him more time, recognizingthis will eat into theT day rule. Also please keep in
mind that I must have at least 3 days to review Brian's testimony and to have internal process around it as
needed.

Thanks!

Sent from my iPhone

Subject:
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Porter, Patricia

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From: Tierney, June

Saturday, September 29, 2018 1L:04 AM
Winn, Brian

Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it seems to me this is a pretty straightforward discovery dispute, and it seems to me we
should follow up to get the information Brian has requested. lf I correctly understand the scope and reasons for Brian's
discovery inquiry, I would think a motion to compel wouldn't be necessary for this matter to be resolved properly.

Brian, is it possible for you to make your point about the pace of capital expenditures as the chief driver of rate pressure

by using a shorter timeframe, i.e., by not using the FY 2013 data that the GMP seems to be qualifying in the answer you

reproduced in your email below?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,20L8, at 09:29, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

Dan,

I hate to intrude on your weekend, but since time is limited, I wantcd to gct this in front of you as soon
as possible. I am also copying June and Jim since they will need to weigh in on how we choose to deal
with this.

The issue is that GMP has failed to respond to a discovery request for information that I need to respond
to Otley's heavy criticism of my analysis of what is causing rate pressure at GMP. My request was

completely reasonable and would allow me to perform my analysis in a manner suggested by Eddie

Ryan in his rebuttal. lt will clearly show that growth in GMP rate base (even excluding transmission) is

the largest single driver of rate increases. Specifically, I requested information for the 2013 test year

ending 3/3L/L3 (from GMP's2O74 Base Rate Filing Attachment B, Schedule 1: Cost of Service). The

information they provided in their Excel file is noted as follows:

"Given the merger closing date, this analysis includes actual FY 2013 combined company information
rather than the Test Year ended March 3L,2Ot3 shown in the 2014 base rate filing, Actual2013
information is pulled from Blqueries and/or the FY2013 information prepared and shown asthetest
year in our FY 2015 traditional rate filing."

This is complete hogwash. This information exists - they needed it to create the COS for the time period
I requested. Furthermore I do not have a complete set of information to produce the analysis for the
2013 actual period. ln order to complete this analysis I will have to try to extrapolate using the
information I have. This is unacceptable. lt is a lot of work, will be hard to explain and will expose my
analysis to nit picking.

Subject:

The way I see we have two alternatives



1) I do the work with the information I have. lf you want me to do this my testimony will clearly
indicate that GMP failed to comply with a legitimate discovery request.

2l Contact GMP and the PUC and tell them my Surrebuttal will be delayed by the time that it takes
GMP to comply with my legitimate discovery request. I know that this alternative is more
complex, from a procedural standpoint, than I have indicated.

What do you suggest is our course of action?

Brian

P.S. They also failed to respond in at least two other areas but they are not as significant as question
26.

DPS3.Q10.b. GMP failed to provide the requested details, supporting calcs or invoices.

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP failed to provide the actual number requested

<GMP Discovery Resp Q26.docx>
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Porter, Patricia

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From: Tierney, June

Saturday, September 29, 20t8 1l-:31 AM
Winn, Brian

Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Thanks, Brian. I understand the simplest route is for the company to simply provide the information you have asked for
My question was whether it is possible to get where you are trying to go by a different way, and I understand your
answer to be "yes." No worries.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OL8, att!:23, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote

June,

To do the analysis from a different start year I would need.the information requested in parts a through
d plus a full COS model for that year. The simplest route would be to get the information I requested.

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

Subiect:

From: Tierney, June <june.tiernev@ver >

Sent: Saturday, September29,2OLB 11:03 AM
To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it seems to me this is a pretty straightforward discovery dispute, and it
seems to me we should follow up to get the information Brian has requested. lf I correctly understand
the scope and reasons for Brian's discovery inquiry, I would think a motion to compel wouldn't be

necessary for this matter to be resolved properly.

Brian, is it possible for you to make your point about the pace of capital expenditures as the chief driver
of rate pressure by using a shorter timeframe, i.e., by not using the FY 2013 data that the GMP seems to
be qualifying in the answer you reproduced in your email below?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OL8, at 09:29, Winn,

1

Dan,

Brian <Brian.Winn rm wrote



I hate to intrude on your weekend, but since time is limited, I wanted to get this in front
of you as soon as possible. I am also copying June and Jim since they will need to weigh
in on how we choose to deal with this.

The issue is that GMP has failed to respond to a discovery request for information that I

need to respond to Otley's heavy criticism of my analysis of what is causing rate
pressure at GMP. My request was completely reasonable and would allow me to
perform my analysis in a manner suggested by Eddie Ryan in his rebuttal. lt will clearly
show that growth in GMP rate base (even excluding transmission) is the largest single
driver of rate increases. Specifically, I requested information for the 2013 test year
ending 3/3L/L3 (from GMP's2OL4 Base Rate Filing Attachment B, Schedule 1: Cost of
Service). The information they provided in their Excel file is noted as follows:

"Given the merger closing date, this analysis includes actual FY 2013 combined company
information rather than the Test Year ended March 3t,2Ot3 shown in the 2014 base

rate filing, Actual 2013 information is pulled from Bl queries and/or the FY 2013
information prepared and shown as the test year in our FY 2015 traditional rate filing."

This is complete hogwash. This information exists - they needed it to create the COS for
the time period I requested. Furthermore I do not have a complete set of information
to produce the analysis for the 2013 actual period. ln order to complete this analysis I

will have to try to extrapolate using the information I have. This is unacceptable. lt is a

lot of work, will be hard to explain and will expose my analysis to nit picking.

The way I see we have two alternatives:

1) I do the work with the information I have. lf you want me to do this my
testimony will clearly indicate that GMP failed to comply with a legitimate
discovery request.

2l Contact GMP and the PUC and tell them my Surrebuttal will be delayed by the
time that it takes GMP to comply with my legitimate discovery request. I know
that this alternative is more complex, from a procedural standpoint, than I have
indicated.

What do you suggest is our course of action?

Brian

P.S. They also failed to respond in at least two other areas but they are not as

significant as question 25.

DPS3.Q10.b. GMP failed to provide the requested details, supporting calcs or invoices.

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP failed to provide the actual number requested

<GMP Discovery Resp Q26.docx>
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Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Winn, Brian

Saturday, September 29,2018 L2:I7 PM

Tierney, June

Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26Subiect:

To be clear I cannot use a different start year without additional information from GMP (likely over and above what I

requested in Q26). So the answer is "no."

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <june.tierney@vermont.gov>
Sent: Saturday, September29,2OtB 11:30 AM
To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Thanks, Brian. I understand the simplest route is for the company to simply provide the information you have asked for
My question was whether it is possible to get where you are trying to go by a different way, and I understand your
answerto be "yes." No worries.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2078, atLL:23, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

June,

To do the analysis from a different start year I would need the information requested in parts a through
d plus a full COS model for that year. The simplest route would be to get the information I requested.

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@vermont.gov>
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2OL8 11:03 AM
To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it seems to me this is a pretty straightforward discovery dispute, and it
seems to me we should follow up to get the information Brian has requested. lf I correctly understand
the scope and reasons for Brian's discovery inquiry, I would think a motion to compel wouldn't be

necessary for this matter to be resolved properly.
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Brian, is it possible for you to make your point about the pace of capital expenditures as the chief driver

of rate pressure by using a shorter timeframe, i.e., by not using the FY 2013 data that the GMP seems to
be qualifying in the answer you reproduced in your email below?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,20L8, at09:29, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

Dan,

I hate to intrude on your weekend, but since time is limited, I wanted to get this in front
of you as soon as possible. I am also copying June and iim since they will need to weigh
in on how we choose to deal with this.

The issue is that GMP has failed to respond to a discovery request for information that I

need to respond to Otley's heavy criticism of my analysis of what is causing rate
pressure at GMP. My request was completely reasonable and would allow me to
perform my analysis in a manner suggested by Eddie Ryan in his rebuttal. lt will clearly
show that growth in GMP rate base (even excluding transmission) is the largest single

driver of rate increases. Specifically, I requested information for the 2013 test year

ending 3/3L/13 (from GMP's2O!4 Base Rate Filing Attachment B, Schedule 1: Cost of
Service). The information they provided in their Excel file is noted as follows:

"Given the merger closing date, this analysis includes actual FY 2013 combined company

information rather than the Test Year ended March 3t,2OL3 shown in the 2014 base

rate filing, Actual 2013 information is pulled from Bl queries and/or the FY 2013

information prepared and shown as the test year in our FY 2015 traditional rate filing."

This is complete hogwash. This information exists - they needed it to create the COS for
the time period I requested. Furthermore I do not have a complete set of information
to produce the analysis for the 2013 actual period. ln order to complete this analysis I

will have to try to extrapolate using the information I have. This is unacceptable. lt is a

lot of work, will be hard to explain and will expose my analysis to nit picking.

The way I see we have two alternatives

1) I do the work with the information I have. lf you want me to do this my

testimony will clearly indicate that GMP failed to comply with a legitimate
discovery request.

2l Contact GMP and the PUC and tell them my Surrebuttal will be delayed by the
time that it takes GMP to comply with my legitimate discovery request. I know
that this alternative is more complex, from a procedural standpoint, than I have

indicated.

What do you suggest is our course of action?

Brian

P.S. They also failed to respond in at least two other areas but they are not as

significant as question 26.
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DPS3.Q10.b. GMP failed to provide the requested details, supporting calcs or invoices.

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP failed to provide the actual number requested.

<GMP Discovery Resp Q26.docx>
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Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Tierney, June

Saturday, September 29, 20L8 12:19 PM

Winn, Brian

Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26Subject:

I think the answer is "yes," assuming you received additional information.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OL8, alL2:L6, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

To be clear I cannot use a different start year without additional information from GMP (likely over and

above what I requested in Q26). So the answer is "no."

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@vermont.gov>
Sent: Saturday, September 29,2O1811:30 AM
To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Thanks, Brian. I understand the simplest route is for the company to simply provide the information you

have asked for. My question was whether it is possible to get where you are trying to go by a different
way, and I understand your answerto be "yes." No worries.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2Ot8, attl:23, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

June,

To do the analysis from a different start year I would need the information requested in
parts a through d plus a full COS model for that year. The simplest route would be to get

the information I requested.

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@vermont.gov>
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2OL8 11-:03 AM
To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26
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Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it seems to me this is a pretty straightforward discovery

dispute, and it seems to me we should follow up to get the information Brian has

requested. lf I correctly understand the scope and reasons for Brian's discovery

inquiry, I would think a motion to compel wouldn't be necessary for this matter to be

resolved properly.

Brian, is it possible for you to make your point about the pace of capital expenditures as

the chief driver of rate pressure by using a shorter timeframe, i.e., by not using the FY

2013 data that the GMP seems to be qualifying in the answer you reproduced in your

email below?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2018, at09:29, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

Dan,

I hate to intrude on your weekend, but since time is limited, I wanted to
get this in front of you as soon as possible. I am also copying June and

Jim since they will need to weigh in on how we choose to deal with this.

The issue is that GMP has failed to respond to a discovery request for
information that I need to respond to Otley's heavy criticism of my

analysis of what is causing rate pressure at GMP. My request was

completely reasonable and would allow me to perform my analysis in a

manner suggested by Eddie Ryan in his rebuttal. lt will clearly show that
growth in GMP rate base (even excluding transmission) is the largest

single driver of rate increases. Specifically, I requested information for
the 2013 test year ending 3/3L/L3 (from GMP's2Ot4 Base Rate Filing

Attachment B, Schedule l-: Cost of Service). The information they
provided in their Excel file is noted as follows:

"Given the merger closing date, this analysis includes actual FY 2013

combined company information rather than the Test Year ended March

3I,2OI3 shown in the 2014 base rate filing, Actual2013 information is

pulled from Bl queries and/or the FY 20L3 information prepared and

shown as the test year in our FY 2015 traditional rate filing."

This is complete hogwash. This information exists - they needed it to
create the COS for the time period I requested. Furthermore I do not
have a complete set of information to produce the analysis for the 20L3

actual period. ln order to complete this analysis I will have to try to
extrapolate using the information I have. This is unacceptable. lt is a lot
of work, will be hard to explain and will expose my analysis to nit
picking.

The way I see we have two alternatives:

1) I do the work with the information I have. lf you want me to do

this my testimony will clearly indicate that GMP failed to comply
with a legitimate discovery request.
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2l Contact GMP and the PUC and tellthem my Surrebuttal will be

delayed by the time that it takes GMP to comply with my
legitimate discovery request. I know that this alternative is

more complex, from a procedural standpoint, than I have

indicated.

What do you suggest is our course of action?

Brian

P.S. They also failed to respond in at least two other areas but they are

not as significant as question 26.

DPS3.Q10.b. GMP failed to provide the requested details, supporting

calcs or invoices.

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP failed to provide the actual number requested.

<GMP Discovery Resp Q25.docx>
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Porter Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Winn, Brian

Saturday, September 29, 2Ol8 12:33 PM

Tierney, June

Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Ok. But in that case they should give me the information I requested. They needed the information I requested to create

the test year ending 3/3I/L3 test year in the first place.

Get Outlook for iOS

From : Tierney, J une <j une.tie rney@ve rmont.gov>
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2OI8 12:18 PM

To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q25

I think the answer is "yes," assuming you received additional information.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2Ot8, att2:t6, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote

To be clear I cannot use a different start year without additional information from GMP (likely over and

above what I requested in Q26). So the answer is "no."

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <june.tiernev@ver >

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2OL811:30 AM
To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Thanks, Brian. I understand the simplest route is for the company to simply provide the information you

have asked for. My question was whether it is possible to get where you are trying to go by a different
way, and I understand your answerto be "yes." No worries.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OI8, at\L:23, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote

June,

To do the analysis from a different start year I would need the information requested in
parts a through d plus a full COS model for that year. The simplest route would be to get

the information I requested. 
1



Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@vermont.gov>
Sent: Saturday, September29,2OLB 11:03 AM
To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it seems to me this is a pretty straightforward discovery

dispute, and it seems to me we should follow up to get the information Brian has

requested. lf I correctly understand the scope and reasons for Brian's discovery

inquiry, I would think a motion to compel wouldn't be necessary for this matter to be

resolved properly.

Brian, is it possible for you to make your point about the pace of capital expenditures as

the chief driver of rate pressure by using a shorter timeframe, i.e., by not using the FY

2013 data that the GMP seems to be qualifiTing in the answer you reproduced in your
emailbelow?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2018, at 09:29, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov) wrote

Dan,

I hate to intrude on your weekend, but since time is limited, I wanted to
get this in front of you as soon as possible. I am also copying June and

Jim since they will need to weigh in on how we choose to deal with'this.

The issue is that GMP has failed to respond to a discovery request for
information that I need to respond to Otley's heavy criticism of my

analysis of what is causing rate pressure at GMP. My request was

completely reasonable and would allow me to perform my analysis in a

manner suggested by Eddie Ryan in his rebuttal. lt will clearly show that
growth in GMP rate base (even excluding transmission) is the largest

single driver of rate increases. Specifically, I requested information for
the 20L3 test year ending 3/31/1,3 (from GMP's20L4 Base Rate Filing

Attachment B, Schedule 1: Cost of Service). The information they
provided in their Excel file is noted as follows:

"Given the ryrerger closing date, this analysis includes actual FY 2013

combined company information rather than the Test Year ended March

3L,2073 shown in the 2014 base rate filing, Actual20l-3 information is
pulled from Bl queries and/or the FY 2013 information prepared and

shown as the test year in our FY 2015 traditional rate filing."
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This is complete hogwash. This information exists - they needed it to

create the COS for the time period I requested. Furthermore I do not

have a complete set of information to produce the analysis for the 2013

actual period. ln order to complete this analysis I will have to try to
extrapolate using the information I have. This is unacceptable. lt is a lot

of work, will be hard to explain and will expose my analysis to nit
picking.

The way I see we have two alternatives:

1) I do the work with the information I have. lf you want me to do

this my testimony will clearly indicate that GMP failed to comply

with a legitimate discovery request.
2l Contact GMP and the PUC and tell them my Surrebuttal will be

delayed by the time that it takes GMP to comply with my

legitimate discovery request. I know that this alternative is

more complex, from a procedural standpoint, than I have

indicated.

What do you suggest is our course of action?

Brian

P.S. They also failed to respond in at least two other areas but they are

not as significant as question 26.

DPS3.QlO.b. GMP failed to provide the requested details, supporting

calcs or invoices.

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP failed to provide the actual number requested

<GMP Discovery Resp Q26.docx>
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Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
lo:
Cc:

Subject:

Winn, Brian

Saturday, September 29,2ALB 2:03 PM

Burke, Dan; Tierney, June

Porter, James

Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Dan,

I understand your approach but it is very unlikely to result in GMP's cooperation. They choose not to provide what I

asked for. This wasn't a last minute surprise. lf they were really interested in cooperating with us they would have told
us a week ago why they could not comply and worked with us to find a solution. This fits the recent pattern of non-

compliance. They did not do the required analysis on the micro grids and now the Molly Falls projects. They are not

maintaining records of their decision making etc.

The only way to make them comply is to extract a price for non-compliance. They do not respect us at all. We need to
get their attention and signal to the PUC that GMP's behavior is unacceptable. That is why I like alternative 2.

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Burke, Dan <da n.burke@vermont.gov>
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2OI8 1:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian; Tierney, June

Cc: Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

My apologies, I just saw this email chain. The rate driver argument is not directly germane to our actual rate

recommendations, but I agree that a response to GMP's rebuttal testimony is warranted. We probably will not be able

to follow up with GMP until Monday, but a deadline extension is likely not feasible since we are so close to the hearing

dates (and the schedules for the other GMP cases are designed to work with the rate case schedule). My

recommendation is to continue working on the other portions of your testimony that relate to our disallowance

recommendations and leave a placeholder for the rate drivers analysis until we speak with GMP.

I know that we plan to get a draft to June ASAP, but it seems like we can get her a draft that covers other issues early

next week and then provide a revised version that includes added information for the rate driver analysis closer to the
deadline after we have found out what information we can actually get from GMP.

lf GMP refuses, then I think we make the best use of the information that we do have, but flag to the Commission that
the analysis may be flawed only because GMP failed to produce data during discovery and there is insufficient time to
reasonably pursue a motion to compel.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Winn, Brian
Sent: Saturday, September 29,2O78 L2:32:,57 PM

To: Tierney, June

1



Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Ok. But in that case they should give me the information I requested. They needed the information I requested to create

the test year ending 3/31,1L3 test year in the first place.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, J une <june.tierney@vermont.gov>
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2OL8 12:18 PM

To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q25

I think the answer is "yes," assuming you received additional information

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OL8, at L2:I6, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote

To be clear I cannot use a different start year without additional information from GMP (likely over and

above what I requested in Q26). So the answer is "no."

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tigrney, June <june.tiernev@ver >

Sent: Saturday, Septemb er 29, 2OL8 11-:30 AM
To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Thanks, Brian. I understand the simplest route is for the company to simply provide the information you

have asked for. My question was whether it is possible to get where you are trying to go by a different
way, and I understand your answer to be "yes." No worries.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2018, attL;23, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote

June,

To do the analysis from a different start year I would need the information requested in
parts a through d plus a full COS model for that year. The simplest route would be to get

the information I requested.

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS
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From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2Ot8 11:03 AM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q25

Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it seems to me this is a pretty straightforward discovery

dispute, and it seems to me we should follow up to get the information Brian has

requested. lf I correctly understand the scope and reasons for Brian's discovery

inquiry, I would think a motion to compel wouldn't be necessary for this matter to be

resolved properly.

Brian, is it possible for you to make your point about the pace of capital expenditures as

the chief driver of rate pressure by using a shorter timeframe, i.e., by not using the FY

2013 data that the GMP seems to be qualifying in the answer you reproduced in your

emailbelow?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OL8, atOg:29, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont'gov> wrote

Dan,

I hate to intrude on your weekend, but since time is limited, I wanted to
get this in front of you as soon as possible. I am also copying June and

Jim since they will need to weigh in on how we choose to deal with this.

The issue is that GMP has failed to respond to a discovery request for
information that I need to respond to Otley's heavy criticism of my

analysis of what is causing rate pressure at GMP. My request was

completely reasonable and would allow me to perform my analysis in a

manner suggested by Eddie Ryan in his rebuttal. lt will clearly show that
growth in GMP rate base (even excluding transmission) is the largest

single driver of rate increases. Specifically, I requested information for
the 2013 test year ending 3/3L/L3 (from GMP's2OL4 Base Rate Filing

Attachment B, Schedule 1: Cost of Service)' The information they

provided in their Excel file is noted as follows:

"Given the merger closing date, this analysis includes actual FY 2013

combined company information rather than the Test Year ended March
gL,2OL3 shown in the 2014 base rate filing, Actual2ot3 information is

pulled from Bl queries and/or the FY 2013 information prepared and

shown as the test year in our FY 2015 traditional rate filing."

This is complete hogwash. This information exists - they needed it to

create the cos for the time period I requested. Furthermore I do not

have a complete set of information to produce the analysis for the 2013

actual period. ln order to complete this analysis I will have to try to

extrapolate using the information I have. This is unacceptable. lt is a lot

' of work, will be hard to explain and will expose my analysis to nit
picking.
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The way I see we have two alternatives:

1) I do the work with the information I have. lf you want me to do

this my testimony will clearly indicate that GMP failed to comply

with a legitimate discovery request.

2l Contact GMP and the PUC and tell them my Surrebuttal will be

delayed by the time that it takes GMP to comply with my

legitimate discovery request. I know that this alternbtive is

more complex, from a procedural standpoint, than I have

indicated.

What do you sugge.st is our course of action?

Brian

P.S. They also failed to respond in at least two other areas but they are

not as significant as question 25.

DPS3.QlO.b. GMP failed to provide the requested details, supporting

calcs or invoices.

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP failed to provide the actual number requested

<GMP Discovery ResP Q26.docx>
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Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Porter, James

Saturday, September 29,2018 2:29 PM

Winn, Brian

Burke, Dan; Tierney, June

Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Hi Brian,

Under Rule 26 we are required to have a conference with the opposing party to make a good faith effort to resolve our

discovery dispute before filing a motion to compel. As such I think it's premature to notify the PUC that your testimony

will be delayed.

I thought Dan's suggestion about preparing all of your testimony but that one piece makes sense since we can't really do

anything else until Monday. I also think we should set up a call with GMP for Monday and the three of us should meet

early Monday and discuss.

Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OL8, at 2:03 PM, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote

Dan,

I understand your approach but it is very unlikely to result in GMP's cooperation. They choose not to

provide what I asked for. This wasn't a last minute surprise. lf they were really interested in cooperating

with us they would have told us a week ago why they could not comply and worked with us to find a

solution. This fits the recent pattern of non-compliance. They did not do the required analysis on the

micro grids and now the Molly Falls projects. They are not maintaining records of their decision making

etc.

The only way to make them comply is to extract a price for non-compliance. They do not respect us at

all. We need to get their attention and signal to the PUC that GMP's behavior is unacceptable. That is

why I like alternative 2.

Brian

Get Outl for iOS

From: Burke, Dan <dan.burke@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2OL81:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian; Tierney, June

Cc: Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q25

My apologies, ljust saw this email chain. The rate driver argument is not directly germane to our actual

rate recommendations, but I agree that a response to GMP's rebuttal testimony is warranted' We
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probably will not be able to follow up with GMP until Monday, but a deadline extension is likely not

feasible since we are so close to the hearing dates (and the schedules for the other GMP cases are

designed to work with the rate case schedule). My recommendation is to continue working on the other
portions of your testimony that relate to our disallowance recommendations and leave a placeholder for
the rate drivers analysis until we speak with GMP.

I know that we plan to get a draft to June ASAP, but it seems like we can get her a draft that covers

other issues early next week and then provide a revised version that includes added information for the

rate driver analysis closer to the deadline after we have found out what information we can actually get

from GMP.

lf GMP refuses, then I think we make the best use of the information that we do have, but flag to the

Commission that the analysis may be flawed only because GMP failed to produce data during discovery

and there is insufficient time to reasonably pursue a motion to compel.

Get Outloo k for iOS

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Saturday, Septemb er 29, 2OL8 72:32:57 PM

To: Tierney, June

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Ok. But in that case they should give me the information I requested. They needed the information I

requested to create the test year ending 3/3L/L3 test year in the first place.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2OL8 1-2:18 PM

To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

I think the answer is "yes," assuming you received additional information

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,20L8, atL2:L6, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote

To be clear I cannot use a different start year without additional information from GMP

(likely over and above what I requested in Q26). So the answer is "no."

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2OtB 11:30 AM
To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26
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Thanks, Brian. I understand the simplest route is for the company to simply provide the

information you have asked for. My question was whether it is possible to get where

you are trying to go by a different way, and I understand your answer to be "yes." No

worries.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2Ot8, at1,L:23, Winn, Brian <Brian'Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

June,

To do the analysis from a different start year I would need the
information requested in parts a through d plus a fullCOS modelfor
that year. The simplest route would be to get the information I

requested.

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2OL8 11:03 AM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it seems to me this is a pretty

straightforward discovery dispute, and it seems to me we should follow

up to get the information Brian has requested. lf I correctly understand

the scope and reasons for Brian's discovery inquiry, I would think a

motion to compel wouldn't be necessary for this matter to be resolved

properly.

Brian, is it possible for you to make your point about the pace of capital

expenditures as the chief driver of rate pressure by using a shorter

timeframe, i.e., by not using the FY 2013 data that the GMP seems to be

qualifying in the answer you reproduced in your email below?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OL8, at 09:29, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.Rov>

wrote:

Dan,

I hate to intrude on your weekend, but since time is

limited, I wanted to get this in front of you as soon as

possible. I am also copying June and Jim since they will
need to weigh in on how we choose to deal with this.
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The issue is that GMP has failed to respond to a

discovery request for information that I need to
respond to Otley's heavy criticism of my analysis of
what is causing rate pressure at GMP. My request was

completely reasonable and would allow me to perform

my analysis in a manner suggested by Eddie Ryan in his

rebuttal. lt will clearly show that growth in GMP rate

base (even excluding transmission) is the largest single

driver of rate increases. Specifically, I requested

information for the 2013 test year ending 3/3t/L3 (from

GMP's 2014 Base Rate Filing Attachment B, Schedule L:

Cost of Service). The information they provided in their

Excel file is noted as follows:

"Given the merger closing date, this analysis includes

actual FY 2013 combined company information rather

than the Test Year ended March 3L,2OL3 shown in the

2014 base rate filing, Actual 2013 information is pulled

from Bl queries and/or the FY 2013 information
prepared and shown as the test year in our FY 2015

traditional rate filing."

This is complete hogwash. This information exists -
they needed it to create the COS for the time period I

requested. Furthermore I do not have a complete set of
information to produce the analysis for the 2013 actual

period. ln order to complete this analysis I will have to

try to extrapolate using the information I have. This is

unacceptable. lt is a lot of work, will be hard to explain

and will expose my analysis to nit picking.

The way I see we have two alternatives:

1) I do the work with the information I have. lf
you want me to do this my testimony will
clearly indicate that GMP failed to comply with
a legitimate discovery request.

2l Contact GMP and the PUC and tellthem my

Surrebuttal will be delayed by the time that it
takes GMP to comply with my legitimate

discovery request. I know that this alternative is

more complex, from a procedural standpoint,

than I have indicated.

What do you suggest is our course of action?

Brian

P.S. They also failed to respond in at least two other
areas but they are not as significant as question 26'
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DPS3.Q1O.b. GMP failed to provide the requested

details, supporting calcs or invoices.

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP failed to provide the actual

number requested.

<GMP Discovery Resp Q25.docx>
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Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Winn, Brian

Saturday, September 29,20L8 2:50 PM

Porter, James

Burke, Dan; Tierney, June

Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Jim,

I did not mean to imply that we would not follow required procedure. lt seems like the next logical step is that call with

GMP on Monday. We should notify them that the call is our good faith effort under rule 26.

Brian.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Porter, Ja mes <ja mes. porte r@ve rmont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, Septemb er 29, 2OL8 2:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Tierney, June

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Hi Brian,

Under Rule 26 we are required to have a conference with the opposing party to make a good faith effort to resolve our

discovery dispute before filing a motion to compel. As such I think it's premature to notify the PUC that your testimony

will be delayed.

I thought Dan's suggestion about preparing all of your testimony but that one piece makes sense since we can't really do

anything else until Monday. I also think we should set up a call with GMP for Monday and the three of us should meet

early Monday and discuss.

Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2O!8, at 2:03 PM, Winn, Brian <Brian'Winn@vermont.gov> wrote

Dan,

I understand your approach but it is very unlikely to result in GMP's cooperation. They choose not to

provide what I asked for. This wasn't a last minute surprise. lf they were really interested in cooperating

with us they would have told us a week ago why-they could not comply and worked with us to find a

solution. This fits the recent pattern of non-compliance. They did not do the required analysis on the

micro grids and now the Molly Falls projects. They are not maintaining records of their decision making

etc.



The only way to make them comply is to extract a price for non-compliance. They do not respect us at

all. We need to get their attention and signal to the PUC that GMP's behavior is unacceptable. That is

why I like alternative 2.

Brian.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Burke, Dan <dan.burke@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2Ot8 1:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian; Tierney, June

Cc: Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

My apologies, I just saw this email chain. The rate driver argument is not directly germane to our actual

rate recommendations, but I agree that a response to GMP's rebuttal testimony is warranted. We

probably will not be able to follow up with GMP until Monday, but a deadline extension is likely not

feasible since we are so close to the hearing dates (and the schedules for the other GMP cases are

designed to work with the rate case schedule). My recommendation is to continue working on the other
portions of your testimony that relate to our disallowance recommendations and leave a placeholder for

the rate drivers analysis until we speak with GMP.

I know that we plan to get a draft to June ASAP, but it seems like we can get her a draft that covers

other issues early next week and then provide a revised version that includes added information for the

rate driver analysis closer to the deadline after we have found out what information we can actually get

from GMP.

lf GMP refuses, then I think we make the best use of the information that we do have, but flag to the

Commission that the analysis may be flawed only because GMP failed to produce data during discovery

and there is insufficient time to reasonably pursue a motion to compel.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Saturday, Septemb er 29, 2OL8 12:32:57 PM

To: Tierney, June

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Ok. But in that case they should give me the information I requested. They needed the information I

requested to create the test year ending 3/3I/13 test year in the first place.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2OL8 12:L8 PM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

2



I think the answer is "yes," assuming you received additional information.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29, 2O!8, at L2:L6, Wi nn, Bria n < Bria n'Wi n n @vermo nt'gov> wrote :

To be clear I cannot use a different start year without additional information from GMP

(likely over and above what I requested in Q26). So the answer is "no."

Get Outloo for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@ver >

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2OL811:30 AM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Thanks, Brian. I understand the simplest route is for the company to simply provide the

information you have asked for. My question was whether it is possible to get where

you are trying to go by a different way, and I understand your answer to be "yes." No

worries.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OL8, at LI:23, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont'gov> wrote

June,

To do the analysis from a different start year I would need the

information requested in parts a through d plus a full COS model for

that year. The simplest route would be to get the information I

requested.

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@vermont'gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2Ot8 11:03 AM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q25

Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it seems to me this is a pretty

straightforward discovery dispute, and it seems to me we should follow

up to get the information Brian has requested. lf I correctly understand

the scope and reasons for Brian's discovery inquiry, I would think a

motion to compel wouldn't be necessary for this matter to be resolved

properly.
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Brian, is it possible for you to make your point about the pace of capital

expenditures as the chief driver of rate pressure by using a shorter

timeframe, i.e., by not using the FY 2013 data that the GMP seems to be

qualifying in the answer you reproduced in your email below?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,20L8, atOg:29, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

wrote:

Dan,

I hate to intrude on your weekend, but since time is

limited, I wanted to get this in front of you as soon as

possible. I am also copying June and Jim since they will

need to weigh in on how we choose to deal with this'

The issue is that GMP has failed to respond to a
discovery request for information that I need to

respond to Otley's heavy criticism of my analysis of
what is causing rate pressure at GMP. My request was

completely reasonable and would allow me to perform

my analysis in a manner suggested by Eddie Ryan in his

rebuttal. lt will clearly show that growth in GMP rate

base (even excluding transmission) is the largest single

driver of rate increases. Specifically, I requested

information for the 2013 test year ending 3l3L/13 (from

GMP's 2014 Base Rate Filing Attachment B, Schedule L:

Cost of Service). The information they provided in their

Excel file is noted as follows:

"Given the merger closing date, this analysis includes

actual FY 2013 combined company information rather

than the Test Year ended March 3L,2Ot3 shown in the

2014 base rate filing, Actual 2013 information is pulled

from Bl queries and/or the FY 2013 information
prepared and shown as the test year in our FY 201-5

traditional rate filing."

This is complete hogwash. This information exists -
they needed it to create the COS for the time period I

requested. Furthermore I do not have a complete set of
information to produce the analysis for the 2013 actual

period. ln order to complete this analysis I will have to

try to extrapolate using the information I have. This is

unacceptable. lt is a lot of work, will be hard to explain

and will expose my analysis to nit picking.

The way I see we have two alternatives:
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1) I do the work with the information I have. lf
you want me to do this my testimony will

. clearly indicate that GMP failed to comply with

a legitimate discovery request.

2) Contact GMP and the PUC and tellthem my

Surrebuttal will be delayed by the time that it
takes GMP to comply with my legitimate

discovery request. I know that this alternative is

more complex, from a procedural standpoint,

than I have indicated.

What do you suggest is our course of action?

Brian

P.S. They also failed to respond in at least two other

areas but they are not as significant as question 26'

DPS3.Q1O.b. GMP failed to provide the requested

details, supporting calcs or invoices.

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP failed to provide the actual

number requested.

<GMP Discovery Resp Q26.docx>
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Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Tierney, June

Saturday, September 29,2018 4:31 PM

Winn, Brian

Porter, James; Burke, Dan

Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

I will be in my office at 8:00 am sharp on Monday and would like the rest of you to join me where we will discuss next

steps. Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OL8, atL4;49, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont'gov> wrote

Jim,

I did not mean to imply that we would not follow required procedure. lt seems like the next logical step

is that call with GMP on Monday. We should notify them that the call is our good faith effort under rule

26.

Brian.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Porter, James <iames.porter@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, Septemb er 29, 2Q18 2:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Tierney, June

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Hi Brian,

Under Rule 25 we are required to have a conference with the opposing party to make a good faith effort
to resolve our discovery dispute before filing a motion to compel. As such I think it's premature to

notify the PUC that your testimony will be delayed.

I thought Dan's suggestion about preparing all of your testimony but that one piece makes sense since

we can't really do anything else until Monday. I also think we should set up a callwith GMP for Monday

and the three of us should meet early Monday and discuss.

Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,20L8, at 2:03 PM, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont'gov> wrote

Dan,

1



I understand your approach but it is very unlikely to result in GMP's cooperation. They

choose not to provide what I asked for. This wasn't a last minute surprise. lf they were

really interested in cooperating with us they would have told us a week ago why they

could not comply and worked with us to find a solution. This fits the recent pattern of

non-compliance. They did not do the required analysis on the micro grids and now the

Molly Falls projects. They are not maintaining records of their decision making etc.

The only way to make them comply is to extract a price for non-compliance. They do

not respect us at all. We need to get their attention and signal to the PUC that GMP's

behavior is unacceptable. That is why I like alternative 2.

Brian.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Burke, Dan <dan.burke@ve,rmont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2Ot8 1:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian; TierneY, June

Cc: Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

My apologies, ljust saw this email chain. The rate driver argument is not directly

germane to our actual rate recommendations, but I agree that a response to GMP's

rebuttal testimony is warranted. We probably will not be able to follow up with GMP

until Monday, but a deadline extension is likely not feasible since we are so close to the

hearing dates (and the schedules for the other GMP cases are designed to work with the

rate case schedule). My recommendation is to continue working on the other portions

of your testimony that relate to our disallowance recommendations and leave a

placeholder for the rate drivers analysis until we speak with GMP.

I know that we plan to get a draft to June ASAP, but it seems like we can get her a draft

that covers other issues early next week and then provide a revised version that

includes added information for the rate driver analysis closer to the deadline after we

have found out what information we can actually get from GMP.

lf GMp refuses, then I think we make the best use of the information that we do have,

but flag to the Commission that the analysis may be flawed only because GMP failed to

produce data during discovery and there is insufficient time to reasonably pursue a

motion to compel.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Saturday, Septemb er 29, 2Ot8 t2:32:57 PM

To: Tierney, June

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Ok. But in that case they should give me the information I requested. They needed the

information I requested to create the test year ending 3/3L/L3 test year in the first

place.
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Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2Ot812:18 PM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

I think the answer is "yes," assuming you received additional information

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2078, at L2:L6, Winn, Brian <Brian'Winn@vermont.gov> wrote

To be clear I cannot use a different start year without additional

information from GMP (likely over and above what I requested in Q26)

So the answer is "no."

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@ver >

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2OL811:30 AM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Thanks, Brian. I understand the simplest route is for the company to

simply provide the information you have asked for. My question was

whether it is possible to get where you are trying to go by a different

way, and I understand your answer to be "yes." No worries.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OL8, atLL:23, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont'gov>

wrote:

June,

To do the analysis from a different start year I would

need the information requested in parts a through d

plus a full COS model for that year. The simplest route

would be to get the information I requested.

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2Ot8 1l-:03 AM
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To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it seems to me this is a

pretty straightforward discovery dispute, and it seems

to me we should follow up to get the information Brian

has requested. lf I correctly understand the scope and

reasons for Brian's discovery inquiry, I would think a
motion to compel wouldn't be necessary for this matter

to be resolved properly.

Brian, is it possible for you to make your point about the

pace of capital expenditures as the chief driver of rate

pressure by using a shorter timeframe, i.e., by not using

the FY 2013 data that the GMP seems to be qualifying in

the answer you reproduced in your email below?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2018, at 09:29, Winn, Brian

<Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

Dan,

I hate to intrude on your weekend, but

since time is limited, lwanted to get

this in front of you as soon as

possible. I am also copying June and

Jim since they will need to weigh in on

how we choose to deal with this.

The issue is that GMP has failed to
respond to a discovery request for
information that I need to respond to
Otley's heavy criticism of my analysis of
what is causing rate pressure at

GMP. My request was comPletelY

reasonable and would allow me to
perform my analysis in a manner

suggested by Eddie Ryan in his

rebuttal. lt will clearly show that
growth in GMP rate base (even

excluding transmission) is the largest

single driver of rate
increases. Specifically, I requested

information for the 2013 test year

ending 3l3L/L3 (from GMP's 2014 Base

Rate Filing Attachment B, Schedule 1:

Cost of Service). The information they

4



provided in their Excel file is noted as

follows:

"Given the merger closing date, this
analysis includes actual FY 2013

combined company information rather

than the Test Year ended March 31,

2013 shown in the 2014 base rate
filing, Actual 2013 information is pulled

from Bl queries and/or the FY 2013

information prepared and shown as the
test year in our FY 2015 traditional rate

filing."

This is complete hogwash. This

information exists - they needed it to
create the COS for the time Period I

requested. Furthermore ldo not have a

complete set of information to produce

the analysis for the 2013 actual
period. ln order to comPlete this

analysis I will have to try to extrapolate
using the information I have. This is

unacceptable. lt is a lot of work, will be

hard to explain and willexpose mY

analysis to nit picking.

The way I see we have two alternatives:

1) I do the work with the
information I have. lf you want
me to do this my testimony will
clearly indicate that GMP failed
to comply with a legitimate
discovery request.

2l Contact GMP and the PUC and

tell them my Surrebuttal will be

delayed by the time that it
takes GMP to comply with mY

legitimate discovery request. I

know that this alternative is

more complex, from a
procedural standpoint, than I

have indicated.

What do you suggest is our course of
action?

5
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P.S. They also failed to respond in at

least two other areas but they are not
as significant as question 26.

DPS3.Q10.b. GMP failed to provide the
requested details, supporting calcs or
invoices.

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP failed to provide

the actual number requested.

<GMP Discovery Resp Q26.docx>
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Porter, Patricia

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From: Tierney, June

Saturday, September 29,20L8 5:52 PM

Burke, Dan

Porter, James

Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Hi Dan. Please discuss with Jim. Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2078, alLT:2O, Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermon > wrote:

June,

Should I send Geoff Hand an email yet, or would you prefer that I hold off until after our meeting on

Monday?

-Dan

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2OL8 4:30:41 PM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Porter, James; Burke, Dan

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

I will be in my office at 8:00 am sharp on Monday and would like the rest of you to join me where we

will discuss next steps. Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2Ot8, atL4:49, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont'gov> wrote:

Jim,

I did not mean to imply that we would not follow required procedure. lt seems like the

next logical step is that call with GMP on Monday. We should notify them that the call is

our good faith effort under rule 26.

Brian.

Get Outlook for iOS

Subject:

From: Porter, James <iames.porter@ver >

Sent: Saturday, Septemb er 29, 2OL8 2:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian

1



Cc: Burke, Dan; Tierney, June

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Hi Brian,

Under Rule 26 we are required to have a conference with the opposing party to make a

good faith effort to resolve our discovery dispute before filing a motion to compel' As

such I think it's premature to notify the PUC that your testimony will be delayed.

I thought Dan's suggestion about preparing all of your testimony but that one piece

makes sense since we can't really do anything else until Monday. I also think we should

set up a call with GMP for Monday and the three of us should meet early Monday and

discuss.

Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2O!8, at 2:03 PM, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote

Dan,

I understand your approach but it is very unlikely to result in GMP's

cooperation. They choose not to provide what I asked for' This wasn't a

last minute surprise. lf they were really interested in cooperating with

us they would have told us a week ago why they could not comply and

worked with us to find a solution. This fits the recent pattern of non-

compliance. They did not do the required analysis on the micro grids

and now the Molly Falls projects. They are not maintaining records of
their decision making etc.

The only way to make them comply is to extract a price for non-

compliance. They do not respect us at all' We need to get their

attention and signal to the PUC that GMP's behavior is unacceptable

That is why I like alternative 2.

Brian.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Burke, Dan <dan.burke@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2OL8 1:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian; Tierney, June

Cc: Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

My apologies, ljust saw this email chain. The rate driver argument is not

directly germane to our actual rate recommendations, but I agree that a

response to GMP's rebuttal testimony is warranted. We probably will

not be able to follow up with GMP until Monday, but a deadline

extension is likely not feasible since we are so close to the hearing dates

(and the schedules for the other GMP cases are designed to work with
2



the rate case schedule). My recommendation is to continue working on

the other portions of your testimony that relate to our disallowance

recommendations and leave a placeholder for the rate drivers analysis

until we speak with GMP.

I know that we plan to get a draft to June ASAP, but it seems like we can

get her a draft that covers other issues early next week and then

provide a revised version that includes added information for the rate

driver analysis closer to the deadline after we have found out what

information we can actually get from GMP.

lf GMP refuses, then I think we make the best use of the information

that we do have, but flag to the Commission that the analysis may be

flawed only because GMP failed to produce data during discovery and

there is insufficient time to reasonably pursue a motion to compel.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Saturday, Septemb er 29, 2Ol8 L2:32:57 PM

To: Tierney, June

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Ok. But in that case they should give me the information I requested.

They needed the information I requested to create the test year ending

3/3L/13 test year in the first place.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tierney@ver >

Sent: Saturday, September29,2OL8 12:18 PM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q25

I think the answer is "yes," assuming you received additional

information.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29, 2Ot8, at I2:,L6, Winn, Bria n <Bria n.Wi n n @vermo nt.qov>

wrote:

To be clear I cannot use a different start year without
additional information from GMP (likely over and above

what I requested in Q26). So the answer is "no."

Get Outlook for iOS

3



From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@ver >

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2Ot8 11:30 AM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Thanks, Brian. I understand the simplest route is for the

company to simply provide the information you have

asked for. My question was whether it is possible to get

where you are trying to go by a different way, and I

understand your answer to be "Yes'" No worries.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2Ot8, atLL:23, Winn, Brian

<Brian.Winn @vermont.gov> wrote:

June,

To do the analysis from a different start
year lwould need the information
requested in parts a through d plus a

full COS model for that year. The

simplest route would be to get the
information I requested.

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June

<i une.tie rnev@ve rmo nt.gov>

Sent: Saturday, SePtember 29,2Ot8
11:03 AM
To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery ResPonse

to Q26

Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it
seems to me this is a Pretty
straightforwa rd discovery dispute, and

it seems to me we should follow uP to
get the information Brian has

requested. lf I correctly understand the
scope and reasons for Brian's discovery

inquiry, lwould think a motion to
compel wouldn't be necessary for this

matter to be resolved ProPerlY.

Brian, is it possible for you to make your
point about the pace of caPital

4



expenditures as the chief driver of rate
pressure by using a shorter timeframe,
i.e., by not using the FY 2013 data that
the GMP seems to be qualifying in the
answer you reproduced in your email

below?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OL8, at 09:29, Winn, Brian

<Bria n.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

Dan,

I hate to intrude on
your weekend, but
since time is limited, I

wanted to get this in
front ofyou as soon as

possible. lam also

copying June and Jim

since they will need to
weigh in on how we
choose to deal with
this.

The issue is that GMP

has failed to respond to
a discovery request for
information that I need

to respond to OtleY's

heavy criticism of my

analysis of what is
causing rate pressure at
GMP. My request was

completely reasonable

and would allow me to
perform my analysis in

a manner suggested by

Eddie Ryan in his

rebuttal. lt will clearly
show that growth in
GMP rate base (even

excluding transmission)
is the largest single

driver of rate
increases. Specifically, I

requested information
for the 2013 test year

ending 3/3t/L3 (from
GMP's 2014 Base Rate

5



Filing Attachment B,

Schedule 1: Cost of
Service). The

information they
provided in their Excel

file is noted as follows:

"Given the merger
closing date, this
analysis includes actual
FY 2013 combined
company information
rather than the Test

Year ended March 31,

2013 shown in the 2014

base rate filing, Actual
2013 information is

pulled from Blqueries
and/or the FY 2013

information prepared

and shown as the test
year in our FY 2015

traditional rate filing."

This is complete
hogwash. This

information exists -
they needed it to create
the COS for the time
period I

requested. Furthermor
e I do not have a

complete set of
information to produce

the analysis for the
201.3 actual period. ln
order to complete this
analysis lwill have to
try to extrapolate using

the information I

have. This is

unacceptable. lt is a lot
of work, will be hard to
explain and will expose

my analysis to nit
picking.

The way I see we have

two alternatives:

1) I do the work
with the

6



information I

have. lf you

want me to do
this my
testimony will
clearly indicate
that GMP failed
to comply with
a legitimate
discovery
request.

2l Contact GMP

and the PUC

and tellthem
my Surrebuttal
will be delayed
by the time
that it takes
GMP to comPlY

with my
legitimate
discovery
request. I know
that this
alternative is

more complex,
from a
procedural
standpoint,
than I have
indicated.

What do you suggest is

our course of action?

Brian

P.S. They also failed to
respond in at least two
other areas but they
are not as significant as

question 26.

DPS3.Q10.b. GMP failed
to provide the
requested details,

supporting calcs or
invoices.

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP

failed to provide the

7



actual number
requested.

<GMP Discovery ResP

Q26.docx>
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Porter Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tierney, June

Saturday, September 29,20L8 5:54 PM

Burke, Dan

Re: GMP Discovery ResPonse to Q25

And thanks for your astute handling of a difficult situation. This calls for careful judBment, and this is where counsel-to-

counsel relations are key.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OL8, atLT:2O, Burke, Dan <Dan'Burke@vermont.gov> wrote:

'June,

Should I send Geoff Hand an email yet, or would you prefer that I hold off until after our meeting on

Monday?

-Dan

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June

Sent: Saturday, September 29,20L8 4:30:41 PM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Porter, James; Burke, Dan

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

I will be in my office at 8:00 am sharp on Monday and would like the rest of you to join me where we

will discuss next steps. Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2O!8, att4:49, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

Jim,

I did not mean to imply that we would not follow required procedure. lt seems like the

next logical step is that call with GMP on Monday. We should notiry them that the call is

our good faith effort under rule 26.

Brian.

Get Outlook for iOS

From : Po rter, Ja mes <iam es.po rte r@ve rmo nt'gov>

Sent: Saturday, September29,2OL8 2:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian

1



Cc: Burke, Dan; Tierney, June

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Hi Brian,

Under Rule 26 we are required to have a conference with the opposing party to make a

good faith effort to resolve our discovery dispute before filing a motion to compel. As

such I think it's premature to notify the PUC that your testimony will be delayed.

I thought Dan's suggestion about preparing all of your testimony but that one piece

makes sense since we can't really do anything else until Monday. I also think we should

set up a call with GMP for Monday and the three of us should meet early Monday and

discuss.

Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OI8, at 2:03 PM, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

Dan,

I understand your approach but it is very unlikely to result in GMP's

cooperation. They choose not to provide what I asked for. This wasn't a

last minute surprise. lf they were really interested in cooperating with
us they would have told us a week ago why they could not comply and

worked with us to find a solution. This fits the recent pattern of non-

compliance. They did not do the required analysis on the micro grids

and now the Molly Falls projects. They are not maintaining records of
their decision making etc.

The only way to make them comply is to extract a price for non-

compliance. They do not respect us at all. We need to get their
attention and signal to the PUC that GMP's behavior is unacceptable

That is why I like alternative 2.

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Burke, Dan <dan.burke@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, Septemb er 29, 2Ot8 1:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian; Tierney, June

Cc: Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q25

My apologies, ljust saw this email chain. The rate driver argument is not

directly germane to our actual rate recommendations, but I agree that a
response to GMP's rebuttal testimony is warranted. We probably will
not be able to follow up with GMP until Monday, but a deadline

extension is likely not feasible since we are so close to the hearing dates

(and the schedules for the other GMP cases are designed to work with
2



the rate case schedule). My recommendation is to continue working on

the other portions of your testimony that relate to our disallowance

recommendations and leave a placeholder for the rate drivers analysis

until we speak with GMP.

I know that we plan to get a draft to June ASAP, but it seems like we can

get her a draft that covers other issues early next week and then

provide a revised version that includes added information for the rate

driver analysis closer to the deadline after we have found out what

information we can actually get from GMP.

lf GMP refuses, then I think we make the best use of the information

that we do have, but flag to the Commission that the analysis may be

flawed only because GMP failed to produce data during discovery and

there is insufficient time to reasonably pursue a motion to compel.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Saturday, Septem b er 29, 2Ot8 L2:32:57 PM

To: Tierney, June

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Ok. But in that case they should give me the information I requested.

They needed the information I requested to create the test year ending

3/3L/13 test year in the first place.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@ver >

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2OL8 12:18 PM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

I think the answer is "yes," assuming you received additional

information.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OL8, atL2:L6, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont'sov>

wrote:

To be clear I cannot use a different start year without
additional information from GMP (likely over and above

what I requested in Q26). So the answer is "no'"

3

Get Outlook for iOS



From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@vermont'gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2Ot811:30 AM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Thanks, Brian. I understand the simplest route is for the

company to simply provide the information you have

asked for. My question was whether it is possible to get

where you are trying to go by a different way, and I

understand your answer to be "Yes." No worries.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2Ot8, atLL:23, Winn, Brian

<Brian.Winn @vermont.gov> wrote:

June,

To do the analysis from a different start
year lwould need the information
requested in parts a through d plus a

full COS model for that year. The

simplest route would be to get the
information I requested.

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June

<iune.tierneV@vermont.gov>
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2OL8

11:03 AM
To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response

to Q26

Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it
seems to me this is a pretty
straightforward discovery dispute, and

it seems to me we should follow uP to
get the information Brian has

requested. lf I correctly understand the
scope and reasons for Brian's discovery

inquiry, I would think a motion to
compel wouldn't be necessary for this
matter to be resolved ProPerlY.

Brian, is it possible for you to make your
point about the pace of caPital

4



expenditures as the chief driver of rate
pressure by using a shorter timeframe,
i.e., by not using the FY 2013 data that
the GMP seems to be qualifying in the
answer you reproduced in your email

below?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,20L8, at 09:29, Winn, Brian

<Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

Dan,

I hate to intrude on
your weekend, but
since time is limited, I

wanted to get this in
front of you as soon as

possible. lam also

copying June and Jim

since they will need to
weigh in on how we
choose to dealwith
this.

The issue is that GMP

has failed to respond to
a discovery request for
information that I need

to respond to Otley's
heavy criticism of my

analysis of what is
causing rate pressure at
GMP. My request was

completely reasonable

and would allow me to
perform my analysis in

a manner suggested by

Eddie Ryan in his

rebuttal. lt will clearly
show that growth in
GMP rate base (even

excluding transmission)
is the largest single

driver of rate
increases. Specifically, I

requested information
for the 2013 test year

ending 3/37/13 (from
GMP's 2014 Base Rate

5



Filing Attachment B,

Schedule 1: Cost of
Service). The

information they
provided in their Excel

file is noted as follows:

"Given the merger
closing date, this
analysis includes actual

FY 2013 combined
company information
rather than the Test

Year ended March 31,

2013 shown in the 2014

base rate filing, Actual

2013 information is

pulled from Bl queries

and/or the FY 2013

information prepared

and shown as the test
year in our FY 2015

traditional rate filing."

This is complete
hogwash. This

information exists -
they needed it to create
the COS for the time
period I

requested. Furthermor
e I do not have a

complete set of
information to produce

the analysis for the
2013 actual period. ln
order to complete this
analysis lwill have to
try to extrapolate using

the information I

have. This is

unacceptable. lt is a lot
of work, will be hard to
explain and willexpose
my analysis to nit
picking.

The way I see we have

two alternatives:

1) I do the work
with the

6



information I

have. lf you

want me to do
this my
testimony will
clearly indicate
that GMP failed
to comply with
a legitimate
discovery
request.

2l Contact GMP

and the PUc

and tellthem
my Surrebuttal
will be delayed

by the time
that it takes
GMP to comply
with my
legitimate
discovery
request. I know
that this
alternative is

more complex,
from a

procedural
standpoint,
than I have
indicated.

What do you suggest is

our course of action?

Brian

P.S. They also failed to
respond in at least two
other areas but they
are not as significant as

question 26.

DPS3.Q10.b. GMP failed
to provide the
requested details,

supporting calcs or
invoices.

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP

failed to provide the

7



actual number
requested.

<GMP Discovery Resp

Q26.docx>
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Porter Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Winn, Brian

Saturday, September 29,20L8 L1:24 AM

Tierney, June

Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

June,

To do the analysis from a different start year I would need the information requested in parts a through d plus a full COS

model for that year. The simplest route would be to get the information I requested.

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tie rney, J u ne <ju ne.tierney@vermo nt.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2O!811:03 AM
To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q25

Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it seems to me this is a pretty straightforward discovery dispute, and it seems to me we

should follow up to get the information Brian has requested. lf I correctly understand the scope and reasons for Brian's

discovery inquiry, I would think a motion to compelwouldn't be necessary for this matterto be resolved properly.

Brian, is it possible for you to make your point about the pace of capital expenditures as the chief driver of rate pressure

by using a shorter timeframe, i.e., by not using the FY 2013 data that the GMP seems to be qualifying in the answer you

reproduced in your email below?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OL8, at 09:29, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

Dan,

I hate to intrude on your weekend, but since time is limited, I wanted to get this in front of you as soon

as possible. I am also copying June and Jim since they will need to weigh in on how we choose todeal
with this.

The issue is that GMP has failed to respond to a discovery request for information that I need to respond

to Otley's heavy criticism of my analysis of what is causing rate pressure at GMP. My request was

completely reasonable and would allow me to perform my analysis in a manner suggested by Eddie

Ryan in his rebuttal. lt will clearly show that growth in GMP rate base (even excluding transmission) is

the largest single driver of rate increases. Specifically, I requested information for the 2013 test year

I



ending 3/3L/73 (from GMP's2OL4 Base Rate Filing Attachment B, Schedule 1: Cost of Service)' The

information they provided in their Excel file is noted as follows:

"Given the merger closing date, this analysis includes actual FY 2013 combined company information

rather than the Test Year ended March 3L,2Ot3 shown in the 2014 base rate filing, Actual 2013

information is pulled from Bl queries and/or the FY 2013 information prepared and shown as'the test

year in our FY 2015 traditional rate filing."

This is complete hogwash. This information exists - they needed it to create the COS for the time period

I requested. Furthermore I do not have a complete set of information to produce the analysis for the

2013 actual period. ln order to complete this analysis I will have to try to extrapolate using the

information I have. This is unacceptable. lt is a lot of work, will be hard to explain and will expose my

analysis to nit picking.

The way I see we have two alternatives

1) I do the work with the information I have. lf you want me to do this my testimony will clearly

indicate that GMP failed to comply with a legitimate discovery request.

2l Contact GMP and the PUC and tell them my Surrebuttal will be delayed by the time that it takes

GMP to comply with my legitimate discovery request. I know that this alternative is more

complex, from a procedural standpoint, than I have indicated.

What do you suggest is our course of action?

Brian

p.S. They also failed to respond in at least two other areas but they are not as significant as question

26

DpS3.e1O.b. GMP failed to provide the requested details, supporting calcs or invoices

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP failed to provide the actual number requested.

<GMP Discovery Resp Q26.docx>
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Porte Patricia

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From: Burke, Dan

Thursday, September 13,20L8 LL:22 AM

Tierney, June

Winn, Brian; Porter, James

RE: GMP rate case

Thank you June

-----Original Message-----
From: Tierney, June
Sent: Thursday, September 13,2018 ll:12 AM
To : Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont. gov>
Cc: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Porter, James <James.Porter@vermont.gov>

Subject: GMP rate case

Hi Dan
Brian has explained to me a acheduling predicament he is in where he needs more time internally to prepare his

sur-rebuttal testimony. Evidently there-is crucial data that he needs that GMP won't be able to make available

until 5pm on Sep. 28. So, I will accept the need for an exception this time, and thetefore would ask that you

please^work witl grian to give him more time, recognizing this will eat into the 7 day rule. Also please keep in

mind that I must have at least 3 days to review Brian's testimony and to have internal process around it as

needed.

Subject:

Thanks!

Sent from my iPhone

1



Porter, Patricia

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From: Winn, Brian

Thursday, September 13, 2018 1-1:26 AM
Tierney, June

Porter, James; Burke, Dan

RE: GMP rate case

Yes. Much appreciated.

-----Original Message-----
From: Burke, Dan
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2018 1l',22 ll^M
To : Tierney, June <June.Tiemey@vermont.gov>
Cc: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Porter, James <James.Porter@vetmont.gov>

Subject: RE: GMP rate case

Thank you June

-----Original Message-----
From: Tiemey, June
Sent: Thursday, September 13,2018 11:12 AM
To : Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont. gov)
Cc: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Porter, James <James.Porter@vermont.gov>

Subject: GMP rate case

Hi Dan -
Brian has explained to me a acheduling predicament he is in where he needs more time internally to prepare his

sur-rebuttal testimony. Evidently there is crucial data that he needs that GMP won't be able to make available

until 5pm on Sep. 28. So, I will accept the need for an exception this time, and thetefore would ask that you

please work with Brian to give him more time, recognizingthis will eat into theT day rule. Also please keep in
mind that I must have at least 3 days to review Brian's testimony and to have internal process around it as

needed.

Thanks!

Sent from my iPhone

Subject:

1



Porter, Patricia

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From: Winn, Brian

Friday, July 27,2018 4:26 PM

Jacob Thomas; Burke, Dan

White, Joanna

RE:Your Voice Mail

Please copy me on the testimony drafts. I need them for my testimony

From: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Sent: Friday, July 27 ,2018 4:15 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan. Burke@vermont.gov>
Cc: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Subject: Your Voice Mail

Dan -

I got your voice mail re: the update on the settlement agreement with the industrial customer. Thanks for the update on

that. Obviously, if you are successful in getting a week extension on our filing deadline, that would be great and allow us

all time to really pull everything together and review it carefully.

With respect to testimony, I will be delivering drafts of all GDS witness testimony hopefully before 5:30 PM today. I just

spoke with each of them and they are all telling me they are close to finalizing their draft. I also know the issue about

REC accounting has arisen this afternoon. Terry would like to really review the pertinent files before he drafts any

testimony about it, so l've asked him to finalize his draft testimony on all other issues first and then he can look deeper

into the REC accounting issue. I think he can then draft some additional testimony about that issue on Monday.

I will forward draft testimony as I receive it as opposed to waiting to send it all at once.

Jake

Subject:

$$fif,?-tr*fi$.'t{fi
Jacob Thomas, P.E.

Senior Project Manager

1850 Parkway Place, Suite 800
Marietta, GA 30067
main 770-425-8100

dired770-799-2377
fax 866-611-3791

iacob,thomas@ gdsassociates. com

autrtr@
Send me large files using our File Sender'
Send me faxes using my custom Fax Coveroage.
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Porte Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Burke, Dan

Friday, luly 28,20L7 3:09 PM

White, Joanna; helmuthws@aol.com
Winn, Brian; McNamara, Ed; vondle@sageconsultants.us

RE: JV microgrid projects - come out of COS

Bill,

I also sent a separate email discussion George Evans's recommendations and computations on the rate impact of the

solar projects. Like Joan said, we have had extensive internalconversations and debates on whetherto consider a

prudence challenge on the JV Solar projects. Ultimately we decided to allow those projects to stay in.

Thanks,
Dan

From: White, Joanna

Sent: Friday, July 28, 2017 3:05 PM

To: helmuthws@aol.com
Cc: Winn, Brian ; Burke, Dan ; McNamara, Ed; vondle@sageconsultants'us

Subject: RE: JV microgrid projects - come out of COS

Thanks Bill.

You're talking about the 5 Projects

Hartford (JV GMPSolar)
Panton (JV GMPSolar)
Richmond (JV GMPSolar)
Williamstown (JV GMPSolar)

Williston (JV GMPSolar)

yeah, we took a pretty close look at those 5. We're leaving them in because at the time, GMP didn't know they would be

long on Tier 2 RECs, so they were a reasonable investment at the time. George Evans from Sage did an analysis on it, but

I think ultimately it is staying in. (counting on Ed and Brian to correct me if l'm wrong on that).

From: helm uthws(oaol.com [mailto:helm uthws@aol.com]

Sent: Friday, July 28, 2017 3:01 PM

To: White, Joanna <Joanna.White@vermont'qov>

Cc: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>; McNamara, Ed

<Ed. McNamara @vermont.Rov>; vondle@sageconsulta nts.us

Subject: Re: JV microgrid projects - come out of COS

Okay this is included in rate base as an investment in affiliates at $12.761 million ...excluding this from rate base reduces

the iost of service about $1.5 million. There is no income reflected for this so no adjustment is needed there. Now after

reading Sheilds testimony he talks about some tax credits but based on the info there I cannot tell if there is any in the

current rate case.

ls there anyone looking at the JV Solar investment? That increases rate base by almost $38 million and only shows

$g2,000 oiincome. This may be something to adjust for since the revenue stream is not sufficient to justify the return on

paid by ratepayers which is about $4million. lt appears it was included in the last filing for FY2017 '
1



Tim dealt with the investment in this and whether they would get it in the past. I guess the first thing to determine is if this

investment was approved by the Commission.

---Original Message---
From: White, Joanna <Joanna.White@vermont.gov
To: Helmuthws <Helmuthws@aol.com>
Cc:Winn, Bti"n .Bti"n.Winn@ >; Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>; McNamara, Ed

< Ed. McNamara@vermont.qov>; vondle <vondle@saqeconsultants. us>

Sent: Fri, Jul28, 2017 2:08 pm

Subject JV microgrid projects - come out of COS

HiBill,

l,m working on the GMP rate case. The 3 Microgrid projects (GMP MicroGrid - Hartland, GMP MicroGrid -
Weathersfield, GMp MicroGrid - Newbury) will not likely be built by the rate year. They are already rhany months

behind on permitting to make a2OL8 in-service date. They appear in Sheild's testimony - though they must flow

through somewhere in Eddie Ryan's generalCOS'

Can you make sure they get pulled out of the COS?

Happy to answer any follow uP.

Thanks,

Joan

2



Sent:
To:
Cc:

Patricia

From: Dave Vondle <vondle@aol.com >

Monday, June 12,201.7 5:00 PM

Burke, Dan

Hoffman, Steph; whitman@sageconsultants.us

Re: RE: RE: RE: RE: RE:SAGE Schedule

Thank you.

ln a message dated 6h2/2}t7 2:58:47 PM Mountain Standard Time, Dan.Burke@vermont.gov writes:

Here is the relevant language on prudence that the Board uses (from Pages217-t8 of Docket 5983)

The standard we apply to judging the prudence of utility expenditures is long-standing and well-known

to Vermont utilities. As we recently stated, "our precedent is absolutely clear, and it is uncontroverted

by any participant in this Docket, that imprudent expenditures by utilities are not recoverable from

ratepayers." ln Docket 5132, tn re Seabrook, we concisely explained the criteria we apply, quoting from

a decision by the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities:

A prudency [sic] review must determine whether the utility's octions, based on oll that it knew

(or shoutd have known) ot the time, were reosonoble ond prudent in light of the circumstances

which then existed. Such a judgment should not be based on hindsight or after-acquired

knowledge, and it must respect the managerial rights of the company. However, it does not

merely presume that management operated properly, and it holds the company responsible for

making all reasonable efforts to gather relevant information and to respond appropriately.

A utility's obligations include continued monitoring, review, and assessment of its participation

in specific power projects. These assessments must, at least, consider the likelihood of the

project's coming online at expected times and within estimated costs, options available in case

of failure to meet expected operating criteria, alternative power sources or conservation

efforts that might replace the power project and the effect of continued investment on

ratepayers and stockholders. This continuing review and assessment process should be

documented so that its prudence can be evaluated when challenged.

The obligation for utilities to operate in a prudent manner applies not solely to investments in specific

projects, but to the full range of utility actions, including the negotiation and management of

purchased power contracts.

Thanks,

Dan

From: Dave Vondle [mailto:vondle@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, June L2,2017 4:50 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont'gov>

Cc: Hoffman, Steph <Steph.Hoffman@vermont.gov>; whitman@sageconsultants.us

Subiect: Re: RE: RE: RE: RE: SAGE Schedule

Subject:

1



Dan

Thanks. ls there a prudence standard also?

Dave

ln a message dated 6/L2/2Ot7 2:35:05 PM Mountain Standard Time, Dan.Burke@vermont.gov writes:

Here is the important language from Dockets 6946 & 6988 for the known and measurable standard

(from page 67) (my emphasis added on cost-benefit analyses):

Our evoluation of CVPS's proposed plant odditions begins with o review of the known ond

measuroble standord, os defined by the Vermont Supreme Court, ond os opplied by this Board'

The Vermont Supreme Court has defined the known ond measurable stondard os "chonges thot

are meosurobte with o reosonoble degree of accurocy ond have o high probability of being in

effect in the odjusted test yeqr." The Board hos consistently held, including in CVPS's lost fully-
titigated rate cose, thot witnesses' representotions olone ore not sufficient support for o proiect

to meet the Court's known ond measurable standqrd. Rather, the Boord hos required some

tongibte work-product that shows that the project is likely to octually be completed; exomples

include work orders, cost-benefit onalvses or other types of written support for o proiect's cost

ond completion dote.

Thanks,

Dan

From: Dave Vondle Imailto:vondle@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, June L2,20L7 4:25 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Da n. Burke@vermont.gov>
Cc: Hoffman, Steph <Steph.Hoffman@vermont.gov>; whitman@sageconsultants.us

Subject: Re: RE: RE: RE: SAGE Schedule

Dan,

Just so I do not misinterpret the standard, could you point me to the known and measurable standard

discussion you want us to follow?

2
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Dave

ln a message dated 6/L2/2OL7 2:13:01, PM Mountain Standard Time, Dan.Burke@vermont.sov writes:

I should have also included the attached order in my last email. This is the PSB's final order in

a CVpS rate case from 2005. This is actually the last full rate case that the PSB completed for

either GMP or CVPS. lt provides a helpful discussion of the known and measurable standard,

which could also be relevant for your analysis.

Thanks,

Dan

From: Dave Vondle [mailto:vondle@aol'com]
Sent: Monday, June L2,2Ot7 3:42 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Cc: Hoffman, Steph <Steph.Hoffman@vermont.gov>; whitman@sageconsultants.us

Subject: Re: RE: RE: SAGE Schedule

Dan,

What is the prudence standard in Vermont?

Thanks,

Dave

ln a message dated 6/L2/2O17 1:13:53 PM Mountain Standard Time,

Dan.Burke @vermont.gov writes:

Dave,

l've attached a copy of some short prefiled testimony from Brian Winn in a recent

telecom merger case. This is the format that we typically use for our prefiled

testimony (double spaced with line numbers). Do not worry too much over

formatting of testimony; we will make a final pass at formatting all of our witnesses'

testimony for consistencY.

3



I understand that you have already had multiple conversations with Brian and Tim

about the primary issues that we want you to address: GMP's capital planning

processes and principles, with a focus the reasonableness, necessity and least-cost-

planning of capital investments. As to applicable legal standard, we will probably

need to couch our recommendations within the traditional principles of rate-

regulation (generally 'used and useful' and 'prudence' analyses). There is some

helpful guidance from prior Public Service Board cases (l can send copies of decisions

if you'd like), but we might be charting new legal territory depending on what you

find/conclude. At this point, we are focused on the investigation/factual side of the

analysis to determine if there are any areas of concern. We can begin to construct

the legalframework once we have received more data and if you identify any

issues/concerns that might lead to recommendations regarding ratebase reductions.

Thanks,

Dan

From: Dave Vondle [mailto:vondle@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, June 12,2OL7 1-:03 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Cc: Hoffman, Steph <Steph.Hoffman@vermont.gov>; whitman@sageconsultants.us

Subject: Re: RE: SAGE Schedule

Dan,

I am checking with the team on availability for a conference call. I will let you know
The other thing we should discuss is the legal standard for our testimony. That is,

what is the basis for any recommendations to reduce or postpone capital
expenditures?

Also, please send me a Word copy of a filed testimony in a format you like. We will

mimic it.

Thanks,

Dave

ln a message dated 6/L2/2OL7 LO.42l.43 AM Mountain Standard Time,

Da n. Burke@vermont.gov writes:

4
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l've attached a scheduling order that the Public Service Board issued on

Friday afternoon. Our filing deadline for prefiled testimony is now August

10, so we will have to adjust the testimony deadlines from your list. Most of

the dates following the initial testimony deadline will also need to be

adjusted by roughly 10 days. The other change is that the Board's order

includes an opportunity for us to file surrebuttal testimony in October in

advance of the hearings. l've attached a revised copy of your Word draft

with proposed alternate dates in tracked changes.

From our perspective, it would be idealto have a draft of the Sage

testimony by August 1. Obviously, this is a tight time frame, and might

require us to adjust our discovery planning. I think that we will need to

anticipate using the second set of discovery requests on GMP to gather the

bulk of the information that we will need, and then use a third set as a final

clean up on any loose issues. ln other words, I think that we need to be

prepared to draft testimony based on the information that we receive from

the second round of testimony.

Please feel free to call me if you would like to discuss scheduling. I also think

that it would be helpful for Steph Hoffman and I to schedule a call with you

and your team later this week to discuss process. I think that we can both

be available after 2:00 pm EDT on Wednesday.

Thanks,

Dan

From: Dave Vondle [mailto:vondle@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, June L2,2OL7 11:52 AM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Cc: Hoffma n, Steph <Ste oh. Hoffma n @ve rmo nt.gov>;

whitman Itants.us

Subject: SAGE Schedule

Dan,

working from the DPS Draft Proposed schedule, I prepared the attached

timeline of SAGE involvement and due dates. Could you check it before I

share it with our team?

Thanks,

Dave

5
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SAGE Management Consultants, LLC

vo nd I e (o sa geco nsu lta nts. us

(sos) 292-8961
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Porter Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Dave Vondle <vondle@aol.com >

Monday, June L2,20L7 3:42 PM

Burke, Dan

Hoffman, Steph; whitman @sageconsultants.us
Re: RE: RE: SAGE Schedule

Dan,

What is the prudence standard in Vermont?

Thanks,

Dave

ln a message dated 6/L2/2OL7 1:13:53 PM Mountain Standard Time, Dan.Burke@vermont'gov writes:

Dave,

l,ve attached a copy of some short prefiled testimony from Brian Winn in a recent telecom merger case. This is

the format that we typically use for our prefiled testimony (double spaced with line numbers). Do not worry too

much over formatting of testimony; we will make a final pass at formatting all of our witnesses' testimony for

consistency.

I understand that you have already had multiple conversations with Brian and Tim about the primary issues

that we want you to address: GMP's capital planning processes and principles, with a focus the reasonableness,

necessity and least-cost-planning of capital investments. As to applicable legal standard, we will probably need

to couch our recommendations within the traditional principles of rate-regulation (generally 'used and useful'

and 'prudence' analyses). There is some helpful guidance from prior Public Service Board cases (l can send

copies of decisions if you'd like), but we might be charting new legal territory depending on what you

find/conclude. At this point, we are focused on the investigation/factual side of the analysis to determine if

there are any areas of concern. We can begin to construct the legalframework once we have received more

data and if you identify any issues/concerns that might lead to recommendations regarding ratebase

reductions.

Thanks,

Dan

From: Dave Vondle [mailto:vondle@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, June 12,2OL7 1:03 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Cc: Hoffman, Steph <Steph.Hoffman@vermont.gov>; whitman@sageconsultants.us

Subject: Re: RE: SAGE Schedule

1
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I am checking with the team on availability for a conference call. I will let you know. The other thing we should

discuss is thj legal standard for our testimony. That is, what is the basis for any recommendations to reduce or

postpone capital expenditures?

Also, please send me a Word copy of a filed testimony in a format you like. We will mimic it.

Thanks,

Dave

tn a message dated 6/12/2OL7 LO.42.43 AM Mountain Standard Time, Dan.Burke@vermont.Rov writes:

Dave,

l've attached a scheduling order that the Public Service Board issued on Friday afternoon. Our filing

deadline for prefiled testimony is now August 10, so we will have to adjust the testimony deadlines

from your list. Most of the dates following the initial testimony deadline will also need to be adjusted

by roughly 10 days. The other change is that the Board's order includes an opportunity for us to file

surrebuttal testimony in October in advance of the hearings. l've attached a revised copy of your Word

draft with proposed alternate dates in tracked changes.

From our perspective, it would be idealto have a draft of the Sage testimony by August L. Obviously,

this is a tight time frame, and might require us to adjust our discovery planning. I think that we will

need to anticipate using the second set of discovery requests on GMP to gather the bulk of the

information that we will need, and then use a third set as a final clean up on any loose issues. ln other

words, I think that we need to be prepared to draft testimony based on the information that we

receive from the second round of testimony.

please feel free to call me if you would like to discuss scheduling. I also think that it would be helpful

for Steph Hoffman and I to schedule a call with you and your team later this week to discuss process. I

think that we can both be available after 2:00 pm EDT on Wednesday'

Thanks,

Dan

From: Dave Vondle Imailto:vond le(daol.com]

Sent: Monday, June t2,2Ot7 11:52 AM

To: Burke, Da n <Dan. Burke@vermont.gov>

Cc: Hoffman, Steph <Steph.Hoffman@vermont.gov>; whitman@sageconsultants.us

Subject: SAGE Schedule

2
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Working from the DPS Draft Proposed Schedule, I prepared the attached timeline of SAGE involvement

and due dates. Could you check it before I share it with our team?

Thanks,

Dave

David P. Vondle, CMC

SAGE Management Consultants, LLC

vondle@sageconsulta nts. us

(sos) 292-8e61
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CaseNo. l8-0974-TF

Tariffflling of Green Mountain Power Corpbration requestinga5.41o/o

increase in its base rates effective with bills rendered January l' 2019' to

be fully offset by bill credits through September 30,2019

STATEOFVERMONT
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

PREFILED DIRECT TESTIMONY OF

BRIANE. WINN

ON BETIALF OF THE

VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE

July 30,2018

Summary: Mr. Winn provides an overview ofthe Department ofPublic service's (the
..Deoartrnenf') recommendation to reduce Green Mountain Power's requested revenue requirement

by approximaGly $f million. Mr. Winn also discusses in detail the Department's recommendation

.6dding upp.optiate rate teatment for Green Mountain Power's proposed growtr+elated capital

rp-rnains intoduces the testimony ofthe Departrnent's witnesses, and briefly discusses innovative

services.



Mr. Winn Sponsors the Following Exhibits:

Exhibit PSD-BEW-I: Professional Resume of Brian E. Winn

Exhibit PSD-BEW-2: GMP Standard and Poor's Presentation

Exhibit PSD-BEW-3: Near-term Rate Driver Analysis
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Case No. 1 8-0974-TF
GMP Rate Case

PSD Prefiled Dkect Testimony of Brian E. Winn
August 10,2018

Page I of35

Direct Testimony
of

BrianE. Winn

Please state your namer occupationt and business address.

My name is Brian E. winn. I am the Director of Finance & Economics at the Vermont

Department of Public Service (the "Departmenf'or "PSD"). My responsibilities include

direction of Utility Finance and Economics group activities for the Department and the

State of Vermont. My business address is I 12 State Street, Montpelier' Vermont 05620.

Please describe your educational background and experience.

I have a B.A, in Political Science from Purdue University, and a Master's of Science in

Management from The Georgia Institute of Technology. I have worked at the

Department since July, 2016. Prior to joining the Departmen! I was employed with

Edison Intemational or Southem Califomia Edison, its regulated utility subsidiary, for

over twenty yeaxs. During my tenure there I held various positions including: Director of

Financial Planning and Analysis; Director of Business Analytics; Director of Performance

Management and Measurement; Director of Nuclear Financial Management; and Director

of SCE Budgets and Planning. Prior to Edison, I was a Utility Finance Consultant for

Energy ManagementAssociates. My professional resume is included as Exhibit PSD-

BEW-I.

Have you ever testified before the vermont Public utility commission (the

ttCommission or .'PUC")?
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GMP Rate Case
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Page2of35

43. Yes, I have testified in Docket Nos. 8698/8710,8827,8871, 8881, 17-1238-INV l7-

3 I I2-PET, 17-5003-PET, I 8-0409TR and I 8-0491-PET

Q4. What is the purpose of your testimony?

A4. In my testimony I discuss the organization of the Department's case; summarize the

Department's recommendations; discuss in detail the Department's recommended rate

heatment for various Green Mountain Power C'CMP') capital projects; recommend

improvements to GMP processes related to analysis of capital projects and powel

procurement; discuss the Department's recommendations for power supply costs and

short-term incentives; and introduce the Department's witnesses'

Q5. What has GMP requested in this proceeding?

45. GMP's rate filing with the Commission consists of a base rate increase of 5.45 percent

which is offset by a onetime bill credit associated with returning excess Accumulated

Deferred lncome taxes as a result ofthe recent federal tax legislation. The net result is a

decrease of0.5 percent for rates starting January 1,2019'

e6. What is the Department's recommendation regarding the Company's requested rate

increase?

GMP filed a cost-of-service ("cos") that reflects a$25.112 million revenue deficiency.

The Department's overall conclusion is that there is a deficiency of $- million.

A6
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Therefore, the company's fequest of 5.45 percent is reduced to 
-olo 

percent. The table

below summarizes the Department's proposed adjustments:

Summary of the Department's Adiustments to GMP

cos@
$r,ooo

Revenue Deficiency per GMP COS

3

4
5

6
'l
8

9
l0
1l
t2
l3
l4
15

16
17

52s,Lt2

PSD Adjustments to COS

Purchased Power, net

Depreciation & Amortization

Taxes - Federal, State & Gross Receipts

Net Gain from Assets Sold

Return on Utility Rate Base

Merger Savings

(So1

(0)

(0)

(0)

(So1

($8)

-Fr
s0

20

21 Q7.

22

23 47.

24

25

26

27

28

29

Total PSD Proposed Deficiency

Please briefly summarize the reasons for the Department's proposed adjustments to

GMPs ees+-o*SendeeCost-of-service?

The Department's recommendations largely reflect two general concems: (1) GMP's rate

of capital spending, and (2) a concern about the distribution of financial risk between

GMP's shareholders and ratepayers as GMP continues develop and introduce new

innovative services. To be clear, the Department is largely supportive of GMP's

innovative efforts in support of state energy policy and the Department's

recommendations in this case should not be interpreted as discouraging GMP from

continuing to identiry and implement innovative products, provided they will yield
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tangible, and reliably quantifiable, benefits for GMP's ratepayers. However, the financial

risk associated with those projects must be appropriately balanced between ratepayers

and shareholders.

With respect to its specific recommendations, the Department proposes that the

commission remove the Tesla Powerwalls, Heat Pump Water Heaters and $- million of

T&D individual and blanket projects and "hold to sell" RECs from rate base in the case,

for a total rate base reduction of $_ million. Additionally, the Department is

recommending lhat$397,682be removed from Purchased Power costs. I-dse-add+ess

platform that was approved by the eemmission es fesult of the mefger rvith e enfial

\&nnon+#lieServiee'

Q8. Does the Department have any other recommendations for the commission?

A8. Yes. The Department's support for the Storage/Solar projects is contingent on GMP

providing ratepayers financial assurance that the projects will deliver the

anticipatedasse*ted economic benefits and that GMP indemniff the ratepayers for any

financial consequences should the proposed ratemaking or accounting be disallowed by

the IRS. The Department also recommerids that the Commission require GMP to: (1)

consider all reasonable altematives to proposed capital projects and solicit Requests for
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Proposals-(lBEBsl) when multiple vendors are available; (2) maintain adequate

contemporaneous information on the capital project planning and project approval

processes; (3) improve its methods for prioritizing reliability projects; and (4) follow a

more structuredri€srous process for procuring energy and capaclty resources including

soliciting RFPs.

Background and Overview

Q9. pleasg€"nJou-please describe the Department's investigation into the proposed

change in rates?

A9. rles-. After GMP made its rate filing, the Department organized ateam composed of

intemal resources and experts from GDS Associates, Inc. and J. Kennedy and Associates.

The team conducted a thorough review ofthe petition and supporting documentation,

with a focus on capital spending, power supply, cost of capital, and regulatory

accounting. The Department issued two rounds of discovery to the Company, engaged in

a series of meetings and conference calls with key GMP staffto exchange information,

and reviewed relevant Commission precedent.

How is the Department's testimony organized?

The Department is presenting testimony from eight witnesses. In my testimony I provide

a high-level summary of the entire case including: the Department's recommendations; a

discussion of capital spending and summaries of the recommendations of the other

witnesses. Ed McNamara, the Director of the Department's Planning and Energy
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Resources Division C'PERD') provides a summary of the power supply portion ofthe

case and makes recommendations regarding GMP's Regional Network Service ("RNS')

charge and GMP's accounting treatment of RECs within rate base. Carol Flint, the

Director of the Department's ConsumerAffairs and Public Information C'CAPf)

Division, provides an assessment of GMP's customer service. The remaining witnesses

are outside consultants that provide more detailed testimony in the areas covered by Mr.

McNamara and myself. Terry Myers of GDS provides an overview of the implications of

recent changes to the federal tax code and GMP's proposal to retum a portion of its tax

savings as accredit during the upcoming rate year.

Ql l. Please provide some background on the regulatory landscape that is relevant

context for this case.

Al l. I will describe the regulatory landscape as it pertains to the capital spending, O&M, and

cost of capital portions of the rate case. In his testimony, Mr. McNamara provides a

summary ofthe regulatory landscape relevant to the power supply portion ofthe case.

GMP rates are set th€ way that most regulated utilities in the United States are, via a

proceeding to determine the appropriate cost-of-service, which in broad terms include

O&M expenses, purchased power costs, and return on rate base.

A substantial portion of GMP's O&M revenue requirement has been pre-determined

under a formula outlined in a June 1 5. 2012 Orde

in
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Ds*,egaa4,which concemed the merger of GMP and CVPS. The DocketT'l70

SfdCiMOU defines this formula as "Base O&M costs," but it is generally referred to as

the *O&M Platform." The revenue requirement for this portion of GMP's rates will be

determined under this-lQldgl+4eu ftrotgh 2022.

Furthermore. GMP has been operating under a temporary altemative regulation plan that

took effect in January of 2018, which includes mechanisms for purchased power' storms'

and exogenous events cost recovery; allows GMP flexibility to pilot innovative products

and services; and is in effect for 2 years, through the end of20l9. since a large portion

ofPurchased Power costs are long-term contracts that have been reviewed several times,

and because O&M costs are laxgely pre-determined under the O&M Platform, the

Department's review of the current case largely focuses on the impacts of capital

spending and investments in subsidiaries.

GMP filed atraditional rate case (Case 17-3112-INV) in20l7 for rates in effect in 2018.

During that case, the Department testified that the information available from the

Company was not suffrcient to allow the Department to tnsess the reasonableness of the

proposed level of capital spending. In particular, the Department testified that the

Company was unable to produce complete financial analyses and other documentation

for approximately 69J percent of the capital projects reviewed by the Department.

Having such information available for review is essential for the Department to fulfill its

verification role in the rate case review process. As part of the Memorandum of
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Understanding (.Mou) that the commission approved in that case, GMP agreed to

maintain oontemporaneous documentation of its capital spending decisions and to a set of

standards describingthe requled analysis ofcapital projects. The*etttemen+-atso

5,3?% inerease in au

In June, GMP filed a proposal for a multi-year altemative regulation plan (Docket 18-

1633-PET) that will operate through 2022,if approved by the Commission. The plan

would be bookended by this pending rate case and a traditional rate case to be filed for

lhe2023 rate year. tng+apt€am+ngs

There are numerous issues

and details in the proposed plan that will be reviewed and potentially revised as that case

proceeds, and all components of the plan are ultimately subject to Commission approval.

However, some of the Department's recommendations in this case are predicated on the

existence of a multi-year rate plan.

Ftnall)r the mtes

en-+afi*arf+-,+St9.
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el2. Can you provide any perspective on the main cost drivers contributing to the need

for the rate increase proposed in this case?

A12. During the July 13, 2018 workshop for this case, Commission staff requested that the

Department address the rate drivers underlying GMP's rate request and attempt to tie any

recommended adjustments to those rate drivers;iflpossible.r First, I would like to provide

some perspective on complexities involved when trying to distill the primary reasons for

changes from a large list of numbers into a few key drivers. The summary cost-of-service

calculation is composed of over 25 cost items. Each of those items represents the

summation of a large subset of cost items and so on. When the overall percentage change

for a long list of numbers is relatively small, in a mathematical sense, there are numerous

ways to combine the numbers to a handful of primary drivers. The same list of numbers

is therefore subject to a wide range of interpretations ofthe primary drivers ofthe overall

charige. That is true for the GMP numbers in this case.

The Department USeelnas-enesen+e-appty the following logic when summarizing the

primary drivers. The Department haslil+har*e categorized cost:-ot-service by function,

i.e. Power costs, Transmission costs, o&M, and made adjustmsnts that account for the

regulatory mechanisms used to recover the costs. Breaking dorvn the costs using this

logic results in these major categories.

I Tr. 7 / 13 I 18 at 87 (Poppiti).
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Dollar

Change

Purchased Power and Production

Net Transmission

O&M Platform, Other O&M and Savings

capital Relbted costs

Depreciation & Amortization & Other

Taxes - Federal, State & MuniciPal

Return on Utility Rate Base

Less Affil iate & Other Operating Revenue

Gross Revenue & Fuel Gross Receipts Taxes

Cost to Ultimate Consumers

52L7,n8
s19,408

s66,s17

SO

543,@6

isr,322
570,L27

(s37,640)

s4,s6s

*3s,746

s239,1e1

S32,196

s79,066

SO

s25,616

s3e,093

s82,618
(s16,201)

s4,s88

s486,158

52t,3U
5t2,788

s1Zsso

so

{s1&02e)

$L2,229)
512,497

s2t,439

s23

iso,422I

2
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ll

L2

13

t4

Most of the categories are straight-forward and align well with the cos summary filed by

GMP. Transmission O&M is shown net of the Equity in Earnings fromAffrliates from

VELCO to reflect the actual cost oftransmission to the rate payer. I have provided a

moredetai1eddescriptionofthe@1ineitemsincludedin

each category in Exhibit DPS-BEW-3'

Q13. Does the analysis ofthe changes between the test period and proposed rate period

reveal the main drivers of GMP rate increases?

A13. Not in this this case. The Department recommends that the Commission take a longer

perspective when trying to determine the main drivers for the increase in GMP rates. In

this case, both the test period and the rate period numbers represent only nine month

periods and contain large one-time items that distort the overall trajectory ofdiscrete
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components of GMP's rates. For examplg in the test period, theAffrliates & other

Operating Revenue line contains a large one-time benefit of^($2.7.- m!lliq!) t-elgtCd !q q . - -

Solar JV project. In the rate period" Depreciation & Amortization & Other line item there

are large one-time benefits associated with the Storage/Solar JV projects, totaling($f| --'

million), which reduce that line item significantly. The rate period also contains a one-

time benefit of approximately $8.3 million from the VELCO sale of utopus. Finally,

there is a significant difference in the federal tax rate for the test period and the rate

period. All these complications reduce the value of a straight test year to rate year

comparison. Nevertheless, my Exhibit PSD-BEW-3 attempts to provide the rate driver

analysis in the format requested by Commission staffduring the workshop'

el4. What does the Department's analysis of the longer rate trends show are the main

drivers of GMP rate increases?

Al4. The Department performed an analysis of the rate'trends for the period 2013 through

2018 grouping the costs in the same manner as used above. The results are presented in

the table below:

Formatted: Not Hlghlight
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Camparison of Changes to GMP Cost of Service - 2013 Recorded to 2018 Settlement'
ln S1,oms

Purchased Power and Production

Net Transmission

O&M Platform, Other O&M and Savings

capital Related Costs

Depreciation & Amortization & Other

Taxes - Federal, State & MuniciPal

Return on Utility Rate Base

Less Affiliate & Other Operating Revenue

Gross Revenue & Fuel Gross Receipts Taxes

lCost to Ultimate consumers

2013 Test

Year Actual

s322,503

s31,675

5LL7,s4r

2018

Settlement

5289,154

52&878

s18r,571

5s3,27o

557,47
59&s3s

(S21,s83)

56,206

5626,s80

Dollar

change

(533,44e)

$2,7981
(Slae70)

57,6s9

s20,678

S31,862

s11,699

5172

522,854

Pe,cent

-70.37%

-8.83%

-tL.o3%

16.79%

M.Ltr/o

47.7*/o

-35.r5%

3.79%

S4t611
Sq6,8oe

566,673
(s33,282)

s6,oe4

5ffi3,724
1

2

J
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7

8

9

10

l1

t2

l3

t4

Over the period, Purchased Power Costs, over

which GMP has some limited control, have declined by $33.4 million. GMP has made

progress in reducing o&M costs which have declined by almost $13 million. Net

Transmission costs have remained relatively stable with a $2.8 million decline. However,

these cost reductions, which tot^l$49.2 million, have been more than offset by a $60.2

million increase in capital and investment related costs, over which GMP has sigaificant

control. Were it net f€r that inerease in eapital spending- GMP rates mE lvell have been

eve+S%@0{S-Given these hends, the Department believes its recent focus on

the level of GMP capital spending is well:-founded.

Proposed Capital Spending & Investments

el5. Why is the level of capital spending and investments in subsidiaries so important in

the GMP rate case?

ud reinsen?

Conrilenbd IBDII: Brian, the word "Comparison" is misspelled

in lhis graphig but I @mot change the text. Cil you tevise the
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GMP has experienced significant glowth in capital investment, especially during the

years following its merger with CVPS. Capital spending and, in GMP's casg investment

in subsidiaries are the primary components of rate base. GMP rate base gew by 22-7 o/o

from 2014 to 2017 and GMP projects that its rate base will grow from $ 1.165 billion in

2014 to $1.564 billion in20l9, which represents a34.1o/o increase in less than 5 years.

The table below shows GMP',s actual rate base from 2014 1o2017 and the projected rate

base for 2019.

cMp TOTAT RATEBASE TNVESTMENT - Z0!4 to 2019 (51,000)

' 2or4' ' zoLs' ' zot6t ' 2or7o 
t 

2o:rgo

s1,15s,784 5r,2}s,s4s 5l,254,r9s 5t,430,2t3 s1,s63,786

t8389 ZO14.1t.t+ GMp ESAM Filing.pdf, pg 8, Green Mountain Power - 2014 Earnings Sharing Adjustor,

filed with the PUC on November t4 2014. t 3 month average as of September 2014''

'GMP rYzo15 ESnu.pdf, pg 4, Green Mountain Power - 2015 Earnings Sharing Adjustor,

filed with the PUC on November 20, 2015. 13 month average as of September 2015'

tGMp rY zO16 ESev Filin& pg4, Green Mountain Power - 2016 Earnings Sharing Adiustor,

filed with the PUC on November 29,2016. 13 month average as of S€ptember 2016'

"case No. 18-0974-TF Schedules 10 month average as of september'

In the Company's most fecent presentation to Standard & Poor's from November of

2017, which is attached as Exhibit PSD-BEW-2, the Company forecasted capital

spending and investments in subsidiaries of $534 million from 2018 through 2021- ln

that same presentation, GMP forecasted retail revenues to gfow by 20.46% from 2017 to

2021. Finally, the GMP Long-Term Executive Compensation Plan (produced during

8

9

l0

1l

12

l3

t4
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discovery as (Attachment GMP.DPSI.Q20.c) sets explicit targets for growth in

"Investments Driving Customer Value" defined in the plan documents as "total utility

plan! nef' plus ..investment in associated companies," both of which are primary

components of rate base. The targets grow from $ 1.73 billion for the period ending in

2017 to $2.086 billion for the period ending in 2020. That amounts to 20.6% growth in

three years.

GMP is clearly planning to continue to significantly glow late base. We know from the

analysis provided earlier in my testimony that growth in rate base is the single most

important driver of GMP rate increases. Therein lies the need for the Department and the

Commission to pay particular attention to the level of capital spending'

Q16. How much capital bpending and investment in subsidiaries has GMP proposed in

this case?

A16. The Company has requested recovery for capital additions and investment in subsidiaries

of $_ for 20 I 8 and $_ for 2 0 I 9 . The proposed capital spending and investments in

subsidiaries will increase the base rate revenue requirement (excluding the impact of the

lower tax rates and one-time credits) by approximately $14 million from the test yeaf,

period.

el7. What is the Department's assessment regarding the level of capital investment and

capital projects of the ComPanY?
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Al7 . There does not seem to be a clear operational reason for the level of rate base gowth

considering that customer growth is very low, load is stagnant, and sales are declining'

Testimony from our expert witnesses, discussed in detail later, confirms this position. Iri

fact, in this case, GMP has proposed some investments, such as the storage/Solar JV

projects, that have no clearly established operational need. Instead the company has

sought to justiry the expenditures on primarily economic grounds'

elS. Has the quality of GMP documentation and evaluation of capital spending in this

proceeding improved over what was provided in the last case?

Al8. In some area yes and in others no. GMP has adopted the agreed upon template for capital

projects and provided more detail on blanket projects over $250,000. GMP has also

provided additional capital review process data in the templates, including the

management personal that approved projects and the dates that projects were approved.

This additional information in the templates is very helpful for the Department's review

ofprojects and demonstrates improvement in the project support documentation.

However, Kevin Mara of GDS Associates conducted a review of GMP's capital spending

proposals and identified the following weaknesses in the support documentation: cost

estimate effors; failure to use an industry standard method to value and prioritize

reliability projects; insufficient data tojustif capital spending proposals; unnecessary

capital projects; and over use of blanket projects. Additionally, GMP did not evaluate' or

solicit requests for proposals for, viable alternatives to the Storage/Solar JV or Tesla
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Powerwall projects. Mr. Mara discusses these issues in more detail in his testimony, but

the concems he presents are consistent with issues that the Department has identified in

past cases.

el9. Do you support the proposed adjustment to Transmission, Distribution and General

Plant rate base discussed in the testimony of Kevin Mara of GDS Associates?

A19. Yes. I am recommending that the commission adopt the adjustments to T&D capital

spending include.d in the testimony of Kevin J. Mara, of GDS Associates Inc', which total

$7.l- million, Mt l4ar4lq tgqllmg4y ingfUdgS e dClqilqd bvptqjeq disglqsiq{t qtthg

rationale for excluding this amount'

Q20. Please explain the Department's recommendation that $12'16$Fr? millq4 qf

blanket projects be excluded from rate base.

A20. In his testimony Mr. Maratestifies that he believes that $42.5 million of the $49.4 million

ofproposed blanket capital projects could be excluded from rate base under the known

and measurable standard. Mr. Mara also found that including the blanket projects in rates

also eliminates the incentive for GMP to be effrcient in design and conshuction. Mr'

Mara raised additional issues with the methods of estimating each of the different

categories of blanket Proj ects.

The Department has raised concems with GMP's use of blanket projects in prior cases

and is also concemed by the large increase in the use ofblanket projects over the past few

Formatted: Not Highlight
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years. Howevef, the Department does not believe it would be appropriate to completely

remove the blanket projects in this case. First, the Commission has traditionally allowed

GMP to use blankets in haditional rate cases. Second, the Department is factoring in the

likelihood that this case may become the basis for a multi-year rate plan. In that event it

would not be appropriate to defer recovery of costs contained within the blankets until the

next traditional rate case.

Given that the Depaxtment remains very concerned about GMP's use oftha+ the blanket

capital project categories, Mr. Maraarebeiftg:ev€Rlse+,-+e was asked Mr. Mara to

provide the Department with an analysis of the appropriate amount to include in rates for

each ofthe blanket project categories. The Department has reviewed his analysis and

reconrmends the Commission adopt the resulting adjustments totaling $12J5ry

million.

e2l. Please summarize the rationale for excluding Renewable Energy Credits from rate

base.

A2l. Certain renewable energy credits are created, with some regulatory lag, simply from the

operation of GMP generation assets or through purchased power contracts. Mr.

McNamara discusses the timing and procurement issues that lead to GMP carrying RECs

in rate base, and Mr Myers raises an accounting concem with GMP's practice of holding

RECs in rate base. Based on their respective testimonies, the Department recommends

that $4.08 ofthese credits be removed from rate base.

Fomatted: Not
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Q22. Please explain the Department's recommendation that the HeafPump Water

Heater products be excluded from rate base.

A22. First it is useful to provide some backglound. The Department supports the Company's

' efforts to find innovative solutions to serve its customers'needs and-pp!0a!9-Slat9-gUgtgy

policy. However, Whgary+ime a monopoly public utility offers commercially available

competitive products and services, an issue arises about the utility's impact on the

competitive market. For instance, in this case, GMP has included the costs associated

with the heat:-pump water heaterg in rate base.

As noted in prior cases, instead of requiring GMP to conduct this type of business in an

uffegulated subsidiary, as in commonplace across the nation, the Department has

developed a listof conditionsthat shouldbe metil@

ir+eludi+g.generally available consumer products are to be included in rate base. These

requirements are: that the Company must have the ability to control the usage of those

products for the benefit ofall ratepayers; benefits ofthe program must exceed the costs to

non-participating ratepayers; any bad debt expense should be bome by the program oI

shareholders; and that GMP must open its billing system to companies offering similar

competing products. The Department and GMP have discussed these conditions

throughout the pilot review process, and ultimately these discussion led toi+-+vas

addresse+i++he resolution iof Docket 8794, in which GMP sought to tariff its heat pump

and heat pump water heater Pilots.
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The ability for GMP to exercise conhol ofthese products for the benefit of all ratepayers

was generally not implemented for hHeat:-pPump wwater heaier products offered in

2016 and part of 2017. The Company has stated that beginning in 2018, such control will

be a standard component of innovative products and services included in rate base. It has

become appalent since then that controls for these products axe not generally available.

Additionally, it is not clear thatthe heat:-pump water heaters'operating characteristics

will allow them to be efficiently conholled to create benefits for non-participating

customers. Until GMP has implemented the ability to control these devices for the

benefit of all fatepayers, the Department recommends excluding them from rate base to

remedy the competitive advantage created by the regulated rate of refum on the

investment. The Department has recommended that the revenues and costs associated

with these devices, including depreciation, flow through other operating fevenue.

e23. Please explain the Department's recommendation that the Tesla Powerwall products

be excluded from rate base.

A23. There are several significant concerns with this pilot program. The first is that the overall

size of the program is $15 million. This is a significant portion of GMP's proposed 2019

capital budget-ef$8,#+ien. While there is no dollar limit on the size of pilot programs

allowed under GMP's current alternative regulation plan, a $15 million investment in a

project with speculative and unknown benefits would appearis excessive'
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More importantly, the documentation that GMP provided in support of the Powerwall

project raises concems as to whether the project will actually yield ratepayer benefit.

Christopher Dawson of GDS Associates reviewed the avoided cost models used by GMP

to justiry both the Tesla Powerwall program and the Storage/Solar JV projects and has

concluded that: the resulting energy prices are optimistic beyond five years; the capacity

prices increases included in the model lack adequate foundation; REC price assumptions

are unproven and unrealistic on a long-term basis; and the assumed Transmission price

increases appear to be unsustainable. Mr. Dawson also concluded that GMP did notfiri{ed

te perform any sensitivity analysis around the market price projections. His conclusions

raise concernsdoubts about the underlying analysis conducted by GMP to show that the

program will provide economic benefits. Furthermore, GMP did not adequately explore

alternatives to storage, such as demand response. Finally, GVn did not provide any

support indicating that it explored altemative vendors and did not solicit RFPs for this

program.

The significant cost of the Powerwall project coupled with the uncertainties of its

potential fatepayer benefits warrant-Igrneving-+feme+alerfthis project from rate base in

this case. The@Powerwallproject should noll be

permanently disallowed;; rather @it would be appropriate to

allow for GMPIA continue the project as a pilot and include its costs in rate base only if

GMP can demonstrate that the project actually achieves its intended benefits and is
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ultimately approved by the Commission as a tariffed service. Mr. McNamara also

discusses the Powetwall pilot pro$am in his testimonr and provides additional support

for the Department's position that the Powerwall pilot program should be removed from

rate base in this case.

Short-teffi-Ineestiv€-Plen

,12 l, Yes, GIr,lP ineludes approxirnatel) 5096 ef tlre Shert Term Ineentive Plan eests-in thc

Rase e&M platform eal

weEhted prirnarily toward benefitting sharehol€lefs and: that thcle is no €lear \Ya)' to

de net take issue with the existenee ef the plan er the eontent ef the geals; GMP's STIP is

eensistent lvith plans effered b)'ether regulated utilities'
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40olo of the payeut are individsal goals that; ae€ofding te GMP al€ "developcd annually

b'' identili,ing the lrey strategie, eustorner foeused geals fer the fiseal year and alloeating

geals reveals that the)' elearly previde benefit te the sharehelders andt in seme easest to

. Short'T6rm lnccntivc ComPensation llcuurc:
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be+efif?

of the last f-elv years- they have net benehmarked theil perforrnanee against ether utilities

praetieal purpeses, if the earnings target is rnade; 609'o ef the ineentive rvill be paid, It is

servk€ aua[t]'

portion ofthe STIP plan unless the geals are likel)'to irnpaet the payout'

The seeoltd set ef goals; ae€ounting for 409/0 of the pat€ut; afc €roHped in the flollo$ing

ineluded in caeh ef

\vcighted toror ar€ls shareheldef s; Hcre a'c some examples: The €ustemcr Foeus goal
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ineludes several metries that relate te advaneing the JV Mieregr id Prqieets, As indieated

ing-nel#

Ircpartment's reeemm

pubtlseptnten. tnr

portien ef the plan overlap with the geals in GMP'S t€ng tcrm Ineentive Planr These

geals, vvhieh ean be seen in Attaehrnent GN4PDPS l:Q20:e:pdfi are primarily feeused en

€Iolving ea.nings and rate base Beeansc of the laek ef elarib'as te th€ weight given the

ra+epayers;
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GMP te rer,'isit and revise tlre selviee quality rnetries that underlie tlre STIP as GI\4P

Pla+fienn-su+sets'

Power Supply

a++,924, Please summarize the Department's testimony regarding GMPos Power

Supply expenses.

M+ML-*MI. McNamara and Mr. Christopher Dawson of GDS Associates addresses power

supply costs on behalf of the Department in their respective testimonies. Mr. McNamara

recommends that the Commission reduce GMP's power supply costs by $397,682 to

account for a recalculation of GMP's Regional Network Service C'RNS) rate and GMP's

rate base by $4.08 million to femove a portion of GMP',s RECs from rate base.

christopher c. Dawson of GDS Associates Inc. conducted a review GMP',s power supply

costs and the markets forecasts used in the economic analysis ofthe Storage/Solar JV

projects and Tesla Power program. He concluded: GMP's hedging program is

insufficiently documented and structure!; the market price analysis used in Storage/Solar
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JV projects and Tesla Powerwall may not justiff their investments; and that GMP has not

sufficiently evaluated Demand Response as a resource.

Capital Structure and Cost of Capital

a3+.o25. _Please summarize the company's requested cost of capital and capital

structure.

A.25 GMP requests an authorized retum on equity of 9.3 percent F"n+n+egee*+ne-amou*

inelualed in the settlenrent betrveen the Departrnent and VGS in last )'ear's t'ate ease, bHt

@ and a capital structure consisting of49.85 percent

equity and 50.15 percent debt. The weighted average cost of capital ("WACC") was

estimated at 5.28 percent when factored for the nine month rate period. The Department's

retained cost of capital witness, Rick Baudino of J. Kennedy Associates, found that

GMp's proposed ROE of 9.3% falls within his range of reasonable retums. Accordingly,

the Department dag$s not recommended an adjustment to GMP's proposed ROE'

However, Mr. Baudino does recommend a slight reduction of GMP's cost of debt from

5.07 to 5.03 percent.
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ts

net reeemmended at a4i

GMP'S rcquested eapital strueture and eest €f, shert term debt: Horvevet lvlr; Beudino

ing

N4{, Baudine's analysis w

The DePartment's Revised @

A3+Q26. Please summarize the Testimony of Jacob Thomas.

A26. Mr. Jacob Thomas of GDS Associates has prepared a COS model to summarize the final

rate impact of the Department's recommendations. Mr. Thomas's COS model

incorporates adjustments to cost ofcapital, capital spending and power supply based on

information included in GMP's filing materials and discovery responses. Mr. Thomas's

model was also based offof GMP's own COS modeling but the Department recognizes

that there may be minor inconsistencies in data from flow-through adjustments based on

the Department's recommendations. If necessary, the Department will updated and

resubmit its COS model if any additional flow through adjustments need to be revised.

Return ofAccumulated Deferred Income Taxes Through a Bill Credit

a3+.O27. What does this issue pertain to?

A27 . The Tax reform that went into eflect on January I , 20 1 8 lowered the corporate federal

income tax rate from 35o/olo 2lo/". This has resulted in two major impacts to GMP's esst
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e+servieegq$Ol5gryi!9. The first is, on a going forwaxd basis, GMP will need to collect

less Federal Income Tax from ratepayers. The second relates Accumulated Defened

Income Taxes (ADIT) that were collected from rate-payers based on the old tax rate. The

amount ofADIT in excess of the new rate will be retumed to ratepayers in two ways.

Some portion will be retumed over multiples years based on the remaining life of certain

assets. GMP is also proposing that other portion, $27 .4 million, be returned to rate payers

as a bill credit to be paid over the rate year.

A3+.O2& Does the Department Support GMP's proposed treatment of the excess

Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes?

A28. Yes. Terry Myers of GDS Associates, Inc. performed and extensive review of the

analysis GMP performed in this area and found no issues. In fact, he indicated that the

GMP analysis was one the most well prepared that he had seen. The Department

supports the proposal and appreciates GMP'proactive eflorts to retum the excess

accumulated defered income taxes to ratepayers in a timely manner through one-time

bill credits in the current and proposed rate periods.

Storage/Solar JV Projects

Q3+O29, Does the Department have concern about@

the process GMP used to evaluate the need for the Storage/Solar projects?

A29. YelNo. GMP has not demonshatedasse*ed that there is a physical system need (safety,

reliabilifi replace aging or damaged equipment etc.)@
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for this type of equipment. Although originally proposed as microgrids, GMP did not

propose installing the equipment needed to isolate the circuits. In+e!-in response to a

discovery request in the Milton Microgtid proceeding Case No. l7-5003-PET, the

company stated that:

GMP does intend to implement islanding capabilities with the Project,

recognizing that the costs and benefits ofthose activities are separate from
the base use cases (primarily peak load reductions and Frequency

Regulation) presented in the CPG application. GMP wishes to emphasize

that the business case for the Proiect is based on the positive economics

described by the cost beneJits analysis. At the time that the scope of
providing islanding services have been fully analyzed, the costs and

benefits of providing those services to customers will be separately

identified and evaluated before proceeding. (Emphasis added)

Furthermore, GMP did not provide any support indicating that other altematives to

battery storage were adequately considered and GMP did not solicit RFPs from

competing suppliers. Therefore, from the documentation provided in support of the

projects, it appears least:-cost altematives were not adequately explored, and the location

ofthese projects is not relevant in terms ofengineering necessity or benefit'

436.90. Does the Department believe that these proiects will provide the-pp.iected

e*serted economic benefit to ratepayerr?

A30. The primary justification oflered by GMP for these projects is the economic benefit to

rate payers; however that benefit is subject to execution and market price risk' As

indicated earlier in my testimony, Mr. Dawson of GDS Associates has raised

about the analysis showing that the project will provide economic

benefits since the market price forecasts were generally optimistic. The value of the
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projects is highly dependent on factors such as market price, the success in timing of

peaks and other assumptions. The net present value ("NPV") is also impacted by the

proDosed non-traditional-upf+on+ ratemaking h€atment of the developer fee and

hypothetical book value at liquidation C'HLBV"). In short, there is a significant risk that

ratepayers will not receive the proiectedasse+ted economic benefits. T+ed€gree-of

uneertainty areund the eeonomie benefits is troubling ^r:sneern-sinee{he-enlFpurpsse

Q3+.O31._Does the Department have reservations abouteoneer*s-r+ith the way GMP is

accounting for the yearyone HLBV and developer fee?

,A.3l. Yes. Terry Myers of GDS Associates, Inc. raises a concem regarding how GMP is

heating the HLBV and the up-front developer fee when its Storage/Solar Joint-Venture

("JV") projects are put in service. GMP cunently uses this fee to reduce amortization,

which benefits ratepayers in the first year but results in higher costs in subsequent years,

resulting in an intergenerational inequit-y.'

@The traditionah+e*mal ratemaking approachi+4e+ these

benefits would be to amortize_jbqqd over the life the projects. Mr. Myers also indicates

that the IRS may determine that this upfront treatment violates its normalization rules. If

that is the case, GMP could lose its ability to use accelerated depreciation. The

Department's position is that this departure from the normal treatment requires specific

approval from the Commission. However. as discussed bv Mr. McNamara in his
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testimon),. there are policy considerations that iustify GMP's non-traditional accountins

approach for these projects in this case.

a3S.O3f What risks do the tax equity investors face?

A32. Very little. The tax equity partner conhibutes cash to the Project upfiont and in retum,

receives most of the tax depreciation, ITC benefits, and rights to a small amount of the

cash flow from the Project for the first five years.

A3+.O33.-Do GMP investors face any risk that they will not earn their authorized

return?

A33. Once the project is added to rate base, GMP will earn its authorized rate of retum over

the life of the project. Except for variations due to changes in GMP's authorized return

on equity, or other highly unlikely exogenous events, there is almost no risk associated

with those earnings. However, ratepayers bear a risk associated with the I.IPV due to the

length of the payback time and the volatility associated with the market price risk.

A4eA34.-Does

base. and if so, is that recommendation subiect to anv conditions?

A34. Yes, the Department supports inclusion of the JV projects in rate base. but that support is

contingent on the Commission ensuring an appropriate balance of equities between GMP

and its ratepa)'ers. As Mr. McNamara discusses in his testimonv. policy considerations

justitr a departure from traditional ratemaking and accounting principles for these
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projects. Developing these pro-iects will provide GMP with valuable experience with

desiening and implementing modern renewable energv and storage projects. Allowing

these proiects will also provide regulators with meanineful data on the actual benefits of

the new technologies that GMP is implementing with these proiects. Accordingly. the

Department recommends that the JV microgrid projects be included in rate base.

However. tThe primary benefit for ratepayers being asscfi€+supported by GMP is

economic. GMP and the project investors will eam substantial hanCsemcretums with

minimal risk. These returns axe backstopped by rate payer money and the rate payers are

being asked to bear a disproportionate amount of risk as compared to GMP and project

investors. Again, this is not like investing in a substation, transformers or poles, where

ratepayers will clearly receive operational benefits from the assets. This is a speculative

investment where the benefits are risky and purely economic. Therefore. consistent with

its recommendations from Case l7-5003-PET (the Milton microgrid $ 248 case). tThe

Department recommends that the PUC require GMP to provide ratepayers financial

assurance for the asserted economic benefit to ratepayers ofthese projects--anC;+ha+

GMP should also be required tcli*r€sters indemnifr ratepayers from any financial

consequences that reqld result from adverse IRS rulings relating to GMP's approach to

the HLBV and developer fees.

Forecasted Sales and Customer Growth Costs

a4+.O35._Does the Department have an issue with GMP using forecasted sales for the

2019 rate period?
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A35. Not in this case, especiatly if the Commission approves a multi-year rate plan for GMP.

Although Commission precedent is clear for haditional ratemaking, the regulatory

mechanics of operating under a multiyear rate plan make that precedent impractical for

several reasons. First, depending on the design of the multi-year plan, there will be a

need to create an armual sales forecast to flow through rate adjustments related to

purchased power estimates. To avoid unnecessary volatility, prior period actual sales will

need to be adjusted for known and measurable changes, such as significant known

changes in loads, and will need to be weather normalized. Secondly, Mr. McNamara has

done an extensive review of the forecasting methodolory employed by GMP and has

determined that it is an acceptable approach in this circumstance in light ofcunent

market conditions and GMP's sales trends.

a4+,O36. Does the Department support the inclusion of costs related to customer

growth for the 2019 rate period?

,436. In this circumstance yes. Again, if a multi-year rate plan is approved, it would be

impractical to apply the traditional rate making approach of excluding customer growth

related costs. It would require that GMP to incur multiple years of regulatory lag related

to the recovery ofthe growth related costs; or require an annual adjustment mechanism to

true-up to the actual growth related costs incr.rred.

a4+.O37. Please describe the appropriate ratemaking treatment for growth-related

plant in Vermont.
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My understanding of the appropriate ratemaking treatment for growth-related plant

comes from Tarifffiling of Green Mountain Power Corporallor, Docket No. 5428, Order

of ll4l9l. In that case, GMP sought to include a number of capital additions in its rate

base that the Department argued were being put into service to serve new customers,

either in whole or in part. The Board set forth its rule of decision as follows:

6
7
8
9

10
ll
12
13

14
l5
t6
t7

The Board has previously held that since revenues from new customers'

are not included in rate year income, expenses associated with serving
those customers should also be excluded. We apply that principle in this
case, but we do not extend it to exclude investments that are made to
maintain adequate and effrcient service for test year customers and are

only incidentally available to serve new customers as well. We have

allowed inclusion of certain improvements which will be able to
accommodate some groll'th-related sales, where the record demonshates

that the improvements were not undertaken in order to accommodate
growth, but were or are needed to maintain adequate and effrcient service

for test year customers, ahsent any load growth.

Id. at2l

444,43& _Is there any other circumstance where it is appropriate to consider growth-

related plant in establishing utility rates?

A38. Yes. The rule is based on the need to match revenues and costs when setting rates, so that

the numerator (costs) is spread fairly across the appropriate denominator (sales). In the

case cited above, the Board achieved this by using test year sales and excluding growth-

related plant. Theoretically, you can achieve a similar matching using rate year

(projected) sales and including growth-related plant. This too, should achieve a matching

between revenues and sales. Because using projected figures has, in the past, been
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considered less reliable than using known test-year figures, it makes sense as a general

matter to use the known test-yeff figures and exclude growth-related plant. In this case

the Department is satisfied that the method for forecasting sales is acceptable.

Customer Senice

a4+,439. Please summarize the Department's testimony regarding GMP's Customer

Service?

A39. Ms. Flinl the Department's CAPI Director, presents an overview of GMP's recent

customer service history including service reliability as well as an opinion of the

Company's provision of certain un-tariffed products and services. Ms. Flint does not

recommend any adjustments to GMP's cost'of-service.

a46.A4g-Doe$ this conclude your testimony?

A40. Yes.



STATE OF VERMONT
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

CaseNo. 18-0974-TF

Tarifffiling of Green Mountain Power
Corporation requesting a5.45o/o increase in its
base rates effective with bills rendered
January 1,2019, to be tully offset by bill
credits through September 30,2019

Summary:

PREFILED DIRECT TESTIMONY OF

BRLA,NE. WINN

ON BEHAI.F OF THF.

VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE

July 30,2018

Mr. Winn provides an overview ofthe Department of Public Service's (the

"Department'') recommendation to reduce Green Mountain Power's requested

revenue requirement by approximately $- million. Mr. Winn also discusses in

detail the Department's recommendation regarding appropriate rate heatment for

Green Mountain Power's proposed growth-related capital spending introduces the

testimony ofthe Department's witnesses, and briefly discusses innovative services.



Mr. Winn Sponsors the Following Exhibits:

Exhibit PSD-BEW-I: Professional Resume of Brian E. Winn

Exhibit PSD-BEW-2: GMP Standard and Poor's Presentation

Exhibit PSD-BEW-3: Near-term Rate Driver Analysis
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Ql. Please state your name' occupation' and business address.

Al. My name is Brian E. Winn. I am the Director of Finance & Economics at the Vermont

Department of Public Service (the "Departmenf'or "PSD"). My responsibilities include

direction of Utility Finance and Economics group activities for the Department and the

State of Vermont. My business address is 112 State Street, Montpelier, Vermont 05620.

Q2. Please describe your educational background and experience.

M. I have a B.A. in Political Science from Purdue University, and a Master's of Science in

Management from The Georgia Institute of Technology. I have worked at the

Department since July, 2016. Prior to joining the Department, I was employed with

Edison Intemational or Southem Califomia Edison, its regulated utility subsidiary, for

over twenty years. Dwing my tenure there I held various positions including: Director of

Financial Planning and Analysis; Director of Business Analytics; Director of Performance

. Management and Measurement; Director ofNuclear Financial Management; and Director

of SCE Budgets and Planning. Prior to Edison, I was a Utility Finance Consultant for

Energy Management Associates. My professional resume is included as Exhibit PSD-

BEW-1.

Q3. Have you ever testified before the Vermont Public Utility Commission (the

"Commission or "PUC")?

43. Yes, I have testified in Docket Nos. 8698/8710,8827,8871, 8881' I7-1238-INV 17-

3 I I2-PET, I7-5003-PET, I 8-0409T8 and I 8-049 I-PET
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Q4. What is the purpose of your testimony?

A4. In my testimony I discuss the organization of the Department's case; summarize the

Department's recommendations; discuss in detail the Department's recommended rate

treatment for various Green Mountain Power ("GMP") capital projects; recommend

improvements to GMP processes related to analysis of capital projects and power

procgrement; discuss the Department's recommendations for power supply costs and

short-term incentives; and inhoduce the Depaxtrnent's witnesses.

Q5. What has GMP requested in this proceeding?

A5. GMP's rate filing with the Commission consists of a base rate increase of 5.45 percent

which is offset by a onetime bill credit associated with retuming excess Accumulated

Defened Income taxes as a result ofthe recent federal tax legislation. The net result is a

decrease of0.5 percent for rates starting January 1,2019.

Q6. What is the Department's recommendation regarding the Company's requested rate

increase?

46. GMP filed a cost-of-service ("COS") that reflects aS25.ll2 million revenue deficiency.

The Department's overall conclusion is that there is a deficiency of $- million.

Therefore, the company's request of 5.45 percent is reduced to _%o percent. The table

below summarizes the Department's proposed adjustments:
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Summary of the Department's Adjustments to GMP

COS Cost of Service
$1,ooo

Revenue Deficiency per GMP COS 52s,tt2

PSD Adjustments to cos

Purchased Power, net

Depreciation & Amortization

Taxes - Federal, State & Gross Receipts

Net Gain from Assets Sold

Return on Utility Rate Base

Merger Savings

Total PsD Proposed Deficiency ry
l8

Please briefly summarize the reasons for the Department's proposed adjustments to

GMPs Cost of Service?

The Department's recommendations largely reflect two general concems: (l) GMP's rate

of capital spending, and (2) a concern about the distribution of financial risk between

GMP's shareholders and ratepayers as GMP continues develop and introduce new

innovative services. To be clear, the Department is largely supportive of GMP's

innovative efforts and the Department's recommendations in this case should not be

interpreted as discouraging GMP from continuing to identiff and implement innovative

products that will provide tangible, and reliably quantifiable, benefits to GMP's

ratepayers. However, the hnancial risk associated with those projects must be

appropriately balanced between ratepayers and shareholders.

(So1
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With respect to its specific recommendations, the Department proposes that the

Commission remove the Tesla Powerwalls, Heat Pump Water Heaters and $- million of

T&D individual and blanket projects and "hold to sell" RECs from rate base in the case,

for a total rate base reduction of $- million. Additionally, the Department is

recommending that $397,682 be removed from Purchased Power Costs. I also address

concems with GMP's short-term incentive payment plan C'STIP)' but I am not

recommending any reductions related to the STIP because, as I discuss below, those costs

are included within GMP's ten-year Base Operations and Management ('O&M")

platform that was approved by the Commission as result of the merger with Cenhal

Vermont Public Service.

QS. Does the Department have any other recommendations for the commission?

A8. Yes. The Department's support for the storage/Solar projects is contingent on GMP

providing ratepayers financial assurance that the projects will deliver the asserted

economic benefits and that GMP indemnify the ratepayers for any financial consequences

should the proposed ratemaking or accounting be disallowed by the IRS. The

Department also recommends that the commission require GMP to: (1) consider all

reasonable altematives to proposed capital projects and solicit Requests for Proposals

when multiple vendors are available; (2) maintain adequate contemporaneous

information on the capital project planning and project approval processes; (3) improve
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its methods for prioritizing reliability projects; and (4) follow a more rigorous process for

procuring energy and capacity resources including soliciting RFPs.

Background and Overview

Q9. Can you please describe the Department's investigation into the proposed change in

rates?

A9. Yes. After GMP made its rate filing the Department organized ateam composed of

intemal resources and experts from GDS Associates, Inc. and J. Kennedy andAssociates.

The team conducted a thorough review ofthe petition and supporting documentatiorl

with a focus on capital spending, power supply, cost ofcapital, and regulatory

accounting. The Department issued two rounds ofdiscovery to the Company, engaged in

a series of meetings and conference calls with key GMP staffto exchange information,

and reviewed relevant Commission precedent.

Ql0.

A10.

How is the Department's testimony organized?

The Department is presenting testimony from eight witnesses. In my testimony I provide

a high-level summary of the entire case including: the Department's recommendations; a

discussion of capital spending; and summaries of the recommendations of the other

witnesses. Ed McNamar4 the Director of the Department's Planning and Energy

Resources Division (.PERD') provides a summary of the power supply portion of the

case and makes recommendations regarding GMP's Regional Network Service ("RNS")

charge and GMP's accounting treatment of RECs within rate base. Carol Flint' the
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Director of the Department's Consumer Affairs and Public Information ('CAPI)

Division, provides an assessment of GMP's customer service. The remaining witnesses

are outside consultants that provide more detailed testimony in the areas covered by Mr.

McNamara and myself. Terry Myers of GDS provides an overview of the implications of

recent changes to the federal tax code and GMP's proposal to retum a portion of its tax

savings as accredit during the upcoming rate year.

Qlr. Please provide some background on the regulatory landscape that is relevant

context for this case.

Al l. I will describe the regulatory landscape as it pertains to the capital spending, O&M, and

cost of capital portions of the rate case, In his testimony, Mr. McNamara provides a

summary of the regulatory landscape relevant to the power supply portion of the case.

GMP rates are set the way that most regulated utilities in the United States are, via a

. 
proceeding to determine the appropriate cost-of-service, which in broad terms include

O&M expenses, purchased power costs, and return on rate base.

A substantial portion of GMP's O&M revenue requirement has been pre-determined

under a formula outlined in a Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") adopted by the

Commission rr'2012 in Docket 7770, which concemed the merger of GMP and CVPS.

The Docket 7770MrOU defines this formula as "Base O&M costs," but it is generally

referred to as the "O&M Platform." The revenue requirement for this portion of GMP's

rates will be determined under this MOU through 2022.
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GMP has been operating under a temporary altemative regulation plan that took effect in

January of 2018, which includes mechanisms for purchased power' storms' and

exogenous events cost recovery; allows GMP flexibility to pilot innovative products and

services; and is in effect for 2 yea$, through the end of 20 I 9. Since a large portion of

Purchased Power costs axe long-term contracts that have been reviewed several times,

and because O&M costs are largely pre-determined under the O&M Platform' the

Department's review of the curent case largely focuses on the impacts of capital

spending and investments in subsidiaries.

GMP filed a traditional rate case (case l7-31I2-INV) in 201.7 for rates in effect in 2018.

During that case, the Department testified that the information available from the

Company was not sufficient to allow the Department to assess the reasonableness of the

proposed level of capital spending. In particular, the Department testified that the

Company was unable to produce complete financial analyses and other documentation

for approximately 69.7 percentof the capital projects reviewed by the Department.

Having such information available for review is essential for the Department to fulfill its

verification role in the rate case review process. As part of the Memorandum of

Understanding (.'MOU) that the Commission approved in that case, GMP agreed to

maintain contemporan@us documentation of its capital spending decisions and to a set of

standards describingthe required analysis ofcapital projects. The settlement also
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established a limit on the amount of capital allowed in rate base and provided GMP with

5.37%o ncrease in authorized revenues which resulted in a5.02Yotate increase.

In June, GMP filed a proposal for a multi-year altemative regulation plan (Docket 18-

1633-PET) that will operate through 2022,if approved by the Commission. The plan

would be bookended by this pending rate case and a traditional rate case to be filed for

the2023 rate year. At a high level, the plan consists of a capital spending cap, eamings

sharing the o&M platform, and a purchased power adjustor. There are numerous issues

and details in the proposed plan that will be reviewed and potentially revised as that case

proceeds. and all components of the plan are ultimately subject to Commission approval.

However, some of the Department's recommendations in this case Etre predicated on the

existence of a multi-year rate plan.

on-larua+y-l=++t+

el2. Can you provide any perspective on the main cost drivers contributing to the need

for the rate increase proposed in this case?

Al2. DuringtheJuly13,20lsworkshopforthiscase,Commissionstaffrequestedthatthe

Department address the rate drivers underlying GMP's rate request and attempt to tie any
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recommended adjustments to those rate drivers, if possible.r First, I would like to provide

some perspective on complexities involved when trying to distill the primary reasons for

changes from a large list of numbers into a few key drivers. The summary cost-of-service

calculation is composed of over 25 cost items. Each of those items represents the

summation of a large subset of cost items and so on. When the overall percentage change

for a long list of numbers is relatively small, in a mathematical sense, there ale numerous

ways to combine the numbers to a handful of primary drivers. The same list of numbers

is therefore subj ect to a wide range of interpretations of the primary drivers of the overall

change. That is true for the GMP numbers in this case.

The Department has chosen to apply the following logic when summarizing the primary

drivers. We have categorize.d cost of service by function, i.e. Power Cosls, Transmission

costs, o&M, and made adjustments that account for the regulatory mechanisms used to

recover the costs. Breaking dorvn the costs using this logic results in these major

categories.

1 Tt.7/13/18 at 87 @oppiti).
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Ilollar
Change

Purchased Power and Production

Net Transmission

O&M Platform, Other O&M and Savings

capital Related Costs

Depreciation & Amortization & Other

Taxes - Federal, State & MuniciPal

Return on Utility Rate Base

Less Affiliate & other Operating Revenue

Gross Revenue & Fuel Gross Receipts Taxes

Cost to Ultimate Consumers

5217,n8
s1s,40B

s66,s17

SO

s43,646

isr322
S7o,L2L

(s3Z640)

s4,s6s

Y3s,746

s239,1s1

S32,196

s7e,066

SO

s2s,616

s3e,093

s82,618
(s16,201)

s+,ses

s486,168

52t,3U
5L2,788

s12,sso

so
(s18,029)

$r2,22s1
5t2,497

52r,439

s23
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Most of the categories are straight forward and align well with the COS summary filed by

GMP. Transmission o&M is shown net of the Equity in Earnings from Affiliates from

VELCO to reflect the actual cost of transmission to the rate payer. I have provided a

more detailed description of the Cost of Service line items included in each category in

Exhibit DPS-BEW-3.

Q13. Does the analysis ofthe changes between the test period and proposed rate period

reveal the main drivers of GMP rate increases?

A13. Not in this this case. The Departonent recommends that the Commission take a longer

perspective when trying to determine the main drivers for the increase in GMP rates. In

this case, both the test period and the rate period numbers represent only nine month

periods and contain large one-time items that distort the overall trajectory ofdiscrete
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components of GMP's rates. For example, in the test period, the Afiiliates & Other

Operating Revenue line contains a large one-time benefit of^($Z=]; qlilllq4) Ie!4194 Iq 4

Solar.JV project In the rate period, Depreciation & Amortizalion & Other line item there

are large one-time benefits associated with the storage/Solar JV projects, totaling($1?

million), which reduce that line item significantly. The rate period also contains a one-

time benefit of approximately $8.3 million from the VELCO sale of Utopus. Finally,

there is a significant difference in the federal laxnte for the test period and the rate

period. All these complications reduce the value of a straight test year to rate yeal

compafison. Nevertheless, my Exhibit PSD-BEW-3 attempts to provide the rate driver

analysis in the format requested by Commission staffduring the workshop'

Q14. What does the Department's analysis of the longer rate trends show are the main

drivers of GMP rate increases?

Al4. The Department performed an analysis of the rate trends for the period 2013 through

201 8 grouping the costs in the same manner as used above. The results are presented in

the table below:
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Camparison of Changes to GMP Cost of Service - 2013 Recorded to 2018 Settlement'
ln S1,00os

2o13Test 2018 Dollar Percent

YearActual Settlement Change Change*

Purchased Power and Production

Net Transmission

O&M Platform, Other O&M and Savings

capital Related costs

Depreciation & Amortization & Other

Taxes - Federal, State & Municipal

Return on Utility Rate Base

Less Affiliate & Other Operating Revenue

Gross Revenue & Fuel Gross Receipts Taxes

Cost to Ultimate Consumers

5?2?,,ffi3

S31,675

5LL7,s4t

5289,lv
5?8,878

s104,571

5s3,270

567,N7

Se&s3s
(S21,s83)

56,266

5626,s80

(S33,44s)

($2,7e8)

(S1ze7o)

5z6se
520,678

531"862

511,699

Sttz
522,8A

-10_370/0

-8.83%

-rr.o30/,

16.79/,

44.1a%

47.79Yo

-35.15%

2.82%

3.79/.

5+5ofl
546,809

S66,573

(s31282)

560e4
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The results are cleax and easy to interpret. Over the period, Purchased Power Costs, ovel

which GMP has some limited control, have declined by $33.4 million. GMP has made

progess in reducing o&M costs which have declined by almost $13 million. Net

Transmission costs have remained relatively stable with a $2.8 million decline. However,

these cost reductions, which total$49.2 million, have been more th{ur offset by a$60-2

million increase in capital and investment related costs, over which GMP has significant

control. Were it not for that increase in capital spending, GMP rates may well have been

over gyolower by 2018. Given these trends, the Department believes its recent focus on

the level of GMP capital spending is well founded'

Proposed Capital Spending & Investments

el5. Why is the level of capital spending and investments in subsidiaries so important in

the GMP rate case?
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GMP has experienc€d significant growth in capital investment, especially during the

years following its merger with CVPS. Capital spending and, in GMP's case, investment

in subsidiaries are the primary components of rate base. GMP rate base grew by 22-7 Vo

from 2014 to2017 and GMP projects that its rate base will grow from $l'165 billion in

2014to $1.564 billion in2}l9,which represents a34.!%o increase in less than 5 years.

The table below shows GMP's actual rate base from 2014 to 2017 and the projected rate

base for 2019.

GMP TOTAL RATEBASE INVESTMENT - 2014 to 2019 (51,000)

' 2or4' ' 2oLs' ' 2oti' ' 2o!7o ' zo:tgo

5t,r6s,784 st,2}g,34g sL,264,r95 $7,430,213 s1,553,786

t8389 ZOt4. 11. t+ GMp ESAM Filing.pdf, pg 8, Green Mountain Power - 2014 Earnings Sharing Adiustor,

filed with the PUC on November 14, 2014. 13 month average as of September 2014'

tcvtP FYzOts ESAv.pdf, pg 4, Green Mountaln Power - 2015 Earnings Sharing Adjustor,

filed with the PUc on November 20, 2015. 13 month average as of September 2015'

teMP 
FY zo16 ESev Filing; pg 4 Green Mountain Power - 2015 Earnings sharing Adiustor,

filed with the PUC on November 29, 2016. 13 month average as of September 2015'

"Case No. 18-0974-TF Schedules 10 month average as of September'

In the Company's most recent presentation to Standard & Poor's from November of

2017, which is attached as Exhibit PSD-BEW-2, the company forecasted capital

spending and investments in subsidiaries of $534 million from 2018 through 2021. In

that sarne presentation, GMP forecasted retail revenues to $ow by 20.46%ftom2077 to

2021. Fnally,the GMP Long-Term Executive compensation Plan (produced during

8

9
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discovery as (Attachment GMP.DPSl.Q20.c) sets explicit tafgets for growth in

"Investments Driving customer value" defined in the plan documents as "total utility

plant, net" plus "investment in associated companies," both of which are primary

components of rate base. The targets grow from $ 1.73 billion for the period ending in

2017 to $2.086 billion for the period ending in 2020. That amounts to 20.6%o growthin

three years.

GMP is clearly planning to continue to significantly grow late base. We know from the

analysis provided earlier in my testimony that growth in rate base is the single most

important driver of GMP rate increases. Therein lies the need for the Department and the

Commission to pay particular attention to the level of capital spending'

Q16. How much capital spending and investment in subsidisries has GMP proposed in

this case?

A16. The Company has requested recovery for capital additions and investment in subsidiaries

of $- for 20 I 8 and $- for 20 19. The proposed capital spending and investments in

subsidiaries will increase the base rate revenue requirement (excluding the impact of the

lower tax rates and one-time credits) by approximately $14 million from the test year

period.

e17. What is the Department's assessment regarding the level of capital investment and

capital projects of the ComPanY?
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Al7 . There does not seem to be a clear operational reason for the level ofrate base growth

considering that customer growth is very low, load is stagnant, and sales are declining.

Testimony from our expert witnesses, discussed in detail later, confirms this position' In

fact, in this case, GMP has proposed some investments, such as the storage/solar JV

projects, that have no clearly established operational need. Instead the company has

sought to justiry the expenditures on primarily economic grounds.

eIS. Has the quality of GMP documentation and evaluation of capital spending in this

proceeding improved over what was provided in the last case?

Al8. In some area yes and in others no. GMP has adopted the agreed upon template for capital

projects and provided more detail on blanket projects over $250,000. GMP has also

provided additional capital review process data in the templates, including the

management personal that approved projects and the dates that projects were approved.

This additional information in the templates is very helpful for the Department's review

ofprojects and demonshates improvement in the project support documentation.

However, Kevin Mara of GDS Associates conducted a review of GMP',s capital spending

proposals and identified the following weaknesses in the support documentation: cost

estimate errors; failure to use an industry standard method to value and prioritize

reliability projects; insufhcient data to justifr capital spending proposals; unnecessary

capital projects; and over use of blanket projects. Additionally, GMP did not evaluate, or

solicit requests for proposals for, viable alternatives to the Storage/Solar JV or Tesla
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Powerwall projects. Mr. Mara discusses these issues in more detail in his testimony, but

the concems he presents are consistent with issues that the Department has identified in

past cases.

e19. Do you support the proposed adjustment to Transmission, Distribution and General

Plant rate base discussed in the testimony of Kevin Mara of GDS Associates?

Al9. Yes. I am recommending that the Commission adopt the adjustments to T&D capital

spending included in the testimony of Kevin J. Mara of GDS Associates Inc., which total

$7. l.- million, M{. Mq4lq.tgclimq.rly !4s!u4cl 4 dg!?iled bv plgjqqt dlcctlssiq{t q{thg

rationale for excluding this amount.

Q20. Please explain the Departmentos recommendation that $p!.? 4!l!!qt! Sf blCllbet

projects be excluded fiom rate base.

A2O. In his testimony Mr. Maratestifies that he believes that $42.5 million of the $49'4 million

ofproposed blanket capital projects could be excluded from rate base under the known

and measurable standard. Mr. Mara also found that including the blanket projects in rates

also eliminates the incentive for GMP to be effrcient in design and construction. Mr'

Mara raised additional issues with the methods of estimating each of the different

categories of blanket Proj ects.

The Department has raised concems with GMP's use of blanket projects in prior cases

and is also concemed by the large increase in the use ofblanket projects over the past few

Formattedr Not
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years. However, the Department does not believe it would be appropriate to completely

remove the blanket projects in this case. First, the Commission has traditionally allowed

GMP to use blankets in traditional rate cases. Second, the Department is factoring in the

likelihood that this case may become the basis for a multi'year rate plan. In that event, it

would not be appropriate to defer recovery of costs contained within the blankets until the

next traditional rate case.

Given that the Depal-tment remains very concerned that the blanket capital project

categories afe being overused, we asked Mr. Mara to provide the Department with an

analysis ofthe appropriate amount to include in rates for each ofthe blanket project

categories. The Department has reviewed his analysis and recommends the Commission

adopt the resulting adjustments totaling $p!'l mi-[iqq,

e2l. Please summarize the rationale for excluding Renewable Energy Credits from rate

base.

A2l. Certain fenewable enefgy credits are created, with some regglatory lag, simply from the

operation of GMP generation assets or through purchased power contracts. Mr.

McNamara discusses the timing and procurement issues that lead to GMP carrying RECs

in rate base, and Mr. Myers raises an accounting concem with GMP's practice of holding

RECs in rate base. Based on their respective testimonies, the Department recommends

that $4.08 ofthese credits be removed from rate base.
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eZ2. Please explain the Department's recommendation that the Heat Pump Water Heater

products be excluded from rate base.

A22. First it is useful to provide some backgfound. The Department supports the Company's

efforts to hnd innovative solutions to serve its customers'needs. However anytime a '

monopoly public utility offers commercially available competitive products and services,

an issue arises about the utility's impact on the competitive market. For instance, in this

case, GMP has included the costs associated with the heat pump water heater in rate base.

As noted in prior cases, instead of requiring GMP to conduct this type of business in an

unregulated subsidiary, as in commonplace across the nation, the Department has

developed a list of conditions that should be met before tho Department will support

including generally available consumer products in rate base. These requirements are:

that the Company must have the ability to conhol the usage of those products for the

benefit ofall ratepayers; benefits ofthe program must exceed the costs to non-

participating ratepayers; any bad debt expense should be bome by the program or

shareholders; and that GMP must open its billing system to companies offering similar

competing products. The Department and GMP have discussed these conditions

throughout the pilot review process, and it was addressed in the resolution ofDocket

8794, inwhich GMP sought to tariff its heat pump and heat pump water heatef pilots.

The ability for GMP to exercise control ofthese products for the benefit ofall ratepayers

was generally not implemented for Heat Pump Water heater products offered in 2016 and
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part of 2017 . The Company has stated that beginning in 201 8, such control will be a

standard component of innovative products and services included in rate base. It has

become appalent since then that controls for these products are not generally available.

Additionally, it is not clear that the heat pump water heaters' operating characteristics will

allow them to be efficiently controlled to create benefits for non-participating customers.

Until GMP has implemented the ability to control these devices for the benefit of all

ratepayers, the Department recommends excluding them from rate base to remedy the

competitive advantage created by the regulated rate ofretum on the investment. The

Department has recommended that the revenues and costs associated with these devices,

including depreciation, flow through other operating revenue.

Q23. Please explain the Department's recommendation that the Tesla Powerwall products

be excluded frem rate base.

A23. There are several significant concerns with this pilot program. The first is that the overall

size of the program is $15 million. This is a significant portion of GMP's proposed 2019

capital budget of $85 million. While there is no dollar limit on the size of pilot programs

allowed under GMP's current altemative regulation plan, a $15 million investment in a

project with speculative and unknown benefits is excessive'

More importantly, the documentation that GMP provided in support of the Powerwall

project raises concems as to whether the project will actually yield ratepayer benefit.

christopher Dawson of GDS Associates reviewed the avoided cost models used by GMP
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tojustif both the Tesla Powerwall program and the Storage/Solar JV projects and has

concluded that: the resulting energf prices are optimistic beyond five years; the capacity

prices increases included in the model lack adequate foundation; REC price assumptions

are unproven and unrealistic on a long-term basis; and the assumed Transmission price

increases appear to be unsustainable. Mr. Dawson also concluded that GMP failed to

perform any sensitivity analysis around the market price projections' His conclusions

raise doubts about the underlying analysis conducted by GMP to show that the program

will provide economic benefits. Furthermore, GMP did not adequately explore

alternatives to storage, such as demand response. Finally, GMP did not provide any

support indicating that it explored altemative vendors and did not solicit RFPs for this

program.

The significant cost of the Powerwall project coupled with the uncertainties of its

potential ratepayer benefits warrant a removal ofthis project from rate base in this case'

The Department does not believe that the Powerwall project should be permanently

disallowed, rather the Department believes that it would be appropriate to allow for GMP

continue the project as a pilot and include its costs in rate base only if GMP can

demonstrate that the project actually achieves its intended benefits and is ultimately

approved by the Commission as a tariffed service.

Shgr{-tefln-Ineenti+e*laff

Q24. Has Gl\{P ineluded Shert Term lneentive Pay ("STIP") in the filing?
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a+g-'w4_Please summarize the Department's testimony regarding GMP's Power

Supply expenses.

M+IJA-MI. McNamara and Mr. Christopher Dawson of GDS Associates addresses power

supply costs on behalf of the Department in their respective testimonies. Mr. McNamara

recommends that the commission reduce GMP's power supply costs by $397,682 to

account for a recalculation of GMP's Regional Network Service ('RNS) rate and GMP',s

rate base by $4.08 million to remove a portion of GMP's RECs from rate base.

christopher c. Dawson of GDS Associates Inc. conducted a review GMP's power supply

costs and the markets forecasts used in the economic analysis ofthe Storage/Solar JV

projects and Tesla Power program' He concluded: GMP's hedging program is

insufficiently documented and structured; the market price analysis used in Storage/Solar

JV projects afid Tesla Powerwall may not justiff their investments; and that GMP has not

sufficiently evaluated Demand Response as a resource.

Capital Structure and Cost of Capital

a3+.425,_Please summarize the company's requested cost of capital and capital

structure.

A.30 GMP requests an authorized retum on equity of 9.3 percent ev+ie+rcgeets*e+meus+

@ and a capital structure consisting of49.85 percent
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equity and 50.15 percent debt. The weighted average cost of capital ("WACC") was

estimated at 5.28 percent when factored for the nine month rate period' The Department's

retained cost of capital witness, Rick Baudino of J. Kennedy Associates, found that

GMP's proposed ROE of 9.3o/ofalls within his range of reasonable retums. Accordingly,

the Department is not recommended an adjustment to GMP',s proposed RoE. However'

Mr. Baudino does recommend a slight reduction of GMP',s cost of debt from 5.07 to 5.03

percent.

a3+.a26. what does the Department recommend for GMP's cost of capital?

A3+N5- 
-In 

his testimony, RichardA. Baudino of J. Kennedy andAssociates,

recommends a retum on equity of 9.1% based on analysis that shows reasonable range

for the ROE of 8.7%oto 9.35%. This recommendation is consistentwith the 9.3olo cost of

equity that Department agreed to in the settlement with GMP in the last rate case.

Accordingly, the Department is not recommended an adjustment to GMP's proposed

ROE. Mr. Baudino agrees with GMP's requested capital structure and cost of short'term

debt. However, Mr. Baudino recommends a slight reduction of GMP's cost of debt from

5.07 to 5.03 percent, resulting in an overall recommended cost of capital for GMP of

6.97yo.ltis important to note that Mr. Baudino's analysis was based on GMP',s nine

month rate year.

The Department's Revised Cost of Service

A3+.427. Please summarize the Testimony of Jacob Thomas.
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A3Z. Mr. Jacob Thomas of GDS Associates has prepared a COS model to summarize the final

rate impact of the Department's recommendations. Mr. Thomas's COS model

incorporates adjustments to cost ofcapital, capital spending and power supply based on

information included in GMP's hling materials and discovery responses' Mr. Thomas's

model was also based off of GMP's own COS modeling but the Department recognizes

that there may be minor inconsistencies in data from flow-through adjustments based on

the Department's recommendations. If necessary, the Department will updated and

resubmit its COS model if any additional flow through adjustments need to be revised.

Return ofAccumulated Deferred Income Taxes Through a Bill credit

a3+.42& What does this issue pertain to?

A3 3 . The Tax reform that went into effect on January I , 20 I 8 lowered the coqporate federal

income tax rate from 35o/o to 2lo/o. This has resulted in two major impacts to GMP's cost

. of service. The first is, on a going forward basis, GMP will need to collect less Federal

Income Tax from ratepayers. The second relates Accumulated Defened Income Taxes

(ADIT) that were collected from rate-payers based on the old tax rate. The amount of

ADIT in excess of the new rate will be retumed to ratepayers in two ways. Some portion

will be retumed over multiples years based on the remaining life of certain assets. GMP

is also proposing that other portion,$27.4 million, be returned to rate payers as a bill

credit to be paid over the rate year.
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a34.429. Does the Department support GMP's proposed treatment of the excess

Accumulated Deferred lncome Thxes?

A34. Yes. Terry Myers of GDS Associates, Inc. performed and extensive review of the

analysis GMP performed in this area and found no issues. In fact, he indicated that the

GMP analysis was one the most well prepared that he had seen. The Department

supports the proposal and appreciates GMP'proactive efforts to return the excess

accumulated defeged income taxes to ratepayers in a timely manner through one-time

bill credits in the current and proposed rate periods.

Storage/Solar JV Projects

a3+.430._Is the Department comfortable with the process GMP used to evaluate the

need for the Storage/Solar projects?

A35. No. GMP has not asserted that there is a physical system need (safety, reliability, replace

aging or damaged equipment, etc.) or regulatory policy requirement for this fype of

equipment. Although originally proposed as microgrids, GMP did not propose installing

the equipment needed to isolate the circuits. In fact, in response to a discovery request in

the Milton Microgrid proceeding, Case No. l7-5003-PET, the company stated that:

18

l9
20
2l
22
23
24
25
26

GMP does intend to implement iSlanding capabilities with the Project,

recognizing that the costs and benefits ofthose activities are separate from

the base use cases (primarily peak load reductions and Frequency

Regulation) presented in the CPG application. GMP wishes to emphasize

that the business casefor the Proiect is based on the positive economics

described by the cost benefits analysis- At the time that the scope of
providing islanding services have been fully analyzed, the costs and

benefits of providing those services to customers will be separately

identified and evaluated before proceeding. (Emphasis added)
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Furthermore, GMP did not provide any suppoft indicating that other altematives to

battery storage were adequately considered and GMP did not solicit RFPs from

competing suppliers. Therefore, from the documentation provided in support of the

projects, it appears least cost altematives were not adequately explored, and the location

ofthese projects is not relevant in terms ofengineering necessity or benefit.

a3e.A3l. Does the Department believe that these proiects will provide the asserted

economic benelit to ratepayers?

A36. The primary justification offered by GMP for these projects is the economic benefit to

rate payers; however that benefit is subject to execution and market price risk. As

indicated earlier in my testimony, Mr. Dawson of GDS Associates has raised doubts

about the analysis showing that the project will provide economic benefits since the

market price forecasts were genefally optimistic. The value ofthe projects is highly

dependent on factors such as market price, the success in timing ofpeaks and other

assumptions. The net present value ('NPV") is also impacted by the non-traditional

upfront ratemaking treatment ofthe developer fee and hypothetical book value at

liquidation (.'HLBV). In short, there is a significant risk that ratepayers will not receive

the asserted economic benefits. The degree of uncertainty around the economic benefits

is +eubl.ing-ol!9!t99f!r since the only purpose ofthe project is to provide those benefits.

@+.A32-Does the Department have concerns with the way GMP is accounting for the

year one HLBV and develoPer fee?
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A37. Yes. Terry Myers of GDS Associates, Inc. raises a concem fegaxding how GMP is

treating the HLBV and the up-front developer fee when its Storage/Solar Joint-Venture

("JV") projects are put in service. GMP cunently uses this fee to reduce amortization,

which benefits ratepayers in the frst year but results in higher costs in subsequent years.

e

normal ratemaking approach is for these benefits to amortized over the life the projects.

Mr. Myers also indicates that the IRS may determine that this upfront treatment violates

its normalization rules. If that is the case, GMP could lose its ability to use accelerated

depreciation. The Department's position is that this deparhrre from the normal heatment

requires specific approval from the Commission.

a3e.A$-What risks do the tax equity investors face?

A38. Very little. The tax equity parmer contributes cash to the Project upfront and in retum,

receives most of the tax depreciation, ITC benefits, and rights to a small amount of the

cash flow from the Project for the first five years.

83+.034_Do GMP investors face any risk that they will not earn their authorized

return?

A39. Once the project is added to rate base, GMP will earn its authorized rate of retum over

the life of the project. Except for variations due to changes in GMP's authorized return

on equity, or other highly unlikely exogenous events, there is almost no risk associated
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with those eamings. However, ratepayers bear a risk associated with the NPV due to the

length of the payback time and the volatility associated with the market pfice risk.

440-.435, why does the Department recommend that GMP be required to provide

financial assurance that the rate payers will receive the asserted benefits?

A40. In short, it is about ensuring a balance ofequities. The primary benefit for ratepayers

being asser+e+ruppoleelby GMP is economic. GMP and the project investors will eam

haedssme-returns with minimal risk. These retums are backstopped by rate payer money

and the rate payers are being asked to bear a disproportionate amount ofrisk as compared

to GMP and project inveslors. Again, this is not like investing in a substation,

transformers or poles, whire ratepayers will clearly receive operational benefits from the

assets. This is a speculative investment where the benefits are risky and purely

economic. The Department recommends that the PUC require GMP to provide

ratepayers financial assurance for the asserted economic benefit to ratepayers ofthese

projects and, that GMP investors indemnif ratepayers from any financial consequences

that result from adverse IRS rulings relating to GMP',s approach to the HLBV and

developer fees.

036, Does the Department recommend that these Droiects be removed from rate base?

No. It is the Deoartrnent's policy to encourage stolage as a nieans of suppotlinq rvider

imolementation of renervable resources and the more distributed natuie olenel'gv production

in gener.al. The Deparlment fbels that the recomrnendation that GMP Plovide assurance

Formatted: Indent: Left : No bullets or numbering
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str.ikes the rieht balarlce between GMP's need to get exoerience with innovative solutions and

protecting ratepayers for assuminq too much I'isk.

Forecasted Sales and Customer Growth Costs

a4+.a32 Does the Department have an issue with GMP using forecasted sales for the

2019 rate period?

44l. Not in this casq especially if the Commission approves a multi-year rate plan for GMP.

Although Commission precedent is clear for traditional ratemaking, the regulatory

mechanics of operating under a multiyear rate plan make that precedent impractical for

several reasons. First, depending on the design ofthe multiyear plan, there will be a

need to creat€ an annual sales forecast to flow through rate adjustments related to

purchased power estimates. To avoid unnecessary volatility, prior period actual sales will

need to be adjusted for known and measurable changes, such as significant known

changes in loads, and will need to be weather normalized. Secondly, Mr. McNamara has

done an extensive review of the forecasting methodolory employed by GMP and has

determined that it is an acceptable approach in this circumstance in light of cunent

market conditions and GMP's sales trends.

A4+.43& _Does the Department support the inclusion of costs related to customer

growth for the 2019 rate Period?

A42. In this circumstance yes. Again, if a multlyear rate plan is approved, it would be

impractical to apply the traditional rate making approach of excluding customer growth
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1 related costs. It would require that GMP to incur multiple years of regulatory lag related

2 tothe recovery ofthe growth related costs; or require an annual adjustment mechanism to

3 true-up to the actual gowth related costs incurred'

4

5 e4+e3g._Please describe the appropriate ratemaking treatment for growth-related

6 plant in Vermont,

7 A43. My understanding of the appropriate ratemaking treatment for growth-related plant

8 comes from TariffJiliny of Green Mountain Power Corporallon, Docket No. 5428, Order

9

10

ll

of 1/4/91. In that case, GMP sought to include a number of capital additions in its rate

base that the Department argued were being put into service to sefve new customers'

either fu) whole or in part. The Board sct forth its rule of decision as follows:

12
l3
t4
l5
t6
t7
18
t9
20
21

22
23

24

25

26

27

The Board has previously held that since revenues from new customers

are not included in rate year income, expenses associated with serving

those customers should also be excluded. We apply that principle in this

case, but we do not extend it to exclude investments that are made to

maintain adequate and effrcient service for test year customers and are

only incidentally available to serve new customers as well. We have

allowed inclusion of certain improvements which will be able to

accommodate some growth-related sales, where the record demonstrates

that the improvements were not undertaken in order to accommodate

growth, but were or are needed to maintain adequate and efficient service

for test year customers, absent any load growth.

Id. at2l.

a44e40. Is there any other circumstance where it is appropriate to consider growth-

related plant in establishing utility rates?
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A44. Yes. The rule is based on the need to match revenues and costs when setting rates, so that

the numerator (costs) is spread fairly across the appropriate denominator (sales). In the

case cited above, the Board achieved this by using test year sales and excluding growth-

related plant. Theoretically, you can achieve a similar matching using rate year

(projected) sales and including growth-related plant. This too, should achieve a matching

between revenues and sales. Because using projected figures has, in the past, been

considered less reliable than using known test-year figures, it makes sense as a general

matter to use the known test-year figures and exclude growth-related plant. In this case

the Department is satisfied that the method for forecasting sales is acceptable.

Customer Senicc

a4$04_t_Please summarize the Department's testimony regarding GMP's Customer

Service?

A45. Ms. Flint, the Department's CAPI Director, presents an overview of GMP's recent

customer service history including service reliability as well as an opinion of the

Company's provision of certain un-tariffed products and services. Ms. Flint does not

recommend any adjustments to GMP's cost-of-service.

A4+.44f Does this conclude your testimony?

A46. Yes.
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Mr. Winn provides an overview of the Departrnent of Public Service's (the

"Departnent") recommendation to reduce Green Mountain Power's requested
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the Departrnent's recommendation regarding appropriate rate treatrnent for Green

Mountain Power's proposed growth-related capital spending, introduces the testimony

of the Departrnent's wittesses, and briefly discusses innovative services.
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Ql. Please state your name, occupation, and business address.

A1. My name is Brian E. Winn. I am the Director of Finance & Economics at the Vermont

Department of Public Service (the "Department" or ooPSD"). My responsibilities include

direction of Utility Finance and Economics group activities for the Department and the

State of Vermont. My business address is 112 State Street, Montpelier, Vermont 05620.

Q2. Please describe your educational background and experience.

A2. I have a B.A. in Political Science from Purdue University, and a Master's of Science in

Management from The Georgia Institute of Technology. I have worked at the

Department since July, 2016. Prior to joining the Department, I was employed with

Edison International or Southern California Edison, its regulated utility subsidiary, for

over twenty years. During my tenure there I held various positions including: Director of

Financial Planning andAnalysis; Director of BusinessAnalytics; Director of Performance

Management and Measurement; Director of Nuclear Financial Management; and Director

of SCE Budgets and Planning. Prior to Edison, I was a Utility Finance Consultant for

Energy Management Associates. My professional resume is included as Exhibit PSD-

BEW-I.

Q3. Have you ever testified before the Vermont Public Service Board?

A3. Yes,I have testified in DocketNos. 8698/8710,8827,8871, 8881, I7-1238-INV,17-

3 ll2-PET, 1 7-5003 -PEl I 8-0409TR and I 8-049 I -PET
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Q4. What is the purpose of your testimony?

A4. In my testimony I discuss the organization of the Department's case, summarize the

Department's recommendations; discuss in detail the Department's recommended rate

treatment for various Green Mountain Power capital projects, programs the proposed

capital spending; recommend improvements to GMP processes related to analysis of

capitalprojects and power procurement; discuss the Department's recommendations for

power supply costs and short-term incentives and; introduce the Department's witnesses.

Q5. What has GMP requested in this proceeding?

A5. The filing with the Vermont Public Utility Commission (the'oCommission") consists of a

base rate increase of 5.45 percent which is offset by a onetime bill credit associated with

returning excess Accumulated Deferred Income taxes as a result of the recent federal tax

legislation. The net result is a decrease of 0.5 percent for rates starting January 1,2019.

e6. What is the Department's recommendation regarding the Company's requested rate

increase?

A6. GMP filed a cost-of-service ("COS") that reflects a$25J12 million revenue deficiency

The Department's overall conclusion is that there is a deficiency of $xx million.

Therefore, the Company's request of 5.45 percent is reduced to xx percent. The table

below summarizes the Department's proposed adjustments: TOTALABOUT -lyo +l-

Summary of the Department's Adiustments to GMP

COS Cost of Service
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Please briefly summarize the reasons for the Department's proposed adjustments to

GMPs Cost of Service?

The Department is proposing to remove the Tesla Powerwalls, Heat Pump Water Heaters

and $)O( million of T&D individual and blanket projects and "hold to sell" RECs from

Rate Base totaling $XXX million. Additionally, the Department is recommending that

$)clo( be removed from Purchased Power Costs. Finally, the Department is proposing to

eliminate ratepayer funding of the short-term incentive plan.

2t

22
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25
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27

28

29

QS. Does the Department have any other recommendations for the PUC?

A8. Yes. The Department's support for the Storage/Solar projects is contingent on GMP

providing ratepayers financial assruance that the projects will deliver the asserted

economic benefits and that GMP indemniff the ratepayers for any financial consequences
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should the proposed ratemaking or accounting be disallowed by the IRS. The

Department also recommends that the Commission require GMP to: consider all

reasonable alternatives to proposed capital projects and solicit Requests for Proposals

when multiple vendors are available; maintain adequate contemporaneous information on

the capital project planning and project approval processes; improve its methods for

prioritizing reliability projects; and follow a more.rigorous process for procuring energy

and capacity resources including soliciting RFPs.

Background and Overview

e9. Can you please describe the Department's investigation into the proposed change in

rates?

A9. Yes. After the petition was filed, the Department organized a team composed of internal

resources and experts from GDS Associates, Inc. and J. Kennedy and Associates. The

team conducted a thorough review of the petition and supporting documentation, with a

focus on capital spending, power supply, cost of capital, and regulatory accounting. The

Department issued two rounds of discovery to the Company, engaged in a series of

meetings and conference calls with key GMP staffto exchange information, and

reviewed relevant Commission precedent.

Q10. How is the Department's testimony organized?

Al0. The Department is submitting testimony from XX witnesses. In my testimony I provide

a high-level summary of the entire case including: the Department's recommendations; a
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discussion of capital spending; and summaries of the recommendations of the other

witnesses. Ed McNamara,theDepartment's Planning Director provides a summary of

the power supply portion of the case. including: the GMP process for procuring energy

and capacity; recommendations regarding the JV Microgrid and the Tesla Powerwall

projects; the use of forecasted sales in determining rates and; the amount of Renewable

Energy Credits in rate base. Carol Flint, the Director of the Department's Consumer

Affairs and Public Information ("CAPI") Division, provides an assessment of GMP's

customer service. The remaining witnesses are outside consultants that provide more

detailed testimony in the areas covered by Mr. McNamaraandmyself.

eU. Please provide some background on the regulatory landscape that is relevant

context for this case.

A1l. I will describe the regulatory landscape as it pertains to the capital spending, O&M and

cost of capital portions of the rate case. In his testimony, Mr. McNamara provides a

sgmmary of the regulatory landscape relevant to the power supply portion of the case.

GMP rates are set the way that most regulated utilities in the United States are, via a

proceeding to determine the appropriate cost-of-service, which in broad terms include

O&M expenses, purchased power costs and return on rate base.

A substantial portion of GMP's O&M revenue requirement has been pre-determined

under a formula outlined in a Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") adopted by the

Commissionin20|2 in Docket 7770,which concemed the merger of GMP and CVPS.
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The Docket7770 MOU defines this formula as "Base O&M costs," but it is generally

referred to as the "O&M Platform." The revenue requirement for this portion of GMP's

rates will be determined under this MOU through 2022.

GMP has been operating under a temporary alternative regulation plan that took effect in

January of 2018. The temporary plan proposal includes mechanisms for purchased power

storms and exogenous events cost recovery allows GMP flexibility to pilot innovative

products and services and is in effect for 2 years, through the end of 2019. Since alatge

portion of Purchased Power costs are long-term contracts that have been reviewed several

times, and because O&M costs are largely pre-determined under the platform, the

Department review of the current case will largely focus on the impacts of capital

spending and investments in subsidiaries.

GMP fi1ed a traditional rate case (Docket 17i3112-INY) in2017 for rates in effect in

2018. During that case, the information available from the Company was not sufficient

to allow the Department to assess the reasonableness of the proposed level of capital

spending. In particular, the Company was unable to produce complete financial analyses

and other documentation for approximately 69.7 percent of the capital projects reviewed

by the Department. Having such information available for review is essential for the

Department to fuIfilI its verification role in the rate case review process. As part of a

settlement in that case the company agreed to maintain contemporaneous documentation

of it's capital spending decisions and to a set of standards describing the required analysis
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of capital projects. The settlement also established a limit on the amount of capital

allowed in rate base and provided GMP wrth5.37Yo increase in authorized revenues

which resulted ina 5.02Vo rate increase.

In June the company fited a proposal for a multi-year alternative regulation plan (Docket

18-1633-PET) that would operate through 2022. The plan would be bounded by the

current rate case and a traditional rate case to be filed for the 2023 rute year. At a high

level, the plan consists of a capital spending cap, earnings sharing, the O&M platform,

and a purchased power adjustor. There are numerous issues to work out and the ultimate

composition of the plan remains uncertain and subject to PUC approval. However, some

of the Departments recommendations in this case are predicated on the existence of a

multi-year rate plan.

Finally, the rates that witl go into effect in January 2019 will also incorporate the costs

related to the Storm Event (Filing number) and the purchase power costs. Assuming that

the pUC approves the case as filed, overall rates after all adjustments will increase by

y\x%. Need to discuss with GMP what is on the table for llll20l9

e12. Can you provide any perspective on the main cost drivers contributing to the need

for the rate increase proposed in this case?

Al2. First, I would like to provide some perspective on complexities involved when trying to

distill the primary reasons for changes from a large list of numbers into a few key drivers
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The summary cost of service calculation is composed of over 25 cost items. Each of

those items represents the summation of a large subset of cost items and so on. When the

overall percentage change for a long list of numbers is relatively small, in a mathematical

sense, there are numerous ways to combine the numbers to a handful of primary drivers.

The same list of numbers is therefore subject to a wide range of interpretations of the

primary drivers of the overall change. That is true for the GMP numbers in this case.

The Department has chosen to apply the following logic when summarizing the primary

drivers. We have categorizedcost of service by function, ie Power Costs, Transmission

Costs, O&M, and made adjustments that account for the regulatory mechanisms used to

recover the costs. Breaking the costs using this logic results in these major categories.

summary of GMP Adjustments to cost of service - As Filed

tn sl,0fi)s

l0

1l

t2

t3

Test

Period

Rate

Period

Dollar
Change

Purchased Power and Production

Net Transmission

O&M Platform, Other O&M and Savings

Capital Related Costs

Depreciation & Amortization & Other

Taxes - Federal, State & MuniciPal

Return on UtilitY Rate Base

Less Affiliate & Other Operating Revenue

Gross Revenue & Fuel Gross Receipts Taxes

Cost to Ultimate Consumers

s2L7,808

s19,408

s66,517

So

543,@6

ist,322
57o,r2t

(s37,640)

s4s6s
$435,746

s239,191,

532,L96

s79,066

so

s25,516

S39,093

S82,618
(s16,201)

s4,588

5486,168

izt,3u
SLz,788

S12,550

So

(s1&o2s)

(5L2,2291

5t2,497

52L,439

Szg

$50,422

I4
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Most of the categories are straight forward and align well with the COS sunmary filed by

GMP. Transmission O&M is shown net of the Equity in Earnings from Affiliates from

VELCO to reflect the actual cost of transmission to the rate payer. I have provided a

more detailed description of the Cost of Service line items included in each category in

Exhibit DPS-BEW-3.

Ql3. Does the analysis of the changes between the test period and proposed rate period

reveal the main drivers of GMP rate increases?

A13. Not in this this case. The Department recommends that the PUC take a longer

perspective when trying to determine the main drivers for the increase in GMP rates. In

this case, both the test period and the rate period numbers represent only nine month

periods and contain large one-time items that distort the picture. For example, in the test

period the Affiliates & Other Operating Revenue line contains a large one-time benefit of

($)OfiX million) related to a Solar JV project. In the rate period Depreciation &

Amortization & Other line item there are large one-time benefits associated with the

Storage/Solar JV projects, totaling ($XXX million), which reduce that line item

significantly. The rate period also contains a one-time benefit of $8.x million from the

VELCO sale of Utopus. Finally, there is a significant difference in the federal tax rate for

the test period and the rate period. All these complications make a straight comparison

almost meaningless. Never-the-less, to comply with the request from the PUC, an

analysis of rate drivers that attempts to adjust for these one-time items can be found in

Exhibit DPS-BEW-3.
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el4. What does the Department's analysis of the longer rate trends show are the main

drivers of GMP rate increases?

Al4. We performed an analysis of the rate trends for the period 2013 through 2018 grouping

the costs in the same manner as used above. The results are presented in the table below:

In Sl,flXls

2

J

4

5

6

Camparison of Changes to GMP Cost of Service - z0tg Recorded to 2018 Settlement.

20t8

Purchased Power and Production

Net Transmission

O&M Platform, Other O&M and Savings

Capital Related Costs

Depreciation & Amortization & Other

Taxes - Federal, State & MuniciPal

Return on Utility Rate Base

Less Affiliate & Other Operating Revenue

Gross Revenue & Fuel Gross Receipts Taxes

Cost to Ultimate Consumers

2013 Test

Year Actual

s322,603

s3L,676

5tL7,54L

S45,611

s46,809

s66,673
(s33,282)

56,oe4

Settlement

s289,1s4

s28,878

5!M,57!

5s3,270

567,487

s98,535
(s21,583)

56,266

$ozo,sgo

Dollar

Change

($33,449)

(sa7s8)

(s12,970)

sz6ss
sz},678
531,862

s11,699

5L72

522,854

Percent

Change*

-t0.37%

-8.83%

-II.O3o/o

t6.79o/o

44.L8%

47.79%

-35.1s%

2.82%

3.79%
7

8

9

Soos,tzq

The results are clear and easy to interpret. Over the period, Purchased Power Costs, over

which GMP has some limited control, have declined by $33.4 million. GMP has made

progress in reducing O&M costs which have declined by almost $13 million. Net

Transmission costs have remained relatively stable with a $2.8 million decline. However,

these cost reductions, which total$49.2 million, have been more than offset by a $60.2

million increase in capital and investment related costs, over which GMP has significant

control. Were it not for that increase in capital spending, GMP rates may well have been

10

ll

t2

13

t4
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over gyo lower by 2018. Given these trends the Department believes its recent lbcus on

the level of GMP capital spending is well founded.

Proposed Capital Spending & Investments

Why is the level of capital spending and investments in subsidiaries so important in

the GMP rate case?

GMP has experienced significant growth in capital investment, especially during the

years following its merger with CVPS. Capital spending and, in GMP's case, investment

in subsidiaries are the primary components of rate base. GMP rate base grew by 22.7 %

ftom2014 to 2017 and GMP projects that its rate base will grow from $1.165 billion in

2014to $1.564 billion in2}l9,which represents a34.lYo increase in less than 5 years.

The table below shows GMP's actual rate base from2014to2017 and the projected rate

base for 2019.

GMP TOTAL RATEBASE INVESTMENT - 2OL4 to 2019 (s1,000)

t 2oL4' t 2oLs' ' zoult ' zotTo ' zoLgo

5L,L65,784 51,209,349 5L,264,195 5L,43o,2L3 51,563,786

t83g9 201a.t1,14 GMp ESAM Filing.pdf, pg 8, Green Mountain Power - 2014 Earnings Sharing Adjustor,

filed with the PUC on November 14,20L4.13 month average as of september2014.

,GlVp Fy2Ot5 ESAM.pdf, pg 4, Green Mountain Power - 2015 Earnings Sha ring Adjustor,

f iled with the PUC on November 20,2015. 13 month average as of September 2015.

tGMp 
Fy 2016 ESAM Filing, pg 4, Green Mountain Power - 2016 Earnings Sharing Adjustor,

filed with the PUC on November 29,2016. 13 month average as of September 2016'

*Case No. 18-0974-TF Schedules 10 month average as of September.
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In the Company's most recent presentation to Standard & Poor's from November of

2017,which is attached as Exhibit PSD-BEW-2,the Company forecasted capital

spending and investments in subsidiaries of $534 million from 2018 through 2021' ln

that same presentation, GMP forecasted retail revenues to grow by 20.46% from20l7 to

2021. Finally, the GMP Long-Term Executive Compensation Plan (Attachment

GMp.DPS1.Q2Q.c.pdf) sets explicit targets for growth in "Investments Driving Customer

Value" defined in the plan documents as "total utility plant, net" plus "investment in

associated companies," both of which are primary components of rate base. The targets

grow from $1.73 billion for the period ending in20l7 to $2.086 billion for the period

ending in2020. That amounts to 20.6%o growth in three years.

GMP is clearly planning to continue to significantly grow rate base. We know from the

analysis provided earlier in my testimony that growth in rate base is the single most

important driver of GMP rate increases. Therein lies the need for the Department to pay

particular attention to the level of capital spending.

el6. How much capital spending and investment in subsidiaries has GMP proposed in

this case?

Al6. The Company has requested recovery for capital additions and investment in subsidiaries

of $xx for 2018 and $xx for 2019. The proposed capital spending and investments in

subsidiaries will increase the base rate revenue requirement (excluding the impact of the
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lower tax rates and one-time credits) by approximately $14 million from the test year

period

el7. What is the Department's assessment regarding the level of capital investment and

capital Projects of the ComPanY?

Al7. There does not seem to be a clear operational reason for the level of rate base growth

considering that customer growth is very low, load is stagnant, and sales are declining.

Testimony from our expert witnesses, discussed in detail later, confirm this. In fact, in

this case, GMP has proposed some investments, such as the Storage/Solar JV projects,

that have no clearly established operational need. Instead the company has sought to

justifr the expenditures on primarily economic grounds'

elS. Has the quality of GMP documentation and evaluation of capital spending in this

proceeding improved over what was provided in the last case?

Alg. In some area yes and in others no. GMP has adopted the agreed upon template for capital

projects and provided more detail on blanket projects over $250,00. Kevin Mara of GDS

Associates conducted a review of GMP's capital spending proposals and identified the

following weaknesses: cost estimate erors; failure to use an industry standard method to

value and prioritize reliability projects; insufficient data to justiff capital spending

proposals; unnecessary capital projects and over use of blanket projects. Additionally,

GMp did not evaluate, or solicit requests for proposals for, viable alternatives to the

Storage/Solar JV or Tesla Powerwall projects which is specifically required in the MOU.
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Mr. Mara's findings are consistent with the findings of the Department expert witnesses

in the GMP prior rate case - Docket 17-3112-INV. Witnesses from SAGE Consulting

and Larkin & Associates in GMP's insuffrcient documentation, overuse of blanket

projects and little evident that GMP considered viable alternatives.

With respect to GMP's general obligations for creating and retaining documentation, the

Commission has held, on more than one occasion that "utilities have an obligation to

document their decisions that affect ratepayers, so that those decisions can later be

reviewed by regulatory authorities."l Due to the weaknesses with the content of the

documentation provided by GMP through discovery and a pattern of not fully evaluating

alternative investments, the Department cannot be sure that GMP has proposed an

appropriate level of capital spending.

e19. Do you support the proposed adjustment to Transmission, Distribution and General

Plant rate base discussed in the testimony of Kevin Mara of GDS Associates?

Al9. yes. I am recommending that the PUC adopt the adjustments to T&D capital spending

included in the testimony of Kevin J. Mara, of GDS Associates [NC., which total

$XpOO( million. Mr. Mara's testimony includes a detailed by project discussion of the

rationale for excluding this amount.

I 
See Tarffffiting of Citizens Communicqtions Company, Docket N o 6596, Order of 7/15 102, at22-23 (citing Docket

No. 5132, Order of 5/15187 at97)).
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e20. Please explain the Departments recommendation that $25.7 million of blanket

projects excluded from rate base.

A20. In his testimony Mr. Mara recommends that $42.5 million of the $49.4 million of

proposed blanket capitalprojects be excluded from rate base. The are several reasons for

this recommendation including; the projects do not meet the known and measurable

standard; and including the projects in rates eliminates the incentive for GMP to be

efficient in design and construction. Mr. Mara also raised issues with the methods of

estimating each of the different categories of blanket projects. The Department has raised

concerns with GMP's use of blanket projects in prior cases and is also alarmed by the

large increase in the use of blanket projects over the past few yeffs. However, the

Department is rcluctant to recommend completely removing the blanket projects from

rates. There are several reasons for this. First, while the Department knows of no

circumstance were the PUC has specifically addressed the appropriateness of blanket

projects, they are long standing practice. Secondly, the Department is factoring in the

likelihood that this case may become the basis for a multi-year rate plan. In that event, it

would not be appropriate to exclude essentially all blanket capitals costs until the next

traditional rate case.

Given that the Department remains very concemed that the blanket capital project

categories are being overused, we asked Mr Mara to provide us with an analysis of the

appropriate amount to include in rates for each of the blanket project categories. The
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Department has reviewed his analysis and recommends the PUC adopt the resulting

adjustments totaling $25 .7 million.

e2l. Please summarize the rationale for excluding $xxx million Renewable Energy

Credits from rate base.

A2l. Certain renewable energy credits are created, with some regulatory lag, simply from the

operation of GMP generation assets or through purchased power contracts. In most cases

GMp has imputed a value for these credits and they only held until they are sold. Terry

Myers of GDS Associates, Inc. . .. . .. raises a concern regarding how GMP .. . NEED TO

SEE EDAND TERRY'S TESTIMONYThe Department is therefore recommending that

$XXX of these credits be removed from rate base.

e22. Please explain the Departments recommendation that the Heat Pump Water Heater

products be excluded from rate base.

A22. First it is useful to provide some background. The Department supports the Company's

efforts to find innovative solutions to serve its customers'needs, however anytime a

monopoly public utility offers commercially available competitive products and services,

an issue arises about the utility's impact on the competitive market. For instance, in this

case, GMP has included the costs associated with the heat pump water heater in rate base.

The Department has developed a list of conditions that should be met before it will

support including generally available consumer products in rate base. These

requirements are: that the Company must have the ability to control the usage of those
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products for the benefit of all ratepayers; benefits of the program must exceed the costs to

non-participating ratepayers; any bad debt expense should be bome by the program or

shareholders; and that GMP must open it's billing system to companies offering similar

competing products. The Department and GMP have discussed these conditions

throughout the pilot review process, and it was addressed in the resolution of Docket

87g4,in which GMP sought to tariff its heat pump and heat pump water heater pilots.

The ability for GMP to exercise control of these products for the benefit of all ratepayers

was generally not implemented for Heat Pump Water heater products offered in20l6 and

part of 2017. The Company has stated that beginning in 2018, such control will be a

standard component of innovative products and services included in rate base. It has

become apparent since that controls for these products are not generally available.

Additionally, it is not clear that the heat pump water heater's operating characteristics

will allow them to be efficiently controlled to create benefits for non-participating

customers. Until GMP has implemented the ability to control these devices for the

benefit of all ratepayers, the Department recommends excluding them from rate base to

remedy the competitive advantage created by the regulated rate of return on the

investment. The Department has recommended that the revenues and costs associated

with these devices, including depreciation, flow through other operating revenue'

e23. Please explain the Departments recommendation that the Tesla Powerwall products

be excluded from rate base.
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A23. There are several significant concerns. The first is that the overall size of the program is

$ I 5 million. This is a significant portion of GMP's proposed 2019 capital budget of $85

million and therefore does not flt the definition of a pilot program. The Department

believes that such a sizable investment should be offered under a tariff so that the costs

and benefits can be examined more closely than what is required for the innovative

product program. Christopher Dawson of GDS Associates reviewed the avoided cost

models used by GMP to justiff both the Tesla Powerwall program and the Storage/Solar

JV projects and has concluded that; the resulting energy prices are optimistic beyond five

years; there is no basis for capacity prices increases included in the model; REC price

assumptions are unproven and unrealistic; the assumed Transmission price increases are

not sustainable. He alsu uglclurJed that CMP failed to pcrform any sensitivity analysis

around the market price projections. His conclusions raise doubts about the analysis

showing that the program will provide economic benefits. The value of the projects is

highly dependent on factors such as market price, the success in timing of peaks and

other assumptions. NRED EDS TESTIMONYDOfi has raised concerns about whether

the program is covering it's costs and whether there are benefits to non-participating

customers. Furthermore, GMP did not explore alternatives to storage such as Demand

Response. Finally, GMP did not provide any support indicating that it explored

alternative vendors and did not solicit RFPs for this program. The Department is open to

changing it's position should GMP be able to demonstrate the program meet's its

requirements for including commercially available consumer products in rate base.
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Short-term Incentive Plan

Q24. Has GMP included short Term Incentive Pay (STIP) in the filing?

A24. yes. GMP includes approximately 50oh of the Short Term Incentive Plan costs in the

Base O&M platform calculation adopted in 

- 

and modified in Docket 8190.

Q25. Do you have concerns about including GMPos STIP in rates?

A25. yes. While certain goals that are included in the plan clearly provide benefits for rate

payers, the actual operation of the plan over the last several years indicates the plan is

weighted primarily toward benefitting shareholders and, that there is no clear way to

assign a value to the benefits for ratepayers. Ratepayers should not be responsible for

any of the costs. To clear, I do not take issue with the existence of the plan or the content

of the goals. The GMP Short Term Incentive Plan is consistent with plans offered by

other regulated utilities.

t4

ls Q26.

t6 A26.

l7

r8

t9

20

2l
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can you briefly explain how the short-Term Incentive Plan works?

yes. During discovery GMP provided the Short-Term Incentive Plan documents for

2016,2017 and2018 in Attachment GMP.DPS1.Q18.a.pdf. The plan consists primarily

of two sets of goals. The first set of goals, which per the plan documents account for

60yo of thepayout, are derived from GMP's Service Quality & Reliability Performance,

Monitoring and & Reporting Plan. These goals are clearly established to benefit

ratepayers and there is a clearly defined scoring matrix for these goals. The second set of

goals, which account for 40%o of the payout are individual goals that, according to GMP
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are..developed annually by identifying the key strategic, customer-focused goals for the

fiscal year and allocating relative weight to each participant based on responsibility and

accountability." (Discovery response GMP.DPS1.A1S.) A close examination of the

metrics for these goals reveals that they clearly provide benefit to the shareholders and, in

some cases, to rate payers and shareholders. The plan establishes stretch targets for these

goals but is not specific about how these goals are weighted against each other. Finally,

the plan requires that, before any payout is made, the company must meet 90% of its

ROE target and achieve or exceed 13 of the l6 Service Quality Metrics - the first set of

goals. The following table from the plan documents summatizedthe operation of the

plan.

Short-Torm lncentive Compensation Meesureg

Performance Mcesure Threshold Target Stretch

Actual ROE as percenage of allowed

ROE

90%

Achieve or exceed service quality/

reliability measures

Achieve or exceed l3
of l6 measures

Achieve all 16

measures

Achieve all 16

measures and exceed

at least 13 of 16

measures

Performance Goals -
metrics determined individuallY

lndividualized lndividualized lndividualized

A27. There are several reasons: while the first set of goals are customer focused, they have not

had impact on the payouts from the plan. The company has exceeded these goals in each

of the last few years, they have not benchmarked their performance against other utilities

13 e27. Can you explain how the STIP plan is weighted primarily towards shareholders'

benefit?
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t2

t4

15

l6
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and the targets have not been adjusted in several years. In short, these goals are not

challenging enough. The fact that the Service Quality Metrics are almost certain to be

met makes it unlikely that the Service Quality Metrics will impact the payout. For all

practical pu{poses, if the earnings target is made, 60%o of the incentive will be paid. It is

clearly within maxagement's prerogative to determine how challenging to make the

Service Quality targets for their executives. Ratepayers should not cover the costs of this

portion of the STIP plan unless the goals are likely to impact the payout.

The second set of goals, accountin gfor 40Yo of the payout, are grouped in the following

categories: Customer Focus; Financial Strength; Regulatory proceedings; Innovation; and

Deep and Pgsitivc Stakeholdcr Relationships. An cxamination of the 2018 metrics

included in each of these categories (Attachment GMP.DPSl.Q18.b-e 2018.x1s) reveals

that: many of target metrics will increase GMP earnings; they include metrics that are

subjective and difhcult to quantifu; some are image building, lobbying and charitable

contributions and; there is no indication of how they are weighted relative to each other.

Even for categories that one would expect to provide benefits for ratepayers seem to be

weighted towards shareholders. Here are some examples. The Customer Focus goal

includes several metrics that relate to advancing the JV Microgrid Projects. As indicated

in later in my testimony, the benefits to shareholders are clear and the benefits to

ratepayers are questionable. The Innovation goal includes metrics for installing new

controllable devices, which againhave clear benefits for shareholders (rate base eamings)

but the benefits for ratepayers are not clearly established, as illustrated by the
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Departments recommendation to exclude the Tesla Powerwalls from rates. The Deep and

Positive Stakeholder Relationships goal has metrics that seem aimed at influencing public

opinion, improving GMPs image or are charitable in nature. These types of expenditures

would not normally be directly allowed in rates. Finally, the goals in this portion of the

plan overlap with the goals in GMP's Long-term Incentive Plan. Those goals, which can

be seen inAttachment GMP.DPS1.Q20.c.pdf, are primarily focused on growing earnings

and rate base. Because of the lack of clarity as to the weight given the individual

performance goals in this category, and that the prepondbrance of goals that clearly

benefit shareholders, it is not possible to determine that these goals clearly benefit

ratepayers.

Finally, under no circumstances will the plan pay out if the earnings (ROE) target is

missed. That is true even if the company achieves it's stretch targets for the Service

Quality Metrics or any other goal that could benefit ratepayers.

Q28. Have you recommended an adjustment to rates?

A2g. Not at this time. Given that GMP includes approximately 50%o of the Short Term

Incentive Plan costs in the Base O&M platform calculation adopted in 

- 

and

modified in Docket 8190. DAN TO EXPAND

Power Supply
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e29. Please summarize the Department's testimony regarding GMP's Power Suppty

expenses.

A2g. Edward McNamara, Director of Energy Policy for the Vermont Department of Public

Service. He discusses the applicable statutory and regulatory framework through which

GMP is guided in making its power supply decisions. Mr. McNamara also provides an

overview of GMP's power supply costs. He proposes downward adjustments to net

power supply costs totaling $xxxxx.

8

9

l0

1t
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Christopher C. Dawson of GDS Associates Inc. conducted a review GMP's power supply

costs and the markets forecasts used in the economic analysis of the Storage/Solar JV

projects and Tesla Power progftlm. He concluded: GMP's hedging program is

insufficiently documented and structured; the market price analysis used in Storage/Solar

JV projects and Tesla Powerwall may not justify their investments; and that GMP has not

sufficiently evaluated Demand Response as a resource. NEED EDS TESTIMONY

Capitat Structure and Cost of Capital

please summarize the Company's requested cost of capital and capital structure.

GMP requests an authorized return on equity of 9.3 percent and a capital structure

consisting of 49.85 percent equity and 50.15 percent debt. The weighted average cost of

capital ("V/ACC") was estimated at 5.28 percent when factored for the nine month rate

period.
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Q31. What does the Department recommend for GMP's Cost of Capital?

A3l. In his testimony, Richard A. Baudino of J. Kennedy and Associates, recommends a return

on equity range of g.l%obased on analysis that shows reasonable range for the ROE of

8.7%oto g.35%.This recommendation is consistent with the 9.3o/o cost of equity that

Department agreed to in the settlement with GMP in the last rate case however the PUC

did not adopt thatpartof the settlement. Given that the 9.3Yo rctumstill falls within the

reasonable settlement, but the Department againrecommends that the PUC adopt a9.3o/o

cost of equity. Mr Baudino concurs with the Departments recommendation. Mr Baudino

agrees with GMP's requested capital structure and cost of Short-term debt. Finally, Mr.

Baudino lowered the cost of GMP's future debt issues to 5.03Yo resulting in an overall

recommended cost of capital for GMP of 6.97Vo. EXPRESS INNINE MONTH

TERMS?

l4

l5

t6 Q32.

t7 A32.

18

t9

20

2l
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The Department's Revised Cost of Service

Please summarize the Testimony of Jacob Thomas.

In this case the Department did not procures the services of the consultant from Larkin &

Associates who has handled GMP cases for many years and, consequentlS we do have

access to large amount of institutional knowledge about how GMP's models work. Mr.

Thomas provides the Department's cost-of-service model incorporating the adjustments

to cost of capital, capital spending and power supply adjustments based on information in

the petition and from discovery. It is likely that GMP will identifu more accurate ways to
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estimate these adjustments and the Department will continue to work with GMP to ensure

our adjustments accurately reflect the recommendations.

Return of Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes Through a Bill Credit

What does this issue Pertain to?

The Tax reform that went into effect on January l, 2018 lowered the corporate federal

income tax rate from 35Vo to 2lVo. This has resulted in two major impacts to GMP's cost

of service. The first is, on a going forward basis, GMP will need to collect less Federal

Income Tax from ratepayers. The second relates Accumulated Defened Income Taxes

(ADIT) that were collected from rate-payers based on the old tax rate. The amount of

ADIT in excess of the new rate will be returned to ratepayers in two ways. Some portion

will be returned over multiples years based on the remaining life of certain assets. GMP

is also proposing that other portion, 527.4 million, be returned to rate payers as a bill

credit to be paid over the rate year.

Does the Department support GMP's proposed treatment of the excess

Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes?

yes. Terry Myers of GDS Associates, Inc. performed and extensive review of the

analysis GMp performed in this area and found no issues. In fact, he indicated that the

GMP analysis was one the most well prepared that he had seen' The Department

supports the proposal and appreciates GMP' proactive efforts to return the excess
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accumulated deferred income taxes to ratepayers in a timely manner through one-time

bill credits in the crrrrent and proposed rate periods.

Storage/Solar JV Projects

e3S. Is the Department comfortable with the process GMP used to evaluate the need for

the Storage/Solar Projects?

A35. No. The company has not asserted that there is a physical system need (safety, reliability,

replace aging or damaged equipment, etc.) or regulatory policy requirement for this type

of equipment. Although originally proposed as microgrids GMP did not propose

installing the equipment needed to isolate the circuits. In fact, in response to a discovery

request in the Milton Microgrid proceeding, Case No. 17-5003-PET, the company stated

that: ..GMp does intend to implement islanding capabilities with the Project, recognizing

that the costs and benefits of those activities are separate from the base use cases

(primarily peak load reductions and Frequency Regulation) presented in the CPG

application. GMPwishes to emphaswethatthe business case forthe Project is based

on the positive economics described by the cost benefits analysis. (Emphasis added)

At the time that the scope of providing islanding services have been fully analyzed,the

costs and benefits of providing those services to customers will be separately identified

and evaluated before proceeding." Furthermore, GMP did not provide any support

indicating that other alternatives to battery storage were adequately considered and GMP

did not solicit RFps from competing suppliers. Therefore, least cost alternatives were not
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fully explored, and the location of these projects is not relevant in terms of necessity or

benefit.

e36. Does the Department believe that these projects will provide the asserted economic

benefit to ratePaYers?

A36. The primary justification offered by GMP for these projects is the economic benefit to

rate payers; however that benefit is subject to execution and market price risk. As

indicated earlier in my testimony, Mr. Davis of GDS Associates has raised doubts about

the analysis showing that the project will provide economic benefits since the market

price forecasts were generally optimistic. The value of the projects is highly dependent on

factors such as market price, the success in timing of peaks and other assumptions. The

NpV is also impacted by the non-traditional upfront ratemaking treatment of the

developer fee and HLBV. In short, there is a significant risk that ratepayers will not

receive the asserted economic benefits. The degree of uncertainty around the economic

benefits is troubling since the only purpose of the project is to provide those benefits.

e37. Does the Department have concerns with the way GMP is accounting for the year

one HLBV and develoPer fee?

A37. Yes. Terry Myers of GDS Associates, Inc. raises a concern regarding how GMP is

treating the Hypothetical Liquidated Book Value and the up-front developer fee when its

Storage/Solar Joint-Venture (o'JV") projects are put in service. GMP currently uses this

fee to reduce amortization which benefits ratepayers in the first year but results in higher
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costs in subsequent years. This is intergenerational discrimination. The normal

ratemaking approach is for these benefits to amortized over the life the projects. Mr

Myers also indicates that IRS may determine that this upfront treatment violates its

normalization rules. If that is the case, GMP could lose its ability to use accelerated

depreciation. The Department's position is that this departure from the normal treatment

requires specific approval from the PUC.

Q3S. What risks do the tax equity investors face?

A38. Very little. The tax equity partner contributes cash to the Project upfront and in retum,

receives most of the tax depreciation, ITC benefits, and rights to a small amount of the

cash flow from the Project for the first five years.

e39. Do GMP investors face any risk that they witl not earn their authorized return?

A3g. Once the project is added to rate base, GMP will earn its authorized rate of retum over

the life of the project. Except for variations due to changes in GMPs authorized return on

equity, or other highly unlikely exogenous events, there is almost no risk associated with

those earnings. However, ratepayers bear a risk associated with the NPV due to the

length of the payback time and the volatility associated with the market price risk.

e40. Why does the Department recommend that GMP be required to provide financial

assurance that the rate payers will receive the asserted benefits?
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In short it is about ensuring a balance of equities. The primary benefit for ratepayers

being asserted by GMP is economic. GMP and the project investors will eam handsome

returns with minimal risk. These returns are backstopped by rute payer money and the

rate payers are being asked to bear a disproportionate amount of risk as compared to

GMP and project investors. Again, this is not like investing in a substation, transfonners

or poles, where ratepayers will clearly receive operational benefits from the assets. This

is a speculative investment where the benefits are risky and purely economic. The

Department recommends that the PUC require GMP to provide ratepayers financial

assurance for the asserted economic benefit to ratepayers of these projects and, that GMP

investors indemnify ratepayers from any financial consequences that result from adverse

IRS rulings relating to GMP's approach to the HLBV and developer fees.

l3
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Forecasted Sales and Customer Growth Costs

e4l. Does the Department have an issue with GMP using forecasted sales for the 2019

rate period?

A41. Not in this circumstance. Although PUC precedent is clear for traditional ratemaking, the

regulatory mechanics of operating under a multiyear rate plan make that precedent

impractical for several reasons. First, depending on the design of the multi-year plan,

there is to be a need to create an annual sales forecast to flow through rate adjustments

related to purchased power estimates. To avoid unnecessary volatility, prior period actual

sales will need to be adjusted for known and measurable changes, such as significant

known changes in loads, and will need to be weather normalized. Secondly, Ed22
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McNamara has done an extensive review of the forecasting methodology employed by

GMP and has determined that it is an acceptable approach in this circumstance.

e42. Does the Department support the inclusion of costs related to customer growth for

the2019 rate Period?

A42. In this circumstance yes. Assuming a multi-year rate plan is adopted, it would

impractical to apply the traditional rate making approach of excluding customer growth

related costs. It would require that GMP to incur multiple years of regulatory lag related

to the recovery of the growth related costs; or require an annual adjustment mechanism to

true-up to the actual growth related costs incurred.

e43. Please describe the appropriate ratemaking treatment for growth-related plant in

Vermont.

A43. My understanding of the appropriate ratemaking treatment for growth-related plant

comes ftom TariffJiling of Green Mountain Power Corporation, Docket No. 5428, Order

of ll4l9l. In that case, GMP sought to include a number of capital additions in its rate

base that the Department argued were being put into service to serve new customers,

either in whole or in part. The Board set forth its rule of decision as follows:

The Board has previously held that since revenues from new customers are not

included in rate year income, expenses associated with serving those customers

should also be excluded. We apply that principle in this case, but we do not extend

it to exclude investments that are made to maintain adequate and effrcient service

for test year customers and are only incidentally available to serve new customers

as well. We have allowed inclusion of certain improvements which will be able to

accommodate some growth-related sales, where the record demonstrates that the
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improvements were not undertaken in order to accommodate growth, but were or

are needed to maintain adequate and efficient service for test year customers,

absent any load growth.

Id. at2l.

Q44. Is there any other circumstance where it is appropriate to consider growth-related

plant in establishing utility rates?

A44. yes. The rule is based on the need to match revenues and costs when setting rates, so that

the numerator (costs) is spread fairly across the appropriate denominator (sales). In the

case cited above, the Board achieved this by using test year sales and excluding growth-

related plant. Theoretically, you can achieve a similar matching using rate year

(projected) sales and including growth-related plant. This too, should achieve a matching

between revenues and sales. Because using projected figures has, in the past, been

considered less reliable than using known test-year figures, it makes sense as a general

matter to use the known test-year figures and exchide growth-related plant. In this case

the Department is satisfied that the method for forecasting sales is acceptable.

e45. Is there precedent for including growth related costs when establishing rates?

A45. Yes. In Vermont Gas's last rate case (Docket No. 8710), the Board approved the

placement of the Addison Project into rates, even though that project was a growth-

related project, i.e., it was built to serye new customers rather than to maintain adequate

and efficient service for test year customers.
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Customer Service

e4d. please summarize the Departmentts testimony regarding GMP's Customer Service?

A46. Ms. Flint, the Department's CAPI Director, presents an overview of GMP's recent

customer service history including service reliability.

Ms. Flint does not

recotnmend any adjustments to GMP's cost-of-service.

Q47, Does this conclude your testimony?

A47, Yes.
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spending, inhoduces the testimony of the Department's witnesses, and briefly discusses innovative

servlces.
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Direct Testimony
af

Brian E. Winn

Ql. Please state your name, occupationr and business address.

Al. My name is Brian E. Mnn. I am the Director of Finance & Economics at the Vermont

Department of Public Service (the "Department" or "PSD"). My responsibilities include

direction of Utility Finance and Economics group activities for the Department and the

State of Vermont. My business address is 112 State Street, Montpelier, Vermont 05620.

Q2. Please describeyoureducationalbackground andexperience.

M. I have a B.A. in Political Science from Purdue University, and a Master's of Science in

Management from The Georgia Institute of Technology. I have worked at the

Department since July, 2016. Prior to joining the Departmen! I was employed with

Edison Intemational or Southem Califomia Edison, its regulated utility subsidiary, for

over twenty years. During my tenure there I held various positions including: Director of

. Financial Planning andAnalysis; Director of BusinessAna$ics; Director of Performance

Management and Measurement; Director ofNuclear Financial Management; and Director

of SCE Budgets and Planning. Prior to Edison, I was a Utility Finance Consultant for

Energy Management Associates. My professional resume is included as Exhibit PSD-

BEW-I

Q3. Ilave you ever testified before the vermont Public Utility commission (the

"Commission or "PUC")?
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43. Yes, I havetestified inDocketNos. 8698/8710,8827' 8871,8881' I7-1238-INV 17-

3 I I2-PET, I7-5003-PET, I 8-0409TR and I 8-049 I-PET

Q4. What is the purpose of your testimony?

A4. In my testimony I discuss the organization of the Department's case; summarize the

Department's recommendations; discuss in detail the Department's recommended rate

treatment for vafious Green Mountain Powef (*GMP') capital projects; recommend

improvements to GMP processes related to analysis of capital projects and power

procwement; discuss the Department's recommendations for power supply costs and

short-term incontives; and introduce the Department's witnesses.

Q5. What has GMP requested in this proceeding?

A5. GMP's rate filing with the Commission consists of a base rate increase of 5.45 percent

which is offset by a onetime bill credit associated with returning excess Accumulated

Deferred Income taxes as a result ofthe recent federal tax legislation. The net result is a

decrease of0.5 percent for rates starting January 1,2019.

e6. What is the Department's recommendation regarding the Company's requested rate

incrcase?

46. GMP filed a cost-of-service ("COS") that reflects a$25.112 million revenue deficiency.

The Department's overall conclusion is that there is a deficiency of $- million.
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Therefore, the Company's request of 5.45 percent is reduced to _o/o percent. The table

below summarizes the Department's proposed adjustments:

Summary of the Department's Adiustments to GMP

COS Costlof5endee5e nglge

$1,ooo

Revenue Deficiency per GMP COS 52s,LL2

PSD Adjustments to COS

Purchased Power, net

Depreciation & Amortization

Taxes - Federal, State & Gross Receipts

Net Gain from Assets Sold

Return on Utility Rate Base

Merger Savings

Total PSD Proposed Deficiency *-
20

Please briefly summarize the reasons for the Department's proposed adjustments to

GMPs Cost;of$ewiee-serv ice?

The Department's recommendations largely reflect two general concems: (l) GMP',s rate

of capital spending, and (2) a concern about the distribution of hnancial risk between

GMP's shareholders and ratepayers as GMP continues develop and introduce new

innovative services. To be clear, the Department is largely supportive of GMP's

innovative efforts in support of state enerey policy and the Department's

recommendations in this case should not be interpreted as discouraging GMP from

continuing to identiff and implement innovative products+hat'lrqYidgd-.lb9y will
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pr€vidcyigk! tangible, and reliably quantifiable, benefits tofof GMP's ratepayers.

However, the financial risk associated with those projects must be appropriately balanced

between ratepayers and shareholders.

With respect to its specihc recommendations, the Department proposes that the

Commission remove the Tesla Powerwalls, Heat Pump Water Heaters and $- million of

T&D individual and blanket projects and "hold to sell" RECs from rate base in the case,

for a total rate base reduction of $ million. Additionally, the Department is

recommending that$397,682 be removed from Purchased Power Costs. I-atse-address

elow;{heseeests

platform that lvas epprel€al by the eemmission as result of the merter with e entral

\€ffisn+Pub+i€-Servi€e'

QS. Does the Department have any other recommendations for the Commission?

A8. Yes. The Department's suppoft for the Storage/Solar projects is contingent on GMP

providing ratepayers financial assurance that the projects will deliver the

assereaandgipagi! economic benefits and that GMP indemnifr the ratepayers for any

financial consequences should the proposed ratemaking or accounting be disallowed by

the IRS. The Department also recommends that the Commission require GMP to: (1)

consider all reasonable altematives to proposed capital projects and solicit Requests for
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Proposals ("RFPs") when multiple vendors are available; (2) maintain adequate

contemporaneous information on the capital project planning and project approval

processes; (3) improve its methods for prioritizing reliability projects; and (4) follow a

more rigoreusqlgqfqq! process for procuring energy and capaclty resources including

soliciting RFPs.

Background and Overview

Q9.@describetheDepartment'sinvestigationintothe

proposed change in rates?

Ag. Yes-After GMP made its rate filing the Department organized a team composed of

intemal resources and experts from GDS Associates, Inc. and J. Kennedy andAssociates.

The team conducted a thorough review ofthe petition and supporting documentation,

with a focus on capital spending power supply, cost ofcapital, and regulatory

accounting. The Department issued two rounds ofdiscovery to the Company, engaged in

a series of meetings and conference calls with key GMP staffto exchange information,

and reviewed relevant Commission precedent.

How is the Department's testimony organized?

The Department is presenting testimony from eight witnesses. In my testimony I provide

a high-level summary of the entire case including: the Department's recommendations; a

discussion of capital spending; and summaries of the recommendations of the other

witnesses. Ed McNamar4 the Director of the Department's Planning and Energy
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Resources Division ('PERD') provides a summary of the power supply portion of the

case and makes fecommendations regarding GMP's Regional Network Service ("RNS")

charge and GMP's accounting treatment of RECs within rate base. Carol Flint the

Director of the Department's consumerAffbirs and Public Information ("GAPI")

Division, provides an assessment of GMP's customer service. The remaining witnesses

afe outside consultants that provide more detailed testimony in the areas covered by Mr'

McNamara and myself. Terry Myers of GDS provides an overview of the implications of

recent changes to the federal tax code and GMP',s proposal to retum a portion of its tax

savings as accredit during the upcoming rate year.

Ql1. Please provide some background on the regulatory landscape that is relevant

context for this case.

Al l. I will describe the regulatory landscape as it pertains to the capital spending, O&M, and

cost of capital portions of the rate case. In his testimony, Mr. McNamara provides a

summary ofthe regulatory landscape relevant to the power supply portion ofthe case.

GMP rates are set the way that most regulated utilities in the United States are, via a

proceeding to determine the appropriate cost-of-service, which in broad terms include

O&M expenses, purchased power costs, and return on rate base.

A substantial portion of GMP's O&M revenue requirement has been pre-determined

under a formula outlined in a

15. 2012 Order from the Commission in 20lli+.Docket7770, which concerned the
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merger of GMP and CVPS. The Docket 7770 Mougrdgl defines this formula as "Base

O&M costs," but it is generally refered to as the "O&M Platform." The revenue

requirement for this portion of GMP's rates will be determined under this MouQrdgl

ttnotgh2022.

--_____EU{bCryptg-GMP has been operating under alemporary alternative regulation plan

that took effect in January of 2018, which includes mechanisms for purchased power,

storms, and exogenous events cost recovery; allows GMP flexibility to pilot innovative

products and services; and is in effect for 2 years, through the end of20l9. Since a large

portion ofPurchesed Power costs are long-term contracts that have been reviewed several

times, and because O&M costs afe largely pre-determined under the O&M Platform, the

Department,s review of the current case largely focuses on the impacts of capital

spending and investments in subsidimies'

GMP filed a traditional rate case (case l7-3112-INV) in2017 for rates in effect in 2018.

During that case, the Department testihed that the information available from the

Company was not sufficient to allow the Department to assess the reasonableness of the

proposed level of capital spending. In particular, the Department testified that the

company was unable to produce complete financial analyses and other documentation

for approximately 69.7 percent of the capital projects reviewed by the Department'

Having such information available for review is essential for the Department to fuIfill its

verification role in the rate case review process. As part of the Memorandum of
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Understanding ('MOU') that the Commission appoved in that case, GMP agreed to

maintain contemporaneous documentation of its capital spending decisions and to a set of

standards describing the required analysis of capital projects. Th€-se#lemenlelse

In June, GMP filed a proposal for a multi-year altemative regulation plan (Docket 
.18-

1633-PET) that will operate through 2022,if approved by the Commission. The plan

would be bookended by this pending rate case and a traditional rate case to be filed for

the2023 rate year, ing€apr€ar+in€s

ere arc numcrous issues

and details in the proposed plan that will be reviewed and potentially revised as that case

proceeds, and all components of the plan are ultimately subject to Commission approval.

However, some of the Department's recommendations in this case axe predicated on the

existence of a multi-year rate plan.

Q12. Can you provide any perspective on the main cost drivers contributing to the need

for the rate increase proposed in this case?

Al2. During the July 13, 2018 workshop for this case, Commission staff requested that the

Department address the rate drivers underlying GMP's rate request and attempt to tie any
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recommended adjustments to those rate drivers#lpessible.r First I would like to provide

some perspective on complexities involved when trying to distill the primary reasons for

changes from a large list of numbers into a few key drivers. The summary cost-of-service

calculation is composed of over 25 cost items. Each of those items represents the

summation of a large subset of cost items and so on. When the overall pelcentage change

for a long list of numbers is relatively small, in a mathematical sense, there are numerous

ways to combine the numbers to a handful of primary drivers. The same list of numbers

is therefore subject to a wide range of interpretations ofthe primary drivers ofthe overall

change. That is true for the GMP numbers in this case'

The Department has+hesen+e-+pplyUSgl the following logic when summarizing thc

primarydrivers.@categorizedcost-:o|:sefvicebyfunction,

i.e. Power costs, Transmission costs, o&M, and made adjustments that account for the

regulatory mechanisms used to recover the costs. Breaking down the costs using this

logic results in these major categories.

I Tr.7/13118 at87 (Poppiti).
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Summary of GMP Adiustments to Cost of Service 'As Filed
ln $l,(XXls

Test Rate Dollar

Period Period Change

Purchased Power and Production

Net Transmission

O&M Platform, Other O&M and Savings

capital Related costs

Depreciation & Amortization & Other

Taxes - Federal, State & MuniciPal

Return on Utility Rate Base

Less Affiliate & Other Operating Revenue

Gross Revenue & Fuel Gross Receipts Taxes

Cost to Ultimate Consumers

52t7,N8
s19,408

s66,s17

SO

543,646

ist,322
S7o,r2t

(s3Z640)

s4,s6s

Y35,746

s239,191

S32,1e6

s7e,066

so

s2s,616

$3s,093

s82,618
(516,201)

s4,s88

s486,168

52t,3U
5L2,788

s12,ss0

so
(s1&02e)

$12,2291
sL2,497

52L,439

s23

5s0,422I
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12
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t4

Most of the categories are @ and align well with the coS

summary filed by GMP. Transmission O&M is shown net of the Equity in Eamings from

Affrliates from VELCO to reflect the actual cost of transmission to the rate payer. I have

provided a more detailed description of the Cost-:ofserviee:Sgl4igg line items included

in each category in Exhibit DPS-BEW-3.

Ql3. Does the analysis ofthe changes between the test period and proposed rate period

reveal the main drivers of GMP rate increases?

Al3. Not in this this case. The Department recommends that the Commission take a longer

perspective when trying to determine the main drivers for the increase in GMP rates' In

this case, both the test period and the rate period numbers represent only nine month

periods and contain large one-time items that distort the overall trajectory ofdiscrete
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components of GMP's rates. For example, in the test period, the Affrliates & Other

operating Revenue line contains a laxge one-time benefit of $7.7 million related to a

Solar JV project. In the rate period, Depreciation & Amortization & Other line item there

are large one-time benefits associated with the Storage/Solar JV projects, totaling $12

million, which reduce that line item significantly. The rate period also contains a one-

time benefit of approximately $8.3 million from the VELCO sale of Utopus. Finally,

there is a significant difference in the federal tax late for the test period and the late

period. All these complications reduce the value of a shaight test year to rate yeaf

comparison. Nevertheless, my Exhibit PSD-BEW-3 attempts to provide the rate driver

analysis in the format requested by Commission staffduring the workshon.

el4. What does the Department's analysis of the longer rate trends show are the main

drivers of GMP rate increases?

Al4. The Department performed an analysis of the rate trends for the period 2013 through

20 I 8 grouping the costs in the same manner as used above. The results are presented in

the table below:
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Camparison of Changes to GMP Cost of Service - 2013 Recorded to 2018 Settlement.

ln S1,000s
2oBTest 2018 Dollar Percent

YearActual Settlement Change Change*

Purchased Power and Production

lNet Transmission

lo&M Platform, other o&M and Savings

lCapital Related Costs

I Depreciation & Amortization & Other

I faxes - Federal, State & MuniciPal

I Return on Utility Rate Base

I 
Less nffi I i ate & other operating Revenue

Gross Revenue & Fuel Gross Receipts Taxes

lCost to Ultimate Consumers

5322,ffi3

53r,676

5tt7,s41

s45611

Sqs,aos

Sos,szg
(S33,2821

56,094

5ffi3,724

5289,154

S28,878

$L0/',s7r

Ss3,27o

567,n7
5s8,s3s

(521,s83)

56,266

S626,s80

(533,44e)

(s2,7e8)

(51ee7o)

57,6s9

52o,678

531,862

s11,699

5172

522,8Y

-t0.37%
-8.83%

-11-.O3%

L6.79%

44.Ltr/o

47.790/0

-35.15%

2.82%

3.79%t
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Over the period, Purchased Power Costs, over

which GMP has some limited conhol, have declined by $33.4 million. GMP has made

progress in reducing O&M costs which have declined by almost $13 million. Net

Transmission costs have remained relatively stable with a $2.8 million decline. However,

these cost reductions, which tofal $49 .2 million, have been more than offset by a $60.2

million increase in capital and investment related costs, over which GMP has significant

control. were it net fef that inefease in eapital spending; GMP retes may \Yell haYe been

eve+S9a+we+$ya+$-Given these trends, the Department believes its recent focus on

the level of GMP capital spending is wel[founded.

Proposed Capital Spending & Investments

el5. Why is the level of capital spending and investments in subsidiaries so important in

the GMP rate case?

and reinsert?

Commenbd [8DUl Brian, the word "Compaisori' is misspelled

itr this graphic, but I @mot choge the text. Cil you revise the
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GMP has experienced.significant growth in capital investment, especially during the

years following its merger with CVPS. Capital spending and, in GMP's case, investment

in subsidiaries are the primary components of rate base. GMP rate base grew by 22.7 o/o

from 2014 to 2017 and GMP proj ects that its fate base will grow from $ 1.165 billion in

2014 to $1.564 billion in2}l9,which represents a34J%o increase in less.than 5 years.

The table below shows GMP's actual rate base from 2014 to 2017 and the projected rate

base for 2019.

GMP TOTAT RATEBASE INVESTMENT -20t[to 2019 (51,000)

' zor4' ' 2oL5' t zo1tit ' 2oL7n ' 2oLgo

51,t65,784 s1,209,349 51,264,r9s s1,430,213 s1,s63,786

t8g8g 291A.tt.t4 GMp ESAM Filing.pdf, pg 8, Green Mountain Power - 2014 Earnings Sharing Adjustor,

filed with the PUc on November L4, 2014. 13 month average as of September 2014'

tGMp fY2O15 esnv.pdf, pg 4, Green Mountain Power - 2015 Earnings Sharing Adjustor,

filed with the PUC on November 20, 2015. 13 month average as of September 2015.

tGMp rY 2015 eseM Filing; pg 4 Green Mountain Power - 2016 Earnings Sharing Adiustor,

filed with the PUC on November 29, 2015. 13 month average as of September 2015.

ucase No. 18-o974-TF Schedules 10 month average as of September.

In the Company's most recent presentation to Standard & Poor's from November of

2017, which is attached as Exhibit PSD-BEW-2, the Company forecasted capital

spending and investments in subsidiaries of$534 million from 2018 through 2021. ln

that same presentation, GMP forecasted retail revenues to grow by 20.460/o from 2017 to

2021. Fnally,the GMP Long-Term Executive compensation Plan (produced during

8

9

l0

l1

t2

13

l4
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discovery as (Attachment GMP.DPSl.Q20.c) sets explicit targets for growth in

"lnvestments Driving Customer Value" defined in the plan_documents as "total utility

plant, net" plus "investment in associated companies," both of which are primary

components of rate base. The targets grow from $ 1.73 billion for the period ending in

2077 to $2.086 billion for the period ending in 2020. Thal amounts to 20.6% growth in

three years.

GMP is clearly planning to continue to significantly grow rate base. We know from the

analysis provided earlier in my testimony that growth in rate base is the single most

important driver of GMP rate increases, Therein lies the need for the Department and the

Commission to pay partioular attention to the level of capital spending'

Ql6. How much capital spending and investment in subsidiaries has GMP proposed in

this case?

A16. The Company has requested recovery for capital additions and investment in subsidiaries

of $- for 201 8 and $- for 2019. The proposed capital spending and investments in

subsidiaries will increase the base rate revenue requirement (excluding the impact of the

lower tax rates and one-time credits) by approximately $14 million from the test year

period.

Q17. What is the Department's assessment regarding the level of capital investment and

capital projects ofthe ComPanY?
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Al7 . There does not seem to be a clear operational reason for the level of rate base growth

considering that customer growth is very loq load is stagnant, and sales are declining.

Testimony from our expert witnesses, discussed in detail later, confirms this position. In

fact, in this case, GMP has proposed some investments, such as the Storage/Solar JV

projects, that have no clearly established operational need. Instead the company has

sought to justiff the expenditures on primarily economic grounds.

QlS. Has the qualify of GMP documentation and evaluation of capital spending in this

proceeding improved over what was provided in the last case?

Al8. In some area yes and in others no. GMP has adopted the agreed upon template for capital

projects and provided more detail on blanket projects over $250,000. GMP has also

provided additional capital review process data in the templates, including the

management personal that approved projects and the dates that projects were approved.

This additional information in the templates is very helpful for the Department's review

ofprojects and demonstrates improvement in the project support documentation.

However, Kevin Mara of GDS Associates conducted a review of GMP',s capital spending

ploposals and identified the following weaknesses in the support documentation: cost

estimate enors; failure to use an indusfy standard method to value and prioritize

reliability projects; insuffrcient data tojustify capital spending proposals; unnecessary

capital projects;.and over use of blanket projects. Additionally, GMP did not evaluate, or

solicit requests for proposals for, viable alternatives to the Storage/Solar W or Tesla
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Powerwall projects. Mr. Mma discusses these issues in more detail in his testimony, but

the concems he presents are consistent with issues that the Department has identihed in

past cases.

el9. Do you support the proposed adjustment to Transmission, Distribution and General

Plant rate base discussed in the testimony of Kevin Mara of GDS Associates?

Al9. yes. I am recommending that the Commission adopt the adjustments to T&D capital

spending included in the testimony of Kevin J. Mara of GDS Associates Inc., which total

$7.1 million. Mr. Mara's testimony includes a detailed by project discussion of the

rationale for excluding this amount.

e20. please explain the Department's recommendation that S2#lLl6 million of blanket

projects be excluded from rate base.

A20. In his testimony Mr. Mara testifies that he believes that $42.5 million of the $49.4 million

ofproposed blanket capital projects could be excluded from rate base under the known

and measurable standard. Mr. Mara also found that including the blanket projects in rates

also eliminates the incentive for GMP to be eficient in design and conshuction. Mr.

Mara raised additional issues with the methods of estimating each of the different

categories of blanket Proj ects'

The Department has raised concems with GMP's use of blanket projects in prior cases

and is also concemed by the large increase in the use ofblanket projects over the past few
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years. However, the Department does not believe it would be appropriate to completely

remove the blanket projects in this case. First, the Commission has traditionally allowed

GMP to use blankets in traditional rate cases. Second, the Department is factoring in the

likelihood that this case may become the basis for a multi'year rate plan. In that event it

would not be appropriate to defer recovery of costs contained within the blankets until the

next traditional rate case.

Given that the Department remains very concerned tnatabSUI-GMP-9-US9-Af the blanket

capital project categories@ asked Mr' Marato

provids the Department with an analysis of thc appropriate amount to include in rates for

each of the blanket project categofies. 'l'he Department has reviewed his analysis and

reconrmends the commission adopt the resulting adjustments totaling s2#12.15

million.

e2l. Please summarize the rationale for excluding Renewable Energy Credits from rate

base.

A2l. Certain renewable energy credits zlfe created, with some regulatory lag, simply from the

operation of GMP generation assets or through purchased power contracts. MI.

McNamara discusses the timing and procurement issues that lead to GMP carrying RECs

in rate base, and Mr. Myers raises an accounting concem with GMP's practice of holding

RECs in rate base. Based on their respective testimonies, the Department recommends

that $4.08 ofthese credits be removed from rate base'
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Q22. Please explain the Department's recommendation that the HeaQPump water

Heater products be excluded from rate base.

A22. First it is useful to provide some background. The Department supports the Company's

efforts to find innovative solutions to serve its customers'needs' and prQlqqIg-sl4tg

energy policy. However-anfirne,trben a monopoly public utility offers commercially

available competitive products and services, an issue arises about the utility's impact on

the competitive market. For instance, in this case, GMP has included the costs associated

. 
with the heat-:pump water heaterbeatql in rate base.

As noted in prior cases, instead of requiring GMP to conduct this type of business in an

unregulated subsidiary, as in commonplace across the nation, the Department has

developed a list ofconditions that should be met @

i*eft*di*glf generally available consumer products are to be included in rate base. These

requirements are: that the Company must have the ability to control the usage of those

products for the benefit ofall ratepayers; benefits ofthe program must exceed the costs to

non-participating ratepayers; any bad debt expense should be bome by the ploglam or

shareholders; and that GMP must open its billing system to companies offering similar

competing products. The Department and GMP have discussed these conditions

throughout the pilot review process, and i@

discussion led to resolution ofif Docket 8794, in which GMP sought to tariffits heat

pump and heat pump water heater pilots.
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The ability for GMP to exercise control ofthese products for the benefit ofall ratepayers

was generally not implemented for @ heater products

offered in 2016 and part of 2017 . The Company has stated that beginning in 20 I 8, such

control will be a standard component of innovative products and services included in rate

base. It has become apparent since then that controls for these products are not generally

available. Additionally, it is not clear that the heat-lpump water heaters' operating

characteristics will allow them to be efficiently confolled to create benefits for non-

participating customers. Until GMP has implemented the ability to control these devices

for the bcnefit of all ratepayers, the Dcpartment recommonds oxcluding them from rate

base to remedy the competitive advantage created by the regulated rate ofretum on the

investment. The Department has recommended that the revenues and costs associated

with these devices, including depreciation, flow through other operating revenue'

e23. please explain the Department's recommendation that the Tesla Powerwall products

be excluded from rate base.

AZ3. There are several significflrt concems with this pilot program. The first is that the overall

size of the program is $15 million. This is a significant portion of GMP's proposed 2019

capital budget-ef$85rni{lien-* While there is no dollar limit on the size of pilot programs

allowed under GMP's current altemative regulation plan, a $15 million investment in a

project with speculative and unknown benefits iswsuld-app94 excessive'
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More importantly, the documentation that GMP provided in support of the Powerwall

project raises concems as to whether the project will actually yield ratepayer benefit.

Christopher Dawson of GDS Associates reviewed the avoided cost models used by GMP

tojustiff both the Tesla Powerwall program and the Storage/Solar JV projects and has

concluded that: the resulting energy prices are optimistic beyond five years; the capacity

prices increases included in the model lack adequate foundation; REC price assumptions

zre unproven and unrealistic on a long-term basis; and the assumed Transmission price

increases appear to be unsustainable. Mr. Dawson also concluded that GMP failed+e!ft!

not perform any sensitivity analysis around the market price projections. His conclusions

raise denbtsgqneglns about the underlying analysis conducted by GMP to show that the

program will provide economic benefits. Furthermore, GMP did not adequately explore

altematives to storage, such as demand response. Finally, GMP did not provide any

support indicating that it explored altemative vendors and did not solicit RFPs for this

program.

The significant cost of the Powerwall project coupled with the uncertainties of its

potential ratepayer benefits warrant a+emeval.eflgrngylng this project from rate base in

this case. The @Powerwall project should ng!-be

permanent1ydisallowed;;rather@itwou1dbeappropriateto

allow for GMPI9 continue the project as a pilot and include its costs in rate base only if

GMP can demonstrate that the project actually achieves its intended benefits and is

ultimately approved by the Commission as a tariffed service. Mr McNAEfaebq
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discusses the Powerwall pilot program in his teslimon-y. and provides additional support

for the Department's position that the Powerwall pilot program should be removdd from

rate base in this case.

Power Supply

Q24. Please summarize the Department's testimony regarding GMP's Power Supply

expenses.

A24. Mr. McNamara and Mr. Christopher Dawson of GDS Associates addresses power supply

costs on behalf of the Department in their respective testimonies. Mr. McNamara

recomrnends that the Commission reduce GMP's power supply costs by $397,682 to

account for a recalculation of GMP's Regional Network Service ("RNS") rate and GMP's

rate base by $4.08 million to remove a portion of GMP's RECs from rate base.

Christopher C. Dawson of GDS Associates Inc. conducted a review GMP's power supply

costs and the markets forecasts used in the economic analysis of the Storage/Solar JV

projects and Tesla Power program. He concluded: GMP's hedging program is

insuffrciently documented and structured; the market price analysis used in Storage/Solar

JV projects and Tesla Powerwall may not justiff their investments; and that GMP has not

suffrciently evaluated Demand Response as a resource.
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Capital Structure and Cost of Capital

Q25. Please summarize the Company's requested cost of capital and capiial structure.

A.301!GMP requests an authorized retum on equity of 9.3 percent and a capital structure

consisting of 49.85 percent equity and 50. I 5 percent debt. The weighted average cost of

capital ("WACC') was estimated at 5.28 percent when factored for the nine month rate

period. The Department's retained cost of capital witness, Rick Baudino of J. Kennedy

Associates, found that GMP's proposed ROE of 9.3o/o falls within his range of reasonable

returns. Accordingly, the Department isdoes not recommended an adjustment to GMP's

proposed ROE. However, Mr. Baudino does recommend a slight reduction of GMP's cost

ofdebt from 5.07 to 5.03 percent.

en+gi*iry ef 9,t% based on m

net+eeemmeneee an ^Eu*

ine

reeommends a stig ing

in an evcratl reeemm
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The Department's Revised Costaof$er+ieqig

A?+.426-Please summarize the Testimony of Jacob Thomas.

N+MQ*lllr. Jacob Thomas of GDS Associates has prepared a COS model to summarize

the final rate impact of the Department's recommendations. Mr. Thomas's COS model

incorporates adjustments to cost ofcapital, capital spending and power supply based on

information included in GMP's filing materials and discovery responses. Mr. Thomas's

model was also based offof GMP's own COS modeling, but the Department recognizes

that there may be minor inconsistencies in data from flow-through adjustments based on

the Department's recommendations. If necessary, the Department will updated and

resubmit its COS model if any additional flow through adjustments need to be revised.

Return of Accumulated Deferred Income Thxes Through a Bill Credit

a2&827. What does this issue pertain to?

M+M7- The Tax reform that went into effect on January 1, 2018 lowered the

corporate federal income tax rate from 35%o to 2l%, This has resulted in two major

impacts to GMP's cost-:of:service. The first is, on a going forward basis, GMP will need

to collect less Federal Income Tax from ratepayers. The second relates Accumulated

Deferred Income Taxes (ADIT) that were collected from rate-payers based on the old tax

rate. The amount ofADIT in excess of the new rate will be retumed to ratepayers in two

ways. Some portion will be retumed over multiples years based on the remaining life of

certain assets. GMP is also proposing that other porti on, $27 .4 million, be retumed to rate

payers as a bill credit to be paid over the rate year.

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0",outllne numbered + Level: 2 +
Numbering Style: l, 2,3, ... + Sbrt at: 1 + Alignment: Left +
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a2+.428. Does the Department Support GMP's proposed treatment of the excess

Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes?

N+lo&- Yes. Terry Myers of GDS Associates, Inc. paformed and extensive

review of the analysis GMP performed in this area and fotrnd no issues' In fact, he

indicated that the GMP analysis was one the most well prepared that he had seen. The

Department supports the proposal and appreciates GMP' proactive efforts to return the

excess accumulated deferred income taxes to ratepayers in a timely manner tfuough one-

time bill credits in the iunent and proposed rate periods'

Storage/Solar JV Projects

afp.a29-lsOoes the Department @ the process

GMP used to evaluate the need for the Storage/Solar proiects?

M+A29.- No)aet. GMP has not asserteddglqattstatgd that there is a physical system

need (safety, reliability, replace aging or damaged equipment, etc.) eFregu+a+ory?e+i€y

requi+emenlfor this type of equipment. Although originally proposed as microgrids'

GMP did not propose installing the equipment needed to isolate the circuits. In+a€tris

response to a discovery request in the Milton Microgrid proceeding, Case No. 17-5003-

PET, the company stated that:

GMP does intend to implement islanding capabilities with the Project,

recognizing that the costs and benefits ofthose activities are separate from
the base use cases (primarily peak load reductions and Frequency

Regulation) presented in the CPG application. GMP wishes to emphasize

that the business case for the Project is based on the positive economics

20
2l
22
23
24
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described by the cost beneJits analysis. At the time that the scope of
providing islanding services have been fully analyzed, the costs and
benefits of providing those seruices to customers will be separately
identified and evaluated before proceeding. (Emphasis added)

Furthermore, GMP did not provide any support indicating that other altematives to

battery storage were adequately considered and GMP did not solicit RFPs from

competing suppliers. Therefore, from the documentation provided in support ofthe

projects, it appears least-:cost altematives were not adequately explored, and the location

ofthese projects is not relevant in terms ofengineering necessity or benefit.

AILO30. Does the Department believe that these projects will provide the

asse+*gp roipslgt! economic benefi t to ratepayers?

A3+.A30- The primary justification offered by GMP for these projects is the

economic benefit to rate payers; however that beneltt is subject to execution and market

price risk As indicated earlier in my testimony, Mr. Dawson of GDS Associates has

raised doubtsgalqqlg about the analysis showing that the project will provide economic

benefits since the market price forecasts were generally optimistic. The value of the

projects is highly dilpendent on factors such as market price, the success in timing of

peaks and other assumptions. The net present value C'NPV) is also impacted by the

proposed non-traditional-upf+en+ ratemaking treatment ofthe developer fee and

hypothetical book value at liquidation C'HLBV). In short there is a significant risk that

ratepayers will not receive the
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a3+.O31 . Does the Department have @ the way GMP is

accounting for the yearyone HLBV and developer fee?

A3+.431-Yes. Terry Myers of GDS Associates, Inc. raises a concem regarding how GMP is

treating the HLBV and the up-front developer fee when its Storage/Solar Joint-Venture

("JV") projects are put in service. GMP currently uses this fee to reduce amortization,

which benefits ratepayers in the frst year but results in higher costs in subsequent years,,

resulting in an intergenerational inequitv. The neflnatradiliqul ratemaking approach is

S+these benefits would be to @kglbglq over the life the projects. Mr.

Myers also indicates that the IRS may determine that this upfront treatment violates its

normalization rules. If that is the case, GMP could lose its ability to use accelerated

depreciation. The Department's position is that this departure from the normal heatment

requires specific approval from the Commission. However. as discussed by Mr.

McNamara in his testimony. there are policv considerations that iustif-v GMP's non-

haditional accounting approach for these proiects in this case.

a3$All_What risks do the tax equity investors face?

N+N2-Very little. The tax equity partner contributes cash to the Project upfront and in

return, receives most of the tax depreciation, ITC benefits, and rights to a small amount

ofthe cash flow from the Project for the frst five years.
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a3+.O31___-Do GMP investors face any risk that they will not earn their authorized

return?

A3+.433-Once the project is added to rate base, GMP will earn its authorized rate of return

over the life of the project. Except for variations due to changes in GMP's authorized

return on equity, or other highly unlikely exogenous events, there is almost no risk

associated with those eamings. However, ratepayers bear a risk associated with the NPV

due to the length of the payback time and the volatility associated with the market price

risk.

O34. WSfdoesDoes the Department recommend that @

finaaeial*ssu+anec+h*the JV proiects be included in rate payersr+$+eeeivebase,

and if so. is that recommendation subiect to anv conditions?

435-. l&l, the msertedbenefifs?

44+.e14. +n+he+j+-i$ neqartment sup

but that support is contingent on the Commission ensuring a-an_ApplqpislLq balance of

equitiesJhe between GMP and its rd

testimony. policy considerations.iustif! a deoarture frorn traditional raternaking and

accounting principles for these proiects. Developing these proiects will provide GMP

with valuable experience with designing and implementing modern renewable energy and

storage projects. Allowing these projects will also provide regulators r,vith rneaningful

data on the actual benefits of the new technologies that GMP is implementing with these
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projects. Accordinglv. the Department recommends that the JV microerid projects be

included in rate base. However. the primary benefit for ratepayers being supported by

GMP is economic. -GMP and the project investors will eam substantial returns with

minimal risk.- These retums are backstopped by rate payer money and the rate payers are

being asked to bear a disproportionate amount of risk as compared to GMP and project

investors. -Again, this is not like investing in a substation, transformers or poles, where

ratepayers will clearly receive operational beneflrts from the assets. -This is a speculative

investment where the benefits are risky and purely economic. +he&9lgfoi9-!s$blen!

with its recommendations from Case 17-5003-PET (the Milton microgrid $ 248 case). the

Department recommends that the PUC require GMP to provide ratepayers financial

asslullncrc for. the asserted economic benefit to ratepayers of these projects-and;+ha+" GMP

inves+ersgfuu! |algqbglgqlti!9(ljq indemniff ratepayers from any financial

consequences that rquld result from adverse IRS rulings relating to GMP's approach to

the HLBV and developer fees.

tn

hgenerd' TheDepatm
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Forecasted Sales and Customer Growth Costs

A3+O35. --poes the Department have an issue with GMP using forecasted sales for the

2019 rate period?

A4+.431-Not in this casg especially if the Commission approves a multi-year rate plan for * -

GMP. Although Commission precedent is clear for traditional ratemaking, the regulatory

mechanics of operating under a multiyear rate plan make that precedent impractical for

several reasons. First, depending on the design ofthe multi-year plan, there will be a

need to create an annual sales forecast to flow through rate adjustments related to

purchased power estimates. To avoid unnecessary volatility, prior period actual sales will

need to be adjusted for known and meaburable changes, such as significant known

changes in loads, and will need to be weather normalized. Secondly, Mr. McNamara has

done an extensive review of the forecasting methodology employed by GMP and has

determined that it is an acceptable approach in this circumstance in light ofcurrent

market conditions and GMP's sales hends.

A3&.436. Does the Department support the inclusion of costs related to customer

growth for the 2019 rate period?

M+N6=__In this circumstance yes. Again, if a multi-year rate plan is approved, it would be

impractical to apply the traditional rate making approach of excluding customer growth

related costs. It would require that GMP to incur multiple years of regulatory lag related

to the recovery ofthe growth related costs; or require an annual adjustment mechanism to

hue-up to the actual growth related costs incurred.

Formatted: Tab stops: 0.38", List tab
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I

2 Q3+.831-Please describe the appropriate ratemaking treatment for growth-related

3 plant in Vermont.

4 
^4+Nl-My 

understanding of the appropriate ratemaking ffeatment for growth-related

5 planf comes fuomTariffiling of Green Mountain Power Corporafiolu, DocketNo.5428,

6 Order of ll4l9l. In that case, GMP sought to include a number of capital additions in its

7 ratebase that the Department argued were being put into service to serve new customers,

8 either in whole or in part. The Board set forth its rule of decision as follows:

The Board has previously held that since revenues from new customers
are not included in rate year income, expenses associated with serving
those customers should also be excluded. We apply that principle in this
case, but we do not extend it to exclude investments that are made to
maintain adequate and effrcient service for test year customers and are

only incidentally available to serve new customers as well. We have
allowed inclusion of certain improvements which will be able to
accommodate some growth-related sales, where the record demonshates
that the improvements were not undertaken in order to accommodate
growth, but were or are needed to maintain adequate and effrcient service
for test year customers, absent any load growth.

9
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A4gO38-Is there any other circumstance where it is appropriate to consider growth-

related plant in establishing utility rates?

A4,N,A38. Yes. The rule is based on the need to match revenues and costs when setting

rates, so that the numerator (costs) is spread fairly across the appropriate denominator

(sales). In the case cited above, the Board achieved this by using test year sales and
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excluding growth-related plant. Theoretically, you can achieve a similal matching using

fate year (projected) sales and including growth-related plant. This too, should achieve a

matching between revenues and sales. Because using projected figures has, in the past,

been considered less reliable than using known test-year figures, it makes sense as a

general matter to use the known test-year figures and exclude growth-related plant. In

this case the Department is satisfied that the method for forecasting sales is acceptable.

Customer Senice

a4+.439. Please summarize the Department's testimony regarding GMP's Customer

Service?

A4+.A39.__j4s. Flin! the Department's CAPI Director, presents an overview of GMP's recent

customer service history including service reliability as well as an opinion of the

Company's provision of certain un-tariffed products and services. Ms. Flint does not

recommend any adjustments to GMP's cost-of-service.

a4+.440. Does this conclude your testimony?

M+A40. Yes.
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STATE OF VERMONT
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

CaseNo. 18-0974-TF

Tarifffiling of Green Mountain Power
Corporation requesting a 5.45olo increase in its
base rates effective with bills rendered
January 1,2019, to be tully offset by bill
credits tluough September 30,2019

Summary:

PREFILED DIRECT TESTIMONY OF

BRIANE, WINN

ON BETIALF OF THE

VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE

July 30,2018

Mr. Winn providos an overview ofthe Department of Public Service's (the

"Departmenf) recommendafion to reduce Green Mountain Power's requested

revenue requirement by approximately not million. Mr. Winn also discusses in detail
the Department's recommendation regarding appropriate rate treatnent for Green

MountainPower's proposed growth-related capital spending intoduces the testimony

of the Departmontos witresses, and briefly discusses innovative services.
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Please state your name, occupationr and business address.

My name is Brian E. Winn. I am the Director of Finance & Economics at the Vermont

Department of Public Service (the "Department" or "PSD'). My responsibilities include

direction of Utility Finance and Economics group activities for the Department and the

State ofvermont. My business address is l12 State street, Montpelier, vermont 05620.

Q2. Pleasedescribeyoureducational backgroundand experience.

A2. I have a B.A. in Political Science from Purdue University, and a Master's of Science in

Management from The Georgia Institute of Technology. I have worked at the

Department since July, 2016. Prior to joining the Department, I was employed with

Edison Intemational or Southem Califomia Edison, its regulated utility subsidiary, for

over twenty years. During my tenure there I held various positions including: Director of

Financial Planning and Analysis; Director of Business Analytics; Director of Performance

Management and M6asurement; Director ofNuclear Financial Management; and Director

of SCE Budgets and Planning. Prior to Edison, I was a Utility Finance Consultant for

Energy ManagementAssociates. My professional resume is included as Exhibit PSD-

BEW-1.

Q3. Have you ever testified before the Vermont Public !!!!!1y..1@iq!s!.i!b

"Commission or "PUC")SerryieeBe*C?

43. Yes, I have testified in Docket Nos. 8698/8710,8827,8871, 8881' I7-1238-INV 17-

3 I I 2-PET, I 7-5003-PET, I 8-0409TR and I 8-049 1 -PET
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Q4. What is the purpose of your testimony?

44. In my testimony I discuss the organization of the Department's case; summarize the

Department's recommendations; discuss in detail the Department's recommended rate

treatment for various Green Mountain Power capital projects, progrElms the proposed

capital spending; recommend improvements to GMP processes related to analysis of

capital projects and power procurement; discuss the Department's recommendations for

power supply costs and short-term incentives and; introduce the Department's witnesses.

Q5. What has GMP requested in this proceeding?

A5. GMP's rateThe filing with the :raerment*ublieU+ili+yCommission{th#€emmissien)

consists of a base rate increase of 5.45 percent which is offset by a onetime bill credit

associated with retuming excess Accumulated Deferred Income taxes as a result of the

recent federal tax legislation. The net result is a decrease of 0.5 percent for rates starting

January 1,2019.

e6. What is the Department's recommendation regarding the Company's requested rate

increase?

46. GMP filed a cost-of-service ("COS") that reflects a$25.112million revenue deficiency.

The Department's overall conclusion is that there is a deficiency of $xx million.

Therefore, the company's request of 5.45 percent is reduced to xx percent. The table

below summarizes the Department's proposed adjustments: TOTALABOUT -lo/o+l-
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Summary of the Department's Adiustments to GMP

COS Cost of Service
$1,ooo

Revenue Deficiency per GMP COS 52s,Ltz

PSD Adjustments to COS

Purchased Power, net

Depreciation & Amortization

Taxes - Federal, State & Gross Receipts

Net Gain from Assets Sold

Return on Utility Rate Base

Merger Savings

Total PSD Proposed Deficiency FF
l8

($01

(0)

(0)

(0)

(So1

($61
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Q?. Please briefly summarize the reasons for the Department's proposed adjustments to

GMPs Cost of Service?

A7. The Department's recommendations largelv reflect hvo general concerns: (l) GMP'S rate

of capital spending. and (2) a concern about the distribution of financial risk between

GMP's shareholders and ratepayers as GMP continues develop and introduce new

innovative services. To be clear. the Department is larsely supportive of GMP's

innovative efforts and the Department's recomnrendations in this case should not be

interpreted as discourasing GMP from continuing to identift and implement innovative

products that will provide tangible benefits to GMP's ratepavers. However. the financial

risk associated with those projects rnust be appropriately balanced between ratepayers

and shareholders.
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AA With respect to its soecific recommendations, tThe Department+ proposes that the

Commissioning-te remove the Tesla Powerwalls, Heat Pump Water Heaters and $XX

million of T&D individual and blanket projects and "hold to sell" RECs from lRate

bBasejnlbc-ease-&r-a total-ratelgduslian Sfnlg $)O(X million. Additionally, the

Department is recommending that $XXX be removed from Purchased Power costs.

Finally, the Department is proposing to eliminate ratepayer funding of the short-term

incentive plan.

Q8. Does the Department have any other recommendations for the CommissionPlJle?

A8. Yes. The Department's support for the storage/solar projects is contingent on GMP

providing ratepayers fmancial assurance that the projects will deliver the asserted

economic benefits and that GMP indemnify the ratepayers for any financial consequences

should the proposed ratemaking or accounting be disallowed by the IRS. The

Department also recommends that the Commission require GMP to: ( l) consider all

reasonable altematives to proposed capital projects and solicit Requests for Proposals

when multiple vendors are available; (2) maintain adequate contemporaneous

information on the capital project planning and project approval processes; (3) improve

its methods for prioritizing reliability projects; and (4) follow a more rigorous process for

procuring energy and capacity resources including soliciting RFPs.

Background and Overview
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e9. Can you please describe the Department's investigation into the proposed change in

rates?

49. Yes. After GMPthepeti+ie+r+as made its rate filingfiled, the Departrnent organized a

team composed ofinternal resources and experts from GDS Associates, Inc. and J.

Kennedy and Associates. The team conducted a thorough review of the petition and

supporting documentation, with a focus on capital spending, Power supply, cost of

capital, and regulatory accounting. The Department issued two rounds ofdiscovery to the

Company, engaged in a series of meetings and conference calls with key GMP sta"ffto

exchange information, and reviewed relevant Commission precedent.

Ql0.

Al0.

How is the Department's testimony organized?

The Department is submitting testimony fromp!g!!$ W!tn-eqqg!. I! 14y !991!q-t9-{ty I

provide a high-level summary of the entire case including: the Department's

recommendations; a discussion of capital spending; and summaries of the

recommendations of the other witnesses. Ed McNamar4 the Director of the

Department's Planning and Energv Resources DivisionDireeter ("PERD") provides a

summary of the power supply portion of the case including: the GMP process for

procuring energy and capacity;recommendations regarding the fV Microgrid and the

Tesla Powerwall projects; the use of forecasted sales in determining rates and; the amount

of Renewable Energy Credits in rate base. Carol Flint, the Director of the Department's

Consumer Affairs and Public Information (*CAPI) Division, provides an assessment of
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GMP's customer service. The remaining witnesses are outside consultants that provide

more detailed testimony in the areas covered by Mr. McNamara and myself.

Ql1. Please provide some background on the regulatory landscape that is relevant

context foi this case.

Al l. I will describe the regulatory landscape as it pertains to the capital spending, O&M and

cost of capital portions of the rate case. In his testimony, Mr. McNamara provides a

summary ofthe regulatory landscape relevant to the power supply portion ofthe case'

GMP rates are set the way that most regulated utilities in the United States are, via a

proceeding to determine the appropriate cost-of-service, which in broad terms include

O&M expenses, purchased power costs and refurn on rate base.

A substantial portion of GMP's O&M revenue requirement has been pre-determined

under a formula outlined in a Memorandum of Understanding ("MoU') adopted by the

commission itt2012 in Docket 7770,which concemed the merger of GMP and cvPS.

The Docket 7770MOU defines this formula as "Base O&M costs," but it is generally

referred to as the "o&M Platform." The revenue requirement for this portion of GMP's

rates will be determined under this MOU through 2022.

GMP has been operating under a temporafy altemative regulation plan that took effect in

January of 2018. which@ includes mechanisms for

purchased power storms and exogenous events cost recovery allows GMP flexibility to
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pilot innovative products and services, and is in effect for 2 yeas, through the end of

2019. SincealargeportionofPurchasedPowercostsarelong-tefmconfactsthathave

been reviewed several times, and because O&M costs are lalgely pre-determined under

the O&M lplatform, the Department's review of the cunent case vri+lalgely focuses on

the impacts of capital spending and investments in subsidiaries.

GMP filed a traditional rate case (caseDeeket l7-3112-INV) in2017 for rates in effect in

2018. During that case, the Department testified that the information available from the

Company was not suffrcient to allow the Department to assess the reasonableness of the

proposed level of capital spending. In particular, the Department testified

company was unable to produce complete financial analyses and other documentation

for approximat ely 69 .7 percent of the capital projects reviewed by the Department.

Having such information available for review is essential for the Department to fulfill its

verification role in the rate case review process. As part of the Memorandum of

understanding that the commission approved+settl,ernent in that case' GMP agreedthe

@tomaintaincontemporaneousdocumentationofit:scapita1spending

decisions and to a set of standards describing the required analysis of capital projects.

The settlement also established a limit on the amount of capital allowed in rate base and

provided GMP with 5 .37%, increase in authorized revenues which resulted in a 5 .02Vo

rate increase.
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In June. GMPthe+enrpany filed a proposal for a multlyear altemative regulation plan

(Docket 1S-1633-PET) thatwilleuld operate through 2022. ifapproved bv the

Commission. The plan would be boqkgulgdund€d by thilIe$lilge-€uffcn+rate case and

a traditional rate case to be filed fot the 2023 late year. At a high level, the plan consists

of a capital spending cap, eamings sharing the O&M platform, and a purchased power

adjustor. There are numerous issues and details in the proposed plan that will be

reviewed and potentially revised

ultimatelv subiect to Commission approvalte werk eut and the ultimateeompesitie

the plan rernains uneertain arid suqieet te PU€ appreval. However, some of the

Departmentls recommendations in this case are predicated on the existence of a multi-

year fate plan.

Finally, the rates that will go into effect in January,2019 will also incorporate the costs

related to GMP's former altemative regulation plan@

th€fl#ehasefor#eF€osts. Assuming that the CommissionPU€ approves GMP's

proposed ratetheease+s4led, overall rates after all adjustrnents will increase by XXo/n

on Januarv l.20l9.

e12. Can you provide any perspective on the main cost drivers contributing to the need

for the rate increase proposed in this case?

Al2. During the Julv 13. 2018 workshop for this case. Comrnission staff requested that the

Department address the rate drivers underlving GMP's rate request and attempt to tie any
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recommended adjustments to those rate drivers. if possible. I First I would like to provide

some perspective on complexities involved when fiing to distill the primary reasons for

changes from a large list of numbers into a few key drivers. The summary costl{f1

service calculation is composed ofover 25 cost items. Each ofthose items represents the

summation of a large subset of cost items and so on. When the overall percentage change

for a long list of numbers is relatively small, in a mathematical sense, there are numerous

ways to combine the numbers to a handful of primary drivers. The same list of numbers

is therefore subject to a wide range of interpretations ofthe primary drivers ofthe overall

change. That is true for the GMP numbers in this case.

The Department has chosen to apply the following logic when summarizing the primary

drivers. We have categorized cost of service by function, i.e" Power Costs, Transmission

Costs, O&M, and made adjustments that account for the regulatory mechanisms used to

recover the costs. Breaking the costs using this logic results in these major categories.
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Dollar

Change

Purchased Power and Production

Net Transmission

O&M Platform, Other O&M and Savings

Capital Related Costs

Depreciation & Amortization & Other

Taxes - Federal, State & Municipal

Return on Utility Rate Base

Less Affiliate & Other Operating Revenue

Gross Revenue & Fuel Gross Receipts Taxes

Cost to Ultimate Consumers

s217,808

s19,408

S66,s17

So

543,646

Ssr,322

s7O,Lzt
(S3Z640)

s4,s6s

s/'3s,746

s239,191

s32,196

s79,066

so

S2s,615

S39,oe3

58a618
(s16,201)

s4,s88

s486,168

52L,3U

5L2,798

s12,sso

so
(s1&02s)

$r2,2291
srz,497
52L,439

s23

Sso,422I
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Most of the categories are straight forward and align well with the COS summary filed by

GMP. Transmission O&M is shown net of the Equity in Eamings fromAfiiliates from

VELCO to reflect the actual cost of transmission to the rate payer. I have provided a

more detailed description of the Cost of Service line items included in each category in

Exhibit DPS-BEW-3.

Qf3. Does the analysis ofthe changes between the test period and proposed rate period

reveal the main drivers of GMP rate increases?

Al3. Not in this this case. The Department recommends that the CommissionPUe take a

longer perspective when trying to determine the main ddvers for the increase in GMP

rates. In this case, both the test period and the rate period numbers represent only nine

month periods and contain large one-time items that distort the overall trajectory of
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discrete components of GMP's ratespietwe. For example, in the test period, the Affiliates

& Other Operating Revenue line contains a large one-time benefit of ($XX)O( million)

related to a Solar JV project. In the rate period, Depreciation & Amortization & Other

line item there are lalge one-time benefits associated with the Storage/Solar JV projects,

totaling ($)O(X million), which reduce that line item significantly. The rate period also

contains a one-time benefit of $8.x million from the VELCO sale of Utopus. Finally,

there is a significant difference in the federal tax rate for the test period and the rate

period. All these complications reduce the value of an+ake-e shaightlg$Jqaflg.iatgJgal

comparison-el$oslrneaeingles.s. Never-the-less, mv Exhibit PSD-BEW-3+e-eemply

provide the rate driver a+analysis in the

format req uested bv Comrnis sion staff durin g the workshop.of+a+e e+i+ers+lat+*eme+s

to a4iust for these ene'time items ean be found in Exhibit DPS BEW 3,

Q14. What does the Department's analysis of the longer rate trends show are the main

drivers of GMP rate increases?

A14. The Departmentllle performed an analysis of the rate trends for the period 2013 through

20 I 8 grouping the costs in the same manner as used above. The results are presented in

the table below:
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Camparison of Changes to GMP Cost of Service - 2013 Recorded to 2018 Settlement.
rn Sl,uDs

2ofitTest 2018 Dollar Percent

YearActual !9tt!e49nt change Change*

Purchased Power and Production

Net Transmission

O&M Platform, Other O&M and Savings

Capital Related Costs

Depreciation & Amortization & Other
Taxes - Federal, State & Municipal

Return on Utility Rate Base

Less Affiliate & Other Operating Revenue

Gross Revenue & Fuel Gross Receipts Taxes

Cost to Ultimate Consumers

5322,ffi3 s289,1s4 (s33,44e)

53r,676 s28,878 (s2,798)

51r7,54r 5104,s71 (5t2,9701

S4t611

s46,809

566,673
(S33,282)

55,094

5603,724

553,27o

567,487

Ss8,s3s
(Szr,sss)

56,266

5626,s80

sz6ss
520,678

S31,862

s11,699

5t72
522,854

-to.37%

-a.a3%

-rL.o3%

L6,79/.

44.t9/o

47.79/o

-35.ts%

2.82%

3.79%I
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The results are clear and easy to interpret. Over the period, Purchased Power Costs, over

which GMP has some limited control, have declined by $33.4 million. GMP has made

progress in reducing p&M costs [w-!rich lr.ayp dCC]4Sd -bV al,r-nS$ $13 rn{!iqq'Ne!

Transmission costs have remained relatively stable with a $2.8 million decline. However,

these cost reductions, which total $49.2 million, have been more than offset by a $60.2

million increase in capital and investment related costs, over which GMP has significant

control. Were it not for that increase in capital spending, GMP rates may well have been

over gyolower by 2018. Given these trends the Department believes its recent focus on

the level of GMP capital spending is well founded.

Proposed Capital Spending & Investments

Q15. Why is the level of capital spending and investments in subsidiaries so important in

the GMP rate case?

CommenEd setdonent2018 thelsThe ($ro4,s7r)ffgure
mtrect?o&M
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GMP has experienced significant growth in capital investment, especially during the

years following its merger with cvPS. capital spending and, in GMP',s case, investment

in subsidiaries are the primary components of rate base. GMP rate base gtew by 22.7 o/o

ftom 2014 to 2017 and GMP proj ects that its rate base will grow from $ L I 65 billion in

2014to$1.564 billion in2}l9,which represents a34.|%oincrease in less than 5 years.

The table below shows GMP's actual rate base from 2014 to20l7 and the projected rate

base for 2019.

GMP TOTAL RATEBASE INVESTMENT -20t4 to 2019 (51,000)

' zoLr' ' 2o1ts' ' 2o'll' ' 2olln t zoItgn

s7,16s,784 s1,209,349 s!,264,19s s1,430,213 s1,s53,786

t838g zO14.11. t+ GMP ESAM Filing.pdf, pg 8, Green Mountaln Power - 2014 Earnings Sharing Adjustor,

filed with the PUC on November 14, 2014. 13 month average as of September 2014.

2GMp fYzols ESAv.pdf, pg 4, Green Mountain Power - 2015 Earnings Sharing Adjustor

filed with the PUc on November 20, 2015. 13 month average as of September 2015.

3GMP pY z016 ESAM Filin& pg 4 Green Mountain Power - 2016 Earnings Sharing Adjustor,

filed with the PUC on November 29, 2016' 13 month average as of September 2016.

"case No. 18-0974-TF schedules 10 month average as of september.

In the company's most recent presentation to standard & Poor's from November of

2017, which is attached as Exhibit PSD-BEW-2, the Company forecasted capital

spending and investments in subsidiaries of $534 million from 2018 through 2021. In

that sarne presentation, GMP forecasted retail revenues to glow by 20.460/o from 2017 to

2021. Fnally,the GMP Long-Term Executive Compensation Plan (produced during

8

9
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discovery asAttachment GMP.DPSl.Q20.c.pd0 sets explicit targets for growth in

"Investments Driving Customer Value" defined in the plan documents as "total utility

plant, net" plus "investment in associated companies," both of which are primary

components of rate base. The targets grow from $1.73 billion for the period ending in

2017 to $2.086 billion for the period ending in 2020. That amounts to 20.6% growth in

three years.

GMP is clearly planning to continue to significantly grow rate base. We know from the

analysis provided earlier in my testimony that growth in rate base is the single most

important driver of GMP rate increases. Therein lies the need for the Department gndlbg

Commission to pay particular attention to the level of capital spending.

Ql6. How much capital spending and investment in subsidiaries has GMP proposed in

this case?

416. The Company has requested recovery for capital additions and investment in subsidiaries

of$xxfor2018and$xxfor20l9. Theproposedcapitalspendingandinvestmentsin

subsidiaries will increase the base rate revenue requirement (excluding the impact of the

lower tax rates and one-time credits) by approximately $14 million from the test year

period.

Q17. What is the Department's assessment regarding the level of capital investment and

capital projects of the Company?
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Al7 . There does not seem to be a clear operational reason for the level ofrate base growth

considering that customer growth is very low, load is stagnant, and sales are declining.

Testimony from our expert witnesses, discussed in detail later, confirmg this position. In

fact, in this case, GMP has proposed some investments, such as the Storage/Solar JV

projects, that have no clearly established operational need. Instead the company has

sought to justiry the expenditures on primarily economic grounds.

QlS. Has the quality of GMP documentation and evaluation of capital spending in this

proceeding improved over what was provided in the last case?

Al8. In some area yes and in others no. GMP has adopted the agreed upon template for capital

projects and provided more detail on blanket projects over $250,000. GMP has also

provided additional capital review process data in the templates. including the

rnanagement personal that approved projects and the dates that projects were approved.

This additional information in the templates is very helpful for the Department's review

of pro.iects and demonstrates improvement in the project support documentation.

,{l& However, Kevin Mara of GDS Associates conducted a review of GMP's capital

spending proposals and identified the following weaknesses in the support

documentation: cost estimate errors; failure to use an indushy standard method to value

and prioritize reliability projects; insufficient data to justiff capital spending proposals;

unnecessary capital projects; and over use of blanket projects. Additionally, GMP did not

evaluate, or solicit requests for proposals for, viable altematives to the Storage/Solar JV

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.5", No bullets or
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or Tesla Powerwall projects . Mr. MarA

discusses these issues in more detail in his testimony. but the concerns he presents are

consistent with issues that the Department has identified inbast casesl.qf ft@gStr

in GMP's insuffieie

Mi+es'

With respe€t te GN4P's general obligatiens for €reating alil retaining deeumentatienr the

de€ument their deeisi€ns that affeet ratepayersr so that those deeisiens ean leter be

revielved by fegulatofy anthofities:'4 Due te the lveal$esses with the eontent of the

@

Q19. Do you support the proposed adjustment to Transmission, Distribution and General

Plant rate base discussed in the testimony of Kevin Mara of GDSAssociates?

Al9. Yes. I am recommending that the CommissionPU€ adopt the adjustments to T&D capital

spending included in the testimony of Kevin J. Mara of GDS Associates INC., which

z See I'etri-tr.fitinx ef C

@

Comm€tlfrd [BD2Ii I think lhat we rced to dial the

docuentation argumetrt back, sp4ially the exprss usertion that

the fV prcjsts do not me€t ihe requiremeds ofExhibit 2, but we
qn disouss.
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total $)O(XXX million. Mr. Mara's testimony includes a detailed by project discussion

of the rationale for excluding this amount.

Q20. Please explain the Department:s recommendation that $25.7 million of blanket

projects excluded from rate base.

A20. In his testimony Mr. Maratestifies that he believesreeomrnends that $42.5 million of the

$49.4 million ofproposed blanket capital projects could be excluded from rate base under

the known and measurable standard. Mr. Mara also found that Thearese+eralreasorrs

s+anCsrdi-and-iincluding the UA.nkglL projects in rates also eliminates the incentive for

GMP to be effrcient in design and construction. Mr. Mara-alse raised-qddjliQnal issues

with the methods of estimating each of the different categories of blanket projects.

A20: The Department has raised concems with GMP's use of blanket projects in prior

cases and is also concemedalarmed by the large increase in the use ofblanket projects

over the past few years. However, the Department does not believe it would be

appropriate tois-+clu€+asl+€+e€emm€nC completely removei*g the blanket projects in

this case. irst-lhg!.Anlmi$iA!.-bal

traditionalllr allorved GMP to use blankets in traditional rate cases;+Aile=theDepartme+*

SecondlY, the DePartment is

factoring in the likelihood that this case may become the basis for a multi-year rate plan.
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In that event, it would not be appropriate to defer recovery of costs contained within the

blanketsexelnde @ntil the nexttraditional rate case.

Given that the Department remains very concerned that the blanket capital project

categories are being overused, we asked Mr. Mara to provide the Departmentus with an

analysis ofthe appropriate amount to include in rates for each ofthe blanket project

categories. The Department has reviewed his analysis and recommends the

CommissionPUe adopt the resulting adjustments totaling $25.7 million.

Please summarize the rationale for excluding$xxx-millien Renewable Energy

Credits from rate base.

Certain renewable energy credits are created, with some regulatory lag, simply from the

operation of GMP generation assets or through purchased power contracts. Mr.

McNamara discusses the timing and procurement issues that lead to GMP canying RECs

in rate base. and Mr. Myers raises an accounting concern with GMP's practice of holding

RECs in rate base. Based on their respective testimonies.{+mesleases eUp+as+mpuee

Assoeiate* Ine, ',

We Department-is#€+€-recommendgi*g that $XXX of

these credits be removed from rate base.
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Q22. Please explain the Department:s recommendation that the Heat Pump Water Heater

products be excluded from rate base.

A22. First it is useful to provide some background. The Department supports the Company's

efforts to find innovative solutions to serve its customers'needs.r Hhowever anytime a

monopoly public utility offers commercially available competitive products and services,

an issue arises about the utility's impact on the competitive market. For instancg in this

case, GMP has included the costs associated with the heat pump water heater in rate base.

42* As noted in prior cases. tThe Department has developed a list of conditions that

should be met before the Deparlmentit will support including generally available

consumer products in rate base. These requirements are: that the Company must have the

ability to control the usage ofthose products for the benefit ofall ratepayers; benefits of

the program must exceed the costs to non-participating ratepayers; any bad debt expense

should be bome by the program or shareholders; and that GMP must open it:s billing

system to companies offering similar competing products. The Department and GMP

have discussed these conditions ihroughout the pilot review process, and it was addressed

in the resolution of Docket 8794, n which GMP sought to tariffits heat pump and heat

pump water heater pilots.

The ability for GMP to exercise conhol ofthese products for the benefit ofall ratepayers

was generally not implemented for Heat Pump Water heater products offered in 2016 and

put of 2017 . The Company has stated that beginning in 201 8, such control will be a

Formattd: Indent: Left: 0.5", No bullets or numbering
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standaxd component of innovative products and services included in rate base. It has

become apparent since thgn-lhAlat controls for these products are not generally available.

Additionally, it is not clear that the heat pump water heater!'s operating characteristics

will allow them to be efficiently controlled to create benefits for non'participating

customers. Until GMP has implemented the ability to control these devices for the

benefit of all ratepayers, the Department recommends excluding them from rate base to

remedy the competitive advantage created by the regulated rate ofretum on the

investment. The Department has recommended that the revenues and costs associated

with these devices, including depreciation, flow through other operating revenue.

Q23. Please explain the Department]s recommendation that the Tesla Powerwall products

be excluded from rate base.

A23. There are several significant concerns vd1fufh!5pilqllplQg3 4. The first is that the overall

size of the program is $15 million. This is a significant portion of GMP's proposed 2019

capital budget of $85 million. While there is no d

allowed under GMP's current alternative regulation plan. a $ I 5 rnillion investlnent in a

nroiect with soeculative and unknown benefits is excessive.

More imPortantly. the

documentation that GMP provided in support of the Powerwall project raises concerns as

to whether the project will actually yield ratepayer benefit. The nepa'tment belie

sueh a sizable investrnent should be sffered under a tmiff se that the eosts and benefits

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.5", No bullets or
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ean be exarnined mere elesely than what is required fer the innevativb preduet pregram,

Christopher Dawson of GDS Associates reviewed the avoided cost models used by GMP

tojustif both the Tesla Powerwall program and the Storage/Solar JV projects and has

concluded thaq the resulting energy prices are optimistic beyond five years; thete-i+ne

basi+ftx capacity prices increases included in the model lack adequate foundation; REC

price assumptions are unproven and unrealistic-slals4g:!9ryLlasis; and the assumed

Transmission price increases appgAilq bgrffiet unsustainable. Mr' DawsonHe also

concluded that GMP failed to perform any sensitivity analysis around the market price

projections. His conclusions raise doubts about the underlying analysis conducted by

GMP to showing that the program wilt provide economic benefits.--The-value-ef+he

pfe

pa@omers-Furthermore, GMP did not 4!equar!g!y explore alternatives to

storage, such as {Demand qResponse. Finally, GMP did not provide any support

indicating that it explored altemative vendors and did not solicit RFPs for this program.

42$ The significant cost of the Powerwall project coupled with the uncertainties of its

potential raterra)'er benefits warrant aremoval ofthis project from rate base in this case.

The Departrnent does not believe that the Powervrall project should be permanently

disallowed. rather the Department believes that it would be appropriate to allow for GMP

continue the project as a pilot and include its costs in rate base onlv if GMP can
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demonstrate that the project actually achieves its intended benefits and is ultimately

approved by the Comrnission as a tariffed service. @int

Short-term Incentive Plan

Has GMP included Short Term Incentive Pay (]STIP) in the filing?

Yes. GMP includes approximately 50% of the Short Term Incentive Plan costs in the

Base O&M platform calculation adopted in 

- 

and modified in Docket 8190.

Do you have concerns about including GMP's STIP in rates?

Yes. While certain goals that are included in the plan clearly provide benefits for rate

payers, the actual operation ofthe plan over the last several years indicates the plan is

weighted primarily toward benefitting shareholders and, that there is no clear way to

assign a value to the benefits for ratepayers. As shareholders are the primary

beneficiaries ofthe plan. Ratepayers should not be responsible for i!5any-ef+he costs. To

be clear, I do not take issue with the existence ofthe plan or the content ofthe goals.

GMP's STIPM is consistent with plans offered by

other regulated utilities.

Q26. Can you briefly explain how the Slllher+Aerm-+nee*tive-Pt*n works?
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A26. Yes. During discovery GMP provided the SIllhe*&rmJneentive-I4a* documents for

2016,2017 and 2018 inAttachment GMP.DPSl.Ql8.a.pdf. The plan consists primarily

. of two sets of goals. The first set of goals, which per the plan documents account for

60% of the payout, are derived from GMP's Service Quality & Reliability Performance,

Monitoring and & Reporting Plan. These goals are clearly established to benefit

ratepayers and there is a clearly defined scoring matrix for these goals. The second set of

goals, which account for 40%o of thepayout are individual goals that, according to GMP

are "developed annually by identiffing the key strategic, customer-focused goals for the

fiscal year and allocating relative weight to each participant based on responsibility and

accountability." (Discovery response GMP.DPSl.Al8.) A close examination of the

metrics for these goals reveals that they clearly provide benefit to the shareholders and, in

some cases, to rate payers and shareholders. The plan establishes stretch targets for these

goals but is not specific about how these goals are weighted against each other. Finally,

the plan requires that, before any payout is made, the company must meet 90% of its

ROE target and achieve or exceed 13 of the 16 Service Quality Metrics - the first set of

goals. The following table from the plan documents summarized the operation of the

plan.
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Short-Term lnc€ntive ComPent.tion J'lesureg

Performuce l'lesure Thre$old T:rget Stretch

Actual ROE as percenhge ol allowed
ROE

90%

Achicv€ or excecd sdvlce quillty/
reliabilit', measurs

Achicva or excccd I 3

of I 6 mcarurec

Achi.ve all l6
mcaturtt

Achicvr all I 6

mcagures and excced
atlcart13d16
measurel

lndlvtdurl Pcrformance Gols -
metriG determincd indlvidudly

lndivldualhcd lndivldualizcd lndivldualizcd

Q27. Can you explain how the STIP plan is weighted primarily towards shareholders'

benefit?

A27 . There are several reasons: while the first set of goals are customer focused, they have not

had impact on the payouts from the plan. The company has exceeded these goals in each

ofthe last few years, they have not benchmarked their performance against other utilities

and the targets have not been adjusted in several years. In short, these goals are not

challenging enough. The fact that the Service Quality Metrics are almost certain to be

met makes it unlikely that the Service Quality Metrics will impact the payout. For all

practical purposes, if the eamings target is made, 60% of the incentive will be paid. It is

clearly within management's prerogative to determine how challenging to make the

Service Quality targets for their executives. Ratepayers should not cover the costs of this

portion of the STIP plan unless the goals are likely to impact the payout.

The second set ofgoals, accounting for 40% ofthe payout, axe gouped in the following

categofies: customer Focus; Financial strength; Regulatory proceedings; Innovation; and
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Deep and Positive Stakeholder Relationships. An examination of the 2018 metrics

included in each of these categories (Attachment GMP.DPSI.Q18.b-e 2018.x1s) reveals

that: many of target metrics will increase GMP eamings; they include metrics that are

subjective and diffrcult to quantiff; some are image building lobbying and charitable

contributions and; there is no indication ofhow they are weighted relative to each other.

Even for categories that one would expect to provide benefits for ratepayers seem to be

weighted towards shareholders. Here are some examples. The customer Focus goal

includes several metrics that relate to advancing the fV Microgrid Projects. As indicated

in later in my testimony, the benefits to shareholders are clear and the benefits to

ratepayers are questionable. The lnnovation goal includes metrics for installing new

controllable devices, which again have clear benefits for shareholders (rate base earnings)

but the benefits for ratepayers are not clearly established, as illustrated by the

Departmentls recommendation to exclude the Tesla Powerwalls from rates. The Deep

and Positive Stakeholder Relationships goal has metrics that seem aimed at influencing

public opinion, improving GMPs image or are charitable in nature. These types of

expenditures would not normally be directly allowed in rates. Finally, the goals in this

portion of the plan overlap with the goals in GMP's Long-term Incentive Plan. Those

goals, which can be seen inAttachment GMP.DPSl.Q20.c.pdf, are primarily focused on

growing eamings and rate base. Because of the lack of clarity as to the weight given the

individual perfolmance goals in this category and that the preponderance ofgoals that

clearly benefit shareholders, it is not possible to determine that these goals clearly benefit

ratepayers.
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Finally, under no circumstances will the plan pay out if the eamings (ROE) target ts

missed. That is true even if the company achieves it:s stretch targets for the Service

Quality Metrics or any other goal that could benefit ratepayers.

Have you recommended an adjustment to rates?

Nc*ats+hi++ir*e. The STIP costs are included in the O&M Platform. and are accordinely

fixed for ratemaking purposes in this case. Therefore. it would be inappropriate to make

an adjustment. However" I have raised these concems because I believe that it will be

important for GMP to revisit and revise the service qualit-v metrics that underlie the STIP

as GMP potentiall), transitions toward a multi-year altemative resulation olan and the

O&M Platform sunsets.

meained in Bee** Al

Power Supply

Q29. Please summarize the Department's testimony regarding GMP's Power Supply

expenses.

A29. MlEdt#ard McNarnara and Mr. Christopher Dawson of GDS Associates addresses power

. 
supply costs on behalf of the Deparlment in their respective testimoniestk€F€f

Pnerg)' Pett€Y for the
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@ceisions. Mr. McNamara recommends thatelsoffe+id€s-€ffivef+iew

@ the Comm ission reduceprspesesdewnward

aejrmtmen+s+e GMP's power supply costs by $397.682 to account for a recalculation of

GMP's Regional Network Service ("RNS") rate and GMP's rate base by $4.08 million to

remove aportion of GMP'S RECS from rate base.@

ehristepher e , Darvson ef GDS Asseeiates Ine, eendueted a review Glr4P's pewer suppl,'

pf€

i

Capital Structure and Cost of Capital

Q30. Please summarize the Company's requested cost of capital and capital structure.

A30. GMP requests an authorized retum on equity of 9.3 percent (which reflects the amount

included in the settlement between the Department and VGS in last vear's rate case. but

was not adopted by the Commission) pereenland a capital structure consisting of 49.85

percent equity and 50.15 percent debt. The weighted average cost of capital C'WACC)

was estimated atJ,!! peq-cg-q! ytreq feplptd fql tttp ttilg qlg11!l-l !91-e-p9ri9d,fhe-----------

Deparlment's retained cost of capital witness, Rick Baudino of J. Kennedv Associates.

Formatted: Not Highlight
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found that GMP'S proposed ROE of 9.3%o falls within his ranse of reasonable returns.

Accordinely. the Department is not recommended an adjustmenlJg=9.M=Bl9=plqp999d----

ROE. However. Mr. Baudino does recommend a slight reduction of GMP'S cost of debt

from 5.07 to 5.03 percent.

What does the Departirent recommend for GMP's gGost of g€apital?

In his testimony, RichardA. Baudino of J. Kennedy andAssociates, recommends a feturn

on equity+ange of9.1% based on analysis that shows reasonable range for the RoE of

8.7%"to 9.35%. This recommendation is consistent withlhe9.3%o cost of equity that

Department agreed to in the settlement with GMP in the last rate case-A.gcoldingbLlh-9

Deparlment is not recommended an ad.iustrnent to GMP's Eoposed ROE. h€{#€ve++hc

PUe dtd net adoet th

9,39lo eostof equit r.

Baudino agrees with GMP's requested capital structure and cost of gshort-term debt.

However. Mr. Baudino recommends a sliqht reduction of GMP'S cost of debt from 5.07

to 5.03 percent. Finallyr Mn Bau€line I

5$396-resulting in an overall recommended cost of capital for GMPpf 6.97y-!b

importarlt to note that Mr. Baudino's analysis was based on GMP'S nine month rate year. 
^

M

The Department's Revised Cost of Service
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Please summarize the Testimony of Jacob Thomas.

Mr. Jacob Thomas of GDS Associates has prepafed a COS model to summalize the final

rate impact of the Department's recomrnendations. In this ease the De

institutienat kr€wl r. Thomas-5 prevides-the

@i€e model incorporatgli+g+he adjustments to cost of

capital, capital spending and power supply€djus+men+s based on information inS.bdgdjl

GMP's filing materials and discoverv responses@ Mr.

Thornas's model was also based off of GMP'S own cos modeling. but the Depaltment

recognizes that there. may be minor inconsistencies in data from flow-throueh

adjustments based on the Department's recommendations. If necessary^ the Department

will updated and resubmit its COS model if anv additional flow through adjustments need

to be revised. It is likely that GMP

ien+

Return ofAccumulated Deferred Income Thxes Through a Bill Credit

What does this issue pertain to?

The Tax reform that went into effect on January l, 2018 lowered the corporate federal

income tax rate from 35% to 2lo/o. This has resulted in two major impacts to GMP's cost

of service. The first is, on a going forward basis, GMP will need to collect less Federal
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Income Tax from ratepayers. The second relates Accumulated Defened Income Taxes

(ADIT) that were collected from rate-payers based on the old tax rate. The amount of

ADIT in excess of the new rate will be retumed to ratepayers in two ways. Some portion

will be retumed over multiples years based on the remaining life of certain assets. GMP

is also proposing that other portion, $27 .4 million, be returned to rate payers as a bill

credit to be paid over the rate year.

Q34. Does the Department Support GMP's proposed treatment of the excess

Accumulated Deferred Income Thxes?

A34. Yes. Terry Myers of GDS Associates, Inc. performed and extensive review of the

analysis GMP performed in this area and found no issues. In fact, he indicated that the

GMP analysis was one the most well prepared that he had seen. The Department

supports the proposal and appreciates GMP'proactive efforts to retum the excess

accumulated deferred income laxes to ratepayers in a timely manner through one-time

bill credits in the current and proposed rate periods.

Storage/Solar JV Projects

Q35. Is the Departrnent comfortable with the process GMP used to evaluate the need for

the Storage/Solar pryojects?

A35. No. GMP+ne-eempany has not asserted that there is a physical system need (safety,

reliability, replace aging or damaged equipment etc.) or regulatory policy requirement

for this type of equipment. Although originally proposed as mieregri4sntieiqgidq GMP
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did not propose installing the equipment needed to isolate the circuits. In fact, in

response to a discovery lequest in the Milton Microgrid proceeding, Case No. 17-5003-

PEI the company stated that:

1GMP does intend to implement islanding capabilities with the Project,

recognizing that the costs and benehts ofthose activities are separate from
the base use czrses (primarily peak load reductions and Frequency

Regulation) presented in the CPG application. 
"GMP 

V jSheC lq glnphq$?g

that the business case for the Project is based on the positive economics

described by the cost bene/ifs analysrs.(Emphasis-addedlA! the liql,e ltte!
the scope of providing islanding services have been fully analyzed, the

costs and benefits ofproviding those services to customers will be

separately identified and evaluated before proceeding. (Emphasis added)l

43* -Furthermore, GMP did not provide any support indicating that other alternatives to

battery storage were adequately considered and GMP did not solicit RFPs from

competing suppliers. Therefore. from the documentation provided in support ofthe

projects. it appears; least cost altematives were not adequatelyfii*lly explored, and the

location of these projects is not relevant in terms of errgileglilC necessity or benefit.

Q36. Does the Department believe that these projects will provide the asserted economic

benefit to ratepayers?

A36. The primary justification offered by GMP for these projects is the economic benefit to

rate payers; however that beneht is subject to execution and market price risk. As

indicated earlier in my testimony, Mr. Dawson+is of GDS Associates has raised doubts

about the analysis showing that the project will provide economic benefits since the

market price forecasts were generally optimistic. The value of the projects is highly

dependent on factors such as market price, the success in timing ofpeaks and other
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assumptions. The net oresent value ("NPV")NPV is also impacted by the non-traditional

upfront ratemaking treatment ofthe developer fee and hypothetical book value at

liquidation ("HLBV-). In short, there is a significant risk that ratepayers will not receive

the asserted economic benefits. The degree of uncertainty around the economic benefits

is troubling since the only purpose ofthe project is to provide those benefits.

Does the Department have concerns with the way GMP is accounting for the year

one HLBV and developer fee?

Yes. Terry Myers of GDS Associates, Inc. raises a concem regarding how GMP is

treating the HLBV@ and the up-front developer fee

when its Storage/Solar Joint-Venture ("JV") projects are put in service. GMP cunently

uses this fee to reduce amortization, which benefits ratepayers in the first year but results

in higher costs in subsequent years. As noted by Mr. Myers. this accounting resultsThis

is intergenerational inequities4iserimina$on. The normal ratemaking approach is for

these benefits to amortized over the life the projects. Mr. Myers also indicates that the

IRS may determine that this upfront featment violates its normalization rules. If that is

the case, GMP could lose its ability to use accelerated depreciation. The Department's

position is that this departure from the normal treatment requires specific approval llom

the CommissionPUe.

Q38. What risks do the tax equity investors face?
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Very little. The tax equity partner contributes cash to the Project upfront and in retum,

receives most of the tax depreciation, ITC benefits, and rights to a small amount of the

cash flow from the Project for the first five years.

Do GMP investors face any risk that they will not earn their authorized return?

Once the project is added to rate base, GMP will earn its authorized rate of retum over

the life of the project. Except for variations due to changes in GMPIs authorized retum

on equity, or other highly unlikely exogenous events, there is almost no risk associated

with those eamings. However, ratepayers bear a risk associated with the NPV due to the

length of the payback time and the volatility associated with the market price risk.

Why does the Department recommend that GMP be required to provide financial

assurance that the rate payers will receive the asserted benefits?

In short, it is about ensuring a balance ofequities. The primary benefit for ratepayers

being asserted by GMP is economic. GMP and the project investors will eam handsome

retums with minimal risk. These returns are backstopped by rate payer money and the

rate payers are being asked to bear a disproportionate amount ofrisk as compared to

GMP and project investors. Again, this is not like investing in a substation, transformers

or poles, where ratepayers will clearly receive operational benefits from the assets. This

is a speculative investment where the benefits are risky and purely economic. The

Department recommends that the PUC require GMP to provide ratepayers financial

assurance for the asserted economic benefit to ratepayers ofthese projects and, that GMP
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investors indemniff ratepayers from any financial consequences that result from adverse

IRS rulings relating to GMP's approach to the HLBV and developer fees.

Forecasted Sales and Customer Growth Costs

Does the Department have an issue with GMP using forecasted sales for the 2019

rate period?

Not in this case. especiallv if the Commission approves a multi0year rate plan for

GlvtPireurns+anee. Although PUCommission precedent is clear for traditional

ratemaking, the regulatory mechanics of operating under a multiyear rate plan make that

precedent impractical for several reasons. First, depending on the design ofthe multi

year plan, there will beis+ebe a need to create an annual sales forecast to flow through

rate adjustments related to purchased power estimates. To avoid unnecessary volatility,

prior period actual sales will need to be adjusted for known and measurable changes,

such as significant known changes in loads, and will need to be weather normalized.

Secondly, N[Ed McNamara has done an extensive review of the forecasting

methodology employed by GMP and has determined that it is an acceptable approach in

this circumstance rn light of cunent mff

Q42. Does the Department support the inclusion of costs related to customer growth for

the 2019 rate period?

M2. In this circumstance yes. Again. ifAsseffii*g a multi-year rate plan is applaygddopd, it

would be impractical to apply the traditional rate making approach of excluding customer
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growth related costs. It would require that GMP to incur multiple years of regulatory lag

related to the recovery ofthe growth related costs; or require an annual adjustment

mechanism to true-up to the actual gowth related costs incuned.

Q43. Please describe the appropriate ratemaking treatment for growth-related plant in

Vermont.

A43. My understanding of the appropriate ratemaking treatment for growth-related plant

comes from Tarifffiling of Green Mountain Power Corporaflor, DocketNo. 5428, Order

of ll4l9l. In that case, GMP sought to include a number of capital additions in its rate

base that the Depaxtment argued were being put into service to serve new customers,

either in whole or in part. The Board set forth its rule of decision as follows:

The Board has previously held that since revenues from new customers are not
included in rate year income, expenses associated with serving those customers

should also be excluded. We apply that principle in this case, but we do not extend

it to exclude investments that are made to maintain adequate and efflcient service

for test yeax customers and are only incidentally available to serve new customers

as well. We have allowed inclusion of certain improvements which will be able to
accommodate some growth-related sales, where the record demonstrates that the

improvements were not undertaken in order to accommodate growth, but were or
are needed to maintain adequate and effrcient service for test yeax customers,

absent any load growth.

Id. at27.

Q44, Is there any other circumstance where it is appropriate to consider growth-related

plant in establishing utility rates?
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A44. Yes. The rule is based on the need to match revenues and costs when setting rates, so that

the numerator (costs) is spread fairly across the appropriate denominator (sales). In the

case cited above, the Board achieved this by using test yeil sales and excluding growth-

related plant. Theoretically, you can achieve a similar matching using rate year

(projected) sales and including growth-related plant. This too, should achieve a matching

between revenues and sales. Because using projected figures has, in the past, been

considered less reliable than using known test-year figures, it makes sense as a general

matter to use the known test-year figures and exclude growth-related plant. In this case

the Department is satisfied that the method for forecasting sales is [cceptabll'

ptaeem€nt ef the Addis

Customer Servlce

a4eQ4i_Please summarize the Department',s testimony regarding GMP's Customer

Service?

A46A4l-_Ms. Flint, the Department's CAPI Director, presents an ovefview of GMP's recent

customer service history including service reliability' as well as an opinion of the

CommenEd [BD3]: Let's avoid mention of that rue - it did ga
reversed the Court....
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Ms. Flint does notI
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J
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5

6

reconrmend any adjustments to GMP's cost'of-service.

a4+.449-Does this concludo your teslimony?

A46. 2



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Burke, Dan

Thursday, August 02,20L8 2:54 PM

Winn, Brian

RE: GMP Exclusion

Brian,

l'll take a look at your testimony when it is ready, but what is the basis for the STIP reduction?

From: Winn, Brian
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2OL8 2:52 PM

To: Jacob Thomas

Cc: Burke, Dan

Subject: GMP Exclusion

Jacob,

The number I would like to use for excluding STIP is $434,328.1am ok with Mr Mara revised

blanket expansion. Have you been given the number for the Excluded RECs yet?

Get Outloo k for iOS

I



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Winn, Brian

Thursday, August 02,201.8 2:55 PM

Burke, Dan

Re: GMP Exclusion

Better just to read my testimony which I hope to get to you in a few hours. Still have not seen Ed's yet.

Get Outlook for iOS

tr'rom : Burke, Dan <dan.burke@vermont. gov>
Sent: Thursday, August 2,2018 2:53 PM
To: Winn, Brian
Subject: RE: GMP Exclusion

Brian,

l'll take a look at your testimony when it is ready, but what is the basis for the STIP reduction?

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Thursday, August 02,2OL8 2:52 PM

To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan. Burke@vermont.gov>
Subject: GMP Exclusion

Jacob,

The number I would like to use for excluding STIP is $434,328. I am ok with Mr Mara revised

blanket expansion. Have you been given the number for the Excluded RECs yet?

Get Outlook for iOS

1



Porter, Patricia

To:
Cc:

Sent:

Subject:

From: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Friday, August 03, 2018 L:27 PM

Winn, Brian

Burke, Dan

RE: Quick update on GMP Case.

Sorry for the delayed response, guys. Just got off a marathon phone call (2.5 hours, yuck!). I will remove STIP and have

the revised model back to you within the next 30-45 minutes. Will also go ahead and revise my testimony to reflect

where we stand today.

Brian - I still don't have a solid source for ADIT impacts, especially to tie to Kevin's distribution-level adjustments. Should

we exclude ADIT adjustments for the time being?

From: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Sent: Friday, August 3,2OL811:29 AM
To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates'com>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: Quick update on GMP Case.

Jacob,

We have concluded that we won't be making an adjustment to the STIP. How is the modeling coming?

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics

Vermont Department of Public Service

(8021828-2325

1



Porter, Patricia

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From:

Attachments:

Jacob Thomas, P.E.

Senior Project Manager

Send me large files using our File Sender.
Send me faxes using my custom Fax Coverpaqe.

Burke, Dan

Friday, August 03, 2018 L2:53 PM

Jacob Thomas; Chris Dawson

Winn, Brian; McNamara, Ed

RE: Draft Testimony for Chris Dawson

18-0974 - 08.03.2018 - Dawson PFT - Draft (db edits).docx

1850 Parkway Place, Suite 800
Marietta, GA 30067
main 770-425-8100

dired770-799-2377
fax 866-611-3791

iacob.thomas@odsassociates.com

Subject:

Jake,

l've attached a copy of Chris Dawson's testimony draft with some very minor revisions. l've copied Ed McNamara, our
planning director, who also reviewed Chris's testimony for substance and consistency with our energy policy.

l've made minimal revisions. The only notable changes are where I revised use of the word prudent in a similar manner

to what I did with Kevin Mara's testimony draft. Again, prudence is a loaded issue in the PUC's rate cases with separate

legal burdens, and we are not recommending any specific permanent disallowances on prudence grounds, so l'd prefer

to avoid referring to projects as prudent/imprudent.

Please let me know if you have questions on the proposed edits. Thanks for solid testimony, this is very helpful for us.

-Dan

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Friday, July 27 ,2018 4:39 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>; Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Cc: White, Joanna <Joanna.White@vermont.gow; McNamara, Ed <Ed.McNamara@vermont.gov>; Kevin Mara
<Kevin.Mara@gdsassociates.com>; Chris Dawson <Chris.Dawson@gdsassociates.com>; Matt King

<matt.king@gdsassociates.com>; Breandan Mac Mathuna <Breandan.MacMathuna@gdsassociates.com>; Terry Myers
<Terry. Myers@gdsassociates.com>
Subject: Draft Testimony for Chris Dawson

Attached.

$*$f$fi1't$,i,,fi*
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Tariff filing of Green Mountain Power Corporation requestinga 5.45%;o

increase in its base rates effective with bills rendered January l,20l8,to
be fully offset by bill credits through September 30,2019.

Summary:

PREFILED DIRECT TESTIMONY OF

CHRISTOPHER C. DAWSON

ON BEHALF OF THE

VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE

AUGUST 3,2018

On behalf of the Department of Public Service, Mr. Dawson reviews Green
Mountain Power's hedging program consisting of short-term purchases for energy
and capacity requirements and sales of Renewable Energy Credits. Mr. Dawson
also reviews Green Mountain Power's proposed Joint Venture Solar / Battery
Projects as well certain of its ongoing Energy Transformation Projects. Finally,
Mr. Dawson discusses Green Mountain Power's treatment and review of Demand
Response resources.
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I. QUALIFICATIONS AND SUMMARY

Ql. Please state your name, occupation and business address. '

Al. My name is Christopher C. Dawson. I ama consultant with GDS Associates, Inc.

("GDS"). My business address is GDS Associates, Inc., 1850 Parkway Place, Suite 800,

Marietta, GA 30067.

Q2. Please describe your education and professional experience.

A2. I have a Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering from the Georgia Institute of

Technology and a Master of Business Administration from Georgia State University. I

am also a registered Professional Engineer in the State of Georgia. I have worked at GDS

since 1994 and my specific work experience includes integrated resource planning,

economic feasibility analyses of long-term and short-term power supply alternatives

(including new generation facilities, distributed generation, and renewable resources),

transmission access and pricing, conducting solicitations and procurement of power

supply resources, contract negotiations, ;reviewing formulary rate cost-of-service

arrangements, financial planning and operating budget projections, ;managing technical

and operational issues in RTO markets, financial analysis, and risk management

assessments.My professional resume is included as Exhibit PSD-CCD-I.

Q3. On whose behalf are you testiffing?

A3. The Vermont Department of Public Service ("Department").
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Q4.

1.4.

Have you ever testified before the Vermont Public Utilities Commission?

No.

Q5. What is the purpose of your Direct Testimony?

A5. The purpose of my testimony is to review and discuss Green Mountain Power's ("GMP")

hedging program, provide an assessment of GMP's evaluation of the Joint Venture Solar

lBattery projects and the Energy Transformation projects, and discuss GMP's treatment

and review of Demand Response resources.

Q6. Please summarize your conclusions and recommendations.

46. With respect to GMP's hedging program, I conclude it is insufficiently documented and

structured. GMP's hedging related activities should be codified in a manner that is

transparent to outside parties. Regarding the Joint Venture Battery / Solar Projects and

Tesla Powerwall 2.0 Program, I find that GMP's modeling and analysis is flawed or

incomplete such that these projects may not produce the financial benefits that GMP

projects.bedeemed?rud€nt. Finally, I conclude that GMP has not suffrciently evaluated

or considered the potential for Demand Response as a resource alternative.
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II. REVIEW OF'GMP HEDGING STRATEGY

Please provide a brief overview of GMP's power supply portfolio.

GMP, a vertically-integrated, non-public utility, is a Load-Serving Entity ("LSE") in the

ISO-NE RTO market. As a LSE, GMP procures energy, capacity, and ancillary services

from the ISO-NE market. GMP's power supply portfolio acts as hedge against the risk of

market prices being much higher than the power cost from GMP's portfolio. The power

supply portfolio consists of wholly and jointly-owned generation resources, long-term

power purchase agreements and shorter-term bilateral contracts with market energy

suppliers. There is also significant solar generation that is located behind the retail meter

in GMP's service territory. Figure I summarizes GMP's power supply portfolio projected

generation for the rate period.



1 Figure I: GMP Rate Period Projected Generationl
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QS. Please $ummarize your review of GMP's hedging strategy.

A8. My review focuses on the-both the hedging strategy that GMP is following as well as the

process that GMP is undertaking to implement the strategy. Specifically, I will be

reviewing GMP's short-term energy, capacity and REC hedging processes, each of which

are discussed in turn below. To be clear, my discussion does not pertain to GMP's

decision to leave a portion of its energy and capacity unhedged by long-term

commitments. Instead, my discussion pertains to how GMP manages that unhedged

position through shorter-term commitments.

1 See GMP energy model provided to the Department of Public Service on April 16, 2017 titled
"6.-E nergy-Mod el-20 19-RC.xlsx"
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Q9. Please speciry the documents you reviewed pertaining to GMP's hedging strategy.

A9. I reviewed the following documents:

D GMP's discovery response to DPS2.Q.13 and accompanying attachments

ii) GMP's discovery response to DPS2.Q.l4 and accompanying attachments

iii) GMP's discovery response to DPS2.Q.I6 and accompanying attachments

iv) GMP's discovery response to DPS2.Q.l7 andaccompanying attachments

v) GMP attachment DPS1.Q.25.b1 and DPSl .Q.25.b2

vi) GMP's discovery response to DPS2.QZI and accompanying attachments

vii) GMP's discovery response to DPS2.Q22 andaccompanying attachments

Q10. Please provide a brief overview of GMP stated hedging strategy to manage its short-

tern enerry requirements.

A10. GMP seeks to manage its market exposure to energy prices by procuring 60-700/o from

long-term resources and the other 30-40Vo ftom short-term resources2. GMP's stated

energy hedging goals3 are: (1) limiting customer risk of adverse rate impact and locking

in favorable costs for customers, (2) maintaining a competitive rate position with New

England utilities, and (3) recovering appropriate costs. These short-term resources are

typically bilateral contracts with market energy suppliers of up to five years in duration a'

2 See GMP Discovery Response Attachment GMP DPS1.Q25.b2
3 See GMP Discovery Response Attachment to GMP DPS2.Q13.3 and Attachment GMP DPS1.Q25.b1
4 See GMP Discovery Response Attachment GMP DPS2.Q13.8, lntegrated Resource Plan,20t4, page 3-20.
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GMP's strategy to manage short-term needs is to; (1) diversify timing of purchases, (2)

reduce uncertainty in base rate filings by closing open positions leading up to the rate

year, and (3) apply judgment for when to buy a portion of purchases.

Do you have any concerns with GMPts short-term energy hedging strategy and

process?

Yes, my concern is two-fold. First, there is a lack of centralized codification of GMP's

short-term hedging strategy and process that specifically details procurement timing,

procurement amounts, and authorized pricing targets. In response to a request for

documentation detailing its strategy and process for procuring short-tenn energy needs,

GMP provided avariety of documentation primarily consisting of stale presentation

material that does not clearly outline the present and ongoing strategns' Indeed, one of

the clearest expressions of GMP's strategy was contained in a presentation made to S&P

credit rating agency6 rather than an internal corporate GMP document. Given the lack of

codification, there appears to be an overreliance on a tacit, or implied, understanding of

the strategy, which makes it difficult for an organization to effectively manage its

strategy.

Second, the process of implementing its strategy has a number of deficiencies and lacks

rigor, namely regarding procurement timing, transaction price limits and quantity

3
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s See GMP Discovery Response DPS2.Q13.
6 See GMP Discovery Response Attachment GMP DPSL'Q25'b2
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determination. Additionally, the competitiveness of the request for proposal process

could be enhanced, such as ensuring that as many counter parties as reasonably possible

are participating in both an indicative pricing round and a final pricing round.

Q12. Describe the process followed by GMP to determine the specific timing of short-

term energy procurements and its reasonableness.

A12. GMP's strategy stresses the importance of making purchases regularly to diversify

timing, to avoid having "all eggs in one basket "T; with the aim of closing open positions

leading up to the rate period. GMP also stated in discovery that it ooseeks to accelerate

these short-term purchases during times when energy andlor capacity markets are

perceived to be relatively attractive."8 Ho*"lr"., as mentioned above, from the material

provided by GMP in discovery, it is not readily apparent what the current procurement

plan entails. A GMP presentation dated December 2015:routlines an energy

procurement plan and an accelerated procurement plan that is labeled as oproposed' but

the presentation, or any other attachment or written responses, does not confirm if either

plan is currently in effect.

Also, a November 2017 presentation to the S&P crediting rating agency states that GMP

accelerated its hedging program'oto take advantage of favorable market conditions" and

includes achartthat indicates on an annual basis the load over the period FYl8 - FY20 is

7 See GMP Attachment GMP.DPS.Q13.3 and Attachment GMP DPS1.Q25.b1
8 see GMP respbnse to DPS2.Q.13
e See GMP Attachment GMP.DPS.Q13.6
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fully hedged with the unhedged load portion increasing to about 5-10% over the period

FY21 - FY23.l0 Therefore, what remains is, as GMP describes it, "in the near term we

are making smaller rebalancing transactions.". No further evidence was presented that

details how these actions fit in with an overarching layered procurement plan or how such

a plan has changed due to the decision to accelerate purchases.

The stated goal of procuring short-term energy requirements on a regular and layered

basis is consistent with industry standard and is certainly a worthy endeavor. However,

beyond stating this goal, GMP has failed to provide robust documentation and clear

evidence that it has an explicit plan in place.

Q13. Describe the process followed by GMP to determine the transaction price of short-

term energy procurements and its reasonableness.

Al3. GMP's hedging strategy states that it will apply judgement for when it will make energy

purchases. GMP described its pricing decision making process as follows: ooWe assess the

relative attractiveness of market conditions based on judgement of the power supply

team, which is informed by our review of spot market prices, industry literature, and

subscription publications that address the New England market, and review our findings

with senior leadership at regular power supply risk meetings and periodically with Board

10 See GMP Attachment GMP DPS1.Q25.b2
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of Directors andlor Audit Committee."ll

As mentioned above, GMP accelerates short-term purchases if it perceives prices to be

relatively attractive and has recently acted on this view when it accelerated procurement.

However, it can be very difficult to oocall the market" in any industry.

Generally, a layered procurement plan with diversified timing seeks to mitigate the need

to make market price predictions and aims to capture a balanced overall price. For

example, a utility may purch ase lIYoof its future needs on a quarterly basis for 3 years

leading up to the actual year that the energy is delivered. Notwithstanding this, it can still

be appropriate to act opportunistically. However, it is important that such action is taken

in the context of wider plan to ensure a utility does not overextend itself with its

opportunistic behavior. One approach is to determine, on an ex-ante basis, the quantity of

energy that is available, according to the plan, that will be procured on an opportunistic

basis if the utility determines that conditions for such action is appropriate.

Q14. Describe the process followed by GMP to determine the specific quantity of short-

term energy that it will procure and its reasonableness.

Al4. GMP relies upon an in-house, proprietary spreadsheet energy model to determine the

quantity of remaining energy required to be hedged,l2, At the model's core, it compares a

11 See GMP response to DPS2.Q.13
12 See GMP response to DPS2.Q.13
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load forecast against projected supply, on an average, monthly on and off-peak

aggregates

However, this analysis can be significantly improved by looking at requirements on an

hourly basis. The average, monthly perspective misses many important dynamics which

need to be considered in determining both the type of product and the quantity of that

product that is required.

Figure 2_below details, on an hourly basis, the manner in which GMP's power supply

portfolio provided a volume hedge for its customer load demands in the ISO-NE energy

market for the week beginning January 8,2017. This specific time period is arbitrary but

provides a concrete, granular illustration. The black line indicates customer's load and the

colored segments represent aggregated supply resources by fuel or type (e.g. wind, hydro

and short-term energy blocks). Net-Meter solar and any other Behind-the-Meter

generation reduces the level of load that is seen in the ISO-NE market and is implicitly

represented in the black line. Market interaction of purchases and sales occur when the

supply sources provide a greater or lower amount of energy than GMP's customer load.
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Figure 2: GMP Hourly ISO Energy Hedgingl3
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GMP's load and supply fluctuate on an hourly basis. Although no projection made for

determining purchasing quantities will perfectly capture this level of fluctuation, there are

two benefits from reviewing load versus supply at an hourly level of granularity. First,

standard energy products are available for a variety of time periods beyond on and off

peak. For example, GMP's current process may indicate an off-peak open position in

January. However, that off-peak position may be concentrated in the weekend, midday

period, suggesting a corresponding market product be purchased, or it may be

concentrated in the overnight period on both weekdays and the weekend, suggesting a

different market product purchase. Alternatively, the results of this analysis might

suggest that standard market offerings are not suitable for effectively hedging GMP's

requirements and a level of customization for specific products is required. The second

benefit of hourly granularity would come from reviewing realized outcomes, such as
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those depicted for one week in Figure 2. Ongoing review of such outcomes could suggest

improvements to GMP's purchasing or projection of supply. These improvements could

be incorporated into GMP's future purchasing determinations.

Describe the transaction process followed by GMP in its procurement of short-term

energy.

GMP states that it follows numerous steps in its procurement of short-energy products

from energy suppliers. These stated steps includela: (1) Receive trading authorization

from senior management and board of directors, (2) make market inquires to assess the

likelihood of achieving competitive responses to a GMP solicitation, (3) request binding

offers at an established future date and time, (4) upon receipt of offers, rank them by least

cost and compare to available broker indications to ensure they reflect GMP's

understanding of generally available market conditions, and (5) make an award to the

leading supplier that meets GMP's contracting requirements.

Q16. When transacting, does GMP follow all of the steps in this process?

Al6. No, this process is not always followed or the action taken does not meet industry

standards. I have reviewed the material provided by GMP regarding its July 7,2015

transaction with NextEra,ls; which has a contract value of approximately $34.5m and

provides 25 MW of around the clock energy power fuom20l7 through 2020, and make

14 See GMP response to GMP.DPS2.Q13
1s See GMp response to GMp.DPS2.Q14 and attachments GMP.DPS2.Q.14.14 through GMP.DPS2.Q.14.18
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the following observations.l6'

Regarding trading authorization, through discovery GMP provided an undated

presentation with the title "preapproval slides."l7, The information contained therein is

vague and non-transparent. It sets out a trading plan where it states the typical volume /

schedule will be purchased if forward prices are above $45 and if prices are lower, an

increased amount of volume can be purchased. There is no specificity regarding the type

of energy these prices relate to, which years they relate to, and how they are relevant to

the NextEra transaction.

Based on the material supplied, on June 30,2015 GMP made indicative pricing requests

to three counterparties (GDF Suez, Macquarie and Shell), describing the energy product

and delivery location and stated that they were "interested in putting together a trade...in

the next couple of days."l8 GMP dide not speciff on which trading day to base the

indicative pricing and the parties provided responses at different times either on that day

or based on.the next tradingday, July l, 2015. GMP only provided responses to its

solicitation effort and therefore I cannbt confirm whether GMP reached out to additional

counterparties.

16 Please note, that in discovery, GMP provided the greatest amount of material pertaining to the NextEra

transaction as opposed to the other transactions which are in effect during the rate year. I would require further

material in relation to these other transactions in order to perform a similar review as was undertaken here.
17 See attachment GMP.DPS2.Ql4.t8
18 See GMP attachment GMP.DPS2.Q.r4.t4.
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On July 7,2015 there is correspondence between GMP and NextEra where GMP states

they "are looking to try making a purchase tomorrod' and GMP requested indicative

pricing from NextEra. Additionally, GMP requested pricing for a second product, in

addition to the one described to other three counterparties. Ultimately the transaction was

completed with NextEra on July 7th and not the next day, based on the transaction

confirmation, and GMP procured this second product that was not sought initially in the

first indicative round. From the material provided it appears that NextEra was not

involved in the first round of indicative pricing GMP had received and that GMP did not

request indicative pricing from the initial three counter parties that had provided pricing.

There was no information provided that summ nizedthe bids receivedle but GMP did

provide a non-dated spreadsheet detailing broker market price indications which,

according to GMP's stated steps, is reviewed to understand what the general market

prices are currently.

Therefore, I conclude that there are times where GMP's practice deviates from the stated

transaction process and that the material suggests that a more competitive and transparent

process should have been followed in procuringthe25 MW energy block. In particular, it

would have been beneficial if GMP had undertaken the following steps and which

complement its existing stated procurement steps:

1e ln respect of the other bilateral energy purchases which are in effect for the rate period, GMP did provide

information summarizing the bids received. See attachments GMP.DPS2.Ql4.L, GMP.DPS2'Q14.5 and

GMP.DPS2.Q14.9.
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Set a clear date to base indicative pricing to ensure full comparability

between bidders.

Ensure all reasonably available counterparties that GMP has enabling

agreements with or not, were asked to provide indicative pricing.

Contacting parties that are not presently enabled can be informative in

deciding whether an enabling agreement should be sought.

If GMP decides that adifferent product should be procured, as opposed to

the initial solicitation, a reasonable effort should be made to receive

indicative pricing from all available counterparties.

When GMP determines that indicative market pricing suggest that a

transaction should be executed, a so-called "live pricing" event should be

held and all appropriate counterparties should be notified and permitted to

submit pricing to ensure a transparent and competitive procurement

process is completed.

J
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Q17. Please provide a brief overview of GMP's stated hedging strategy to manage its

capacity requirements.

A77. GMP states that it is pursuing a long-term and short-term hedging strategy'oto

significantly reduce the identified exposure to volatile capacity market prices"'20 and to

meet the goals of, (l) limit customer risks of adverse rate impacts and (2) maintain20

20 See GMP response to DPS2.Q16
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competitive rate position with neighboring New England utilities,2l' GMP further

describes its strategy as reflecting"abalance of forward hedging and a strategic open

position to take advantage of fluctuations in capacity prices."22' This is achieved through

pursuing "Rolling short-term forward purchases with varying duration" and "Long-term,

unit-based purchases when cost are below long-term forecasts and cost of entry."23

GMP has long-term hedges from its generation resources that it owns, directly or jointly,

and from long-term purchase power agreement contracts. It also entered into a long-term

agreement from the Seabrook nuclear generation facility that provides capacity through the

planning year 2034. This agreement received Commission approval in Docket No. 8445.

Regarding short-term capacity hedging, it entered into bilateral contracts for additional

capactty from the Seabrook facility and two separate agreements with Dynegy. Together

these hedges result in GMP being fully hedged against exposure to ISO-NE market

capacity prices through the planning year 2021122 with significant hedging remaining in

place thereafter.

QlS. Do you have similar concerns regarding GMP's capacity hedging strategy and

process?

A18. Yes, my primary concern, once more, relates to the lack of a centralized codification and

specificity regarding GMP's hedging strategy. When requested to describe GMP's

21 See GMP attachment GMP.DPSt.Q25.b2 at slide 37
22 See id.
23 See ld.
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strategy and process together with providing supporting documentation, GMP did not

point to a centralized internal corporate GMP document that clearly lays out these

details.2a. The written response mentioned that for capacity hedging that G]v[Pthey

followg a number of the same internal review and evaluation steps that are utilized for

energy hedging. Additionally, GMP stated that ilthey religgy more heavily on consultant

market assessments and forecasts for market price evaluations to develop a GMP view of

ISO-NE's Forward Capacity Auction ("FCA") capacity price expectations. In terms of its

hedging transaction activity, GMP said that ooGMP tends to focus on capacity hedging

activity in the few months leading up to the FCA date."25

However, it is not clear, from the material presented in this proceeding, if clear guidelines

have been set in terms of the amounts of capacity hedging that is required on a longer-term

or shorter-term basis. For instance, in a presentation made to S&P credit rating agency26,

it is stated that the strategy ooreflects a balance of forward hedging and a strategic open

position to take advantage of fluctuations in capacity prices" and that GMP is "maintaining

a reasonable open capacity position going forward." It is not clear that GMP has

specifically determined what this "balance" is or what constitutes a ooreasonable" open

position. GMP's strategy would be greatly enhanced through added specificity to provide

greater structure and rigor to its decision-making process, especially when GMP's stated

making decision process is to procure at a given price that is heavily reliant on GMP's own

5
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24 See GMP response to DPS2.Q16.
2s See id.
25 See GMP Discovery Response Attachment GMP DPSl'Q25.b2
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judgement. A defined structure would set clear guidelines on the level of opportunistic

purchases available as well as a schedule for acquiring quantities of short-term capacity

and long-term capacity blocks. This would limit the potential for procuring large quantities

of capacity with pricing based on one point in time.

6 Q19. Do you have similar concerns regarding its hedging strategy and process for REC

gSales?

A19. Yes, once more, my concern relates to the lack of centralized codification and specificity

of GMP's hedging strategy regarding its REC sales. GMP states its goals, approach, and

review process is similar to that employed for short-term energy and capacity hedging2T'

GMP further states that its "hedging process relies primarily on layered forward sales with

terms reaching out one to four years,,with the goal that each of the upcoming delivery

vintage year's revenue reflects average pricing conditions from the previous few years."28

In support of this process, GMP provided a non-dated presentation slide demonstrating a

"typical targeted sales volume percentagas."2e as opposed to a formal strategy document

that outlines the current volume targets that GMP is actively pursuing.

Such documentation aids the decision-making process. For example, eenfidential-internal

GMP correspondence3O indicates there was intemal deliberation of whether alarger volume

27 See GMP response to DPS2.Q21.
28 See id.
2e See rd.
30 See attachment gCONFIDENTIAL - GMP.DPS2.Q22.6 (please note that this document was marked as allegedlv

confidential bv GMP during discoverv, but this testimonv does not reference anv of the allegedlv confidential

details included in the document).
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of RECs should be pursued following interactions with a specific counter party.These

types of internal misunderstandings can be avoided if concise hedging documentation is

available that outlines specific current volume targets, as well as options for deviations

from the stated strategy and what conditions are required to undertake such a deviation.

Q20. Please summarize your conclusions and recommendations.

A20. In summary, with respect to GMP's short-term energy, capacity and REC sales hedging

I conclude it is insufficiently documented and structured. GMP's actions in this area

should be codified in a manner that is transparent to outside parties. Also, I conclude that

GMP's Current energy modeling tool used to determine its energy hedging requirements

is inadequate to effectively manage GMP's dynamic power supply portfolio. Finally, I

have identified a number of improvements to GMP's energy transaction practice that seek

to ensure the most competitively priced product is secured.

I recommended the following action items:

1. GMP develops a corporate Risk Management Plan for its energy, capacity,

and REC forward sales hedging. This document would, at a minimum,

detail the specifics of the hedging strategy, procedures related to setting

acceptable risk parameters and risk limits, policies for risk reporting and

permitted transaction and product types;

2. GMP improves its analytical energy modeling tools to facilitate more

granular data analysis, such as hourly simulation models;
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3. GMP codifies its energy transaction process which would incorporate the

improvements that I have identified above;

4. GMP contracts with an independent auditor to review its hedging practices

and procedures on a triennial basis.
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III. JOINT VENTURE SOLAR / BATTERY PROJECTS

Please provide a brief overyiew of the Joint Venture Solar I Battery Projects.

As witness Mr. Shields describes, the Joint Venture Solar / Battery Projects include

Ihrggare+ proposed, utility-scale projects Ihatand would be located in Milton,

Ferrisburgh, and Essex, Vermont. Each project is designed to include approximately 5

MW of solar anda 2 MW / 8 MWh battery and this combination of solar and batteries is

designed to leverage Investment Tax Credit ("ITC") benefits. GMP is creating a wholly-

owned affiliate company, through which GMP makes an investment and earns a return,

and would be paired with a tax investor partner so that the ITC and other benefits may be

monetized immediately. The ownership structure provides the benefits of the project to

GMP in the form of a Purchased Power Agreement ("PPA"). These projects will be sited

as Behind-the-Meter generation and will serve as load reducers and not have any

interactions with the ISO-NE RTO market. Both the Milton and Feruisburgh projects are

the subject of pendinghave-applie4fera Qeertificate of lpublic Ggood ("CPG") review

before the Commission and have an expected commissioning date in late Spring of 2019

and early summer of 2}lg,respectively. A CPG has not yet been applied for in respect of

the Essex project whtghand is expected to be commissioned by the end of September

2olg,3r,

Please summarize your review of GMP's Joint Venture Solar lBattery Projects.

31 See GMP response to discovery request DPS1.Q115
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I reviewed GMP's cost benefit analysis of its three proposed JV Solar/Battery Projects.

For clarity, I will be specifically discussing the modeling GMP performed for the GMP

MicroGrid-Milton Project ("Milton Project").32 Because of the similarity of these three

projects, in terms of technology and GMP's approach to the cost benefit analysis, the

conclusions of my discussion can and should be applied to the other two MicroGrid

projects as well.
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My discussion of the Milton Project is divided into four sections. First, I describe GMP's

overall modeling effort, the rationale, and the results. Second, I discuss GMP's modeling

of avoided costs. Next, I discuss potentially beneficial analysis which GMP did not

perform and, finally, I discuss key issues that are not addressed in the previous sections.

Although solar paired with battery storage is a promising, emerging technology with the

potential for beneficial use in Vermont, I conclude that, due to issues with the analysis

GMP did perform as well as the lack of analysis which should have been performed, it is

not possible to deem that these projects are pnrdent-and necessary or whether they will

provide a financial benefit for GMP's ratepayers.

Modeline Approach and Results

Q23. What analysis did GMP perform to justify proceeding with the Milton Project?

32 GMP Discovery Response Attachment to GMP DPS1'Q116
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A23. GMP performed a cost-benefit analysis of the Milton Project, with separate analyses for

the solar and battery components. Based on fixed cost Engineering, Procurement, and

Construction contracts, GMP has estimates of what each component will cost, which is

represented as levelized PPA rates. Because GMP will effectively own the Milton Project

via its affiliate and arrangement with a tax investor, GMP also models the impact of

including the project in its rate base, by considering it as an "investment in an affiliate

(similar to investments in VELCO),"33, and includes that as a benefit.

GMP calculates additional benefits for the Milton Project in two ways. First, GMP

models what costs it would incur without the project (and absent any other actions by the

utility) as well as the cost that are avoided by having the project. These incremental or

avoided cost components are energy, capacity, and transmission from the ISO-NE

wholesale markets or tariff and the VELCO transmission tariff. Second, GMP models

direct benehts from the project, which include sales of RECs produced by the solar

component as well as sale of regulation services into ISO-NE ancillary services market

and energy arbitrage value from charging / discharging which are produced by the battery

component.

Q24. Please describe the results of GMP's analysis for the solar component.
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33 See Green Mountain Power witness Mr. Kirk Shields, Prefiled Testimony, page 5, line 23 and page 6, line 1.
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Figure 3, shown below, depicts the results of GMP's analysis. Based on GMP's modeling

assumptions, the results show that solar's benefits slightly outweigh its costs, with

avoided energy costs as the primary benefit (approximately 50% of the benefits).

Figure 3: Summary of Solar Cost-Benefit Analysis3a
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Q25. Please describe the results of GMP's analysis for the battery component.

A25. Figure 4, shown below, depicts the results of GMP's analysis. The battery's benefits

outweigh the costs to a larger degree than that of the solar. Here, the avoided

transmission and capacity costs are the primary benefit drivers.
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1 Figure 4: Summary of Battery Cost-Benefit Analysis
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Avoided Cost Modeline

Q26. Please summarize the avoided cost modeling topics you discuss.

A26. I discuss GMP's price forecasts for energy, capacity, RECs, and transmission. In addition

to the price forecasts, I also discuss GMP's assumptions for energy price arbitrage

opportunities for the battery and energy price adjustments to account for timing of solar

energy production. And finally, I discuss GMP's assumptions of the regulation quantity

sold by the battery component, peak coincidence of solar with ISO-NE Forward Capacity

Market ("FCM") peaks, -and avoided losses during FCM and transmission peaks.

Q27. Describe GMP's forecast of enerry prices and its reasonableness.

A27. Figure 5, below, illustrates GMP's forecast of 7x24 (i.e. around-the-clock) market energy

prices that range from $38.5/MWh in20l9 to $80.2/MWh in 2043. The first five years of

GMP's forecast has a very low escalation rate as compared to the remaining years, which

includes a3.5%o annual escalation. Beyond the first five years, GMP provides no basis for
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the assumptions underlying the energy price projections. GMP's projections are in

contrast with the factthat energy prices over the past ten years have been in decline or

stagnant. Furthermore, looking forward, today's natural gas futures have very low

escalation in gas prices. GMP's energy price escalation can only characterized as

aggressive or optimistic as a base case assumption. A more gradual increase, tied to an

underlying driver such as natural gas futures, would be more appropriate.

Figure 5: GMP 7x24 Energy Price Forecast
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Describe GMPts forecast of capacity prices and its reasonableness.

Figure 6, below, depicts GMP's forecast of capacity prices on an ISO-NE planning year

basis with actual prices included through 2021 (i.e. for ISO-NE planning year Jvne2020

through May 2021). GMP's forecast is based on an assumed increase to the Net Cost of

New Entry ("Net CONE"), which reflects an estimated cost to construct a natural gas-

fired combustion turbine or combined cycle less estimated energy and ancillary services

revenue, by 2030, with a 2.5Yo escalation thereafter. In order to achieve Net CONE by
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2030, GMP projects steep price increases from 2026 to 2030. GMP provides no basis for

their capacity price projections beyond 2021. Although Net CONE is a theoretical,

marginal price point that should reflect a capacity market in supply / demand balance, the

timing of reaching that point in2030 appears arbitrary and not reflective of underlying

supply / demand fundamentals. Further, prices belowNet CONE may persist due to

reasons outside of underlying market forces. For example, increasing state mandates for

renewable energy may depress capacity prices. Ultimately, a forecast that more closely

resembles the growth and expectation from recent capacity auctions and market forecasts

is more conservative than an aggressive increase to Net CONE.

Figure 6: GMP Capacity Price Forecast
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Q29. Describe GMP's forecast of REC prices and its reasonableness.

A29. Figure 7:; below, displays GMP's forecast of REC prices, which include anear constant

price until 2037 atwhich point the forecast decreases steeply. Despite GMP's

information in discovery response DPS2.A43.b that there is some upward, near-term

price pressure for RECs, GMP's forecast is not reflective of a declining market. REC
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prices are a function of market supply and demand for RECs. The expectation is that

large increases in supply, brought about by policy support for distributed and utility-scale

renewables throughout New England, will outpace limited increases in demand. The

forecasted price for such a market should follow a steady decline. GMP's ability to obtain

a constant mid-$20lMWh for l8 years is unproven and unrealistic.

Figure 7: GMP REC Price Forecast6
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Q30. Describe GMP's forecast of transmission rates and its reasonableness.

A30. Figure 8, below, depicts GMP's forecast of transmission rates. The majority of GMP's

forecast consists of 3.25% annual escalation. Transmission rates have been increasing

rapidly in recent years due to increased investment for rebuilding aging infrastructure,

legislative and regulatory incentives, increased compliance and reliability standards, and

other reasons. However, the ability for this trend to continue for a longer term is

questionable. Long-term escalation in excess of inflation indicates an increase in size and

investment of the transmission system that ignores the present realities of increased BTM

solar and battery storage applications as well as better designed retail rates that
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discourage on-peak consumption. Such perpetual increase is unrealistic as at some point

declining loads cannot support ever increasing investment. A transmission rate forecast

which assumes inflation-based growth is more appropriate.

Figure 8: GMP Transmission Price Forecast
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Q31. Describe how GMP forecasts energy arbitrage value for the battery and its

reasonableness.

A31. Figure 9, below, shows GMP's forecast of the battery component's energy arbitrage

pricing spread (i.e. the energy price during the battery discharge less the energy price

during battery charging). This forecast is developed based on historical20l6 Locational

Marginal Prices ("LMPs") and battery operations optimized to that annual price curve.

There are a couple of issues with this methodology. First, it relies on perfect hindsight.

GMP may optimally fit battery operations to known, historical prices, allowing selection

of optimal times to charge and discharge. In the course of actual operations, LMPs will
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be unknown and uncertain, introducing an element of risk whereby GMP would not

always achieve the optimal outcomes. Second, the energy arbitrage pricing spread grows

at a2.5Yo annual escalation rate for the majority of the forecast. Even in an environment

of steadily increasing average prices, the spread between on and off peak prices would

not similarly increase. The spread between on peak and off-peak prices may increase but

could also decline or remain constant. A more reasonable forecast would account for this

as well as a degree of less than optimal charging / discharging timing. Although energy

arbitrage is a small portion of the modeled value of the Milton Project, this methodology

could be applied more broadly to inappropriately increase its value dramatically.

Figure 9: GMP Battery Arbitrage Price Spread
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Q32. Please describe GMP's adjustment of energy prices to account for the timing of

solar production and if such adjustment is appropriate.

A32. GMP utilizes a 6Yo reduction factor to its 7x24 energy price forecast to account for the

fact that energy prices are slightly lower during times when solar energy is typically17
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produced. The 6Vo figure is based on recent historical data. The overall concept ofsuch

an adjustment is appropriate, meaning that an average 7x24 energy price should be

adjusted to account for the timing of the solar generation. However, GMP maintains its

60/o reduction factor for the lifetime of the solar project which is overly optimistic. That

is, as the amount of solar generation in ISO-NE continues to increase over time the

degradation of prices during the solar production window would continue to increase

(e.g. an extreme example of this occurs in California's energy market on a regular basis).

It would be appropriate to include a forecast that takes into account the degradation of

energy prices.

May generation located Behind-the-Meter ("BTM") provide benefits in excess of

metered generation?

Yes, BTM generation has benefits which transmission interconnected generation does

not. One such benefit is the distribution and transmission system losses which are

avoided by locating the generation locally on the system. That is, transmission

interconnected generation incurs delivery losses on the transmission and distribution

system that BTM generation does not. Another benefit is avoided reserves for capacity

compliance if regulatory rules permit. Capacity or resource adequacy compliance

typically involves meeting a peak load requirement plus an additional amount of reserves,

calculated as a percentage of the peak load. If BTM generation reduces the peak load

requirement, the associated reserves may also be avoided.
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Has GMP appropriately modeled avoided losses?

GMP applies different loss factors depending on the use case: 8Yo for solar generation,

5%6 for battery transmission and capacity value, and l|Yo for solar transmission and

capacity value. While average losses reflecting solar production timing should be

different than the marginal losses at peak times, there should not be a difference between

solar and battery transmission and capacity loss values at the same peak times. GMP

states that the use of the 5% loss factor when applied to battery transmission and capacity

value is conservative.3s If a conservative loss value is appropriate for the battery then it

should similarly be used for the solar. Further, the 15% solar value appears excessively

high. As a reference, the ISO-NE utilizes anSYofactor when accounting for avoided

losses in the treatment of capacity valuation for demand resources.36 Note that this value

also implies GMP's use of 8%o for solar eriergy avoided losses is also excessive,

following the reasoning that average losses over an entire year should be lower than

marginal losses during peak conditions. The use of avoided loss factors should be

consistent, based on studied actual losses, and comport with industry nofins such as what

ISO-NE uses.
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Additional Analvtical Anproaches

Q35. Within the scope of the study GMP performed, what additional analysis could have

been performed?

3s Provided in DPS2.A42.c
36 ISO-NE Tariff, Market Rule 1, 111.13.1.4.1.1.6.b
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GMP's modeled results rely on the forecasting of uncertain variables, most critically

energy and capacity prices. However, GMP did not perform any analysis around the risk

or uncertainty of those key variables, relying only on a base case set of assumptions.3T A

standard approach for treatment of key uncertainties is to subject them to sensitivity

analysis, introducing lower and higher possible future outcomes. Such analysis allows

projects to be reviewed more broadly and illustrates the inherent uncertainty of the key
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variables (e.g. a tornado chart illustrates the key variables that will affect the power cost

or benefits of the project). The sensitivity analyses also allows for a better comparison

between the various resource altematives.

Q36. Given the nature of GMP's price forecasts would uncertainty analysis be beneficial?

A36. Yes, as I have previously discussed, GMP's price forecasts appear generally aggressive

and the projects rely heavily on highly uncertain capacity and energy prices in order to

justify proceeding with acquiring those resources. Because of this and the project's

current projected benefit-to-cost ratio is close to break-even, consideration ofa range of

prices for just the key variables would show a range of outcomes, some of which would

show the project as having net benefits and some with net costs.

Q37. Is there analysis outside the scope of GMP's study that would be beneficial?

A37. Yes, a least-cost analysis, which considered alternative resources capable of achieving

the same benefits, has the potential to identifu lower cost options. Potential alternatives

37 See GMP Discovery Response DPS2.A43.c
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include Demand Response, discussed further in Section V, and conventional peaking

power resources that could similarly be located BTM. Each of these alternatives has the

potential to avoid transmission, capacity, and energy costs, which are the primary

benefits for the Milton Project.

Other Kev Topics

Q3S. Are there other key areas concerning the Milton Project that you have not

addressed?

A38. Yes, other areas of concem include compliance consideration under Vermont's

Renewable Energy Standard ("RES") and regulatory risk around peak shaving allowance

for capacity and transmission cost avoidance.

Q39. Is the Milton Project required for GMP to meet its short-term compliance

requirements per the RES?

A3g. No, GMP has excess Tier Il-qualified RECs for the foreseeable future because of the

RECs produced from Net Metering 2.0, Standard Offer program, and GMP's existing

solar installations.38

Q40. Will the Milton Project potentially be needed for GMP to meet its longer-term

compliance requirements per the RES?

38 See GMP Discovery Response DPS1.A87
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A40. It is unlikely that the Milton Project would be necessary. Tier II RECs may also be used

to qualify Tier III requirements, so there is a potential need under Tier III even if GMP

remains long on Tier II. However, energy transformation projects have been the preferred

route for Tier III compliance and GMP is forecasted to be in an excess position for Tier

III as well.3e Given that, it is unlikely that the Milton Project will be useful for RES

compliance except as a backstop. On its own, this provides little justification for the

project. Further, justification along these lines, including the need to utilize Investment

Tax Credit (ITC) benefits before they degrade, would need to be quantified and compared

against lower solar and battery prices in the near future as is currently promulgated in the

industry.

Q41. What is regulatory risk concerning capacity and transmission peak shaving?

A4l. Capacity and transmission cost avoidance through utility-scale BTM generation

inherently carries a level of regulatory risk in that the ISO-NE's tariff could be modified

to disallow such treatment. This is a legitimate risk, especially over the 20-25 year term

of the project, as demonstrated by the active discussion of this same topic at the

Midcontinental Independent System Operator today.a0 If such a change were to occur

during the life of the project, it would mean removal of transmission and capacity cost

avoidance benefits through participation in the FCM, which would entail no reserve

margin avoidance and performance penalty risk. This risk should be carefully considered

3e See GMP Discovery Response Attachment to DPS2.A28
co https://www.misoenergv.orglstakeholder-engagement/issue-tracking/consistent-treatment-of-btmgbtmE-
withi n-plan ning-processes/
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and would be modeled as a reduction in benefits from the project.

Q42. What are your conclusions regarding the Milton Project?

A42. By itself, the cost benefit analysis of the Milton Project is predicated on several

optimistic or questionable assumptions and calls into question the reasonableness of the

project's marginal value. It also lacks any uncertainty analyses around key variables or

rigorous comparison to reasonable alternatives. Without GMP revisiting a number of the

key assumptions in the already completed analysis along with the completion of

additional analyses, I cannot conclude this project is necessarv or it will be able

to achieve the financial benefits that GMP projectsprudent.
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IV. ENERGY TRANSF'ORMATION PROJECTS

Q43. Please describe GMP's Enerry Transformation Projects?

A43. As described by witness Mr. Castonguay, GMP's Energy Transformation Projects

involve utility investment and inclusion in rate base of customer-located, distributed

energy technologies, primarily focused on electrification and storage. These programs are

meant to provide easy access to new or improved technologies to participating customers

while at the same time lowering GMP's costs, providing benefits to all customers.

Q44. Please summarize your review of GMP's Energy Transformation Projects.

A44. I reviewed GMP's cost benefit analysis of its Energy Transformation Projects. My

discussion focuses specifically on the Tesla Powerwall 2.0 home batteries ("Powerwall

Program") and the Cold Climate Heat Pump progftlm ("CCHP Program"), the two largest

programs in terms of cost under the Energy Transformation Project umbrella. Discussion

of each is handled in separate sections.

Powerwall Program

Q45. What is GMP's Powerwall Program?

A45. As witness Mr. Castonguay describes, the Powerwall Program provides residential

customers with a 5 kW I 13.5 kWh Tesla battery installed at their residence. Customers

either pay $15/month for 10 years or a single up-front payment of $1,500. The primary

benefit for participating customers is the battery performs as a source of backup power.

GMP is responsible for the remainder of the battery cost and retains the right to operate
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the battery to reduce overall system cost for the benefit of all retail customers.

Q46. Please summarize the topics you discuss regarding the Powerwall program.

A46. I discuss GMP's modeling approach, several specific avoided cost items, and battery

operations and warranty issues.

Q47. What analysis did GMP perform to justify its pursuit of the Powerwall Program?

A47. GMP performed a cost-benefit analysis of the Powerwall Program with the same

methodology as it used in the Joint Venture Solar I Battery Project analysis discussed in

Section III.al Due to the overlap in technology and BTM siting, many facets of the

analysis on the Powerwall Program are similar to the battery component of the Joint

Venture Solar / Battery Project analysis. For brevity, references to Section III will be

made when material discussed there also applies to the Powerwall Program.

Q48. Please describe the results of GMP's analysis.

A48. Figure 10, shown below, is a summary of the results from GMP's analysis. The results of

GMP's analysis show the Powerwall is marginally beneficial when customer payments

are excluded (i.e. customer contribution to Powerwall's cost paid to GMP). The primary

benefits are from avoided transmission and capacity costs. When the benefit of customer

payments is included in the analysis then the Powerwall's benefits noticeably outweigh

the costs.
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a1 Workpaper spreadsheet titled "PowerWall 2.0 Pilot - Financial Analysis 3.6.18"
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1 Figure l0: Powerwall Cost-Benefit Analysis
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Q49. Do the concerns of GMP's transmission rate forecast from Section III apply here as

well?

A4g. Yes, the concerns regarding GMP's transmission price forecast also apply to the

Powerwall analysis and a more conservative forecast of transmission rates would reduce

the stated benefits.

Q50. Does the concern of peak shaving regulatory risk from Section III apply here as

well?

A50. Yes, but to a much lesser extent. That is, retail BTM resources (as compared to utility-

scale) are less likely to be scrutinized from a transmission cost allocation perspective.

The ability of retail BTM resources to shave transmission peaks for the foreseeable future

is more certain. This is because of practical issues managing less visible and more

numerous retail BTM resources as well as the reduced degree of control the utility has
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over these resources.

Q51. Do the concerns of GMP's capacity price forecast from Section III apply here as

well?

451. Yes, with one notable addition. GMP utilizes a different and higher capacity price

forecast for the Powerwall Program than was used for JV Solar I Battery Projects, as seen

in Figure 11 below. The capacity price forecast across both projects should be consistent,

as each project will avoid costs from the same capacity market structure.

Figure I1: GMP Capacity Price Forecast Comparison

-'Solar/Battery' 
*'Powerwall'

Q52. Do the concerns of GMP's projected losses from Section III apply here as well?

A52. Yes, and there is an additional detail to add to that discussion. Namely, GMP uses an

8.9% loss factor for the Powerwall Program for transmission and capacity value as

compared to a 15.0o/o and, 5.0%o loss factor for the JV Solar / Battery Projects,

respectively, as discussed in Section III. The Powerwall Program might be expected to

have a somewhat larger loss factor than the JV Solar I Battery Projects because of their
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relative locations on the distribution system. However, GMP does not justifu this

relationship and the loss factors used do not purport such a relationship. With that in

mind, the discussion from Section III applies.

Q53. Are there issues with GMP's modeling of degradation and warranty performance?

A53. Yes, although GMP does evaluate performance risk in the form of a reduction factor for

transmission and capacity benefits, GMP does not appropriately account for battery

degradation-.a2 To be clear, GMP assumes 100% of the original rated capacity is available

for capacity peak shaving for the first 10 years and 98Yo availabrlity for transmission peak

shaving during the first 10 years. Contrasting these assumptions is the3Yo annual

degradation which is explicitly codified in the performance guarantee and wa:ranty

agreements which GMP has in place for the batteries.a3 This level of degradation

provides a reasonable expectation for the batteries' available capacity and power over

time, as reflected in those agreements, and should be included in GMP's modeling. To be

specific, the capacity and transmission avoided cost modeling should account for

performance risk, as it does currently, and just as importantly, should also include

degradation to the available battery capacity.

Q54. Does the discussion of alternative analytical approaches from Section III apply here

as well?

42 See GMp Discovery Response DPS2.A61, which points to performance risk, not degradation.
43 See GMp Discovery Response DPS2.A60, which describes degradation as related to the performance guarantee

and warranty
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A54. Yes, specifically GMP's analysis would benefit from sensitivity analysis performed

around key uncertainties. SimiIarly, aleast-cost analysis is needed that would compare

the battery storage project to other non-battery alternatives. Thus far, GMP has only

compared other residential-scale, BTM battety systems.44

Q55. What is your conclusion regarding the Powerwall Program?

A55. My conclusion is similar to the Joint Venture Solar lBattery Projects. GMP's analysis is

both limited in scope (e.g. comparison to other technology alternatives), and the key

assumptions have not undergone any sensitivity analysis. Due to this, I cannot conclude

that the Powerwall Program is necessary or cost-effectiveprudent.

Cold C Heat Pumn

Q56. What is GMPos CCHP Program?

456. The CCHP progftlm operates under the same general structure as the Powerwall program.

However, due to the CCHP program involving electrification rather than storage, it

provides additional electric sales and associated revenues (whereas storage represents a

temporal shifting of sales rather than an increase in amount) to GMP as well.

Q57. What benefits does GMP model for its CCHP program?

A57. GMP includes direct customer participant payments as well as some margin from

additional energy sales. The latter is derived based on the assumption that the electric

4 See GMP Discovery Response DPS2.A50
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CCHP are replacing non-electric appliances. As a result, GMP's sales are expected to

increase due to the fuel switching for the same energy service. If these additional sales

can be served by GMP at an incremental cost that is lower than the retail rate being paid

by the customer, the resulting margin may be applied to lower rates.

Q5S. What incremental cost to serve load does GMP assume and is that assumption

reasonable?

A58. GMP assumes a roughly $90/MWh incremental cost, which provides for approximately

$7glMwh margin when compared to the retailrate.as Although this may represent a

reasonable high-level approximation, GMP's incremental cost to serve load will depend

on what hours of the year that load is served by GMP and it is not clear that GMP has

performed any analysis to substantiate the $90/I\{Wh incremental cost assumption. At

various times during the year, GMP's incremental load cost can be well above its retail

rate, resulting in negative margins or upward rate pressure, or well below GMP's average

estimate.a6

Q59. How can GMP ensure its CCHP and similar electrification programs benefit

customers?

A59. One necessary step is that GMP effectively and consistently perform load control events

for these programs such that peak cost periods are avoided. Without assurances to

4s See GMP Discovery Response DPS2.A62
46 See GMP Discovery Response DPS2.A63
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ratepayers or a proven track record of effective load control, GMP's incremental cost

could be in excess of its assumed $90/MWh level if incremental load is incurred during

high iost, peak times. This could occur due to a failure to effectively manage the

additional load from electrification or because of load control during peak times is not

possible due to customer requirements for electrical service (e.g. customer needs to use

its CCHP during an extended cold weather period). Ultimately, the actual incremental

cost to serve additional electrified load needs to be studied and validated. Lacking this,

GMP's cost-benefit analysis of such programs is unfounded, and there is no certainty that

these programs will not harm rather than benefit non-participating customers.
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V. DEMAND RESPONSE ALTERNATIVES

What is the importance of Demand Response ((DR") as a resource alternative for

GMP?

GMP identifies key power cost drivers as increasing transmission and capacity costs,

among others. In an effort to mitigate those costs, GMP is engaging in a variety of

efforts, including investments in battery technology in its Joint Venture Solar / Battery

Projects and Powerwall Program, which I discuss in previous sections. Making efforts to

mitigate key cost drivers is a worthy endeavor, but one which requires a holistic review

of altematives to be done in a cost-effective manner. DR represents areal demand-side

altemative which can effectively reduce transmission and capacity costs, along with

providing other benefits.

Q61. Has GMP thoroughly considered and studied DR as a potential alternative?

A61. No, GMP has not appropriately considered DR resources on several fronts. First, GMP

has not performed a holistic DR study to gauge the potential and cost-effectiveness of DR

progfttms. Without such a study, it is impossible to gauge the extent to which effective

DR programs exist and are untapped.aT There could be DR programs, which could

provide similar benefits at a lower cost, than efforts GMP is pursuing. To that point,

GMP concludes that 10 MW of any one particular DR program is unfeasible and,

therefore, DR is not an alternative to its Powerwall Program.as On the contrary, a

47 See GMP Discovery Response DPS2.A66.f
48 See GMP Discovery Response DPS2.465
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portfolio of DR resources may achieve capacities on the magnitude of 10 MW. DR is a

real and proven resource, existing in significant quantities across U.S. power markets.

Without a holistic DR study, the conclusion that 10 MW of DR is not possible is

unfounded

GMP does engage in a suite of DR progftlms. However, other than a suite of rate

offerings and the eWater pro gram, GMP's DR efforts are limited to battery storage and

electrification efforts that fall under its Energy Transformation Program. In its

comparison of the Milton Project to DR, GMP includes four rate programs, four

electrification or storage progrurms, and the water heater control program (eWater).ae

Although these are worthwhile pilots, additional, more traditional DR programs exi'st and

may have potential to be employed by GMP. Such programs would be evaluated under a

holistic study.

Q62. Please summarize your conclusions and recommendations.

A62. GMP should sincerely consider and evaluate DR as a power supply alternative,

specifically for capacity and transmission cost avoidance. As a first step, GMP should

perform a holistic DR study which quantities the potential and effectiveness of DR

programs. Without DR fully studied, a comprehensive least-cost analysis, particularly for

capacity and transmission benefits, cannot be performed.
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1 Q63.

2 A63.

Does this conclude your testimony?

Yes.
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Ql. Please state your name and title.

Al. My name is Terry M. Myers. I am a Senior Project Manager with GDS Associates, Inc.

("GDS" or "GDS Associates"), a multi-disciplinary engineering and consulting firm that

serves primarily electric, gas and water utilities. My business address is 111 N. Orange

Avenue, Suite 750, Orlando, Florida 32801.

Q2. Please describe your educational and professional background and experience.

A2. I received a Bachelor of Science in Accounting degree from Indiana State University in

Terre Haute, Indiana, in December 1981. I passed the CPA exam inNovember 1991 and

I amamember in good standing of the Indiana CPA Society. I have been with GDS

since October 2008. My primary responsibilities involve providing rate and regulatory

consulting services related to electric utility industry matters, including income taxes,

accounting issues, pensions and PBOP issues, cost-of-service and related revenue

requirements, transmission revenue requirements, transmission and production formula

rates, incentive transmission rates, and reliability-must-run cost of service issues.

Prior to joining GDS Associates in October 2008, I spent twenty-three (23) years in the

utility industry working in multiple utility environments. I worked five years with a state

utility commission, over three years with a large investor-owned utility, and

approximately fifteen years combined for three utility consulting firms. During that time,
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my positions and responsibilities changed from initially a utility rate accountant to a

senior utility consultant.

As a utility rate financial consultant with over thirty-two (32) years of experience, I have

had the primary responsibility for assignments pertaining to income taxes, wholesale

rates, retail rates, financial planning, transmission and production formula rates,

accounting issues, pension and post-retirement benefits other than pensions ("PBOP")

issues, and reliability-must-run proceedings. My various assignments include utility

projects on behalf of municipal utilities, municipal power agencies, electric cooperatives,

non-profits, investor-owned utilities, and multiple consumer advocate offices and

regulatory commissions in twelve states and the District of Columbia. I have attached a

copy of my resume as Appendix A.

Q3. Have you ever testified before regulatory commissions?

43. Yes. I have testified before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC"),

before the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission (formerly the Public Service

Commission of Indiana) in over 100 proceedings, and I have also testified before the

ArizonaCorporation Commission and the Colorado Public Utilities Commission. I have

also filed testimony and exhibits before the Public Service Commission of West Virginia,

the Virginia State Corporation Commission, the Michigan Public Service Commission,

and the Florida Public Service Commission in proceedings that were either ultimately
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settled before the trial phase or where my testimony and exhibits were accepted without

cross-examination.

Q4. Have you testified as an expert witness in court proceedings?

A4. Yes. I have testified before or filed affidavits in the United States District Court for the

Northern District of Mississippi, Delta Division and in Indiana State Court related to

utility rate matters.

Q5. Have you ever testified before the Vermont Public Utility Commission (PUC'' or

lCommissionl)?

A.5. No. I have not previously testified before the CommissionPUe.

Q6. Please describe the purpose of your testimony.

A6. The purpose of my testimony is to explain the Department's position with respect to

Green Mountain Power Corporation's ("GMP" br the "Company") proposed ratemaking

treatment of the Tax Cuts Jobs Act of 2017 ("TCJA 2017") impacts, as well as, the

impact of GMP's proposed ratemaking treatment of the JV Solar/Battery Storage projects

currently under development. I also discuss the applicable statutory and regulatory

requirements of the TCJA and the potential concerns related to the proposed ratemaking

treatment of the JV Solar/Battery Storage projects by GMP.
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Please provide an overyiew of the TCJA 2017 a;nd GMP's proposed ratemaking

treatment.

The TCJA 2017 was signed into law by the President on December 22,2017, which

provided a number of changes to the federal tax system. Those changes included but, are

not limited to: (l) the reduction of the federal income taxrate for corporations from a

maximum 3|o/otaxrate to aflat2lo/otaxtate,effective January l, 2018; (2) the

remeasurement of the income tax reserve to reflect the reduced 2lYotax rate; and (3)

changes in energy tax credits (i.e., production tax credits and solar investment tax

credits). I will discuss each of the above three changes to the federal tax system along

with how GMP has proposed to address each in this instant rate case'
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QS. Please discuss the impacts of the TCJA 2017 reduction of the federal income tax rate

from a maximum 35Yo tax rate to a flat2l"/o tax rate for corporations, effective

January 1' 2018.

A8. The TCJA 2017 not only reduces the federal income tax ("FIT") rate from a maximum

35%otaxrate to aflat2lYotaxrate that will be included in the calculation of GMP's rates,

but it also necessitates the remeasurement of the deferred federal income tax reserves that

were recorded on the company's books prior to the reduction in the FIT rate. This

remeasurement is required by GMP, since public utilities such as GMP, use normalized

accounting now hold customer-paid reserves for deferred taxes that substantially exceed

the companies' projected tax liabilities. Therefore, GMP is required to remeasure its

deferred federal income tax reserves to reflect the appropriate balance that would have
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been required of the company if the2l%o FIT rate had been in effect since the beginning.

The remeasurement of GMP's projected tax liabilities will result in GMP recording

excess income tax reserves as a non-cunent or deferred liability and deficient income tax

reserves as a non-crurent or deferred asset on its books. The excess income tax reserves

are the result of the customers providing funds in advance of the company's actual

recognition of the expenses for books/ratemaking pu{pose, such as the use of "accelerated

depreciation" for income tax purposes. The deficient income tax reserves are the result

of the company recognizing income or expenses for income tax purpose prior to those

items being reflected on the books/ratemaking purpose, such as the recognition of

"unbilled revenue" for income tax purposes.

L7

Lz Q9. Has GMP reflected the2lYo effective FIT rate, as a result, of the TCJA 2017 in their

t4 A.9

filing?

Yes. GMP has reflectedthe2lyo FIT rate, effective January 1, 2018 in their current

filing.r

Q10. Has GMP performed the remeasurement of the income tax reserves as required by

the TCJA 2017?

A10. Yes. GMP has performed the remeasurement of the income tax reserves as required by

the TCJA 2017. As reflected in Exhibit GMP-ER-16, GMP reflects a summary of its

calculation of the remeasurement of the income tax reserves and has established a
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regulatory liability totaling $177,728 (000s) for the Excess Deferred Income Taxes

("EDIT"). GMP has also provided separate amounts for the EDIT that are classified or

categorized as being (1) Protected Plant; (2) Non Protected Plant; (3) Transco; and (4)

Regulated "Other."

Q11. Based on your review, has GMP properly performed the remeasurement of the

income tax reserves, as well as, classifying or categorizing them in the proper

categories in which to determine the proper amortization periods for each category?

Al l. Yes. GMP has performed the remeasurement of the income tax reserves addressing each

book/tax timing difference that is recorded on the company and then determining whether

the timing difference or EDIT was properly classified as (l) "Protected Plant;" (2) Non

Protected Plant; or (3) Regulated "Other." GMP has also reflected the EDIT that should

be returned to customers from the Transco. GMP was requested to provide the detailed

information by each book/tax timing difference, which it provided in response

GMP.DPSI.Q136. GMP was also queried on a technical conference call, Monday, July

23,20l8,between DPS, myself and GMP to further discuss some individual items that

needed further clarification. GMP addressed each item that we needed further

clarification fully and resolved all concerns related to the classification of each timing

difference or EDIT, by describing its methodology and basis for each items

categorization. When asked if GMP used the required IRS "with and without" method2
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to determine the portion of the NOL carryforward attributable to accelerated depreciation,

GMP confirmed that it followed the IRS guidelines.

Al2. Please provide a detailed description of the three categories that GMP used for the

EDIT' (1) Protected Plant; (2) Non Protected Plant; and (3) Regulated'oOther.'o

AI2. I will desuibe each and whether they are subject to the IRS normalizationrules. The first

category, Protected Plant is the only category of EDIT to which the IRS normalization

rules are applicable. The IRS normalization rules require the following:

Sectionl.l67(I)-l ...the Income Tax Regulations provides that the

normalization requirements for public utility property pertain only
to the deferral of federal income tax liability resulting from the use

of an accelerated method of depreciation for computing the
allowance for depreciation under section 167 and the use of
straight-line depreciation for computing tax expense and

depreciation expense for purposes ofestablishing cost of services

and for reflecting operating results in regulated books of account.

These regulations do not pertain to other book-tax timing
differences with respect to state income taxes, F.I.C.A. taxes,

construction costs, and any other taxes and items.

To be clear, o'Protected Plant" EDIT is related to all plant that has had "accelerated

depreciation" taken for income tax purposes and straight-line depreciation for books, cost

of service, and ratemaking purposes. "Protected Plant" EDIT must be returned or

refunded to the customers no faster than or prior to the time that the amounts in the

vintage plant accounts reverse. The IRS preferred method of returning or refunding the

o'Protected Plant" EDIT is for the company to use the average rate assumption method

(ooARAM".) To be clear, the ARAM method of returning or refunding the Protected

Plant EDIT to customers is based on the Average Remaining Life ("ARL") of such plant

by vintage year. Since ARAM is by vintageyear, the annual amount of the amortization
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will vary as each vintage plant account reverses. But, if the company does not have or

has not maintained the vintage plant/property records that are necessary to compute

ARAM, the company can use an alternate method, such as the Reverse South Georgia

Method ("RSGM".) The Reverse South Georgia Method is also based on ARL, but it is

not based on the ARL by vintage year, but by taking the total depreciable plant and

dividing it by the average remaining life of the composite plant. This can be achieved

through using the results of a recent depreciation study. The RSGM will result rn a

levelized anortization amount to be returned or refunded to the customers for the

Protected Plant EDIT.

The second category, Non Protected Plant EDIT, sometimes referred to as Unprotected

Plant EDIT, is all the remaining EDIT related to plant items which is related to book-tax

timing differences such as basis differences, state income taxes, F.I.C.A. taxes,

construction costs, and any other taxes and items. Non Protected Plant, which is not

constrained by the IRS normalizationrules, may be returned or refunded to the customers

on any reasonable amortization period as determined by settlement or by regulator.

The third category, Regulated "Other" EDIT, sometimes referred to as Unprotected Non-

Plant Related EDIT, is the EDIT related to book-tax timing differences related to income

and expenses, but not limited to, accrued labor and benefits, injuries and damages

accruals, Workman's Compensation, insurance accruals, deferred taxes, or the underlying

business is clearly public utility related, etc., that are not capitalized. Regulated Other
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EDIT is also not constrained by the IRS normalization rules and it may be returned or

refunded to the customers on any reasonable anortization period as determined by

settlement or by regulator

Q13. Has GMP proposed amortization periods for each of the EDITs - Protected Planto

Non Protected Plant, and Regulated (Otherto?

Al3. Yes. GMP has proposed amortization periods ranging from one (l) year for both the Non

Protected Plant and Regulated'oOther" categories of EDIT and thirty-three (33) years for

the Protected Plant EDIT3 using RSGM, since it has determined it does not have the

granularity of detail required to amortizethe Protected Plant EDIT utilizing ARAM.4

GMP has also included an additional category of EDIT to be returned or refunded to

customers for the Transco. The Transco regulatory liability and EDIT is for GMP

investments in: Transco, GMP VT Solar and Green Lantem Solar. That Transco EDIT

will be returned or refunded to the customers utilizing ARAM, since the Transco does

have the detailed granularity to use ARAM.S

Q14. Based on your review of the GMP filing and data responses in this proceeding do

the proposed amortizations, by GMP, for each category of EDIT appear to be

reasonable?

3 Prefiled Testimony of Edmund F. Ryan, Pages 12-13, and GMP-ER-16.
4 see GMP Response to DPS1.A137.d.
s See GMP Response to DPs1.A138.c.
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Al4. Yes. As stated above, GMP is proposing to return both the Non Protected Plant EDIT

and the Regulated ooOther" EDIT in one year. This is a reasonable proposal and GMP has

provided support for this one-year amortization in the Prefiled Testimony of Edmund F.

Ryan, Page l3 of 40, lines 7 - 9. GMP's proposal to use RSGM, due to it not having the

granularity of detail required to amortizethe Protected Plant EDIT utilizing ARAM also

appears to be appropriate based on review of the TCJA 2017. Finally, GMP's usage of

the ARAM amortization methodology to return or refund the Transco EDIT appears

appropriate.

Q15. Based on your review of the GMP filing and data responses in this proceeding do

you have a recommendation regarding how GMP has proposed to implement the

TCJA 2017 reduction in the FIT rate to 2lo/" and the proposed amortizations of the

EDIT to be returned or refunded to customers?

Al5. I would recofltmend that the Commission approve GMP's proposed implementation and

treatment of the impacts of the TCJA 2017 inregards, to both the reduction in the FIT

rate to 2IYo andthe proposed amortizations of each of the EDIT categories to be returned

or refunded to customers.

A16. Please provide an overview of the JV Solar/Battery Storage projects currently

under development and GMP's proposed ratemaking treatment.

A16. GMP originally proposed inclusion of these JV Solar/Battery Storage Projects in its April

2017 filingfor the 2018 rate case. GMP is proposing to accelerate the benefits of the
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developer fees and day one ITC gains associated with these projects, and retum them to

the customers immediately, because the result would be more beneficial to customers

than a different treatment. GMP has performed a Net Present Value ('NPV") of the

developer fee and day one gain benefits if those benefits would be returned to customers

immediately in year 1; over 15 years; and over 25 years.

Al7. Do you have any concerns with GMPts proposal to reflect the proposed benefits to

customers immediately in year L for the JV Solar/B^ttery Storage projects?

Al7. Yes. I have two concerns that I wilt discuss. Those concerns include the following: (1)

intergenerational equities; and (2) IRS normalization rules regarding the ITCs.
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A18.

A18.

Please describe your Intergenerational Equities concern that you have related to

GMP's proposed JV Solar/Battery Storage projects.

GMP's proposed treatment of the developer fee and ITC gains to recognize them

immediately in year I provides that the current customers receive 100% of the benefits of

the ITC gains. The developer fee and ITC gains would therefore only benefit the current

customers on the GMP system in year 1. None of the developer fee and ITC gains would

flowto future customers overthe remaining life of the JV Solar/Battery projects year2

and thereafter. The developer fee and ITC gains should be amortized over the life of the

JV Solar/B attery projects so that not only the cunent customers, but all future customers

that enter the GMP system receive the appropriate benefit of those developer fee and ITC

gains related to the JV Solar/Battery projects that will be in the rate base component in
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those future rate periods. Let's consider an "extreme" example related to the

intergenerational equities. Extreme Example Assumptions: (1) all current customers exit

the GMP system after year 1, and (2) atotal new set of customers enter the GMP system

and would replace them at the beginning of year 2. Under this extreme example, the

curent customers that exited the GMP system after year 1, would have received 100% of

the developer fee and ITC gains benefits during year l, and all the new customers that

entered the GMP system in year 2 andthereafter would not receive any benefit of the

developer fee and ITC gains. Therefore, the future customer's rates would be higher

since they would not receive any of the benefits of the developer fee and ITC gains in

those future rates.

A18. Please describe your concerns with GMP's proposed treatment of the ITC gains for

the JV Solar/Battery Storage projects and the IRS normalization rules.

Al8. GMP's proposed treatment of the ITC gains to recognize them immediately in year I may

run afoul ofappearste-vielate the IRS: normalization rules on ratable flow through of

investment tax credits ("ITC"). In a private letter ruling. the IRS provided the following

guidance on this issue:

...former $ 46(0(2XA) provides that no investment tax credit is

available if the taxpayer's cost of service for ratemaking purposes

or in its regulated books of account is reduced by more than a

ratable portion of that credit determined under former $ 46(a) and

allowable by $ 38....

Former $ 46(fX6) provides that for putposes of determining ratable

portions under former $ 46(f)(2XA), the period of time used in
computing depreciation expense for purposes of reflecting
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operating results in the taxpayer's regulated books of account shall
be used.

Under $ 1.a6-6(g)(2) of the Income Tax Regulations, "ratable" for
pu{poses of former $ 46(0(2) is determined by considering the
period of time actually used in computing the taxpayer's regulated

depreciation expense for the property for which a credit is

allowed....

The method prescribed by $ l.a6-6(dQ) for determining whether

the taxpayer's cost of service for ratemaking is reduced by more

than a ratable portion of the investment tax credit depends upon
correlating the credit with the regulatory depreciable useful life
actually used for the property that generated the credit. That the

correlation must remain constant and current is illustrated by the

requirement that the ratable portion must be adjusted to reflect
correspondingly any revision to the composite annual percentage

rate applied for purposes of computing regulated depreciation

expense.6

GMP's M proposed treatment of the ITC gains 41gyvrec+net

be-a vio latei.en-ef the IR S' norm alization rule s.

Q19. Based on your review of the GMP filing and data responses in this proceeding, do

you have a recommendation regarding GMP's proposal to reflect l00%o of the

developer fee and ITC gains in year 1 of the rates for the JV Solar/Battery Storage

projects?

A19. I would recommend that the Commission not approve GMP's proposed inclusion of

100% of the developer fee and ITC gains in year I of rates, unless or until GMP is able to

provide definitive support that its proposal does not lead to intergenerational inequities
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5 IRS Private Letter Ruling, PLR-135088-05 May 09, 2006
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2

and that its proposed treatment of the ITC does not result in a violation of the IRS'

normalizalion rules.

Q20. Does this conclude your testimony?

420. Yes.
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Porter, Patricia

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From: Burke, Dan

Thursday, August 02,2018 3:1-1" PM

Kevin Mara;Winn, Brian

Jacob Thomas
RE: Edits to Maras Testimony

Thanks Kevin

From: Kevin Mara Imailto:Kevin.Mara@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 02,2Ot8 3:05 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>; Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>
Cc: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: Edits to Maras Testimony

I accepted your edits.

I did delete the sentence referencing the other jurisdictions disallowing blankets. I am 9O%o sure I can find multiple
instances but I don't have the references in hand. I think I will be pressed to justify my conclusion so I will start looking
for the references.

I am fine with the final recommendation regarding the Commission and Department revisiting the acceptance of
blankets.

The header may need some more format corrections?

Thanks for the edits, it makes the testimony read better.

Kevin

From: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>
Sent: Thursday, August 2,2OL8 2:32 PM

To: Kevin Mara <Kevin.Mara@gdsassociates.com>; Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>
Cc: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: Edits to Maras Testimony

Kevin,

l've attached some proposed edits to your testimony draft. l've reformatted your draft (for consistency across

witnesses), but all of my suggested edits are included in tracked changes.

A couple notes. l've tried to remove the word prudent from your draft. l've included a comment in the margin, but a

prudency review under Vermont law is traditionally completed retrospectively. Projects that are included in the iate
year we generally review under the K&M standard and the legal burdens for a prudence challenge are fairly high. Also,

"prudency" challenges are highly contentious in Vermont, and our Commissioner feels strongly to avoid using prudency

in our testimony unless there is a very compelling reason to do so.

l've also added a few sentences to your revised recommendation on blankets. Please let me know that section raises any

concerns for you as the witness, but I appreciate you willingness to address our concerns on those points.

1

Subject:



Feel free to let me know if you have any other questions.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Kevin Mara [mailto:Kevin.Mara@edsassociates.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 02,2OL81-0:25 AM
To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.qov>

Cc: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: Edits to Maras Testimony

Attached is the correct Exhibit-PSD-KJM-11

From: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Sent: Thursday, August 2,20tg 9:48 AM

To: Kevin Mara <Kevin.Mara@gdsassociates.com>; Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Cc: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@Rdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: Edits to Maras Testimony

Kevin,

Theproposedtransmissionblanketprojectnumbersaredifferentineachoftheexcelfiles. Canyoutraceerrorand/or
explain?

From: Kevin Mara [mailto : Kevin.Mara @gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 02,2Ot8 8:40 AM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Cc: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@qdsassociates.com>

Subject: Edits to Maras Testimony

I made adjustments to the blankets as requested.

I found a summation error in my exhibit 10. An update is attached.

My new exhibit ll shows the suggested modified reduction in blankets

I never got any edits to my original testimony. So I started with the draft I sent on Friday.

My testimony describes how I determined the adjustments. Also the detail cost estimates are subject to debate since I

had to use professionaljudgement and very little factual data.

Kevin Mara, P.E

Vice President

2

Cell: 578-488-4691



Porter Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Burke, Dan

Thursday, August 02,20L8 2:32 PM

Kevin Mara;Winn, Brian

Jacob Thomas

RE: Edits to Maras Testimony
L8-0974 - 2018.08.02 - Mara PFT - Draft (DB edits).1.docx

Kevin,

l've attached some proposed edits to your testimony draft. l've reformatted your draft (for consistency across

witnesses), but all of my suggested edits are included in tracked changes'

A couple notes. l've tried to remove the word prudent from your draft. l've included a comment in the margin, but a

prudency review under Vermont law is traditionally completed retrospectively. Projects that are included in the rate

year we generally review under the K&M standard and the legal burdens for a prudence challenge are fairly high. Also,

"prudency" challenges are highly contentious in Vermont, and our Commissioner feels strongly to avoid using prudency

in our testimony unless there is a very compelling reason to do so.

l've also added a few sentences to your revised recommendation on blankets. Please let me know that section raises any

concerns for you as the witness, but I appreciate you willingness to address our concerns on those points.

Feelfree to let me know if you have any other questions.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Kevin Mara [mailto:Kevin.Mara@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 02,2018 10:25 AM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Cc: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: Edits to Maras Testimony

Attached is the correct Exhibit-PSD-KJM-11

From: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Sent: Thursday, August 2,2OL8 9:48 AM

To: Kevin Mara <Kevin.Mara@gdsassociates.com>; Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Cc: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: Edits to Maras Testimony

Kevin,

The proposed transmission blanket project numbers are different in each of the excelfiles. Can you trace error and/or

explain?

From: Kevin Ma ra Imailto: Kevin.Mara @gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 02,zOLg 8:40 AM
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To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Cc: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: Edits to Maras Testimony

I made adjustments to the blankets as requested

I found a summation error in my exhibit 10. An update is attached.

My new exhibit 11 shows the suggested modified reduction in blankets

I never got any edits to my original testimony. So I started with the draft I sent on Friday.

My testimony describes how I determined the adjustments. Also the detail cost estimates are subject to debate since I

had to use professionaljudgement and very little factual data.

Kevin Mara, P.E

Vice President

Cell: 678-488-469L
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STATE OF VERMONT
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMSSION

CaseNo. 18-0974-TF

Tarifffiling of Green Mountain Power requesting an increase in its base

rates starting January 1,2019, to be fully offset by bill credits through
September 30,2019

Summary;

PREFILED DIRECT TESTIMONY OF

KEVINJ. MARA

ONBEHALF OFTHE

VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF PT]BLIC SERVICE

August 10,2018

Mr. Mara presents the Department's position with respect to the accuracy of
Green Mountain Power's cost estimating procedures based on the "known and

measurable" standard and questions the pudency of several facilities proposed

for construction by Green Mountain Power.



Exhibit PSD-KJM-l

Exhibit PSD-KJM-2

Exhibit PSD-KJM-3

Exhibit PSD-KJM-4

Exhibit PSD-KJM-5

Exhibit PSD-KJM-6

Exhibit PSD-KJM-7

Exhibit PSD-KJM-8

Exhibit PSD-KJM-9

Exhibit PSD-KJM-10

Exhibit PSD-KJM-11

Mr. Mara Sponsors the Following Exhibits:

Professional Resume of Kevin J. Mara

Updated Value of Senice Reliability Estimatesfor Electric
Utility Customers in the United States

ICE Calculator Results Report for Hartland Line 9 &.901

Transmission Lines - Cost Reductions Summaries

Distribution Lines - Large, Cost Reductions Summaries

Town of Brandon Utility Relocation Agreement

GMP Distributed Resource Interconnection Guidelines

GMP's Response to PSD Discovery Request DPSl.Q42
attachment GMP.DPS I Q42.4-2019 Capital Planning
Document 2 16 20l8.xlsx. This document is too voluminous to
include.

GMP's Response to PSD Discovery Request DPS1.Q44

Summary of Cost Reduction - Blanket Work Orders

Summary of Modified Cost Reduction - Blanket Work Orders
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Ql. Please state your full name' address' and occupation.

Al. My name is Kevin J. Mara. My business address is 1850 Parkway Place, Suite 800,

MariettA Georgia 30067. I am a Vice President of the firm GDS Associates, Inc'

('GDS') and Principal Engineer for a GDS company doing business as Hi-Line

Engineering. I am a registered engineer in Virginia as well as 20 other states.

Q2. Please outline your formal education.

A2. I received a degee of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering from Georgia

Institute of Technolory in 1982.

Q3. Please state your professional experience.

43. Between 1983 and 1988, I worked at Savannah Electric and Power as a distribution

engineer designing new services to residential, commercial, and industrial customers.

From 1989-1998, I was employed by Southem Engineering Company as a planning

engineer providing planning, design, and consulting services to publicly-owned electric

utilities. In 1998, I, along with a partner, formed a new firm, Hi-Line Associates, which

specialized in the design and planning of electric distribution systems. In 2000, Hi-Line

Associates became a wholly owned subsidiary of GDS Associates, Inc. and the name of

the firm was changed to Hi-Line Engineering, LLC. In 2001, we merged our operations

with GDS Associates, Inc., and Hi-Line Engineering became a department within GDS.

I serve as the Principal Engineer for Hi-Line Engineering and am a Vice President of

GDS Associates. I have field experience in the operation, maintenance, and design of
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transmission and distribution systems. I have performed numerous planning studies for

electfic cooperatives and municipal systems. I have prepared short circuit models and

overcurrent protection schemes for numerous electric utilities. I have also provid€d

general consulting, underground distribution design, and tenitorial assistance.

Q4. Have you testified before any regulatory commissions?

A4. I have submitted testimony before the following regulatory bodies:

r Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ('FERC')

r Dishict of Columbia Public Service Commission

o Public Utility Commission of Texas

r Maryland Public Service Commission

r Corporation Commission of Oklahoma

I have also submitted expert opinion reports before United States District Courts in

Califomi4 South Carolina" and Alabama.

Q5. What are your qualilications to provide testimony before the Commission?

A5. I have more than 30 years of experience as a planning and distribution engineer

specializing in electric utility systems. In this capacity as a distribution engineer, I have

assisted electric utilities in the design, construction, and planning of their electric

distribution systems. This work has included development of distribution system over-

current protection, over-voltage protection, reliability improvements, and planned

system upgrades. I have worked for electric utilities from Florida to Alaska in many

2
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different operating environments, and I have experienc€ in a very diverse array ofutility

designs and operations. My cuniculum vitae are attached as Exhibit PSD-KJM-I.

Q6. Would you please describe GDS?

46. GDS is an engineering and consulting firm with offices in Mariett4 Georgia; Austin,

Texas; Aubum, Alabama; Manchester, New Hampshire; and Madison, Wisconsin. GDS

has over 170 employees with backgrounds in engineering, accounting, management,

economics, frnance, and statistics. GDS provides rate and regulatory consulting services

in the electric, natural gas, water, and telephone utility indushies. GDS also provides a

variety of other services in the electric utility industry including power supply planning

generation support services, financial analysis, load forecasting, and statistical services.

Our clients are primaxily publicly-owned utilities, municipalities, customers of

privately-owned utilities, groups or associations of customers, and govemment

agencies.

Q7. For whom are you appearing?

A7 . I am testifuing on behalf of the Vermont Department of Public Service ("Departmenf'

or "PSD").

Q8. Were your testimony and exhibits prepared by you or under your direct

supervision and control?

A8. Yes, they were.

3
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Q9. Can you explain the difference between the interim period and rate period as they

relate to transmission and distribution plant additions?

Ag. Yes. Calculation of the rate base value begins with the actual value as of December

2017 . T\ere is an adjustment for the interim period (October l, 2017 - December 3 l,

2018) for rate base additions. There is also a rate base adjustment for the nine-month

rate period 2019 (January l, 2019 - September 30, 2019). Green Mountain Power

("GI\P") used actual costs for the test period January 1,2017 to September 30,2017.

GMP then made, what GMP deemed, known and measurable changes to these costs so

that the net costs reflect the projected level ofnet costs that will occur in the rate period.r

Costs for these two periods are provided by GMP and, for some projects, include actual

costs through December 2017.

Ql0. Do these costs include capital expenditures for growth of plant to serve new

customers?

Al0. Yes. In the previous rate case, GMP used a methodology to exclude growth from all

individual projects and blankets for the interim and rate periods. This is because GMP

based the rate period costs on acfual costs in a test period and excluded the revenue

associated with growth from new customers.2

Prefiled testimony of Edmund Ryan, page 7 line 3-7 .

Prefiled testimony ofJohn R. Fiske, Page 1 I Line 12 to Page 12 Line 1

4
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In this filing GMP is usihg a different methodology. GMP is using a forecast that

anticipates future load and includes new revenue associated with new customer growth.

Therefore, plant additions for customer growth is included in the rate base.

Is there a summary of the T&D additions for the interim period and rate period?

Yes. Mr. Fiske's Direct Testimony included Exhibit GMP-JRF-2 which summarizes the

transmission and distribution assets additions to plant. This summary is purportedly

supported by the individual cost estimates for each T&D project according to the

requirements of the Memorandum of Understanding between the Department and GMP

that was adooted b-y the Conmission last vear in Case I 7-3 I 12 (the " I 7-3 I 12 MOUI.

However, the values for the interim period in Exhibit GMP-JRF-2 for hansmission lines

are $90,000 higher than Mr. Fiske's summary table in his testimony.3 There appears to

beis a $90,000 error in his calculations. Summing the values in Exhibit GMP-JRF-2 the

total additions requested by GMP for the Interim period is $63,672,000 and $33,612'000

for the rate period as shown in the summary table.

Q12. Explain vour understandine oft+e "known and measurablett standard in a

traditional rate case before the Vermont commission.

Al2. The standard practice is for an electric utility to prepare a cost-of-service filing that is

based on an historic test year adjusted for known and measurable changes. For projects

Prefiled testimony ofJohn R. Fiske, Page 1 1, Line 4.

5
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that are not complete and in service, it is necessary to document the plant value of the

asset to be builVcompleted in the future during the period in which the rates (effective

rate period) will be in effect (the adjusted test year). It is mv understanding that based

on the 17-3112 MOU. tThese support documents require a project cost summary that

provides an itemization of the cost elements of the project, including supporting

documentation (vendor quotes, resource estimates based on similar projec! etc.). a

The Commissionj standard for known and measurable is "changes that are measurable

with a reasonable degree of accuracy and have a high probability of being in effect in

the adjusted testyear.-s Further the Commission requires some "tangible work-product

that shows that the project is likely to actually be completed; examples include work

orders, cost-benefit analyses, or other types of written support for a project's cost and

completion date."6

The documentation andjustification ofprojects axe at issue in this rate case to veri$

that the individual projects are known and measurable for ratemaking purposes and also

to demonstrate frudenlthat the proposed capital investmentsiglngjbg e:&cllvelale

period will be necessary and reflect approoriate least-cost planning princioles. an4if*he

Case No. l7-31 12-INV, Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") between PSD and GMP, November

9, 2017, Exhlbit 2, page 2 of 3.

Case No. 1 7-3 1 1 2-INV, 20 1 8 Rate Case Final Order, December 21, 2017, page 12.

Id.

6
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de€umentation aeeur

Is the rate payer at risk for the "known and measurablett standard?

Yes. Utilities need to strictly adhere to budgets for projects included in the taLqtest

period. However, all construction projects are prone to volatility in cost due to

uncertainties in the site conditions, weather, customer interaction, etc. Thus, the trend

in the utility industry is to capture contingencies that can cause a project to go over

budget. Often thg-utg lieaqLllgelcigtis results in an estimate that is too high. So, the

risk to the rate payer is the need for a known and measurable estimate of the plant to be

constructed that is higher than the actual construction cost when the plant is placed in

service. Further, there is risk related to the timing of completion of the project. There

are obstacles such as environmental permitting, easement acquisitions, material supply

delays, etc., which can delay or indefinitely defer aproject.

22
23

Q14. Is there a standard format to be used by GMP for known and measurable additions

to the rate base?

Al4. Yes, as I noted above. the 17-3112 MOU sets out documentation requirements for

satisfying the known and measurable standard. In relevant part. the I 7-3 I 12 MOU reads:

the pafiies agreed to a lr4emerandum of Understanding ("Ir4OU") during the 2018 Rate

i+g.

gThe MOU Parties agree that Exhibit 2, attached hereto, confirms
definitionally clear standards for documentation that is necessary

7
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and appropriate for GMP to provide in future traditional cost-of-
service rate cases to satisff the known and measurable
requirements for GMP's capital projects or programs. The

documentation standards contained in Exhibit 2 shall remain in full
force and effect for future GMP haditional cost-of-service rate

cases unless or until they are modified by the Commission or by
express agreement between the Department and GMP. The MOU
Parties further agree that the documentation standards outlined in
Exhibit 2 shall also apply in any future altemative or non-
traditional rate cases from GMP unless or until a separate

documentation standard is established by the Commission or by
express agreement between the Department regarding
documentation in such cases.:7

While the l7-31 l2 MOU required GMP to develop certain documentation, the

Department retained the right to raise issues with the adequacy of Project Verification

Documents as part of a challenge to any specific GMP capital project or program and

to raise issues with the prudency ofa project.s

Q15. In your opinion is the supporting documentation used for cost estimates sullicient

to arrive at a known and measurable value of the capital projects proposed by

GMP?

Al5. In some cases, the documentation is adequate; in other cases the documentation is

insufficient. The MOU required GMP to provide:

lA project cost summaxy providing an itemization of the cost

elements of the project, including supporting documentalion
(vendor quotes, resource estimates based on similar projects,

etc.);re

l 7-3 1 l 2 MOU, tl26, prge 7.

rd., n28.
l7-3112 MOU, Exhibit 2, page 2 of 3.
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The cost estimating technique used by GMP is reasonably transparent to show how the

costs were built up, but the cost estimating is simplistic in terms of elechic utility costing

methodologies. I have identified errors in s9!q9+h€ project cost estimates which I will

discuss later

The adjustments to the projects that I recommend throughout mv testimony are required

to more accurately reflect the known and measurable costs for consideration to be

included in rate basp.

Q16. Can you provide examples of the errors that you observed in the project

documentation?

416. Yes. When constructing a power line along a roadway, it is a safety requirement to have

flaggers on site to direct traffic for the safety of the motorist as well as for the

construction crew. GMP's documentation includes two flaggers hired from a third party

at a fixed hourly rate. However, GMP has estimated more hours for the two-man

flagging crew than the total hours needed for construction. I have documented specific

projects where this has occurred and will address each one later in my testimony.

Q17. In your opinion can the qualitative and/or quantitative benefits for individual

projects by GMP be improved? If so' how!.

Al7. Yes, I believe there are better mehics available to help GMP prioritize reliability

projects. Currently, GMP provides information regarding the cost savings to GMP by

9
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tracking the manhours of GMP employees and the associated cost to restore outages on

a paxticular line section before and after the upgrade to the line section. Below is a

representative quantitative cost analysis which is provided in Project 130658 Haxtland

Line 9 & 901;

aThe benefits ofthis project were calculated using our 4-year outage
history for this specific line. Two line workers are assumed per

event, and we assumed 35.5 crew hours. Take the crew time per hour
at the time-and-a-half rate of 64.90/per employee : $4,607 .72labor
savings for the events.: 10

The scale of these savings is minor compared to $411,214 for the cost of the system

upgrade to the Hartland lines.

In my.opinion, a better method to consider reliability benefits is from the customer's

perspective. What is the value to the customer to not experience an outage? For

commercial customers, value can be lost sales and loss of production. Some commercial

processes require extensive re-start time. Many retail businesses must re-boot computer

systems and security systems. Even residential customers have provided, via surveys,

their opinions of the value of an outage. The Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

developed the Updated Value of Service Reliability Estimates for Electric Utility

Customers in the United States.lt The econometric models from this report were

subsequently integrated into the Intemrption Cost Estimate (ICE) Calculator (available

See 130658 Hartland line 9 & 0-l - Financial Analysis.docx filed as part ofthe rate case workpapers.

Exhibit PSD-KJM-2, Updated Value of Service Reliability Estimates for Electric Uility Customers in the

United States,Lrwrence Berkeley National Laboratory, January 20 1 5.

l0

ll

10
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at icecalculator.com) which is an online tool designed for electric reliability planners at

utilities, govemmental organizations or other entities that are interested in estimating

intemrption costs and/or the benefits associated with reliability improvements.r2

The ICE calculator will calculate cost savings from the customer's perspective for

reliability improvement projects. Typically, the benefits of an overhead improvement

may extend for twenty years into the future whereas the benefits of an undergrounding

option may extend for 30 years or 40 years into the future. The reliability models allow

the user to compare the net present worth value of reliability improvements over a span

of many years.

I ran an ICE model for the Hartland Line 9 & 901 project using historical data provided

by GMP and an assumption as to the reliability improvement for the affected residential

customers. I used default values for inflation and interest for present worth value

calculations and I assumed an improvement period of20 years.

The result of the model is that the twenty-year savings is $l l8,l16. This value would

have been greater had there been any commercial customers on the affected line

section.l3

Exhibit PSD-KJM-2, Executive Summary, page xi.
Exhibit PSD-KJM-3, ICE Calculator report for the Hartland Line 9 & 901 project.

t2
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I am sharing this information for consideration when comparing reliability options and

to help in prioritizing reliability projects. For example, the animal guards being installed

in various substations will affect many customers and therefore the ICE calculator will

likely show significant benefits for these devices. Unfortunately, there is insuffrcient

data in the record for me to make such a model but this data should be readily available

to GMP.

Therefore, I recommend GMP consider using the ICE Calculator tool in the analysis and

prioritization of future reliability projects.

What are your thoughts regarding the use of animal guards in substations?

The use of animal guards in substations can reduce system outages and protect

equipment from flashovers dwing a fault. GMP is proposing to install animal guards

onjumpers and exposed bus work in five substations. These substations include Dorset

Sheet, Town Line, Iroquois, Ethan Allen and Mallets Bay. The total cost to purchase

and install these plastic covers on jumpers and bus work is $459,852. GMP has over

185 electric substations.ra Thejustification for these devices was only four (4) outages

on the transmission system in Chittenden County in the last two years.rs

Prefiled testimony ofBrian Otley, page 4, line 9.

See Project 153799 - Mallets Bay Animal Mitigation.docx financial analysis filed as part ofthe rate case

workpapers.

14

l5

12
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While I generally agree that the use of insulators on jumpers and bus work will reduce

animal caused outages in a substation, the cost of these mitigation devices cannot and

should not be applied wholesale to all 185 substations. In fact, I noted that none ofthe

new substations proposed by GMP includes insulating materials on the bus work or

jumpers.

Please provide your comments regarding the animal fencing GMP is proposing in

certain substations.

The animal fences are essentially elechic fences that prevent animals such as snakes,

racoons, or other climbing animals from entering a substation. Snakes and raccoons

often are drawn to substations by the presence of nesting birds and their eggs. This type

ofdeterrent does not prevent outages caused by squinels and birds. GMP has fifteen

( I 5) substation slated to be equipped with these fences at a total cost of $452,07 I . This

total excludes the costs of the fences proposed in Project 148607 South Poultney

transformer replacemen! and Project 143993 Barre South End Rebuild. I note in the

next two years that none of the new/upgrade stations include funding for animal fences.

The use ofanimal fences compared to animal guards is subjective and depends on the

local environment. Also, animal fences cannot and should not be uniformly applied to

all 185 substations.

GMP states in the project justification that the animal fences require no O&M and have

a depreciated life of 40 years. I disagree with these assertionsThese-statemen+s-ere

13
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sis#ettrue. This animal fence is no different than an electric fence used on farms.

Further, there is a gate designed to allow personnel to safely access the substation

without being shocked. These controls have a service life closer to 20 years than 40

yea.rs.16 Also, a major drawback to these animal fences is that the line personnel have

to remember to tum on the fence when they leave the substation.

Q20. Are you recommending disallowing the animal guards or animal fences as

proposed by GMP?

A20. No. However, but I think that it will be important for the Department and the

Commission tostakehelde+s+Nd track substation outages and the effectiveness of

these types ofdeterrents to detennine whether such costs will be appropriate in future

rate cases. No one deterrent is 100% effective, but for the level ofinvestment, customers

deserve to see a measurable reduction in substation outages.

Q21. GMP has proposed several maior substation projects, do you have an opinion

regarding the known and measurable costs for these projects?

A21. GMP has proposed seven projects that I deem to be major substation rebuilds and/or

upgrade projects. These projects are needed for reliability and power quality. GMP's

method for estimating the cost ofbuilding a substation uses contractor bids for different

component parts and builds up a total project cost. However, for larger substation

l6 Cite?

l4
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projects a single mobilization is used for construction of the project. There are

economies of scale when a single contractor performs multiple tasks, which can

facilitate a competitive bid price for a large project. The table below shows the major

substation projects with actual costs and forecasted costs. Note that all ofthese projects

are forecasted to be completed by December 2018. On page 8 of his prefiled testimony.

Mr. Fiske stateds two months were added to the completion of major projects to insure

the projects would be completed in the time allotted. Thus, a project projected to be

completed in December will likely be completed by the end of October.

Major Substation Projects Actuals To-Date:
Thru Dec 2017

Forecast: Jan Total
2018-Dec2018

2,33s,931 290,041 2,625,972

143593: Barre South End 42,042 2,732.058 2,774,100

143595: Bane North End 1,826,68s 389,742 2,216,427

148596: Shanon Sub - GMP Portion 320,359 34,101 354,460

148607: South Poultney Xfmr/Fence 250,384 290,078 540,462

1 4 8622 : East I amacia B kr/Rly/RTU/Sec 147.766 386,956 534,722

152949: Sand Road 34kV Regulators 759 436,858 437,617

4,923,925 4,559,833 9,483,759

Rather than relying on forecasted values for these substation projects, it mav be

beneficial for the Commissionl+eeemmen*tha+ if GMP-be-di+ee+e4+e fi1e5 updated

actual costs through June 2018 (or later date ifavailable) as this case proceedslthe+ime

ef+he4nafeer*rnen+s. I understand that Vermont law has a prohibition on updating in

pending rate cases. but based on the proposed schedules for these projects. a sienificant

portion of the actual costs should be known by now. IMe

g

143591: South Brattleboro RBLD

9
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actual costs should not be permitted to exceed the forecasted values provided by GMP'

but seeing the actual data will provide better claritv on the accuracv ofthe cost estirnates

and any underlying contingencies.,

permit stakehelders te rebut er eemment en the ehanges, Ftrolvever; it isreasenable fer

the rate payers te enly be burdened with the aetual eests as reasenably known at the time

g

€ae"at-€€s+s]

Are you recommending any disallowance of transmission line proiects?

Yes. GMP has recommended eight projects that include installation of motor operated

air break (MOAB) switches on 35kV and 46kV transmission lines which total

$2,494,511. These MOAB switches are connected to SCADA which allows for remote

operation of the switches. However, to be clear, these switches do not reduce the

frequency ofoutages. Rather, the remote operation helps to reduce the duration ofan

outage. Most of the projects have existing gang operated air break (GOAB) switches in

place that require manual operation but serve the same purpose as the MOAB switches.

Thejustifications for these projects do not identiff past reliability/outage problems that

these MOAB switches relieve.

P roject 1 597 29- MOAB Newberry and Proj ect I 5973 0 - MOAB Castleton are proj ected

to be complete in 2019. Project 135206 Riverside MOAB, Project 153590 - MOAB

commented [BDll: r

Commented [BD2Rtl: I recom€nd removing this
rrcommendation on adjustments. Our rate 6e statute generally

prohibits this type of adjustmmt (using actual oosts after a 6e
hm begu), but we night be able to get away with using a

comparison of actual to qpected @sts to make a domward
adiutment in ou surebuttal testimony-
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Thetford, and Project 153593 - MOAB Jeffersonville are scheduled for completion in

2018. I recommend all these projects be deferred until the next rate period which are

summarized in my Exhibit PSD-KJM-4. The reason for the deferment is to balance the

increase in reliability spending across several years

Do you recommend an adjustment on project 126847 RTE 7 Brandon URD?

Yes. The Town of Brandon and the Vermont Agency of Transportation ('AOT")

initiated a project to upgrade and beautiff Main Street Brandon. This is per the

regulatory request of the Town of Brandon and AOT. The request was made to all

utilities, including GMP, to relocate their existing facilities; along Main Street to

underground facilities. An agreement was signed between the Town of Brandon and

GMP that stipulated that Brandon would reimburse GMP $203,176 for the differential

cost of overhead facilities and Brandon's preference for GMP to underground the

electric facilities.r8 This credit to the project is not included in GMP's Exhibit 2 which

documents the cost of the project. Also, I noted that in 2016, GMP's estimate to

Brandon for the cost ofthe underground project was $261,875. Now, injust two years,

the cost of the project has escalated to $409,051. This error in the original estimate

forces the electric consumets to absorb the cost difference between $409,051 and

5203,176 to the sole benefit ofBrandon.

Exhibit PSD-KJM-6, Utility Relocation Ageement between the Town of Brandon and GMP, Project
Number NH 019-3(496), November 19,2016.
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Exhibit PSD-KJM-5 of my testimony provides for a downward adjustment to this

project of$203,176.

Q24. In your opinion are the costs associated withis project 14121I Coolidge State Park

a i u stifi edpruden+prejeef ?

A24. No. GMP proposes to re-build a single-phase distribution line that provides service to

six customers at a cost of $509,837. GMP failed to provide adequate altemate plans for

this project. The project calls for replacing all the poles in their cunent locations

because GMP's request to relocate to the roadside was denied by the Vermont

Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation. Further, GMP proposes to replace all of

the conductor on the line because ofthe presence ofsplices.

The investment for this line for the'benefit of only six customers is not justified.

From the documentation that I reviewed. it aBpea$jhAl GMP failed to adequately

consider undergrounding this single-phase line. Because this line is basically in the

woods with no other utilities the trenching cost would be below average, no tree

trimming required, and no ledge sets for poles. Using GMP's Labor Detail spreadsheet,

my estimate for single phase underground through the woods is less than $200,000.

GMP does state that solar and battery resources will be used for a portion of the service

at the state park. Although, I am not aware ofany capital project for the inclusion of

these facilities in GMP's rate base. GMP should have provided a full analysis of a

18
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battery system or microgrid for the customers served by the line coupled with a less

costly dishibution system upgrade.

GMP has failed to provide a thorough altemate plan for this project as required per the

MOU. Without such a thorough analysis that truly considers alternatives, this project is

not iustified pn#enland should not be included in rate base.

In your opinion is project 141961 Spear Street a iustifiedpnrdent project?

No. This project proposes to construct atie line between Circuit 32G7 and Circuit 78G2.

The justification for this tie line is to reduce the number of outages' However, a tie line

does not reduce outages. At best, a tie line provides an altemate feed to accelerate

restoration of service to a limited number of customers affected by an outage. GMP

notes that this area of the system averages only one outage per year EuId the average

customer hours out of service is only 4,928 per year.le This indicates that power is

restored quickly (in less than 90 minutes), or the outage affects less than 30 customers

per year.

GMP infers that the project also helps by providing feeder back-up capabilities. Yet

there have not been sufficient outages to justi$ the capital expenditure. A more

GMP states 4 outage over a 4-year period and 19,713 customers hours for the four-year period. See

141961 Spear St 32G7 & 78G2 - Financial Analysis.docx filed as part of the rate case workpapers.

l9
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reasonable and cost-effectiveprsd€n+ course of action is to continue diligent

maintenance of circuits 32G7 and78G2, an option which was not addressed by GMP.

Without the required altemate plan analysis, this project should be excluded from the

rate base.

Do you recommend an adiustment to project 146655 44G2 Williston?

No. However, I did note that the layman's description of the project is inconect. GMP

states that the project would "Install approximately 15,000' ofthree-phase 477 spacer

cable with approximately 5,000' 336 of bare neuhal wire."20 However, a review of the

labor estimate and the actual material charged to the job makes it clear that the project

actually installed 15,000 feet of 477 tree wire (single conductor, not three phase) and

approximately 5,000 feet of 336 ACSR bare neuhal wire. In general, a spacer cable can

provide greater reliability and reduce O&M for right-of-way maintenance, so it is not

clear ifthejustification has considered the use oftree wire rather than spacer cable.

Can you describe the purpose of project 148867 Ottauquechee fiber?

This project replaces poles to allow GMP to install a fiber communication line. The

fiber line allows downline reclosers to communication with various "large elechic

generators (hydro, solar) operating and pushing electrons back on the GMP system."2r

See 146655 44G2 rebuild - Financial Analysis.docx filed as part ofthe rate case workpapers.

See 148867 Ottauquechee fiber - Financial Analysis.docx filed as part ofthe rate case workpapers.
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GMP foresees that more generation will be added in this area. GMP describes this type

of communication as a direct transfer hip C'DTT') used for preventing islanding of

customer owned generators. Islanding cr€ates a safety risk for the public and GMP's

employees, and is not permitted by current industry standards.22

These costs shauldmus+ be disallowed from rate base' GMP's qrrylappreved

interconnection guidelines specifically so that'the Company (GMP) will install, own

and operate a customer billable Direct Transfer Trip (DTT) scheme."23 If GMP fails to

bill or collect the necessary monies for the DDT scheme from current customer-owned

generators in accordance with Commission approved guidelines,2a that cost should not

be borne by the rate payers. Further, if new generators are expected in the area as

suggested by GMP, the cost of the DTT can be allocated in whole or in part to the next

customer-owned generator that will increase the likelihood of islanding the circuit.

Q2S. Can you discuss the upgrades to the Pownal to Bennington tie?

A28-. Yes. There are actually two projects; Prqect 149662 Tie Line L51 & Ll I Bennington

and Project 149663 Pownal Tie w Bennington. The combined budget of these two

projectsis$1,975,250.25 ThesecombinedprojectsinstallT,600ofnewthreephaseline

tt EEE Standard 1547, Standardfor Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric PowerSystems,

20 I 8 (Copyri ghted material).,, Exhibitp3b-zufr4-z,Cvtp DistibutedResourceslnterconnectionGuidelines,October22,20l5,page4.
2a Commission Rule 5.500 Interconnection Procedures for Proposed Electric Generation Resowces,

effective Septemb er 9, 2006.
25 See 149662 Bennington to Pownal - Financial Analysis.docx and 149663Pownal - Bennington tie -

Financial Analysis.docx filed as part ofthe rate case workpapers.
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along the 28,000 foot route from Pownal to Bennington. The cost per mile for these

combined projects is 51,372,654 which is more than GMP's reported cost for

undergrounding this power line on a per mile basis.26 The justification for the new tie

line is the Pownal Substation is served on aradial transmission line and provides service

to approximately 1,695 customers. There appears to be a non-radial transmission line

iust north of the Town of Pownal. Note that recent substation re-builds in the cunent

rate base cost about $2,500,000. For the cost of these two projects, GMP could construct

a loop-feed substation and eliminate the need for this tie, and reduce system

losse$yssmd., Hgwg,vqt, G-\4P di{ qqt cpqci{qr this allsmqli-ve aq1 $! G$B€deqqalelv -

consider undergrounding which appears to have ai+-a lower cost per mile solution.

Rather, GMP considered their standard list of four altematives; hot spot tree trimming,

battery storage, undergrounding and reconductoring on existing poles. A loop-feed

substation option would provide greater reliability, lower losses, and be able to support

more solar.

A28, Based on the information presented by GMP in its support document' this'-

proposed tie line project appears to be bnnecessary and will resulted in unjustified

expense for ratepayer$tlgtgffq@{-$|Fdfq, - - - -

See 149663 Pownal Tie - Financial Analysis.docx filed as part ofthe rate case workpapers.

Formatted: List Paragraph, Indent: First line: 0' Numbered

+ Level: 1 + Numbering Style: 1, 2,

Left + Aligned at: 0,25"
3, + Start at: 27 +
+ Indent at: 0.5'

m€n to say system losss hqe?DidCommented

Comment€d [BD4]: I r*ommd removing tho word

prud@t A prudqcy review uder Vemont ratemaking law is a

iignifimt undertaking, and is genemlly onducted after a prcject

hs b@n @mpleted (i.e. it is backwrd looking). I think that it is

more appropriate lo kep this rype of recomendation wder the

docmintation ftmework set on in lhe 17-31l2 MOU. Generally

d€monstating that a prcject is um*6s[y or that GMP failed to

coreider lower @st altematives allow to s€k a disallomne on

the knoM and masunble standard, which rcquire a lorer
evidmtiary burden.

I've made similar reommendations at othq in dnft.
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Q2g. Did you analyze the cost estimate for project 149662 tie line Bennington and

project 149663 Pownal tie?

A29. Yes. Project 149663 calledfor 1,600feetofthree-phase477 spacercable2?whichwould

translate to 4,800 feet of wire. However, the wire charged to the project greatly

exceeded 4,800 feet. The actual costs charged to the project were provided by GMP and

showed a total cost of $62,917 for three-phase 47 7 spacer cable, which in other projects

(project 146574)thecostperfootis$2.33yielding2T,000feetofwirechargeouttothis

project.28 Ifthis project is not excluded for lack ofadequate altemative planning then

the cost ofthe project should be reduced by the cost ofthe excess wire'

W
In addition, I found that Project 149662 afi Project 149663 both substantially over

estimated the cost of flaggers'2e

Q30. Did you review project 150420 Hydville? If so, what are your conclusions

regarding this Project?

A30. yes, I reviewed GMP's submitted details on this project which calls for 20,000 feet of

3-phase 477 spacer cable and 20,000 feet of 0052 aluminum messenger. This

combination is not possible because there should be three feet of 477 space cable for

each foot of0052 aluminum messengerr so it is not clear ifthis represents 20,000 feet

of pole line or only 6,666 feet of pole line.30 It becomes even more confusing, because

Formatted: Indent: Left : 0.5" No bullets or

27 r)
28 See 149663 Actual Expenditures.xls filed as part ofthe rate case workpapers'
2e Exhibit PDS-KJM-5, Distribution Lines - Large, Cost Reductions Summary'
30 pole line footage is defined as the distance between poles regardless ofthe number ofconductors on the

Pole.
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the material in the project estimate was 20,556 feet of 477 ACSR bare conductor with

9,800 feet of 4/Q ArMQ nsutral which is listed as "inactive fall 2013".3t Yet the project

calls for the telephone company to instalvreplace 60 poles for this project. Typically,

60 poles would support 9,000 to 12,000 feet of line. GMP'S documents also indicate

this project will have 6,832 feet of 477 bare conductor'32

The primary justification for the project is to improve reliability on an older single-phase

line (40 years). Yet, GMP says there has been only one outage on this line in four years.

Therefore, improving reliability is not a reasonablejustification for rebuilding this line.

The secondary purpose is to improve the capability to use this circuit as a feeder backup

and additional capactty33 to the Castleton area. GMP is singularly focused on installing

larger wire when altemately, it could install single phase ffee wire at a tenth of the cost

which would have moved the line to road and reduced outages. Furthef, GMP provided

no information regarding the need for backup capacity in the Castleton area'

This project is not a necessalyp#ent investment to mitigate a single outage in four

years. Further, the backup capacity is notjustified in terms of toad growth, radial feeds,

and reliability problems in the castleton area that necessitate this backup feeder.

3r See 150420 Hydville Line 4 Exhibit 2.xlsx filed as part ofthe rate case workpapers.
32 Exhibit PSD:KJM-8, GMP's Response to PSD Discovery Request DPS1.Q42 attacyurrent

GMP.DPS1.Q42.4 - 2019 Capital Planning Document 2 16 2018'xls'
,3 See150420L4Hydville FinancialAnalysis.docxfiledaspartoftheratecaseworkpapers.
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Did you review project 15371 I Stonehedge Rehab? Ifso, what are your conclusions

regarding this Project?

Yes, I reviewed this project that calls for the replacement ofolder underground single-

phase cables. Much of this project is complete. However, GMP is estimating 500 hours

for flaggers in 2018 when there are only 159 hours of line worker time remaining on the

project. Overhead distribution line construction crews axe typically four man crews

therefore, only 39.75 hours of flagging are required.3a I recommend an adjustment

which reduces the cost offlagging along with associated overheads by $33,820 as shown

in my Exhibit PSD-KJM-5.

Did you review project 153588 line 74 section I and project 153950 line 74 section

II? If so, what are your conclusions regarding these projections'

Yes, I did review these two projects which budgeted $1,601,945 to rebuild Lne 74-

project 153588 includes using 336 tree wire on a single phase line. A more

appropriateprudent design would be to use 1/0 tree wire on a single-phase line. A single-

phase line should carry no more than 50 to 70 amps, and a l/0 single-phase line is fated

for over 200 amps. using 336 tree wire adds to the cost with no benefit to the rate

payers. Iamrecommendingacostreductionforthisprojectof$13,871. Referencemy

Exhibit PSD-KJM-5 for details.

See 15371 1 Stonehedge Rehab Exhibit 2.xlsx filed as part ofthe rate case workpapers'
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Regarding Project 153950, GMP has already incurred $69,629 in contractor costs

through December 2017 and an additional $130.087 in other costs associated with the

project. GMP has obtained a bid price from 3Phase Line construction for a lump sum

price of $589,511 for work in 2018 which includes all labor for installation of poles,

anchors, and conductofs specified for this project.35 In addition, GMP estimated another

$85,864 for Large Tree Trimming. This total cost remaining on the ploject $675,375 in

contract labor plus $31,822 in material stock which is need to install 20,000 feet of

single phase hee wire with Poles.

I notice that Project 153588 Line74 Section I has 16,000 feet ofsingle phase tree wtre

but the poles are set by the telephone comp.rny. GMP's estimated cost for this project

is $419,960. Once all GMP's overheads are included in Project 153950 Line 74 Section

II, GMP's cost escalates to $1,181,985. The only real difference between Section I and

Section II is 62 poles to be installed by GMP in Section IL I recommend the cost for

Section II be adjusted lower by $306,894 to the Lump Sum Bid provided by 3Phase

Line Construction and including other sub-contractors, design, and material costs to a

final cost of $875,091. Reference my Exhibit PSD-KJM-5 for this adjustment.

See Ele 1 8-08-153950.pdffi1ed as part ofthe rate case workpapers.
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Q33. Did you review project 155051 Newfane linc 6 to line 3? If so' what ore your

conclusions regarding this project?

A33. Yes, I reviewed this project that calls for the installation of 11,500 feet of447 spacer

cable. GMP is estimating 1,000 hours for flaggers n2019 when there are only 1,956

hours of line worker time estimated on the project. Most construction crews are four-

man crews so only 489 hours of flagging are required.36 I recommend an adjustment to

reduce the cost offlagging along with associated overheads by $35,477 as shown in my

Exhibit PSD.KJM-s.

Q34. Did you review project 155199 Bethel 28 circuit upgrade? If so' what are your

conclusions regarding this project?

A34. Yes, I reviewed this project that calls for the installation of 14,000 feet of447 spacer

cable. GMP is estimating 4,000 hours for flaggers in 2019 when there are only 1,930

hours of line worker time on the project. Most construction crews are four man crews

so only 482.5 hours of flagging are required.3T I recommend an adjustment to reduce

the cost of flagging with associated overheads by $244,206 as shown in my Exhibit

PSD-KJM-s.

See 155051 Newfane Line 6 to Line 3 Exhibit 2.xlsx filed as part ofthe rate case workpapers.

See 155159 Bethel 28Cir Line 5. Exhibit 2.xlsx filed as part ofthe rate case workpapers.
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Did you review project 157361 Westminster RTE 5 - Hendrix? If so, what are your

conclusions regarding this project?

Gratton Line Construction provided a labor quote on this project of $438,20 lJr for the

installation of 5,270 feet of 3-phase 477 spacer cable. GMP included flagging cost for

theproject,butGMP'scontractorsarerequiredtoprovidetheirownflagging. Therefore

I recommended reducing the cost of this project by $16,149 as shown in my Exhibit

PSD-KJM-s.

Also, GMP adds2lo/o to a contractor's price for distribution line work. Thus, this

construction project totals $788,615 when the labor and material portion of the work is

only $522,969. Excessive adders make it difficult to determine known and measurable

cost for comparisons. The cost per mile for 477 spacer cable averages roughly $375,000

per mile, but this projecL with no obvious inegularities, is closer to $795,000 per mile.

Undergrounding this circuit at $1,310,274 per mile would be nearly as cost effective

with superior long-term reliability.

Did you review project 158518 Sheldon line 9 - phase 1? If so' what are your

conclusions regarding this project?

Yes, I reviewed this project that calls for the installation of7,000 feet of3-phase 447

space cable and 3,000 feet of 3-phase 477 bue conductor. GMP is estimating 1,800

See Ele_I8_09_15736.pdffiled as part ofthe rate case workpapers.
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hours for flaggers in 2018 when there are only 2,076 hours of line worker time on the

project. Most crews are four man crews so only 519 hours of flagging are required.3e I

recommend an adjustment reducing the cost of flagging along with associated overheads

by $94,032 as shown in my Exhibit PSD-KJM-5.

Q37. Did you review project 159358 Barre Conv 37CIR? If so' what are your

conclusions regarding this project?

A37. Yes, I reviewed this projecl the first in a series of projects to convert the operating

voltage at Barre. GMP is estimating 2,296 hotrrs for flaggers in 201 9 when there are

5,955 hours of line worker time on the project. Most crews are four man crews so only

I5l{hslrc qtflegglqc are t-ecqitgd3! I rqqg4lqeqd 44 4-4jqslm9$ rqduql4c the cs.sl qf - '-

flagging along with associated overheads by $56,'045 as shown in my Exhibit PSD-

KJM-s.

Q3S. Is the documentation of actual costs using quotes from vendors adequate to

establish known and measurable costs?

A38. No. There are significant problems in GMP's costing model that are not supported by

the vendor quotes. Below is a table that compares the vendor quotes to GMP's labor

model for dishibution projects.

Description Vendor Quote Unils GMPModel Units

See 158518 Sheldon Line 9 - Phase Exhibit 2.xlsx filed as part ofthe rate case workpapers

See 159358BaneConv-37Cir PhaseExhibit2.xlsxfiledaspartoftheratecaseworkpapers.

Comment€d [EDs]! should this be reduced to 1489? It loots
a@identally Ned 2296, not 5955 for the numemtor
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The table shows that the vendor quotes and GeMP's costing model are not comparable.

Also, GMP provides quotes from construction contractors for three projects. Rather

than demonstrate that GMP's labor cost spreadsheet is accurate, GMP simply used the

conhactor quote in the overall cost estimate. These contractor quotes represented in the

runge of 40o/o to 70o/o ofthe total project costs, and therefore do not provide greater

certainty that the cost estimates of the projects meet the standard of known and

measurable.

It would have been better if GMP had used their labor cost estimating spreadsheet to

estimate a project and used construction contractor quotes to benchmark GMP's cost

estimating methods. As it cunently stands, stakeholders are leftto assume the costs are

reasonable because GMP developed a cost estimate which is unsubstantiated and not

benchmarked from actual closed out projects.

I recommend that in future filings, GMP provide benchmarking of their estimating

program with estimates to actuals and estimates compared to contractor pricing.

Set wood pole - union labor $ 1.536.00 leach $ 600.38 leach

Set wood pole - non-union labor S 918.00 leach $ 600.38 leach

Install 3Ph Hendrix S 29.45 loer ft $ 11.16 lper ft

30
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Q39. GMP has included blanket work orders for inclusion in the rate base. Can you

please describe what these blanket work orders represent?

A39. Yes. Blankets are work order categories that have variable in-service dates and are

typically closed monthly or quarterly.ar Blankets are used to capfure construction costs

completed during the interim period and the rate affected period. I understand that the

Department raised concerns about blankets in last vear's GMP rate case, and tThe -!7-

3l l2 MOU+greed+ebf+h+pa*ieq calls for any single planned capital project within a

blanket work order that exceeds $250,000 to have project-specific documentation.

A3q

However, in my opinion, expenditures in blanket work orders are not known and

measurable costs. The Commission standard for known and mqasurable is "changes

that are measurable with a reasonable degree of accuracy and have a high probability of

being in effect in the adjusted test year."a Mr. Fiske describes blankets "as categories

of spending where the anticipated level and need for spending is known based on

historical experiencg but the exact location ofwork or individual project that will be

required cannot always be known in advance."a3 GMP stated that distribution

equipment purchase blankets are to install new or to replace failed or deteriorated

equipment to maintain system capability and reliability.44

Prefiled testimony ofJohn R. Fiske page 8 line 9-10.

Case No. 1 ?-3 I 1 2-INV, 20 I 8 Rate Case Final Order, December 2 1, 2017, page 12.

Prefilcd testimony ofJohn R. Fiske Testimony page 19 line 12-15.

Exhibit PSD-KJM-9, GMP's Response to PSD Discovery Request DSP1.Q44.
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According to Mr. Fiske the work location is not known and therefore, by extension, the

cost is unknown. For failed equipment, the location is not known in advance and the

repaL cost is also unknown. These are the exact opposite ofknown and measurable'

The projects are ofunknown locations and unknown size or complexity. The total cost

is estimated based on historical values, but the historical values have large variations in

annual cost. What I mean is that the changes in cost are not just an inflation increase,

but rather are differences of 150% or more per year.as Further, GMP used both their

own UI Tool for estimating the blanket costs and the 5-year average ofthe blanket cost

category and selected the lessor of the two methods. GMP's estimate was significantly

different than the 5-year average which demonshates the uncertainty in the costs to be

incurred each year. Allowing blanket work orders in the rate base eliminates any

incentive for the utility to be efficient in design and construction. Rather all projects

become cost-plus in nature which, in tum, will increase the net cost of these blankets

over time.

In my opinion, the capital expense ofblanket work orders should be excluded from rate

base because of the inability to satisfu the unknown and measurable requirement. An

average of historical costs does meet not this burden. Excluding these expenditures

from the rate base, simply means that these expenditures will be added to plant in service

at the time of the next rate case. The timing of the next rate case is controlled by the

See Blanket.xlsx ( Meters) filed as part ofthe rate case workpapers.45
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utility. This treatment would be no different than the treatment of a large project, such

as generation plant, that which would not be complete within the effective rate period.

However, it would be possible to accept actual closed work orders through the second

quarter of 2018 assuming the closed amounts do not exceed the budgetary levels

provided in the original filing.

Q40. Do you recommend that all dollars in blanket work orders be excluded from rate

base?

A40. No. GMP's current rate case is different from prior years in that GMP is basing the rate

period revenue off a forecast for anticipated loads, which includes new revenue

associated with new customers. Therefore, the cost of new equipment forecasted to

serve new customers should be included in a forecasted rate base. A forecasted year of

revenue needs to be matched with the capital necessary to connect those new customers.

The costs for connecting new consumers can be demonstrated with average historical

costs for a set of diverse consumer types (residential, commercial, etc').

However, maintenance items, undefined material replacements, capital equipment for

storm restoration, relocation of lines, etc., should be excluded from rate base treatment

for the rate period.

Can you provide analysis of the blanket work orders for metering?

Yes. The GMP work order budget for meters is summarized in the following table

JJ
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Mr. Fiske testified that GMP us€d the Handy-Whitman indices for the inflation factors

when developing the budgets for the blankets' The workpapers for meter blankets show

a single CPI value for all blankets and not a Handy-Whitrnan indox value for the

differing FERC accounts, For example, the Blanket for Meters used a five-year av€lago

inflation value of 130%q while the Handy-Whitman value ls only 0.9% for electriq

met€rs. This difference in the inflation fuctors yields areduction of $21,18 t in themeter

budget for 2018.

The following graph is the S-year history of expenditures for eleotric meterS in 2018

dollms as provided in GMP's work paper for blankets on meters.

Meter $$ $ 861,346 $ 835,066
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Meters
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I History

Ttre 2017 meter cost was $1,288,270 (2018 dollars) while the 2014 meter cost was

$686,839 (2018 dollars). The five-year average in 2018 dollars is $861,346. Injust

three years the meter costs have nearly doubled. The increase must be viewed in light

of the fact that GMP replaced its meters with AMI meters in 2012 md 2013. Thus,

GMP has a fleet of new meters which should have a low failure rate early in the service

cycle. AMI meters have a service life of 15 years, but this is due to obsolescence of the

software and not due to failure of the hardware of the meter itself. Thus, in my opinion,

for new meters, a failure rate of 0.5%' or less of the total number of meters per year is

expected. Assuming GMP has roughly 230,000 meters, that would imply a replacement

level of 1,150 elechic meters. In addition, this budget would include meters for new

services. The projections of additional customers is about 991 new customers per year.a6

See GMP 2019 Budget Forecast Report GMP-ER-l4 Table 2 and Table 5. filed as part ofthe rate case

workpapers.
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The growth rate of new customers is about 0.37o/oper lear. Because this growth rate is

consistent, the annual expenditures for new meters should also be consisten! especially

when viewing the costs in constant 2018 dollars.

GMP used iI$heir UI Tool to estimate the 2018 expenditures for meters and concluded

the total cost would be $1,901,149. This value is shown on the previous Graph and

reflects the continued unconholled increase in meter costs. Then in the following year

(2019) GMP's UI Tool estimate for meter costs is $835,063 which is less than the five-

year average.

That is a change in predicted expenditures for meters of more than $ I . I Million ot 227o/o.

How can a rate payer have any confidence in the validity of GMP's estimates for a

category ofcapital spending that should reflect no growth or changes because the system

is brand new and the addition ofconsumers is consistent from year to year?

I believe it would be appropriate for+eeenrnnen4+hat all meter costs as presented by

GMPI9 be disallowed from rate base. In addition, if GMP can clearly demonshate the

cost of meters for new customers to be added in the rate effected period, then those

meters should be included. Reference my Exhibit PSD-KJM-I0.
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Do you recommend any changes to the blanket work orders for regulators and

capacitors?

Yes. The 20 I 8 and 20 I 9 blanket work orders for regulators and capacitors is based on

a s-year average of capital spending.4T However, the historical costs for regulators and

capacitors have been very eratic as shown in the following graph.48 Further, GMP has

more than doubled the spending on these components in 2016 ar'd2017. This increase

fur2016 and20l7 drives up the hve-year average.

Regulators and Capacitors Historic Costs in 2018
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See FY20 1 8 Regulators and Capacitors.docx Financial Analysis filed as part ofthe rate case workpapers.

See Blanket.xlsx (Regulators - 201 8) ) filed as part ofthe rate case workpapers.
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The future expenditures related to regulators and capacitors axe not known and

measurable costs. These costs are for replacement of aged equipment and in some cases

to maintain adequate voltage on the system. The adequacy of voltage, or specifically

response to changes in voltage that require fegulators or capacitors are due to load

increases on the dishibution system. However, GMP load forecasts show a decrease in

energy sales, thus the need for additional regulators and capacitors is very limited.

Since the costs fof this blanket work ordel are not known and therefore cannot be

measnred, I believe it would be appropriate to disallowreeernmend the 2018 and2019

work orders related to regulators and capacitors with a total cost of $1,696,412+e

cx#ed from the rate base-foltthis r4sg. Reference my Exhibit PSD-KJM-I0

Q43. Do you recommend any changes to the transformer blanket work orders for 2018

and 2019?

A43. Yes. The financial analysis for the distribution transformers noted that these blanket

work orders included new services, replacement ofaged equipment, and transformers

needed as part ofvoltage conversion projects.ae A voltage conversion project occurs

when the utility converts the operating voltage from 4kV to 12.5 kV as is the case with

Project 159358 Barre Conv 37. This particular project includes the replacement of 175

distribution transformers.so The transformers axe not accounted for in the distribution

See FY2018 Disfibution Transformers.docx financial analysis filed as part ofthe rate cass workpapers.

See i59358 Bane Conv 37 - Financial Analysis.docx filed as part ofthe rate case workpapers.
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projects but rather chaxged to a special fansformer account. Therefore, the blanket work

orders for distribution transformers would have to include the transformers needed for

this conversion project at Barre.

The following graph is the five-year history of expenditures for dishibution transformers

in 2018 dollars as provided in the GMP work paper for blankets on transformers.

Transformers
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GMP added nearly $1.7 Million in capital to the annual hansformer expendituros from

2014 to 2011 . The need for this increase is not clear and appears arbitrarily added to the

five-year average similarly to the increases in the meter and regulator/capacitor blankets.

GMP used its UI Tool to estimate the cost ofnew transformers and concluded the annual

cost of transformers going forward would be $1.4M less than the amount spent in 2017.

Looking at the numbers differently, the UI tool estimate is 2TYobelow the prior year
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estimate. These large swings in annual budgets erode-s+a*fulder confidence in the

necessiw for the dollar amounts provided by GMP.

These wide vaxiances in costs for such a simple component as a transformer confirms

my belief that these costs are not known and measurable.

As I stated earlier, distribution transformers that should be included in rate base for the

rate effected period are transformers for the projected 991 new consumers per year and

transformers for voltage conversion projects. GMP has not provided documentation for

new transformers or for transformers associated with voltage conversion. Therefore, I

think it would be reasonablerceemmend that no costs for transformers be included in

the rate base until such time as GMP can demonshate costs. See my Exhibit PSD-KJM-

10.

Q44. Do you recommend any changes to the distribution line blanket work orders for

2018 and 2019?

A44. Yes. The Distribution Line Category is all distribution line projects. GMP plans to

spend $34,558,320 in the interim rate period and g20,167 ,952 in the rate period for the

Distribution Line category.sl Pursuant to the 17-31 12 MOU between GMP and the

Department, GMP has provided project documentation for each dishibution line project

Prefiled testimony ofJohn R. Fiske, page 22 lines 12-14.51
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with an estimated cost geatff than $250,000 in the Distribution Line - Large Category

This change will affect the historical cost of the blanket amount for the Distribution Line

category.

GMP workpapers show that all Dishibution Line projects including "larger" individual

projects were tracked as a group with three sepaxate categories as shown in the following

table.52

HISTORY FROM SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTIONS

Budget Group
Actual $

2017
o/o

Distribution Lines Laroe Cao 13.441.489 41.91o/o

Distribution Lines Line Ext 3,450,727 10.760/o

Distribution Lines Small Cap 't5,179,784 47.33o/o

Dist Small Cap/Line Ext Total Percentage 58.09%

TOTAL DIST LINES 32,O72,OOO

To determine the Blanket for the Distribution Lines, GMP projected all Dishibution

Line costs (Large, Line Ext, and Small Cap.) using afive-year average ofactual costs.

Then GMP used the ratio of Dishibution Lines Line Ext and Distribution Lines Small

Cap (58.097o) to the total as the proxy to determine the blanket for Distribution Lines.

Because of the l7-3112 MOU agreement, in 2018 the Distribution Lines Large Cap will

increase, and the Dishibution Lines Small Cap will decrease due to the movement of

See Blanket.Final .xlsm (Distribution Lines 2018) filed as part ofthe rate case workpapers.
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projects larger than $250,000 from one category to the other. Therefore, this ratio would

not be applicable.

Further, GMP should.include in rate base the Distribution Lines - Line Ext which is the

category used to capitalize the cost ofnew services to new electric customers. The

average cost per customer assuming 991 new customers is $3,482 per customer which

is a reasonable value to determine known and measurable costs for 2018 and 2019. A

better method may be to use a five-year average of the cost per customer.

The Distribution Line - Large category is site specific with detailed cost estimates and

justifications which I have previously addressed.

The remaining category is Distribution Lines Small Cap which are projects that GMP

has no control of as to timing, size, or complexity in terms of cost. These costs are not

known and measurable and could appropriately bemus+be excluded from rate base.

Q45. Do you recommend any changes to the substation and transmission blanket work

orders for 2018 and 2019?

A45. Yes. The blanket work orders for substation and transmission equipment covers

replacement of components such as lighting arresters, batteries, poles, insulators, etc.

These are future replacements that are done on an unplanned basis or replacements that
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axe presently undefined. Clearly, this future work is not used and useful to provide

electric service to customers.

44+

From 2013 to2014 the change in spending on transmission and substation blankets

increased 128o/o,lhen decreased by 58o/o the next year and increased again 180%r and

increased 108% in 2015. Now GMP proposeld a deffease of 83%. These are very large

swings in the annual budgets-Jg|cNlP'-€s4P-is expectgi+g lh{r*e-paye++te+e+ieve

the five-year average is+emehew a known and measurable cost. Clearly, these future

costs are not known and measurable because the replacement components are currently

unknown and therefore the cost, by definition, is unknown. I believe that these costs

could also appropriately ies bqy eliminated

from the rate base.

Q46. Historically has the Vermont commission permitted the use of blanket work orders

in rate base?

A46. Based on conversations with Department staff, ilt is my undersianding thatjh$qlrypgl

of blanket work orders have-higlqdqally been allowed by the Commission in past rate

cases as known and measurable costs. but that the Department has raised concerns about

continued growth ofand overreliance on blankets and@

regarding documentation in suppofi ofthe blanketsof+@res. This is expected

because GMP cannot exactly define the expenditures, nor can !1thry define or control

when the construction will be completed. GMP admits that it cannot dictate the timing

Formatted; Indent: Left: No bullets or
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of many of these types of projects.53 GMP can only guess as to the actual costs with a

level of uncertainty. This why these types of blanket expenditures ale traditionally

excluded from rate base-fin-Qlh€Liudsdlcd.gld. - -

Q47. Has the department requested you to consider inclusive of some of the blanket

costs?

A47. Yes. I was directed by the Department to take into account thelCgnlmilliqt1's historical

acceptance of blankets and determine costs within the blanket budgets would be

appropriate for inclusion in the rate base.

Comment€d [BD6]: Are you omfortable with this addition?

Wo are likely to get qustioned on where you have s@ blankets
be disallowed.

Q48.

A48.

Please describe the parameters you set for determining inclusion in the rate base?

As I stated earlier, GMP's current rate case is different from prior years in that GMP is

basing the rate period revenue offa forecast for anticipated loads, which includes new

revenue associated with new customers. Therefore, the cost of new equipment

forecasted to serve new customers should be included in a forecasted rate base. This

would include new meters, new transformers, new dishibution lie extensions, new

capacitors to correct power factor for the additional load, and new voltage regulators for

the increase load ofthe new consumers.

Prefiled testimony ofJohn R .Fiske, page 19 line 2l53
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In addition, replacement of failed equipment should be included in the rate base. These

system components are necessary to maintain service through the rate period. Pole

replacements for poles identified as needing replacement would be within my definition

of failed equipment. Poles are identified for replacement when the structure no longer

meets the requirements for strength as defined by theNational Electric Safety Code Rule

261 urd therefore have "failed".

GMP is required to do upgradeq and relocate joint facilities in order to accommodate

joint-use parties on GMP's pole as part of the third-party attachment tariff, and joint-

use and joint-ownership agreements that currently exist with the telecommunication

companies operating in the state. This this work is required by tariff, in my opinion, it

should be included in rate base.

Please describe the parameters you set for determining exclusion in the rate base?

In my opinion, items to be excluded are projects that GMP plans such as reliability

upgrades, relocation of lines to the road, preparing structures for distribution

automation, etc. as opposed to reacting due to failed equipment. These projects could

be uniquely identified and included in the Distribution Line - Large category. I

recognize these projects may not exceed $250,000 as provided in the current 17-3112

MOU, but because rate payers have to pay for these upgrades, it is only proper than the

upgrades be used or useful or have known and measurable costs.
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Another category I recommend excluding is road relocation to accommodate state and

municipal road projects. These relocations still need to be built, however, GMP solely

choose to place its facilities in the public right'of-way and took a known risk of future

relocation costs. These projects once used and useful can and should be added to the

rate base. Further, my experience with these types of road relocation projects is that

there uncertainty as to the timing ofthe project and therefore the likelihood the project

will be completed in the rate period.

Q50. Please provide the dollar amounts for the blankets that should be included in the

rate base and how you determined those amounts.

A50. The Substation and Transmission blankets are described by Mr. Fiske to only include

replacement of failed system components.54 Therefore all of these costs should be

included. Further my review ofthese costs indicates that the 5-year average would be a

reasonable cost based on the data filed by GMP.

For the Metering Blanket, I recommend no change to the budgets proposed by GMP. I

did an independent estimate for ne* ."t"rl and replacement of failed meters and found

GMP's budget to be reasonable based on the parameters I established.

5a Prefiled testimony ofJohn R .Fiske,page2i line 4.
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For the Transformer Blanket, I estimated the number of transformers needed for new

services including overhead and underground transformers. Further, I included an

estimate ofthe cost to replace failed transformers and a budget for 175 transformers

need to support the voltage conversion in Project I 59358 Barre Converson. Based upon

my estimate, GMP's budget for the Transformer Blanket needs to be reduced by

$3,303,209 which is a2lo/oreduction GMP's proposed budget.

For the Regulator and Capacitor Blanket, I budgeted for new units that may be needed

for load growth ofnew consumers and budgeted for replacement offailed components.

Based upon my estimate, GMP's budget for Regulators and Capacitor Blanket needs to

be reduced by $672,865 which is a41%orcdtction GMP's proposed budget.

For the Distribution Blanket. I used GMP's value for dishibution line extensions to

account for new consumers within the rate period. I also developed a budget for pole

replacements and a budget for joint-use facilities modifications. For the unit costs for

pole replacements, I developed an average cost leveraging GMP's Labor Detail cost

estimator which was included which of the Distribution Line - Large Projects. Based

upon my estimate, GMP's budget for Distribution Line Blanket needs to be reduced by

$21,680,447 which is a6{o/oreduction GMP's proposed budget. While I understand the

Denartment is nol oreoared to recommend full disallowance of blanket costs based on

past Commission precedent. I think that the Commission and the Department should

give serious consideration to revisiting the allowance ofblanket costs under the known
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and measurable standard in future proceedines. lAs the chafis above demonstrate" the

costs for most of GMP's blankets are increasine at a significant rate. GMP's,blankets

have also subsumed a siexificant portion of GMP's overall proposed capital spending. I

think that it will be important for regulators to continue to hack GMP's blanket spending

closely and give serious consideration to revising regulatory requirements for including

blankets in rates.l

The table below shows my modified cost reductions for the blanket work orders.

Summary of Modified Cost Reductions - Blanket Work 9

Orders

Project Category

Meters

Regulators and
Capacitors

Transformers

Distr. Lines
Blanket

Substation

Transmission

Proposed
Total Cost

$1,696,412

$2,074,865

$7,320,969

$33,814,825

$'t,752,964

$1 ,713,630

$48,373,665

Total Cost
Reduction

$o

($672,865)

($3,303,209)

($21,680,447)

$o

$o

($25,656,522)

Final Cost

$1 ,696,412

$1,402,000

$4,017,760

$12,134,378

$1,752,964

$1,713,630

$22,717,143
l0

ll

12

These adjustments can be found in Exhibit PSD-KJM-I1

Comment€d [BD7l: I*t me know ifyou have any thoughts
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l Qsl.

2 451.

Does this conclude your direct testimony?

Yes.
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Ql. Please state your name, occupation' and business address.

Al. My name is Brian E. Winn. I am the Director of Finance & Economics at the Vermont

Department of Public Service (the "Department'). My responsibilities include direction

of Utility Finance and Economics group activities for the Department and the State of

Vermont. My business address is 112 State Street, Montpelier, Vermont 05620.

Q2. Please describe your educational background and experience.

A2. I have a B.A. in Political Science from Purdue University, and a Master's of Science in

Management from The Georgia Institute of Technologr. I have worked at the

Department since July, 2016. Prior to joining the Department, I was employed with

Edison International or Southem Califomia Edison, its regulated utility subsidiary, for

over twenty years. During my tenure there I held various positions including: Director of

Financial Planning and Analysis; Director of Business Analytics; Director of Performance

Management and Measurement; Director ofNuclear Financial Management and Director

of SCE Budgets and Planning. Prior to Edison, I was a Utility Finance Consultant for

Energy ManagementAssociates. My professional resume is included as Exhibit DPS-

BEW-1.

Q3. Have you ever testified before the Vermont Public Service Board?

A3. Yes, I have testified in DocketNos. 8698/8710, 8827,8871' 8881 and I7-1238-INV'

Q4. What is the purpose of your testimony?
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1.4. In my testimony I summarize the Departments recommendations, introduce the testimony

of our witnesses and discuss. . .ETC. ETC.

Q5. What has Green Mountain Powef ('GMP" or "Company') r€quested in this proceeding?

A5. GMP has requested an all-in rate increase of 4.98 percent for rates starting January I,

2018. The filing with the Vermont Public Utility Commission (the "Commission")

consists ofa base rate increase of5.33 percent which is partially offset by a year-over-

. year residual Power Supply Adjustor decrease of0.35 percent.

Q6. What is the Department's recommendation regarding the appropriate rate increase?

A6. The Deparlment recommends a reduction in Green Mountain Power's proposed revenue

requirement of approximately $x million. The result of this recommendation is a rate

increase/decrease ofx percent. This recommendation compares to the proposed 5.33

percent increase reflected in the Company's cost of service. The overall

increase/decrease in firm rates recommended by the Department is x percent.

Does the Department make any other recommendations?

Yes. The Department issued extensive discovery requests related to capital spending and

other areas. However, the information provided by the Company is not suffrcient to

allow the Department to make an informed conclusion on the reasonableness of the

proposed level of capital spending. Additionally, the financial analysis provided for a

good portion of the projects was incomplete. Acceps to this information is essential to
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allow the Department to fulfrll its role in the rate case process. We strongly recommend

that the Commission require GMP to provide adequate information on Papital Project

Planning, Project Management [pq99p9q, and qpqqllg caplta! p-1ojqC!q. Thp Pep@qlt

needs this information to ensure that capital projects are only undertaken after undergoing

the appropriate analysis, that projects are managed well, and benefits to ratepayers are

realized.

Q8. Can you summarize the Department's proposed adjustments to the Company's cost of

service?

A8. GMP filed a cost of service that reflects a $xx million revenue deficiency. The

Department's recommendation is a sufficiency/deficiency of Sxxx million. The table

below summarizes these adjustments:

Summary of DPS Adjustments to GMP Cost of Service

Revenue Deficiency per GMP COS $30.000.000

Comtn€nbd lsfll]: Should th6e b€ @pitalizdd tems?

Conrmenbd [WB2R1I: You tell me.

DPS Adjustments to COS

Payroll, Benefits & Incentives

Outside Services -Legal & Other

Depreciation, Taxes and Retum

Other & Miscellaneous

Revenue

Power Supply Costs

ESAM

0

0

($12,000,000)

0

0

($6,000,000)

0

Total DPS Proposed Deficiency $ I 2,000,000

13

14 Q9. How did you address capital spending concems in you COS recommendation?
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A9 The COS recommendation, reduces the authorized equity retum to 8.75 percentl reduces

power supply costs by $XXX, and authorizes capital spending levels consistent with

reductions from the levels proposed by the Company of $XXX million in 2017 and

$XXX million in 2018. With respect to the capital reductions it is important to note that

the Department has not recommended specific project disallowances' It is our intention

to defer to GMP Management's judgment regarding which capital projects to undertake

within that overall capital spending limit. GMP has a strong leadership team, and the

Department is confident that they will make a serious effort to address these issues.

Background and Overview

Ql0. Can you please describe the Department's investigation into the proposed change in

rates?

Al0. Yes. After the petition was filed, the Department organized a team composed of intemal

resogrces and experts fiom Larkin and Associates, SAGE Management Consultants, LLC

and J. Kennedy and Associates. The team conducted a thorough review ofthe petition

and supporting documentation, with a focus on capital spendingl power supply, cost of

capital, and regulatory accounting. The Department issued five rounds ofdiscovery to the

Company, engaged in a series of meetings and conference calls with key GMP staffto

exchange information, and reviewed relevant Commission precedent'

Ql l. How is the Departrnent's testimony organized?
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Al L The Department is submitting testimony from l0 witnesses. In my testimony I provide a

high level summary of the entire case including: the Department's recommendations; a

discussion on GMPs documentation and analysis of capital spending; and summaries of

the recommendations of the other witnesses. Ed McNamara and Joanna White provide a

summary of the power supply portion of the casg including review of the changing

regulatory environment GMP faces. Carol Flint provides perspective on GMP's customer

service. The rest ofthe witnesses who are outside consultants provide more detailed

testimony in the areas covered by Mr. McNamara, Ms. White, and myself' The brief

table of contents below shows the organization of the testimony:

[insert summary contents table here]

12
13 Can you provide some background on Green Mountain Power?

GMR in its current form, gtew out of a merger with CVPS in 2012. lthas not been a

publicly traded company since 2007, when it was acquired by Gaz M6tro Limited

Partnership, through its wholly owned subsidiary, Northem New England Energy

Corporation (NNEEC). GMP accorurts for 85olo of electric revenues in the state of

Vermont, serves approximately XXX customers.and in FYI 2016 eamed $XXX on $YYY

revenues. while GMP's rates axe better than average for New England, elechicity rates

in Vermont are consistently among the top ten highest in the nation. GMP has good

reliability and safety statistics and has a reputation for attempting innovative solutions as

it seeks to adapt to the changing elechicity market and rate pressures caused by net-

metering. As it noted in its petition, GMP face's significant challenges presented by
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renewable requirements, net metering and other forms of distributed generation and the

resulting decline in sales. To its credit GMP has chosen to embrace the changing

landscape by being willing to pilot innovations in a wide range of areas. The Department

appreciates the Compnay's desire to be nimble and make decisions rapidly.

Please provide some background on the regulatory landscape.

I will address the regulatory landscape as it pertains to the capital spending portion ofthe

rate case. In his testimony, Ed McNamaraprovides a detailed history of the regulatory

landscape relevant to the power supply portion ofthe case.

Although the Commission reviewed a cost-of-service filing from GMP in tandem with a

proposed altemative regulation plan in Dockets 8190/8191, GMP has not proceeded

through fully litigated, traditional cost-of-service rate case since its initial altemative

regulationplanwasadoptedbythecommissioninDocketsTlT5lT156in2006. since

october l,20L4,GMP has been operating under the altemative regulation plan approved

by the Commission in Docket 8191, which offers annual accelerated COS filings, a

Purchased PowerAdjustor, an Eamings Sharing Mechanism (ESAM), and an Exogenous

Events Recovery Mechanism. The bulk of the altemative regulation plan, and an

extension that excludes the ESAM, is due to expire at the end of 2017. GMP has filed for

atemporary altemative regulation plan that is proposed to take effect in January of2018.

The temporary plan proposal calls for the major components of the current plan to

continue for 2 years. Recently, the commission has embarked on a proceeding designed
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to elicit comments on the future of alternative regulation plans in Vermont' Finally, a

substantial portion of GMP's O&M revenue requirement is determined under a formula

outlined in a Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") adopted by the Commission in

Docket 7770,which involved the merger of GMP and CVPS. The Docket 7770MOU

defines this formula as "Base O&M costs," but it is generally referred to as the "O&M

Platform." The revenue requirement for this portion of GMP's rates will be determined

under the agreement throryh2022.

What is the Departrnents role in a traditional cost-of-service rate case?

The Department and, ultimately, the Commission serve as the regulatory safety net to

ensure that proposed rates arejust and reasonable. In plain terms, our role is to make

sure that ratepayeis are receiving a good value for their money. To do so, we need to be

satisfied that GMP is operating in an effrcient manner and that they are operating in a

manner that is consistent with the objectives set out by the Commission and the General

Assembly. Given that a good portion of GMP's O&M (approximately XX% percent of

the revenue requirement) is determined through the Platform, our recornmendations in

this case will focus primarily on capital spendin& power supply costs, and the cost of

capital. It is important to note that it is not the Department's role to substitute its

judgment for GMP with respect to management of the company in a wide range of

operational issues. Nor does the Department propose to modiff or change the

Commission's long-held regulatory standards for reviewing a traditional rate cases, or

inhoduce a new element of risk into the regulatory process. As discussed in more detail
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in Mr. McNamara's testimony, the Department is largely supportive of GMP's approach

to innovation and the introduction ofnew services for ratepayers. However, as regulators'

the Department has an obligation to assure that there is a proper sharing of the risks

between investors and ratepayers in this area- The Department must also veriff that

GMP's capital investments are necessary, justified, adequately documented, and subject

to appropriate least-cost analyses. While we do not believe that formal least-cost analysis

can, or should, always replace the engineering judgment or the common sense experience

of utility employees, GMP retains on an ongoing obligation to retain and produce

suffficient documentation for regulators to review the necessity ofits investments.

Proposed Capital Spending & Investments

Why is the level of capital spending so important in the GMP rate case?

Utitities are a capital-intensive business and the costs associated with GMP's rate base

are approximately 35% of GMP's revenues. Fundamentally, GMP investors eam money

the way that most regulated utilities in the United States do, via an authorized retum on

the equity portion of rate base. Capital spending an{ in GMP's case, investment in

subsidiaries are the primary components of rate base. ln2016, over 9x percent of GMP's

eamings came from the authorized retum on rate base. While increased rate base results

in higher eamings for investors, it also results in higher rates for customers. Therein lies
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the need for the Department to pay particular attention to the level of capital spending,

including the rationale for, and appropriate management of capital projects.

Can you please describe GMP's recent rate base growth?

Yes. GMP projects that its rate base will grow from $1.165 billion in2014 to $1.458

billion in 2018, a25 o/o increase over 4 yeafs. The table below shows GMP's actual rate

base from 2014 to 2016 and the projected rate base for 2018.

[Insert Thble Here]

Is growth in rate base necessarily a bad thing?

No. As long as there is an operational need for the spending, and GMP has selected the

lowest cost acceptablo altemative, ratepayers are paying a fair price for the service

provided.

How much capital spending has GMP proposed in this case?

The Company has requested recovery for capital additions of $ 129. I million for 2017 and

$96.6 million for 2018. Additionally, the Company proposes investments in subsidiaries

totaling $xxx in 2017 and$yyy in 2018. The capital spending and investments will

increase the base rate revenue requirement by approximately $x million from the current

level in rates.
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Q19. Is the Department concemed with the level of capital investment and capital projects of

the Company?

Yes. Green Mountain Power has experienced unprecedented growth in capital

investment, especially during the years following its merger with CVPS. As noted

earlier, GMP expects the rate base to grow 25o/ofrom2014 to 2018. In the Company's

most recent presentation to standard & Poor's [citeAttachment GMP.DPS.Ql.4.3 2016],

the Company forecasted total capital spending of $657 million from2017 through 2021.

In that same presentation, it forecasted retail revenues to grow between 4%o and 5%o

armually during that same period. There may be sound reasons for the investment, but

the fact that rate base is proj ected to grow 25o/o from 2014 to 20 I 8 and seems to be on

track to grow at a similar rate through 2021 is a concern to the Department as we

consider the impacts on present and future ratepayers. Finally, there does not seem to be

a clear operational reason for the level ofrate base growth considering that customer

growth is very low, load is stagnant, and sales are declining. The rapid changes in the

electricity industry pose significant risks to ratepayers. For example the risk that the

increasing number of net meter customers, or customers leaving the grid entirely, will

result in an upward rate spiral. This kind of risk argues for a rigorous review of how

much capital should be dedicated to the grid in its current form.

Q20. Is the Department satisfied that GMP's proposed level of capital spending is needed and

that adequate capital project management discipline is in place?

Fomatted: Heading Indent: Left: 0.5"
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Al9. No. Primarily due to the content of the docum€ntation provided by GMP through

discovery the Department cannot be sure that GMP has proposed an appropriate level of

capital spending. The Departrnent has not been able to veriff, through its review of

documents provided by GMP, the following:

I .) Whether adequate operational and/or financial justifications exist for a for X7o

percent and or $ ofthe proposed capital spending;

2.) Whether projects are started with the appropriate degree of prior planning and

whether project variances (scope, schedule, and budget) are tracked and corrective

actions are taken when warranted;

3) Whether GMP has analyzed completed projects to determine whether the anticipated

reliability or efficiency benehts of capital projects axe realized.

Additionally the Department does not view the financial analysis provide on a large

number ofprojects to be adequate

12
l3
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Can you expand on the quality of documentation provided by GMP in this proceeding?

Yes. With respect to GMP's general obligations for creating and retaining

documentation, the Commission has held, on more than one occasion that "utilities have

an obligation to document their decisions that affect ratepayers, so that those decisions

can later be reviewed by regulatory authorities." See Tarifffiling of Citizens

Communications Company, DocketNo 6596, Order of 7ll5l02,aI22'23 (citingDocket

No. 5132, Order of5/15/87 aI97)). In response to discovery in-person meetings' and

conference calls, GMP provided narrative explanations of its current process for
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analyzing capital project proposals and evaluating project performance' but did not

provide the typical documentation generated by these process. These process would

generate documentation of Capital Planning or Project Management processes, individual

capital project implementation plans, project variance reports, financial analysis,

quantitative analysis ofbenefits, and evidence ofrejected project altematives. . The

summary information GMP provided is not adequate to make an informed conclusion as

to whether capital projects are adequately planned for, capital projects are executed

efficiently, and stated benefits are realized. Additionally the company and the Depaxtment

disagree on whether adequate financial analysis was provided for a large portion oftne

capital projects. overall, this impedes the Department's ability perform its role in the

faditional rate case process.

Q22. Can you provide more detail on the Department's position that the financial analysis is

inadequate?

A2l. Yes. The standard method of financial analysis in the utility industry is a Present Value of

Revenue Requirements (PVRR). This as anumerical analysis-conducted using a

spreadsheet (or some other financial modelFthat lays out the costs and benefits of a

project over the entire life cycle ofthe project. iosts include upfront and recurring

capital and O&M and the arurual carrying costs, which include depreciation taxes and

retum on rate base. Benefits can include a wide variety of items ranging from efficiency

savings to avoided cost, but they must be quantifiable. The resulting stream ofcosts and

benefits are then discounted to the present value using the Customer's cost of capital.
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The utilities authorized return normally serves as a proxy for the Customers cost of

capital. In the case where there are several altematives, and all other factors being equal,

a utility manager should chose the project that offers the lowest cost PVRR, in other

words the lowest cost to the ratepayer.

Does this type offinancial analysis need to be done for every capital project?

No. Examples ofwhere this type of analysis need not be required include projects that:

are designed to address an immediate safety hazard; are in kind replacements ofdamaged

equipment; address regulatory requirements with no viable alternatives; and are

impractical because a project is very small.

Q24. Are there projects for which this type of analysis should almost always be done?

A23. Yes. Projects whose primary purpose is operational efficiency should always have a

complete PVRR analysis in order to demonstrate that ratepayers will actually see a lower

cost of service verses not doing the project. Projects that promise benefits in areas where

performance is already acceptable should have a complete analysis in order to determine

whether those benefits are worth the cost. Finally, most companies will also do such an

analysis for large projects over a certain dollar threshold. For example GMP provided

this type of analysis in the Enel llydro Acquisition need citation '

Q25. Can you summarize the capital investments and capital projects concems and

recommendations of your expert witnesses?
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A24. Elechic Distribution. Transmission. and Power Generation. DavidA. Whitman, CMC

Sage Management Consultants, LLC reviewed GMP's capital spending plans in these

axeas. The lack of information included in the capital templates does not allow him to

appropriately resolve concems raised by the information that has been provided. These

concerns include: potential overuse ofblanket work orders; inadequatejustification for

projects; that GMP does not appeax to use a system to prioritize or rank projects; unclear

rationale for the current level ofpole replacement; and 59 capital projects in the

Distribution Substations, Transmission Lines, and Transmission Substations categories

citing Reliability as ajustification but GMP has stated that they do not actually measure

the reliability benefits [cite discovely responsel. The table below summarizes the

potential scope of the concems:
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h{ote the Consultants will not recommend disallowances and the table will be modified

accordinsli.

Communications. Facilities. Information Technology. and Transportation. Robert L.

Rosenkoetter, Senior Consultant in SAGE Management Consultants, LLC reviewed the

proposed projects in these axeas. He found most ofthe level of detail in the project

templates minimal. Operational effrciency was the rationale provided for almost 600/o of

thedollaramountoftheseprojects. Hestatesthat"operationaleffrciencyjustification

requires that economic calculations or cost/benefit analysis be utilized to justiff capital

expenditures." He reviewed all these projects and found that for 4l ofthe projects the

justification for expenditures was limited, insufficiento or non-existent. GMP has not

Commerrtnd tSH3It Delets wh@ appropriato.
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provided the information needed to resolve these concems. The table below summarizes

the potential scope of the concems:

hlote the Consultants will not recommend disallowances and the table will be modified

accordinslr.

Enterprise Wide Capital Planning Processes and Proposed Soending. David P. Vondle,

Partner, SAGE Management Consultants, LLC reviewed GMP's historical capital

spending, capital planning processes, and the shategic rationale for GMP's proposed

level of capital spending. PENDING REWRITE

b.{ote the Consultants will not recommend disallowances and the table will be modified

accordinellt

*This reco8ilendahon prallels the Whitmm od Rosenkoerer mommildatbns for rcdued capitst sp€nding which tohl $62.6 millbn. It rcaches

sppoxinatet the sme conclusion with a top{oM melhodobgr venus lhe botros-up prcjet by prcjmt methodologr used by Whibm md Rosnkcrer.

Q26. Can you provide more detail on the capital project templates that GMP provided and

whether they have ever been suffrcient tojustif capital spending?

A25. Yes. In order to address ongoing weaknesses in the documentation provided during prior

Alternative Regulation Plan proceedings, the Company and the Department adopted a

detailed understanding ofthe type ofdocumentation and templates that should be

prepared and retained by GMP to satisff the Commission's known and measurable

5
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Cdnmenbd [Sfl4I: Delete whm appropriate.

ComrnenGd [SH5I: Delete whq appropriate.

14.110.9 3.2Exclude 41 Communicalions, Facilities, Information Technolory,

and TransDortation operational efltciencv proiects.

5.2 60.0*54.8Limit enterprise-wide capital spending to the 2009-201 1 average

level.
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requirements. fhis understanding was reduced to writing and is referred to as

*Attachment 7" of the Memorandum of Understanding that was adopted by the

Commission in Docket 7770 (the "Docket 7770 MOU'). Attachment 7 is aftached as

Exhibit 

-. 
[q lrjs !c,s!qtq!ry, He!ry]gtb W. $sh]lt , of L4Ih4 & Assq-c!4lpC qqtlinpl

known and measurable weaknesses with the templates provided by GMP in this case. He

also discusses the adequacy ofthe financial analysis in the templates and demonstrates

that it has been an ongoing issue. Finally, some ofthe templates provided seem to have

been completed by a third party on behalf of GMP.

Insert Thble from Bill Outlining Projects Number and $ of Projects and concerns

Q27. Does the recent experience with GMP's capital proposals for the 2015 and20l6

Altemative Regulation Plan proceedings provide any insight into GMP's capitat planning

process?

M6. Yes. Recent experience would suggest that GMP does not use the templates to guide its

capital planning decisions or implementation. Under theAltemative Regulation Plan

process, GMP would submit a proposed capital plan in May or Jtrne for rates that go into

effect on October I of the same year. After the end of the fiscal year, GMP would submit

information on what projects were actually completed. In 2015, 137 projects totaling

$25.214 million were reflected as additions to plant in the Fiscal Year ended September

30,2015 that were not included in the base rate filing submitted only a few months prior

tothatFiscalYear. Inaddition,actualplantexceededprojectedplantby$24.186million.

Comm€nbd ISH6I: DAN - cm you pl@e fill this in with
apFopriste refer6@? Th€r€ n€€ds to be @nsistoncy: Atta9hmsnt

or Appendix?
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INSERT CIIART 201 Capital Planning

ESAM Report For 2016

Note: Bill to provide similar analysis for 2016 ESAM indicating a large number of

projects completed that were not in the plan and that capital spending exceeded the

plan submitted.

Does GMP's capaclty to fund capital projects also provide a cause for concem?

Yes. For a utility to consistently overspend its amount of capital included in rates it must

either find cost effrciencies to fund the addition capital carrying charges, or accept a

lower than authorized rate ofreturn. This scarcity of capital dollars provides an incentive

to spend capital dollars efficiently. As noted earlier in the testimony, the amount of

GMP's O&M costs included in rates is determined by the O&M Platform that was

developed in response to the CVPS merger. GMP has been performing well under this

arrangement and has generated eamings above its authorized retum as a result. Therefore

GMP is in a position to exceed the level of proposed capital spending used to set rates

without under earning its authorized return. The chart below shows GMP's performance

under the Merger Platform:
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Actual 4-Year Shared Savings

A CD
RP

Projected RP Actual

Share Share

s2.s0 s2.s0

Ss.oo Ss.oo

s8.oo s8,oo

s13.30 s1s.65

516.34 S-

Projected Total

Savings

56'so

S13.70

s17.30

S26.60

532.67

I
Actual
Total
Savings[2]

S1z.7o

Szz,z7

s27.82

s31.31

SH Projected
Share

s4.00

58.70

Ss.ro

S1 3.30

s16.34

SH Actual
Share[3]

s10.20

Stt.zt
Sls.82

S1s.6s

s-

E

Fiscal

Year[1]

Total
s54.10 s94.09 s28.80 s31.1s s3s.3o 552.94

[1] The fiscal year runs from tO/Lto9/3O.

[2] From Company ESAM filed November 29, 2016.

[3] Actual Total Savings minus Ratepayer Actual Share of those savings (Column B - D).

Does the current situation present a risk to ratepayers?

Yes. The combination of GMP's financial ability to overspend its capital plans, the

inadequate financial analysis, and the absence ofadequate documentation for regulators

to review and assess means that the Depaxtment and the Commission cannot determine:

l) Whether there is an operational need for the proposed level of capital spending;

2) The adequacy ofthe Company's management ofcapital projects; and

3) Whether lower cost alternatives are being appropriately considered.

2013

2074

20rs
20!6

20t6

(L-4],

1

2

J
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Q30. What is the Department's proposal regarding the amount of capital spending to include in

the Cost of Service Calculation?

A29. The Department is proposing that the COS be set with reductions to the proposed level of

capital spending of $XXX million in 2017 nd $XXX million in 2018. Importantly, the
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Department has not recommended specific project disallowances. Rather GMP should

exercise its business judgment regarding which capital projects to actually undertake

within that capital spending limit. GMP has the financial flexibility it needs to exceed

that limit if it so chooses. We hope to provide an incentive the Company to compile and

maintain the type of information and records the Department needs to perform its

supervisory duties. Finally, if GMP is able provide us with adequate justification, the

Department is open to recommending that capital spending in excess of the 2017 and

2018 limits established be included in rates in the future. GMP is a good Company and

the Department is confident that it will make a serious effort to address these issues.

Are you requesting that the Commission require GMP improve the information it

provides in rate cases?

We recommend the Commission require GMP to create and maintain documentation

related to their Capital Project Planning and Project Management processes that will

allow the Department to veriff:

l) That there is a well-documented need for proposed capital spending;

2) That altematives to the proposed projects are appropriately developed and considered;

3) That the appropriate frnancial analysis ofthe costs and benehts is conducted;

4) That projects are started with the appropriate planning;

5) That project variances (scope, schedule, and budget) are hacked and conective

actions are taken;
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6) That completed projects are evaluated (quantitatively and qualitatively) to determine

whether they are delivering the projected benefits; and,

7) That contemporaneous records are kept to document the preceding items.

It is not the Department's intent that GMP be required to generate burdensome amounts

of paper or to build inefficient processes to comply with these requirements. But the

Department needs this information in order to fulfill its role in a traditional rate case. The

Depaxtment is open to the many forms this informbtion can be provided in using modem

information systems.

Capital Structure and Cost of Capital

Summarize GMP's filed capital structure

GMP proposes a capital structure consisting of 50 percent equity, 41.5 percent long-term

debt, and 8.5 percent short-term debt. The weighted average cost of capital (*WACC")

was estimated at 6.43 percent.

Q33. In what ways does this proposed capital stnrcture differ from previous Green Mountain

Power rate cases?

A32. Green Mountain Power petitioned for an imputed equity ratio of 50 percent.

Q34. What does the Department recommend for GMP's Cost of Capital?
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I A33. The Department proposes a capital sfucture consisting of50 percent equity, 41.5 percent

2 long-term debt and E.5 percent short-term debt. The weighted average cost of capital

3 C'WACC) was estimated at 6.43 percent. In his testimony, RichardA. Baudino of J.

4 Kennedy andAssociates, recommends a retum on equity of 8.75%.

5

6 Q3s.

7 A34.

8

Is an 8.75% cost of equity is compensatory for the risks that GMP faces?

Barring a serious mistake by management or some sort event not covered by the

exogenous event mechanism, there is very little chance that GMP will fail to eam their

authorized re/ntm. Review effects of the Merger Plilforry and terrrporaty Al rcg

prcposal lot exlogenoas events and Power Adiuston

Power Supply

Ed Overview of Policies related to Power supply

Department witness Joan white provides an overview of GMP',s power supply. She also

proposes downward adjustments to net power supply costs totaling $4,529,124. Based on

her analysis, the Company overestimated power supply costs associated with the

Standard Offer and Net-metering programs. She also recommends eliminating the "ANI

Adjustmenf' line item, which grosses up revenue to cover costs GMP does not capture in

its power supply model. This item does not meet the known and measurable standard

because it is not tied to a specific, known cost GMP is likely to incur in the rate year. She

also makes a small correction to calculations of REC revenue

SAGE/Evans
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Q38.

436.

Regulatory Accounting and Cost of Seruice

Bill ShulEtestimony on regulatory rrccounting

Testimony on the templatss known and measurable and the financial analysis

2016 ESAM conclusions

Customer Service

Summarize Carol Flint testimony

Innovative Services

Q36. Does GMP offer any products or services to the public that are not provided for in its

tarifl

A35. Yes. I referto them as un-tariffed services here.

Q37. What un-tariffed services does GMP offer?

Rental of water heaters

How does GMP account for these services?

GMP accounts for the costs and revenues for these services

Q39. How long has GMP been offering these services?

A37. GMP has offered such services for many years.
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Q40. Is there concem about whether these services are cunently being subsidized by non-

participating customers?

A38. [YesA{o. Need data on what services un-taxiffedl.

Anytime apublic utility offers competitive services, such as the un-tariffed services I am

discussing here, there is a concem about the utility's impact on the competitive market. I plan

to monitor this issue going forward. However, Green Mountain Power has been offering

some ofthese products and services for many yeaxs and others under a specific provisio&

Attachment 8, ofthe Altemative Regulation Plar1 and I do not think it is appropriate to make

any abrupt changes at this timg especially when these products and services provide a net

benefit to other ratepayers and sometimes system-wide benefits that are diFrcult to quantifr.

Q4l . Does the Department have an issue with whether GMP should be offering these un-

tariffed products and services?

A39. Yes. As a regulated monopoly, GMP should file tariffs for each of the products and

services mentioned after the eighteen-month pilot period that allows for innovative

product and service development under the Altemative Regulation Plan. The tariff

process will provide a venue to determine whether it is appropriate for GMP to continue

to offer these services given the current state ofthe industry, and allow regulators to

examine whether each product or service provides a beneht to ratepayers. It will also

provide customers with transparent pricing and terms of service.

Comtnonbd tstl4: Let me know if I @n be of more help going

thrcugh rhe pilot swicoVprcducts with you from the disovery
qustion list. I Num€ the "mey y€8" €mple is traditional
Mter hstos (to which GMP is now attempting to add load @nttol
through the smart wter hqter ptogrm).
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I

2 Conclusion

3

4 Q42.

5 A40.

Does this conclude your testimony?

Yes.
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Ql. Please state your name, occupation, and business address.

Al. My name is Brian E. Winn. i am the Director of Finance & Economics at the Vermont

Department of Public Service (the "Departrnent'). My responsibilities include direction

of Utility Finance and Economics group activities for the Department and the State of

Vermont. My business address is I l2 State Sheet, Montpelier, Vermont 05620.

Q2. Please describe your educational background and experience.

A2. I have a B.A. in Political Science from Purdue University, and a Master's of Science in

Management from The Georgia Institute of Technology. I have worked at the

Department since July, 2016. Prior to joining the Department, I was employed with

Edison International or Southem Califomia Edison, its regulated utility subsidiary, for

over twenty years. Dwing my tenure there I held various positions including: Director of

Financial Planning and Analysis; Director of Business Analytics; Director of Performance

Management and Measurement; Director ofNuclear Financial Management and Director

of SCE Budgets and Planning. Prior to Edison, I was a Utilify Finance Consultant for

Energy ManagementAssociates. My professional resume is included as Exhibit DPS-

BEW-1.

Q3. Have you ever testified before the Vermont Public Service Board?

43. Yes, IhavetestifiedinDocketNos.8698/871 0,8827,8871,8881 andI7-1238-INV

Q4. What is the purpose of your testimony?
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A4 In my testimony I summarize the Departments reconrmendations, introduce the testimony

of our witresses and discuss. . .ETC. ETC.

Q5. What has Green Mountain Power+ ("GMP" or "Company'r) requested in this

proceeding?

A5. GMP has requested an all-in rate increase of 4.98 percent for rates starting January 1,

2018. The filing r.r,ith the Vermont Public Utilitv Comrnission (the "Conmission")

consists of a base rate increase of 5.33 percent which is partially offset by a year-over-

year residual Power SupplyAdjustor decrease of0.35 percent.

Q6. What is the Departrnent's recommendation regarding the appropriate rate increase?

A6. The Department recommends a reduction in Green Mountain Power's proposed revenue

requirement of approximately $x million. The result of this recommendation is a rate

increase/decrease of x percent. This recommendation compares to the 533?ereent

proposed 5.33 percent increase reflected in the Company's cost ofservice. The overall

increase/decrease in firm rates recommended by the Department is x percent.

Does the Department make any other recommendations?

Yes. The Department atter+pte4i$ucd-extensive discovery-Igqugsll related to capital

spending and other areas. However, the information provided by the Companv is not

sufficient to allow the Department to make an informed conclusion ene-r+alor-the o{&er

on the reasonableness of the proposed level of capital spending. Additionally. the
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financial analysis provided for a good portion ofthe projects was incomplete. fherefore,

we are unable to fuIfiIl our role in the rate case process. lwq Ct{g4gly ry9941ll9!-41-.[!g1! the -

eemmissisn-eq4lni$lan require GMP to provide @ission
r+i+lr-adequate information on papital Project Planning Project Management br.ocgsqqs=

and specific capital projectg*peei$e-infornm+ien. The Department needs this information

to ensure that capital projects are only undertaken afber undergoing the appropriate

analysis, that projects are managed well, and benefits to ratepayers are rcalized.

QS. Can you summarize the Department's proposed adjustments to the Company's cost of

service?

A8. GMP frled a cost of service that reflects a $xx million revenue deficiency. The

. 
Department's recommendation is a sufficiency/deficiency of Sxxx million. The table

below summarizes these adjustments:

Summary of DPS Adjustments to GI\{P Cost of Service

Revenue Deficiency per GMP COS $30.000.000

Comm€nbd [BDll: This smtence should bo reworked ot
possibly doleted. Our role is to opine on GMP's filing which we are

doing with our tstimony. It might be better to stato

Comm€llbd [SH2l: should rhse tems?

DPS Adjustments to COS

Payroll, Benefits & Incentives

Outside Services -Legal & Other

Depreciation, Taxes and Retum

Other & Miscellaneous

Revenue

Power Supply Costs

ESAM

Total DPS Proposed Deficiency

0

0

($ r 2,oo0,ooo)

0

0

($6,ooo,ooo)

0

$ 12,000,000

t4
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Q9. How did you address capital spending concems in you COS recommendation?

49. The COS recommendation, reduces the authorized equity retum to 8.75 percent, reduces

power supply costs by $XXX, and authorizes capital spending levels consistent with

reductions from the levels proposed by the Ceompany of $XXX million in 2017 and

$XXX million in 2018. With respect to the capital reductions it is important to note that

the Department has not recommended specific project disallowances. It is our intention

to defer to GMP Management's judgement regarding which capital projects to undertake

within that overall capital spendine limit. GMP has a strons leadership team.is-a€ood

€eempany and the Department is-weare confident that they will make a serious effort to

address these issues.

Background and Overview

Ql0.

A10.

Can you provide some background on Green Mountain Power?

GMR in its current form, grew out of a merger with CVPS in 2012- lthas not been a

publicly traded company since 2007, when it was acquired by Gaz Mdtro Limited

Partnership, through its wholly owned subsidiary, Northem New England Energy

Corporation O{NEEC). GMP accounts for 85olo of electic tevenues in the state of

Vermont, serves approximately XXX customers and in FYI 2016 eamed $XXX on $YYY

fevenues. While GMP's rates are better than average for New England, elechicity rates

in Vermont are consistently among the top ten highest in the nation. GMP has good

reliability and safety statistics and has a reputation for attempting innovative solutions as
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it seeks to adapt to the changing elechicity market and rate pressures caused by net:

metering. GMP sales have declined for the past xx years. MORE GOOD COMPANY,

Leaderuhip, a good corporate citizen We understand the need to be nimble and make

decisions rapidly.

Please provide some background on the regulatory landscape.

I will address the regulatory ltandscape as it pertains to the capital spending portion of

the rate case. In his testimony, Ed McNamara provides a detailed history of the

regulatory landscape relevant to the pPower gSupply portion ofthe case.

Although the Commission reviewed a cost-of'service filing from GMP in tandem with a

proposed alternative regulation planGMP in Dockets 8190/8191. GMP has not ptegggdgil

throughha4a fully litigated traditional costrofrservice rate case since its initial

alternative regulation plan was adopted by the Commission in Dockets 717517156 in

2QQ6.lxl*, Since October l. 20l4Fo++helas#x-years, GMPit has been operating under

thqan altemative ra+e-rcgqlalian plan approved by the Commission in Docket 8191.

Ivhlebtha+ offers. annual accelerated COS filings, a Purchased Power Adjustor, an

Eamings Sharing Mechanism (ESAM), and an Exogenous Events Recovery Mechanism.

The bulk of the altemative regulation plan, and an extension that excludes the ESAM, is

due to expire at the end of 2017. GMP has hled for a temporary altemative regulation

plan that is proposed to take effect in January of 20 I 8. The temporary plan proposal calls

for the major components of the current plan to continue for 2 years. Recently, the
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Commission has embarked on a proceeding designed to elicit comments on the future of

altemative regulation plans in Vermont. Finally, a substantial portion of GMP's O&M

revenue requirement is determined under a formula outlined in a Memorandum of

Understanding ("MOU") adopted by the Commission in Docket 7770. which involved

the merger of GMP and CVPS+ag+eenaent. The Docket 7770 MOU; defines this formula

as "Base O&M costs." but it is senerallv referred to as the "O&M Platform-;+esu{+ing

The revenue requirement for this portion of

GMP's rates will be determined under the agreement throryhp02-J!

Ql2. What is the Departrnents role in a traditional costrot-service rate case?

Al2. The Department. and ultimately. the CommissiolL sorve as the regulatory safety net to

ensure that proposed rates arejust and reasonable. In pla!4ne terms, our role is to make

sure that rate payers are receiving a good value for their money. To do so, we need to be

satisfied that GMP is operating in an efficient manner and that they are operating in a

manner that is consistent with the objectives set out byc the Commission and the General

Assemblyteg,islature. Given that a good portion of GMP's O&M (approximately XX%

percent of the revenue requirement) is determined through the Platform, our

recommendations in this case will focus primarily on capital spending, power supply

costs" and the cost ofcaPital.

M

Q I 3, r\re there lirnitatiens en the Departrnent's rell irra traditienal rate ease?
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Al+ lWith^.'* previding a legal brief en *L^ seepe eur role; there are aetiens that rve are

ryins+#oid.it is irlpqrt?t=tto t919=lhd jJ is !.qtlhq.pgpaftqlqrIll rotqlgll&*teltgl

tryir+gJ. substitute itseur judgment fc[o+er GMP+ with respcql,lq management qlba

colnpanys in a wide range of operational issues. Nor does the Departlnent propose to

modify or change;eha*ge the Commission's long-held regulatory standards for

reviewinq a haditional rate cases, or introduce a newn element of risk into the regulatory

helationshiol, -tlge Aelses discqqpgd.r.!.!lgr

Department is largely supportiveof@GMP's approach to

innovation and the introducti Hhowever. as regulators.

the Deparlrnent has an obligation to wenee4{e assurse that there is a proper sharing of

the risks between investors and ratepayers in this area. The.Department must also verify

that GMP's capital investments are necessary. justified, adequately documented' and

subject to appropriate least-cost analyses. While we do not believe that fonnal least-cost

analysis can. or should. alwavs replace the engineeling judgment or the common sense

experience of utilit-v employees. GMP retains on an ongoing obligation to retain and

produce suflicient documentation for regulators to levievy the necessity of its

investments.

CommenEd [SH3l: Do you need to say this? I find it @nfusing.

CommenEd tBlr4l: I agr@. I think that this sentme should

come out. I also think that you should eliminat€ this question, dd
have the following be included o a sepmte paragraph in response

to the prior question.

Comlnenlrd tS$sI: Is this the right word?

ComrnenEd [Stl6]: The goal of the Altemative Regulation
Plan is to provide least-cost serui@ to customers at just and
reasonable rates and to create inmntives for innovation and
efflciency, while providing an opportunity for the regulated
utility to eam a fair rate of retum.

While we do not believ€ that fomal least-cost analysis can, or
should, always replac the enginegring judgment or the
common s6nse experience of uiility employees, signill@nt
investmenl decisions require least-mst and need analyses
and must be supported by more than 'back of lhe envelope'
judgments by Company employe€s.

may be too strong, but I wanted to provide
assistance/suggestions for your consideration.

This language
soms drafting
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AJs.alf,------panlyor plqasq dgsclibelhg DgpClqlp.qll-s i4ye-slic?tiSq jttg thep-!-op9c9-d CbSqCq

in rates? L

At*A !3-Yes. After the petition was filed, the Department organized a team composed of

intemal resources and experts from Larkin andAssociates, SAGE Management

Consultants, LLC andJ. Kennedy andAssociates. Theteam conducted athorough

review of the petition and supporting documentation, with a focus on capital spending

power supply, cost ofcapital, and regulatory accounting. The Department issued five

rounds of ex+e+si+ediscovery to the petj+io*crse e!qpc4], engaged in a series of meetings

and conference calls with key GMP staffto exchange information, and reviewed relevant

Commission precedent.

QlfuHow is the Department's testimony organized?

AJ6.4_14-The Department is submitting testimony from l0 witnesses. In my testimony I

provide a high level summary of the entire case including: the Department's

recomrnendations; a discussion on GMPs documentation and analysis of capital

spending; and summaries {e-elthe recommendations of the other witnesses. Ed

McNamarahry!-lqaulWhtq-lle pryyidqq q sqrylqry qf !h9 pBqwgr !€gpply pqrtiq4 qf !h9

case, including review of the changing regulatory environment f'aei*g.GMPjaces. Carol

Flint provides perspective on GMP's customer service. The rest of the witnessesJba-Alg

outside conSultar.rts provide more detailed testimony in the areas covered by Mr.

fivtcNamaral Mq, .W=bitq, qrd q]yCg!fl Thp briet lsble qt cpqteqls below shsws the

organization of the testimony:

ComtnenEd ISHgI: should Jom white be added to this?

CommenEd Sme Jom colmst 6 above. Should she
be added to the wihrss?

Comm€nhd [Sfi7]: Th6e next two qu6tions dd the table of
@nlents should move to the begiming ofthe testimony, perhaps

aftq Q5? In my opinion, it appm to laie in the testimony
curently.

ComntenEd [BD8I: We should onsider moving this pmgmph
(and th€ next one) up to the front of your tstimony.
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[insert summary contents table here]

Proposed Capital Spending & Investments

Q+.all__Why is the level of capital spending so important in the GMP rate case?

Al+.Al5l_Utilities are a eapitalintensi+ecapital-illtensive business and the costs associated

with GMP's rate base are approximately 35% of GMP's revenues. Fundamentally, GMP

investors earn money the way that most regulated utilities in the United States* do, via

an authorized retum on the equity portion of rate base. Capital spending an{ in GMP's

case. investment in subsidiari€S; ar€ the primary components of rate basd. In 20 I 6, over

9x percent of GMP's earnings olcame from the authorized return on rate base. While

increased rate base results in higher eamings for investors, it also results in higher rates

for customers. Therein lies the need for the Department to pay particular aftention to the

level ofcapital spending including the rationale for, and appropriate management of,

capital projects.

Q I {l,O I 6. Can you please describe GMP's recent rate base growthtr{a+GMP]++atebese

grewn+{pif,€snflJd?

Al+.A!!-Yes. GMP projects that its rate base will grow fiom $1.165 billion in 2014 to

$1.458billionin2018, a25o/oincreaseover4years. ThetablebelowshowsGMP's

actual rate base from 2014 to2016 and the projected rate base for 2018.

Commenbd [BDlf]: Signifimtly is a loaded adverb,I
roomend revising the qustion to more neufal (l6s
dgumentative) tone.
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1

2 flnsert Thble Here]

-1

4 Qf+.Qll-Is gowth in rate base necessarily a bad thing?

5 Al+.{_lf-No. As long as there is an operational need for the spending, and GMP has selected

6 the lowest cost acceptable altemative, rate-payers are paying a fair price for the service

7 provided.

8

a2+.4_L8-_How much capital spending has GMP proposed in this case?

AJ+.{_l!-The Company has requested recovery for capital additions eFof $ 129. I million for

2017 and$96.6 million for 2018. Additionally, the Ceompany proposes investments in

subsidiaries totaling $xxx rr 2017 and $ny in 2018. The capital spending and

investments will increase lbq base rate revenue requirement by approximately $x million

from the current level in rates.

9

l0

il

t2

t3

l4

l5

16

t7

l8

19

20

2t
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a:+.419-Is the Department concemed with the level of capital investment and capital

proj ects of the Company?

A2tA!9-Yes. Green Mountain Power has experienced unprecedented growth in capital

investment$y{he-ee*+pany, especially during the yga!-following +l+e-year-olits merger

with CVPS. As noted earlier, thefGlvll expect5 the rate base to grow 25o/o from 2014 to

2018. In thei+its last presentation to Standard & Poor's [citeAttachment

GMP.DPS.Q I . 4.3 20161, the Ceompany is-forecastqling total capital spending of $657
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million from 2017 through 202 I . In that stlme presentation, theya+ej! forecastqdi*g retail

revenues to grow between 4%o and 5% annually during that same period. There may be

sound reasons for the investment, but the fact that rate base is projected to gtown25o/o

from2014 to 2018 and seems to be on hackla grow-at-a!-!U.l4ual9 through 2021 is a

concem to the Department as we consider the impacts on present and future ratepayers.

Finally, there does not seem to be a clear operational reason for the level E!-rate base

growth considering that customer growth is very low, load is stagnant, and sales are

declining.

a:+.020-Is the Department satisfied that GMP's proposed level of capital spending is

needed and that capital dollars are being [ppropriately managedp

AJ+.A2O-No. Primarily due to the contentst*Ee ofthe documentation provided by GMP

through discovery the Department cannot be sure that GMP has proposed an appropriate

level of capital spending. The Department has not been able to veriff; through its

Oeeuaen+ar:rreview of documents provid :

1.) +harlUbclhgradequate operational and/or financialjustifications exist for a fiarge part 
I

ofthe proposed capital spending;.

2.) Whether projects are started with the appropriate degree of prior planning and

whether project variances (scope, schedule, and budget) are tracked and corrective

actions are taken when warranted;.

3) Whether GMP has analyzed completed projects to determine whether the anticipated

reliability or efficiency benefits of capital projects are realized.

Commenbd [SIH12I: May wnt to rewqtd as this rculd be
pq@ived a an attack on meagement d@isions rather thm
appropriate (in a gmenl sense) muagomert skatesl.

Com!rolEd [SH13l: Ce w€ refine to a moe sptrific uount:
numb€r of prcjets, dolle figure, pq@nt?
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Additionally the Deparhnent does not view the financial analysis provide on a large

number ofprojects to be adequate.

at+a2l-Can you expand on the quality of documentation provided by GMP in this

proceeding?

AJ+.42_l+Yes. With respect to CMP's general obligations lor creating and retaining

documentation. tThe Commission has held. on more than one occasion.repeetedlfSeld

that "utilities have an obligation to document their decisions that affect ratepayers, so that

those decisions can later be reviewed by regulatory authorities." SceSenu*rp+-su+-at

2$(quo+i*g.Tarifffiling of Citizens Communications Company, Docket No 6596, Order

of 7ll5l02,at22-23 (citingDocketNo.5l32,Orderof5/15/87 at97)). iWhenasked

during discovery and in meetings and conference calls, GMP was able to provide little or

no documentation of its Capital Planning or Project Management processes, individual

capital project implementation plans, project variance reports, quantitative analysis of

benefits, or evidence of projects not chosen beyond what was described in the

Ceompany's testimonj. Thg slmm4ly infor.4q!!g4 QlllprqyjdCd p 4,oI e49qq4!9!q

make an informed conclusion en€-\#ay-or+h€-€tlrcFas to whether capital projects are

adequately planned for, capital pro.iects are executed effrciently" and +hether{he-stated

benefits are realized. A€lditienalti' the eo

j€€{s-

Overall, this impedes the Departmentls ability perform its role in the traditional rate case

process.

Formatted: NoIrnal
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Comm€nEd lsill4l: coNid€r instqd:
In rmponse to dis@very, in-person metings, ud rcnferene ells,
GMP provided narative expluations of its cunent pro@s for
amlyzing spital prcjects, but did not provide the typiel
docmentation required for e full ffnucial malysis. Such an
amlysis would genente documentation ofcapital Plaming or
Projet Managemqt pro6ss, individual @pital plojst
implementatiotr pl&s, prcje{t varim@ reports, qwtitative amlysis
of benefits, md wid6@
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a2+@=____lean you provide more detail on the Department's position that the financial

analysis is inadequate?

M4M2--l{es. The standard method of financial analysis in the utility industry is a Present

Value of Revenue Requirements (PVRR). This as anumerical analysis--dene

e+qA!.duq9d_us.ug_a spreadsheet (or some other financial model)_ that lays out the costs

and benefits of a project over the entire life cycle ofthe project. Costs include upfront

and recurring capital and O&M and the annual carrying costs, which include depreciation

taxes and refum on rate base. Benefits can include a wide varietypliitems ranging fl'om

effrciency savings to avoided cost, but they must be quantifiable. The resulting strearn of

costs and benefits are then discounted to the present valug using the companyns+omer's

cost of capital. In the case where there are several alternativeg, and all other factors being

equal, a utility manager should chose the project that offers the lowest cost PVR& in

other words the lowest cost to the ratepayer.

a2+44-Does this type of financial analysis need to be done for every capital project?

A2+.A23=___No. Examples of where this type of analysis need not be required include projects

that: are designed to address and immediate safety hazard; are in kind replacements of

damaged equipment; address regulatory requirements with no+ viable altematives; and at'e

irnpractical because a project is usualllvery smallarqi@

@.
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Q:6.424-Are there projects for which this type of analysis should almost always be done?

M&M4-!es. Projects whose primary purpose is operational efficiency should always have a

complete PVRR analysis in order to demonstrate that ratepayers will actually see a lower

cost of service verses not doing the project. Projectg that promise beneltts in areas where

performance is already acceptable should have a complete analysis in order to determine

whether those benefits are worth the cost. Finally, most companies will also do sne

tliisquph_a! analysis for large projects over a certain dollar threshold. GMP provided this

type of ana$sis in the Enel Hydro lAcquisitionl.

Ag-a25-Can you summarize the capital investlrents and capital proiects concems and

recommendations of your expert witnesses?

AA+.A25. Electric Dishib . DavidA. Whitman,

CMC Sage Management Consultants, LLC reviewed GMP's capital spending plans in

these areas. The lack of information included in the capital templates does not allow him

to appropriately resolve concems raised by the information that has been provide{.

These concems include: potential overuse ofblanket work orders; inadequatejustification

for projects; that GMP theedoes not appear to use a system to prioritize or rank the

projects; unclear rationale for the current level ofpole replacement; and 59 capital

projects in the Distribution Substations, Transmission Lines, and Transmission

SubstationscategoriescitingReliabilityasajustification@

reliability benefits. The table below

summarizes the potential scope of the concerns:

CommenEd Are If not, perhaps

you ould this tlpe for only one
Bnel
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Nlote the Consultants will not recommend disallowances ard the table will be modified

accordingl],1

Communications. Facilities. Information Technology. and Transportation. Robert L.

Rosenkoetter, senior consultant in sAGE Management consultants, LLC reviewed the

proposedprojectsintheseareas. Hefoundmostofthelevelofdetailintheproject

templates minimal. Operational efiiciency was the rationale provided for almost 600/o of

the dollar amount oftheso projects. He states that "operational effrciency justification

requires that economic calculations or costibenefit analysis be utilized tojustiff capital

expenditures." He reviewed all these projects and found that for 4l ofthe projects the

justification for expenditures were was lituilg(Linsuffrcienl or non-existent. 4he

GMP

Commenbd tSlHl5l: Delete whq appropriatre.

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0

ll

12

l3

t3.4 r3.5 26.9

apprcval for 50olo of tbe firnding for T&D Blauket w*
inchrded in GMP's rate filing until GMP plovides ruore

plrus for the utilizatiotr of the caPital funds reque*ed in the

wort order category, Ttis uould reduce GMP's rate filirg
14 in 201? md $13,531,711 in 2018.$13

Withhold approval for allcapital firnding inchrded in fte GMP's rate

filing for the replacenrent of trangrission aud distributioD poles until
the Coorpany prcvides, ard the PUC approves, a ryeeific pole

replacernent program and plan for 2017 and 2018' TItis pole

replacenelt wo* is inchtded h the Blatrket wot* order cateSoly

aud specific projects but pole replacements is trot identified as a

sepamte progpant and the total speoding for pole replacemetrts is nol

zt.6

Defer approval of $21.6 urillion for the 59 capital pmjects in the

Distribution Substations. Trausmisiqn Lines, and Transnissiol

Substations categories citing Reliability as the Priuary Reason for
Corupletior pending srbrnission to ad approval by the PUC of a
qua$titative prioritization and jusificatiotr of these prcjects.

r3-4 13.5 48.5Tdarl.

t,iil (cll'Jtirjllrjrx,:i(ill,Iir Lii.,:ilt('iit,)r\.i \|,liiiirtil I

?dr)iii;J
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has not provided *,itFthe information needed to resolve these concerns. The table below

summarizes the potential scope of the concerns:

[rlote the Consultants will not recommend disallowances and the table will be modified

accordinsld

Enterprise Wide Capital Planning Processes and Proposed SDending. David P. Vondle,

Partner, SAGE Management Consultants, LLC reviewed GMP's historical capital

spending, capital planning processes: and the strategic rationale for GMP's proposed

level of capital spending. PENDING REWRITE

hrlote the Consultants will not recommend disallowances and the table will be modified

accordinglJr,

*This mommendation pafrflds the WhitBd ed Rosenkoerer reommddatbns for rcdu@d capital spending which lotal $62.6 millbn. It reaches

apprcximably lh€ sMo conclusion wiih a bp-doM methodobry veFus lhe botom"up prcj4t by prcj@t melhodolory used by Whihm md Rosnkcfrer.

a2+.a&-Can you provide more detail on the capital project templates that GMP provided

and whether they have ever been sufficient to justiff capital spending?

A2&.A26-Yes. In order to address ongoing weaknesses in the documentation provided during

pdAlth€-annusl+bp.egAltemativeRegula proceedinggtheCompanyandthe

Department adopted a detailed understanding ofthe type ofdocumentation and templates

th-atr#hat should be prepared and retained by GMPineluded to satisft the

5

6

7

8

9

l0

tl

ComrnenEd [Stl17]: Delete whfl

Commenbd [SH18li Delele whq
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54.8 5.2 60.0*Limit enterprise-wide capital spending to the 2009-201 1 average

level
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Commission'seemply +iththe-known and measurable requirements. [his understanding

was reduced to writing and is referred to as "Attachment 7" of lhgasd Memorandum of

Understanding€'Ut{€h€€k-I+as€+ that was adopted by the Commission in Docket 7770

(the..Docket 7770 MOU"). Attachment 7 isa*lis attached as Exhibit-_DPs-t*l-4

' F 't'ic

testimony, Helmuth W. Schultz, of Larkin & Associates outlines X$e*++&

Meas*rableknorvn and measurable weaknesses with the templates provided by GMP in

this case. He also discusses the adequacy of the financial analysis in the templates and

demonstrates that it has been an ongoing issue. Finally" some of the templates provided

seem to have been completed by a third party on behalf of GMP.

Insert Table from Bill outlining Projects Number and $ of Projects and concerns

a2+a2l-Does the recent experience with GI\,P's capital proposals for the 2015 and2016

Altemative Regulation Plan proceedings provide any insight into GMP's capital planning

- process?

*?*107--Yes. Recent experience would suggest that GMP does not use the templates to

guide it:s capital planning decisions or implementation. Under the Ai#%Algltf attyE

Regulation Plan process, GMP would submit a proposed capital plan in May or June for

rates that go into effect on October I of the same year. After the end of the fiscal year,

the1-Glvll would submit information on what projects were actually completed. In 2015,

137 projects totaling $25.214 million were reflected as additions to plant in the F*Eireal

CommenEd [SH19I: DAN - cm you plse fill this in with
appropriate referen@? Thete netds to b€ consistency: Attachment

or
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Year ended September 30, 2015 that were not included in the base rate filing submitted

only a few months prior to that Fiscal Year. In addition, actual plant exceeded projected

plant by $24.186 million.

INSERT CIIART 201 Capital Planning

ESAM Report For ?106!Q!.!

Note: Bill to provide similar analysis for2O\6ESAM indicating a large number of

projects completed that were not in the plan and that capital spending exceeded the

plan submitted.

a3+.428-Does GMP'S capaclty to fund capital projects also provide a cause for concern?

+a+.428-_Yes. For a utility to consistently overspend its amount of capital included in rates

ils must either. lurd cost efficiencies to fund the addition capital carrying charges, or

accept a lower than authorized rate of retum. This scarcity of capital dollars provides an

incentive to spend capital dollars efficiently. As noted earlier in the testimony, the

amount of GMP's O&M costs included in rates is determined by the O&MM€rSer

Platform that was developed in response to the CVPS merger. GMP has been performing

well under this arrangement and has generated earnings above its authorized retum as a

result. Therefore GMP is in a position to exceed the level of proposed capital spending

used to set rates without under eaming its authorized retum. The chart below shows

GMP's performance under the Merger Platform:
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Actual 4-Year Shared Savings

A

Fiscal Projected Total
Year[l] Savings

2073 s6.50

2074 s13.70

2015 s17.30

2016 s26.60

2016 532.67

B

Actual
Total
Savings[2]

512.70

s22.27

|zt.az
Srr'sr

c

RP

Projected
Share

S2.so

Ss'oo

S8.oo

513.30

S16.34

D

RP Actual

Share

s2.s0

Ss,oo

S8.oo

S1s.6s

s-

sH Projected SH Actual
Share Share[3]

s4.00 s1o.2o

s8.70 st7.27

ss.so s19.82

$13.30 $1s.6s

516.34 S-

Total
s54.10 ss4.09 s28.80 s31.1s s3s.30 5'z.g+

[1] The fiscal year runs from 70/tto 9/3o.

[2] .From Company ESAM filed November 29, 2016.

[3] Actual Total Savings minus Ratepayer Actual Share of those savings (Column B - D).

1

2 Q3-+-Q29-Does the current situation present a risk to ratepayers?

3 A3+.A29-Yes. The combination of GMP's financial ability to overspend it:s capital plans, the

4 inadequate financial analysis, and the absence ofadequate documentation for regulators

5 to review and assess means that the Department and the CommiSsion cannot determine:

6 l) Whether there is an operational need for the proposed level of capital spending;

7 2) The adequacy of the Ceompany's management of capital projects; lry!'

8 3) Whether lower cost alternatives are being appropriately considered.

(1-4)

9

10

11

t2

l3

e*010_What is the Department's proposal regarding the amount of capital spending to

include in the Cost of Service Calculation?

A3+.A30-The Department is proposing that the COS be set with reductions to the proposed

level of capital spending of $XXX million in 2017 and $XXX million in 2018.
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Importantly, the Department has not recommended specific project disallowances'

Rather GMP should exercise its business judgcment regarding which capital projects to

actually undertake within that capital spending limit. GMP has the financial fl

needs to ex=c=e$d that lim We hope to lincentlviz{the gqqmpany 1q

compile and maintain Ihe type of information and records the Department needs to

perform its supervisory duties.

ti*ai+jfi+=r+e+be*e Finally, if GMP is able provide us with adequate justification, the

Department is open to recommending that capital spending in excess of the 2017 and

2018 limits established +o-be included in rates in the future. GMP is a good Ceompany

and the Department is confident that it will make a serious effort to address these issues.

A3+.431-Are you requesting that the Commission require GMP te-improve the information

it provides in rate cases?

,433.A31-We recommend the eeommission require GMP to create and maintain

documentation related to their Capital Project Planning and Project Management

processes that will allow the Department to veri$:

l) That there is a well-documented need for proposed capital spending;'

2) That altematives to the proposed projects are appropriately developed and

considered;'

3) Thatthe appropriate financial analysis ofthe costs and benefits is conducted;'

4) That projects are started with the appropriate planning;'

Cqrrflenbd ISHZI| En@urage?
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5) That project variances (scope, schedule, and budget) are hacked and corrective

actions are taken;.

6) That completed projects are evaluated (quantitatively and qualitatively) to determine

whether they are delivering the projected benefits: and.'

7) Thal contemporaneous records are kept to document the preceding items.

It is not the Department's intent that GMP be required to generate burdensome amounts

of paper or to build inefficient processes to comply with these requirements. But the

Department needs this information in order to fulfill its role in a traditional rate case. The

Department is open to the many forms this information can be provided in using modem

information systems.

Capital Structure and Cost of Capital

434{32--$umrnarize GMP's filed capital structure.

A34-.432-GMP proposes a capital structure consisting of 50 percent equity, 41.5 percent long-

term debt" and 8.5 percent short-term debt. The weighted average cost ofcapital

C'WACC") was estimated at 6.43 percent.

A:S{3j-ln what ways does this proposed capital structure differ from previous Green

Mountain Power rate cases?

A3+.A31-Green Mountain Power petitioned for an imputed equity ratio of 50 percent.
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a36.Al4-What does the Department recommend for GMP's Cost of Capital'.

A3+.A34-The Department proposes a capital structure consisting of 50 percent equity, 41.5

percent long-term debt and 8.5 percent short-term debt. The weighted average cost of

capital C'WACC') was estimated at 6.43 percent In his testimony, Richard A. Baudino

of J. Kennedy and Associates, recommends a retum on equity of 8.7 5o/o.

a:,t-.o35. Is an@8.75%costof equity is-net compensatory for

the risks that thefGNl|dface{'

A.+A3l-Baning a serious mistake by management or some sort event not covered by the

exogenous event mechanism, there is very little chance that GMP will fail to eam their

authorized retum. Review effects of the Merger Platlorry and terrrporury Al reg

proposal for exogenous evenls and Pover Adiustor.

Power Supply

Ed Overview of Policies related to Power supply

Department witress Joan white provides an overview of GMP',s power supply. she also

proposes downward adjustments to net power supply costs totaling $4,529,124. Based on

her analysis, the Company overestimated power supply costs associated with the

Standard Offer and Net-metering prognms. She also recommends eliminating the "ANI

Adjustmenf'line item, which grosses up revenue to cover costs GMP does not capture in

its power supply model. This item does not meet the known and measurable standard
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because it is not tied to a specihc, known cost GMP thalis likely to incur in the rate year

She also makes a small correction to calculations of REC revenue

SAGE/Evans

Regulatory Accounting and Cost of Service

Bill Shulz testimony on regulatory accounting

Testimony on the templates known and measurable and the firancial analysis

2016 ESAM conclusions

Customer Service

Summarize Carol Flint testimony

Innovative Services

a3+.Ajf-Does GMP offer any products or services to the public that are not provided for in

its tarifl

,43&,436. Yes. I refer to them as un-tariffed services here'

Q39{31--What un:tariffed services does GMP offer?

Rental of water heaters

a++.a3!--ftow does GMP account for these services?

M+A37. GMP accounts for the costs and revenues for these services
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I

2 Q4+.Q19-How long has GMP been offering these services?

3 A4+.43E-GMP has offered such services for many years.

4

A4+.440-Is there concem about whether these services are cunently being subsidized by

non-participating customers?

A4+.439-rVesA.{o. Need data on what services un:tafriffedL

Anytime a public utility offers competitive services, such as the unltariffed services I am

discussing herq there is a concem about the utility's impact on the competitive market. I plan

to monitor this issue going forward. However, Green Mountain Power-has been otriring

some of these products zurd services for many years and othel's under a s

Attachment 8. of the Alternative Regulation Plan, and I do not think it is appropriate to make

any abrupt changes at this timg especially when these products and services provide a net

benefit to other ratepayers and so .
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ConrmenEal [SH21l: Let me know ifl @ be ofmore holp going

thrcugh the pilot sericevproducts with you from the disovery
qustion list. I ssume the "my y@re" emple is traditional
wter h@ters (to whioh GMP is now attempting to add load @ntrol
through the smart mter hster progrm).

a4+.Q4]-_Does the Department have an issue with whether GMP should be offering these

un:tariffed products and services?

,\41L49-Yes. As a regulated monopoly, GMP should file tariffs for each of the products and

services mentioned after the eighteen

product and selvice developrnent under the Altelnative Regulation Plan. This-The tariff

process will provide a venue to determine whether it is appropriate for GMP to continue
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I to offer these servic€s given the current state offhe industry, and allow regulators to

2 examine whether each ppdgg!-Alservice provides a benefits to ralepayers. It will also

3 provide customers with transparent pricing and terms of service'

4

5 Conclusion

6

7 Q44&-Doesthisconoludeyourtestimony?

8 A4&44L-Yes.



Fargo, Audrey

From:
Sent:
To:

Tierney, June

Monday, October 01, 2018 5:46 PM

Burke, Dan; Winn, Brian; Porter, James

RE: GMP Discovery Response to Q26Subject:

Thanks, Dan. And thanks everyone for the constructive meeting we had this morning to work out our path forward on

this. I much appreciate everyone's time and attention to this important issue.

From: Burke, Dan

Sent: Monday, October 01, 2018 4:52 PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Porter, James <James.Porter@vermont.gov>

Cc: Tierney, Ju ne <J une.Tierney@vermont.gov>
Subject: RE: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

J une,

After our meeting this morning, Jim and I spoke with Geoff Hand. Geoff explained that GMP provided fiscal year data

instead of the test year data in response to the discovery request because the fiscal year data is the oldest 1"2 month
period of data for the specific data request that GMP is able to produce without a expending a significant amount of
time and effort.

For context and clarity, we asked for the twelve month period for a test year that ended March 3I,2AI3. GMP produced

data for the fiscal year that ended September 30, 2013. Thus, there is a six month gap in the data we asked for and what

GMP produced.

According to Geoff, the problem with generating the data for the test year is that GMP and CVPS apparently tracked

some of the underlying costs differently prior to the merger. The fiscal year incorporated the merged company's costs,

but the test year data did not do so in a manner that would yield a ready response to our discovery request. Basically,

someone from GMP's finance team would need to parse through CVPS's old records to find and pull the relevant data

and create a new spreadsheet. Apparently this process would take considerable time and effort, and would require GMP

to produce a document not currently in its possession {which militates against any the likelihood of success in a

discovery dispute). GMP's finance team is also in the midst of year-end closings (the company's fiscal year ended

yesterday)and has limited bandwidth right now.

I spoke with Brian, and while he still has concerns about the company's data production, he agreed to try to update his

rate driver analysis using the data that was provided. Brian's update will necessitate the use of some estimation, which

Geoff Hand understood would need to happen based on the data that the company provided. Again, the underlying

argument is not directly related to any rate adjustment recommendations, but using the imprecise data willstillallow
Brian's testimony to drive home the larger point about rate base growth pushing rates.

Feel free to let me know if you have additional questions.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Winn, Brian
Sent: Saturday, September29,2O\8 2:50 PM

To: Po rte r, Ja mes <Ja mes. Po rte r@ve rmont.gov>
1



Cc: Burke, Da n <Dan, Bu rke@vermont.gov>; Tierney, Ju ne <J une.Tiernev@vermont.gov>

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Jim,

I did not mean to imply that we vyould not follow required procedure. lt seems like the next logical step is that call with

GMP on Monday. We should notify them that the call is our good faith effort under rule 26.

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Porter, James <iames. porter@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September29,2018 2:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Tierney, June

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Hi Brian,

Under Rule 26 we are required to have a conference with the opposing party to make a good faith effort to resolve our

discovery dispute before filing a motion to compel. As such I think it's premature to notify the PUC that your testimony

will be delayed.

I thought Dan's suggestion about preparing all of your testimony but that one piece makes sense since we can't really do

anything else until Monday. I also think we should set up a call with GMP for Monday and the three of us should meet

early Monday and discuss.

Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2078, at 2:03 PM, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

Dan,

I understand your approach but it is very unlikely to result in GMP's cooperation. They choose not to
provide what I asked for. This wasn't a last minute surprise. lf they were really interested in cooperating

with us they would have told us a week ago why they could not comply and worked with us to find a

solution. This fits the recent pattern of non-compliance. They did not do the required analysis on the

micro grids and now the Molly Falls projects. They are not maintaining records of their decision making

etc.

The only way to make them comply is to extract a price for non-compliance. They do not respect us at

all. We need to get their attention and signalto the PUC that GMP's behavior is unacceptable. That is

why I like alternative 2.

Bria n

Get Outlook for iOS
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From: Burke, Dan <dan.burke(overmont.gov>
Sent: Saturday, September 29,2OI81:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian; Tierney, June

Cc: Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

My apologies, ljust saw this email chain. The rate driver argument is not directly germane to our actual

rate recommendations, but I agree that a response to GMP's rebuttal testimony is warranted. We
probably will not be able to follow up with GMP until Monday, but a deadline extension is likely not

feasible since we are so close to the hearing dates (and the schedules for the other GMP cases are

designed to work with the rate case schedule). My recommendation is to continue working on the other
portions of your testimony that relate to our disallowance recommendations and leave a placeholder for
the rate drivers analysis untilwe speak with GMP.

I know that we plan to get a draft to June ASAP, but it seems like we can get her a draft that covers

other issues early next week and then provide a revised version that includes added information for the

rate driver analysis closer to the deadline after we have found out what information we can actually get

from GMP.

lf GMP refuses, then I think we make the best use of the information that we do have, but flag to the

Commission that the analysis may be flawed only because GMP failed to produce data during discovery

and there is insufficient time to reasonably pursue a motion to compel.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Saturday, September 29,20t812:32:57 PM

To: Tierney, June

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Ok. But in that case they should give me the information I requested. They needed the information I

requested to create the test year ending 3/3t/L3 test year in the first place.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, J une <iune.tiernev@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September29,2OI8 12:18 PM

To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

I think the answer is "yes," assuming you received additional information

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,20!8, al !2:76, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote

To be clear I cannot use a different start year without additional information from GMP

(likely over and above what I requested in Q26). So the answer is "no."

3
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From: Tierney, June <june.tierney@ver >

Sent: Saturday, September 29,20t8 11:30 AM
To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Thanks, Brian. I understand the simplest route is for the company to simply provide the
information you have asked for. My question was whether it is possible to get where
you are trying to go by a different way, and I understand your answer to be "yes." No

worries.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2018, at L1.:23, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote

June,

To do the analysis from a different start year I would need the
information requested in parts a through d plus a full COS model for
that year. The simplest route would be to get the information I

requested.

Bria n

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, J une <iune.tiernev@vermont.gov>
Sent: Saturday, Septemb er 29, 20t8 11:03 AM
To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it seems to me this is a pretty
straightforward discovery dispute, and it seems to me we should follow
up to get the information Brian has requested. lf I correctly understand
the scope and reasons for Brian's discovery inquiry, I would think a
motion to compel wouldn't be necessary for this matter to be resolved
properly.

Brian, is it possible for you to make your point about the pace of capital
expenditures as the chief driver of rate pressure by using a shorter
timeframe, i.e., by not using the FY 2013 data that the GMP seems to be

qualifying in the answer you reproduced in your email below?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,20t8, at 09:29, Winn, Brian <Brian.Wiln-@!'-ermont.gov>

wrote:
4



Dan,

I hate to intrude on your weekend, but since time is

limited, I wanted to get this in front of you as soon as

possible. I am also copying June and Jim since they will
need to weigh in on how we choose to dealwith this.

The issue is that GMP has failed to respond to a

discovery request for information that I need to
respond to Otley's heavy criticism of my analysis of
what is causing rate pressure at GMP. My request was

completely reasonable and would allow me to perform

my analysis in a manner suggested by Eddie Ryan in his

rebuttal. lt will clearly show that growth in GMP rate
base (even excluding transmission) is the largest single

driver of rate increases. Specifically, I requested

information for the 20L3 test year ending 3/3t/13 (from
GMP's 201.4 Base Rate Filing Attachment B, Schedule 1:

Cost of Service). The information they provided in their
Excel file is noted as follows:

"Given the merger closing date, this analysis includes

actual FY 2013 combined company information rather
than the Test Year ended March 3'J,,2013 shown in the
2014 base rate filing, Actual 20L3 information is pulled

from Bl queries and/or the FY 2013 information
prepared and shown as the test year in our FY 2015

traditional rate filing."

This is complete hogwash. This information exists -
they needed it to create the COS for the time period I

requested. Furthermore I do not have a complete set of
information to produce the analysis for the 2013 actual
period. ln order to complete this analysis I will have to
try to extrapolate using the information I have. This is

unacceptable. lt is a lot of work, will be hard to explain

and will expose my analysis to nit picking.

The way I see we have two alternatives:

1) I do the work with the information I have. lf
you want me to do this my testimony will
clearly indicate that GMP failed to comply with
a legitimate discovery request.

2l Contact GMP and the PUC and tellthem my

Surrebuttal will be delayed by the time that it
takes GMP to comply with my legitimate
discovery request. I know that this alternative is

more complex, from a procedural standpoint,
than I have indicated.

What do you suggest is our course of action?

5



Brian

P.5, They also failed to respond in at least two other
areas but they are not as significant as question 26.

DP$.q10.b. GMP failed to provide the requested
details, supporting calcs or invoices.

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP failed to provide the actual

number requested.

<GMP Discovery Resp Q26.docx>
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Fargo, Audrey

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Winn, Brian

Sunday, September 30, 2018 10:32 AM

Tierney, June

RE: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

See you then.

From: Tierney, June

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2OtB 4:31 PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Cc: Porter, James <James.Porter@vermont.gov>; Burke, Da n <Da n. Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

I will be in my office at 8:00 am sharp on Monday and would like the rest of you to join me where we will discuss next

steps. Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2018, al 14:49, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote

Jim,

I did not mean to imply that we would not follow required procedure. lt seems like the next logical step

is that call with GMP on Monday. We should notify them that the call is our good faith effoit under rule

26.

Bria n.

Get 0utloo for iOS

From: Po rter, Ja mes <ia mes. po rter@ve rmo.nt.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2OI8 2:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Tierney, June

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Hi Brian,

Under Rule 26 we are required to have a conference with the opposing party to make a good faith effort

to resolve our discovery dispute before filing a motion to compel. As such I think it's premature to

notify the PUC that your testimony will be delayed.

I thought Dan's suggestion about preparing all of your testimony but that one piece makes sense since

we can't really do anything else until Monday. I also think we should set up a callwith GMP for Monday

and the three of us should meet early Monday and discuss.

Thanks.



Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2078, at 2:03 PM, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote

Dan,

I understand your approach but it is very unlikely to result in GMP's cooperation. They

choose not to provide what I asked for. This wasn't a last minute surprise. lf they were

really interested in cooperating with us they would have told us a week ago why they

could not comply and worked with us to find a solution. This fits the recent pattern of

non-compliance. They did not do the required analysis on the micro grids and now the

Molly Falls projects. They are not maintaining records of their decision making etc.

The only way to make them comply is to extract a price for non-compliance. They do

not respect us at all. We need to get their attention and signal to the PUC that GMP's

behavior is unacceptable. That is why I like alternative 2.

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Burke, Dan <dan.burke@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29,20t81:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian; TierneY, June

Cc: Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

My apologies, ljust saw this email chain. The rate driver argument is not directly

germane to our actual rate recommendations, but I agree that a response to GMP's

rebuttal testimony is warranted. We probably will not be able to follow up with GMP

until Monday, but a deadline extension is likely not feasible since we are so close to the

hearing dates (and the schedules for the other GMP cases are designed to work with the

rate case schedule). My recommendation is to continue working on the other portions

of your testimony that relate to our disallowance recommendations and leave a

placeholder for the rate drivers analysis until we speak with GMP.

I know that we plan to get a draft to June ASAP, but it seems like we can get her a draft

that covers other issues early next week and then provide a revised version that

includes added information for the rate driver analysis closer to the deadline after we

have found out what information we can actually get from GMP.

lf GMp refuses, then I think we make the best use of the information that we do have,

but flag to the Commission that the analysis may be flawed only because GMP failed to

produce data during discovery and there is insufficient time to reasonably pursue a

motion to compel.

Get Outlook for tOJ

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2OI8 L2:32:57 PM

To: Tierney, June

2



Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Ok, But in that case they should give me the information I requested. They needed the
information I requested to create the test year ending 3l3I/L3 test year in the first
place.

Get Outlook for i05

From: Tierney, J une <iune.tiernev@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2Ot8 12:18 PM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

I think the answer is "yes," assuming you received additional information.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2O!8, alL2:L6, Winn, Brian <Briqn'Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

To be clear I cannot use a different start year without additional

information from GMP (likely over and above what I requested in Q26)

So the answer is "no."

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29,20L811:30 AM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Thanks, Brian. I understand the simplest route is for the company to

simply provide the information you have asked for' My question was

whether it is possible to get where you are trying to go by a different
way, and I understand your answer to be "yes'" No worries.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2018, atLI:23, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont'gov>

wrote:

June,

To do the analysis from a different start year I would

need the information iequested in parts a through d

plus a full COS model for that year. The simplest route

would be to get the information I requested.

3
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From: Tierney, June <june,tiernev@ver >

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2018 11:03 AM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it seems to me this is a

pretty straightforward discovery dispute, and it seems

to me we should follow up to get the information Brian

has requested. lf I correctly understand the scope and

reasons for Brian's discovery inquiry, I would think a

motion to compel wouldn't be necessary for this matter
to be resolved properly

Brian, is it possible for you to make your point about the
pace of capital expenditures as the chief driver of rate
pressure by using a shorter timeframe, i.e., by not using

the FY 2013 data that the GMP seems to be qualifying in

the answer you reproduced in your email below?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2018, at 09:29, Winn, Brian

<Bria n.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

Dan,

I hate to intrude on your weekend, but
since time is limited, I wanted to get

this in front of you as soon as

possible. lam also copyingJune and

Jim since they will need to weigh in on

how we choose to dealwith this.

The issue is that GMP has failed to
respond to a discovery request for
information that I need to respond to
Otley's heavy criticism of my analysis of
what is causing rate Pressure at

GMP. My request was comPletelY

reasonable and would allow me to
perform my analysis in a manner
suggested by Eddie Ryan in his

rebuttal. lt will clearly show that
growth in GMP rate base (even

excluding transmission) is the largest

single driver of rate
4



increases. Specifically, I requested

information for the 2013 test Year
ending 3;,BL/I3 (from GMP's 2014 Base

Rate Filing Attachment B, Schedule 1:

Cost of Service). The information they
provided in their Excel file is noted as

follows:

"Given the merger closing date, this

analysis includes actual FY 20L3

combined company information rather

than the Test Year ended March 31,

2013 shown in the 2014 base rate

filing, Actual 2013 information is pulled

from Bl queries and/or the FY 2013

information prepared and shown as the
test year in our FY 2015 traditional rate

filing."

This is complete hogwash. This

information exists - they needed it to
create the COS for the time Period I

requested. Furthermore I do not have a

complete set of information to produce

the analysis for the 20L3 actual
period. ln order to comPlete this

analysis I will have to try to extrapolate

using the information I have. This is

unacceptable. lt is a lot of work, will be

hard to explain and will expose mY

analysis to nit picking.

The way I see we have two alternatives

1) I do the work with the.
information I have. lf You want
me to do this my testimonY will
clearly indicate that GMP failed

to comply with a legitimate
discovery request.

2l Contact GMP and the PUC and

tell them my Surrebuttal will be

delayed by the time that it
takes GMP to comPlY with mY

legitimate discovery request. I

know that this alternative is

more complex, from a

procedural standpoint, than I

have indicated.

What do you suggest is our course of
action?

5



Brian

P.S, They also failed to respond in at
least two other areas but they are not
as significant as question 26.

DPS3.Q10.b. GMP failed to provide the
requested details, supporting calcs or
invoices.

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP failed to provide

the actual number requested.

<GMP Discovery Resp Q26.docx>
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Fargo, Audrev

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tierney, June

Saturday, September 29,20L8 5:54 PM

Burke, Dan

Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

And thanks for your astute handling of a difficult situation. This calls for carefuljudgment, and this is where counsel-to-

counsel relations are key.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,20L8, alIT:20, Burke, Dan <Dan'Burke@vermont.gov> wrote:

June,

Should I send Geoff Hand an email yet, or would you prefer that I hold off until after our meeting on

Monday?

-Dan

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2018 4:30:41 PM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Porter, James; Burke, Dan

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

I will be in my office at 8:00 am sharp on Monday and would like the rest of you to join me where we

will discuss next steps. Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,20!8, at L4:49,Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote

Jim,

I did not mean to imply that we would not follow required procedure. lt seems like the

next logical step is that call with GMP on Monday. We should notify them that the call is

, our good faith effort under rule 26.

Brian

Get Outloo for iOS

From: Porter, James <iames.porter@vermont'gov>

Sent: Saturday, September29,2Ot8 2:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian

1



Cc: Burke, Dan; Tierney, June

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Hi Brian,

Under Rule 26 we are required to have a conference with the opposing party to make a

good faith effort to resolve our discovery dispute before filing a motion to compel. As

such I think it's premature to notify the PUC that your testimony will be delayed.

I thought Dan's suggestion about preparing all of your testimony but that one piece

makes sense since we can't really do anything else until Monday. I also think we should

set up a call with GMP for Monday and the three of us should meet early Monday and

discuss.

Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,20L8, at 2:03 PM, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermgnt.gov> wrote:

Dan,

I understand your approach but it is very unlikely to result in GMP's

cooperation. They choose not to provide what I asked for. This wasn't a

last minute surprise. lf they were really interested in cooperating with
us they would have told us a week ago why they could not comply and

worked with us to find a solution. This fits the recent pattern of non-

compliance. They did not do the required analysis on the micro grids

and now the Molly Falls projects. They are not maintaining records of
their decision making etc.

The only way to make them comply is to extract a price for non-

compliance. They do not respect us at all. We need to get their
attention and signal to the PUC that GMP's behavior is unacceptable.

That is why I like alternative 2.

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Burke, Da n <dqI:bufke@vernnont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29,20181:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian; Tierney, June

Cc: Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

My apologies, ljust saw this email chain. The rate driver argument is not

directly germane to our actual rate recommendations, but I agree that a

response to GMP's rebuttaltestimony is warranted. We probably will
not be able to follow up with GMP until Monday, but a deadline
extension is likely not feasible since we are so close to the hearing dates
(and the schedules for the other GMP cases are designed to work with

2



the rate case schedule). My recommendation is to continue working on

the other portions of your testimony that relate to our disallowance

recommendations and leave a placeholder for the rate drivers analysis

until we speak with GMP.

I know that we plan to get a draft to June ASAP, but it seems like we can

get her a draft that covers other issues early next week and then
provide a revised version that includes added information for the rate

driver analysis closer to the deadline after we have found out what
information we can actually get from GMP.

lf GMP refuses, then I think we make the best use of the information
that we do have, but flag to the Commission that the analysis may be

flawed only because GMP failed to produce data during discovery and

there is insufficient time to reasonably pursue a motion to compel'

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Saturday, Septemb er 29,20t8 12:32:57 PM

To: Tierney, June

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Ok. But in that case they should give me the information I requested.

They needed the information I requested to create the test year ending

3/3t/I3 test year in the first place.

Get Outloo.k for iOS

From: Tie rney, J u ne <i-u ne.tief nev@vgrmont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 20t8 12:18 PM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

I think the answer is "yes," assuming you received additional

information.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OI8, at t2:16, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

wrote:

To be clear I cannot use a different start year without
additional information from GMP (likely over and above

what I requested in Q26). So the answer is "no."

Get Outloo for iOS
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From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, Septemb er 29, 2Ot8 11:30 AM
To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Thanks, Brian. I understand the simplest route is for the
company to simply provide the information you have

asked for. My question was whether it is possible to get

where you are trying to go by a different way, and I

understand your answer to be "yesl' No worries.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OI8, at Ll:23, Winn, Brian
<Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

June,

To do the analysis from a different start
year I would need the information
requested in parts a through d plus a

full COS model for that year. The

simplest route would be to get the
information I requested.

Brian

Get Outlook fot: iQS

From: Tierney, June
<iune.tiernev@vermont.gov>
Sent: Saturday, Septemb er 29, 2OL8

1L:03 AM
To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response

to Q26

Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it
seems to me this is a pretty
straightforward discovery dispute, a nd

it seems to me we should follow uP to
get the information Brian has

requested. lf I correctly understand the
scope and reasons for Brian's discovery

inquiry, I would think a motion to
compel wouldn't be necessary for this
matter to be resolved proPerly.

Brian, is it possible for you to make your
point about the pace of capital

4



expenditures as the chief driver of rate
pressure by using a shorter timeframe,
i.e., by not using the FY 2013 data that
the GMP seems to be qualifying in the
answer you reproduced in your email
below?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,20t8, at 09:29, Winn, Brian
<Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

Dan,

I hate to intrude on
your weekend, but
since time is limited, I

wanted to get this in

front ofyou as soon as

possible. I am also
copying June and Jim

since they will need to
weigh in on how we
choose to dealwith
this.

The issue is that GMP

has failed to respond to
a discovery request for
information that I need

to respond to Otley's
heavy criticism of my

analysis of what is
causing rate pressure at
GMP. My request was

completely reasonable

and would allow me to
perform my analysis in

a manner suggested by

Eddie Ryan in his

rebuttal. lt will clearly
show that growth in
GMP rate base (even

excluding tra nsmission)
is the largest single
driver of rate
increases. Specifically, I

requested information
for the 2013 test year

ending 3/3L/73 (from
GMP's 201"4 Base Rate

5



Filing Attachment B,

Schedule 1: Cost of
Service). The

information they
provided in their Excel

file is noted as follows

"Given the merger
closing date, this
analysis includes actual
FY 2013 combined
company information
rather than the Test

Year ended March 31,

2013 shown in the 20L4

base rate filing, Actual
2013 information is

pulled from Bl queries

and/or the FY 2013

information prepared
and shown as the test
year in our FY 2015

traditional rate filing."

This is complete
hogwash. This

information exists -
they needed it to create
the COS for the time
period I

requested. Furthermor
e I do not have a
complete set of
information to produce
the analysis for the
2013 actual period. ln
order to complete this
analysis lwill have to
try to extrapolate using

the information I

have. This is
unacceptable. lt is a lot
of work, will be hard to
explain and willexpose
my analysis to nit
picking.

The way I see we have
two alternatives:

I do the work
with the

1)

6



information I

have. lf you

want me to do
this my
testimony will
clearly indicate
that GMP failed
to comply with
a legitimate
discovery
request.

2l Contact GMP

and the PUc

and tellthem
my Surrebuttal
will be delayed
by the time
that it takes
GMP to comply
with my
legitimate
discovery
request. I know
that this
alternative is
more complex,
from a

procedural
standpoint,
than I have
indicated.

What do you suggest is

our course of action?

Brian

P.S. They also failed to
respond in at least two
other areas but they
are not as significaht as

question 26.

DPS3.Q10.b. GMP failed
to provide the
requested details,
supporting calcs or
invoices.

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP

failed to provide the

7



actual number
requested.

<GMP Discovery Resp

Q26.docx>
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o, Aud

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Tierney, June

Saturday, September 29,2018 5:52 PM

Burke, Dan

Porter, James

Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Hi Dan. Please discuss with Jim. Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

O n Se p 29, 2O!8, at 17 :20, B u rke, Da n <Da n. BurkglQvell0qn:Lgov> wrote :

June,

Should I send Geoff Hand an email yet, or would you prefer that I hold off until after our meeting on

Monday?

-Dan

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2O!8 4:30:41 PM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Porter, James; Burke, Dan

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

I will be in my office at 8:00 am sharp on Monday and would like the rest of you to join me where we

will discuss next stePs. Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29, 2O!8, at !4:49, Winn, Brian <Bria|.Win n@vermont'gov> wrote:

Jim,

I did not mean to imply that we would not follow required procedure. lt seems like the

next logical step is that call with GMP on Monday. We should notify them that the call is

our good faith effort under rule 26'

Bria n

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Porter, Ja mes <iames.porter@vermont'gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2018 2:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian



Cc: Burke, Dan; Tierney, June

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Hi Brian,

Under Rule 26 we are required to have a conference with the opposing party to make a

good faith effort to resolve our discovery dispute before filing a motion to compel. As

such I think it's premature to notify the PUC that your testimony will be delayed'

I thought Dan's suggestion about preparing all of your testimony but that one piece

makes sense since we can't really do anything else until Monday. I also think we should

set up a call with GMP for Monday and the three of us should meet early Monday and

d iscuss.

Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2018, at 2:03 PM, Winn, Brian <Brian,Win!@verm-ont'gov> wrote

Dan,

I understand your approach but it is very unlikely to result in GMP's

cooperation. They choose not to provide what I asked for' This wasn't a

last minute surprise. lf they were really interested in cooperating with

us they would have told us a week ago why they could not comply and

worked with us to find a solution. This fits the recent pattern of non-

compliance. They did not do the required analysis on the micro grids

and now the Molly Falls projects. They are not maintaining records of

their decision making etc.

The only way to make them comply is to extract a price for non-

compliance. They do not respect us at all' We need to get their

attention and signalto the PUC that GMP's behavior is unacceptable

That is why I like alternative 2.

Brian

Get Outlool< for iOS

From: Burke, Da n <{a n.burle@vermo-nt.goY>

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2OL8 1:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian; Tierney, June

Cc: Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

My apologies, I just saw this email chain. The rate driver argument is not

directly germane to our actual rate recommendations, but I agree that a

response to GMP's rebuttaltestimony is warranted. We probably will

not be able to follow up with GMP until Monday, but a deadline

extension is likely not feasible since we are so close to the hearing dates

(and the schedules for the other GMP cases are designed to work with
2



the rate case schedule). My recommendation is to continue working on

the other portions of your testimony that relate to our disallowance

recommendations and leave a placeholder for the rate drivers analysis

until we speak with GMP.

I know that we plan to get a draft to June ASAP, but it seems like we can

get her a draft that covers other issues early next week and then
provide a revised version that includes added information for the rate

driver analysis closer to the deadline after we have found out what

information we can actually get from GMP.

lf GMP refuses, then I think we make the best use of the information
that we do have, but flag to the Commission that the analysis may be

flawed only because GMP failed to produce data during discovery and

there is insufficient time to reasonably pursue a motion to compel'

Get 0utlook for iOS

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Saturday, September 29,201812:3257 PM

To: Tierney, June

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Ok. But in that case they should give me the information I requested.

They needed the information I requested to create the test year ending

3/3L/t3 test year in the first place.

Get OutlLok for i95

From : Tierney, J u ne < iun-e.tiernev@ve rm gnt.goY>

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2018 12:18 PM

To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

I think the answer is "yes," assuming you received additional

information.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2.OI8, alt2:t6, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

wrote:

To be clear I cannot use a different start year without
additional information from GMP (likely over and above

what I requested in Q26).So the answer is "no."

3

Get Outlook for iOS



From: Tie rney, J u ne < i u ne.tiernev(ave rmo nt.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2O!811:30 AM
To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Thanks, Brian. I understand the simplest route is for the

company to simply provide the information you have

asked for. My question was whether it is possible to get

where you are trying to go by a different way, and I

understand your answer to be "yes." No worries.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OI8, altt:23, Winn, Brian
<Brian.Winn @vermont.qov> wrotel

June,

To do the analysis from a different start
year lwould need the information
requested in parts a through d plus a

full COS model for that year. The

simplest route would be to get the
information I requested.

Brian

Get Outlqok for iOS

From: Tierney, June

<iune.tierney@vermont.gov>
Sent: Saturday, Septem b er 29, 2OI8
11:03 AM
To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery ResPonse

to Q26

Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it
seems to me this is a pretty
straightforward discovery dispute, and

it seems to me we should follow up to
get the information Brian has

requested. lf I correctly understand the
scope and reasons for Brian's discovery

inquiry, I would think a motion to
compel wouldn't be necessary for this
matter to be resolved properly.

Brian, is it possible for you to.make your
point about the pace of capital

4



expenditures as the chief driver of rate
pressure by using a shorter timeframe,
i.e., by not using the FY 2013 data that
the GMP seems to be qualifying in the
answer you reproduced in your email

below?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OL8, at 09:29, Winn, Brian

<Bria n.Winn@vermont,gov> wrote:

Dan,

I hate to intrude on
yourweekend, but
since time is limited, I

wanted to get this in
front of you as soon as

possible. I am also

copying June and Jim

since they will need to
weigh in on how we
choose to deal with
this.

The issue is that GMP

has failed to respond to
a discovery request for
information that I need

to respond to Otley's
heavy criticism of my

analysis of what is
causing rate pressure at
GMP. My request was

completely reasonable
and would allow me to
perform my analysis in

a manner suggested by

Eddie Ryan in his

rebuttal. lt will clearly

show that growth in
GMP rate base (even

excluding tra nsmission)

is the largest single

driver of rate
increases. Specifically, I

requested information
for the 2013 test year

ending 3/3t/t3 (from
GMP's 2014 Base Rate

5



Filing Attachment B,

Schedule 1: Cost of
Service). The

information they
provided in their Excel

file is noted as follows:

"Given the merger
closing date, this
analysis includes actual

FY 2013 combined
company information
rather than the Test
Year ended March 31,

2013 shown in the 2014

base rate filing, Actual

2013 information is

pulled from Bl queries
and/or the FY 20L3

information prepared
and shown as the test
year in our FY 2015

traditional rate filing."

This is complete
hogwash. This
information exists -
they needed it to create

the COS for the time
period I

requested. Furthermor
e I do not have a

complete set of
information to produce
the analysis for the
2013 actual period. ln
order to complete this
analysis I will have to
try to extrapolate using

the information I

have. This is

unacceptable. lt is a lot
of work, will be hard to
explain and willexpose
my analysis to nit
picking.

The way I see we have

two alternatives:

I do the work
with the

1)

6



information I

have. lf you
want me to do
this my
testimony will
clearly indicate
that GMP failed
to comply with
a legitimate
discovery
request.

2l Contact GMP

and the PUC

and tell them
my Surrebuttal
will be delayed
by the time
that it takes
GMP to comply
with my
legitimate
discovery
request. I know
that this
alternative is

more complex,
from a

procedural
standpoint,
than I have
indicated.

What do you suggest is

our course of action?

Brian

P.S. They also failed to
respond in at least two
other areas but they
are not as significant as

question 26.

DPS3.Q10.b. GMP failed
to provide the
requested details,
supporting calcs or
invoices.

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP

failed to provide the

7



actual number
requested.

<GMP Discovery Resp

Q26.docx>
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Fargo, Audrev

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Tierney, June

Saturday, September 29,20L9 4:31 PM

Winn, Brian

Porter, James; Burke, Dan

Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

I will be in my office at 8:00 am sharp on Monday and would like the rest of you to join me where we will discuss next

steps. Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2O'J.8, aL1.4:49, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.sov> wrote:

Jim,

I did not mean to imply that we would not follow required procedure. lt seems like the next logical step

is that call with GMP on Monday. We should notify them that the call is our good faith effort under rule

26.

Brian.

Get Outlook for i05

From: Porter, James <iames.porter@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September29,20t8 2:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Tierney, June

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Hi Brian,

Under Rule 26 we are required to have a conference with the opposing party to make a good faith effort

to resolve our discovery dispute before filing a motion to compel. As such I think it's premature to

notify the PUC that your testimony will be delayed'

I thought Dan's suggestion about preparing all of your testimony but that one piece makes sense since

we can't really do anything else until Monday. I also think we should set up a callwith GMP for Monday

and the three of us should meet early Monday and discuss.

Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,20!8, at 2:03 PM, Winn, Brian <Brian'Winn@vermont'gov> wrote:

Dan,

1



I understand your approach but it is very unlikely to result in GMP's cooperation. They

choose not to provide what I asked for. This wasn't a last minute surprise. lf they were

really interested in cooperating with us they would have told us a week ago why they

could not comply and worked with us to find a solution. This fits the recent pattern of

non-compliance. They did not do the required analysis on the micro grids and now the

Molly Falls projects. They are not maintaining records of their decision making etc'

The only way to make them comply is to extract a price for non-compliance. They do

not respect us at all. We need to get their attention and signal to the PUC that GMP's

behavior is unacceptable. That is why I like alternative 2'

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Burke, Dan <dan.burke@vermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September29,2018 1:28 PM

To: Winn, Brian;Tierney, June

Cc: Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

My apologies, I just saw this email chain. The rate driver argument is not directly

germane to our actual rate recommendations, but I agree that a response to GMP's

rebuttaltestimony is warranted. We probably will not be able to follow up with GMP

until Monday, but a deadline extension is likely not feasible since we are so close to the

hearing dates (and the schedules for the other GMP cases are designed to work with the

rate case schedule). My recommendation is to continue working on the other portions

of your testimony that relate to our disallowance recommendations and leave a

placeholder for the rate drivers analysis until we speak with GMP'

I know that we plan to get a draft to June ASAP, but it seems like we can get her a draft

that covers other issues early next week and then provide a revised version that

includes added information for the rate driver analysis closer to the deadline after we

have found out what information we can actually get from GMP.

lf GMp refuses, then lthink we make the best use of the information that we do have,'

but flag to the Commission that the analysis may be flawed only because GMP failed to

produce data during discovery and there is insufficient time to reasonably pursue a

motion to comPel,

Get Outlo-ok for iOS

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Saturday, Septemb er 29, 2018 12:32:57 PM

To: Tierney, June

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Ok, But in that case they should give me the information I requested. They needed the

information I requested to create the test year ending 3/31-lt3 test year in the first

place.

2



Get Outlool< for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tierney@ver >

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2018 12:18 PM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

I think the answer is "yes," assuming you received additional information.

Sent from my iPhone

O n Se p 29, 2O!8, at !2:!6, Wi n n, Bria n <-Bria n-Wi n n @v.ll rm o nt.gov> wrote

To be clear I cannot use a different start year without additional

information from GMP (likely over and above what I requested in Q26)

So the answer is "no."

Get 0utlook for iOS

From : Tie rney, J u ne <i u ne.tiernev@veIaq nLEQv>

Sent: Saturday, September 29,2Ot811:30 AM

To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Thanks,.Brian. I understand the simplest route is for the company to

simply provide the information you have asked for' My question was

whether it is possible to get where you are trying to go by a different

way, and I understand your answer to be "yes." No worries'

Sent from my iPhone

O n Se p 29, 2018, at tL:23, Wi n n, Bria n < Bria n.Wllt n @ve rmo nt.gov>

wrote:

J une,

To do the analysis from a different start year I would

need the information requested in parts a through d

plus a full COS model for that year' The simplest route

would be to get the information I requested'

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tie rney, J u ne <iu[e.tiernev@ve rmo nt'gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29,20t811:03 AM

3



To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it seems to me this is a

pretty'straightforward discovery dispute, and it seems

to me we should follow up to get the information Brian

has requested. lf I correctly understand the scope and

reasons for Brian's discovery inquiry, I would think a

motion to compel wouldn't be necessary for this matter
to be resolved properly.

Brian, is it possible for you to make your point about the

pace of capital expenditures as the chief driver of rate
pressure by using a shorter timeframe, i.e., by not using

the FY 2013 data that the GMP seems to be qualifying in

the answer you reproduced in your email below?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,20L8, at 09:29, Winn, Brian

< Brra n lfftl n @Vegnp_n1ggy> wrote :

Dan,

I hate to intrude on your weekend, but
since time is limited, lwanted to get

this in front of you as soon as

possible. lam also copyingJune and

Jim since they will need to weigh in on

how we choose to dealwith this.

The issue is that GMP has failed to
respond to a discovery request for
information that I need to respond to
Otley's heavy criticism of my analysis of
what is causing rate Pressure at

GMP. My request was comPletelY

reasonable and would allow me to
perform my analysis in a manner
suggested by Eddie Ryan in his

rebuttal. lt will clearly show that
growth in GMP rate base (even

excluding transmission) is the largest

single driver of rate
increases. Specifically, I requested

information for the 2013 test Year
ending 3/3I/13 (from GMP's 2014 Base

Rate Filing Attachment B, Schedule 1:

Cost of Service). The information they

4



provided in their Excelfile is noted as

follows:

"Given the merger closing date, this

analysis includes actual FY 2013

combined company information rather

than the Test Year ended March 31,

2013 shown in the 2Ot+ base rate

filing, Actual 2013 information is pulled

from Bl queries and/or the FY 2013

information prepared and shown as the

test year in our FY 20L5 traditional rate

filing."

This is complete hogwash. This

information exists - they needed it to
create the COS for the time Period I

requested. Furthermore I do not have a

complete set of information to produce

the analysis for the 201-3 actual
period. ln order to comPlete this

analysis I will have to try to extrapolate

using the information I have. This is

unacceptable. lt is a lot of work, will be

hard to explain and willexpose mY

analysis to nit picking.

The way I see we have two alternatives:

1) I do the work with the
information I have. lf You want
me to do this mY testimonY will
clearly indicate that GMP failed
to comply with a legitimate
discovery request.

2l Contact GMP and the PUC and

tell them my Surrebuttal will be

delayed by the time that it
takes GMP to comPlY with mY

legitimate discovery request. I

know that this alternative is

more complex, from a

procedural standpoint, than I

have indicated.

What do you suggest is our course of
action?

5
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P.S. They also failed to respond in at
least two other areas but they are not
as significant as question 26.

DP53.Q10.b. GMP failed to provide the
requested details, supporting calcs or
invoices.

DPS3.Q14,b&c. GMP failed to provide

the actual number requested.

<GMP Discovery Resp Q26.docx>
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Fargo, Audrey

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From:

Thanks, Ed.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 2'J,,20'J,8, at I2:I4, McNamara, Ed <Ed.McNamara@vermont.gov> wrote:

J une,

Dockets

Tierney, June

Friday, September 21,2018 L2:24 PM

McNamara, Ed

Burke, Dan

Re: 18-0974 - GMP Rate Case - GMP RebuttalTestimonySubject:

Sorry for sending this along relatively late, but I just realized that I have to get draft testimony to Dan

the day I get back from vacation (October 1). l'll have Maria and Dan working on it while l'm gone, but I

might need until October 2, if that's ok. I expect that my surrebuttal will be extremely limited and only a

few pages.

Ed

From: Burke, Dan

Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2018 8:56 AM

To: Porter, James <Jg"nes.Porter@vermont.gov>; Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; McNamara,

Ed <Ed.MSNamara@vermont.gov>; Allen, Riley <RileV,Allen@vermont,goV>; Clark, Jake

<Jake.Clark@vermont.gov>; Flint, Carol<Carol.Flint@vermont.gov>; Potter, Dan

<Da n. Potter@v€{mont.gov>; Fischer, Ma ria <Maria. Fischer@vermont'gov>

Cc: Tierney, J une <J u ne,Tigrney@vermont.gov>
Subject: 18-0974 - GMP Rate Case - GMP RebuttalTestimony

All,

GMp filed its rebuttal testimony late yesterday afternoon. I have downloaded all of the testimony and

exhibits and saved them in the electronic case file here:

M b

GMP filed rebuttaltestimony from Kristen Carlson, Eddie Ryan, Doug Smith, Kirk Shields, Josh

Castonguay, John Fiske, Brian Otley, and James Coyne (outside consultant on cost-of-capital)'

I have not yet had a chance to review all of the testimony, but GMP has made a slight decrease to its

proposed rate increase from 5.45% lo 5.43yo, which accounts for the rate impact of the GlobalFoundries

special contract and reflects GMP's agreement to some of the DPS recommendations (the Department's

proposed rate increas e was 4J0%). However, since GlobalFoundries is forgoing the tax credit as part of

its.agreement with GMP, the tax credit for all other customers will increase. As a result, GMP now



proposes a -.gO% rate decrease for the nine-month period covered by the tax credits (GMP initially filed

for a -0.50% rate period decrease).

Under the docket schedule, any discovery requests on GMP must be served by next Wednesday,

September 19. Therefore, if you have any discovery requests, please get them to me no later than

next Tuesday, the 18th, by noon. GMP's discovery responses are then due on September 28, and our

surrebuttal te,stimony is due by October 8. Accordingly, we will need to have testimony drafts to

Commissioner Tierney by October 1. This schedule leaves very little time for reviewing discovery

responses in advance of completing testimony, so we will need to be prepared to draft the bulk of our

testimony in advance of having the final discovery responses.

Please let me know if you have any questions

Thanks,
Dan

Daniel C. Burke

Special Counsel
Vermont Department of Public Service

112 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
(802) 828-4019 (office)
(s02)828-23a2 (fax)

dan. burke@vetmqn'Lgqv (email)

2



Fargo, Audrev

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Tierney, June

Thursday, September 13, 20L8 LL:12 AM

Burke, Dan

Winn, Brian; Porter, James

GMP rate case

Hi Darr -

Brian has explained to me a acheduling predicament he is in where he needs more time internally to prepare his sur-

rebuttal testimony. Evidentty there is crucial data that he needs that GMP won't be able to make available until 5pm on

Sep. 28. So, I wiil accept the need fbr an exception this time, and thetefore would ask that you please work with Brian to

give hirn more time, recognizing this will eat into tl'te 7 day rule. Also please keep in rnind that I must have at least 3 days

io review Brian's testimony and to have internal process around it as needed'

Thanks!

Sent frorn my iPhone

1



Farqo, Audrey

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tierney, June

Thursday, September 13, 2018 L0:51 AM

Winn, Brian

Re: 18-0974 - GMP Rate Case - GMP RebuttalTestimony

I see the issue, and I don't want you to be r:ushed - especially after the discussion we had earlier this summer about

making sure our filings don't need to be amended for accuracy. Please work with Dan to get a timing resolution for
jnternal purposes that will give you more breathing room, but that will also leave me at least 3 days to review and digest

your testimony.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 13,2OI8, at 09:21, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont'gov> wrote:

June,

I have not copied anyone because I don't want to put you on the spot. I will need GMP discovery

responses (some are numerical requests that I will need to then incorporate into an excel model) from

GMP to adequately respond to their rebuttal. To be clear, GMP will not provide the information I need

until after 5:00 pm on Friday 9/28. I will then need work the weekend to finish my testimony to get you

a draft by Monday LO/!. Even though the testimony isn't due to be filed until a week later. When we

rush we make mistakes.

ls there any wiggle room here?

Bria n

From: Burke, Dan

Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2018 8:56 AM

To: Porter, James <James.Porter@vermon!ge!r>; Winn, Brian <Brian.Vlinn@vermont.gov>; McNamara,

Ed <[d.McNamara@vermqnt.gQV>; Allen, Riley <Rilev'A!Le-n@vermont'gov>; clark, Jake

<Jake.Clark@vermont.gov>; Flint, CaroI<Carol.FlinMQvgrulsg!,gev>; Potter, Dan

<Dan. Potter@Vermollt.gov>; Fischer, Maria <Maria.Fischer@vermont.gov>

Cc: Tie rney, J u ne <J u ne.Tierneyl@y€Imo nt.gov>

Subject: 18-0974 - GMP Rate Case - GMP RebuttalTestimony

All,

GMP filed its rebuttal testimony late yesterday afternoon. I have downloaded all of the testimony and

exhibits and saved them in the electronic case file here:

M ttal

GMP filed rebuttal testimony from Kristen Carlson, Eddie Ryan, Doug Smith, Kirk Shields, Josh

Castonguay, John Fiske, Brian Otley, and James Coyne (outside consultant on cost-of-capital).

I have not yet had a chance to review all of the testimony, but GMP has made a slight decrease to its

proposed rate increase from 5.45% to 5.43o/o, which accounts for the rate impact of the GlobalFoundries

8

1



special contract and reflects GMP's agreement to some of the DPS recommendations (the Department's

proposed rate increas e was 4.70%). However, since GlobalFoundries is forgoing the tax credit as part of
its agreement with GMP, the tax credit for all other customers will increase. As a result, GMP now

proposes a -.90% rate decrease for the nine-month period covered by the tax credits (GMP initially filed

for a -O.50% rate period decrease).

Under the docket schedule, any discovery requests on GMP must be served by next Wednesday,

September 19. Therefore, if you have any discovery requests, please get them to me no later than

next Tuesday, the 18th, by noon. GMP's discovery responses are then due on September 28, and our

surrebuttal testimony is due by October 8, Accordingly, we will need to have testimony drafts to

Commissioner Tierney by October 1. This schedule leaves very little time for reviewing discovery

responses in advance of completing testimony, so we will need to be prepared to draft the bulk of our

testimony in advance of having the finai discovery responses.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,
Dan

DanielC. Burke

Special Counsel

Vermont Department of Public Service

L12 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
(802) s28-4019 (office)
(802) 828-2342 (fax)

dan.burke@vermont.sov (email)

2



Fargo, Audrey

From:
Sent:
To:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Cc:

Subject:

Burke, Dan

Thursday, September 13, 20L8 8:56 AM

Porter, James;Winn, Brian; McNamara, Ed; Allen, Riley; Clark, Jake; Flint, Carol; Potter,

Dan; Fischer, Maria
Tierney, June
'1.8-0974 - GMP Rate Case - GMP RebuttalTestimony

Flag for follow up

Flagged

rmo

All,

GMp filed its rebuttaltestimony late yesterday afternoon. I have downloaded all of the testimony and exhibits and

saved them in the electronic case file here:

D-

GMP filed rebuttal testimony from Kristen Carlson, Eddie Ryan, Doug Smith, Kirk Shields, Josh Castonguay, John Fiske,

Brian Otley, and James Coyne {outside consultant on cost-of-capital).

I have not yet had a chance to review allof the testimony, but GMP has made a slight decrease to its proposed rate

increase from 5.45%to 5.43%, which accounts for the rate impact of the GlobalFoundries special contract and reflects

GMp's agreement to some of the DPS recommendations (the Department's proposed rate increasewas4.T0%1.

However, since GlobalFoundries is forgoing the tax credit as part of its agreement with GMP, the tax credit for all other

customers will increase. As a result, GMP now proposes a -.90% rate decrease forthe nine-month period covered bythe

tax credits (GMP initially filed for a -0.50% rate period decrease).

Under the docket schedule, any discovery requests on GMP must be served by next Wednesday, September 19.

Therefore, if you have any discovery requests, please get them to me no later than next Tuesday, the 18th, by noon.

GMp's discovery responses are then due on September 28, and our surrebuttaltestimony is due by October 8.

Accordingly, we will need to have testimony drafts to Commissioner Tierney by October 1. This schedule leaves very

little time for reviewing discovery responses in advance of completing testimony, so we will need to be prepared to draft

the bulk of our testimony in advance of having the final discovery responses'

Please let me know if you have any questions

Thanks,
Dan

Daniel C. Burke

Special Counsel
Vermont Department of Public Service

1.L2 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
(s02) 828-401e (office)
(8021828-2342 (faxl
dan.burke@vermont.gov (email)



Fargo, Audrey

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Burke, Dan

Sunday, August 06,2017 4:24PM
Tierney, June

Porter, James; Hoffman, Steph;Winn, Brian

Privileged and Confidential - B. Schultz Rate Testimony

GMP CY2O18 DRAFT (DB Edits).2 (clean).doc;GMP cY2018 DRAFT (DB Edits).2.doc

J une,

l've attached two drafts of Bill Schultz's testimony for the GMP rate case. The first is a draft with all of my tracked

changes accepted. The second is a version (if you are interested)that includes proposed edits to Bill's testimony' Bill is

still working on revisions to the draft.

Thank you,
Dan

Daniel C. Burke

Special Counsel
Vermont Department of Public Service

L12 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601"
(802) 828-4019 (office)
(s02)828-2342 (faxl
dan.burke @vermont.gov (email)
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I. INTRODUCTION

a. Please state your name, occupation and business address,

A. My name is Helmuth W. Schultz, III. I am a Certified Public Accountant, licensed in

the State of Michigan, and a Senior Regulatory Analyst in the firm of Larkin &

Associates P.L.L.C., 15728 Farmington Road, Livoni4 48154.

0. Please describe the firm Larkin & Associates,

A. Larkin & Associates is a Certified and Consulting

firm. Larkin & Associates performs for

public service utility staffs and groups

counsels, public adVocates, general, etc.). Larkin &

Associates has as expert witnesses

in over 500 gas, water and sewer,

and

a. describes your qualifications and

A. Yes. I have I, which is a summary of my experience and

qualifications.

a. On whose behalf are you testifing?

Larkin & Associates was retained by the Vermont Department of Public Service

("Department"), to review the rate decrease proposed by Green Mountain Power

A.

4
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Corporation ("GMP' or "the Company"). Accordingly, I am appearing on behalf of

the Department.

a. What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding?

A. Our firm was requested by the Vermont Department of Public Service to analyze the

4.98o/o nte inciease of $3 I .709 million requested its filing of April 14,

[otrl rbe ct'q4ce {ecuecled -bv 9-\4P

effective January l, 201 8.

in base rates to be

a. What are the results of the is the s

recommended modifi cation

A. As discussed in of is recommending that

This recommendation

is shown on 37, Exhibit DPS-LA-1, Schedule 4,

recommendations of

Have you in Vermont?

Dockets on behalf of the Vermont Department ofYes, I testified of

Public Service regarding various ratemaking issues since 1990

Organization
A. PLEASE EXPLAIN HOW YOUR TESTIMONY HAS BEEN ORGANIZED.

A. My testimony will address, in order, the following:

r Overall Financial Summary

5

a.

A.
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. Background and Understanding of Filing

r What was relied upon as part of my evaluation of the Company's filing.

This will then be followed with specific discussions otl

r Rate Base

o Operating Income

A. HAVEYOUREFLECTED WITNESSES IN

YOUR OVERALL FINANCIAL

A. Yes. Mr. Winn's testimonY have been

proposed by the witnesses on behalf of

I have included the ln 's testimony in my

summary

Overall
a, wriAT IS THE IN THIS PROCEEDING?

by $31.709 million or 5.3%. The

and

that

December 31,2018.

2016 test year adjusted to the rate effective period

A. WHATIS THE S RECOMMENDATION FOR THE RATE

A.

EFFECTIVE PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER 3I, 2OI8?

The Departmedt is iecommending that rates be increased by $xxx million or pcxyo.

The Department's recommendation is based on changes to operating revenue and

A.

is based on

I,
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a.

A.

expenses, other than base operating and maintenance (O&M) costs, rate base costs

and a reduced return on equitY.

WHAT EXHIBITS HAVE YOU PREPARED IN SUPPORT OF THE

RECOMMENDED CHANGES BY THE DEPARTMENT?

I have prepared Exhibit DPS-L&A-I summarizing s position.

Schedule I contains the overall recommended for the rate

effective year ending December 31, 201 2is a of the

Department' s proposed adjustments income. S a summary of

rate base that reflects the as

proposed rate year rate base, rate base. Schedule

4 reflects the is sponsored bys

Department 12 provide supporting

information adjustments to cost of service and

mydGot

Filing
YOUR I.INDERSTANDING OF THE PURPOSE OFa. woulDYou

A

THIS FILING?

Prior to the Company's filing, GMP was operating under so'called altemative

regulation plans. GMP's current alternative regulation plan was set to expire on

September 30,2017 , but the Commission approved a three month extension of that

plan through December 3l,2ol7 . GMP has now elected to file a haditional tariff and

7
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a.

A.

cost-of-service rate filing to take effect upon the termination of the alternative

regulation plan for the calendar year ending December 31, 2018. Although this filing

is termed as a haditional filing, there is a unique exception to that requirement. The

cost-of-service in this filing is not subject to changes for a specific group of O&M

accounts, with one exception, because those accounts are included in "Base O&M

Rates" that were established in the Memorandum of ("MOU')

approved by the Commission in Docket 7770' involved a review of

GMP's corporate merger with Central V Public

(.'CVPS'). The "Base O&M Rates" commonly 'o&M

Platform." The O&M consists of of which a

base cost was established for as the Docket 7770ll/:OV

approved by the ln the rate making process

that was accounts included in rates

are only price index ("CPI'). GMP's

the historic test year of $36,925,922.

seven the O&M Platform, the ComPanY

for merger savings. This unique exception to

traditional significant.

WHAT IS THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PLATFORM ADruSTMENT WITH

RESPECT TO THE REVENUE REQUIREMENT IN THIS FILING?

The O&M Platform essentially locks into rates the cost in specific accounts which are

adjusted annually based on a cPL The O&M Platform is used as a measurement or

8
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a.

A.

benchmark in determining the level of savings that has been achieved from the

merger between CVPS and GMP.

DOES THE FACT THAT COSTS ARE LOCKED IN MEAN THERE IS NO NEED

TO EVALUATE THE COSTS IN THE DESIGNATED PLATFORM ACCOUNTS?

No. The test year costs still need to be analyzed between the test

year and the O&M Platform is, as stated savings from the

merger between CVPS and GMP. In filing are entitled to 50o/o

ofthose savings. Therefore, to the costs have been charged

to the designated accounts test year, to be

that will increase the O&M increase the merger

savings to be the

Reliance
a

ON

A,

RATEMAKING RELIES

TIVEREGULATION?

AsI from what GMP has been filing in recent

years the revenue for the rate effective period was

adjusted to in customer load expected inihe prospective rate

period, That change also impacted what plant was allowed in the rate setting process.

Plant and other operating cost ovaluations were also limited because the intent of

alternative regulation was to limit issues while developing reasonable rates. As a

precursor, I thought it would be important and informative to identif several

important guidelines for traditional ratemaking.

9
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a.

A.

ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH TRADITIONAL RATEMAKING AS IT WAS

PRIOR TO ALTERNATIVE RATEMAKING?

Yes. I have been involved in Vermont rate cases since 1990. I believe I have a good

understanding of what has occurred and what the standards are. Being familiar with a

identifying specificnumber ofcases, I thought

advantageous to all parties.

A WHAT ARE SOME OF THE ST

A. A significant standard is the and

identifying what is known

have addressed is to be

supporting

a.

a refresher would be

YOU ARE TO?

In with

there Commission Orders that

are, and when that

OF THE PRECEDENT YOU ARE REFERRING

A. Yes.

PRECEDENT IS IMPORTANT?I

alloWdd in rates under traditional ratemaking is not to

include

Commission

that will serve new customers. In Docket No. 5428 the

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27

"The Board has previously held that since revenues from new customers are

not included in rate year income, expenses associated with serving those

customers should also be excluded. We apply that principle in this case, but

we do not extend it to exclude investments that are made to maintain adequate

and efficient service for test year customers and are only incidentally available

to serve new customers as well. We have allowed inclusion of certain

improvements which will be able to accommodate some growth-related sales,

where the record demonstrates that the improvements were not undertaken in

Commented [8D2li Bill,l suggstpiling down thedirest
quotes to Botrd orders signifl€ntly, I agrw that it is imponant to

identifi rhe key legal standilds that you ar€ .olying on, but

extensive block quot6 ofthe ordeE de not neqsry. Those are

the typ6 ofquotations and {guments thet I will need to flsh in
out more dekil in tho posrhering briefs.
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4

order to accommodate growth, but were or are needed to maintain adequate

and efficient service for test year customers, absent any load growth."l

This is significant because under alternative regulation GMP, would include growth

related additions to plant. Such additions would not be appropriate here and the

Company has stated in testimony that $owth related plant has been excluded.

5

6

7

8

9
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ll
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l3

14

l5

A WHATABOUTTHEKNOWNAND

IDENTIFIED AS BEING AN IMPOR

ADDRESSED BY THE COMMISS

A. The Commission has addressed the

Dockets. An example is

6988, where the Commission

rate filings at

enunciates

shows

ANDARD THAT YOU

BEEN

PAST?

23

16

t7
l8
l9
20
21

22

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Corp., Docket 6946 &

expectations for future

low decision that

additions begins with a review of
by the Vermont Supreme

this Vermont Supreme Court has defined

as 'changes that are measurable with a
of and have a high probability of being in effect in

has consistently'held, including in CVPS's

case, that witnesses' representations alone are not
a project to meet the Court's known and measurable

Board has required some tangible work'product that

is likely to actually be completed; examples include
analyses, or other types ofwritten support for awork

project's cost and completion date. 2

In another proceeding the Board stated the following:

rBoard Order in Docket 5428 dated January 4, l99lalpage2l
2 Board Order in Dockets 6946 &6988 dated March 29,2005a1 pages 66-69.

lt

Court,
the

usted

Commented [BD3l: I think thal we should be oaretul here. My
recolleotion ofthe CVPS coe is that thore were specific projeots

under which we made a K&M argumenl Herq Brian is
reoommending a blanket denial that is based on K&M genetally

Workng through the nuances ofthis distinction is probably better

left for legal from me.
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"In the future, GMP should carefully examine each item for which it is
requesting rate base treatment, and only include those items that it believes to

be known and measurable. In addition, for major items, a cost'benefit analysis

should be conducted prior to the rate iequest, and for smaller items, a financial

analysis should be available in support." 3

These Orders state that a cost-benefit analysis "should" be conducted for major

projects, and that the Commission "expects" that

workpapers, work orders and cost-benefit be presented with the

cornpany's initial filing. To meet these and the

Department adopted a detailed of what should to comply

with the known and measurable This

in the MOU adopted by the Docket

'oAttachment 7" to the MOU is required from GMP to

support cost as Exhibit

DPS-L&A.2

ATTACHMENT 7 AS PART OF THE

TION FOR A RATE INCREASE?

dpg}t!"eir!pgg{t"1o-supps,rt p,ap:!?"1p"{si99ts..s44i! . ."" -
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a

A. No.

would be fair Company's documentation has improved since the

DocketTTTo approved by the Commission. However, as will be discussed

in more detail later, much of the documentation supplied by the Company as support

for capital projects appears to have been assembled simply as support for this filing.

In many instances, the documentation supplied fails to include information identified

3 Board Order in Docket No. 5983dated February 27, 1998 alpage 39.

hp,c
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INTHE
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by the commission that is expected as support for project costs. My analysis here is

based on the known and measurable standard based on prior Commission rulings in

traditional rate case as well as the requirements laid out in Attachment 7.

5 Issues ldentified
6 Q. WHAT ARE SOME OF THE ISSUES THAT HA IDENTIFIED AS

7

8
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PART OF THE DEPARTMENTS REVIEW ANY'S FILING?

A. As noted in Attachment 7, part 3, the is to benefit analysis or

financial analysis depending on the project. As part GMP

should also provide a of and

Company has not properly for a majority of the

requested projects requlre has had issues with

meeting this proceedings, which had

been to Commission. This trend continues as

to show that the CompanY is

necessary and to allow regulators to

have to GMP's capital investment decisions.

A. WHATTYPE TION WAS NOTINCLUDED IN THE

A

DOCUMENTATION FILES PROVIDED TO YOU BY THE COMPANY?

In our review ofthe 235 listed projects (i.e. excluding blankets) we found that

approximately xx% ofthe project flles did not provide a proper financial analysis.

For example, instead ofproviding any detail on the cost ofalternatives that were

considered and/or whether costs estimates were obtained from more than one vendor,

13
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28
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32
33
34

the financial analyses often provided explanations with no financial analysis detail

The following are random examples from the |various categoriesl:,-,

Communications

Due to GMP's commitment to infrastructure security and public safety, the

company does not feel it is prudent to not institute some security measures

and the instatlation of camearas will meet some of the companies needs.

Computer Hardware

There are a variety oftechnologies
reviewed multiple types of systems

lular amplification. We
Fusion product as the

best fit for this type of cost and ability to
obtain support from a local

Computer Software

We have evaluated on (Avaya) and with the
internal knowledge of the

Commented [BD5]: I assume you tre quoting language from
the projeot templats/folders. Ifso, en you id€ntiry the tomplates

by projed number? We should also be clw that you are quoting

the fi16.
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35
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39

it's

current investment in
system, make this the
time

well as

ve ate direction at this

Distribution

Meters

GMP to the placement of one 15 MVA
of two 10/14 MVA units and 2) use

cost for the installation of two

10fi4 15128 be approximately $200,000. As a

result, an VE on the installation of two l0/14 MVA transformers

ld not cost. of losses for the selected project saves

mately thirly years compared to the current substation

of utilizing one 10/l4MVA unit was not selected as

it sufficient transformer capacity for the affected area.

and Distributed Generation were also discussed as

alternati
project.

not address the reliability concerns associated with this

We considered not adjusting the meter inventory level but were concerned

there may be period ofheavy meter exchanges when our traditional inventory

levels might run too low or even run out and then we would not be prepared to

be responsive to customer needs.

p
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New Hydro Purchase

- In this case, the only alternative to this purchase would be not to make it'
Given the strong financial benefits for customers and the fact that the project

furthers state energy policy an{ supports renewable energy goals, the purchase

makes tremendous sense for our customers and the state,

New Initiatives

In terms of manufacturers, GMP's three brands of heat

pumps for our program. Our model on their offerings as

well as those models that are Vermont, and

customer feedback, In terms of coo , GMP has

evaluated Electric Thermal geo-thermal heat

pumps, but cold climate heat lower costs, higher

efficiencies and lower

Production

of one Ruffier (Second to

28
29
30
3l

The original project
be a future project).

lncrease

to the

Transmission Substations

however it has now been

removal could not be
of2 runners at

be near. If GMP
the mechanical failure would

outage is the least desirable route, as the

and duration),

to keep the existing lighting system and this
If we choose to do nothing as an alternative, that

continuing electrical usage, potential safety issues due

and potential increase in repair costs as a result offailures.

Transmission Lines

- No other alternatives were possible to achieve the improved reliability that

this project yields. Demand Side Management measures or Distributed

Generation are not applicable for this application since load is not the driver

15
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There are no feasible alternatives to address this asset management issue and

achieve the improved reliability that this project yields. The application of
DSM measures or DG cannot address the asset management concems.

Transportation

6
7

8

9
l0
ll
l2
l3
14

3l
32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39

Two other alternatives were considered, the first was to do nothing and

continue using multiple fuel systems. We did not choose this option because

one of the legacy systems was very old and the software is no longer
supported and can no longer be accessed by In addition, employees

getting on-site fuel would need access to The other option was

to update the legacy system that was now The estimate to complete

this option was $220K so we did not either

Vermont Marble

There were no other for this Recreation

Improvements are required by the The Grapple

installation is worker reliable
project. The grapple debris this can be

several ways For at Proctor Hydro GMP

installed an air blast the intake to push

debris off for (and it can be
option for debris

at the
in

to

l5
l6
t7
l8
l9
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

not

40

4l

ofa or manual). This device is

agaln for debris. The grapple is

the least debris (which the river is known to
this particular location. Ifthe

continue to be a labor-intensive
of this task will improve worker

be to forgo repairs and continue to operate Searsburg

is a poor option, because it would mean lower
cost than we are capable ofproducing. Renew, and

Allegheny selected to do the work due their product familiarity with a

turbine that has not been manufactured in quite some time. Both vendors have

provided great value and a high-quality product in the past.

In reviewing this random sample it can be seen there is no explanation for most

projects as to the alternatives considered, the cost associated with those alternatives

and why that alternative was rejected. I also note that Departments witness Robert

safety
task.

l6
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Rosenkoetter also references the lack of financial justification as a problem with

supporting documentation as provided by the Company.

A ARE THERE OTHER CONCERNS THATYOU IDENTIFIED?

A. Yes, The Company is required to provide a cost summary for each project as part of

their request. That cost summary is required to documentation for

the costs requested in the form of external and invoices. To

satisff this requirement, the Company quotes for project

costs. In some cases, GMP paid the prepare the those

costs in the project total. In to some

background qualifi cations, that are simply an attempt to

provide the req under Attachment 7,

and may in and is especially concening

prepare the quotes andthe vendor(s) tothat in some instances, the Company pays'."',,.:1,.;j"1;..'i:il11"f,'iit*j.r':lii,i$..
then includes the cost of obtaining the

Pau VOU DESCRIBE THE COST SUMMARIES THAT ARE PROVIDED BY
'iiri!tl.: iir'll.

THE COMPANY? ..'. l

The actual cost sriiiiliraiy' is a computer generated report that lists the project number,

the project category and a summary ofcost by type (i.e. Contractor costs, internal

labor overheads, AFUDC, etc.). It serves as a simple list of the cost incurred and has

as back up a more detailed summary of costs by type with vendors listed and

materials listed where applicable. It is this document for which the vendor documents

Commented [BD6]: Can you provide aa enmple wherc this

Comment6d IBD7]: I've re-witten this quBtioo and suggest

relocating the p@graph for better flow of this seetion.

quol€s in the project costd.

a.

A.
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are to be supplied as a source document, like an invoice or a payroll report that would

be used to support the cost listed on that summary. It is here where a limited number

of vendors were utilized specifically to come up with a budgetary estimate or quote as

part ofthe project cost development.

A. IS IT IMPORTANT TO HAVE A FINANCIAL

ARE

FOR

?

A. Yes. The Commission has seen the value of ing some analysis

to determine whether a project is cost As noted cited above,

and as noted in past alternative by Larkin, analyses

and financial analyses have expected ssion. The has

also disallowed projects in a util prepared a sufficient cost

benefit analys cost-effectiveness

evaluation analyses reflect

management's cost and provide assurance to regulators

AWARE ANY POLICIES REGARDING THE NEED

YSES?

lYes. In Docket No. 8190 the response to DPS 6-8 stated the Company's

capitalization policy as follows:'

Unless there are substantial reasons for doing otherwise, the Company will not

undertake projects for which quantifiable expected benefits do not exceed

quantifiable expected costs. (Emphasis added)

Commented [BD8l: I am somwhet uncomfortable citing to
dis@very from a p6t cue (thd is now sevwl yffi old). We

might want to includo a discovery respons* or cite lo GMP

tstimony from this dock€t that would make the same point. Ifnot,
want to remove the paragraph. It doss not add a whol€ lol

of value.
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A.

I interpreted that statement to mean that either a cost benefit analysis or some

financial analysis should be performed for most, if not all projects' Based on my

review of the various projects the majority of projects did not have a real financial

analysis.

fYes. As oxplained in past Larkin again inthls thore'is acontinued

con'com with ovorhead fatos. concerned with 949n141e-s

overheads (i.e. what costs applied

ARE THERE OTHER ISSUES THAT YOU IDENffi WHILE PERFORMING

THEPROJECTREVIEW? 
_ 4%\

A. WHAT IS THE

A. The

type' first

applied to the

II. RATE BASE

be applied to the lcosts by

noted v-e -sqcul 4ji9.r {epgll-q

documentation is supplied, a

be for the overhead rates (i.e. included with the

also been a concern in the past, is that an

not only to the direct costs incurred, but it is also

Commsnted

he

connentcd [8D111: fuaiA

?

study

second

l9



I Plant Additions

2 Q. WOULD YOU EXPT,AIN TFIE COMPANY'S REQUESTED PLANTADDITIONS

3 TO BE INLCUDED IN RATE BASE?

4 A. Yes. The Company has requested that projects totaling $212,004,760 be added to rate

5 base and retirements of $70,720,504 be removed from rate base, resulting in a net

6

7

I

9

l0
ll
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l8
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20
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22

a,

plant increase of $141,284,257 during the calendar 17 and 2018. The

average increase to rate base net of The reduction to

plant for retirements is offset by a to depreciation, so

in fact the change to rate base for is $21

Communications
a, WHAT IS THE COMPANY TO ITS

A. The $21 consists of4 projects,

The projects are supporting cost detail was generally

ects as a benefit (the same benefit

None of the projects had a real furancial

, none were required under Attachment

7 about whether a qualitative analysis was fully

completed, is no documentation that altematives were considered.

IS THE DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDING ANY ADruSTMENTS TO

COMMLTNICATIONS?

for

because

20



lA. Yes. As explained by Brian Winn, a recommendation is being made to exclude all

the $216,702 of costs for the communication projects from the current rate filing.2

J

4 InformationTechnology
5 Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE COMPANY'S REQUEST
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FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

A. The Company requested $15,409,298 for

Technology (IT) projects and two

$14,050 to a high of$83 1,253.

DID YOU IDENTIFY

REQUESTED?

In some

concernlng.

Ido

ven the of

for sixty-four Information

Proj range from a low of

COMPANY PROJECTS

I find to be

proj frnancial analysis or qualitative analysis

throughout the alternative regulation

use of is appropriate lor IT projects,

in specific project requests. lAbo, the

a.

A.

Company is requesting computer replacements at apace that exceeds

'iiilr1r, .i...,'1.:.

number based on policy and employees. '4, glpl4ift-e4 !{t g1yF.qA}ul

the required

Igpqrd, tbg

Company has a history ofnot completing planned projects and over'spending on

approved projects, which indicates that the cost estimates and/or dates are

questionable.

A. WHAT IS CONCERNING WITH THE USE OF DATED QUOTES?

Comrnented [8D12]: Can you suppon this conclusion widr
actual numberc?

Commented [BD13l: tuo we planning on attaching ihe ESAM
report s an Exhibit. lf so, we should give a precise eihtion to the

relwmt sstion of the ESAM repotl
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fhe Co*puny has a history of requesting IT projects in rates and then not completing

those projects. The Company complicates this problem by substituting new projects,

which often come in at a higher pricg, for those projects that were not complete{. l4--

the past, GMP has explained that new technological changes led to projects being

cancelled and substituted. I find it contradictory that on the one hand, GMP is willing

to iely on dated estimates for technology projects, other hand the Company

often cancels and substitutes projects due to a in technology

A IS THERE ANY INDICATION IN T}IAT IT TES ARE

QUESTIONABLE?

A. Yes. The Company response for computer hardware, 1 of

3 projects that be delayed two months.

This one cost There were seven

computer closed June 2017 , and one is delayed until

one to be completed, the total cost to

fact, the six projects closed, five were over

projects should be more known and

in the latter six months of 2017 and in 20 I 8, yet there

are vanances

Computer Hardware

A IS THE DEPARTMENT RECOMMENDING A DISALLOWNCE FOR

22 COMPUTER HARDWARE?

A.

20

2t

5% over

lSa

the

22



1A. Yes. As discussed in Mr. Winn's testimony, the Department recommends that all of

the requested $5,691,594 ofcosts foi computer hardware be excluded fron the

current rate filing.

requests for computer

2

3

4

5 O. DID YOU IDENTIFY SPECIFIC ISSUES WITH THE COMPANY'S REQUEST

6 FORCOMPUTERHARDWAREPROJECTS?

7

8

9
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A. Yes, The Company's filing includes

hardware projects. Tiaditionally, the

computer hardware. This became an

ARE

Yes.

has not blanket requests for

a.

A.

blanket as part of regulation,

and mirrored the use of for both The

transmission and distribution over time as part of

alternative have of blankets (which is

discussed v), dollars to plant

without the documentation to justify some

would exacerbate this

adjustment that I would recommend.

COSTS THAT ARE QUESTIONABLE?

First and as indicated above, the Company has provided very few

financial analysis or qualitative analysis. This problem exists within the Company's.

computer hardware project files. To the exient that benefits of projects are described'

I find those descriptions to generally be limited' For example, in some cases, the

Company lists no change as an alternative to a proposed project' In my opinion, this

This is

23
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is not sufficient detail to demonstrate that altematives were.considered, what the cost

of the other altornatives was, and why that alternative was not selected.

There are specific proiects that highlight this problem. They include the purchase of

computers and iPads. The two requests total $783,737 and include 261 laptops and

250 iPads. In response to a discovery request

Company stated that as ofJuly 19,2017, there

from (DPS5.Q6l), rhe

l9 desktops, and

279 iPads for 357 employees who

Company's replacement period is

stated that the

every 3-4 , the

rate filing indicates a more rep if used

a four-year replacement td 179 computers over a

two year period -82 in the filing.

Based on ln iPads have a two year

replacement the the replacement rate as reflected in

of computers is driven

what is than hhis.is an oxcosslve request dhdwould

lsvel disallowance in my oplnion. t

Computer Software

ARE THERE RECOMMENDED ADJUSTMENTS TO THE COMPANY'S

COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROJECT COSTS?

a

24



lA. Yes. The IT project list for computer software consisted of thirty-nine projects

totaling $9,717 ,704. As discussed by Department witness Brian Winn, the

Department is recommending that all of $g,7 tl ,lltabe excluded from recovery for

the rate year 20 I 8.

A. ASIDE FROM THE FACT TIIAT THERE IS AN THEBENEFIT

AND FINANCIAL ANLYSIS ARE THERE THATYOU

WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS

????2????????

THA

A.

Transmission and Distribution
a, cANYOU THE TRANSMISSION

AND

A. Yes. The sum transmission and distribution rs

six different blanket work orders.

,383 discussion of hansmission and

seven categories (including total

project

Lines

Dishibution Substation ( I 2)

Meters (l)

Regulators and Capacitors

Transformers
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a

a

a

a

a

is broken
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. Transmission Lines (27)

r Transmission Substations (28)

A. WHY AREN'T THERE SPECIFIC PROJECT NUMBERS FOR SEVERAL OF

THE CATEGORIES LISTED ABOVE?

A. There are six different blanket transmission and requests that total

$53,800,642. The project categories without to them are strictly

blanket projects. The blanket requests

r Distribution Lines - 176

a

Meters -

7,t

- $3,

780

YOU IDENTIFIED IN THE TRANSMISSION

AND THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS

BEFORE RESPECTIVE CATEGORIES?

A. ly.s. In my review of the five year averaging for blankets, I saw a common trait-

acceleratiofi ofthe averaging across the blankets, Despite a fluctuation ofcosts up and

down ftom year to yeaf,, the 2016 spending is accelerated when compared to the

previouS years. As I have noted in prior alternative regulation reports, the Company's

use ofescalating the five year average is not appropriate' In my opinion, the

a

a

a

26
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Company has not provided adequate information to demonstrate that this escalation

of costs is appropriate. I elCq ltAye eqltgC{! yjlb thq cfqwlb l4lq 4Cgqqrpd fqr q,qgre

blankets. Additionally, I believe that the financial analysis and benefit description are

not sufficient to meet the known and measurable requirements. Although there is

some level of financial analysis for some projects, the analysis for the majority of

projects are insuffi cient.

The Department's witness David ralses project planning

and the use of blanket work orders. Mr. Whitman issue with

the Distribution Line (t) as

Commented [BD16l: Can you add numbors hero to document

that itrcr€sing averege (i.e. per@ntage incrsc of tho average)

part of the requested b a significant portion of

the overall and also added that part of

the problem replacements, and that

GMP's pole are documented. I share Mr

Line blanket, but I have

use of transmission and distribution blankets. Those

the respective transmission and distribution

plant

Distribution Lines

A. PLEASE DESCzuBE THE COMPANY'S REQUESTED ADDITION FOR

DISTRIBUTION LINES?

A. The Company request includes $43,808,176 for distribution lines. The five year

average the Company used in estimating 201 8 shows an acceleration of the

distribution lines blanket during the yearc20l4-2016. The amounts requested for

below

27
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A.

2017 and 2018 are based on escalated five year averages. The costs are an

accumulation of line extensions, reconstruction and minor adds, road relocations,

telephone reconstruction, and other.

a. cAN YOU DESCRIBE YOUR CONCERNS WITH GMP'S USE OF HISTORICAL

AVERAGING FOR THIS REQUEST?

Yes. There are four issues: (1) The projects ly reduced for

growth; (2) the Company escalated the (3) there of projects;

and (4) the level ofcosts included in has become I address

each ofthese concerns below

o. wHYDOYOU NOT PROPERLY

REDUCED

A. fihe Company has stated in testimony shown as part gf!!rc pyglagiqg that an

rate for distribution lines reflected by

Company is 18.78%. for regU,l-alptq qld gqpqgilgrs, 4et9!! 4!4

of2 40.28% and 52.90%o, respectively. i Thus, it is

reas.onable to assume that the distribution lines will be more comparable since the

Commented [8D18]: Boed on what

Comm€nted [BD19li lt is nor clwto me what id6 this
sentence intends to convey.

'!i*!'. 
'r,.'.tl'$

lines lead to where the other plant is providing service. i

a. ARE YOU AWARE OF HOW THE COMPANY DETERMINED THE I,EVEL OF

GROWTH INCLUDED IN PROJECTS?

Commented [ED17]: Can you oiteto this s€otion of their
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A. The Company determined growth based on an analysis of the 2016 additions. This

method is an issue, since GMP is using one year of information and applying it to a

five-year average. To be properly done, the growth rate should be a five-year

average, just like the dollars being considered. Another issue is that the Company

performed this analysis, and the results are based on an-after-the-fact assessment that

could be prone to error or lack details ofproject

O. CANYOUDESCRIBETHE YOU WITH

DEPARTMENT WITNESS DAVID

DISTRIBUTION

A. GMP's use of blanket proj over Although there may be some

benefits to using for it an all-inclusive

process that scrutiny that other plant

categories are. ects requested range from $47,596 to

lines had at least 10 projects

In toa request, GMP provided a list of

the test (DPS5.QS5). The costs ranged from $379,647

to $786,93 indicates these are not minor projects. For

example, Project reconductoring of line 4 and line 6. However, the

same discovery response indicated that there were 5,1 l8 non-growth projects in 2016.

Thus, there were small projects that could appropriately be included as a blanket' In

my opinion, it is a problem is that larger projects, which can be separately set up and

accounted for which, are included in a blanket with these smaller projects. Using

projects

to
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separate project temptates for these larger projects would lead to better cost conhol

and should lead to better project planning. ilherefore, I agree with Department

witness David Whitman that a threshold should be set for when distribution line

projects should be separated from the blanket request. Indeed, I believe this

requirement should apply to the other project categories. llncluding p19je9rq 9! qugh

varying size in the same blanket creates a risk for lity

Commented dollar
threshold? Or

A. ARE THERE ANY OTHER INDICA

EXCESSIVE?

T MAY BE

A. Yes. During discoverY, the Company a

comparison of plant une of 2017 in prior filings

versus what put for the first six

months of actual to date as ofJune

2017 was $1 of 153, or 47.7Yo, over the requested

the that has occurred over the years,

no will be spending money. However, the

questlon whether the spending is appropriate. This level

of be andjustihed, but the broad use ofblankets and lack of

project-specific limits the regulatory safeguards that are needed to ensure

the Company is constructing necessary projects at an appropriate cost.

a ARE PROJECTS INCLUDED IN THE DISTRIBUTION BLANKET

SEPARATELY IDENTIFIED WITH A PROJECTNUMBER?

30
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A. Yes, which is why, in my opinion, it would not be overly burdensome to require that

GMP modiff the manner in which makes requests for large distribution requests in

future rate filings.

A. ARE YOU RECOMMENDING AN ADJUSTMENT TO THE BLANKET WORK

ORDER FOR DISTRIBUTION LINES?

Yes. Based on the actual five-year average, lines would be

$25,944,808 in each ofthe yeus2017 the lower growth

rate of 21.67%o (the lowest of three that a I get an

addition of $20,322,568 for of the 18, or a

$40,645,136. Based on the 08,176 aminimum

adjustment of ls

In addition, the be to implement a change in how

ln Future rate requests should

that exceed $100,000 from the distribution blanket,

Each indi documented to demonstrate that is necessary

and , all growth should be separately accounted for

to remove any as to whether the blanket request is growth related or not.

Finally, the cost for pole replacement should be separately requested and accounted

for. Pole replacement has become a specific focus of utilities due to aging

infrastructure and the concerns with storm damage. While GMP should be

encouraged to maintain a robust replacement program, as discussed by Mr. Whitman,

3t
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there is sufficient justification to exclude major pole replacement programs from the

distribution line blanket. This is essential since the dollar volume in distribution lines

is significantly more than any of the other blanket requests.

5 DistributionSubstations
6 Q. PLEASEDESCzuBETHECOMPANY' S REQUES DISTRIBUTION
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SUBSTATIONS?

A. The Company requests $10,796,659 for including l2 projects

totaling $9,284,61 I and $1,512,048 work orders.

A. CANYOUDESCRIBE MORE DETAIL?

A. Yes. The blanket IS request is escalated for

inflation spending for the

other four request the blankets are not growth related,

I take issue with the use of the

for the Iam recommending an adj ustment because

the ls mlnor inflation would be minimal.

a. DoYouHA S WITH THE TWELVE PROJECTS FOR

A.

WHICH THE COMPANY PROVIDED ACTUAL COST SUMMARIES?

Yes. For Projtpct 143292, the Company requested $1,430,338' In its financial

analysis, GMP stated that alternatives were considered for this projoct, but the project

documentation does not contain specific cost detail for those altematives.

Conversely, for Project l4359lf GMP lgqltest-S $2J?7,J9f p,ld pfqVidpd qqqe !CyC!

1)

what thse proj4ts qreCommented IBD21lr co you
in parenthee (e.9. X substation
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of cost information for alternatives as part of the financial analysis. Clearly the

necessary financial information may be'available and can be provided by GMP in its

documentation. Other projects had either some dollar factor mentioned in the

financial analysis for alternatives considered or suggested that the only alternative

was not to purchase equipment or do nothing. I do not, howeVer, have a

recommended adjustment for Distribution

7 DistributionPurchases
S Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE COMPANY TO
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PLANT FOR DISTRIBUTION

A. The Company requests 163,

regulators and capacitors;

is $3 14,525 that is included

included

a,

A. No. The

factor, It used a

a,

for ,l l3

1 for The only specific project

ofthe request is

NQT ADJUSTING THE REQUEST

FOR LINES AND

blanket cost for meters using a 40.28%o gtowth

factor for regulators and capacitors and a 52.90o/o

growth factor for transformers.

DO YOU PROPOSE ANY ADJUSTMENTS FORDISTRIBUTION

PURCHASES?

GROWTH

has

33
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Yes, As noted above, this category includes only one individually documented

Project, which is Project 153692 (within the meter category). I beiieve that this

project should be disallowed, The documentedjustification for Project 153692 is that

due to technical failures with meters,. GMP must increase in-house inventory by 2500

meters. The description also notes that the failing meters are covered under an

extended waranty and will be ropaired at no

DPS5.Q69, the Company provided a history

discovery, in response to

from 2013 through July

ll,2017. GMP's discovery response

project as there has been an increase

pay for the additional

Advanced Meters is 14,465,

project that the

charge to

failure,

for the

ratepayers to

curent of

was 6,376. Moreover, the

supports

failures.

rate

ls

and there is no

cover the cunent rate of

replenished as part ofthe meter

not a retum on the excess inventorY

no charge. I recommend that $3 14,525 associated

with the Company's request,

I also believe the inflation from the blanket amounts would be an

appropriate adjustment, However, I have not made that adjustment because the

impact on the cost of service would be de minimis.

the meters

153692
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A. ARE THERE ANY ADDED CONCERNS THAT YOU HAVE IDENTIFIED?

A. Yes. In my plant discussion, I have identified my concem with spending for blankets

and how it has increased over the years. The Company is not experiencing significant

customer growth. Thus, spending for blankets within plant should not experience a

significant upswing. However, in 2016, meter spending of'$1,096,396 was twice the

average of the previous four years. Similarly

spending was $1,666,470 - again over twice

and capacitor

average. Ln2076,

, in 201

transformer spending of $4,506,077

average.

than four-year

In my opinion, the Company this increased spending.

Absent the this

on fesponses

(DPS5.Q80) be For the first six months of 2017, the

1,65 hansformer blanket. The

$2,775,081. Based 6n the Company's

in excess ofthe requested blanket amount

will be years, since the blanket amount requested every

year is based on average. Therefore, I believe that it is appropriate for a

cap to be placed on blanket spending with the caveatthat it can be exceeded if

sufficientjustification can be provided the increase in spending.

22 Transmlssion Lines

23 A. DOES GMP'S PROPSOED TRANSMISSION LINE SPENDING RAISE SIMILAR

24 CONCERS TO ITS DISTRIBUTION LINE SPENDING?
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A. Not to the same level. The company requests $13,247,801 for Transmission Lines,

which is less than one thitd of the distribution line request. Within the Transmission

Lines category, there is are 27 specific projects totaling $10,679,021 of the

$13,247,801. The blanket cost requested is $2,568,780. This reduced reliability on

blankets provides more project-specific information and accountability'

A. IS THERE AN INCREASE IN SPENDING THE TRANSMISSION

LINE BLANKET SIMILARTO THE

A. Yes. However, unlike the other 2016 transmission spending is

proposed to increase over only 8%.

general concern that I have is that the Company

escalated the supplied sufficient

information inflation within the blanket.

However, as result in a de minimis adjustment (less

to change the blanket

a. wouI-D PROJECTS WHERE THE COMPANY PROVIDED

ACTUAL

Yes. The Company included 27 specific projects in its filing' Like many of

documentation files from other categories, the Company's supporting documentation

for some transmission projects does not include a financial analysis. I note that some

projects did discuss alternatives and included some cost information. fttrowevel; thele

A.
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were projects that simply state no other altematives were considered to achieve the

improved reliability that the proposed project yields or the altemative considered was

not to replace the plant for this project. lll .y qpqiql,lhg pfojgpls !hA! !eS!

documentation to demonstrate adequate consideration of alternatives and/or

appropriate cost analyses do not satisf the known and measurable requirements

under Attachment 7 and could be subiect to

O. ARE YOU RECOMMENDING A ANCE OF THE

Commented [8D221: tue there any notable examples?

Comm€nted [BD23l: Can you add an cxample ofcost d€tail

that you considw to be ade4uste?

A.

Transm

TRANSMISSION LINE

No. GMP's responses to

for transmission projects ls

(DPS

that

that the spending

in service dates have

because zufficient

been met. iwhile plant c:uld be disallowed for thefailure togovide some proper

financial analysis, I am not making

supporting cost was

ANY'S REQUEST FOR TRANSMISSION

SI]BST

The Company ,331,759 for 28 projects. There are no blankets included in

this request. Projects range from 59,432to $1,040,932. I believe that GMP's ability

to provide project-specific detail for this amount ofprojects and not rely on blankets

for transmission substations supports my conclusion that more specific project detail

can and should be provided for Distribution Line projects. If GMP can produce

project-specific documentation for a$9,432 hansmission project, then it should not

SQ.

A,
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be overly burdensome to produce similar documentation for projects that exceed

$100,000 within the Distribution Lines category.

CAN YOU DESCRIBE THE SUFFICIENCY OF THE DOCUMENTATION FOR

THE TRANSMISSION SUBSTATION PROJECTS?

A. In some cases, GMP provided analysis as to what to the proposed project

were considered and what the cost of those In other cases GMP's

documentation states there are no ves or alternatives were

possible to achieve improved reli project files do what

ofthe I notealternatives were considered O: lack

that the Company has a habit ol,t3nt{.yi1ie verbatim language regarding the

, :.

alternative projects considered,

-.,t r,,. li.:. :.t:lti:,.:.

the 28

consideration ofwhich suggests to me that

alternatives was not a ects. As an of

projects in the filing, I t had the following

the cost ofthe alternative:

AS of Demand Side Management measures or
address the reliability benefits this Project

and Three manufacturers were evaluated for
deterrent The cost ofthe three products was compared on a

selected product was approximately 3 times the cost of
the evaluated, however it was the only one that met all of
the IEEE 0 requirements, offered a comprehensive assessment and

installation and was deemed a superior product ofthe next 25 years of
repeated product removal and re-installation. The wild life cover-up is

manufactured to fit each unique piece ofequipment or apparatus, and is

designed to be precise fit. This precise fit eliminates any need for taping or

field modifications, allowing installation in a fraction of the time it takes for

other cover-up to be installed. Additionally, the covers can be installed on all

fypes ofenergized equipment. The product has been installed in over 500

substations without a single product failure. This wildlife cover is the

superior product in terms of offering our customers the most reliable power

Commented [BD24l: Do you msn that idontical langwge is
used (i.e. copied and pasted)?

t6
t7
l8
t9
20
2l
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
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quality needed and has been recognized as being 1007o effective in

eliminating bird and animal caused outages in critical substations by 2 major

utilities.

On the surface, this explanation appears to be responsive to the financial analysis

question of alternatives. However, its verbatim repetition for I I separate projects

indicates a lack of project-specific consideration. All 1 involve mitigating

animal damage, However, each of the I I specificity ofthe cost of

the three products referenced, Likewise, of considered is

missing. The statement that the other did not meet l0

requirements cannot be substantiated.

foint Ownership Plant
A. PLEASE ALPLANT

A. The The Fiscal year 201 8 request is for

the t94,034

A. CAN REQUEST IS REASONABLE AND MEETS THE

KNOWN STANDARD?

A. Because of issues determiqing the joint owner costs in the past, GMP has

previously agreed that it Would use a five year avelage of actual costs. This practice

eliminated disputes over the reliabiliry ofbudget dollars provided by the respective

owrers. To provide cost support for the projects, GMP attached the calculated

average, However, the Company again escalated the cost without providing any

5

6

7

8

9
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substantiation that inflation should be applied. Just as I disagree with the use ofan

inflator for blankets, I disagree with the use of inflation in determining the

appropriate estimated cost for Joint Owner construction.

A. ARE YOU RECOMMENDINGAN ADJUSTMENT TO THE JOINT OWNER

A.

a. ARE

COSTS?

adjustment to rate base and

Therefore, I am not

CAPITAL BUDGETS?

Based on the supporting documentation folders, the actual

average cost for Joint Owner projects is 764. The average is $106,270

less than the escalated average of $3, requested by the The4

OF

of service

OWNERSHIP

which has been recorded as a

and a to accumulated depreciation of

rate base by $32,369,963. I AM STILL

AS THE INVESTMENT IN AFFILAITES IS

AND I AM NOT TOTALLY CLEAR ON

A.

ADJUSTED

WHETHER THERE IS AN IMPACT TO RATE PAYERS

22 Production Plant Proiects
23 A. CAN YOU DESCRIBE THE COMPANY'S REQUEST FORADDITIONS TO

24 PRODUCTION PLANT?

That has

to
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A, The Company requests an increase of$33,875,860 to production plant for 36 specific

projects. It also has an annual blanket request and $4,342,159 ofplant retirements,

The specific projects total$32,690,739 and the blanket total is $1,185,121'

A. DO YOU HAVE ANY CONCERNS WITH THE REQUESTED PRODUCTION

PLANT ADDITIONS?

Yes. The Production blanket request is based five-year average of

various projects the Company has capital The production

request, like the various other distribution has

evolved as another

Generally, the projects were by any cost

documentation a history of costs.

As part of provide a summary

of the five GMP's response @PS5.Q79)

$42,041 to $102,246 totaling

was $687 ,791. Thus, the five largest projects

make states that the use of blankets allows the

Company issues that arise and are required to be addressed

during the year , four ofthe five projects do not meet that criteria. These

include h,vo hand rail projects, the replacement of a wooden platform with a steel

platform, and roofreplacoment. These we arc all projects that could have been

readily identified and included as part of a specific project request. Therefore, I

recommend that the $1,185,121 ofblanket cost be disallowed as there is insufficient

The

of the

for
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evidence that the cost axe primarily related to unforeseen events or needs during the

yeat.

DO YOU RECOMMENDING ANY OTHER ADJUSTMENTS FOR PLANT

PROJECTS THAT HAVE BEEN REQT]ESTED?

Yes. I am concerned with the cost development for plant project costs,

especially in 2018. GMP's discovery for 2018, the Company

used third-party vendors to develop cost for of the

$23,614,104 cost included in its DPS5.Q74

indicates that GMP paid the to and is vendor's

charges on to ratepayers as this process to be

problematic. In the that provided

estimates The as Budget Estimate,

Budgetary costs. that this cost documentation is

the cost was developed. One

budget for 14 projects totaling

$7,3 s website I did not see any reference to

expenence I note, however that it does have experience with

water treatment concern is whether the estimates could be relied on since

the vendor has no obvious experience in the electric utility industry' The Company

was asked in discovery to explain what experience PC Construction has in the electric

industry, and responded as follows (DPS5.Q74):

PC Conshuction has been compensated for preparing budgetary estimatos (as

are other vendors, engineers and conhactors)' Just like other vendors, costs
23
24
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associated with producing estimates were charged to their respective capital
job number, For example: time associated with estimated for the Waterbury
redevelopment project (Waterbury FERC) was billed to GMP project

#141781.
Regarding PC Construction experience in the electric industry: PC

Construction has nearly 50 years in the manufacturing and industrial
construction market. Outside the list of successful projects completed for
Green Mountain Power, PC's experience covers a broad spectrum of cbmplex

and demanding projects including:
High-volume Production Facilities

Biotechnology and Pharmaceutical

High-level Cleanroom Space

Laboratories

Biomass, Hydroelectric and

Research and

Specialfy Gas,

Tool

ona by projecl basis. For
estimates on projects for

the construction management service
engineers to administer bid

instances, as Construction Manager, PC

for the various contractors and vendors

bid process. For instances in which PC

identified in a "bid package," bids are

GMP and compared against other bid packages.

The response information with regard to PC Construction's electric

utility experience. The Company has indicated that PC Construction is providing

construction management. The estimates raise a separate concem; they lack any

coi,nmitment and are simply an opinion of what the cost would be'

ll
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The estimates for these projects are ofquestionable value. Also, as detailed in prior

Larkin Reports and in the ESAM Report for the year ended September 30, 2016' the

Company has a historic problem of completing requested projects and substituting

more expensive altemative projects for uncompleted projects, Therefore, I

recommend that Production costs be reduced $g,028,46gwhich is 50% of the budget

estimates and/or opinions identified.

A, DOES GMP THE PROVIDE YSIS TO MEET

THE STANDARDS OF KNOWN FOR

PLANT PROJECTS?

A. No. Based on my review of that the documentation files

for 33 ofthe 36 do not to the proposed

proJect or of that documentation for

Project 143377 specifically stated in the explanation

supporting documentation for this

actual cost information, two

by the Company for costq ofthe project, and

an 87 page I was unablb to find any information of the alternatives

considered by cost ofthose alternatives, The following projects had

some mention of alternatives and cost:

Proiect 146734 Chittenden Saddles 20 I 7

Project 153169 Bolton Falls HPU

Pro,iect 153707 Chittenden Saddles 2018

" The
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This lack of documentation on alternative projects considered by GMP is troublesome

because ratepayers are being asked to pay for projects for which GMP has not been

able to demonstrate that, through proper planning and investigation, it attempted to

provide a result based on a reasonable level ofcosts. In my opinion, there is a lack of

documented evidence that the projects are cost beneficial.

A. DO YOU RECOMMENDING AN PRODUCTION

PROJECT REQUEST BECAUSE THE ARE Y

DOCUMENTED?

A.

Property
a.

o

estimates of $9

I would recommend that in addition the estimate disallowance a further reduction of
I,

10% of the remaining 523,662,270 ($33,875,860
,rt*:j:;! 

-

- Blankets of $1,185,121 -
or 7 be excluded from the Company'

.:r. "

s reques{.

S FOR PLANT ADDITIONS

0,5 property and structure additions to plant. The

Commented [BD25l: Can you describe how you rrived at

l0olo in more detail?

A. The

A.

request ofblankets and $4,255,867 for 19 specific projects

DO YOU HAVE ANY CONCERNS WITH THESE PROJECT COSTS?

Yes. I do not believe that blanket project request is appropriate. There is no project'

specific information within this blanket, and it is not possible for regulators to review

the necessity ofthe projects included in this blanker. Accordingly, I do not believe

that the 5394,669 should not be allowed.
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A.

a ARE THERE ANY SPECIFIC PROJECTS THAT YOU ARE CONCERNED

WITH?

Yes. The Company has three cold storage facilities that are being requested. The

facilities are basically an uninsulated pole barn to park equipment in to provide

protection from the weather. The facilities are 30 feet and the sum total

cost is estimaf,edtobe$576,422. ln and having some

familiarity with the construction of pole find the high. In

discovery, the Department requested Company explain high

cost ofthese pole barns. response two from

2016 for storage facilities. and$125,400, The

response

estimates ved

so high. The 2016

high for a cold storage

a.

A.

barn. Absent why are what they are and why that

should not be allowed.

THATARE QUESTIONABLE?

The 67,85 I for the purchase of land for the Burlington

Substation (Proj The supporting documentation included a financial

analysis that stated that no other alternatives were considered. In response to a

discovery request (DPS5.Q50), the Company stated that the cost will be revised

becarlrse there are two potential sites under consideration now. I note that the cost for

OTHER
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a.

a.

A.

this project was previously included in a rate request for the FY2016, but the project

was not completed.

DO YOU BELIEVE THAT GMP'S FINANCIAL ANALYSN IS SUFFICENT FOR

ANY OF THE 19 REQUESTED PROJECTS?

pnf trvo of the projects,!-r-a{-,so{r]e -49]141
to

other altematives were considered and what that altemative. In the

absenee of this analysis, I believe that the requirements

of Attachment 7 or satis$ the known standard.

WHAT IS YOUR

STRUCTURES?

FOR PROPERTY

of Wimr, the DepartmentA. As

recommends a of the 536 ofProperty & Structures.

a IN RATE CASE HOW WILL THE

COST THEY APPEARTO HAVE ALREADY

SPENT

A. When the for a rate change in a future proceeding, I assume the

costs will be reflected in the average plant as part of the filing. Unless an issue is

raised in that filing, the Company will then begin to recover the costs for those

projects. In other words, although the Department recommends disallowance of these

projects in this proceeding, it does not foreclose the possibility ofthe projects being

COSTS

EVER

BE
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a

included in future rate cases if GMP provides necessary documentation to support

inclusion of the projectji , -. . . .

ITo THB EXTENT TTIAT GMP HAS SUPPLIED SUPPORTING COST

DOCUMENTATION, WHY DO YOU BELIEVE IT DOES NOT MEET THE

KNOWN AND MEASURABLE

A. Cost documentation is only part of the is also a need to know

why the project is being undertaken when really plans

for the work to be done, and whether a benefit from this being

completed. As I have noted where

cost documentation, it is not led these basic questions.

Transportation
a. DoYouHA THE TRANSPORTATION PLANT

A. often projects for a total increase of

contributor is the acquisition pf 8 bucket

trucks in trucks in 2018, for a total cost of$4,959,150. Only

Project 143545 System) and Project 148961(2017 Trailer

Purchases) had a financial analysis that identified an alternative and the cost ofthe

alternative.

a. DO YOU RECOMMEND ANY DISALLOWANCES FOR THE COMPANY'S

REQUEST FOR TRANSPORTATION?

48

Commented [BD27l: Again, I'll worry about speoiffo legal

analysis when it @ms time to draft r brief

Commented [8D28]l Again. Thorc is no ned for legal

analysis in your tetimony.

9

to plant.



lA, Yes. As explained in the testimony of Department witness Brian Winn, the

Department recommends a full disallowance of the $8,984,613 of project costs.

Yermont Marble Hydro
A. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE COMPANY'S REQUESTFORRECOVERY OF

VERMONT HYDRO PROJECT COSTS?

A. The Company requests $14,481,685 for l0 the other project

categories, in my opinion, the Company financial

analysis to explain the alternatives and the cost
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majority of the projects,

148861 (Huntington Ul and

some discussion of cost.

ect

for the

Sub Project

to an alternatives and hadany

A.

a. DrD YOU

supplied budget estimates and

provided 6 estimates totaling

$ Estimate for $390,300; and Kleinscmidt

provided totaling $32,100. As discussed above, this new practice

of estimating as there is no proven record that the estimates are

reasonable and reliable for setting rates, Unlike a quote or contract, there is no firm

commitment. Therefore, the costs are speculative and should be viewed with some

lev€l of regulatory concern.

for

of

EATON
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A.

a

A.

IS THERE ANY EVIDENCE THAT YOU ARE AWARE OF THAT WOULD

INDICATE THE COSTS MAY NOT BE RELIABLE?

Yes. Project 148858 (Huntington Sub Rebuild) was to be placed into service in June,

2017 at a cost of $832,791. The project was completed and put into service in April,

20lT,butatacostof $1,026,587. Thatisavarianceof $193,796, or23.3%o. Another

project was Project 148861 (Huntington Ul &

56,963,279 and to be in service in June, 2017.

U2

service in June,20l7 but at a cost of$7, , which

projected amount.

a. DoYou

was projected to cost

has indicated it was in

in excess ofthe

THE VERMONT

known and measurable standard

7, the majority ofthe $14,481,685 ofcosts have

cost were verified to invoices. i

MARB LE P LAII.$.E".-qU E s r?
r-,,1'1ii'1ll i.,,

So. While an;4irstment could be r"qgtiirq,pJ th.

and non-compliance with Attachment
-v'ri.{:;!itr., , 1t,::a..rl,Jllir'r .ti:r:r€l:,ir " r\.

already
:tr:rt ,;'

occurred and a portion of the actual Commcnted [BD29l: How is this different dlan oth€r projwts
that do not hav€ adequato dooumentstion to smply with
Attachment ?. I $ink should add morc deiail to 6ste a cohereot

lant

reflected the accumulated depreciation for the rate year ina. Has the

A.

which rates will be in effect?

Yes, I believe so. It appears that the Company's model has calculated the changes to

accumulated depreciation properly based on the inputs, I note, however, that I did not

do a thorough review of model. [he only change I recommend to ac.cumulated
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n. Are there concems with the Comfanf 'ffiFine caPital reQuost?

A. I have a concern with tlte lead lag

capltal are based on a flow Som other

trI,INCOME ANT)

for working

REFLECTADDIfiONAL

SE

Other Revenue
A. AREYOU

."rfS!8-*$.,

a. Do

AN

ADJUSTMENT TO DISTRIBUTION

A.

A.

EXPENSE?

Yes, as part ofthe synergies determination. The test year cbsts include $1,200,000

for account 59320 Exogenous Storm Costs-Non Platform' As the account

description indicates the costs are non-platform, and because the $35,159,338 of

distribution costs in the test year are platform costs, then the $ I,200,000 should be
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excluded from the platform costs. In other words, the Company is making an apples

to oranges comparison when calculating the platform adjustment for the rate year

During discovery, when asked about the $1,200,000 being included in the platform,

the Company responded as follows (DPSS.Qaa):

Even though these costs are part of the platform (FERC 593), it was determined
that they should be excluded from the synergy GMP is required to
absorb the $1.2M exogenous costs in any
synergies. If this amount was included in

costs would impact

the platform, the synergies would be
costs when comparing them to
1.2M. The synergies are

currently shared 50/50 with effectively be paying
for 50%o ofthe exogenous costs their ofthe synergies

The response clearly states that the is required to costs and that

by including the cost in 593, the

synergies when compared to and reduced rate payer savings

by 50% ofthe

A. DOESTHE THA ADJUSTMENT IS REQUIRED TO

A. rs no. its discovery responses (DPS5.Q45),

the amount was included in the test year, it has no

impact on since the test year costs are not used to calculate

rate year

a, DO YOU AGREE THEN WITH THE COMPANY THAT THE COST DOES NOT

IMPACT THE 2018 COST OF SERVICE FILING? ;

have to

claims

8
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A, No. As will be discussed later, the platform adjustment is a reflection of the cost

savings from the merger. As the Company stated in response to DPS5.Q44, which is

quoted above, if the cost were included in actual costs when comparing them to the

platform the synergies would be decreased. The Company is correct that the platform

amount is not affected but since it is the Departments position that the synergies

reflected in the rate filing is the difference between year and the platform and

adjustment to the test year amount is required the accurate synergies

By reducing the test year for is increased

by $l.Z million and the ratepayers is reflected as an to the cost of

service is increased by

a. WHAT ARE RESPECT TO THE

$1,200,000 TFORM?

A, The $ test year amodnt thereby increasing the

Merger
THE MERGER SAVINGS AS REFLECTED BY THE

COMPANY?

Yes. The Company reflected a merger savings of$18,200,000 as part ofthe request

for 2018. The platform adjustment calculated by the Company is $36,925,900. This

represents the merger savings achieved to date (i.e. as of Decembe r 31, 2016, the test

year), Ratepayers are entitled to fifty percent ofthe merger savings, which equates to

$18,462,950 as of December 31,2016. In setting rates for 2018, at a minimum, a
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A.

merger savings credit of $ I 8,462,950 should be reflected. That would mean the

merger savings in the filing should be increased by an additional $262,950 absent any

other concerns or adjustments.

A. IS THAT WHAT YOU WERE ALLUDING TO WHEN YOU SAID THE

PLATFORM ADJUSTMENT SHOULD BE BY $1,200,000?

A. Yes. With the additional $1,200,000 adj ratepayers would be

entitled to an additional merger savings (5 That

increases the merger adjustment I am to $862,950 + $600,000)

A. ARETHEREANYFUR MERGER SAVINGS?

I belieue additlonal savings should be reflected. Based on the platform framework

-$ry#'.i.,: ".e. ;?{P::.. .1.*-

and flow tfuough of savings, shareholders received the savings up-front. Then as the
"1r::- '1 ;)- Wf\. +/

more equitable sharing took place, added savings were required to wait for
. 1il ror, . .l:^ o' * .'j'l .,. t,'t

completion ofthe ESAM calculation. Ifthe added savings produced arevenue
,1,1;r- "\.\, "l': "" 'iu

sufficioncy, then that saving,would flow through to shareholders because the eaming
't$\ 'qli,. *s.,.

sharing bands the existed in altemative regulation. While the F,SAM will continug'$*,, X,*
alternative reguJation is.no,longer part of the annual process of determining what*'-*-" l"it
savings belongs to y-.{9m. Therefore, it is my recommendation that, for 2018 rates,

the merger savings should reflect what the anticipated savings will be instead of the

historical level, which is now is stale by tlvo years. This modification will minimize

the amount of savings that ratepayers will have to wait,for after the 2018 rate year is

completod and a subsequent ESAM calculation is made.l- Commentsd [BD32lr Bitl, you should rflise tlfs sslion. I
thitrklhat l've made edits to mpture your though! but I w8
strualirc lo follow your lodo lhrouch thc Dmglaih ds writta.
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aj WI{AT ADDED ADruSTMENT ARE YOU RECOMMENDING TO THE

MERGER SAVINGS?

A. Iamrecommending.............i

Earnings Sharing Adiustment Mechanism
A. DOES THE EARNINGS SHARING MECTIANIS HAVE ANY

IMPACT ON THE RATES BEING

A. No. While I do have issue with certain the lained in the

Larkin Report), the adjustments that I made that suggest over-

earned are within the revenue

required. However, as I did for year 2015, I have prepared a

summary of the ected plant addition as filed by

GMP. The ln present in fiscal year

2016. Those are not being completed as

su place, and the cost of additions

A WHAT PROJECTS WERE NOT COMPLETED AS

Comm€nted [BD33]; willthere be moreanalysis here.

Commented [8D34]: Is this an acourate conol$ion? Are
nrepayem paying for substitute prcjects instsd ofthe incomplete
projects. W€ need to be @reful.

A.

REQUESTED?

The Company requested a total of 138 projects (excludes counting ofblankets) at a

cost of $91,369,386. The Company failed to complete 30 projects (21.7%) totaling

$9,403,987 or 10.3o/o of the requested additions. fihis is a major concern because

ratepayers are potentially paying a refurn on phantom plant and paying for no-existent

depreciation. I
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a, WITATLEVEL OF PROJECT SUBSTITUTIONS OCCURRED?

A. The Company added 48 projects totaling $7,S21,401. I do not believe that these

adjustments are appropriate because the addition ofthis plant is occurring without the

appropriate level ofregulatory review. Adding 48 projects that have not been subject

to review when the initial request was for 138 is

A. PLEASEEXPLAINTHECONCERN

A. As noted earlier, the Company projects at a cost 86. The

Company failed to complete That

projects in the fiscal year completed cost for the

requested

$89,224,4

s89,224,

totaling $7,821,401 that

were not subj total cost passed on to ratepayers that

amount. The

If

1S to ratepayers.

Income Tax
A ARE ADJUSTMENTS TO INCOME TAX

EXPENSE?

A. Other than the automatic flow through adjustments discussed below there are no

current recommendations.

V. FLOWTHROUGH ADJUSTMENTS
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a. Are there any other adjustments that are being made that are flow through

adjustments?

A. fYes. I have reflected the state and fEderat income tax impao! the gross revenue tax

and working capitat associated with the respective adjustmonts that have been

recommended. | .,

a. Does this complete your testimony?

A. Yes, at this time. However, I may testimony and in response to

the Company's rebuttal

Whero isfili dooudmtcd?
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a.

A.

INTRODUCTION

Please state your name, occupation and business address.

My name is Helmuth W. Schultz, III. I am a Certified Public Accountant, licensed in

the State of Michigan, and a Senior Regulatory Analyst in the firm of Larkin &

Associates P.L.L.C., 15728 Farmington Road, Livoni4 Michigan 48154.

a. Please describe the firm Larkin & Associates.

A. Larkin & Associates is a Certified and Consulting

firm. Larkin & Associates performs primarily for

public service utility staffs and groups

counsels, public advocates, general, etc.). Larkin &

Associates has as expert witnesses

in over 500 gas, water and sewer,

and telephone

a. describes your qualifications and

A. Ybs. I have I, which is a summary of my experience and

qualiltcations.

a. On whose behalf are you testifring?

Larkin & Associates was retained by the Vermont Department of Public Service

("Department"), to review the rate decrease proposed by Green Mountain Power

A.

4
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Corporation ('GMP' or "the Company''). Accordingly, I am appearing on behalf of

the Department.

a. What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding?

A. Our firm was requested by the Vermont Department of Public Service to analyze the

4.98Yo rate increase of $3 1.709 million requested its filing of April 14,

Eor

change

requested

l,2018.

to be effective January

analysis and what is the Departmentls

to GMP?

Department is recommending that

the Commission increase of $tgr million for GMP. This recommendation

is shown on Exhibit DPS-LA-1, Schedule 1, line 37. Exhibit DPS-LA-1, Schedule 4,

incorporates the capital structure and refurn on equity recommendations of

Department witness Richard Baudino.

a4. m

a.

A.

5

are the

Comm€nbd [BDll: Brim will inhrdu@ wihoss6s in his
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1Q. Have you previously testified in Vermont?

Yes, I testified in a number of Dockets on behalf of the Vermont Department of

Public Service regarding various ratemaking issues since 1990.

A.

4 Organization
5 Q. PLEASE EXPLAINHOW YOLIRTESTIMONYHAS BEEN ORGANZED.

A. My testimony will address, in order, the following:6

7

8

9

l0

ll

12

l3

t4

l5

t6

t7

18

l9

20

2l

22

r Overall Financial Summary

o Background and Understanding

r What was relied upon as part ofthe filing.

This will then be followed

o Rate Base

specific

a. HAVEYOU BY OTIIER WITNESSES IN

iJn my

summary

A.

6



I Overall Financial Summary
2 Q. WHAT IS T}IE COMPANY REQUESTINGIN THIS PROCEEDING?

3 A. The Company is requesting that rates be increased by $31.709 million or 5.3o/o. The

4 filing is based on a December 31, 2016 test year adjusted to the rate effective period

5 beginning January t, 2018 and ending December 31, 2018.

6

7

8

9

l0

ll

t2

l3

l4

l5

l6

t7

l8

19

20

lzr
I

22

23

24

A. WHATIS THEDEPARTMENT'S

EFFECTIVE PERIOD ENDING

A. The Departrnent is recommending

The Department's recommendation is

expenses, other than base

and a reduced retum on equity

a. WHAT

A.

FORTHERATE

201

increased by or l00(o/o.

and

costs

IN

costs, rate

OFTHE

the Department's position.

revenue sufltciency for the rate

effective 31, 2018. Schedule 2 is a summary of the

Department's to operating income. Schedule 3 is a summary of

rate base that test year as represented by the Company, the Company's

proposed rate year rate base, and the Department's recommended rate base. Schedule

4 reflects the Department's recommended cost of capital, which is sponsored by

Department witness Richard Baudino. Schedules 5 through 12 provide supporting

information and calculations for our recommended adjustments to cost of service and

7

I contains
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rate base.

ffiiil

4 Filing Background
5 Q. WOULD YOU EXPLAIN YOUR TINDERSTANDING OF THE PURPOSE OF

6

7

8

9
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A.

THIS FILING?

Prior to the Company's filing, GMP was a4ltemative

lRegulation pPlans(A#Rsg). was

set to expire on-as-ef September 30,

a+apprevedby the

7. GMP,withSeexpir*ion

rate for the

calendar€iseal 18. Although this filing is termed as a

requirement. The costlot

to for a specific group ofO&M accounts,

with are included in "Base O&M Rates" that

merger with Central Vermont Public Service Corporation ("CVPS"). The "Base

O&M Rates" are also commonly refered to as the "O&M Pbasede+r'vha#hasbe@

terme**platform.l The !&M Eplafform consists of athi* specific group of accounts

for which{hat a base cost was established for a ten-year period as part ofthe Docket

7770 MOU approved by the Commissionthe-merger-r*4t$€enhel-tlermentP{rbli€

8

in this
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Ser+iee an+in conjunction with the alternative rate making process that was then in

effect. Once established, those base O&M accounts included in rates are only

adjusted based on the change in a consumer price index ("CPI")CPL GMP'sThe

filing includes an O&M lplatform adjustment to the historic test year of $36,925,922'

In the current filing, which is year seven ollbg..lOrklvl-Pla[folm, the Company

reflected a reduction of $18.2 million for merger unique exception to

traditional ratemaking is considered

A. WHATIS THE SIGNIFICANCEOF TFORM WITH

RESPECTTO TTIE

A. The O&M Pplatform rates in specifi c accountsluhich

are adjusted

or

ona

the

used as a measurement

achieved from the

merger between and GMP

a ARE INMEANTHEREIS NONEED

TO DESIGNATED PLATFORM ACCOT]NTS?

A. No. The need to be analyzed since the difference between the test

year and the is, as stated earlier,.the measured savings from the

merger between CVPS and GMP. In the cunent filing ratepayers are entitled to 50%o

ofthose savings. Therefore.se to the extent.llha[ costs have been inappropriately

chmged to the designated accounts in the test year, those costs have to be excluded

9

THE F

costs
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2

because that will increase the-.lQ&N[ lplatform adjustment and ultimately increase the

merger savings to be applied to the calculated cost of service.

4 Reliance
5 Q. CAN YOU EXPLAIN WHY AND HOW TRADITIONAL RATEMAKING RELIES

6
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A. As I indicated above.ea+$er this filing is

recent years. Under aAltemative

period was adjusted to for changes

prospective rate period.

rate setting Plant and

because the

from has been filing in

the revenue for effective

plant was allowed in the

were also limited

issues while developing

would be important md-asi#€l+€sreasonable I

a. ARE

guidelines fola*eunder traditional

TRADITIONAL RATEMAKINGAS IT WAS

A.

PRIORTO RATEMAKING?

Yes. I have been involved in Vermont rate cases since 1990. I believe I have a good

understanding of what has occurred and what the standards are, Being familiar with a

number of cases, I thought identiffing specific standards as a refresher would be

advantageous to all parties.

10
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A. WHAT ARE SOME OF THE STANDARDS YOU ARE REFERRING TO?

A. A significant standard is the known and measurable standard. [n conjunction with

identifring what is known and measurable, there have been Commission Orders that

have addressed how it is to be applied, what the requirements are. and when that

supporting information is required to be available.

i. .;.
,///t /

,///:///:/
1//t/.'2.

a. [wour,o youIDENTIFY soME oFTHE PRECEDENIYOU
,|,/ 

'

t2
13

t4
15

l6
t7
l8
l9
20
2l
22
23

24

25

26

AREREFERRING

TO AND EXPLAIN WIIY TTIAT PRECEDENT IS

A. Yes. As I noted earlier, plant under traditional is not to

include growth related plant will serve In the

Commission stated:

"The new customers are

serving those
be principle in this case, but

we that made to maintain adequate

and test year and are only incidentally available
inclusion ofcertain
some growth-related sales,

improvements were not undertaken in
but were or are needed to maintain adequate

customers, absent any load growth."r

This is

growth

qAltemative tRegulation GMP, would include

plant. Such additions would not be appropriate here and

the Company has in testimony that growth related plant has been excluded.

Conn€nbd IBD2lr Bill, I sugg$t paring dom lhc dirst
quotcs to Board ordes signillcfifly. I agree that it is imporLnt to
idonti& the krt legsl standirds that you .Ie relying on, but
gtdqrsiv6 hlock quot6 of lhe ordoF are not nmsary, Thoso rre
the typs of quot{tioro md irgumeni$ fi6i t vill need to flch in
out mors dotril in tho port-hsing hriofs.

not

order to
where

I Board Order in Dooket 5428 dated Januay 4, l99latpage2l.



1Q. WHATABOUT THE KNOWNAND MEASURABLE STANDARD THAT YOU

IDENTIFIED AS BEING AN IMPORTANT ISSUE TFIAT HAS BEEN

ADDRESSED BY TIIE COMMISSION IN THE PAST?

The Commission has addressed the known and measurable standard in different

Dockets. An example is Central Vermont Public Service Corp., Docket Nos. 6946 &

6988, where the Commission addressed the issue along with expectations for future

rate filings at length. The following is a notablen excerpt from that decision-a*d that

enunciates lhe Cornntission's known and measurable slanclardpf€+idcs€fl+phasissr

speeige lar+g$ege i

2

J
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36

A.

€VPS asserts th4 atl
The DPS disagrees rvith thi!,assertien; arguing instead that rnany ef the

in*

Instead; the DPS e6

unsupperted plani,eosts (rvith the pereentage varying by type ofplanf);

standards,Fse

Our evaluation of CVPS's proposed plant additions begins with a review of
the known and measurable standard, as defined by the Vermont Supreme

Court, and as applied by this Board.fhg Ve{mq{rl $Upryme Cgyrt he! deft{tg!
the known and measurable standard as 'changes that are measurable with a

reasonable degree of accuracy and have a high probability ofbeing in effect in
the adjusted test year.:FN*o The Board has consistently held, including in

Formafted: Font: Not ltalic, No underline
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CVPS's last fully-litigated rate case, that witnesses'representations alone are

not sufficient support for a project to meet the Court's known and measurable

standard. !.4the1,!h9 Bqard tre! tCCqitpd Cqrng !4qelblq wqtk:ptpdqS! tttp!
shows that the project is likely to actually be completed; examples include^,. -

^wgtb-ordelq,.qS"sl:bq4ef, 
1_q1relyqeqzgtoJhgt.typqCo{wf iS94stlppq4&f 4

project's cost and completion date,2

prepesea ehanges
M

The eempariy prevides ne suppeFt fer eapital additiens be)'end the statements

ef &eolnpwly wihIes* ^t^-^ '6^':t:n4tL" !|a'r^ 'v4 '^^ '!t^;L;ls -'1^L't'646's'

underhirc ]N€* orde
ei

| '?Board Order in Dockets 6946 & 6988 dated March 29.2005at paees 66-69
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We expeet €l/PS te p
edotta\ additiens {EnrPhasis
add€d)

Fhe referenee te rvh# happens when disellewed is partieularly impertant in this ease

as Depertment witness Brian Winn erplains the exelusien sf eertain plant i* this rate

proeeeding is for this rate preeeeding and dees not serve as a permanent exelusion

., '

CommenEd [BD3I: I rhink that we should be @reful hete. My
reolleclion of the C\?S @se is ihat there were specific prcjcts
under which we made a K&M argument. Here, Brian is
reomending a blanket denialthat is bmed on K&M genemlly.

Workingthrough the nums ofthis dislinction is probably better

left for legal briefing from me.

Formatted: Font: Not No underline
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In another proceeding the Board stated the following:

"In the future, GMP shpuld garefully exarninb each item for which it is
requesting rate base heiatment, and only inciUde those items that it believes to
be known and measurableitr4 ?dd!!ist't,&t mqjo1i19mq,a sqstbg-tlgfi! anC!y!i!
should be conducted prior ib the rafe tequest, and for smaller items, a hnancial
analysis should be available in support." a

.' . .:1. '

These Orders state that a cgst-benefit *'atysis "should" be conducted for major

ploject3, and thAl the Coirimission "expel]s" that certain documentation -

wotkpapers, work oiders and cost-benefit analyses - will be presented with the

company's initial filing.', is+as

@o meet these requirements, the Company and

26 the Department adopted a detailed understanding ofwhat should be included to

comply with the known and measurable requirements. This understanding was

memorialized in the MOU adopted b-v the Board in Docket 7770. Specifically'is so-

r
a Board Order in Docket No. 5983dated February 27 , 1998 

^t 
page 39.
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A.

ealeclrefere+te-as "Attachment 7"5 to the MOU details the documentation that is

required from GMP to support cost recoverv for projects. A copy of Attachment Tand

is attached as Exhibit DPS-L&A-fi.

A. HAS THE COMPANY COMPLIED WITH ATTACHMENT 7 AS PART OF THE

FILING IN THE CT]RRENT APPLICATION FOR INCREASE?

No. Fhd gprypeqy !$ p,rqv1ds4

as will be detail

thge€empany as -support-lot rapilal

projects appears to been this filing. In many

information identified

by for project costs. Iv[yOr* analysis

the based on prior Commission

Issues ldentified
A . WIIAT ARE SOME OF THE ISST]ES THAT HAVE BEEN IDENTIFTED AS

PART OF TIIE DEPARTMENTS REVIEW OF THE COMPANY'S FILING?

A. As noted in Attachment 7,prt3,the Company is to provide a cost benefit analysis or

financial analysis depending on the size ofthe project -and Aas part ofthat analysis,

7.

l5
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20
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GMP should also providetherei+te-be a summary of altematives considered and

rejected. The Company has not properly prepared e financial analyslis for a majority

ofthe requested projects that require such an analysis. The Company has had issues

with meeting this requirement in the prior alternative regulation proceedingsesf+nder

Al++€g, which had beenas documented in multiple Larkin Reports to Commission.;

This hendandi+ continues as part of this filing. is necessary to show

that the Company is underaking projects that and necessary_andjq

decisions.

A. WHATTYPEOF NOT INTIIE

COMPANY?DOCUMENTA FILES

A. In our we found that

approximately files provide a proper financial analysis. ft

any detail on lbgwha#ether cost of

whether costs estimates were obtained from

more than financial analyseis Oftegweuld provide{

explanations analysis detail. The following are random examples

from the fvarious categorie$

Communications

Due to GMP's commitment to infrastructure security and public safety, the

company does not feel it is prudent to not institute some security measures

and the installation of camear.rs will meet some of the companies needs.

Cotnncnted [FDgliI Numeiou re quoting lugugcfrottr
ihe prcjecttom.plahvfolders. Ifso, en you id€nti& thetgmplat€s

by projed numb€!? we should also b€ clair fist you sre quoling
tho ompany's ffles.

22
23
24
25

were
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Computer Hardware

There are a variety of technologies available for cellular amplification. We
reviewed multiple types of systems and decided on the Fusion product as the

best fit for this type ofinstallation, due to ifs capabilities, cost and ability to
obtain support from a local partner.

Computer Software

We have evaluated an altemate on-premise (Avaya) and feel with the
knowledge of the

8

9
l0
ll
t2
l3

28
29
30
3l
32
33

34

lrs
36
37
38

cunent investmerttnzear'om, as well as

system, make this the most cost effective
time.

Distribution Substations

GMP considered twb different
hansformer. These included l) and 2) use

for the of two
Asa

10/14 MVA transformers
project saves

the current substation
unit was not selected as

to the
of l0^4

direction at this

one 15 MVA

of one 10/14 MVA
10/14 MVA versus
result, an altemative
would not be least cost.

$160,000
option

be

The
MVA

it for the affected area.

were also discussed as

reliability concerns associated with this

the meter inventory level but were concemed
of meter exchanges when our traditional inventory
low or even run out and then we would not be prepared to

needs.

New Hydro

39

In this case, the only altemative to this purchase would be not to make it.
Given the strqing hnancial benefits for customers and the fact that the project

furthers state energy policy and supports renewable enerry goals, the purchase

makes.tremendous sense for our customers and the state.

New Initiatives

may be
e

run

t7
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In terms of manufacturers, GMP's dishibutors offer three brands of heat

pumps for our program. Our model choices are based on their offerings as

well as those models that are recommended by Efficiency Vermont and

customer feedback. In terms of heating and cooling technology, GMP has

evaluated Electric Thermal Storage technologies as well as geo-thermal heat

pumps, but cold climate heat pumps provide lower up-front costs, higher

efficiencies and lower operating costs.

Production

10
1l
t2
l3
l4
15
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t7
t8
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32
33
34
35

36
37
38
39

The original project scope was removal and ofone Runner (Second to

be a future project). This was the lowest however it has now been

determined after removal and Runners could not be

refurbished. GMP has begun the of 2 runners at
near. IfGMPrunnerMiddlesex knowing failure of

elected to postpone runner
increase significantly. An
outage would be uncontrolled

Property and Structures

- Yes, we the

to the

There
achieve the

Transportation

the risk for failure would
outage is the least route, as the

system and this
an altemative, that

potential safety issues due
costs as a result of failures.

possible to achieve the improved reliability that
Side Management measures or Distributed

for this application since load is not the driver.

alternatives to address this asset management issue and

reliability that this project yields. The application of

1n

DSM measures or DG cannot address the asset management concerns.

Two other altematives were considered, the first was to do nothing and

continue using multiple fuel systems. We did not choose this option because

one of the legacy systems was very old and the software is no longer

supported and can no longer be accessed by GMP. In addition, employees

afe

No other
project

18
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getting on-site fuel would need access to both options. The other option was

to update the legacy system that was now outdated. The estimate to complete

this option was $220K so we did not choose this option either.

Vermont Marble

There were no other altematives considered for this project. The Recreation

Improvements are required by FERC and the ANR. The Hydraulic Grapple

installation is essential to worker safety and safe and reliable operations at the

project. The grapple addresses debris removal; can be accomplished in
several ways depending on the site. For Proctor Hydro GMP
installed an air blast system; which
debris offthe racks. This is a good

automated), but it does not address

into the intake to push
debris (and it can be

option for debris

removal is installation of a rack This device is

similar to a grapple; but again for smaller The grapple is

the least cost altemative to large debris (which
produce). The grapple is the best
grapple were not the tobea
task. .Removing the
safety.

is known to
If the

labor task will

be to to operate Searsburg

a because would mean lower
cost are capable of producing. Renew, and

the due their product familiarity with a
quite some time, Both vendors have

product in the past.

be seen there is no explanation for most

considered, the cost associated with those altematives

rejected. I also note that Departments wifiress Robert

the lack of financial justification as a problem with

Wind
One

In

projects

and why that

Rosenkoetter also

3l

32

JJ

34

35

36

supporting documentation as provided by the Company

A. ARE THERE OTHERCONCERNS THAT YOU IDENTIFIED?

19
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A. Yes. The Company is required to provide a cost summary for each project as part of

-their 

request. That cost summafy is required to have supporting

documentation for the costs -requested in the form ofexternal quotes or estimates

and invoices. To satisf-v this requirement

the Company had certain vendors provide quotes for project 

-costs.-and 

lin

some casesJqlvlP paid the vendor to prepare the qu9,t9t and included those

-costs 

in the project total. In addition tq sdmetOon""* with some vendor:sl

--background 
qualifications, there is concem that the iluolgs are simply an

attempt to 

-provide 
the required docuinentation to meet the requirements under

Attachment 7r and 
-may 

in f4ct be best guesqgs an.{ not realistic quotes. [t ll
. : . .:,:.

gspeeaUygspgqialJ e*concemine that in some inst the 
-Company 

paysi*g

rhe vendor( s),"..f..i:_1,1t-,,.n. 0*"'
the quotes in the project cost{.----

...... :' : :

labor overheads. AFiiDC. etc.). It serves as a simple list of the cost

as back up a rnore detailed surnrnary ofcosts by tvpe with vendors listed and

materials listed where applicable. It is this document for which the vendor docurnents

are to be supplied as a source document. like an invoice or a payroll repoft that would

be used to supoort the cost listed on that summarv. It is here where a limited number

CommenEd [BD6l: Cm you provide u uample wherethis
happened?

Commented [BDt]: I've rewitten dris queslion and suggest
ihe for betler flow ofthis seclion.

and then includesinelu4hg the cost of -obtaining
,,: .t. '

: :. t'. : '..

'--.
".,,.,

a.
'....:
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a.

A.

of vendors were utilized specifically to come up with a budgetar_y estimate or quote as

plrt ofthe project cost development.

IS IT IMPORTANT TO HAVE A FINANCIAL ANALYSIS?

Yes. Tilisan++he Commission has seen the value of the Company performing some

analysis to determine whether a project is cost noted in the orders cited

above, and as noted in past gAltemative by Larkin, cost benefit

analysgis ror!-lfinancial analysgis have by

past where a

or

other adequate forms of Inmy

opinion, cost concem

regarding and the public that

management is

a. YOUA POLICIES REGARDING TTIE NEED

FOR

fYes. In DocketNo. 8190 the response to DPS 6-8 stated the Company's

'a,., i'/
capitalizatlon policy as followsl

Unless there are substantial reosons for doing otherwisg the Company will not

undertake projects for which quantifiable expected benefits do not exceed

quantifiable expected costs. (Emphasis added)

I interpreted that statement to mean that either a cost benefit analysis or some

financial analysis should be performed for most, if not all projects' Based on my

comin€nEd
discov6ry &on

l8D8Ir

diis

ralue.

to
Ifnot,

It doB whole lot

A.

20
2t
22
23
24

25
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review ofthe various projects the majority ofprojects did not have a real financial

analysis.

A. ARE THERE OTHER ISSUES THAT YOU IDENTIFIED WHILE PERFORMING

THE PROJECTREVIEW?

A. [Yes. As explained in past Larkin Reports and again in this filing there is a continued

4B9.Cu!4tiq4 r_epgrtS

is supplied, a

supporting study'shquld for gverhead rates (i.e. included with the

-is-an*has

that an administrative overhead is applied

it is also applied to the other loverheadi,

q
W

Commenled [BD9]: You should add a sentence orlwo
explaining what overhed rates are to introdu@ this topic
Remember that we have a new Chaiman, and we should not
prdume that he will approach this ese with deep knowledge of
tate 6es.

Commenbd [BDlo]l An example would be helptul to
@ntextualia the @ncem.

Commented [EDlll: Again, you should add an example so it
is clsr what the ls,

Formatted: Tab 0.5" Left

concem with overhead rates. 1Qpgqj.qq.elly,.l.a!=r.g9!9St!.ed-wilbl!1qe91l€9tsJt

GMP calculates overheads-areealet+la+ed (i.e, what costs th6y are applied to).

to be applied to the lcosts by

how

a.

A.

22
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efvenders lYere uti

II. RATE BASE

PlantAdditions

a. woul.D You EXPLAIN PLANTADDITIONS

l0

ll

t2

l3

I'o
l5

t6

t7

l8

TOBE TE

A. Yes. The

base anclt

12,004,760 be added to rate

be from rate base,lsgUldng-in+r a net

4 years2017 and 2018. The

retirements is $150,573,000. The reduction to

plant by & reduction to accumulated depreciation, so

in fact the for plant and retirements is $212,004,760.

Communications
a. wrIAT IS THE COMPAIIY REQTIESTING FOR ADDITIONS TO ITS

COMMT]NICATION SYSTEMS?

A. The Communication request for 5216,702 for plant additions consists of 4 projects.

The projects are primarily small projects and the supporting cost detail was generally

19

20

2l

22

23

rncfease

ls

to
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a.

A.

sufflcient. Three ofthe projects identified cost savings as a benefit (the same benefit

was provided for two ofthe projects). None ofthe projects had a real financial

analysis, but because they are under $300,000. none were required undgl r$achrngn!

7. However. I have concerns about$ut-aquesfien-remains whether a qualitative

analysis was fully completed because there is no documentation thatJhis-isduein

pafr+e{o altematives were considered.

IS THEDEPARTMENT

COMMT]NICATIONS?

TO

A. Yes. As explained by Brian a made all

the 

-$216,702 
of costs for from the current rate filing.

Information
a. PLEASE IN THE COMPANY'S REQUEST

to plant for sixty-four Information

requests. Project costs range from a low of

$14,050

a. DID YOU IDENTIFY ANY CONCERNS WITH TIIE COMPANY PROJECTS

REQT]ESTED?

In some cases the projecf support files included dated quotes which I find to be

conceming. For a majority of the projects the financial analysis or qualitative analysis

was lacking. As explained in the Larkin Reportg throughout the 4Altemative

24

A.
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a.

gRegulation process, I do not believe that the use ofblankets is appropriate for IT

plqjggli , esPeciallY given the

range of costs included in specific project requests. lAlso. tThe Company is

requesting computer replacements at a pace that exceeds the required number based

on policy and employees. Aq.qlplainqdF Lty.E$.AMfspqrd. tTlrgCompl4y has 4

history@
on approved

projects. which indicates-lLluling the

WHAT IS CONCERNING WITH THE USE OF DATED QUOTES? -' 
.

fihe Company has a history of requesting IT projectsjqfates and then not completing

those proiectspegfl€Jhem T!999![psn!Ftsi*&*q complicate$hislpblql
11.:rl.:;t )....

The

changes

find it contradictory

GMP is willing to rely on dated estimates for

technolos_v projects. but on the other hand the Companyth€#€sfin+at€s often

cancels and sub stitutes proj ects due toare-eonsi@

+here_is a rapid change in technologY .

and/or dat6s .are questionable.

A.

Commented [8D14]: Again, we red to providean emple
probably

Commented IBD12I: cm you support this @nolusion with
actual numbers?

CommenEd [8D13]: Are we plming on attaching the ESAM
report s an Exhibit. If so, we should give a precise citation to the
relevant s4tiotr ofthe ESAM report.
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A. lS THERE ANY INDICATION IN THIS FILINGTHATI ESTIMATES ARE

QUESTIONABLE?

A. Yes. The Company response to DPS5.Q80 indicates that for computer hardware, I of

3 projects that was supposed be in service as ofJune has been delayed trvo rnonths.

Thjge one project has a higher cost than the other two together. There were seven

computer software projects to be closed as ofJune one is delayed until

August. Despite the fact that one project the total cost to

date-b 5%o over budget already. In fact, projects five were over

budget. This is aconcembecause ects should be more and

measurable than the projects latter 17 and in there

are variances developing.

Computer Hardware

a. rs THE FOR

COMPUTER

A.

all of -the requested $5,691,594

of from the 

-current 

rate filing.

a. DrD YOU ISSUES WITHTHE COMPANY J REQT]EST

FOR COMPUTER HARDWARE PROJECTS?

A. Yes. The Companys filiugreques+ includes $656,662 for two blanket requests'florr

computer hardware proj ects.

26
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a.

A.

f,li,ng*{trq4itionally- the Qqqtpany,hSS -qSI !qq!u{qd -blatt\gt
_for

computer hardware. This became an added blanket as part of alternative rezulation.

and mirrored4lt*eg$eeause-ef 

-the 
use of averages for iqih transmission and

distribution UankgE. The transmission and -distribution blankets hgvg-bqwgygE

eveetime-have escalated pvg1ji$g-46'ain as part of

concems that'Alt*eg lbgand+h€ ease of will

bediscussed later-.lulbislqsli.npny9,

adding dollars to plant

-providing

blankets

This is a specific

project

ARE QUESTIONABLE?

as above.etxlie+ the Company has provided very

few analvsis. This oroblem exists within the

TSlhg_EIte4lhathe benefits of projects

4pfit limited. For example. in

some cases. the Company lists no change as an alternative to a proposed project. -!q

my opinion. thi

to demonshate thatdee+net+xplai+.what altematives were -considered, what the cosl

of the other altematives was, and why that altemative 

-was 

not selected.

First and

27
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There are specific proiects that hiehlight this problem'Speeif,€alba+€ They

includegr*efrej.ee+s{e+ the purchase of computers and iPads-a+e--juestienable, The

two requests totaling $783,737 and include 261 laptops and 250-iPads. In response to

a discovery request from the Department (DPS5.O6l). 

-!The 
Company

-s1a1sd 

in respense te DPS5.Q6I thaf

-laptops, 

19 desktops, and 279 iPads

7, there were 338

who require

computers. GMP'sThe replacement period

is indristry standard every 3-4

replacement rate.

Assrrming4erlr

57l2)_--evere+ne

in the filing. Based

on the- iPads have a two year

I would _question the need

as in the filing. It by all appearances 

-sssm5 
th4f

the more by what is fully depreciated

excessive request and would be recomme.nded for some

level of-disallowance
.//.

in my opinion. I

is€uss€s-

22
23

Computer Software

as of

[8D16]! Is disrillo*ance, or
rofa back to Briu's
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A. ARE THERE RECOMMENDED ADruSTMENTS TO TTIE COMPANY'S

COMPUTER SOFTWARE PROJECT COSTS?

A. Yes. The IT project list for computer software consisted of thirty-nine projects

totaling $9,717,704. As discussed by Department witness Brian Winn' the

Department is recommending that all of $9,717,704 be excluded from recovery for

the rate year 2018.

A. ASIDEFROMTHEFACTTHAT THEBENEFIT

AND FINANCIAL ANLYSIS ARE ANYPROJECTS YOU

A.

WOULDLIKETO

???2?????????

Transmission
a. eaN$rc{+Is ANY'S REQUESTFOR

1S

$81 68 projects andel$s six different blanket work

orders. are $8,855,383. My discussion of transmission and

down intolbg-.1flollsluiug seven categoriesllglgdiqClglal

project numbers by categorv)- The eategories listedl b

@:
r Distribution Lines

r Distribution Substation (12)

YOU

l3
t4

15

t6

l7

l8

l9
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A. The sum
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. Meters (1)

r Regulators and Capacitors

r Transformers

r Transmission Lines (27)

r Transmission Substations (28)

a. wtry AREN'TTmRE SPECIFIC FOR SEVERAL OF

A. TAsnste4{here are six different

totaling $53,800,642. The a number

shictly blanket projects. The as follows:

and $1,547,1 l3

141

Lines - $2,568,780

A. ARETHERE THATYOU IDENTIFIED IN THE TRANSMISSION

A.

AND DISTRIBUTIONPOPULATION THATYOU WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS

BEFORE YOU DISCUSS THE RESPECTIVE CATEGORIES?

[Yes. In ryreviewg$tg the five year averaging for blankets-L!3lg a ooilxnon trait*

acceleration ofthe averaging across tho blanksts,js Dtha*despite a fluetuation of

a.re

,5

a

30
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costs up and down ftom year to year, the 2016 spending is acoelerated when

comparod to the previous years. As I havo noted in-p4iqg alternative regulationAl+

Reg reportsl the Company's use ofescalating the ffve year average is not appropriate.

In my ooiniou. the Comoany har not provided adesuate infonration to

dernsnstrat thatthige

escalation of oosts is appropriate. [&tq! w!!h_thg crq$l-t !?t9 ..--

assumed for some blankets. that

the financial analysis and benefit not to meet the known

and measurable requirements. level of

financial majonty axe

insufficient.

concems with blanket work orders. In particular Mr

blanket because;-.(-!) there are no

of the requested amounts, and (2) this UeokqL

transmission and distribution budget.

Mr part of the problem is that lheinelude*i*the

Dishibution includes pole replacements. and that GMP's pole

replacement processes zu'e inadeouately documented. I share Mr. Whitman's concems

with respect to the Dishibution Line blanket. but I have additional concerns reealding

the use of transmission and distribution blankets. Thoseis-er-et€€ssiv€-em€{rn+-€'f

eele+epls€€m€nt$

Can you add nunben here to document

thrt

and the

projects

3l
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Q, DO YgU HAVE SIMII\R CENEERNS WITH THE BTANKET PREJEET

RSa{JES+S+

@ concems glgwi+b€ addressed by category in the respective

transmission and distribution plant discussions-belgw.

Distribution Lines

a COMPANY'S

REQUESTED ADDITION FOR

A. The Company request includes for dishibution five year

average the Company used in

distribution lines blanket 201 The amounts requested for

2017 afi 2018 are based on costs are an

road relocations,

telephone

a. CONCERNS WITH GMP'S USE

HISTORICALAVERAGINC

A. Yes. There are -The projects have not been properly reduced for

growth{a the Company escalated the average;j3} there is no specificity of projects;

and-l0 the level ofcosts included in the blanket has become excessive. I address

each of these concems individually below.

6

7
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a. wHY DO YOU CONTEND THAT THE PROJECTS WERE NOT PROPERLY

REDUCED FOR GROWTH ?

A. frhe Company has stated in testimony lan{ !t$ Ctqyq elpS{t -ofl-bq Cvgfeelle !tre! ql

adjustment for growth is necessary. fihe growth rate for distribution lines reflected by

the Company is 18.78olo, ltrg,q{4rtlqtlq for ryeg!4SfF Sg4 q?p?,ci!qs, mp1glg Sq4

transformers include growth of 2 1.67%0, 40.28o/o respectively. lUUqS"

it ls enlfreasonable to assume that the moro comparable

since the lines lead to where the other

a. AREYOUAWAREOF TI#

GROWTHINCLUDEDIN

A. The Company 2016 additions. This

method is and applying it

to a five-year the growth rate should be a five-year

the $nTheother issue is lhalthe

and the results are based on an-:after:therfact

or lackjglails of project specifics.

CONCERNS TTIATYOU

SHARE WITH DEPARTI\GNT-WITNESS DAVID WHITMAN REGARDING

TTIE DISTRIBUTION BLANKETS?

GMP'sThe qlg-ofle+eHblanket projects has grown over the years. Although there

may be some benefits to using blankets for small dollar projects. it€nd has become an

. ,/t .,
andjZ)0%,

,.'rr.:'t:'/'////',//'/:

OF

A.

Commenud ofthsir

Bsed on wlBt

that could

It is not olw to me what ide thlsComrnented
i0
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all--inclusive process that is not-.1il1olauglly reviewed or subject to the same

scrutiny that other plant 

-categories 

are. For example, the production projects

requested range from $47,596 to 

-$6,218,914. 
The 2016 test year for blanket

distribution lines had at least l0 projects 

-that 
exceeded $350,000. In response to

a discovery request. GMP provided@ a listing of

the l0 Jargest projects in the test year (DPS5.O85)t,Jhb dosts ranged from $379,647

to $786,930. The 

-project 
description indicatds th€36 are not minor projects. For

example, Proj ect 

- 
I 44928 entailedwas. rgionductoring of line 4 and line 6.

However. tThe sameij5cqvely response indicated thal 

-1hs1i 
were 5'l 18 non-

growth projects in 2016. Thus.-se there were smal!.pfoj'ects that could ,

-4pplqprjd{yjds+ifi€bty 

bg included as a blanlet. In my opinion. it is a:Ihe

problem is that+here-are larger projects,lb&h ggltha#d be separately set up

and accounted for which, are included in a

separate project teinplates fcir these larger'pro.iects

-1. andshould lead to better pioject planrling.

the size as identifiedt in the response to DPS5;Q85 allo\ /s for a la€k ef a€eountabi+ib'

and-#I 
-agree 

with Depaftment witness David Whitman that a threshold

:

should be set for when 

-distribution 

line projects should be separated from the

blanket request. Indeed. I believe this requirement should apply-an4speeifieally

----reg$es{ed-simi{ar to the other project categories. [4iMl!gjlEg9]!!. dsugb

varying size in the same blanket creates a risk for lack o@

+h€y-r#an+-$vitlreu+€ny accountability.

would lead to better cost control

bherefore. Threr+ingfrqieds-ef

Commented [BD21l: DO you have a rercmmended dollar

threshold? Or with the Whitmil testimony.
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O. ARE TTIERE ANY OT}IERINDICATIONS THAT SPENDING MAYI$

BE€OMSIG EXCESSIVE?

A. Yes. During discovery. the Department requested that lThe Company-wasreryested

te provide a comparison ofplant requested to be in -service through June of20l7 in

prior filings vglgggand what actually was put

-lines 

for the frst six months of 2017,

into distribution

requested $10,885,642.

and lthe 

-actual 
to date as of June $16,074, increase of

$5,189,153, ot 

-47.7o/o, 

over the amount is With the level

of spending that has over the question the

Company will be spending question-lol

rezulatorsis-why whether

PROJECTS INCLUDED IN THE

_SEPARATELY IDENTIFIED WITH A

PROJECT

A. Yes. which isThet-iseerree{-an4thatis why.iU-rnY-Spj[iq!, it would not be overlv

burdensome to require that GMPan-issne modifr the manner in whichte-make-a

@ makes requests for large distribution requests in

future rate filings.

a.
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ARE YOU RECOMMENDING AN ADruSTMENT TO THE BLANKET WORK

ORDER FOR DISTRIBUTION LINES?

Yes. Based on the actual five-year average! the cost for distribution lines would be

$25,944,808 in each of the year:s2}l7 and 2018. However. usineApplying$e the

lower growth rate of 2l.67Yo growth computations

that a listed above). I get an addition
I

oftheyears 2017 and

20l8,pr4er a total of $40,645,136. of$43,808,176

a minimum adjustment of $3,163,040

In addition, the Company to achange in how

distribution lines FutureJate requests

should projects

that exceedever

separately accounted for to remove any

whether the blanket request is growth related or

not pole replacement should be separately requested and

accounted for has become a speciltc focus ofutilities due to aging

infrastructure and the concems with storm damage. While GMP should be

encouraged to maintain a robust replacement program. as discussed by Mr. Whitman.

14here igs-me+e+han suffrcient justification to exclude major pole replacement
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programs from the dishibution line blanket.- This is essential since the dollar volume

in distribution lines is significantly more than any ofthe other blanket requests.

DISTRIBUTION ST]BSTATIONS ?

A. The Company request5{e+ $1

eensis++efll2 projects totaling $9,284,61 $1,51 work orders.

a

The request is escalated for

4 DistributionSubstations
5 Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE]WH4S TIIE COMPANYS REQUESTSIG FOR

6

7

8

I

10

ll

t2

l3

t4

l5

t6
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l8

t9
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A.

a.

lsl'.The

inflation

on

and the average historical spending for

use

the blankets are not growth

Althoueh r#hil,e-I take issue with the

average, I am not recommendi

because the adjustment for inflation would be minim4lel

DO YOU HAVEIVEUTD+E{+DIS€USSANY CONCERNS wlTH THE

TWELVE PROJECTS FOR WHICHI#HERE TTIE COMPANY PROVIDED

ACTUAL COST SUMMARIES?

which is

ls
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A. Yes. For Proibct 143292. tThe Company requested $1,430,338.fer+roi€et-l€egz

snd€Satodl-in !6S€ finansial analysis-GMP_s@Idtbgf altematives were considered

for this proiecl b* the oroject documen tion does b specific cost detail for

those altemativeswao*e#pronidod. Cotversely. for Project l4359lf 
=G.MB

requestsThe+e$les#or 52,777,395 ggt! io$

@Provided some level information lor

alternatives as part ofthe financial analysis.

information may be available and can

Other projects had either some dollar mentioned in the analysis for

altematives considered or that ve was not

equipment or do nothing. recommended

adjustment for

Distribution
a.

FORDISTRIBUTION

$ l, 130,909 for meters;;A. The

a

$1,547,1 I and $3,548, 1 41 for transformers{er-+eblef

$6W8. project is $314,525 that is included withinpa#ef the

meter request. The remainder of the request is included within blankets

IS THERE AN ISSUE WITH TIIE COMPANYNOTADruSTING THE REQT]EST

FORGROWTH AS THERE WAS FORDISTRIBUTIONLINES AND

DISTRIBUTION PURCHASES?

38
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A. No. The Company has adjusted blanket cost for meters using a 40.28% growth

factor. It used a 2l.67ol. erc regulators and capacitors use-ef-eJ*6796

gre$4hf€€+eFan dg 52.90o/r glowthlbggl for transformers.

A. DOYOUPROPOSEANYARE+HERE4}I+ADTSTMENTSSEtrIG

PREPOSED FOR DISTNBUTION PURCHASES?

A. Yes.

Project

'lhe

islbaLGMPis

GMP mustand-?500

The description also

covered under an extended warranty anilse+hey will

be

+-. DU_frng._dt5gAygy,-i+n response to DPS5.Q69, the Company provided ahistory of

meter failures from 2013 

-through 
July I l, 2017' GMP's discovery response

ostensibly supports the justification for the project as there has been 4n 
-i1s1sass 

in

meter failures. However, to ask ratepayers to pay for the additional meters is not

that the

at no
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a.

A.

-appropriate 

because the cunent inventory of Advanced Meters is 14,465, and

the 

-failure 
rate in 2016 was 6,376. Moreover, the project 

-descripion 

states

that the meters are covered by warranty and there is no charge to repair them.

- The current inventory is su{Iicient to cover the current rate of failure,

especially since 

-the 
inventory is being replenished as part of the meter blankets.

Ratepayers should 4qL be 

-requiredto 
pay a excess inventory when

the meters will be repaired at'no charge. I $3 14,525 associated with

Project 153692 be excluded from the s request.

YOU HAVE IDENTIFIED?

my concem with spending for blankets

ttreyears.@e

Company signifi cant customer growth,T-ul-se-i+is

l@th€* blankets within plant 
-should 

not experience a

significant upswing. However. itrn20l6,meter spending of $1,096'396--was twice

the average ofthe previous four years. Similarly. lln 2016, the regulator and capacitor

-spending 

was $1,666,470; again over twice the previous four-year average.

Formathdr Indent: Left: 0", Flrst line: 0"

In my plarf

how it has
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A.

In 2016 

-transformer 

spending of $4 ,506,077 was 32% higlrer than the previous

four-year 

-average.

In my opinion. tThe company needs to-belter.explai4 justis thise increased spending

beeanse Aabsent 

-significant 

growttr, the costjotd3n! should not be increasing

this sigaificantly

@DPS5 appears to beis

continuing. For the hrst six months -of $881,657

for the distribution transformer The response the Company

has expended 52,7 7 5,081

for a cap to

be placed on the that it canbe

in spending. -lMi+h-+lank€+s-as

Transmission Lines

a.

TRANSMISSION LINE SPENDING RAISE SIMILAR CONCERS TO

USW DISTRIBUTION LINESBENDINAS?

Not to the same level, The Companyis requestging $13,247,801 for Transmission'

Lines, which is less than one third of the dishibution line request. Within the

Transmission Lines category" tThere is

4t
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are 27 specific projects totaling $10,679,021 ofthe $13,247,801. The blanket cost

requested is $2,568,780. This reduced reliabilitv on blanketssepan#en provides

morejlqiect-specific infu accountability.

A. IS THERE AN INCREASE IN SPENDING IN 2016 FOR THE TRANSMISSION

LINE BLANKET SIMILARTO THE OTFIER

A. Yes. However, unlike the other blankets, the

proposed to-e+ly increased over the 8%. The only

seneral concem that I haveissue with line

Company escalated the for

on tghatjustifyies the use of

$I0O9Q0II qltt 
'tsI

making to the blanket request.

a. WHERE TTIE COMPAI.{Y PROVIDED

A. Yes. The 27 specific projectsjn !1gj!qg. Like manv of

fi les from other categoriesileswhereaefi*als'were

pr€vid€d, the Company's supporting documm some transmission

proieeltseese does not+e include a fi

is. I-*ill note that some projects did

discuss altematives and included some cost information. fiowever, there were

Formatted: Font: Ibllc

Fonnatbd: Font: Ibllc

YOU
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projects that simply state no other altematives werc considored to achieve the

improved reliability thgL:lbEpfgpQ$edis project yields or the altemative consideled

wasnottoreplacetheplantforthisproject. [ng.SpiSiS&J--T 9pf9j-998U4]C9&!,

documentation to demonstrate adequater#i+h+his+ind-of consideration ofe*planatien

fer alternatives reenside*e+and/or appropriate*e cost sn4lysel do not satisff theef

known requirements under

Attachment 7 and could be subject toa

A. AREYOURECOMMENDINGA FOR THE

conmented Ar9 thotg any

TRANSMISSION LINE ?

A. No. .Q80)

be for the failure to

indicates that the

projected plant inrequested

servrce

provide some

lwtrite ./

proper financia.l analysis, I am not' . 2, fz/l-.r/nrtt , r"

detail was provided.
.,,rZZ,:rZ.

makiilg that recommendation

/a/r'//////2.
sufficient cost

Transmission
gQ COMPANY'S REQUESTED FOR

TRANSMISSION

A. The Company requestSi+frr $7,331,759 for 28 projects. There are no blankets

included in this request. Projects range from $9,432 to $1,040,932. I believe that

GMP's abilitv to provide project-specific detail for this amount of projects and not

relv on blankets for transmission substations supports my conclusion that This-is

afffii€a+iorthaFmore specific project detail can and should be provided for

q: Cdn yo! add m example of @st dehil
I adequate?
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a.

A.

Distribution LineJlqi9ctss. If GMP can produceA project:lpcsifis-dasuls9$atia! for

Agg,432transmission project" then it should not be overlv burdensome to is+learly-an

produce similar documentation for projects that exceedindieetie+{ha#s

@ $100,000 within theer-merein Distribution Lines

catesoryiM.

as to

to the proposed project were

eases-v*ith were possible to

achieve what alternatives

cost of the

+heseprovid€-ne-alterfta+ive

F-*iu notethatthe Company has a habit of reproducing vErbatim

was

not a priority. lrhiCit "plqqlSq 
qilb Cllprpje-c$ 4q qq qqqple" qf tbg ?E

Transmission Substation projectslngluded in-the-filin& I I had the following response

for alternatives considered and what was the cost of the altemative:

Alternatives such as the application of Demand Side Management measures or

Distributed Generation cannot address the reliability benefits this Project

ComnrenEd [BD25li Do you rnm tlnt idslnsl lsnguag€ is
usQd (i.e copied md prytedx

23
24
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provides and were not considered. Three manufacturers were evaluated for
animal deterrent covering. The cost ofthe three products was compared on a

component level. The selected product was approximately 3 times the cost of
the other components evaluated, however it was the only one that met all of
the IEEE1656-2010 requirementso offered a comprehensive assessment and

installation plan, and was deemed a superior product ofthe next 25 years of
repeated product removal and re-installation. The wild life cover-up is

manufactured to fit each unique piece of equipment or apparatus, and is

designed to be precise fit. This precise fit eliminates any need for taping or

field modifications, allowing installation in a of the time it takes for
other cover-up to be installed. Additionally, can be installed on all
types ofenergized equipment. The installed in over 500

substations without a single product cover is the
most reliable power

as being ln
in critical by 2 major

superior product in terms of
quality needed and has been
eliminating bird and animal
utilities.

l9 On the surface. tThis to to the analysis

20 question of

2t

22 All ll damage,-Flow€yg|-gach

23 cost ofthe

24 identity of the altematives considered is

25 products did not meet IEEEI656-2010

26

27

28

29 foint Ownership Plant Proiects
30 A. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE$/HANHE COMPANY'S REQUESTSSIG FOR

3I CAPITAL PLANT ADDITIONS TO JOINT OWNED FACILITIES?
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A. The Fiscal yew 2017 request is for $1,587,335. The Fiscal year 2018 request is for

$1,606,699. The sum total of the increase is $3, 194,034.

a CAN YOU STATE WHETHER+S+H€€OMP4AIY REQI.JESTIS REASONABLE

AND MEETgTHEKNOWNAND

MEASURABLE STANDARD?

A. Because of issues with determining the joint the past" GMP hasitshas

bee+ previously agreed+e that use a average ofacfual

costs. Thisjla.c1iag eliminated the reliability of provided

by the respective owners,

es€estssupperlwes the the Company gg4[g

escalated the cost should be

applied. the disagree with

the use of the estimated cost for Joint Owner

A. ARE ADruSTMBNTTO THE JOINT OWNER

CAPITAL

A. Based on the documentation supplied in the project folders, the actual

averagecostforJointOwnerprojectsis$3,087,764. Theactualaverageis$106,270

leles than the escalated average of $3,194,034 requested by the Company. The

adjustment to rate base and the effective impact to the cost of service is minimal.

Therefore, I am not recommending any adjustment.
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A.

ARE THERE ANYAREAS OF CONCERN WITH TTIE JOINTOWNERSHIP

COSTS?

The Company disposed of its ownership in Highgate":uh:ieb-an*this has been

recorded as a reduction to plant of $42,226,961 and a reduction to accumulated

depreciation of $9,856,998. That has the effect of rate base by 532,369,963.

I AM STILL THINKING THIS THROUGH TMENTIN

AFFILAITES IS ADruSTED FOR IAMNOT

TOTALLY CLEAR ON WHETHER IS ANIMPACT TE PAYERS.

Production Plant Proiects
a REQUESTEDFOR

ADDITIONS

The production plant for 36

aghnile+eSe€fing

The total $32,690,7 39 and the

THE

PLANT ADDITIONS+EQUE$FED?

Yes. The Production blanket request is based on an escalated five-year average of

various projects the Company has deemed to be capital projects. The production

request, like the various other-than transmission and disfibution plant blankets, has

evolved as another insufficientlv documented processblank+heek-reques+ through

t4

l5

l6

l7

l8

t9

20

2t

22

23

24

A.

l.

a.

A.

159

is $1,1
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aAltemative gRegulation. Generally. theThelike+ef-the projects-ruilbblhs-blanker

were not supported by any cost documentation when the company subrnitted its filing

other than a history of costs. As part of discovery, the Department requested that the

Company-was+equesfed+e provide a summary of the five largest projects completed

in 2016. GMP'sThe responselDPis-Q?$ provided a list of the five projects ranging

from $42,041 lo $102,246 totaling $372,623.-6- The blanket was

$687,791. Thus.-se the five largest projects blanket costs. GMP

states that tThe use of blankets allows for

unanticipated issues that arise and are to be addressed the year

However. fFour of the five do not

p+ejee+swere-le+ two hand of a wooden platform with a

steel platfbrm, that could have been

readily request. Therefore. I-am

recommendi*g cost be disallowed as there is

related to unforeseen events or needs

A. DSAREYOU ANY OTTIER ADruSTMENTS FOR+NY

OTHER PLANT PROJECTS THAT HAVE BEEN REQUESTED?

Yes. I am concerned with the cost development for Production plant project costs,

especially in 2018. GMP's discovery responses indicate that for 2018' tThe Company

A.

the year

l6@
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i+2ol&used thi.d=+arty vendors to develop cost estimates for 521,282,872+ of the

$23,614,104 cost included in i6theeempany request-(D!S5.'Q64. Discovery

GMPJms Paid

the vendors to develop the costs and iSare passing the vendor's charses€€st on to

ratepayers as part ofthe project cost. I find this process to be problematic'8 In

reviewing the project files, I found that five estimates totaling

$18,056,938. The estimates were described Budgetary Estimate

or Oninion of costs. I believe that tThis and

provided minimal detail as to how the developed. One ,PC

Construction provided for $7 In

reviewing this vendoros se9 any to experience in the

electric industry experience with water

treatment 1S be relied on since the

theelectricutility industry. The

experience PC Construction has in

(DPS5.Q74tr-*as-es

PC been compensated for preparing budgetary estimates (as

are and contractors). Just like other vendors, costs

job number example:
estimates were charged to their respective capital
time associated with estimated for the Waterbury

redevelopment project (Waterbury FERC) was billed to GMP project

l8
l9
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

#14178t.
Regarding PC Construction experience in the electric industry: PC

Construction has nearly 50 years in the manufacturing and industrial

construction market. Outside the list of successful projects completed for
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Green Mountain Power, PC's experience covers a broad spectrum of complex

and demanding projects including:
High-volume Production Facilities

Biotechnology and Pharmaceutical Facilities

High-level Cleanroom Space

Laboratories

Biomass, Hydroelecfic and Digester

Research and Development Facilities

Biogas

Specialty Gas, Chemical and

Tool Relocations and

PC Construction's by project For

example, PC estimates on proj for
planning purposes. management service

PC provides is working to administer bid
packages of Manager, PC

the and vendors
instances in which PC

scope lna package," bids are

against otho bid packages.

to PC Constructionls electric

indicated that PC Construction is providing

The estimates raise a separate a+e-oflconcem;Me

and are simply an opinion of what the cost would be.

1l
12
l3
l4
l5
l6
t7
l8
l9
20

and

2t

22

23

24 they lack any

25 TBeeause-+he

26

27

28

29

are alfi"ensid€fed questionable-Y4lugdbQ,

as detailed in prior Larkin Reports and in the ESAM Report for the year ended

September 30. 2016. the-and+ased.€n+he Company trg! 3-€ historic problem ql$fi+h

completing_rcqUggled projects+eqnes+ed and substituting more expensive altemative

proiects for uncomoleted projects. Therefore.

bids

response
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I-am

recommendi+g that Production costs be reducedg9,028,469 which is 50% of the

budget estimates and/or opinions identified.

A. DOES-G]VIP THE+RCIIEEF$ PROVIDE ST]FFICIENT FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

TO MEETTHE STANDARDS OF KNOWNAND

PRODUCTION PLANT PROJECTS?

A. No. Based on my reviewln qfre+ie*ing

documentation files for 33 oflbe 3

e*thsether altematives qand the cost

of that altemative. Prqect 143377;

(Vergennes 98 ln that "MThe

altematives m for this project."

The supporting cost information, two budgetary

by costs ofthe project, and an 87 page

find any information of the altematives considered

The following projects had some mention

of

Chittenden Saddles 2017

Project 153169 Bolton Falls HPU

Project 153707 Chittenden Saddles 2018

fnis Uct ofAocumen

troublesome becausesinee ratepayers are being asked to pay for plgkSl5-forybiAb

report.

the cost
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GMP has not been able to demonstrate that.lant @

rough ProPer Planning and

investigation;ll attempted to provide a result based on a reasonable level of costs. In

my opinion. there is a lack of documentedSinaplfsei4therc-i+ne evidence that the

projects are cost beneficial.

l' a

8

ls
I

l0 A.

1l

t2

l3

DQARE YOU RECOMMENDING AN

PROJECT REQUEST BECAUSE TTM

DOCUMENTEDSUPPER+BD?

ARE

T}IE PRODUCTION

Y

of
lr,

Can you d6cdt€ hortyou !fftued at

t4
l5

l6

17

l8

t9

20

2t

22

23

24

a.

A.

Property

a.

FOR PLANT ADDITIONS

The for properly and structure additions to plant.

of blankets and$4,255,867 for 19 specific projects.

DO YOU HAVE ANY CONCERNSARE WITH THESETHERESIY PROJECT

COSTS THAT YEU APE TAKING EXEEPTION TE?

Yes. I do not believe thatThe blanket project request is-not appropriate-T-9l9-is nq

proiect-specific information within this blanket. and it is not possible for regulators to

review the necessity ofthe projects included in this blanker. Accordinely. I do not

The

A.
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believe that

wants te add in plent witheut previding an)' justifieatien fer it, IThe $394,669 should

not be allowed.

A. ARE THERE ANY SPECIFICWOUTD YEU IDENTIFY Y PROJECTS THAT

A.

YOUARE CONCERNED WITH?

Yes. The Company has three cold storage beingrequested. The

facilities are basically an uninsulated to park in to prsy_rdg

protectionreteet{he€q*ipment from The facilities feet by 60 feet

and the sum total cost is to be and

having some familiarity with of I find the cost to be high.

the

pole bams-that

provided two

l6 estimates were $146,000 and

no new as to why the costs are so

high. received for this rate filing all appear high

for a cold an actual explanation why the costs are what they are

and why that the costs should not be allowed.

a. ARE THER OTHER PROJECT COST TTIAT ARE QUESTIONABLE?

The Company has included $567,85 I for the purchase of land for the Burlington

Substation @roject 143539). The supporting documentation included a financial

A.

bam.

6

e The

e@
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a.

a.

analysis that stated that no other altematives were considered,--Aeemmen

@ies-In response to sli$egvelyleqUegl

(DPS5.Q50), the Company stated that the cost will be revised because there are two

potential sites under consideration now. I-r*ill note that the cost for thisplgipEf was

previously included in a rate request for the FY20l6" but the project was not

comoleted-an4di4nolmaf erieHze,

IS

SUFFICENTFORANY OF TTIE 19

A. pn!y1+wo of the projects Commenhd [8D27} Csn you identi& these prcjsb?

a.

A.

dollar what

other altematives wete was of that altemative. In the

not meet

standard.

DISALLOWANCE FOR PROPERTY

As of Department witness Brian Winn" lhe !gpa$!qgut+

recommend5.ing ofthe $4,650,536 ofProperty & Structures.

IF THE COSTS ARE DISALLOWED IN THIS RATE CASE HOW WILL THE

COMPANY EVER RECOVER THE COST TTMY APPEAR TO TIAVE

ALREADYTSPENT ORWILL BE SPENDING?

TIS
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A.

A. When the Company applies for a rate change in a fufure proceeding, I assume the

costs will be reflected in the average plant as part ofthe filing. Unless an issue is

raised in that filing, the Company will then begin to recover the costs for those

projects. In other words. although the Department reconlmends disallowance of these

included in lutule rale cases iIGMP provides necessarv documenlation 1o support

inclusion olthehrojectq. As diseHssed abqlg. Commenbd [BD28l: Again, I'll worry about sprcific legal

amlysis when it omes time to draft a brief

Commented [8D29]: Again. There is no need for legal

amlysis in you testimony.

..:.
.:..

a.
W 

EAdP+HSRE HAS SUPPLIEDIS SUPPORTING COST

DOCUMENTANON, WHYIDQ JQUIBELIEYEIT DOES NOTN-IF+T MEET

THE KNOWN aNO MEASURABLE REQUIREMENT1

Cost documentation is only part of the requirement. There is also a need to know

why the project is being undertaken (ustification), when the Company really plans

for the work to be done, and whether there is a benefit from this project being

completed.

Fomatted: Indent: 0.5", Line Double
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with previding sufTieierT deeumentetien when tlrey indieated that CVPS previdC ne

ffiderbrEverk er

As I have

WITHTTIE

ADDITIONS REQUESTED IN TIIE FILING?

Yes. additions consisted often projects for a total increase of

$8,984,613 to plant. The primary cost contributor is the acquisition of 8 bucket

trucks in 2017 andg bucket trucks in 2018, for a total cost of$$4'959'150. Only

Project 143545 (Fuel Management System) andProject 148961(2017 Trailer

l6
l7

l8
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a.

A.

sl+
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Purchases) had a financial analysis that identified an altemative and the cost ofthe

altemative.

a. DO YOU$-+T{ERH RECOMMEND 3NYA#IEN+OR DISALLOWANCES

ESREF THE COMPANY'S REQUEST FOR TRANSPORTATION?

A. Yes. AsexplainedinthetestimonyofDepartment Brian Winn _:!be

Department*ejs 

-recommendfing 

a full ofthe $8,984,613 of

project costs.

t0
l1

Vermont Marble Hydro
FORRECOVERYa. PLEASE

OF VERMONT

A. The $ As with the other project

the has notfuile4*e providqd aq

-altematives considered and the

for onty projects. 

-Only 
Project_148858

and 148861 (HuntingtonUl 
-andU2 

Mod)

made any and had some discussion ofcost.

a. prp You TpENTIFYT{IERE4HERE ANY OTTIER CONCERNS TII T YQU

IDENFIFIED?

A. Yes. Similar to the Production projects, the Company supplied budget estimates and

-opinions 

for eight of the ten projects. PC Construction provided 6 estimates

totaling 

-$1,841,100;; 

EATON provided I Budgetary Estimate for $390'300;
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and Kleinscmi6l 

-provided 

an opinion of cost totaling $32,100. As discussed

abgyqea#li€r this new practice 

-ef 

65fi111ating costs is a concem as there is no

proven record that the estimates are -reasonable and reliable for setting rates. Unlike

a quote or contract, there is no firm -commitment-Ihgl9fol9, se-the costs sle

speculative and should*a+e+e be viewed with some level ofreglatgly

concemsk€p{i€ism.

A. IS THEREANY EVIDENCE THAT A TWOULD

INDICATE THE COSTS MAY

A. Yes. Project 148858 Sub placed into in June,

--2017 
at a cost of and_put inlq service in

April,2017, cost of$l of$193,796, or

23.3o/o. Ut &U2 Mod),rrybisb

rvaghalwas
-1s 

!s in service in June.2017

ir June, 

-2917 
but at a cost of

in excess ofever the projected arnount.

a. D84RE AN ADruSTMENT TO THE VERMONT

MARBLE

['Jo. While an adjustnent could be madobeeanse under the known and measurable

standard and non-comoliance withqfnen-eompliancorpith Attachment ._7j#td*e

@ the mqioritybf the $14,481,685 df costs have

A.
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occuned and a mqior portion of the actual cost were veriffed to

invoices. 
I

4
5

Accumulated Depreciation Plant

Comincnted [EDglrll l{ow is this differqt thar othcr projwts
that do f,oit have adequato dmmoradol to ornply *ith
Att|chnetrt ?. I thilk siould add tnor.debil to croate a coherent

disiinction,

Golnm€nlld [BD3l]i Can you speif how/whoro this ehmge

is doormented?

6

7

8

9
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l3

A.

a.

Other

a,

Has the Company properly reflected the

which rates will be in effect?

Yes, I believe so. It-+veuld appearilrha!

changes to accumulated depreciation

however. that I did not do a thprough
lut r-

UI.INCOME AND EXPENSES

for the rate year in

calculated the

note,

onlv chanee I-am

ofthe change in

based on the

l4
l5

l6
t7

t8

I'n
20

2t

22

23

Ar6thero conc€ms with theCompany's working capital request?
ta/t)Zt, ,/t/l"i"41/.. 7l'/1

A. I lav$bereis a concem withthe lead lag study.
,,z//1,

--Any adjustments refleoted for working capital are based on a flow through from other

adjustments.
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I OtherRevenue
2 Q. ARE YOU RECOMMENDING AN ADruSTMENT TO REFLECT ADDITIONAL

3 REVENUE?

4 A, 22?. 
I

Cornmented [BD32l: tuo you still r*ising lh6se s€atios?

Formatted: Indent: Left: 1", First llne: 0". Rlght: 0", Line
spaclng: single, Don't adjust space between Latin and Asian
text, Don't adlust space betwe€n Aslan text and numbers

Formatteal: Font:
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Distribution
A. DQARSYOURECOMMENDAIGAN DISTRIBUTION

9
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l5

t6

EXPENSE?

8 A. Yes, as part of the synergies determination. include $1,200,000

_for account 59320 Exogenous -Non As the account

-description 

indicates the costs the

$35,159,338 0f in the are platform the

$1,200,000 should be

the Company apples calculating the

platform year

being included in the platform,

stated GMP is req

yea{r the essts wodd

rvhen eempbred te the platferm the synergies rveuld be deereased by $l '2

mlttien ane sinee *e
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The response clearly states that the -Company is required to absorb the costs and that

by including the cost in account 593, the Company has effectively reduced the

synergies when compared to the platform 
-and 

have in tum reduced rate payer

savings by 50% ofthe cost.

A. DOES THE COMPANYAGREE THATAN IS REQUIRED TO

TI{E COST OF SERVICE FILING?

A. I would have to conclude the answer

€empa+y+espense$e-DPS5. that

because this amount was the test has no impact on the 2018

cost of service test to rate year platform

costs.

THAT TIIE COST DOES NOT

FILING?

No. adjustment is a reflection of the cost

As the Company stated in response to DPS5.Q44

f1s 6ssf 
-\ 

/s1e included in actual costs when comparing

them to the platform the synergies 
-would 

be decreased. The Company is correct

that the platform arnount is not alfected 

-but 
since it is the Deparfinents position

that the synergies reflected in the rate filing is 

-the 
difference between the test

year and the platform and adjustment to the test year is required to

a.

A. be

THE
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determine the accurate synergies. By reducing the test year f61 

-11e1-pln{f616
exogenous cost the synergies is increased by $1,2 million and the -ratepayers sharing

that is reflected as an offset to the cost of service is increased by 
-$600,000.

A. WHAT ADruSTMENT ARE YOU RECOMMENDING WITH RESPECT TO THE

$I,2OO,OOO OF EXOGENOUS STORM COST- TFORM?

A. The $1,200,000 should be excluded from the thereby increasing the

platform adjustment by $600,000.

l0
l1

t2

t3

t4

l5

l6

Irt
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Merger Savings
A. IS THERE AN ISSUE

COMPANY?

A. Yes. The

-for 

201

a

AS REFLECTED BY THE

as part ofthe request

by the Company is

achieved to date (i.e. as of

entitled to fifty percent oftheare

a

-to 
$ 18,462,950 as of December 31,

2016. In 8, at a minimum, a 

-merger 
savings credit of

$18,462,950 That would mean the 

-merger 
savings in the

filing should be increased by an additional 5262,950 absent any 
-other 

concems or

adjustments.

IS THAT WHATYOU WERE ALLUDINGTO WHEN YOU SAID TTIE

PLATFORM ADruSTMENT SHOTILD BE INCREASED BY $1,2OO,OOO?
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A.

A. Yes. With the additional $1,200,000 adjustment to the platform" ratepayers would be

entitled to an additional merger savings of $600,000 (50%x $1,200,000). That

increases the merger adjustment I am proposing to $862,950 (5262950 + $600'000).

A. ARE THERE ANY FURTHER ADruSTMENTS FOR MERGER SAVINGS?

I believe additional savings should be reflected. Based on the platform framework

aoOWttlr tne *ame we* estaUlW flowed through

of savings. shareholders received the savings 

-up-front. 

Then as the more

equitable sharing took place" added savings were 
-required 

to wait for completion

Sfthg@ ESAM calculation-and- Iif the added 
-savings

produced a revenue sufficiency. then lhat Sg.vilgwould flow through to shareholders

-fss4uss 

the eaming shming bands the existed in alter-native regulationA{t*eg.
..,....

While the ESAM will continue, gAltemaliYe regulation*sg-as-i+*as+n€w& is no

longer part of the annual process of -determining what savings belongs to whom.

Therefore. i-lt is my recommendation that, for 2018 rates, the merger savings should

reflect what the anticipated savilSs will be instead of 

-the 

historical level" which

is rywthat is stale by two years. This rnorlifieALiq! will minimize the amount of

-s4vi11g5 

that ratepayers will have to wait for after the 2018 rate year is

completed and-a subsequent ESAM calculation is made.l---

a] WHAT ADDED ADruSTMENT ARE YOU RECOMMENDING TO THE

MERGER SAVINGS?

A. I amrecommending.............{

Commented IBD33l:
think that I've made edits

Bill, you should revisethis section. I
to @pture your though! but I wd

struggling to the s witten.

Commenhd [BD34l: Will there be more here.
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I Earnings Sharing Adiustment Mechanism
2 Q. DbES THE EARNINGS SHARING MECHANISM C'ESAM') HAVE ANY

3 IMPACT ON THE RATES BEING REQUESTED?

4 A. No. While I do have issue with certain costs @on the

5 

-ESAM 

(as explained in the l,m the adjustments that I have made that

suggest the Compao/--ovefeamed are 

-within

established.

Therefore"-se no revenue sharing is required. as I 

-did 

in my analysis

for the fiscal year 2015, I have prepared a of

-plantadditions and the actual plant by GMP. The

-identified

6
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A.

in fiscal year 2015 are again present in 20 -are that

projects requested are not as significant

-substitutions 

are taking cost is exceeding the

Company's

WERENOT COMPLETED AS

projects (excludes counting ofblankets) at a

cost failed to complete 30 projects (2l.7oA totaling

$9,403,987 0r requested additions. [his is a major concem beeairse

ratepayers are pa@Jltially-paying a retum on phantom plant and paying for nqr

existent depreciation. I

O. WTIAT LEVEL OF PROJECT SUBSTITUTIONS OCCURRED?

Is lhis an a@urdte cdclusion? Are
ilstead of lhe incomplete
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A. The Company added 48 projects totaling $7,821,401. I do not believe that these

adjustments are appropriateThis-is+et+pp+epriate because--the addition of this plant

is occuning without the appropriate level of regul4tory review.-{Jnless---identified

funds- Adding 48 projects that have not been

request was for 138 is significant.

A. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE

A. As noted earlier, the

-company 

failed to

requested in the

cost for the ecJs

amount, The

not

when the -initial

PROJECT

a cost of$91 86. The

$9,403,987. That left 108

,399. The completed

741 over the requested

$7,821,401 that were not

the total cost passed on to ratepayers that was

is significant to ratepayers.

48

t9
20

Income Tax Expense

2l

22

23

24

A. ARE THEREANY RECOMMENDEDADruSTMENTS TO INCOME TAX

EXPENSE?

A. Other than the automatic flow through adjustments discussed below there are no

current recommendations.

is $l

to
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V. FLOWTHROUGH ADJUSTMENTS

A.

Are there any other adjustments that are being made that are flow through

adjustments?

lYes. I have reflected the state and federal incomo tax impact, the gtoss fevenue tax

'//tz'
and working capital associated with the respective that.have been

recommended. I

a. Does this complete your testimony?

A. Yes, at this time. However, update and schedules

Conm€nted whqo is this docmdte.d?

to

the Company's rebuttal
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Sent:
To:
Cc:

Porter, James

From: Burke, Dan

Monday, October 01, 2018 9:05 AM
Geoff Hand; Elizabeth Miller
Porter, James

RE: GMP Rate Case Discovery

Thanks.

From: Geoff Hand [mailto:ghand@dunkielsaunders.com]
Sent: Monday, October 0'J,,2OI8 9:04 AM
To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>; Elizabeth Miller <emiller@dunkielsaunders.com>
Cc: Porter, Ja mes <Ja mes.Porter@vermont.gov>
Subject: RE: GMP Rate Case Discovery

Yes. Why don't you call me directly at 10:15. My direct line is: 495-5476

Thanks,

Geoff

From: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>
Sent: Monday, October 'J,,20L8 9:02 AM
To: Elizabeth M iller <emiller@dunkielsa unders.com>
Cc: Geoff Ha nd <gha nd @d u n kie lsa unders.com>; Porter, Ja mes <Ja mes. Porter@vermont.gov>
Subject: RE: GMP Rate Case Discovery

Geoff,

Should we still plan for a call at 10:15? Assuming that Liz cannot participate, is it easier for Jim and I to call you directly, or would a conference number be
preferable?

Thanks,

Dan

Subject:



From: Elizabeth Miller [mailto:emiller@dunkielsaunders.coml
Sent: Sunday, September 30, 2018 3:12 PM
To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>
Cc: Geoff Hand <ehand@dunkielsaunders.com>; Porter, James <James.Porter@vermont.gov>
Subject: Re: GMP Rate Case Discovery

I am in Montpelier at a PRB mtg tomorrow from 9 to 1 so you should schedule without me. Thanks for reaching out, Dan.Liz

On Sep 30,2018, at 3:09 PM, Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.eov> wrote:

10:15 works for me. I'm not sure about Jim's schedule, but I'll try include him.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Geoff Ha nd <shand@dunkielsaunders.com>
Sent: Sunday, September 30, 2018 3:01:36 PM

To: Burke, Dan

Cc: Elizabeth Miller; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Rate Case Discovery

Sure. Happy to discuss. Can we do a call around 10:15-10:30? Let me know if that works and l'11 circulate a conference number.

Geoff.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 30,2018, at9:42AM, Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.goP wrote:

Geoff,

Do you have time tomorrow to discuss GMP's discovery? We would like to have a follow-up discussion on some of the
data that GMP provided in response to question 26.Brian Winn is trying to complete a rate driver analysis in the
manner that Eddie Ryan described in his rebuttal testimony. Apparently Brian is having some issues with data provided
for 2013. I plan to meet with Brian early tomorrow moming to understood his issue more clearly, but I think that a
phone call tomorrow will probably be helpful if possible.

Thanks,
Dan

2



James

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Hi Dan. Please discuss with Jim. Th nks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2Ot8,atL7:2O, Burke,

June,

Should I send Geoff Hand

-Dan

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June

Sent: Saturday, Septembe
To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Porter, James; Burke,
Subject: Re: GMP

I will be in my office at

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2018, att4:49,

Jim,

rerney, June

ay, September 29,20L8 5:52 PM

rke, Dan

r, James
GMP Discovery Response to Q26

n <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov> wrote:

n emailyet, or would you prefer that I hold off until after our meeting on Monday?

29,2OI8 4:30:41PM

n

Response to Q26

am sharp on Monday and would like the rest of you to join me where we will discuss next steps. Thanks

nn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.pov> wrote:



I did not mean to imply that we would not follow required procedure. lt seems like the next logical step is that call with GMp on
Monday. We should notify them that the call is our good faith effort under rule 26.

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Porter, James < ia mes. porter@vermont.gov>
Sent: Saturday, September29,2Ol8 2:28 PM
To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Tierney, June
Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Hi Brian,

Under Rule 26 we are required to have a conference with the opposing party to make a good faith effort to resolve our discovery
dispute before filing a motion to compel. As such I think it's premature to notifi/ the PUC that your testimony will be delayed.

I thought Dan's suggestion about preparing all of your testimony but that one piece makes sense since we can't really do
anything else until Monday. I also think we should set up a call with GMP for Monday and the three of us should meet early
Monday and discuss.

Thanks

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,20L8, at 2:03 PM, Winn, Bria n <Brian.Winn @vermont.sov> wrote:

Dan,

I understand your approach but it is very unlikely to result in GMP's cooperation. They choose not to provide
what I asked for. This wasn't a last minute surprise. lf they were really interested in cooperating with us they
would have told us a week ago why they could.not comply and worked with us to find a solution. This fits the
recent pattern of non-compliance. They did not do the required analysis on the micro grids and now the Molly
Falls projects. They are not maintaining records of their decision making etc.

2



The only way to make them comply is to extract a price for non-compliance. They do not respect us at all. We
need to get their attention and signal to the PUC that GMP's behavior is unacceptable. That is why I like
alternative 2.

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Burke, Dan <dan.burke@v-ermont.gov>

Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2Ot8 1:28 PM
To: Winn, Brian; Tierney, June
Cc: Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to e26

My apologies, ljust saw this email chain. The rate driver argument is not directly germane to our actual rate
recommendations, but I agree that a response to GMP's rebuttal testimony is warranted. We probably will not
be able to follow up with GMP until Monday, but a deadline extension is likely not feasible since we are so close
to the hearing dates (and the schedules for the other GMP cases are designed to work with the rate case
schedule). My recommendation is to continue working on the other portions of your testimony that relate to
our disallowance recommendations and leave a placeholder for the rate drivers analysis until we speak with
GMP.

I know that we plan to get a draft to June ASAP, but it seems like we can get her a draft that covers other issues
early next week and then provide a revised version that includes added information for the rate driver analysis
closer to the deadline after we have found out what information we can actually get from GMp.

lf GMP refuses, then I think we make the best use of the information that we do have, but flag to the
Commission that the analysis may be flawed only because GMP failed to produce data during discovery and
there is insufficient time to reasonably pursue a motion to compel.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Winn, Brian
Sent: Saturday, Septemb er 29, 2018 L2:32:57 pM
To: Tierney, June
Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James
Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to e26

3



Ok. But in that case they should give me the information I requested. They needed the information I requested
to create the test year ending 3/3L/13 test year in the first place.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tierney@vermont.gov>
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2018 12:18 PM
To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

I think the answer is "yes," assuming you received additional information.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OI8,at72:16, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote

To be clear I cannot use a different start year without additional information from GMP (likely
over and above what I requested in Q26). So the answer is "no."

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <iune.tiernev@ver >

Sent: Saturday, Septemb i:r 29,201811:30 AM
To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Thanks, Brian. I understand the simplest route is for the company to simply provide the
information you have asked for. My question was whether it is possible to get where you are
trying to go by a different way, and I understand your answer to be "yes." No worries.

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2Ot8, atLl:23, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn(overmont.gov> wrote

4

June,



To do the analysis from a different start year I would need the information
requested in parts a through d plus a full COS model for that year. The simplest
route would be to get the information I requested.

Brian

Get 0utlook for iOS

From: Tierney, June <june.tiernev@ver >

Sent: Saturday, September29,2OL8 L1:03 AM
To: Winn, Brian
Cc: Burke, Dan; Porter, James

Subject: Re: GMP Discovery Response to Q26

Unless Dan counsels otherwise, it seems to me this is a pretty straightforward
discovery dispute, and it seems to me we should follow up to get the
information Brian has requested. lf I correctly understand the scope and
reasons for Brian's discovery inquiry, I would think a motion to compel
wouldn't be necessary for this matter to be resolved properly.

Brian, is it possible for you to make your point about the pace of capital
expenditures as the chief driver of rate pressure by using a shorter timeframe,
i.e., by not using the FY 2013 data that the GMP seems to be qualifying in the
answeryou reproduced in your email below?

Sent from my iPhone

On Sep 29,2OL8, atO9:29, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.Hov> wrote:

Dan,

I hate to intrude on your weekend, but since time is limited, I

wanted to get this in front of you as soon as possible. I am also
copying June and Jim since they will need to weigh in on how
we choose to deal with this.
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The issue is that GMP has failed to respond to a discovery
request for information that I need to respond to Otley's heavy
criticism of my analysis of what is causing rate pressure at
GMP. My request was completely reasonable and would allow
me to perform my analysis in a manner suggested by Eddie

Ryan in his rebuttal. lt will clearly show that growth in GMP
rate base (even excluding transmission) is the largest single
driver of rate increases. Specifically, I requested information for
the 2013 test year ending 3/3L/L3 (from GMP's2014 Base Rate
Filing Attachment B, Schedule 1: Cost of Service). The
information they provided in their Excel file is noted as follows:

"Given the merger closing date, this analysis includes actual FY

2013 combined company information rather than the Test Year
ended March 3L,2OL3 shown in the 2014 base rate
filing, Actual2OL3 information is pulled from Bl queries and/or
the FY 2013 information prepared and shown as the test year in
our FY 2015 traditional rate filing."

This is complete hogwash. This information exists - they
needed it to create the COS for the time period I

requested. Furthermore I do not have a complete set of
information to produce the analysis for the 2013 actual
period. ln order to complete this analysis I will have to try to
extrapolate using the information I have. This is
unacceptable. lt is a lot of work, will be hard to explain and will
expose my analysis to nit picking.

The way I see we have two alternatives:

1) I do the work with the information I have. lf you want
me to do this my testimony will clearly indicate that
GMP failed to comply with a legitimate discovery
request.

2') Contact GMP and the PUC and tell them my Surrebuttal
will be delayed by the time that it takes GMP to comply
with my legitimate discovery request. I know that this
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alternative is more complex, from a procedural
standpoint, than I have indicated.

What do you suggest is our course of action?

Brian

P.S. They also failed to respond in at least two other areas but
they are not as significant as question 26.

DPS3.Q10.b. GMP failed to provide the requested details,
supporting calcs or invoices.

DPS3.Q14.b&c. GMP failed to provide the actual number
requested.

<GMP Discovery Resp Q26.docx>
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Porter, James

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Winn, Brian

Thursday, September 13, 2018 11:26 AM
Tierney, June
Porter, James; Burke, Dan
RE: GMP rate case

Yes. Much appreciated

---Origina I Message-----
From: Burke, Dan

Sent: Thursday, September 13,2018 1,L:22 AM
To: Tierney, J u ne <J u ne.Tierney@vermont.gov>
Cc: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Porter, James <James.Porter@vermont.gov>
Subject: RE: GMP rate case

Thank you June

---O rigina I Message-----
From: Tierney, June

Sent: Thursday, September L3, 2018 11:12 AM
To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>
Cc: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Porter, James <James.Porter@vermont.gov>
Subject: GMP rate case

Hi Dan -

Brian has explained to me a acheduling predicament he is in where he needs more time internallyto prepare his sur-rebuttaltestimony. Evidentlythere is crucial
data that he needs that GMP won't be able to make available until 5pm on Sep. 28. So, I will accept the need for an exception this time, and thetefore would ask
that you please work with Brian to give him more time, recognizing this will eat into the 7 day rule. Also please keep in mind that I must have at least 3 days to
review Brian's testimony and to have internal process around. it as needed.

Thanks!

Sent from my iPhone



Porter, James

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Winn, Brian

Wednesday, August 15, 2018 9:23 AM
Tierney, June; McNamara, Ed; Porter, James;Allen, Riley; Grace, Sheila; Potter, Dan; Margolis, Anne
RE: Musings about our GMP meeting yesterday...

June,

At the meeting yesterday you indicated Riley, Jim, Ed an I should meet to determine the next steps. I would suggest that we include Dan and Sheila in this
meeting. Before we have any communication with GMP we need to flesh out what we mean when we say the company needs to assume part of the financial
risk. This is likely to be subject to broad interpretation internally.

Brian

---Origi na I Message-----
From: Tierney, June

Sent: Wednesday, August 15,2OI8 8:59 AM
To: McNamara, Ed <Ed.McNamara@vermont.gov>; Porter, James <James.Porter@vermont.gov>; Allen, Riley <Riley.Allen@vermont.gov>; Winn, Brian
<Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Grace, Sheila <Sheila.Grace@vermont.gov>; Potter, Dan <Dan.Potter@vermont.gov>; Margolis, Anne
<An ne. Ma rgolis@ve rmo nt.gov>
Subject: Musings about our GMP meeting yesterday...

FWIW, last night I reviewed GMP's direct engineering testimony from Steve Litkovitz. I know Steve to be a very credible witness (worked with him a lot when He
and I were both at PSD). Steve is a man of few words, but he is pretty clear - at least to my satisfaction - that there are experimental benefits for this project ( =
think innovation). So, as we approach discussions with GMP following the filing of their rebuttal testimony, I would ask all of us to consider whether we are
overlooking the strength of his testimony. Are we crediting Steve the engineer as much as we should? I understand from the team that GMP has
concede/admitted that the justification for the project is purely economic. But Steve speaks for the company too, and that isn't what he is saying. His testimony
speaks of engineering/experiential benefits which seem to me to be additional, however incremental.

The fundamental issue here is what is the appiopriate balance to strike in balancing SH and RP risk in our present environment, as we regulate the utility
simultaneously in a rate case and a siting case. Regulatory history holds that utility SHs should bear the risk of unproven endeavors, as the rate regulated
utility'smissionistoprovidesafeandreliableservice(notwhiz-bang-gee-whizservice)at least-costforwhichRPsaretopayjustandreasonablerates.

But we are not in the golden age of ratemaking now, where rates were set assuming ever-increasing load, and snoozy, familiar capital investments. We are now
in an environment of dramatic change and transition. ln addition to matters of affordability and winter fuel security, for purposes of grid/energy transformation,
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our utilities must also act competently on issues of renewable generation and integration, storage, data analytics, use of excess capacity, regional markets (and
attendant dynamics and changes), etc. etc. etc.

Our focus as regulators properly is on ratepayer advocacy for just and reasonable rates, as well as on planning for and facilitating a competent infrastructure
system that supports RP need and demand for reliable and renewable energy. PSD answers for both of those responsibilities and must find a way to properly
balance them, not elevate one over the other.

The microgrid case is challenging us because it is a siting case that has significant rate implications in a pending ate case - as rational regulators with integrity, we
recognize that a decision to support a 248 siting CPG effectively requires conceding the fairness of ratebasing at least some modicum of the project's capital
cost.

We need our utilities to be innovative so that our RPs are served by a grid that can keep up with the realities of tomorrow, not yesterday. The company needs to
learn how to best deal with what is coming, and it is appropriate for RPs to pay the tuition because the lessons ultimately are being learned for their benefit and
to more fully realize the larger public good of a modern, functional, efficient, and cost-effective grid and power supply. Steve Litkovitz testified that this project
can help GMP do that. Let's give him the benefit of our doubt as regulators who don't wear hard heats as mych as he does. And let's convey to GMP leadership
that we need the company to assume part of the financial risk because that is the most transparent and effective means by which regulators can ensure that RPs

are bearing a just and reasonable cost for utility innovation, as opposed to ill-considered false starts - an outcome that is in the utility's interests too.

Sheila, please make sure Alex gets this email - I don't serm to have an email address for him. Thanks

Sent from my iPhone
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Porter, James

From:
Sent:
To:

Winn, Brian

Monday, July 30, 2018 3:55 PM

Porter, James

FW: Consultants for GMP Multi-Year CaseSubject:

We need to talk.

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Monday, July 30,2018 7:40 AM
To: Burke, Dan (Dan.Burke@vermont.gov) <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>
Cc: James Porter (James.Porter@vermont.gov) <James.Porter@vermont.gov>; Allen, Riley (Riley.Allen@vermont.gov) <Riley.Allen@vermont.gov>
Subject: Consultants for GMP Multi-Year Case

Dan,

Where are in the process of brining on consultants for this case? Reading GDS's rate case testimony this weekend reveals just how valuable it will be to have this
kind of assistance.

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics
Vermont Department of Public Service
(802) 828-232s



Porter, James

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Winn, Brian

Thursday, April 12, 2018 4:45 PM

Porter, James; Hoffman, Steph; Burke, Dan
Re: Phone Conversation with Brian Ottley at GMP

Brian and GMP finance folks called me back. They indicated that the 9 month revenue need was divided by a9 months sales estimate so there should
not be an issue. Still were not specific about how the moved down to 5.45 o/obase increase. Only said the buckled down and scrubbed their numbers.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Thursday, April t2,zOLg 3:43:10 PM

To: James Porter (James.Porter@vermont.gov); Hoffman, Steph (Steph.Hoffman@vermont.gov); Burke, Dan (Dan.Burke@vermont.gov)
Subject: Phone Conversation with Brian Ottley at GMP

Jim/Steph/Dan,

Based on the direction from June at the Strategy Meeting I placed a call with Brian Ottley. He did not answer and I left a message saying that I wanted to give
them a heads up about a potential trap when comparing 9 month numbers to 1"2 month numbers. He returned my call about 10 minutes ago and we had a brief
conversation. I told him I had been reviewing my notes from our last meeting and came across this reference to 9 month verses l-2 month numbers. We
discussed it and he understood that if you divide a 9 month revenue need by the 12 month base year (all else being equal) the percentage increase will be 25%
lower than the percentage that annual rates will actually need to change. We used 20 million as the incremental revenue and did the math.

I told him I was not telling him how they should communicate the increase. But my advice was that they should be careful since it would be pretty easy for
anyone to do the calculation.

Brian indicated that he appreciated the heads up. He also indicated that he thought that they had accounted for this but he would go back and check their
numbers. He stated he would call me if they had any issues.

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics
Vermont Department of Public Service
(802) 828-232s



Porte James

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Allen, Riley

Sunday, April 08, 2018 10:14 PM

Winn, Brian; Porter, James; White, Joanna
RE: Consultant Interviews

Brian - Are we having more interviews? Did you just want rankings for those interviewed? When do you need the rankings and the questions by. Thanks, Riley

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Sunday, April 08,2018 12:51 PM

To: Porter, James <James.Porter@vermont.gov>; Allen, Riley <Riley.Allen@vermont.gov>; White, Joanna <Joanna.White@vermont.gov>
Subiect: Consultant lnterviews

Colleagues,

Please send me your ranking/recommendation. I will also include any follow-up questions you have when I follow-up with them about their cost estimates.

Thanks,

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS



Porter, James

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Winn, Brian
Friday, April 06, 20L8 12:32 PM

Allen, Riley; White, Joanna; Porter, James

Fwd: PA Consulting Presentation - GMP
JIM HEIDELL 4-2018 CV.docx; PA Consulting - VT DPS 06 April Presentation.pdf; Hardy Ryan_CV_1-03017.docx

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Joel ieanson <Joel.Jeanson@PAConsulting.com>

Sent: Friday, April 6,201811:58:29 AM
To: Winn, Brian

Cc: Derek HasBrouck; Ryan Hardy; Jim Heidell; Wayne Laffefi
Subject: PA Consulting Presentation - GMP

Good morning Brian,

We're looking forward to our discussion with you,'Jim, Dan and others this afternoon. The attached PA presentation is intended to support this afternoon's
interview.

l'm also attaching an updated CV for Jim Heidell and a CV for Ryan Hardy. Ryan is a PA Partner based in Boston with a focus on power supply and energy
markets issues, including the ISO-NE.

Finally, the reference we provided in our proposal for our NDPSC work has recently left the ND Commission. Please feel free to use the individuals below as
references.

John M. Schuh

North Dakota Public Service Commission
600 E Boulevard Dept.408
Bismarck, ND 58505
707.328.242L

1

Victor Schock



Public Utility Analyst
North Dakota Public Sewice Comrnission
600 E Boulevard Ave, Dept 4O8

Bismarclq ND 58505-0408

vaq32813e7
vschock@nd-sov

Best rcgards,

Joel

Joel F. Jeanson
PA Gonsultir.q Group | 161 1 North Kent Street Suite 301, Arlington, VA 22209, tlSA

M: +1 571 249 6660 | Home dfioe +1 262 ffi7 6887 | oaconsuftino.com

til#,Sra Df&rsltcs* 1$}lI
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Porter, James

From:
Sent:
To:

Winn, Brian

Wednesday, April04, 2018 l-2:54 PM

Porter, James; Burke, Dan; White, Joanna;Allen, Riley

GMP RFP InterviewsSubject:

Colleagues,

Here is how I suggest we approach the interviews/discussions.
1) lntroductions
2l I will introduce the expected timing of the rate case and Alt Reg filing.
3) Questions focusing on their knowledge of W Reg and NE ISO - we want to get a good idea of how good a witness they will be.

Since the detail around the financial aspects of their bids vary, I will circulate some questions for each them after the call

I will not be in the office for the call tomorrow - I have a meeting in the morning with VGS.

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics
Vermont Department of Public Service
(8O2) 828-232s
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Porter James

Subject:
Location:

Start:
End:

Show Time As:

Recurrence:

Meeting Status:

Organizer:
Required Attendees:

Please use the conference number below

) Join Skvpe Meetinq

GMP Rate Case Consultant Interview - GDS Associates
Jim's Office

Fri 4/6/2O18 9:30 AM
Fri 4/6/201810:30 AM
Tentative

(none)

Not yet responded

Winn, Brian
Allen, Riley (Riley.Allen@vermont.gov);James Porter (James.Porter@vermont.gov); White, Joanna; Burke, Dan
(Dan.Burke@vermont.gov); Jacob Thomas

Trouble Joining

Join by phone

? Tw Skvpe Web Aon

Toll number: +1 (802) 552-8456, access code: 80616458 (Dial-in Number) English (United States)

Find a local number



Conference ID: 80616458 (same as access code above)

Forqot your.dial-in PIN?_ lHelp

[!oc([1033])!l
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To:
Cc:

Sent:

Subject:

Porter, James

From: Winn, Brian

Tuesday, March 13, 2018 8:44 AM
'Geoff Hand'; Burke, Dan; Porter, James

White, Joanna; Ryan, Eddie; Carlson, Kristin; Anderson, Carolyn
RE: Follow-up on JV Microgrid financial analysis

Geoff,

Justforclarity. Thenumbersyoucitearethecumulativedifference. TheimpactoftheGMPmethodonunderlyingratesineachyearcanbeseenonlinelT. ln
year one the method reduces rates by 1346% and in year two it increases rates by 1.946%. Let's use this simplified example:

Assume that before adding the Microgrid projects GMP rates were going to increase by 7% in year one and bV 5% in year two. Here are the impacts when you

add the Microgrid projects (numbers are rounded):
1) Using the GMP method the year one rate increase is 5% and the year two rate increase is 7%

2l Using the Department method the year one rate increase is 6.9% and year two increase is 4.9%

The DPS method does not cause a distortion of the underlying rate increase trajectory.

Hope this helps,

Brian

From: Geoff Ha nd [mailto:gha nd @dunkielsaunders.com]
Sent: Monday, March 12,2078 3:53 PM

To: Bu rke, Da n < Da n. Bu rke@vermont.gov>; Porte r, James <Ja mes. Porter@vermont.gov>
Cc: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; White, Joanna <Joanna.White@vermont.gov>; Ryan, Eddie <Eddie.Ryan@greenmountainpower.com>; Carlson,
Kristin <Kristin.Carlson@greenmountainpower.com>; Anderson, Carolyn <Carolyn.Anderson@greenmountainpower.com>
Subject: Follow-up on JV Microgrid financial analysis

Dan, Jim -

Hope you both are well.

At our meeting last week there was some discussion about the rate impact of the JV Microgrid projects. Following our meeting, Eddie put together the attached
analysis comparing the rate impacts under the GMP and DPS ratemaking proposals, so that it was easier to compare the relative rate impact of each

1



approach. As this analysis shows, the only significant difference between the GMP proposal and the DPS proposal occurs in 2019. 'r:r2aI9, rates under the GMP
proposal are I.8I%o lower than under the DPS proposal. ln 2O20, rates under the GMP proposal are only 0.779% higher than under the DPS proposal, and this
difference declines year after year until the difference is eliminated by 2044. Overall, the difference becomes almost indistinguishable very quickly. For
example, with a S626M COS, by 2020, the difference between the DPS and GMP proposals is only slightly more than Sf V. RnO as we discussed last week, the
overall NPV for customers is better with return of the benefit up-front in year one.

Eddie wanted to share this information promptly. We would be happy to discuss further this week by phone or in person if anyone on your team has questions
about this analysis.

Best,

Geoff

Geoffrey H. Hand, Esq.
DunkielSaunders Elliott Raubvogel & Hend PLLC
91 College Street
PO Box 545
Burlington, VT 05402-0545
802-860-1003 x 1 10
802-860-1208 (fax)
qhand@du nkielsaunders.com
Twitter: @geoffhand

Dunkiel l
Saunders
{!tr#r:' HAVSvss$t $ANt}

This message may contain information that is privileged and confidential. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive email for the addressee), you
may not use, copy, or disclose to anyone this message or any of the information contained in this message. lf you have received the message in error, please
advise the sender by email reply to qhand@dunkielsaunders.com and delete the message. Thank you very much.
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Porter, Patricia

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

From: Burke, Dan

Friday, March 09, 201-8 11:53 AM
Winn, Brian; White, Joanna; Allen, Riley

Porter, James

GMP Rate RFP

2018.03.09 - RFP - GMP Rate Case.docx

All,

Here is the draft of the GMP rate case/multi-year plan RFP. I am hoping to post it later today. lf you have any

opportunity, please review the scope of work and let me know if you have any feedback or suggested edits. I will clean

up typos and the formal language in the other sections.

Thanks,
Dan

DanielC. Burke
Special Counsel
Vermont Department of Public Service

112 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
(8021 828-4019 (office)
(8o2)828-23a2 (taxl
dan.burke@vermont.gov (email)

Attachments:

1
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
For

Utility Ratemaking Expert Witness:
Rate Filing of Green Mountain Power

Issue Date:
Response Due Date:

Department Contact:

March 9,2018
March 23,2018 at 4:30 PM

Daniel Burke
Special Counsel
Vermont Department of Public Service
1 12 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620 -2601
Phone: (802) 828-4019
Email : Dan.Burke@vermont. gov



Vermont Department of Public Service
Ratemaking Expert RFP

March 9,2018
Page 2 of8

VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

Utility Ratemaking Experts

The Vermont Department of Public Service (Department), which represents the public interest in

utility cases before the Vermont Public Utility Commission (Commission), is soliciting proposals

from qualified experts to review and make recommendations on a tariff and rate adjustment

filing anticipated to be filed by Green Mountain Power (GMP) with the Commission in April,
2018. The Department expects that GMP will also file a proposed multi-year rate plan in tandem

with its traditional cost of service filing. The work primarily involves the provision of expert

witness services to provide an independent assessment of GMP's proposed cost of service and

rates under applicable Vermont standards. However, the Department expects that the

respondent(s) awarded a contract may also provide the Department with support of its review of
any proposed multi-year rate plan GMP. In particular, the Department seeks expert witness(es) in

the following areas:

. (1) Utility Cost of Capital;

. (2) Utility Taxation;

. (3) Regulatory Accounting;

. (4) Utility Capital Spending;

. (5) Utility Operations and Management Spending;

. (6) Utility Power Supply;

. (7) Multi-Year Rate Plans

More detail on each of these areas is provided in the scope of services below. Respondents are

invited to respond either in part or in the entirety to this Request for Proposals (.'RFP"),

depending on the respondent's experience. The Department will accept proposals that
respond to either a portion or all of the subject areas listed above, and respondents will not

need to respond to all ofthe subject areas listed above to be considered. Ifyou respond to

only a portion of this RFP, please clearly indicate which portions of this RFP your response

covers.

Proposals are due by 4:30 p.m., Friday, March 2312018, with the goal of finalizinga contract

during April, 2018. The selected respondent(s) should be available to start immediately

thereafter. There is no guarantee, express or implied, regarding the Department's future needs.

The Department retains the discretion to hire alternative or additional consultants during the

contract period. The Department anticipates that the contract period will last for a period of up to

two (2) years, with the possibility for renewal. The Department, however, anticipates that the

majority of the work associated with this RFP will be completed between April and

Novemberr20lS. A signed original, one (1) hard copy, and one (l) electronic copy of the



Vermont Department of Public Service
Ratemaking Expert RFP

March 9,2018
Page 3 of8

proposal must be delivered to the Department. Proposals and questions should be addressed to:

Daniel Burke
Special Counsel
Vermont Department of Public Service
1 12 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
Phone: (802)828-2325
dan. burke@vermont. gov

Scone of Services

The Department anticipates that the respondent(s) hired in connection with this RFP will support

the legal, consumer affairs, and technical staff of the Department by providing expertise and

technical assistance regarding cost of service ratemaking.

The selected respondent(s) is expected to provide assistance to the Department and participate in
a contested administrative proceeding before the Commission, which has ultimate authority over

whether to approve GMP's proposed rates. The selected respondent's preparation for and

participation in the contested proceeding is expected to include preparing discovery questions

and responses, drafting prefiled testimony to be submitted to the Commission, and offering live

testimony to the Commission. Respondent shall be qualified and prepared to prepare and render

expert testimony, and be cross-examined, with respect to the issues addressed in this RFP.

(1) Utility Cost of Capital

The selected respondent will review and provide an assessment of GMP's cost of capital and

capital structure proposal in both the traditional rate case and any potential multi-year rate plan

presented by GMP. Respondent will also conduct an independent examination assessing and

recommending an appropriate retum on equity and capital structure for GMP's regulated

operations under traditional regulation pursuant to traditional discounted cash flow, capital asset

pricing model, and risk premium methodologies.

Respondent will be experiencedinanalyzing the cost of capital of regulated utility companies for
the purpose of setting just and reasonable rates, and have knowledge of general and utility-
specific finance principles and current developments. Respondent shall be qualified and able to

prepare and render expert testimony, and be cross-examined, with respect to all of the issues

related to cost-of-capital in both a traditional rate case and a multi-year rate plan from GMP.

(2) Reeulatory Accounting

The selected respondent will perform a thorough review of the various components of GMP's

proposed cost of service and rates. Respondent will be experience d in analyzing the operations,

books and records of utility companies for the purpose of setting just and reasonable rates, and



Vermont Department of Public Service
Ratemaking Expert RFP

March 9,2018
Page 4 of 8

be qualified and prepared to render expert testimony regarding and have knowledge of: (1)

appropriate accounting standards and practices for electric utilities; (2) standards for prudence

and cost recoverability; and (3) Vermont and FERC approved cost-of-service cost methodologies

for electric utilities. In particular, Respondent will be expected to provide an extensive review of
the documentation used to support costs claimed for rate recovery, and to develop

recommendations on this point.

(3) Utility Taxation

The selected respondent will be expected to assistance reviewing and analyzingtax issues that

arise in a cost of service ratemaking. The Department specifically seeks assistance in evaluating:

(1) the impacts of the recently revised federal tax code on GMP's cost of service and (2) the

appropriate tax treatment for a utility regulated under Vermont law whose ultimate corporate

parent is a foreign corporation.

Respondent will perform a thorough review of the federal taxation components of GMP's

proposed cost of service. Respondent will be experienced in analyzingthe operations, books and

records of utility companies for the purpose of setting just and reasonable rates, and be qualified

and prepared to render expert testimony regarding the tax implications of GMP's tariff filing. In
particular, the respondent will be expected to provide an extensive review of the documentation

and accounting methods used by GMP to support recovery of federal income taxes in its rates,

including an analysis of GMP's treatment of deferred income taxes that have been affected by

the recent changes to the federal tax code.

(4) Utility Capital Spending

The selected respondent will be expected to make recommendations regarding the

reasonableness and appropriateness of the new capital spending and additions that GMP requests

in its rate filing. This inquiry will focus on whether GMP's proposed level of capital spending is

appropriate for providing safe and reliable service consistent and is consistent cost planning

principles. This review will focus on the necessity, cost, and timing of all aspects of GMP's

proposed capital spending. The selected respondent is expected to have appropriate experience

on electric capital spending from both a financial and engineering perspective. The selected

respondent is also expected to have knowledge of and experience with modern utility
information technology systems, include software and hardware necessary for operating a

modern grid safely and efficiently.

The selected respondent will be expected to review all capital projects included in GMP's

proposed cost-of-service and provide analysis on the necessity and appropriate timing of the

investments, and whether they comply with least-cost principles. It is also anticipated that this

task will include a review of whether GMP's proposed capital spending and projects are

consistent with modern utility practices and standards GMP's most recent integrated resource

plan ("IRP")



Vermont Department of Public Service
Ratemaking Expert R-FP

March 9,2018
Page 5 of8

(5) Utilitv Operations and Management Spending

Pursuant to prior orders from the Commission, GMP's operations and management (O&M)

spending is already fixed for ratemaking pufposes for the upcoming GMP rate case. However,

the Department intends to conduct a thorough analysis of whether GMP's actual O&M spending

is reasonable, appropriate, and consistent with traditional utility ratemaking principles. The

respondent is expected to have relevant experience reviewing all aspects of a utility's O&M
budgets and spending under traditional ratemaking principles. The selected respondent is also

expected to have knowledge of and experience with traditional utility accounting standards and

practices and standards for prudence and cost recovery.

(6) Utility Power Supplv

The selected contractor will assist the Department in its review of GMP's power supply

portfolio. The selected contractor is expected to have knowledge of andlor experience with the

ISO New England system, including energy markets, forward capacity market, and regional

network service charges. The contractor is also expected to have experience with reviewing and

analyzingpower purchase contracts and assessing the reasonableness of a utility's short and

long-term power purchasing strategies. The contractor should have knowledge of and familiarity

with distributed, intermittent generation resourced (such as wind and solar) as well as emerging

energy resources including storage, advanced grid controls, and flexible loads. The contractor

will be expected to be proficient in in complex Microsoft Excel-based modeling and be capable

of benchmarking expenditures on utility-owned generation resources (including fuel, O&M, and

maintenance) against industry averages.

(7) Multi-Year Rate Plans

The Department expects that GMP will file a multi-year rate plan in tandem with its traditional

cost-of-service review. The Department seeks a consultant with relevant experience in designing,

reviewing, andlor analyzingmulti-year rate plans for vertically integrated utilities. This review is

expected to involve analysis of proposed capital spending levels, O&M budgets, cost-of-capital,

power purchase/fuel adjustment provisions, metrics, financial incentives, and any other metrics

that included in a proposed multi-year plan from GMP. The selected contractor is expected to

have detailed knowledge or experience with multi-year andlor performance based regulation

plans that have been implemented by regulators within the United States, and have familiarity

with components included in multi-year rate plans, such as attrition relief mechanism (ARMs)

and performance incentive mechanisms (PIMs).

Deliverables

The final deliverables and work product of the respondent chosen through this RFP will consist



Vermont Department of Public Service
Ratemaking Expert RFP

March 9,2018
Page 6 of 8

of a written report (to be prepared in the form of written prefiled testimony), including

supporting detail, covering the review and examination of GMP's proposed cost of service. The

review should document the scope of the consultant's review, and should specify areas of
inquiry, responses, and resolution (if any). The report should specify recommended

disallowances and the reasons supporting them. The consultant will be expected to provide a

revised cost of service reflecting their recommendations. The report should also make any

further recommendations, as necessary, based on information learned during the course of the

consultant's review.

The following items will be required, as necessary, through the course of litigation:

L Preliminary assessment of issues and preparation of a work plan within the schedule

set by the Commission;

2. Discovery requests and evaluation of responses, including assistance with preparation

for depositions if necessary;

3. Written testimony presenting a description of the review methods, materials

reviewed, conclusions, and recommendations with supporting analysis;

4. Responses to discovery relating to the written testimony;

5. Cross-examination testimony and assistance with cross-examination of opposing

witnesses;

6. Proposed findings of fact and other assistance with initial and reply briefs in support

of the Department's cass.

Respondent should be prepared to provide multiple electronic (original source applications and

pdf) and hard copies of written products intended to be filed with the Department and the

Commission. Respondent may be expected to make at least two (2) site visits to GMP to review

documentation and engage in in-person discussions, and will be available for teleconferencing

discussions with the Department and GMP. Respondent may be required to agree to maintain the

confidentiality of specified information and documents.

Schedule

Respondent selected for this work must be able to begin work upon award of the contract and to

prepare for meeting the timelines established by the Commission in the anticipated proceeding.

The Department anticipates that the filing will be made in April 2018, and that the proceeding

will run through December, 2018.

Settins

Reviews and audits will take place in the context of contested administrative proceedings,

through informal and formal discovery, and on-site review. Respondent will be expected to

write and assist Department staff in preparation of written discovery requests and possibly
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deposition questions. In addition, the respondent will be expected to provide written testimony

and exhibits presenting the results of their work, and to defend that work through testimony,

discovery responses, depositions, and cross-examination. Respondent will be expected to testify

in person at evidentiary hearings in Montpelier, Vermont, which will likely occur in August or

September,2018. Assistance with preparation of cross-examination, briefs, and proposed

findings may also be required. Field visits to GMP's offlrces in South Burlington, Vermont will
likely be necessary to review the supporting financial and operational records, and to interview

company personnel.

Oversieht

The contract will be managed by Daniel Burke, Special Counsel. Other Department personnel

will be available for guidance and collaboration on related issues, proposed conclusions, policy

formulation and articulation, and the drafting and filing of testimony.

Proposal Format

All responses to this RFP must include the following information:

1. A brief description of the firm, which includes its history, orgarizational structure,

and qualifications of relevant professional staff, including names and resumes with
detailed qualifications and levels of competence of all individuals proposed to
perform services. Subcontractors, if any, must be listed, including the firm name and

address, contact person, complete description of work to be subcontracted, and

descriptive information concerning the subcontractor's organization and abilities.

2. A list with the names, phones numbers, and email addresses of personnel authorized

to negotiate the proposed contract with the Department. All proposals must be signed

by a duly authorized representative of the party (or parties) submitting the proposal.

3. A list of recent work performed, particularly including contracts with or appearances

before utility regulatory agencies (if any), with a short narrative explaining the nature

and extent of each such engagement. In the case of sworn testimony and depositions,
please include a comprehensive list of all such proceedings, including docket
numbers of any contested cases, as well as the name and telephone number of a
reference person familiar with the respondent's work.

4. A discussion of the respondent staff s expertise and experience relevant to the subject

matter of this RFP.

5. A description of all known or probable scheduling constraints or limitations on staff
availability within the timeframe of the contract.

6. Respondent selected will be compensated on a time and material basis. Please

indicate the following:

a. Fees for staff time, showing the level of staff to be assigned, titles, hourly

rates;

b. Travel expenses, including estimated transportation costs, lodging and
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subsistence, including all-in costs to attend meetings in Montpelier, Vermont;

and

c. Description of all overhead and other costs that may be billed.

A declaratory statement regarding respondent's past, current and anticipated

relationships, obligations and commitments with any entity engaged in developing,

constructing, operating, maintaining, and/or monitoring any utility facilities in
Vermont, or with companies affiliated with GMP. If the consultant is involved in any

way in any litigation, arbitration, mediation, or other dispute resolution process to

which the State of Vermont is a party, please identifu the matter (including docket

number) and describe the involvement.

Evaluation Criteria

The Department will evaluate all responses received based upon its assessment of the

reasonableness of cost, completeness, and quality of the responses, qualifications of the

individuals proposed to perform the work, relevance of previous experience, and any other

criteria it deems relevant. Acceptance or rejection of any or all proposals will be determined by

the exercise of the Department's sole discretion.

Performance Measures

Any contract with the State of Vermont is required to have some form of performance measures.

In the contract resulting from this RFP, the Department expects that such measures will consist

of ( 1 ) the timing related to the consultant' s submittal of meeting summaries , and (2) the timing

related to the consultant's response to any Department requests for input on strategies or requests

for further information. Such performance measures would assume a reasonable amount of
response time, taking into account holidays, advance notification of key personnel vacation, etc.

Respondents are encouraged, but not required, to suggest reasonable performance measures in

the response to this RFP, which the Department may, at its discretion, incorporate into a resulting

contract.

Requirements

All proposals must be received no later than 4:30 p.m., Friday, March 2312018 in hard copy and

in electronic format.

One (1) original and signed, and two (2) additional hard copies should be sent to:

Daniel Burke

Vermont Public Service Department

112 State Street - Drawer 20

Montpelier, VT 05620-2601

7
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Electronic copies should be sent to:

Dan. Burke@vermont. gov

The Department reserves the right to accept or reject any or all bids. The proposals will be

evaluated by the Department's technical and legal staff. If a respondent is selected, it will be invited

to negotiate a contract.

Selection Criteria

The Department will evaluate all proposals received based upon reasonableness of cost,

completeness and quality of the proposal, qualifications of the individuals proposed to perform

the work, relevance of previous experience, and any other criteria it deems relevant. Acceptance

or rejection of any or all proposals will be determined by the exercise of the Department's sole

discretion. All proposals are subject to an evaluation by the Department and/or non-

departmental reviewers. The Department reserves the right (but in no way is obligated) to

interview the top prospective candidates to aid in the selection process.

Ouestions Concernins RFP

Questions about this RFP should be directed to:

Daniel Burke

Special Counsel

Vermont Public Service Department

I 12 State Street

Montpelier, VT 05620-2601

Phone: (802) 828-4019

Email : Dan.Burke@vermont. gov

Or

Brian Winn
Director of Finance and Economics

Vermont Department of Public Service

112 State Street

Montpelier, YT 05620-2601

Phone: (802) 828-2325

Email : Brian.Winn@vermont. gov
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General Terms and Conditions

l. The consultants awarded this contract shall, upon notification of award, apply for

registration with the Vermont Secretary of State's Office to do business in the State of
Vermont, if not already so registered. Registration instructions may be found at:

://www ster-a-

business.aspx or by contacting the Corporations Division at 128 State Street,

Montpelier, VT 05633-1104 or by telephone at (S02) 828-2386. The Department will
not execute the contract until the consultants are registered with the Secretary of
State's Office.

Respondents' technical proposals become public records and may become available

for public review and inspection upon execution of a contract. The contents of the

successful respondent's proposal, as accepted by the Department, ffi&Y become part of
the contract awarded as a result of this process. If any bidding party wishes to submit

confidential information, all such information must be clearly designated and include

an explanation for the designation.

The Department reserves the right to reject any and all proposals received as a result

of this solicitation, to negotiate with any qualified source, to waive any formality and

technicalities, or to cancel this RFP in part or in its entirety if it is in the best interests

of the State.

The Department shall not be responsible for any costs incurred by any party in

preparation of any proposal submitted in response to this RFP.

News releases pertaining to this RFP, contract award, or the project shall not be made

without prior written approval from the Department

All parties submitting proposals shall be Equal Opportunity Employers. During the

duration of the performance of the contract, the consultants will be expected to

comply with all federal, state, and local laws respecting non-discrimination in

employment

All proposals and deliverables become the property of the Department upon

submission. Unselected proposals may be destroyed or returned to the bidder at the

Department's discretion. This solicitation for proposals in no way obligates the

Department to award a contract.

The Department assumes no liability in any fashion with respect to this RFP or any

matters related thereto. All prospective consultants and their subcontractors or

2

J

4
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6.
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successors, by their participation in the RFP process, shall indemnift, save and hold

the Department and its employees and agents free and harmless from all lawsuits,

causes of action, debts, rights, judgments, claims, demands, damages,losses and

expenses or whatsoever kind of law or equity known or unknown, foreseen or

unforeseen, arising from or out of this RFP and/or any subsequent acts related thereto,

including but not limited to the recorlmendation of a consultant and any action

brought by an uhsuccessful respondent.

The selected respondent shall fumish any available information in their possession to

the Department upon request, if relevant to the project.

The selected respondent will be required to enter into a standard Vermont State

Contract, which will include all conditions included the standard "Attachment C"

form, which is attached to this RFP.

10.

Attachments

1. Attachment C: Standard State Contract Provisions (Revised December 15,2017)



ATTACHMENT C: STANDARD STATE PROVISIONS
FOR CONTRACTS AND GRANTS

REVISED DECEMBER 15, 2017

1. Definitions: For purposes of this Attachment, "Pafit" shall mean the Contractor, Grantee or

Subrecipient, with whom the State of Vermont is executing this Agreement and consistent with the form of
the Agriement. "Agreement" shall mean the specific contract or grant to which this form is attached.

2. Entire Agreement: This Agreement, whether in the form of a contract, State-funded grant, or Federally-

funded g.unt, ,"p..sents the entire agreement between the parties on the subject matter. All prior

agreements, representations, statements, negotiations, and understandings shall have no effect.

3. Governing Lawo Jurisdiction and Venue; No Waiver of Jury Trial: This Agreement will be governed

by the laws olthe State of Vermont. Any action or proceeding brought by either the State or the Party in

connection with this Agreement shall be brought and enforced in the Superior Court of the State of Vermont,

Civil Division, Washington Unit. The Party irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction of this court for any

action or proceeding regarding this Agreement. The Party agrees that it must first exhaust any applicable

administrative remedies with respect to any cause of action that it may have against the State with regard

to its performance under this Agreement. Party agrees that the State shall not be required to submit to

binding arbitration or waive its right to a jury trial.

4. Sovereign Immunity: The State reserves all immunities, defenses, rights or actions arising out of the

State's sovereign status or under the Eleventh Amendment to the United States Constitution. No waiver of
the State's immunities, defenses, rights or actions shall be implied or otherwise deemed to exist by reason

of the State's entry into this Agreement.

5. No Emptoyee Benefits For Party: The Party understands that the State will not provide any individual

retiremenibenefits, group life insurance, group health and dental insurance, vacation or sick leave, workers

compensation or other benefits or services available to State employees, nor will the State withhold any

state or Federal taxes except as required under applicable tax laws, which shall be determined in advance

of execution of the Agreement. The Party understands that all tax returns required by the Internal Revenue

Code and the State of Vermont, including but not limited to income, withholding, sales and use, and rooms

and meals, must be filed by the Party, and information as to Agreement income will be provided by the

State of Vermont to the Internal Revenue Service and the Vermont Department of Taxes.

6. Independence: The Party will act in an independent capacity and not as officers or employees of the

State.

7. Defense and Indemnity: The Party shall defend the State and its officers and employees against all third

party claims or suits arising in whole or in part from any act or omission of the Parly or of any agent of the

Fu.ty in connection with the performance of this Agreement. The State shall notiff the Party in the event

of any such claim or suit, and the Party shall immediately retain counsel and otherwise provide a complete

defense against the entire claim or suit. The State retains the right to participate at its own expense in the

defense of any claim. The State shall have the right to approve all proposed settlements of such claims or

suits.

After a final judgment or settlement, the Party may request recoupment of specific defense costs and may

file suit in Washington Superior Court requesting recoupment. The Party shall be entitled to recoup costs

only upon a showing that such costs were entirely unrelated to the defense of any claim arising from an act

or omission of the Party in connection with the performance of this Agreement.
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The Party shall indemniff the State and its officers and employees if the State, its officers or employees

become legally obligated to pay any damages or losses arising from any act or omission of the Party or an

agent of the Party in connection with the performance of this Agreement.

Notwithstanding any contrary language anywhere, in no event shall the terms of this Agreement or any

document furnished by the Party in connection with its performance under this Agreement obligate the

State to (1) defend or indemnifu the Party or any third parfy, or (2) otherwise be liable for the expenses or

reimbursement, including attorneys' fees, collection costs or other costs of the Party or any third party.

8. Insurance: Before commencing work on this Agreement the Party must provide certificates of insurance

to show that the following minimum coverages are in effect. It is the responsibility of the Party to maintain

current certificates of insurance on file with the State through the term of this Agreement. No warranty is

made that the coverages and limits listed herein are adequate to cover and protect the interests of the Party

for the Party's operations. These are solely minimums that have been established to protect the interests of
the State.

Workers Compensation: With respect to all operations performed, the Party shall carry workers'

compensation insurance in accordance with the laws of the State of Vermont. Vermont will accept an out-

of-state employer's workers' compensation coverage while operating in Vermont provided that the

insurance caniir is licensed to write insurance in Vermont and an amendatory endorsement is added to the

policy adding Vermont for coverage purposes. Otherwise, the palty shall secure a Vermont workers'

compensation policy, if necessary to comply with Vermont law.

General Liability and Property Damage: With respect to all operations performed under this Agreement'

the Party shall carry general liability insurance having all major divisions of coverage including, but not

limited to:

Premises - Operations

Products and Completed Operations

Personal Injury Liability

Contractual Liability

The policy shall be on an occurrence form and limits shall not be less than:

$1,000,000 Each Occurrence

$2,000,000 General Aggregate

$ 1,000,000 Products/Completed Operations Aggregate

$1,000,000 Personal & Advertising Injury

Automotive Liabitity: The Party shall carry automotive liability insurance covering all motor vehicles,

including hired and non-owned coverage, used in connection with the Agreement. Limits of coverage shall

not be leis than $500,000 combined single limit. If performance of this Agreement involves construction,

or the transport of persons or hazardous materials, limits of coverage shall not be less than $1,000,000

combined single limit.

Additional Insured. The General Liability and Property Damage coverages required for performance of this

Agteement shall include the State of Vermont and its agencies, departments, officers and employees as

Additional Insureds. If performance of this Agreement involves construction, or the transport of persons

or hazardous materials, then the required Automotive Liability coverage shall include the State of Vermont

and its agencies, departments, officers and employees as Additional Insureds. Coverage shall be primary

and non-contributory with any other insurance and self-insurance.

Notice of Cancellation or Change. There shall be no cancellation, change, potential exhaustion of aggregate

limits oi non-renewal of insurance coverage(s) without thiffy (30) days written prior written notice to the

State.
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9. Reliance by the State on Representations: All payments by the State under this Agreement will be

made in reliance upon the accuracy of all representations made by the Party in accordance with this

Agreement, including but not limited to bills, invoices, progress reports and other proofs of work.

10. False Claims Act: The Party acknowledges that it is subject to the Vermont False Claims Act as set

forth in 32 V.S.A. g 630 er seq. lf the Party violates the Vermont False Claims Act it shall be liable to the

State for civil penalties, treble damages and the costs of the investigation and prosecution of such violation,

including attorney's fees, except as the same may be reduced by a court of competent jurisdiction. The
party's liability to the State under the False Claims Act shall not be limited notwithstanding any agreement

of the State to otherwise limit Parly's liability.

11. Whistleblower Protections: The Party shall not discriminate or retaliate against one of its employees

or agents for disclosing information conceming a violation of law, fraud, waste, abuse of authority or acts

threatening health or safety, including but not limited to allegations concerning the False Claims Act'

Further, thi farty shall not require such employees or agents to forego monetary awards as a result of such

disclosures, nor should they bi required to ieport misconduct to the Party or its agents prior to reporting to

any governmental entity andlor the public.

12. Location of State Data: No State data received, obtained, or generated by the Parly in connection with

performance under this Agreement shall be processed, transmitted, stored, or transferred by any means

outside the continental United States, except with the express written permission of the State.

13. Records Available for Audit: The Party shall maintain all records pertaining to performance under

this agreement. "Records" means any wriffen or recorded information, regardless of physical form or

characteristics, which is produced or acquired by the Party in the performance of this agreement. Records

produced or acquired in a machine readable electronic format shall be maintained in that format. The

iecords described shall be made available at reasonable times during the period of the Agreement and for

three years thereafter or for any period required by law for inspection by any authorized representatives of
the Siate or Federal Government. If any litigation, claim, or audit is started before the expiration of the

three-year period, the records shall be retained until all litigation, claims or audit findings involving the

records have been resolved.

14. Fair Employment Practices and Americans with Disabilities Act: Party agrees to comply with the

requirement of Zt V.S.a. Chapter 5, Subchapter 6, relating to fair employment practices, to the full extent

applicable. Party shall also ensure, to the full extent required by the Americans with Disabilities Act of
t-9-90, as amended, that qualified individuals with disabilities receive equitable access to the services,

programs, and activities provided by the Party under this Agreement'

15. Set Off: The State may set off any sums which the Party owes the State against any sums due the Party

under this Agreement; provided, however, that any set off of amounts due the State of Vermont as taxes

shall be in accordance with the procedures more specifically provided hereinafter.

16. Taxes Due to the State:

A. Party understands and acknowledges responsibility, if applicable, for compliance with State tax

lawi, including income tax withholding for employees performing services within the State,

payment of use tax on property used within the State, corporate and/or personal income tax on

income earned within the State.

B. Party certifies under the pains and penalties of perjury that, as ofthe date this Agreement is signed,

the Party is in good standing with respect to, or in full compliance with, a plan to pay any and all

taxes due the State of Vermont.
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C. Party understands that final payment under this Agreement may be withheld if the Commissioner

of Taxes determines that the Party is not in good standing with respect to or in full compliance with

a plan to pay any and all taxes due to the State of Vermont.

D. party also understands the State may set off taxes (and related penalties, interest and fees) due to

the State of Vermont, but only if the Party has failed to make an appeal within the time allowed by

law, or an appeal has been taken and finally determined and the Party has no further legal recourse

to contest the amounts due.

17. Taxation of purchases: All State purchases must be invoiced tax free. An exemption certificate will
be furnished upon request with respect to otherwise taxable items.

18. Child Support: (Only applicable ifthe Party is a natural person, not a corporation or partnership.) Party

states that, as of the date this Agreement is signed, he/she:

A. is not under any obligation to pay child support; or

B. is under such an obligation and is in good standing with respect to that obligation; or

C. has agreed to a payment plan with the Vermont Office of Child Support Services and is in full

compliance with that Plan.
party makes this statement with regard to support owed to any and all children residing in Vermont. In

addiiion, if the Party is a resident of Vermont , PaW makes this statement with regard to support owed to

any and all children residing in any other state or territory of the United States.

19. Sub-Agreementsi party shall not assign, subcontract or subgrant the performance of this Agreement

or any port*ion thereof to any other Party without the prior written approval of the State. Party shall be

r"rponribl. and liable to the State for all acts or omissions of subcontractors and any other person

p"ifo.-ing work under this Agreement pursuant to an agreement with Party or any subcontractor.

In the case this Agreement is a contract with a total cost in excess of $250,000, the Party shall provide to

the State a list of all proposed subcontractors and subcontractors' subconffactors, together with the identity

of those subcontractorsi workers compensation insurance providers, and additional required or requested

information, as applicable, in accordance with Section 32 of The Vermont Recovery and Reinvestment Act

of 2009 (ActNo.54).
party shall include the following provisions of this Attachment C in all subcontracts for work performed

soleiy for the State of Vermont and subcontracts for work performed in the State of Vermont: Section 10

("Faise Claims Act"); Section 11 ("Whistleblower Protections"); Section 12 ("Location of State Data");

Section 14 ("Fair Employment Practices and Americans with Disabilities Acf'); Section 16 ("Taxes Due

the State"); bection tt 1'tttita Support"); Section 20 ('No Gifts or Gratuities"); Section 22 ("Certifrcation

Regarding Debarment"); Section 3b 1"Stut" Facilities"); and Section 32.A ("Cettification Regarding Use

of State Funds").

20. No Gifts or Gratuities: Party shall not give title or possession of anything of substantial value

(including property, cutrency, travel and/or education programs) to any officer or employee of the State

during the term of this Agreement.

21. Copies: party shall use reasonable best efforts to ensure that all written reports prepared under this

Agreement are printed using both sides of the paper'

22. Cerlification Regarding Debarment: Party certifies under pains and penalties of perjury that, as of
the date that this Agreemenlis signed, neither Party nor Party's principals (officers, directors, owners, or

partners) ur" p."r"nily debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or excluded from

participation in Fedeial programs, or programs supported in whole or in part by Federal funds.
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party further certifies under pains and penalties of perjury that, as of the date that this Agteement is signed,

pafq is not presently debarred, suspended, nor named on the State's debarment list at:

http : //bgs.vermont. gov/purchasing/debarment

23. Conflict of Interest: Party shall fully disclose, in writing, any conflicts of interest or potential conflicts

of interest.

24. Confidentiality: party acknowledges and agrees that this Agreement and any and all information

obtained by the State fromthe Party in connection with this Agreement are subject to the State of Vermont

Access to Public Records Act, I V.S.A' $ 315 et seq.

25. Force Majeure: Neither the State nor the Party shall be liable to the other for any failure or delay of

performanc" og uny obligations under this Agreement to the extent such failure or delay shall have been

wholly or principaily caused by acts or events beyond its reasonable control rendering performance illegal

o. impossible (excluding strikes or lock-outs) ("Force Majeure"). Where Force Majeure is asserted, the

nonperforming party -urt prou" that it made all reasonable efforts to remove, eliminate or minimize such

cauie of delay-or damages, diligently pursued performance of its obligations under this Agreement,

substantially filnnea all non-excused obligations, and timely notified the other party of the likelihood or

actual occuffence ofan event described in this paragraph.

26. Marketing: Parly shall not refer to the State in any publicity materials, information pamphlets, press

releases, research reports, advertising, sales promotions, trade shows, or marketing materials or similar

communications to third parties except with the prior written consent of the State'

27. Termination:
A. Non-Appropriation: If this Agreement extends into more than one fiscal year of the State (July I

to June 30), and if appropriations are insufficient to support this Agreement, the State may cancel

at the end of the fiscal yiar, or otherwise upon the expiration of existing appropriation authority'

In the case that this Agreement is a Grant that is funded in whole or in part by Federal funds, and

in the event Federal funds become unavailable or reduced, the State may suspend or cancel this

Grant immediately, and the State shall have no obligation to pay Subrecipient from State revenues.

B. Termination for Cause: Either pafi may terminate this Agreement if a party materially breaches

its obligations under this Agreement, and such breach is not cured within thirty (30) days after

delivery of the non-breaching party's notice or such longer time as the non-breaching party may

speciff in the notice.

C. Termination Assistance: Upon nearing the end of the final term or termination of this Agreement,

without respect to cause, the Party shall take all reasonable and prudent measures to facilitate any

transition required by the State. All State property, tangible and intangible, shall be returned to the

State upon dimand at no additional cost to the State in a format acceptable to the State.

28. Continuity of Performance: In the event of a dispute between the Party and the State, each party will
continue to pirform its obligations under this Agreement during the resolution of the dispute until this

Agreement is terminated in accordance with its terms'

29. No Imptied Waiver of Remedies: Either party's delay or failure to exercise any right, power or remedy

under this Agreement shall not impair any such right, power or remedy, or be construed as a waiver of any

such right, power or remedy. All waivers must be in writing.

30. State Facilities: If the State makes space available to the Party in any State facility during the term of
this Agreement for purposes of the Party's performance under this Agreement, the Party shall only use the

,pu"" in accordance with all policies and procedures governing access to and use of State facilities which
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shall be made available upon request. State facilities will be made available to Parly on an "AS IS, WTIERE

IS" basis, with no warranties whatsoever'

31. Requirements pertaining Only to Federal Grants and Subrecipient Agreements: If this Agteement

is a grant that is funded in whole or in part by Federal funds:

A. Requirement to Have a Single Audit: The Subrecipient will complete the Subrecipient Annual

Report annually within 45 days after its fiscal year end, informing the State of Vermont whether or

noi a Single AuAit is requiredfor the prior fiscal year. If a Single Audit is required, the Subrecipient

will submit a copy of tlie audit report to the granting Party within 9 months. If a single audit is not

required, only the Subrecipient Annual Report is required'

For fiscal years ending before December 25,2015, a Single Audit is required if the subrecipient

expends $!OO,OOO o, -or. in Federal assistance during its fiscal year and must be conducted in

accordance with OMB Circular 4-133. For fiscal years ending on or after December 25,2015, a

Single Audit is required if the subrecipient expends $750,000 or more in Federal assistance during

its fiscal year and must be conducted in accordance with 2 CFR Chapter I, Chapter II, Part 200,

Subpart n'. fn" Subrecipient Annual Report is required to be submitted within 45 days, whether or

not a Single Audit is required.

B. Internal Controls: In accordance with 2 CFR Part II, $200.303, the Party must establish and

maintain effective internal control over the Federal award to provide reasonable assurance that the

party is managing the Federal award in compliance with Federal statutes, regulations, and the terms

and condition-s o}the award. These internal controls should be in compliance with guidance in
.,standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government" issued by the Comptroller General of
the United States and the "Internal Control Integrated Framework", issued by the Committee of
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO)'

C. Mandatory Disclosures: In.accordance with 2 CFR Part II, $200.113,Pafi must disclose, in a

timely -unrr"r, in writing to the State, all violations of Federal criminal law involving fraud,

bribery, or graiuity violations potentially affecting the Federal award. Failure to make required

disclosures may result in the imposition of sanctions which may include disallowance of costs

incurred, withholding of payments, termination of the Agreement, suspension/debarment, etc.

32. Requirements Pertaining Only to State-Funded Grants:

A. Certification Regarding Use of State Funds: If Party is an employer and this Agreement is a

State-funded g.unl in "**tr of $1,001, Party certifies that none of these State funds will be used to

interfere withlr restrain the exercise of Party's employee's rights with respect to unionization.

B. Good Standing Certification (Act 154 of 2016): If this Agreement is a State-funded grant, Party

hereby ."pr"r"Intr, (i) that it has signed and provided to the State the form prescribed by the

Secreiary of Administration for purposes of certiffing that it is in good standing (as provided in

Section l3(a)(2) of Act 154) with the Agency of Natural Resources and the Agency of Agriculture,

Food and Markets, or otherwise explaining the circumstances surrounding the inability to so certiff,

and (ii) that it will comply with the requirements stated therein.

(End of Standard Provisions)



Porter Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Winn, Brian

Wednesday, April 04, 20t8 L2:54 PM

Porter, James; Burke, Dan;White, Joanna;Allen, Riley

GMP RFP Interviews

Colleagues,

Here is how I suggest we approach the interviews/discussions.

1) lntroductions
2l I will introduce the expected timing of the rate case and Alt Reg filing.

3) euestions focusing on their knowledge of W Reg and NE ISO - we want to get a good idea of how good a

witness they will be.

Since the detail around the financial aspects of their bids vary, I will circulate some questions for each them after the

call.

I will not be in the office for the call tomorrow - I have a meeting in the morning with VGS.

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics

Vermont Department of Public Service
(8021828-2325

1



Porter Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:

Winn, Brian

Monday, January 22,20L8 L:02 PM

Burke, Dan

Rate CasesSubject:

Dan,

We need to get those RFP's out for rate case support this week. Do you need me to help clear your calendar?

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

1



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Winn, Brian

Monday, March L2,20L8 9:59 AM

Burke, Dan;Allen, Riley; McNamara, Ed; White, Joanna; Potter, Dan

RE: Department RFP for GMP Rate Case

Friday afternoon works for me.

From: Burke, Dan

Sent: Monday, March L2,2OL8 9:56 AM

To: Allen, Riley <Riley.Allen@vermont.gov>; McNamara, Ed <Ed.McNamara@vermont.gov>; White, Joanna

<Joanna.White@vermont.gov>; Potter, Dan <Dan.Potter@vermont.Sov>; Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Subject: FW: Department RFP for GMP Rate Case

All,

I am forwarding an email that I received from Liz Miller about meeting with GMP to discuss their upcoming multi-year

rate plan. Unfortunately, it looks GMP will not be able to meet on Thursday to discuss the multi-year plan. On Outlook it

looks like everyone is free after lunch on Friday. Let me know if 1:00 is a problem for anyone.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Elizabeth Miller Imailto:emiller@dunkielsaunders.com]
Sent: Monday, March L2,20tg 9:42 AM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Cc: Geoff Hand <ghand@dunkielsaunders.com>; Anderson, Carolyn <carolvn.anderson@greenmountainpower.com>;

Porter, James <James.Porter@vermont.gov>

Subject: Re: Department RFP for GMP Rate Case

Hi there - I tried to clear a conflict I have for Thursday afternoon but couldn't; if there is any chance we can

move MYRP discussion to any time on Friday that would work for Riley and other DPS'rs as needed, let us

know? I'm sorry - I agree that going forward doing them back to back makes sense. Liz

On Sat, Mar 10, 2018 at 5:37 AM, Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.goP wrote:

I will check on schedules, but I think a separate meeting for the multi year plan is a good idea. Would it be

easier for the GMP team to have this meeting immediately before o after the broader rate case meeting next

Thursday?

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Elizabeth Miller <emiller@dunkielsaunders.com>

Sent: Friday, March 9,2Ot8 5:10:34 PM

To: Burke, Dan

Cc: Geoff Hand; Anderson, Carolyn; Porter, James

Subject: Re: Department RFP for GMP Rate Case

1



Makes sense! Thanks very much. Dan, can we set up through you a separate discussion with Riley and other

appropriate DPS attendees perhaps at the end of next week or start of following to go through reg plan? It
probably would be at least me and Kristin Carlson on our end. We'll do what we can to match to your

schedules. Thanks and have a good weekend. Liz

On Mar 9,2018, at3:59 PM, Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov> wrote:

Geoff, Liz, and Carolyn

I've attached a copy of the Department's RFP for expert services in the upcoming GMP rate

case. The RFP was sent out this afternoon, and will be posted to our website by Monday.

Please note that the RFP has been drafted to potentially include a review of GMP's multi-year
plan. We do not intend to issue a separate RFP for the multi-year plan. Also, as we discussed,

this RFP is deliberately broad. Once the Department has a better feel for what will be included

in GMP's filings, it may decide to narrow the scope of expert support that it needs. However, as

I assume Lizis fully aware, the state's process for getting contracts in place takes some time
and effort, and we want to be in a position to have an expert or experts on board and ready to
start with discovery and meetings with GMP as soon as possible after the filings are made in
April.

Please let me know if you have any questions. Otherwise, have a nice weekend.

Thanks,

Dan

Daniel C. Burke

Special Counsel

Vermont Department of Public Service

112 State Street

Montpelier. VT 05620 -2601

(802) 828-40 I 9 (offrce)

$02\ 828-2342 (fax)

2



dan.burke@vermont. gov (email)

<vermont PSD RFP for Utility Ratemaking Expert(s) - March 9,2018.pdf)

Elizabeth Miller, Esq.
91 Gollege Street
Burlington, VT 05401
(802) 860-1003 xl03 (office)
(8021 522-3090 (mobi le)
emi I ler(@d u n kielsa u n ders. com
www,d unkielsaunders.com

This message may contain information that is privileged and confidential. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive email

for the addressee), you may not use, copy, or disclose to anyone this message or any of the information contained in this message. lf
you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by email reply to emiller@dunkielsaunders.com and delete the

message and any attachments. Thank you very much.

3



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

No. l'm trying to get a memo done today.

Get Outloo k for iOS

Burke, Dan

Friday, April 20, 2018 1:35 PM

Winn, Brian

Re: GMP Consultants

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Friday, April 20,2OL81:24:33 PM

To: Burke, Dan

Subject: GMP Consultants

Dan,

Do you need anything from me regarding onboarding consultants?

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics

Vermont Department of Public Service

(802) 828-232s

1



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:

Winn, Brian

Friday, April 1-3, 2018 8:51AM
Porter, James; Burke, Dan; Hoffman, Steph

RE: GMP Rate Case RFP - Follow-up QuestionSubiect:

OK got it.

From: Porter, James

Sent: Friday, April L3,zOLg 8:51AM
To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>; Hoffman, Steph

<Steph. Hoffma n @vermo nt.gov>
Subject: RE: GMP Rate Case RFP - Follow-up Question

Steph should be included on the call in any event.

Jim Porter
Director for Public Advocacy

Vermont Department of Public Service

1L2 State Street
Montpelier, Vermont 05602

ia mes. po rte r@ve rmont.gov
(802)828-4003 office
(8O2)s22-6685 cell

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Friday, April t3,2Ot8 8:08 AM
To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>; Hoffman, Steph <Steph.Hoffman@vermont.gov>

Cc: Porter, Ja mes <Ja mes. Po rte r@ve rmo nt.gov>

Subject: FW: GMP Rate Case RFP - Follow-up Question

Dan/Steph,

GDS came in with an estimate well below PA. We need to address June's concern about a conflict with the Board. I

would like to set up a call but am booked today. Dan will you be in the office next week or should I include Steph on the

call?

Thanks

Brian

From: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Sent: Thursday, April t2,2OL8 2:09 PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Brent Saylor <Brent.Savlor@gdsassociates.com>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: GMP Rate Case RFP - Follow-up Question

1

Brian and Dan -



Attached is our cost estimate with a brief narrative of tasks we've identified and assumptions we made

Thank you again for your consideration and we look forward to hearing back from you.

Jake

$#f,?*tffiftfi{*
Jacob Thomas, P.E.

Senior Project Manager

1850 Parkway Place, Suite 800
Marietta, GA 30067
main 770-425-8100

dired770-799-2377
fax 865-611-3791

iacob.thomas@gdsassociates.com

atrtrE@
Send me large files using our File Sender.
Send me faxes using my custom Fax Coveroage.

From: Winn, Brian [mailto:Brian.Winn@vermont.gov]
Sent: Thursday, April !2,2Ot8 7:30 AM

To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob'Thomas@sdsassociates'com>; Brent saylor <Brent'savlor@gdsassociates'com>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>
Subject: RE: GMP Rate Case RFP - Follow-up Question

Jacob/Brent,

can I expect your response to this question today?

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics

Vermont Department of Public Service

(8021828-2325

From: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Sent: Monday, April09,2018 2:00 PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Brent Saylor <Brent.Savlor@gdsassociates.com>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan. Burke@vermont.gov>
Subject: RE: GMP Rate Case RFP - Follow-up Question

OK, thank you!

From: Winn, Brian [mailto:Brian.Winn@vermont'gov]
Sent: Monday, April9,20781:59 PM

2



To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>; Brent Saylor <Brent'Savlor@gdsassociates'com>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: GMP Rate Case RFP - Follow-up Question

Jake,

There are no additional questions. Would like the response in the next few days.

Thanks,

Brian

From: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Sent: Monday, April09, 2018 1:46 PM

To: winn, Brian <Brian'winn@vermont'gov>; Brent saylor <Brent'savlor@gdsassociates'com>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont'gov>

Subject: RE: GMP Rate Case RFP - Follow-up Question

Brian -

We will put an estimate together per your request. Two questions for you

1) When do you need our cost estimate response?

2l Are we to expect additional questions related to our proposal?

Regards,

Jake

From: Winn, Brian Imailto: Brian.Winn@vermont.gov]

Sent: Monday, APril9,2OI81:33 PM

To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@sdsassociates.com>; Brent Saylor <Brent.Savlor@gdsassociates.com>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: GMP Rate Case RFP - Follow-up Question

Gentlemen,

ln order to help us compare RFp responses please provide an estimate of your total fees using the following

assumptions:
1) your scope of work includes all the subject areas except the multi-year plan.

Zl Use the attached the original schedule for GMP's rate case proceeding from last year.

please provide details of the hours (by consultant) and travel expenses assumed in your estimate

Thanks,

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics

Vermont Department of Public Service

(802) 828-232s

3



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:

Burke, Dan

Wednesday, April 25, 20L8 L:27 PM

Winn, Brian

Re: GMP Rate CaseSubiect:

l,ve gotten her sign off on experts and reached out to them already. l'm working on contract documents. I got some

brief feedback from June, but she wants to have a full team meeting to go over everything'

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2OL8 12:26:44 PM

To: Burke, Dan

Subject: GMP Rate Case

Dan,

Did you get any feedback from June on the conduct of the rate case. Also how are we doing with the consultants?

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

1



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Winn, Brian

Friday, March 09,20L8 L2:19 PM

Burke, Dan

RE:GMP Rate RFP

Dan,

I have some suggestions are you in the office?

Brian

From: Burke, Dan

Sent: Friday, March 09, 2018 11:54 AM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; White, Joanna <Joanna.White@vermont.gov>; Allen, Riley

<Riley.Allen @vermont.gov>
Cc: Porter, Ja mes <Ja mes.Porter@vermont.gov>
Subject: GMP Rate RFP

All,

Here is the draft of the GMp rate case/multi-year plan RFP. I am hoping to post it later today. lf you have any

opportunity, please review the scope of work and let me know if you have any feedback or suggested edits. I will clean

up typos and the formal language in the other sections.

Thanks,
Dan

DanielC. Burke

SpecialCounsel
Vermont Department of Public Service

112 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
(802)s28-4019 (office)
(8021828-2342 (faxl
dan.burke rmont.sov (email)

1



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:

Winn, Brian

Friday, March 09, 2018 12:58 PM

Burke, Dan

Re:GMP Rate RFPSubiect:

I left comments on your desk. Call me at 562-370-6793 if you can't read my chicken scratch

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Burke, Dan

Sent: Friday, March 9,2OL811:53:39 AM

To: Winn, Brian; White, Joanna; Allen, Riley

Cc: Porter, James

Subject: GMP Rate RFP

All,

Here is the draft of the GMp rate case/multi-year plan RFP. I am hoping to post it later today. lf you have any

opportunity, please review the scope of work and let me know if you have any feedback or suggested edits. I will clean

up typos and the formal language in the other sections.

Thanks,
Dan

DanielC. Burke

Special Counsel
Vermont Department of Public Service

1L2 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
(s02)82s-4019 (office)
(802)828-2342 (taxl
dan.burke@vermont.gov (email)

1



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Burke, Dan

Monday, April 16,20l-8 3:01 PM

Winn, Brian; Hoffman, StePh

Re: Quick Question

I had a brief conversation with Geoff Hand last week about the schedule. We should anticipate that discovery will start

in late May and testimony will probably due near the end of July'

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Monday, April L6, zOLg 2:t7 :33 PM

To: Burke, Dan; Hoffman, StePh

Subject: Quick Question

What is your best guess on when we will begin discovery and have to file our first round of testimony?

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics

Vermont Department of Public Service

(802) 828-232s

1



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:

Burke, Dan

Monday, January 22,20L81:04 PM

Winn, Brian

RE: Rate CasesSubject:

I should be able to get them done by tomorrow, as long as I don't have any additional meetings scheduled or new high

priority requests sent to me by the end of the day.

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Monday, January 22,2OL81:02 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: Rate Cases

Dan,

We need to get those RFP's out for rate case support this week. Do you need me to help clear your calendar?

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

1



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Burke, Dan

Wednesday, January 24,20L8 LL:27 AM

Winn, Brian

RE: Rate Cases

20L8.0L.24 - RFP - VGS Rate Case - Utility Tax.docx;20!8.0L.24 - RFP - VGS Rate Case -

Regulatory Accounting and Ratemaking.docx

Brian,

l,ve attached two RFps for the VGS case. The first is the regulatory accounting/ratemaking. The second is narrowly

focused on tax Let me know if you have any thoughts. once we are good to go, l'llwork with Angela to get them posted

and mailed to our consultants list.

l,ll also start working on the GMp RFps, but we might want to hold off on posting those until we have some more

certainty on what GMp is actually going to file. lf they come in with a multi-year regulation plan, we are probably going

to want an expert that can testify to alternative regulation issues generally. I imagine Riley could help us with that

sea rch.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Burke, Dan

Sent: Monday, January 22,2OL81:04 PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: Rate Cases

I should be able to get them done by tomorrow, as long as I don't have any additional meetings scheduled or new high

priority requests sent to me by the end of the day.

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Monday, January 22,2OL81:02 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: Rate cases

Dar,

We need to get those RFP's out for rate case support this week. Do you need me to help clear your calendar?

Brian

1

Get Outlook for iOS
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Department Contact: Daniel Burke
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Vermont Department of Public Service
1 12 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620 -2601
Phone: (802) 828-4019
Email : Dan.Burke@vermont. gov



Vermont Department of Public Service

Regulatory Accounting and Ratemaking Expert Service RFP
January 24,2018

Page 2 of I

VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

Regulatory Accounting and Ratemaking Services

The Vermont Department of Public Service (Department), which represents the public interest in

utility cases before the Vermont Public Utility Commission (Commission), is soliciting proposals

from qualified experts in taxation of investor-owned, regulated utilities to review and make

recommendations on a tariff and rate adjustment filing anticipated to be filed by Vermont Gas

Systems, Inc. (Vermont Gas) with the Commission in February,2}l8. The work primarily

involves the provision of expert witness services to provide a review and independent assessment

of tax issues related to Vermont Gas's proposed cost of service, with a focus on recent

amendments to federal income tax laws and the federal tax treatment of a Vermont utility with an

ultimate parent that is a foreign corporation.

The work is anticipated to take place primarily from February through October 2018. The

contract period will begin when a contract is executed and end one year from that date.

Proposals are due by 4:30 p.m., Thursday, February 81 2018, with the goal of finalizinga

contract during February, 2018. The selected respondent should be available to start

immediately thereafter. One (a) hard copies and one (1) electronic copy of the proposal must be

delivered to the Department. Proposals and questions should be addressed to:

Daniel Burke
Special Counsel
Vermont Department of Public Service
1 12 State Street
Montpelier,VT 05620-2601
Phone: (802)828-2325
dan.burke@vermont. gov

Scope of Services

The Department anticipates that the respondent hired in connection with this RFP will support

the legal, consumer affairs, and technical staff of the Department by providing expertise and

technical assistance regarding tax issues that arise in a cost of service ratemaking. The

Department specifically seeks assistance in evaluating: (1) the impacts of the recently revised

federal tax code on Vermont Gas's cost of service and (2) the appropriate tax treatment for utility

regulated under Vermont law who ultimate parent is a foreign corporation.

The selected respondent is expected to provide assistance to the Department and participate in a

contested administrative proceeding before the Commission, which has ultimate authority over

whether to approve Vermont Gas's proposed rates. The selected respondent's preparation for and

participation in the contested proceeding is expected to include preparing discovery questions



Vermont Department of Public Service

Regulatory Accounting and Ratemaking Expert Service RFP
January 24,2018

Page 3 of8

and responses, drafting prefiled testimony to be submitted to the Commission, and offering live

testimony to the Commission.

Respondent will perform a thorough review of the federal taxation components of Vermont

Gas's proposed cost of service. Respondent will be experiencedin analyzing the operations,

books and records of utility companies for the putpose of setting just and reasonable rates, and

be qualified and prepared to render expert testimony regarding the tax implications of Vermont

Gas's tariff filing. In particular, the respondent will be expected to provide an extensive review

of the documentation and accounting methods used by Vermont Gas to support recovery of

federal income taxes in its rates, including an analysis of Vermont Gas's treatment of deferred

income taxes that have been affected by the recent changes to the federal tax code'

Respondent shall be qualified and prepared to prepare and render expert testimony, and be cross-

examined, with respect to all of the issues addressed in this RFP.

Deliverables

The final deliverables and work product of the respondent chosen through this RFP will consist

of a written report (to be prepared in the form of written prefiled testimony), including

supporting detail, covering the review and examination of Vermont Gas's treatment of federal

taxes in its cost of service. The review should document the scope of the consultant's review,

and should specify areas of inquiry, responses, and resolution (if any). The report should specify

recommended disallowances and/or revisions to Vermont Gas's proposed treatment of taxes

through rates and the reasons supporting them. The report should also make any further

recommendations, as necessary, based on information learned during the course of the

consultant's review.

The following items will be required, as necessary, through the course of litigation:

1 . Preliminary assessment of issues and preparation of a work plan within the schedule

set by the Commission;

2. .Discovery requests and evaluation of responses, including assistance with preparation

for depositions if necessary;

3. Written testimony presenting a description of the review methods, materials

reviewed, conclusions, and recommendations with supporting analysis;

4. Responses to discovery relating to the written testimony;

5. Cross-examination testimony and assistance with cross-examination of opposing

witnesses;

6. Proposed findings of fact and other assistance with initial and reply briefs in support

of the Department's case.

Respondent should be prepared to provide multiple electronic (original source applications and



Vermont Department of Public Service

Regulatory Accounting and Ratemaking Expert Service RFP
January 24,2018

Page 4 of 8

pdf) and hard copies of written products intended to be filed with the Department and the

Commission. Respondent may be expected to make at least two (2) site visits to Vermont Gas to

review documentation and engage in in-person discussions, and will be available for

teleconferencing discussions with the Department and Vermont Gas. Respondent may be

required to agree to maintain the confidentiality of specified information and documents.

Schedule

Respondent selected for this work must be able to begin work upon award of the contract and to

prepare for meeting the timelines established by the Commission in the anticipated proceeding.

The Department anticipates that the filing will be made in February 2018, and that the

proceeding will run through fall of 2018.

Settine

Reviews and audits will take place in the context of contested administrative proceedings,

through informal and formal discovery, and on-site review. Respondent will be expected to

write and assist Department staff in preparation of written discovery requests and possibly

deposition questions. In addition, the respondent will be expected to provide written testimony

and exhibits presenting the results of their work, and to defend that work through testimony,

discovery responses, depositions, and cross-examination. Respondent will be expected to testify

in person at evidentiary hearings in Montpelier, Vermont, which will likely occur in August or

September,2018. Assistance with preparation of cross-examination, briefs, and proposed

findings may also be required. Field visits to Vermont Gas's offtces in South Burlinglon,

Vermont will likely be necessary to review the supporting financial and operational records, and

to interview company personnel.

Oversight

The contract will be managed by Daniel Burke, Special Counsel. Other Department personnel

will be available for guidance and collaboration on related issues, proposed conclusions, policy

formulation and articulation, and the drafting and filing of testimony.

Proposal Format

All responses to this RFP must include the following information:

A brief description of the firm, which includes its history, organizational structure,

and qualifications of relevant professional staff, including names and resumes with
detaiied qualifications and levels of competence of all individuals proposed to

perform services. Subcontractors, if any, must be listed, including the firm name and

uddr"5, contact person, complete description of work to be subcontracted, and

descriptive information concerning the subcontractor's organization and abilities.

A list with the names, phones numbers, and email addresses of personnel authorized

I

2.



Vermont Department of Public Service

Regulatory Accounting and Ratemaking Expert Service RFP
t*'"r;:';:i:

to negotiate the proposed contract with the Department. All proposals must be signed

by a duly authorized representative of the party (or parties) submitting the proposal.

3. A list of recent work performed, particularly including contracts with or appearances

before utility regulatory agencies (if any), with a short narrative explaining the nature

and extent of eaih such engagement. In the case of sworn testimony and depositions,

please include a comprehensive list of all such proceedings, including docket

numbers of any contested cases, as well as the name and telephone number of a

reference person familiar with the respondent's work.

4. A discussion of the respondent staff s expertise and experience relevant to the subject

matter of this RFP.

5. A description of all known or probable scheduling constraints or limitations on staff

availability within the timeframe of the contract'

6. Respondent selected will be compensated on a time and material basis' Please

indicate the following:

a. Fees for staff time, showing the level of staff to be assigned, titles, hourly

rates;

b. Travel expenses, including estimated transportation costs, lodging and

subsistence, including all-in costs to attend meetings in Montpelier, Vermont;

and

c. Description of all overhead and other costs that may be billed.

7. A declaratory statement regarding respondent's past, current and anticipated

relationships, obligations and commitments with any entity engaged in developing,

constructing, operating, maintaining, and/or monitoring any utility facilities in

Vermont, or with companies affiliated with Vermont Gas. If the consultant is

involved in any way in any litigation, arbitration, mediation, or other dispute

resolution process to which the State of Vermont is a party, please identify the matter

(including docket number) and describe the involvement.

Evaluation Criteria

The Department will evaluate all responses received based upon its assessment of the

reasonableness of cost, completeness, and quality of the responses, qualifications of the

individuals proposed to perform the work, relevance of previous experience, and any other

criteria it deems relevant. Acceptance or rejection of any or all proposals will be determined by

the exercise of the Department's sole discretion.

Performance Measures

Any contract with the State of Vermont is required to have some form of performance measures.

In the contract resulting from this RFP, the Department expects that such measures will consist

of ( I ) the timing related to the consultant' s submittal of meeting summaries , and (2) the timing

related to the consultant's response to any Department requests for input on strategies or requests
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for further information. Such perfonnance measures would assume a reasonable amount of

response time, taking into account holidays, advance notification of key personnel vacation, etc.

Respondents are encouraged, but not required, to suggest reasonable performance measurss in

the response to this RFp, which the Department may, at its discretion, incorporate into a resulting

contract.

Recuirements

All proposals must be received no later than 4:30 p.m.o Thursday, February 8, 2018 in hard copy

and in electronic format.

One (1) original and signed, and one (a) additional hard copies should be sent to

Daniel Burke

Vermont Public Service Department

I 12 State Street - Drawer 20

Montpelier, VT 05620-2601

Electronic copies should be sent to:

Dan. Burke@vermont. gov

The Department reserves the right to accept or reject any or all bids. The proposals will be

evaluated by the Department's technical and legal staff. If a respondent is selected, it will be invited

to negotiate a contract.

Selection Criteria

The Department will evaluate all proposals received based upon reasonableness of cost,

completeness and quality of the proposal, qualifications of the individuals proposed to perform

the work, relevance of previous experience, and any other criteria it deems relevant' Acceptance

or rejection of any or all proposals will be determined by the exercise of the Department's sole

discretion. All proposals are subject to an evaluation by the Department and/or non-

departmental reviewers. The Department reserves the right (but in no way is obligated) to

interview the top prospective candidates to aid in the selection process.

Ouestions Concerning RFP

Questions about this RFP should be directed to:

Daniel Burke

Vermont Public Service Department
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112 State Street - Drawer 20

Montpelier, VT 05620-2601

Phone: (802) 828-4019

Email : Dan.Burke@vermont. gov

General Terms and Conditions

l. The consultants awarded this contract shall, upon notification of award, apply for

registration with the Vermont Secretary of State's Office to do business in the State of

Vermont, if not already so registered. Registration instructions may be found at:

business.aspx or by contacting the Corporations Division at 128 State Street,

Montpelier, VT 05633-1104 or by telephone at (802) S2S-2386. The Department will

not execute the contract until the consultants are registered with the Secretary of

State's Office.

2. Respondents' technical proposals become public records and may become available

for public review and inspection upon execution of a contract. The contents'of the

successful respondent's proposal, as accepted by the Department, ffi&Y become part of

the contract awarded as a result of this process. If any bidding party wishes to submit

confidential information, all such information must be clearly designated and include

an explanation for the designation.

The Department reserves the right to reject any and all proposals received as a result

of this solicitation, to negotiate with any qualified source, to waive any formality and

technicalities, or to cancel this RFP in part or in its entirety if it is in the best interests

of the State.

The Department shall not be responsible for any costs incurred by any party in

preparation of any proposal submitted in response to this..RFP.

News releases pertaining to this RFP, contract award, or the project shall not be made

without prior written approval from the Department'

All parties submitting proposals shall be Equal Opportunity Employers. During the

duration of the performance of the contract, the consultants will be expected to

comply with all federal, state, and local laws respecting non-discrimination in

employment.

All proposals and deliverables become the property of the Department upon

submission. Unselected proposals may be destroyed or returned to the bidder at the

J

4

5

6

7
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Department's discretion. This solicitation for proposals in no way obligates the

Department to award a contract.

The Department assumes no liability in any fashion with respect to this RFP or any

matters related thereto. All prospective consultants and their subcontractors or

successors, by their participation in the RFP process, shall indemniff, save and hold

the Department and its employees and agents free and harmless from all lawsuits,

causes of action, debts, rights, judgments, claims, demands, damages, losses and

expenses or whatsoever kind of law or equity known or unknown, foreseen or

unforeseen, arising from or out of this RFP and/or any subsequent acts related thereto,

including but not limited to the recommendation of a consultant and any action

brought by an unsuccessful respondent.

The selected respondent shall furnish any available information in their possession to

the Department upon request, if relevant to the project.

The selected respondent will be required to enter into a standard Vermont State

Contract, which will include all conditions included the standard "Attachment C"

form, which is attached to this RFP.

9

10.

Attachments

t. Attachment C: Standard State Contract Provisions (Revised December 15, 2017)



ATTACHMENT C: STANDARD STATE PROVISIONS
FOR CONTRACTS AI\D GRANTS

Rnvrsrn DECEMBER 15' 2017

l. Definitions: For purposes of this Attachment , "Pafi" shall mean the Contractor, Grantee or

Subrecipient, with whom ih" Stut" of Vermont is executing this Agreement and consistent yith th! form of

the Agreement. .'Agreement" shall mean the specific contract or grant to which this form is attached.

2. Entire Agreement: This Agreement, whether in the form of a contract, State-funded grant, or Federally-

funded gtunt, ,"p."sents the entire agreement between the parties on the subject matter. All prior

ug.ee-entr, representations, statements, negotiations, and understandings shall have no effect.

3. Governing Lawo Jurisdiction and Venue; No Waiver of Jury Trial: This Agreementwill be governed

by the laws olthe State of vermont. Any action or proceeding brought by either the state or the Party in

connection with this Agreement shall be brought and enforced in the Superior Court ofthe State of Vermont,

Civil Division, Washiigton Unit. The party irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction of this court for any

action or proceeding relarding this Agreement. The Party agrees that it must first exhaust any applicable

administrative remedies with iespect to any cause of action that it may have against the State with regard

to its perfoffnance under this Agreement. Parly agrees that the State shall not be required to submit to

binding arbitration or waive its right to a jury trial.

4. Sovereign Immunity: The State reserves all immunities, defenses, rights or actions arising out of the

State,s sov-ereign status or under the Eleventh Amendment to the United States Constitution. No waiver of

the State,s immunities, defenses, rights or actions shall be implied or otherwise deemed to exist by reason

of the State's entry into this Agreement.

5. No Employee Benefits For Party: The Party understalds that the State will not provide any individual

retiremenibenefits, group life insurance, group health and dental insurance, vacation or sick leave, workers

compensation or otier benefits or services available to State employees, nor will the State withhold any

state or Federal taxes except as required under applicable tax laws, which shall be determineci in advance

of execution of the Agreement. The party understands that all tax returns required by the Internal Revenue

Code and the State oiVermont, including but not limited to income, withholding, sales and use, and rooms

and meals, must be filed by tfue Party, and information as to Agreement income-will be provided by the

State of Vermont to the Internal Revenue Service and the Vermont Department of Taxes.

6. Independence: The Party will act in an independent capacity and not as officers or employees of the

State.

7. Defense and Indemnity: The Panty shall defend the State and its officers and employees against all third

party claims or suits arising in whole-or in part from any act or omission of the Party or of any agent of the
'ru.ty 

in connection with tie performanc" bf thir Agreement. The State shall notifu the Party in the event

of any such claim or suit, andthe party shall immediately retain counsel and otherwise provide a complete

defense against the entire claim or suit. The State retains the right to participate.at its own expense in the

defense oi uny claim. The State shall have the right to approve all proposed settlements of such claims or

suits.

After a final judgment or settlement, the Party may request recoupment of specific defense costs and may

file suit in Washington Superior Court requesting recoupment. The Party shall be entitled to recoup costs

only upon a showiig that zuch costs were entirely unrelated to the defense of any claim arising from an act

or omission of the Party in connection with the performance of this Agreement'
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The party shall indemnifu the state and its officers and employees if the State, its officers or employees

become iegally obligatedio pay any damages or losses arising from any act or omission of the Party or an

agent of the Party in connection with the performance of this Agreement'

Notwithstanding any contrary language anywhere, in no event shall the terms of this Agreement or any

document furnished by the furry in connettion with its performance under this Agreement obligate the

State to (1) defend or indemniffin" ru.ty or any third party, or (2) otherwise be liable for the expenses or

reimbursement, including attorneys' fees, collection costs or other costs of the Parly or any third party'

g. Insurance: Before commencing work on this Agreement the Party must provide certificates of insurance

to show that the following minimum coverages are in effect. It is the responsibility of the Party to maintain

current certificates of insirance on file with-the State through the term of this Agreement. No warranty is

made that the coverages and limits listed herein are adequate to cover and protect the interests of the Paffy

for the party,s op".uttnr. These are solely minimums that have been established to protect the interests of

the State.

Workers Compensation: With respect to all operations performed, the Party shall carry workers'

compensation inru.un"" in accordance with the laws of the State of Vermont. Vermont will accept an out-

of-state employer's workers' compensation coverage while operating in Vermont provided that the

insurance carrier is licensed to write insurance in Vermont and an amendatory endorsement is added to the

policy adding Vermont for coverage purposes. Otherwise, the party shall secure a Vermont workers'

comiensation policy, if necessary to comply with Vermont law'

General Liabitity and property Damage: With respect to all operations performed under this Agreement,

the party shall carry general liability inrrr.un"" having all major divisions of coverage including, but not

limited to:

Premises - OPerations

Products and Completed Operations

Personal Injury LiabilitY

Contractual LiabilitY

The policy shall be on an occurence form and limits shall not be less than:

$1,000,000 Each Occurrence

$2,000,000 General Aggregate

$ 1,000,000 Products/Completed Operations Aggregate

$1,000,000 Personal & Advertising Injury

Automotive Liabitity: The party shall carry automotive liability insurance covering.all motor vehiclg;t

including hired and non-ownedtoverage, used in connection with the Agreement. Limits of coverage shall

not be less than $500,000 combined siigi" limit. If performance of this Agreement involves construction'

or the transport of persons or hazardous materials, limits of coverage shall not be less than $1,000,000

combined single limit.

Additional Insured.The General Liability and Property Damage coverages required for performance ofthis

Agreement shall include the state of vermont und it. agencies, departments, offtcers and employees as

Additional Insureds. If performance of this Agreement involves construction' or the transport of persons

or hazardous materials, t'hen the required Automotive Liability coverage shall include the State of Vermont

and its agencies, departments, officers and employees as Additional Insureds. Coverage shall be primary

and non-iontributory with any other insurance and self-insurance.

Notice of cancellation or change. There shall be no cancellation, change, potential exhaustion of aggregate

limits or non-renewal of insurance coverage(s) without thirty (30) days written prior written notice to the

State.
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9. Reliance by the State on Representations: All payments by the State under this Agreement will-be

made in reliance upon the u""u'rury of all reprer"trtrtionr made by the Party in accordance with this

Agreement, including but not limited to bills, invoices, progress reports and other proofs of work'

10. False Claims Act: The party acknowledges that it is subject to the Vermont False Claims Act as set

forth in 32 V.S.A. g 630 et seq. if tn" parff vlolates the Vermont False Claims Act it shall be liable to the

State for civil penalti"r, t 
"bl" 

du*ug", und th" costs of the investigation and prosecution of such violation,

including attorney's fees, except as-the same may be reduced by a court of competent jurisdiction' The

party's tluulity to the state undir the False claims Act shall not be limited notwithstanding any agreement

of the State to otherwise limit Party's liability.

ll. Whistleblower protections: The Party shall not discriminate or retaliate against one of its employees

or agents for disclosing information concerning a violation of law, fraud, waste, abuse of authority or acts

threa:tening health or fafety, including but not limited to allegations conceming the False claims Act'

Further, ttr-e farty shall not iequire such employees or agents to forego monetary awards as a result of such

disclosures, nor should they be required to ieport misconduct to the Party or its agents prior to reporting to

any governmental entity and/or the public.

12. Location of State Data: No State data received, obtained, or generated by the Party in connection with

ferformance under this Agreement shall be processed, transmitted, stored, or transferred by any means

Lutside the continental United States, except with the express written permission of the State.

13. Records Available for Audit: The Party shall maintain all records pertaining to performance under

this agreement. 
..Records" means any writtln or recorded information, regardless of physical form or

characteristics, which is produced or acquired by the Party in the performance of this agreement. Records

produced or acquired in a machine readable eiectronic format shall be maintained in that format. The

records described shall be made available at reasonable times during the period of lhe Agreement and fo1

three years thereafter or for any period required by law for inspection by any authorized representative-s of
the State or Federal Gou"*-ent. If any iitigation, claim, or audit is started before the expiration of the

three-year period, the records shall be retain-ed until all litigation, claims or audit findings involving the

records have been resolved.

14. Fair Employment Practices and Americans with Disabilities Act: Party agrees to comply with the

requirement of if V.S.e. Chapter 5, Subchapter 6, relating to_fair employment practices' to the full extent

appticaUte. party shall also ensure, to the full extent required by the Americans with Disabilities Act of

t'g'qo, u. amended, that qualified individuals with disabilities receive equitable access to the services,

programs, and activities provided by the Party under this Agreement.

15. Set Off: The State may set off any sums which the Party owes the State against any sums due the Party

under this Agreement; provided, however, that any set off of amounts due the State of Vermont as taxes

shall be in aciordance with the procedures more specifically provided hereinafter.

16. Taxes Due to the State:

A. party understands and acknowledges responsibility, if applicable, for compliance with State tax

laws, including income tax withholding for employees performing services within the State,

payment of use tax on property used within the State, corporate and/or personal income tax on

income eamed within the State.

B. party certifies under the pains and penalties of perjury_that, as of the date this Agreement is signed,

tfr" iu.ty is in good standing withiespect to, or in full compliance with, a plan to pay any and all

taxes due the State of Vermont.
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C. party understands that final payment under this Agreement may be withheld if the Commissioner

of Taxes determines that the Party is not in good standing with respect to or in full compliance with

a plan to pay any and all taxes due to the State of Vermont'

D. party also understands the State may set off taxes (and related penalties, interest and fees) due to

the State of Vermont, but only if the farry has failed to make an appeal within_ the time allowed by

law, or an appeal has been taken and nnaUy determined and the Party has no further legal recourse

to contest the amounts due.

17. Taxation of purchases: All State purchases must be invoiced tax free' An exemption certificate will

be furnished upon request with respect to otherwise taxable items'

lg. Child Support: (Only applicable ifthe Party is a natural person, not a corporation or partnership') Party

states that, as of the date this Agreement is signed, he/she:

A. is not under any obligation to pay child support; or

B. is under such an obligation and is in good standing with respect to that obligation; or

C. has agreed to a payment plan with the Vermont Office of Child Support Services and is in full

csmpliance with that Plan'
party makes this statement with regard to support owed to 1ny and all children residing in vermont' In

addition, if the party is a resident oivermont, Party makes this statement with regard to support owed to

any and all childrenresiding in any other state or territory of the United States'

19. Sub-Agreements: party shall not assign, subcontract-or subgtant the performanc_e of this Agreement

or any portion thereof to any other Party wittrout the prior written approval of the State. Party shall be

,"rporrriut" and liable to the State for all acts or omissions of subcontractors and any other person

p".?o*ing work under this Agreement pursuant to an agreement with Party or any subcontractor'

In the case this Agreement is a contract with a total cost in excess of $250,000, the Party shall provide.to

the state a list of all proposed subcontractors and subcontractors' subcontractors, together with the identity

of those subcontractors, workers compensation insurance providers, and additional required or requested

information, as applicable, in accordance with Section 32 oiThe Vermont Recovery and Reinvestment Act

of 2009 (ActNo.54).
party shall include the following provisions of this Attachment c in all subcontracts for work performed

solely for the State of Vermont ana subcontracts for work performed in the State of Vermont: Section 10

(.,Faise Claims Act,,); Section 1l ("Whistleblower Protections"); Section 72 ("Location of State Datt');

iection 14 (,.Fair Employment Practices and Americans with Disabilities Act"); Section l6 ("Taxes Due

the State,,); Section f t rcftifa Support"); Section 20 ('No Gifts or Gratuities"); Section 22 ("Ceftification

Regarding Debarment,,); section ib 1"stut" Facilities"); and Section 32.A ("Certification Regarding use

of State Funds").

20. No Gifts or Gratuities: Party shall not give title or possession of anything of substantial value

(including property, 
"ur"r"y, 

travel and/or education programs) to any officer or employee of the State

during the term of this Agreement.

21. Copies: party shall use reasonable best efforts to ensure that all written reports prepared under this

Agreement are printed using both sides of the paper'

22. Certification Regarding Debarment: Party certifies under pains and penalties of perjury that, as of

the date that this ag.E"-"nt"is signed, neither Party nor Party's principals (officers,.directors, owners, or

partners) are presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or excluded from

purti"ipution'in Fedeial programs, or pfograms zupported in whole or in part by Federal funds'
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party further certifies under pains and penalties of perjury that, as of the date that this Agreement is signed,

ParW is not presently debarred, suspended, not named on the State's debarment list at:

http : i/b gs.vermont. gov/purchasing/debarment

23. Conflict of Interest: party shall fully disclose, in writing, any conflicts of interest or potential conflicts

of interest.

24. Confidentiality: Party acknowledges and agrees that this Agreement a1d any and all information

obtained by the Staie from.the party in connection with this Agreement are subject to the State of Vermont

Access to Public Records Act, I V.S.A. $ 315 et seq'

25. Force Majeure: Neither the State nor the Party shall be liable to the other for any failure or delay of

performanc. oi uny obligations under this Agreement to the extent such failure or delay shall have been

*t otty or principaily caused by acts or events beyond its reasonable control rendering performance illegal

o. i.porrible lexcluding strikes or lock-outs) (';Force Majeure")' Where Force Majeure is asserted, the

nonp"rfor111ing party ..r"rt pron" that it made all reasonable efforts to remove, eliminate or minimize such

cause of delJy^or damages, diligently pursued performance of its obligations under this Agreement,

substantially f:ulfilled all 
"non-excised -obligations, 

and timely notified the other party of the likelihood or

actual occurrence ofan event described in this paragraph'

26. Marketing: party shall not refer to the State in any publicity materials, information pamphlets' press

releases, research reports, advertising, sales promotions, trade shows, or marketing materials or similar

communications to third panies except with the prior written consent of the State'

2T.Termination:
A. Non-Appropriation: If this Agreement extends into more than one fiscal year of the State (July I

to June 30), and if appropriatiJns are insufficient to support this Agreement, the State may cancel

at the end of the nr"ut y"ur, or otherwise upon the expiration of existing appropriation authority'

In the case that this Agreement is a Grant that is funded in whole or in part by Federal funds, and

in the event Federal funds become unavailable or reduced, the State may suspend or cancel this

Grant immediately, and the State shall have no obligation to pay Subrecipient from State revenues'

B. Termination for Cause: Either party may terminate this Agreement if a party materially breaches

its obligations under this Agreem"nt, und such breach is not cured within thirty (30) days after

deliverj of the non-breaching party's notice or such longer time as the non-breaching party may

speciff in the notice.

C. Termination Assistance: Upon nearing the end of the final term or termination of this Agreement,

without respect to cause, the Party shai take all reasonable and prudent measures to facilitate any

transition required by the State. All State property, tangible and intangible, shall be returned to the

State upon demand at no additional cost to the State in a format acceptable to the State'

2g. Continuity of performance: In the event of a dispute between the Party and the State, each party will

continue to perform its obligations under this Agreernent during the resolution of the dispute until this

Agreement is terminated in accordance with its terms'

29. No Implied Waiver of Remedies: Either party's delay or failure to exercise any right, power or remedy

under this Agreement shall not impair uny .,.r"h right, power or remedy, or be construed as a waiver of any

such right, po*"t or remedy. All waivers must be in writing'

30. State Facilities: If the State makes space available to the Party in any State facility during the term of

this Agreement for purposes of the Parf s performance under this Agreement, the P_arty shall only us9 !h9
.pu"" In accordance *itrt ail policies and piocedures governing access to and use of State facilities which
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shall be made available upon request. State facilities will be made available to Parly on an "AS IS, WHERE

IS" basis, with no warranties whatsoever'

31. Requirements Pertaining Only to Federal Grants and Subrecipient Agreements: If this Agreement

is a grant that is funded in whole or in part by Federal funds:

A. Requirement to Have a Single Audit: The Subrecipient will complete the Subrecipient Annual

Report annually within 45 days after its fiscal year end, informing the State of Vermont whether or

nof a Single euOit is required for the prior fiscal year. If a Single Audit is required, the Subrecipient

will submit a copy of the audit report to the granting Party within 9 months. If a single audit is not

required, only the Subrecipient Annual Report is required'

For fiscal years ending before December 25,2015, a Single Audit is required if the subrecipient

expends $SOO,OOO o. rno.. in Federal assistance during its fiscal year and must be conducted in

accordance with OMB Circular 4-133. For fiscal years ending on or after December 25,2015, a

Single Audit is required if the subrecipient expends $750,000 or more in Federal assistance during

its fiscal year and must be conducted in accordance with 2 CFR Chapter I, Chapter II, Part 200,

Subpart F. The Subrecipient Annual Report is required to be submitted within 45 days, whether or

not a Single Audit is required.

B. Internal Controls: In accordance with 2 CFR Part II, 5200.303, the Party must establish and

maintain effective internal control over the Federal award to provide reasonable assurance that the

Party is managing the Federal award in compliance with Federal statutes, regulations, and the terms

and conditionr o}tn" award. These internal controls should be in compliance with guidance in

"standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government" issued by the Comptroller General of
the United States and the "Internal Control Integrated Framework", issued by the Committee of
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO).

C. Mandatory Disclosures: In accordance with 2 CFR Part II, $200.113, Party must disclose, in a

timely ,nurrn"r, in writing to the State, all violations of Federal criminal law involving fraud,

bribery, or gratuity violations potentially affecting the Federal award. Failure to make required

disclosures may risult in the imposition of sanctions which may include disallowance of costs

incurred, withholding of payments, termination of the Agreement, suspension/debarment, etc.

32. Requirements Pertaining Only to State-Funded Grants:

A. Certification Regarding Use of State Funds: If Party is an employer and this Agreement is a

State-funded gruni in e*"irs of $1,001, Parity certifies that none of these State funds will be used to

interfere with or restrain the exercise of Party's employee's rights with respect to unionization.

B. Good Standing Certification (Act 154 of 2016): If this Agreement is a State-funded grant, Parly

hereby r"p..r"itr' (i) that it has signed and provided to the State the form prescribed by the

Secreiary of Administration for purposes of certiffing that it is in good standing (as provided in

Section l3(a)(2)of Act 154) with the Agency ofNatural Resources and the Agency of Agriculture,

Food and Markets, or otherwise explaining the circumstances surrounding the inability to so certiSu,

and (ii) that it will comply with the requirements stated therein'

(End of Standard Provisions)
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VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

Regulatory Accounting and Ratemaking Services

The Vermont Department of Public Service (Department), which represents the public interest in

utility cases before the Vermont Public Utility Commission (Commission), is soliciting proposals

from qualified experts in regulatory accounting and ratemaking matters to review and make

recommendations on a tariff and rate adjustment filing anticipated to be filed by Vermont Gas

Systems, Inc. (Vermont Gas) with the Commission in February,2018. The work primarily

involves the provision of expert witness services to provide an independent assessment of
Vermont Gas's proposed cost of service under applicable Vermont ratemaking standards.

The work is anticipated to take place primarily from February through October 2018. The

contract period will begin when a contract is executed and end one year from that date.

Proposals are due by 4:30 p.m.o Thursday, February 8,2018, withthe goal of finalizinga
contract during February, 2018. The selected respondent should be available to start

immediately thereafter. One (a) hard copies and one (1) electronic copy of the proposal must be

delivered to the Department. Proposals and questions should be addressed to:

Daniel Burke
Special Counsel
Vermont Department of Public Service
112 State Street
Montpelier, YT 05620-2601
Phone: (802)828-2325
dan. burke@vermont. gov

Scope of Services

The Department anticipates that the respondent hired in connection with this RFP will support

the legal, consumer affairs, and technical staff of the Department by providing expertise and

technical assistance regarding cost of service ratemaking.

The selected respondent is expected to provide assistance to the Department and participate in a

contested administrative proceeding before the Commission, which has ultimate authority over

whether to approve Vermont Gas's proposed rates. The selected respondent's preparation for and

participation in the contested proceeding is expected to include preparing discovery questions

and responses, drafting prefiled testimony to be submitted to the Commission, and offering live

testimony to the Commission.

Respondent will perform a thorough cost of service review of Vermont Gas's rate proposal.

Respondent will be experience d in analyzing the operations, books and records of utility
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companies for the pu{pose of setting just and reasonable rates, and be qualified and prepared to

render expert testimony regarding and have knowledge of: (1) appropriate accounting standards

and practices for natural gas utilities; (2) standards for prudence and cost recoverability; and (3)

Vermont and FERC approved cost-of-service cost methodologies for natural gas utilities. In

particular, Respondent will be expected to provide an extensive review of the documentation

used to support costs claimed for rate recovery, and to develop recommendations on this point.

Respondent shall be qualifred and prepared to prepare and render expert testimony, and be cross-

examined, with respect to all of the issues addressed in this RFP.

Deliverables

The final deliverables and work product of the respondent chosen through this RFP will consist

of a written report (to be prepared in the form of written prefiled testimony), including

supporting detail, covering the review and examination of Vermont Gas's proposed cost of

service. The review should document the scope of the consultant's review, and should specify

areas of inquiry, responses, and resolution (if any). The report should specifr recommended

disallowances and the reasons supporting them. The consultant will be expected to provide a

revised cost of service reflecting their recommendations. The report should also make any

further recommendations, as necessary, based on information learned during the course of the

consultant's review.

The following items will be required, as necessary, through the course of litigation:

l. Preliminary assessment of issues and preparation of a work plan within the schedule

set by the Commission;

2. Discovery requests and evaluation of responses, including assistance with preparation

for depositions if necessary;

3. Written testimony presenting a description of the review methods, materials

reviewed, conclusions, and recommendations with supporting analysis ;

4. Responses to discovery relating to the written testimony;

5. Cross-examination testimony and assistance with cross-examination of opposing

witnesses;

6. Proposed findings of fact and other assistance with initial and reply briefs in support

of the Department's case.

Respondent should be prepared to provide multiple electronic (original source applications and

pdf) and hard copies of written products intended to be filed with the Department and the

Commission. Respondent may be expected to make at least two (2) site visits to Vermont Gas to

review documentation and engage in in-person discussions, and will be available for

teleconferencing discussions with the Department and Vermont Gas. Respondent may be

required to agree to maintain the confidentiality of specified information and documents.
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Schedule

Respondent selected for this work must be able to begin work upon award of the contract and to

prepare for meeting the timelines established by the Commission in the anticipated proceeding.

The Department anticipates that the filing will be made in February 2018, and that the

proceeding will run through fall of 2018.

Settine

Reviews and audits will take place in the context of contested administrative proceedings,

through informal and formal discovery, and on-site review. Respondent will be expected to

write and assist Department staff in preparation of written discovery requests and possibly

deposition questions. In addition, the respondent will be expected to provide written testimony

and exhibits presenting the results of their work, and to defend that work through testimony,

discovery responses, depositions, and cross-examination. Respondent will be expected to testify

in person at evidentiary hearings in Montpelier, Vermont, which will likely occur in August or

September ,2018. Assistance with preparation of cross-examination, briefs, and proposed

findings may also be required. Field visits to Vermont Gas's offices in South Burlington,

Vermont will likely be necessary to review the supporting financial and operational records, and

to interview company Personnel.

Oversisht

The contract will be managed by Daniel Burke, Special Counsel. Other Department personnel

will be available for guidance and collaboration on related issues, proposed conclusions, policy

formulation and articulation, and the drafting and filing of testimony.

Proposal Format

All responses to this RFP must include the following information:

1. A brief description of the firm, which includes its history, otganizational structure,

and qualifications of relevant professional staff, including names and resumes with

detaiied qualifications and levels of competence of all individuals proposed to

perform services. Subcontractors, if any, must be listed, including the firm name and

uddr.r., contact person, complete description of work to be subcontracted, and

descriptive information conceming the subcontractor' s organization and abilities.

2. A list with the names, phones numbers, and email addresses of personnel authorized

to negotiate the proposid contract with the Department. All proposals must be signed

by a duly authoiized representative of the party (or parties) submitting the proposal.

3. A list of recent work performed, particularly including contracts with or appearances
. before utility regulatory agencies (if any), with a short narrative explaining the nature

and extent of .urtt such engagement. In the case of sworn testimony and depositions,

please include a comprehensive list of all such proceedings, including docket
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numbers of any contested cases, as well as the name and telephone number of a

reference person familiar with the respondent's work.

4. A discussion of the respondent staff s expertise and experience relevant to the subject

matter of this RFP.

5. A description of all known or probable scheduling constraints or limitations on staff

availability within the timeframe of the contract.

6. Respondent selected will be compensated on a time and material basis. Please

indicate the following:

a. Fees for staff time, showing the level of staff to be assigned, titles, hourly

rates;

b. Travel expenses, including estimated transportation costs, lodging and

subsistence, including all-in costs to affend meetings in Montpelier, Vermont;

and

c. Desffiption of all overhead and other costs that may be billed.

7. A declaratory statement regarding respondent's past, current and anticipated

relationships, obligations and commitments with any entity engaged in developing,

constructing, operating, maintaining, and/or monitoring any utility facilities in

Vermont, or'*ith comlanies affrliaied with Vermont Gas. If the consultant is

involved in any way in any litigation, arbitration, mediation, or other dispute

resolution process to which the State of Vermont is a party, please identify the matter

(including docket number) and describe the involvement'

Evaluation Criteria

The Department will evaluate all responses received based upon its assessment of the

reasonableness of cost, completeness, and quality of the responses, qualifications of the

individuals proposed to perform the work, relevance of previous experience, and any other

criteria it deems relevant. Acceptance or rejection of any or all proposals will be determined by

the exercise of the Department's sole discretion.

Performance Measures

Any contract with the State of Vermont is required to have some form of performance measures.

In the contract resulting from this RFP, the Department expects that such measures will consist

of (l) the timing related to the consultant's submittal of meeting summaries , and (2) the timing

related to the consultant's response to any Department requests for input on strategies or requests

for further information. Such performance measures would assume a reasonable amount of

response time, taking into account holidays, advance notification of key personnel vacation, etc.

Respondents are encouraged, but not required, to suggest reasonable performance measures in

the response to this ppP, which the Department may, at its discretion, incorporate into a resulting

contract.
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Requirements

All proposals must be received no later than 4:30 P.m., Thursday, February 8, 2018 in hard copy

and in electronic format.

One (l) original and signed, and one (a) additional hard copies should be sent to:

Daniel Burke

Vermont Public Service DePartment

112 State Street - Drawer 20

Montpelier, VT 05620-2601

Electronic copies should be sent to:

Dan. Burke@vermont. gov

The Department reserves the right to accept or reject any or all bids. The proposals will be

evaluated by the Department's technical and legal staff. If a respondent is selected, it will be invited

to negotiate a contract.

Selection Criteria

The Department will evaluate all proposals received based upon reasonableness of cost,

completeness and quality of the proposal, qualifications of the individuals proposed to perform

the work, relevance of previous experience, and any other criteria it deems relevant. Acceptance

or rejection of any or all proposals will be determined by the exercise of the Department's sole

discretion. All proposals are subject to an evaluation by the Department and/or non-

departmental reviewers. The Department reserves the right (but in no way is obligated) to

interview the top prospective candidates to aid in the selection process'

Ouestions Concerning RFP

Questions about this RFP should be directed to:

Daniel Burke

Vermont Public Service Department

112 State Street - Drawer 20

Montpelier, VT 05 620-2601

Phone: (802) 828-4019

Email : Dan.Burke@vermont. gov
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General Terms and Conditions

l. The consultants awarded this contract shall, upon notification of award, apply for

registration with the Vermont Secretary of State's Office to do business in the State of

Vermont, if not already so registered. Registration instructions may be found at:

2

business.aspx or by contacting the Corporations Division at 128 State Street,

Montpelier, VT 05633-1104 or by telephone at (S02) 828-2386. The Department will

not execute the contract until the consultants are registered with the Secretary of

State's Office.

Respondents' technical proposals become public records and may become available

for public review and inspection upon execution of a contract. The contents of the

successful respondent's proposal, as accepted by the Department,may become part of

the contract awarded as a result of this process. If any bidding party wishes to submit

confidential information, all such information must be clearly designated and include

an explanation for the designation.

The Department reserves the right to reject any and all proposals received as a result

of this solicitation, to negotiate with any qualified source, to waive any formality and

technicalities, or to cancel this RFP in part or in its entirety if it is in the best interests

of the State.

The Department shall not be responsible for any costs incurred by any party in

preparation of any proposal submitted in response to this RFP'

News releases pertaining to this RFP, contract award, or the project shall not be made

without prior written approval from the Department.

All parties submitting proposals shall be Equal Opportunity Employers. During the

duration of the performance of the contract, the consultants will be expected to

comply with all federal, state, and local laws respecting non-discrimination in

employment.

All proposals and deliverables become the property of the Department upon

submission. Unselected proposals may be destroyed or returned to the bidder at the

Department's discretion. This solicitation for proposals in no way obligates the

Department to award a contract.

The Department assumes no liability in any fashion with respect to this RFP or any

matters related thereto. All prospective consultants and their subcontractors or

J

4.

5

6.

7

8
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successors, by their participation in the RFP process, shall indemniff, save and hold

the Department and its employees and agents free and harmless from all lawsuits,

causes of action, debts, rights, judgments, claims, demands, damages, losses and

expenses or whatsoever kind of law or equity known or unknown, foreseen or

unforeseen, arising from or out of this RFP and/or any subsequent acts related thereto,

including but not limited to the recommendation of a consultant and any action

brought by an unsuccessful respondent.

The selected respondent shall fumish any available information in their possession to

the Department upon request, if relevant to the project'

The selected respondent will be required to enter into a standard Vermont State

Contract, which will include all conditions included the standard o'Affachment C"

form, which is attached to this RFP.

10.

Attachments

1. Attachment C: Standard State Contract Provisions (Revised December 15,2017)



ATTACHMENT C: STANDARD STATE PROVISIONS
FOR CONTRACTS AND GRANTS

REVISED DECEMBER I5'20I7

1. Definitions: For purposes of this Attachment, "PartTl' shall mean the Contractor, Grantee or

Subrecipient, with whom ih" Stut. of Vermont is executing this Agreement and consistent with the form of

the Agriement. ,'Agreement" shall mean the specific contract or grant to which this form is affached'

2. Entire Agreement: This Agreement, whether in the form of a contract, State-funded grant, or Federally-

funded grant, represents the entire agreement between the parties on the subject matter. All prior

ug.".111"ntr, representations, statements, negotiations, and understandings shall have no effect'

3. Governing Law, Jurisdiction and Venue; No Waiver of Jury Trial: This Agreement will be governed

by the laws o}the state of vermont. Any action or proceeding brought by either the state or the Parly in

connection with this Agreement shall be brought and enforced in the Superior Court ofthe State ofVermont,

civil Division, washiigton Unit. The party irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction of this court for any

action or proceeding relarding this Agreement. The Party agrees that it must first exhaust any applicable

administrative remedies with iespect to any cause of action that it may have against the State with regard

to its performance under this Agreement. Party agrees that the State shall not be required to submit to

binding arbitration or waive its right to a jury trial'

4. Sovereign Immunity: The State reserves all immunities, defenses, rights or actions arising out of the-

State,s sovereign status or under the Eleventh Amendment to the United States Constitution. No waiver of

the State,s immunities, defenses, rights or actions shall be implied or otherwise deemed to exist by reason

of the State's entry into this Agreement.

5. No Employee Benefits For Party: The Party understands that the State will not provide any individual

retirement benefits, group life insurance, group health and dental insurance, vacation or sick leave, workers

compensation o. oiiq benefits or services available to state employees, nor will the state withhold any

state or Federal taxes except as required under applicable tax laws, which shall be determined in advance

of execution of the Agreement. The party understands that all tax returns required by the Internal Revenue

code and the State oivermont, including but not limited to income, withholding, sales and use, and rooms

and meals, must be filed by the Party, and information as to Agreement income will be provided by the

State of Vermont to the Internal Revenue Service and the Vermont Department of Taxes.

6. Independence: The Party will act in an independent capacity and not as officers or employees of the

State.

7. Defense and rndemnity: The party shall defend the State and its officers and employees against all third

party claims or suits arising in whole or in part from any act or omission of the Party or of any agent of the

burty i' connection with tf,e performanc" of thir Agreement. The state shall notifu the Party in the event

of any such claim or suit, andthe party shall immediately retain counsel and otherwise provide a complete

defense against the entire claim or suit. The State retains the right to participate at its own expense in the

defense oi uny claim. The State shall have the right to approve all proposed settlements of such claims or

suits.

After a final judgment or settlement, the Party may request recoupment of specific defense costs and may

file suit in Washington Superior Court requesting recoupment. The Party shall be entitled to recoup costs

only upon a showiig that zuch costs were intirely unrelated to the defense of any claim arising from an act

or omiision of the Party in connection with the performance of this Agreement'
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The party shall indemnifu the state and its officers and employees if the State, its officers or employees

become iegally obligatedio pay any damages or losses arising fiom any act or omission of the Party or an

agent of the Party in connection with the performance of this Agreement'

Notwithstanding any contrary language anywhere, in no event shall the terms of this Agreement or any

document furnished by the iarty in connettion with its performance under this Agreement obligate the

State to (1) defend or indemni$,in" nu.ty or any third parfy, or (2) otherwise be liable for the expenses or

reimbursement, including attorneys' fees, collection costs or other costs of the Party or any third party'

g. Insurance: Before commencing work on this Agreement the Party must provide certificates of insurance

to show that the following minimum coverages are in effect. It is the responsibility of the Party to maintain

current certificates of inslurance on file with the State through the term of this Agteement. No warranty is

made that the coverages and limits listed herein are adequate to cover and protect the interests of the Party

for the party,s op"ruttrrr. These are solely minimums that have been established to protect the interests of

the State.

Workers Compensation: With respect to all operations performed, the Party shall carry workers'

compensationinrurun"" in accordance with the laws of the State of Vermont. Vermont will accept an out-

of-state employer's workers' compensation coverage while operating in Vermont provided that tfe

insurance carrier is licensed to write insurance in Vermont and an amendatory endorsement is added to the

policy adding Vermont for coverage purposes. Otherwise, the party shall secure a Vermont workers'

iompensation policy, if necessary to comply with Vermont law'

General Liability and property Damage: With respect to all operations performed under this Agreement,

the party shall carry geneial liability irru.un"" having all major divisions of coverage including, but not

limited to:

Premises - OPerations

Products and Completed Operations

Personal Injury LiabilitY

Contractual LiabilitY

The policy shall be on an occutrence form and limits shall not be less than:

$1,000,000 Each Occurrence

$2,000,000 General Aggregate

$ 1,000,000 Products/Completed Operations Aggregate

$1,000,000 Personal & Advertising Injury

Automotive Liabitity: The party shall carry automotive liability insurance covering all motor vehicles,

including hired and non-owned coverage, used in connection with the Agreement. Limits of coverage shall

not be less than $500,000 combined siigle limit. If performance of this Agreement involves construction,

or the transport of persons or hazardoui materials, limits of coverage shall not be less than $1,000,000

combined single limit.

Additional Insured. The General Liability and Property Damage coverages required for performance of this

Agreement shall include the state of vermont and its agencies, departments, officers and employees as

Additional Insureds. If performance of this Agreement involves construction, or the transport of persons

or hazardous materials, fhen the required Automotive Liability coverage shall include the state of vermont

and its agencies, departments, officers and employees as Additional Insureds. Coverage shall be primary

and non-contributory with any other insurance and self-insurance.

Notice of Cancellation or Change. There shall be no cancellation, change, potential exhaustion of aggregate

limits or non-renewal of insurance coverage(s) without thirty (30) days written prior written notice to the

State.
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9. Reliance by the State on Representations: All payments by the State under this Agreement will-be

made in reliance upon the u""u'rury of all representations made by the Parly in accordance with this

Agreement, including but not limited to bills, invoices, progress reports and other proofs of work'

10. False Claims Act: The Party acknowledges that it is subject to the Vermont False Claims Act as set

forth in 32 V.S.A. g 630 er seq. If the party violates the Vermont False Claims Act it shall be liable to the

State for civil penalties, treble'damages and the costs of the investigation and prosecution of such violation,

including attorney's fees, except as-the same may be reduced by a court of competent jurisdiction' The

party,s fluuifity to the State under the False Claims Act shall not be limited notwithstanding any agreement

of the State to otherwise limit Party's liability'

11. Whistleblower protections: The parry shall not discriminate or retaliate against one of its employees

or agents for disclosing information concerning a violation of law, fraud, waste, abuse of authority or acts

threa:tening health or Iafety, including but nJt limited to allegations concerning the False claims Act'

Further, th-e party shall notiequire such employees or agents to forego monetary awards as a result of such

disclosures, nor should they be required to ieport misconduct to the Party or its agents prior to reporting to

any governmental entity and/or the public.

!2.Location of State Data: No State data received, obtained, or generated by the Party in connection with

performance under this Agreement shall be processed, transmitted, stored, or transferred by any means

tutside the continental United States, except with the express written permission of the State'

13. Records Available for Audit: The Party shall maintain all records pertaining to performance under

this agreement. 
,.Records" means any writtln or recorded information, regardless of physical form or

charaJteristics, which is produced or acquired by the Party in the performance of this agreement. Records

produced or acquired in a machine rea-dable eiectronic format shall be maintained in that format. The

records described shall be made available at reasonable times during the period of the Agreement Td fo1

three years thereafter or for any period required by law for inspection by any authorized representatives of

the State or Federal Gou"-m"nt. If any iitigation, claim, or audit is started before the expiration of the

three-year period, the records shall be retained until all litigation, claims or audit findings involving the

records have been resolved.

14. Fair Employment Practices and Americans with Disabilities Act: Party agrees to comply with the

requirement of Z-f V.S.a. Chapter 5, Subchapter 6, relatingto,fair employment practices, to the full extent

applicable. parff shall also ensure, to the full extent required by the Americans with Disabilities Act of

t'q'qo, a, amended, that qualified individuals with disabilities receive equitable access to the services,

programs, and activities provided by the Party under this Agreement.

15. Set Off: The State may set off any sums which the Party owes the State against any sums due the Party

under this Agreement; provided, however, that any set off of amounts due the State of Vermont as taxes

shall be in aciordance with the procedures more specifically provided hereinafter.

16. Taxes Due to the State:

A. party understands and acknowledges responsibility, if applicable, for compliance with State tax

laws, including income tax withholding for employees performing.services within the State,

payment of use tax on property used within the State, corporate andlot personal income tax on

income earned within the State.

B. party certifies under the pains and penalties of perjury that, as of the date this Agreement is signed,

the parry is in good staniing withiespect to, or in full compliance with, a plan to pay any and all

taxes due the State of Vermont.
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c. party understands that final payment under this Agreepent may be withheld if the commissioner

of Taxes determines that the Party is not in good standing with respect to or in full compliance with

a plan to pay any and all taxes due to the State of Vermont'

D. party also understands the State may set off taxes (and related penalties, interest and fees) due to

the State of Vermont, but only if the Party has failed to make an appeal within the time allowed by

law, or an appeal has been taken and finally determined and the Party has no further legal recourse

to contest the amounts due.

17. Taxation of purchases: All State purchases must be invoiced tax free. An exemption certificate will

be furnished upon request with respect to otherwise taxable items.

lg. Child Support: (Only applicable ifthe Party is a natural person, not a corporation or partnership.) Party

states that, as of the date this Agreement is signed, he/she:

A. is not under any obligation to pay child support; or

B. is under such an obligation and is in good standing with respect to that obligation; or

C. has agreed to a payment plan with the Vermont Office of Child Support Services and is in full

compliance with that Plan.
party makes this statement with regard to support owed to any and all children residing in Vermont' In

addition, if the party is a resident oi Vermont, Party makes this statement with regard to support owed to

any and all children residing in any other state or territory of the United States.

19. Sub-Agreements: Party shall not assign, subcontract or subgrant the performanc_e of this Agreement

or any port-ion thereof to any other party without the prior written approval of the State. Party shall be

,"rponribl. and liable to the State for all acts or omissions of subcontractors and any other person

pe#orming work under this Agreement pursuant to an agreement with Party or any subcontractor.

In the case this Agreement is a contract with a total cost in excess of $250,000, the Party shall provide.to

the State a list of a=ll proposed subcontractors and subcontractors' subcontractors, together with the identity

of those subcontractorsi workers compensation insurance providers, and additional required or requested

information, as applicable, in accordance with Section 32 of The Vermont Recovery and Reinvestment Act

of 2009 (ActNo.54).
party shall include the following provisions of this Attachment C in all subcontracts for work performed

soleiy for the State of Vermont and subcontracts for work performed in the State of Vermont: Section 10

(.,Faise Claims Act',); Section 1l ("Whistleblower Protections"); Section 12 ('Location of State Data");

3ection 14 (.,Fair Employment practices and Americans with Disabilities Act"); Section 16 ("Taxes Due

the State,'); bection f S (CfrifA Support"); Section 20 ('No Gifts or Gratuities"); Section 22 ("Certifrcation

Regarding Debarment',); Section 
-3b 

1"Stut. Facilities"); and Section 32.A ("Certification Regarding Use

of State Funds").

20. No Gifts or Gratuities: party shall not give title or possession of anlhing of substantial value

(including property, cuffency, travel and/or education programs) to any officer or employee of the State

during the term of this Agreement.

21. Copies: parly shall use reasonable best efforts to ensure that all written reports prepared under this

Agreement are printed using both sides of the paper'

22. Certification Regarding Debarment: Party certifies under pains and penalties of perjury that, as of

the date that this AgrEemeniis signed, neither Party nor Party's principals (officers,-directors, owners' or

partners) u.. p."."nily debarred, irspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or excluded from

participation in Fedeial programs, or programs supported in whole or in part by Federal funds.
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party further certifies under pains and penalties of perjury that, as of the date that this Agteement is signed,

Party is not presently iebarred, suspended, not named on the State's debarment list at:

http : //b gs.vermont. gov/purchasing/debarment

23. Conflict of Interest: party shall fully disclose, in writing, any conflicts of interest or potential conflicts

of interest.

24. Confidentiality: Parly acknowledges and agrees that this Agreement and any and all information

obtained by the Staie frornthe party in connection with this Agreement are subject to the State of Vermont

Access to Public Records Act, I V.S.A. $ 315 et seq'

25. Force Majeure: Neither the State nor the Party shall be liable to the other for any failure or delay of

performance oi uny obligations under this Agreement to the extent such failure or delay shall have been

*frotty or principaily caused by acts or events-beyond its reasonable control rendering performance illegal

o. irnporsible (excluding strikes or lock-outs) (':Force Majeure"). Where Force Majeure is asserted, the

norp".fo*ing party -u"rt prou" that it made all reasonable efforts to remove, eliminate or minimize such

cause of deliy'or du-ug"r, diligently pursued performance of its obligations under this Agreement,

substantially fulfilled all ion-excised 
-obiigations, 

and timely notified the other party of the likelihood or

actual occutrence ofan event described in this paragraph'

26. Marketing: party shall not refer to the State in any publicity materials, information pamphlets, press

releases, research reports, advertising, sales promotions, trade shows, or marketing materials or similar

communications to third parties except with the prior written consent of the State.

27. Termination:
A. Non-Appropriation: If this Agreement extends into more than one fiscal year of the State (July I

to June 30), and if appropriatiolns are insufficient to support this Agreement, the State may cancel

at the end of the n."ut y"u., or otherwise upon the expiration of existing appropriation authority'

In the case that this Agieement is a Grant that is funded in whole or in part by Federal funds, and

in the event Federal funds become unavailable or reduced, the State may suspend or cancel this

Grant immediately, and the State shall have no obligation to pay Subrecipient from State revenues'

B. Termination for Cause: Either party may terminate this Agreement if a party materially breaches

its obligations under this Agreem.ni, und such breach is not cured within thirty (30) days after

deliverli of the non-breaching party's notice or such longer time as the non-breaching parly may

speciff in the notice.

C. Termination Assistance: Upon nearing the end of the final term or termination ofthis Agreement'

without respect to cause, the Party shai take all reasonable and prudent measures to facilitate any

transition r"quir"d by the State. All State property, tangible and intangible, shall be returned to the

State upon demand at no additional cost to the State in a format acceptable to the State.

2g. Continuity of performance: In the event of a dispute between the Party and the State, each party will

continue to perform its obligations under this Agreernent during the resolution of the dispute until this

Agreement is terminated in accordance with its terms'

29. No Implied Waiver of Remedies: Either party's delay or failure to exercise any right, power or remedy

under this Agreement shall not impair uny ru"h ri-ght, po*". or remedy, or be construed as a waiver of any

such right, power or remedy. All waivers must be in writing'

30. State Facilities: If the State makes space available to the Party in any State facility during the term of

this Agreement for purposes of the Party's performance under this Agreement, the P^arty shall only use the

,pu"" In accordance *itrr Ar policies utrd pio""drrres governing access to and use of State facilities which
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shall be made available upon request. State facilities will be made available to Party on an "AS IS, WHERE

IS" basis, with no warranties whatsoever.

31. Requirements pertaining only to Federal Grants and Subrecipient Agreements: Ifthis Agreement

is a grant that is funded in whole or in part by Federal funds:

A. Requirement to Have a Single Audit: The Subrecipient will complete the Subrecipient Annual

Report annually within 45 days after its fiscal year end, informing the State of Vermont whether or

noi a Single euait is required for the prior fiscal year. If a Single Audit is required, the Subrecipient

will submit a copy of the audit r"po.t to the granting Party within 9 months. If a single audit is not

required, only the Subrecipient Annual Report is required'

For fiscal years ending before December 25,2015, a Single Audit is required if the subrecipient

expends $5OO,OOO o, iror" in Federal assistance during its fiscal year and must be conducted in

accordance *ittt OMg Circular 4-133. For fiscal years ending on or after December 25,2075, a

Single Audit is required if the subrecipient expends $750,000 or more in Federal assistance during

its fiscal year and must be conducted in accordance with 2 CFR Chapter I, Chapter II, Part 200,

Subpart p. fn" Subrecipient Annual Report is required to be submitted within 45 days, whether or

not a Single Audit is required.

B. Internal Controls: In accordance with 2 CFR Part II, $200.303, the Party must establish and

maintain effective internal control over the Federal award to provide reasonable assurance that the

party is managing the Federal award in compliance with Federal statutes, regulations, and the terms

and condition-, o}tn" award. These internal controls should be in compliance with guidance in-

.,standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government" issued by the Comptroller General of

the United States and the "Internal Control Integrated Framework", issued by the Committee of

Sponsoring organizations of the Treadway commission (coso).

C. Mandatory Disclosures: In accordance with 2 CFR Part II, $200.113,Pafi must disclose, in a

timely *unn"r, in writing to the State, all violations of Federal criminal law involving fraud,

bribery, o. gtutuity violatlions potentially affecting the Federal award. Failure to make required

disclosures may result in the imposition of sanctions which may include disallowance of costs

incurred, withhtlding of paymenti, termination of the Agreement, suspension/debarment, etc.

32. Requirements Pertaining Only to State-Funded Grants:

A. Certification Regarding Use of State Funds: If Party is an employer and this Agreement is a

State-funded grunT in 
"*"-"s 

of $1,001, Party certifies that none of these State funds will be used to

interfere *ith-or restrain the exercise of Party' s employee's rights with respect to unionizrition'

B. Good Standing Certification (Act 154 of 2016): If this Agreement is a State-funded grant, Paffy

hereby ,"p..r"itr, (i) that it has signed and provided to the State the form prescribed by the

SecreiaryofAdministrationforp,,'po'"'ofcertifi,ingthatitisingoodstanding(asprovidedin
Section i:1u;12; of Act 154) with th" Ag"n"y of Natural Resources and the Agency of Agriculture,

Food and tutu*"t., or otherwise explaining the circumstances surrounding the inability to so certiff,

and (ii) that it will comply with the requirements stated therein.

(End of Standard Provisions)



Porte Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Winn, Brian

Thursday, January 25,20L8 3:40 PM

Burke, Dan

RE: Rate Cases

Dan,

I am OK with these RFP's.

Brian

From: Burke, Dan

Sent: Wednesday, January 24,2Ot8 7t:27 AM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>
Subject: RE: Rate Cases

Bria n,

l've attached two RFPs for the VGS case. The first is the regulatory accounting/ratemaking. The second is narrowly

focused on tax Let me know if you have any thoughts. Once we are good to go, l'llwork with Angela to get them posted

and mailed to our consultants list.

l'll also start working on the GMP RFPs, but we might want to hold off on posting those until we have some more

certainty on what GMP is actually going to file. lf they come in with a multi-year regulation plan, we are probably going

to want an expert that can testify to alternative regulation issues generally. I imagine Riley could help us with that

search.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Burke, Dan

Sent: Monday, January 22,2OI81:04 PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Subiect: RE: Rate Cases

I should be able to get them done by tomorrow, as long as I don't have any additional meetings scheduled or new high

priority requests sent to me by the end of the day.

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Monday, January 22,2OL81:02 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Da n.Burke@vermont.gov>
Subject: Rate Cases

Dan,

We need to get those RFP's out for rate case support this week. Do you need me to help clear your calendar?

1



Brian

Get Outlook for iOS
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Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Burke, Dan

Thursday, January 25,20L8 3:55 PM

Winn, Brian

RE: Rate Cases

Thanks Brian

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Thursday, January 25,2OL8 3:40 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: Rate Cases

Dan,

I am OK with these RFP's.

Brian

From: Burke, Dan

Sent: Wednesday, January 24,zOLg tl:27 AM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: Rate Cases

Brian,

l,ve attached two RFps for the VGS case. The first is the regulatory accounting/ratemaking. The second is narrowly

focused on tax Let me know if you have any thoughts. Once we are good to go, l'llwork with Angela to get them posted

and mailed to our consultants list.

l,ll also start working on the GMp RFps, but we might want to hold off on posting those until we have some more

certainty on what GMp is actually going to file. lf they come in with a multi-year regulation plan, we are probably going

to want an expert that can testify to alternative regulation issues generally. I imagine Riley could help us with that

sea rch.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Burke, Dan

Sent: Monday, January 22,2OI81:04 PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: Rate Cases

I should be able to get them done by tomorrow, as long as I don't have any additional meetings scheduled or new high

priority requests sent to me by the end of the day.

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Monday, January 22,2OL81:02 PM
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To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: Rate Cases

Dan,

We need to get those ppP's out for rate case support this week. Do you need me to help clear your calendar?

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

2



Porter Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Winn, Brian

Monday, March L2,201811:58 AM

Burke, Dan

FW:Vermont Department of Public Service - RFP For Utility Ratemaking Experts

Dan,

You indicated that you have gone through NASUCA already correct?

Brian

From: Flint, Carol

Sent: Monday, March L2,2OI8 tL:42 AM

To: Wjnn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont'gov>

Subject: RE: Vermont Department of Public Service - RFP For Utility Ratemaking Experts

Hi Brian,
Here is the link to the NASUCA consultant directory: http://nasuca.org/resourceslconsultant-directory/. The contact

information is available for you to copy and paste as you see fit.
Best,

Carol

From: Winn, Brian

Sent: Monday, March L2,2OL810:10 AM

To: Allen, Riley <Rilev.Allen@vermont.gov>; McNamara, Ed <Ed.McNamara@vermont'gov>; Porter, James

<James.porter@vermont.gov>; Flint, Carol <Carol.Flint@vermont.gov>; Purvis, Clay <Clav.Purvis@vermont.gov>;

Drinkwine, Stacey <Stacev.Drinkwine@vermont.gov>; Jordan, BillcBill.Jordan@vermont'gov>

Cc: Foley, Sean <Sean.Folev@vermont.gov>; Fargo, Audrey <AudreV.Fargo@vermont.gov>

Subject: FW: Vermont Department of Public Service - RFP For Utility Ratemaking Experts

Colleagues,

Attached are the RFp's we discussed at the Director's Meeting a few weeks ago. We want to cast a wide net. Please

forward them to anyone you think might be interested. lf you know of any trade group web site that this can be posted

on, please do so, or send me the link and I will work on it.

Thanks,

Brian

From: Burke, Dan

Sent: Friday, March 09,2OLg 3:45 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Cc: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Subject: Vermont Department of Public Service - RFP For Utility Ratemaking Experts

1



please find attached a Request for Proposals from the Vermont Department of Public Service (the "Department") for

expert witness services in an upcoming electric utility rate case to be filed by Green Mountain Power ("GMP"). The

Department seeks a utility ratemaking expert or experts to support the Department in its review of a traditional cost-of-

service rate filing and a multi-year rate plan from GMP, which are expected to be filed with the Vermont Public Utility

Commission in mid-April. The Department seeks expert witness support in the following areas:

. (1) Utility Cost of Capital;

. (2) Utility Taxation;

. (3) Regulatory Accounting and Revenue Requirement Modeling;

. (4) Utility Capital Spending;

. (5) Utility Operations and Management Spending;

. (5) Utility Power Supply;

. (71Multi-Year Rate Plans.

The Department will accept responses that cover all or only a portion of the areas listed above.

The Department anticipates that GMP will make its filings in mid-April, with work on any contract to commence as soon

as possible thereafter and proceed through November, 2018. Responses to the RFP are due by 4:30 on Monday, March

26. please let me know if you have any questions on this RFP. You may also contact Brian Winn, the Department's

Director of Finance and Economics, at 802-828-2325 or brian.winn@vermont.gov with any questions regarding this RFP

More information on the Department of Public Service may be found on our website here

http ://pu bl icse rvice.vermont.eov/

Thank You,

DanielC. Burke

Special Counsel

Vermont Department of Public Service

L12 State Street
Montpelier, W 05620-2601
(802)82s-4019 (office)
(802) 828-2342 (fax)

da n.burke(dvermont.sov (email)
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Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Winn, Brian

Thursday, May 03, 20L8 L2:3L PM

Burke, Dan

FW:checking in

Dan,

Did we notify consultants who were not selected?

Thanks

Brian

From: Derek HasBrouck <Derek.HasBrouck@PAConsulting.com>

Sent: Monday, April 23,zOLg 8:58 AM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Subject: checking in

Good morning Brian,

Hope you put the great weekend weather to good use! I just wanted to check in to see where you and your colleagues

are in your selection process.

Best,

Derek

Derek HasBrouck

@Consutting Group I Global Energy & Utilities
55 Gambridge Parkway, Suite 903 | Cambridge, MA 02142
+1 518 817 5308 M I Derek.HasBrouck@PAConsultinq.com
www. paconsultinq.com



Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

FYI

Winn, Brian

Friday, April L3, 2018 8:1-0 AM
Burke, Dan; Hoffman, Steph

Porter, James

FW: GMP Rate Case Follow-up Question
PCMG GMP Task Hour Budget - Areas L-5 - 04L2L8.pdf

From: Karl Pavlovic <kpavlovic@pcmgregcon.com>

Sent: Thursday, April 12,2OtB 4:30 PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont'gov>

Cc: Dante Mugrace <dmugrace@pcmgregcon.com>; Marlon Griffing <mgriffing@pcmgregcon.com>

Subject: RE: GMP Rate Case Follow-up Question

Mr. Winn,

Attached please find PCMG's estimated fees and expenses. As we were unable to secure the a subcontractor

for Area 6 Utility Power Supply, our estimate covers Areas 1 - 5.

Karl Richard Pavlovic
PCMG and Associates
202-422-2720
kpavlovic@pcmgregcon. com

From: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Sent: Monday, April 09,20781:38 PM

To: Karl Pavlovic <kpavlovic@pcmgregcon.com>

Subject: GMP Rate Case Follow-up Question

Mr. Pavlovic,

ln order to help us compare RFP responses please provide an estimate of your total fees using the following

assumptions:
1) your scope of work includes all the subject areas except the multi-year plan.

2l Use the attached the original schedule for GMP's rate case proceeding from last year.

please provide details of the hours (by consultant) and travel expenses assumed in your estimate'

Thanks,

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics

Vermont Department of Public Service

(8O2)828-232s

1



PCMG and Associates, LLC

Vermont Department of Public Service

Task Hour Budget for Green Mount Power Traditional Cost of Service Filing

Witness

Dante

Mugrace

Marlon

Griffing

Task

utility cost

of Service

(Areas 2-5)

Utility Cost

of Capital

(Area 1)

L220ofn ss uesilF a ldend catintifi oaReview Anand ts of inglys7

8242 Rolling Discovery

6 63 Workshop

40 354 Direct Testimony on behalf of DPS

8 45 Review of and Discovery on lntervenor Direct Testimony

8 66 Respond to Discovery on DPS Direct TestimonY

12 47 lTestimonyDiscovery on GMPReview an

1615Rebuttal Testimony on behalf of DPS8

24Review of and Discovery on lntervenor Rebuttal Testimony9

24L0 Respon d to Discovery on DPS Rebuttal Testi

t2127L Technical Hearings

8 5L2 Assist Counsel on Brief

161 113Total Hours

s 200 s 200Billing Rate

s 32,200 5 22,600Total Fees

Expenses (Workshop and Technical Hearings)

s 8oos 800Travel (2 trips)
s 7s0s 7s0Lodging and Meals (5days)

s 1,550s 1,550fotal Expenses

s 24,1s0s 33,750Total Fees and ExPenses

II
II
I-
II
II
II
II
II
II

I II
II

IIIIIIIIIIIII

II
II
II
IIII
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Porter, Patricia

Dan/Steph,

GDS came in with an estimate well below PA. We need to address June's concern about a conflict with the Board. I

would like to set up a call but am booked today. Dan will you be in the office next week or should I include Steph on the

call?

Thanks

Brian

From: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Sent: Thursday, April L2,2OL8 2:09 PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Brent Saylor <Brent.Saylor@gdsassociates'com>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: GMP Rate Case RFP - Followup Question

Brian and Dan -

Attached is our cost estimate with a brief narrative of tasks we've identified and assumptions we made.

Thank you again for your consideration and we look forward to hearing back from you.

Jake

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subiect:
Attachments:

Jacob Thomas, P.E.

Senior Project Manager

Winn, Brian

Friday, April L3, 201"8 8:08 AM

Burke, Dan; Hoffman, Steph

Porter, James

FW:GMP Rate Case RFP - Follow-up Question
GDS Cost Proposal 4-L2-I8.Pdf

1850 Parkway Place, Suite 800
Marietta, GA 30057
main 770-425-8100

dired770-799-2377
fax 866-611-3791

iacob,thomas@gdsassociates.com

ry*fif$*,*$$/,1-t$

MEtrtr@
Send me large files using our File Sender.
Send me faxes using my custom Fax Coveroage.
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From: Winn, Brian Imailto:Brian.Winn @vermont.gov]
Sent: Thursday, April L2,2Ot8 7:30 AM

To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>; Brent Saylor <Brent.SaVlor@gdsassociates.com>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: GMP Rate Case RFP - Follow-up Question

Jacob/Brent,

Can I expect your response to this question today?

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics

Vermont Department of Public Service

(8021828-232s

From: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Sent: Monday, April09, 2018 2:00 PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Brent Saylor <Brent.Savlor@gdsassociates'com>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.qov>

Subject: RE: GMP Rate Case RFP - Follow-up Question

OK, thank you!

From: Winn, Brian [mailto :Bria n.Winn@vermont.gov]

Sent: Monday, April9,2Ot81:59 PM

To: Jacob rhomas <Jacob'Thomas@gdsassociates'com>; Brent saylor <Brent'savlor@gdsassociates'com>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: GMP Rate Case RFP - Follow-up Question

Jake,

There are no additional questions. Would like the response in the next few days.

Thanks,

Brian

From: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Sent: Monday, April09, 2018 1:46 PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Brent Saylor <Brent.Savlor@gdsassociates'com>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: GMP Rate Case RFP - Follow-up Question

Brian -

We will put an estimate together per your request. Two questions for you

1) When do you need our cost estimate response?

2



2l Are we to expect additional questions related to our proposal?

Regards,

Jake

From: Winn, Brian [mailto: Bria n.Winn @vermont.gov]
Sent: Monday, April9,2OL81:33 PM

To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob .Thomas sassociates.com >; Brent Saylor <Brent.Savlor@gdsassociates.com>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: GMP Rate Case RFP - Follow-up Question

Gentlemen,

ln order to help us compare RFp responses please provide an estimate of your total fees using the following

assumptions:
1) your scope of work includes all the subject areas except the multi-year plan'

Zl Use the attached the original schedule for GMP's rate case proceeding from last year.

please provide details of the hours (by consultant) and travel expenses assumed in your estimate.

Thanks,

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics

Vermont Department of Public Service

(8021' 828-232s

3
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Jacob M, Thomas, P.E.

Senior Project Manager

Jacob lhomas@gdsassociates.cont
phone 770.799 2377

fax 866 61 1 3791

FEiN 58-1659843

April 12,2018

Mr. Daniel Burke, Esq.

Vermont Department of Public Service

112 State Street

Montpelier, W 05620-2601.

RE: Cost Estimate for GDS Proposalto be Utility Ratemaking Expert

Dear Mr. Burke:

GDS Associates, lnc. ("GDS") is pleased to submit this cost estimate to perform services as you requested in our

recent telephone interview and follow-up email. We hope the interview demonstrated our capabilities to provide the

Vermont Department of public Service ("DPS") a team of experienced and qualified experts to assist in review of all aspects

of the Green Mountain power ("GMp") retail rate proceedings. We think our value comes from being able to meet all the

Department,s needs in this and subsequent cost of service and retail rate filings (and lntegrated Resource Plan filings) with

qualified staff all working with one company, helping to ease your administrative burden if experts are drawn from multiple

vendors.

The following pages briefly describes the assumptions we have made in preparing our cost estimate' We also

provide an estimate and brief description of scope for an additional optional task related to performing an analysis of GMP's

power supply portfolio using optimization software (PROMOD lV). lf the DPS were interested in pursuing the additional

optional task, the work would be led by Mr. Neil Copeland of GDS. Mr. Copeland is another senior member of the GDS team

with regulatory experience and experience modeling ISO-NE's market, His resume is included at the end of our cost estimate

provided below. We would be happy to provide further details about this task, the PROMOD software and its capabilities, or

arrange a conference call with your staff and Mr. Copeland if you have additional interest and questions'

Once again, we appreciate the opportunity to work with the DPS in a regulatory expert capacity. Please do not

hesitate to contact Mr. Saylor or me should you have any questions about our cost estimate. Our contact information follows:

Jaeor M. TNa:i,tas, F.€.

Senior Project Manager
jacob.thomas@gdsassociates.com

77 0.425.8L00, ext. 1 145

3R:t';T A" SAYtctR

Principal

brent.saylor@gdsassociates.com

7 7 O.425.8LOO, ext. 1149

,fi, 3,r",*tA.4 L

l:.1'.:1'yl 
ol",:,,'.?ii: i'f : Yi[:l: 9?''9'.,i:l:I.:,ilo;13':'1,1., .',:l 
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I Cost Estimcte for Services os Requested
GDS has prepared a detailed estimate of labor hours, labor project costs, and project-related expenses using the hearing

schedule from a 2016 GMp rate filing as requested by the DPS. This section briefly describes the assumptions we have built

into our cost estimate to facilitate easier evaluation by the DPS, identified the tasks we identified that represent how we

would approach participation in a rate filing from GMP's filing all the way through to appearing at the hearing to testify and

assisting counsel w1h brief preparation. As you are aware, the path a rate filing takes can vary considerably from one case to

the next, so true project costs could diverge from this estimate for one or more of several reasons, such as assisting in

settlement discussions and negotiations or one or more GDS witnesses are waived from appearing at the trial. However, we

understand the value to the DPS in evaluating cost proposals, so we have endeavored to provide a cost estimate that is a

reasonable expectation of our assistance in a rate case (exclusive of the multi-year rate plan component, which DPS requested

we exclude from our cost proposal). Our standard hourly rates are all inclusive and do not include additional overheads.

We estimate that our participation in the rate case as outlined below would cost approximately 5169,765. our

experts and support staff would require just under 715 labor hours to provide the services covered herein. Of the cost, we

estimate SS,OOO would be expenses related to travel and printing and photocopying costs. Detailed cost estimates are

attached following the brief narrative below'

I ] TASKS IDENTIFIED FOR CO$ ESTIMATE

ln reviewing the hearing schedule provided by DPS, we identified 13 key tasks to be performed by our team. Those tasks are

outlined below:

1. Review GMP filing and prepare discovery requests.

2. Define an issues list and prepare a written review of all case issues to DPS. This step helps identifo the areas the DPS

would like to further investigate and where our experts will focus their testimony.

3. perform all analyses in support of preparing GDS direct testimony. This step includes modeling cost of equity, cost

of capital, and revenue requirements. lt also involves detailed evaluation of tax accounting, power supply, capital

expenditures, and O&M expenses as reported by GMP.

4. Prepare and file direct testimony.

5. Respond to data requests from other parties in response to our direct testimony.

6. Review GMP's rebuttal testimony and prepare discovery requests if necessary.

7. Prepare and file rebuttal testimony, if necessary as determined by DPS.

8. Respond to data requests associated with rebuttal testimony.
g. Hearing preparation and assisting DPS counsel with preparing for cross examination of other witnesses'

10. Attending the technical hearing in Mont Pelier, W for our expert witnesses'

11. Assist DPS counsel with preparation of briefs'

12. Attending one site meeting at GMP offices or in Vermont. The exact timing of when this would occur in the

proceeding is undetermined, so we put it at the end of the task list.

13. General project management and administration, Although Mr. Thomas is not expected to be an expert witness in

this engagement (since cost of service and rate design are not going to be filed by GMP in this case), he will continue

to be the overall project manager. He will ensure all witnesses have access to the materials they need and ensure

deliverables are complete and on-time. With his regulatory experience and having exposure to all areas of a rate

case, he is an ideal candidate to help keep the project moving efficiently and on-time.

These tasks encapsulate the approach we would recommend taking if a full hearing schedule is completed in this case.

I .2 KEY ASSUMPNONS IN OUR CO$ ESIIMATE

To assist the DpS in evaluating our cost estimate, this section lists key assumptions we have made in preparing our estimate:

r The analysis covers six of the seven components as requested by the DPS in the original RFP. The component

excluded is the multi-year rate plan. The cost estimate includes GDS assisting in utility cost of capital, regulatory

accounting and overall revenue requirement modeling, utility taxation, utility capital spending, utility O&M

spending, and utility power supply.

o We estimate there will be four expert witnesses that participate in the case. Originally, we introduced six witnesses

in our proposal. However, based on the fact that cost of service, rate design, and multi-year rate design are excluded

PreporedbyGDs ASSOCIATLS INC r ' 2
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from the cost estimate, two witnesses are not included as participating as witnesses: Brent Saylor and Jacob

Thomas. They will still provide project support and management however.

Mr. Thomas will also briefly review load research and load forecasts that support the rate filing and will report to

the DpS if any issues appear to be contained in those components of the study. lf so, DPS may elect to have him

testifo in those areas. The review can be conducted as part of the cost estimate provided herein. However, if DPS

elects to move forward with Mr. Thomas as an expert, the cost estimate herein would be too low.

We have assumed only one member of our team would attend the one trip to Vermont to visit GMP's site for data

review orto attend a public presentation. Depending on the timing and nature of such visits, the specific person and

number of persons for such trip may be altered by DPS. Furthermore, a trip may not even be necessary.

As described in the tasks, Mr. Thomas will remain on the team as the overall project manager even though he is not

expected to participate as an expert witness. He will ensure all witnesses have access to the materials they need

and ensure effort is not wasted. For example, he will help identify which GMP expert testimony should be reviewed

by which GDS witness so as not to multiply the time spent reviewing testimony. Mr. Thomas has managed

regulatory projects with several of these witnesses in the past and such an approach has been successful.

For travel expenses, we estimate that each trip will require two days in Vermont. We estimate two trips from the

GDS team to Vermont. One trip to attend an onsite meeting with GMP and possibly other parties. That trip will be

attended by one member of our team. We also estimate one trip to attending the technical hearing, in which our

four experts will attend. That means five total person-trips are included in our cost estimate.

a

a

I.3 OMONATMODEUNGTASK
During our interview, the DpS expressed some interest in the idea of GDS having the capability to model power supply options

for GMp using optimization and simulation software. We have therefore included an optional task in our cost proposal. Using

the pROMOD lV Transmission Analysis Module that GDS licenses from ABB, and a current summer peak powerflow for ISO-

NE, GDS will review and update generation (renewable and thermal) and transmission in the model (as these items are

constantly evolving). This will also include any known projects related to importing power from outside regions into ISO-NE

that would affect current or future power pricing. Prior to performing any simulations, GDS will provide a gas price to be used

for Henry Hub, as well as the delivered gas price to the ISO-NE region, and a projection of RGGI carbon prices. For a period of

five years to cover the assessment period, GDS will develop a forecast of LMPs for specific nodes per request, a specific Green

Mountain power Load Hub, and the ISO-NE Hub. ln addition to LMPs, GDS will provide the major transmission constraints

causing congestion at the designated locations described above. Finally, GDS will complete this analysis by providing a short

powerpoint describing the methodology & principal assumptions, and final results, with all analysis backed up and provided

using spreadsheets. Qtu coet G$tiinata to lkcrxa the FftCXTIOD sott$lara, pedofm tht rytalFG$ da$dlad abovGl

and provide the reports would he approximatetY $70,000.

We can discuss the budget and scope further at DPS' request. Furthermore, this excludes our modeling expert participating

as a witness in the case. lf such is required of DPS if they exercise this optional task, we can provide an expanded cost estimate

for his participation in the case as an expert witness. Mr. Neil Copeland would be the expert performing this analysis. He has

experience modeling the lSo-NE territory and has regulatory experience as an expert witness. Mr. Copeland's resume is

attached at the end of this cost estimate.

I.4 COST ESIIMAIE DETAIIS

The next three pages provide details of our cost estimate. The first page shows a summary of labor and expense estimates

and provided a total with and without the optional modeling task. The second page provides details by project personnel and

task for the labor component of our estimate. The final page shows the detail of travel and project expense estimates.

Prepored byClDS ASSCCIATES INC r ' 3
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J. Neil Copelond, P.E.
Mcnoging Director

gdrasxld*tes"com

EDUCAJICN O

Bachelor of Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering, Georgia lnstitute of Technology (Georgia Tech), Atlanta, GA,7994

PRCFESSICNAL SUMNAARY T

Mr, Copeland brings more than 16 years of experience in testimony, preparing energy and capacity price forecasts,

providing detailed assessments of market fundamentals, analyzing transmission investment, providing nodal

congesti-n and curtailment analysis, developing integrated resource plans, managing data gathering and price

forecasting databases, and performing asset valuations for various power plants' Mr' Copeland has supported

project development and financing for construction of new generation, acquisition, divestiture, refinancing, and

bankruptcy proceedings. Mr. Copeland has completed numerous consulting engagements for diverse stakeholders,

including regulatory agencies, project developers, load-serving entities, generating companies, private equity and

investment banks. Mr. Copeland also has extensive experience with the use of commercial price forecasting tools

such as the ABB/Venlyx PROMOD /V@ and MorketPower" software'

PRCFESSIONAL TXPERIENCE r
, provided gross margin analysis and long-term power price forecasts for power plants located in many areas of

the United States and Canada. The analyses examine the current and future market structure and market

demand in these areas. All aspects were included in these studies, including, but not limited to, transmission

analysis and upgrades, new entrants into the market, retirements, fuel consumption, emissions controls and

technology, and any potential EPA requirements that may affect the forecast. Types of projects and locations

are listed below:

r Combined cycle, peaking, and coal power plants located in WECC (AZ, NM, CO, CA, WA, MT), ERCOT

(TX), SPP (TX), Southern (GA), Carolinas (sc, Nc), NYlso (Zone c, F, G, J, K), ISONE (ME, MA, Rl, NH),

PJM (lL, PA, NJ, MD, VA), MISO (ll- lA, Ml, KY, lN), Ontario, and New Brunswick'

, provided forecast and gross margin projections for the development and financing of wind projects in multiple

areas ofthe United States. The forecasts included energy, capacity, and renewable energy credit (REC) prices,

as well as the subsequent gross margins based on these prices, ln addition, scenarios were produced for high

and low carbon pricing, high and low fuel costs, and high and low capital costs for generic resources entering

the system. Types of projects and locations are listed below:

n wind plants located in ERCoT (TX), SPP (TX, KS), ISONE (NH, ME), PJM (lL, MD), MISO (MN, lL)

- provided short term (1-5 year) security constrained economic dispatch (SCED) analysis for the potential

purchase, sale, refinancing or operational analysis of power plants within the United States. The SCED analysis

examined the future market structure and market demand in the respective markets, including major

backbone transmission additions that could affect the operation of the assets. Projections of market energy

prices, unit production, curtailment, and key congestion facilities for the project node were provided, as well

as revenue projections, performance projections, and projected gross margins' Types of projects and

locations are list€d below:

r Thermal and wind plants located in WECC (CA), ERCOT (TX), SPP (TX, KS, NE), NYISO (Zone J), PJM (ll-

PA, NJ, MD, VA, OH), MISO (lL, lA, KY) and Alberta'

ln addition to Mr. Copeland's market experience,. he has provided testimony before the following

Commissions and Judicial Courts:

n public Utilities Commission of Texas, the State Office of Administrative Hearings in Texas, the lndiana

Utility Regulatory Commission, the Department of Public Utilities in Massachusetts, the Missouri

public Service Commission and the US District Court in the State of Mississippi.

C;DS I'SSO'.IiATE:i ll',lC

1850 Porkwoy Ploce Suite 800 ' Morietto. GA 30067

77O-425-B\OO . Fox 866-6-l 1 -37 9 1 . neil.copelond@qdsossociotes.com



. J. Neil Copelond

other notable experience also includes a position as a Senior Reactor operator at the Georgia Tech steady state 5

MW nuclear research reactor, nuclear non-proliferation work inside North Korea, an engineer for the

manufacturing of the reactor cores used by the US Navy, and sales for an lT start-up company'

PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT r
Black & Veatch Management Consulting, LLC, 20L1 - April 2016

Managing Director

R. W. Beck, lnc., 2008 - 2011

Manoger, Power Markets

Navigant Consulting, 2OO7 -2008
Managing Cansultsnt

ABB/New Energy Associates, 2001 -2OO7
Monager and Lesd eonsultant

GDSASSOCIATES II!C
PAGE2. J. Neil CoPelond CV



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Attachments:
Subject:

Winn, Brian

Friday, April 13, 2018 8:09 AM

Burke, Dan; Hoffman, Steph

Porter, James

FW: GMP Rate Case RFP Follow-up Question
VT DPS - GMP Rate Case Only Support - Budget.xlsx

FYI

From: Derek HasBrouck <Derek.HasBrouck@PAConsulting.com>

Sent: Tuesday, April LO,2OI8 4:13 PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Wayne Lafferty <Wayne.Lafferty@PAConsulting.com>

Subject: RE: GMP Rate Case RFP Follow-up Question

Bria n,

The attached spreadsheet presents our professional fee and estimated travel expenses for the GMP Rate Case and is

informed by the procedural schedule from last year's case. Our professional fee is a offered as a fixed fee for the group

of subject areas and will cover our services through rebuttal testimony (if any). Preparation for and participation in a

hearing, if required, would be additional. We have also included an estimate of our travel expenses, based on the

guidance from the Department (and the call-out of Sage in last year's GMP rebuttal) that we should plan on visiting the

Company during the discovery process.

We appreciate this opportunity to again be of service to the Department and welcome any further questions you may

have.

Best,

Derek

From: Winn, Brian [mallto:Bria n.Winn @vermont.eov]
Sent: Mon 09 April 2018 1:36 PM

To: Derek HasBrouck <Derek.HasBrouck@PAConsulting.com>; Wayne Lafferty <Wavne.Laffertv@PAConsulting.com>

Subject: GMP Rate Case RFP Follow-up Question

Gentlemen,

ln order to help us compare RFP responses please provide an estimate of your total fees using the following

assumptions:
1) your scope of work includes all the subject areas except cost-of-capital and the multi-year plan.

Zl Use the attached the original schedule for GMP's rate case proceeding from last year'

please provide details of the hours (by consultant) and travel expenses assumed in your estimate.

Thanks,

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics

1
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Total

Total

Cost

S 19.040

s 41.180

S 7,440

S 14,880

s 15.480

s 49.980

S 18.880

S 14,280

s 3.400

s 14.150

S L99,72o

5 19,972

s 2t9,692

Hours

40

t45
20

40

40

245

80

30

10

60

7t0

7to

Task 6

Utility
Power

Supplv

Hours

0

o

0

0

30

10

60

100

100

Task 5

Utility
o&M

Spendins

Hours

5

10

10

0

40

0

0

0

65

65

Task 4

Utility
Capital

Spendins

Hours

20

10

30

0

80

0

0

0

140

t40

Task 3

Utility
Taxation

Hours

5

50

0

25

0

0

0

80

80

Task 2

Regulatory
Accounting and

Overall Revenue

Requirement
Modeling

Hours

10

75

20

40

100

80

0

0

325

325

Hourly

Billing

Rate

S 476

5 284

5 ztz
s 372

s 412

S 204

S 236

5 +ta
s 340

s 236

Project Team

Name

Derek HasBrouck

Joel Jeanson

Wavne Laffertv

Scott Sidnev

lim Heidell

Pranav Shanbhas

Paul Chandler

Rvan Hardv

David Chernev

Geoff Burmeister

Titles

Partner in Charee / Capex Soend

Principal Consultant/Proiect Manaqer/Revenue Requirements

Manasine Consultant/Revenue Reouirements

Vlanapins Consulta nt/Asset Manasement

)irector/COSS-Reven ue Reouirements

:onsultant Analvst

:onsultant-COSS SME

Partner / Power Suoolv

Vlanasins Consultant/Enersv Markets SME

Consultant/EnerEV Markets SME

Total Estimated Professional Fees

Estimated Travel Expenses @10%

Total Estimated Fees and Expenses



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments:

Burke, Dan

Monday, March 26,20L8 8:20 AM
Winn, Brian

FW:J. Kennedy and Associates,lnc. Proposal GMP Rate Case Acctg and Rev Req

Modeling, Utility Taxation, Utility'O&M, Multi-Year Rate Plans

JKA Proposal to VDPS GMP 2018 Rate Case Reg Acctg Rev Req Utility Taxation OM

Multi-Year Plans.pdf

-----Original Message-----
From: Lane Kollen [mailto:lkollen@jkenn.com]
Sent: Monday, March 26,2018 7:59 AM
To : Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont. gov>
Subject: J. Kennedy and Associates, Inc. Proposal GMP Rate Case Acctg and Rev Req Modeling, Utility
Taxation, Utility O&M, Multi-Year Rate Plans

Mr. Burke:

Attached is an electronic version of our proposal to assist the Department on regulatory accounting and revenue

requirement modeling, utility taxation, utility operations and management spending, and multi-year rate plans

issues in the upcoming Green Mountain Power rate case.

You should receive the original arid two copies of our proposal, in addition to a single copy of our

Qualifications package, via FedEx today.

We also are submitting a separate proposal to assist the Department on cost of capital issues.

Thank you for your consideration.

Lane Kollen

Vice President

J. Kennedy and Associates, Inc.

770-992-2027 ext l7

1



PROPOSAL

TO TIIE VERMONT

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE

TO ADDRESS REGULATORY ACCOUNTING

AND OVERALL RESNUE REQUIREMENT

MODELING, UTILITY TAXATION, UTILITY

OPERATTONS AND MANAGEMENT (O&Vt)

SPENDING, AND MULTI.YEAR RATE PLAI\S NSUES

IN THE GREEN MOTJNTAIN POWER

CORPORATION

2018 RATE PROCEEDING

J. KE|INEDY AND ASSOCIATES,INC.
570 COLONIAL PARK DRIVE

SUITE 305
ROSWELL, GA 30075

770-992-2027

MARCH 23,2018



J. KrrqNnDY AND Assocr,q,TEs, INc.

PRINCIPALS

STEPHEN J. BARON
LANE KOLLEN
PHILIP HAYET

570 COLONIAL PARK DRIVE
SUITE 305
ROSWELL, GEORGIA 30075
770-99V2027
FAX:77G992-0806
llM I\I.JKENN.COM

March 23,2018

Daniel Burke, Esq.
Special Counsel
Vermont Department of Public Service
112 State Street
Montpelier, VT A5620-2601

Dear Mr. Burke:

J. Kennedy and Associates, Inc. ("Kennedy and Associates") appreciates the opportunity to respond

to your Request for Proposal ("RJ'P') dated March 9, 2018 for expert consultant and witness services

to Lssist the Department on regulatory accounting and overall revenue requirernent modeling, utility

taxation, utility operation and management "(O&M") spending, and multi-year rate plans issues in

the Green Mountain Power Corporation ("GMP') 2018 rate proceeding. We are responding

separately to your RFP dated March g,2}l8 for expert consultant and witness services on cost of
capital issues.

I will address the issues addressed in this proposal. Other experienced consultants at Kennedy and

Associates will assist me, primarily, Mr. Randy Futral, Manager, Consulting. I am a CPA, CMA,

and CGMA. I have addrelsed regulatory accounting, revenue requirement, utility taxation, O&M
expenses, and multi-year rate plans in expert testimony and stood for cross-examination on hundreds

of occasions. Our firm ptonid"r services only to govemment agencies and consumers of utility
services. Consequently, *r are able to address these issues from a public interest perspective and to

minimize the revenue requirement impact on customers in a ratemaking proceeding.

Thank you for your consideration of our firm for this important project. Please call or e-mail me at

lkollen@jkenn.com if I can provide any additional information or if you would like to discuss this

project and our ability to assist you.

Sincerely,

Lane Kollen
Vice President



PROPOSAL OF J. KENNEDY AND ASSOCTATES,INC.
TO PROVIDE EXPERT CONSULTING AND WITNESS SERVICES

TO THE VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE

Re Regulatory Accounting and Overall Revenue Requirement Modeling' Utility
Taxation, Utilify Operations and Management (O&M) Spending, and Multi-
Year Rate Plans Issues in the Green Mountain Power Corporation 2018 Rate

Proceeding

Overview

J. Kennedy and Associates, Inc. ("Kennedy and Associates") offers to provide expert

consulting and witness services in accordance with the Vermont Department of Public

Service's ("Department") Request for Proposal ("RFP"; dated March 9,2018 to address

regulatory accounting and overall revenue requirement modeling, utility taxation, utility
opirations and management (O&M) spending, and multi-year rute plans issues in an

upcoming Green Mountain Power Corporation ("GMP") rate proceeding.

We will provide assistance to the legal, consumer affairs, and technical staff of the

Department by providing expertise and technical assistance regarding cost of service

ratemaking issues in a contested administrative proceeding to determine the just and

reasonable revenue requirement for GMP. We will address specific revenue' operating

expense, and rate base issues, and quantifu, summarize, and integrate the effects on the

,"rr"r.r" requirement of cost of capital and capital spending recommendations developed

by other consultants to the Department. We have submitted another proposal to provide

expert consulting and witness services to address the cost of capital.

We are experienced in all phase of contested rate proceedings, including identification of
issues, disiovery, analysis and quantification of issues, drafting prefiled testimony and

exhibits, standing for cross examination, providing other live testimony, and assisting

counsel and in-house staff in all relevant matters, including strategy development,

hearing assistance, and post-hearing assistance.

The following sections provide the information requested in the RFP.

1. Description of J. Kennedv and Associates. Inc.

Kennedy and Associates was formed in 1984 and its principals and other consultants

have provided expert consulting and witness services to numerous local and state

government agencies and large consumers of electricity and gas continuously since its

iormation. Unlike many other consulting firms, Kennedy and Associates does not

represent investor-owned electric utilities and thus, is able to provide independent and

J. KENNEDY AND ASSOCIATES,INC.
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objective services and advice to local and state govemment agencies, consumers, and the

public.

Kennedy and Associates is a corporation. Mr. Stephen J. Baron, President, Mr- Lane

Kollen, CPA, CMA, CGMA, Vice President, and Mr. Philip Hayet, are the shareholders

and principals of the firm. In addition, our firm consists of five other employee-

"ottr,rlt*tr 
and other non-employee consultants to our firm, such as Mr. Baudino, with

specialized industry expertise, as well as other employees who provide research and other

support services.

Our firm has assisted dozens of local and state government agencies and consumers in
hundreds of proceedings since its formation. Our employees hold degrees in economics,

accounting, and engineering. The attached Qualifications document provides additional

information regarding the firm's expertise as well as the resumes and expert appearances

of each of the principals and other consultants.

2. Recent Work Performed

We have performed numerous projects that are relevant to the regulatory accounting and

overall revenue requirement modeling, utility taxation, utility operations and

management (O&M) spending, and multi-year rate plans issues over the last several

years. We provide a list of recent projects wherein we addressed these issues in recent

iate proceedings. For each project, we provide the jurisdiction, docket number, client, a

desciiption ofth" services, and a reference contact. Other projects are listed in the

attached Qualifications package for each principal and consultant.

Atmos Enerqv Corporation Kentucliv

Jurisdiction: Kentucky Public Service Commission

Docket No.: 2017-00349

Application of Atmos Energy Corporation for an Adjustment of
Rates and Tariff Modifications

Client: Office of the Attorney General of Kentucky

Description: We reviewed, addressed and modeled all revenue requirement

issues, including revenues; O&M expenses; depreciation expense'

including procedures and parameters; income tax expense,

including the effects of the Tax cuts and Jobs Act on income tax

expense, amortization of excess accumulated deferred income

taxes ("ADIT"), protected and unprotected excess ADIT, and

potential normalization violations; other tax expense, capital

expenditures; cash working capital; pipeline replacement rider;

J. KENNEDY AND ASSOCIATES,INC.



Reference

Duke Enerw Kentuckv. Inc.

Jurisdiction: Kentucky Public Service Commission

Docket No.: 2017-00321

Page 3

formula rate plan; and pipeline replacement rider; cost of capital,

including cost of short-term debt, cost of long-term debt, cost of
common equity, and capital structure; among others.

Larry Cook, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
Office of Rate Intervention
Office of the Attomey General
1024 Capital Center Drive, Suite 200

Frankfort, KY 40601
s02-696-5454

Application of Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc. for l) Adjustment of
the Electric Rates; 2) Approval of an Environmental Compliance

Plan and Surcharge Mechanism; 3) Approval of New Tariffs; 4)

Approval of Accounting Practices to Establish Regulatory Assets

and Liabilities, and 5) All Other Required Approvals and Relief

Client: Office of the Attorney General of Kentucky

Desuiption: We reviewed, addressed and modeled all revenue requirement

issues, including revenues; O&M expenses; depreciation expense'

including procedures and parameters; income tax expense'

including the effects of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act on income tax

expense, anortization of excess ADIT, protected and unprotected

excess ADIT, and potential normalization violations; other tax

expense, capital expenditures; environmental surcharge rider; cost

of short-term debt, cost of long-term debt, cost of common equity,

and capital structure; among others.

Reference: Kent Chandler, Esq,

Assistant Attorney General
Office of Rate Intervention
Office of the Attorney General
1024 Caprtal Center Drive, Suite 200
Frankfort, KY 40601
s02-696-5456

Louisville Gas and Electric companv and Kentuckv utilities

J. KENNEDY AND ASSOCIATES,INC.
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Jurisdiction: Kentucky Public Service Commission

Docket Nos.: 2016-00370 and 2016-00371

Client: The Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers, Inc.

Electronic Application of Kentucky Utilities Company for an

Adjustment of its Electric Rates and for certificates of Public

Convenience and Necessity

Electronic Application of Louisville Gas and Electric Company for
an Adjustment of its Electric and Gas Rates and for Certificates of
Public Convenience and NecessitY

Description: We addressed the proposal to implement and recover the costs of
an Automated Meter Initiative and all revenue requirement issues,

including rate base components, including plant expenditures and

additions; operating income issues, including vegetation

management expense, generation O&M expense' other tax

expense, amortization expense, depreciation expense; and cost of
capital issues.

Reference Michael Kurtz, Esq.

Boehm, Kurtz & Lowry
36E7th Street, Suite 1510

Cincinnati, OH 45202
513-421-2255

Columbia Gas of Kentuckv

Jurisdiction: Kentucky Public Service Commission

Docket No.: 2016-00162

Clients: Kentucky Office of the Attomey General

Application of Columbia Gas of Kentucky, Inc. for an Increase in
Base Rates

We addressed all revenue requirement issues, including rate base

components, including plant in service, cash working capital,

ADIT (NOL asset ADIT); operating income issues, including

O&M expense, payroll expense, affiliate expense, other tax

Deseription:

J. KENNEDY AND ASSOCIATES,INC.
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expense, depreciation expense, among other issues; and cost of
capital issues, among other issues.

Reference: Kent Chandler, Esq.

Assistant Attorney General
Office of Rate Intervention
Office of the Attorney General
1024 Capital Center Drive, Suite 200

Frankfort, KY 40601

502-696-5456

Oncor Electric Deliverv Companv. LLC

Jurisdiction: Public Utility Commission of Texas

DocketNo.: 46957

Application of Oncor Electric Delivery Company LLC for
Authority to Change Rates

Clients: The Steering Committee of Cities Served by Oncor

Description: We addressed all revenue requirement issues, including various

rate base components, including pension and OPEB assets and

liabilities, ADIT, and operating income components, including

revenues, O&M expense, other tax expense, amortization expense,

and cost of capital, among other issues. Although we drafted

testimony, the case was settled without filing the testimony'

Reference Geoffrey Gay, Esq.

Lloyd Gosselink Rochelle & Townsend, P.C.

816 Congress Avenue, Suite 1900

Austin, TX 78701
st2-322-5800

Florida Power and Lieht ComPanv

Jurisdiction: FloridaPublic ServiceCommission

Docket No.: l6-002lEI

Petition for Rate Increase by Florida Power &Light Company

Client: South Florida Hospital and Healthcare Association

J. KENNEDY AI\D ASSOCIATES,INC.
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Description: We addressed all revenue requirement issues, including multi-year

plan, various rate base components, including plant in service,

accumulated depreciation, and ADIT; various operating income

components, including revenues, O&M expenses' injuries and

damages expense, storm damage expense, depreciation,

dismantlement expense, amortization expense, and cost of capital.

Reference Kenneth L. Wiseman, Esq.

Andrews Kurth Kenyon LLP
1350 I Street NW #1100
Washington, DC 20005
202-662-2715

In addition to the preceding cases, we have listed all regulatory proceedings in which we

have provided eipert testimony in the attached Qualifications package. We have

identified the jurisdiction and docket number in which each of our principals, employee-

consultants, and Mr. Baudino have provided expert testimony and provided a brief

description of the subject matter.

3. Process and

a. Regulatory Accounting and Overall Revenue Requirement Modeling

We will review all rate base and operating income components in the filing, including all

testimony and exhibits, schedules and workpapers, including electronic spreadsheets. We

will obtain a copy of the Company's revenue requirement model and either use that

model to quantify the effects of our recornmendations or use our own revenue

requirement-model templates for that purpose. We will develop a table that summarizes

o,.ri r"1,"n re requiremetrt.e"o--endations and proposed increase or deicrease. The table

will list and provide a quantification of each issue that we address and that are addressed

by other coniultants, such as reductions in capital spending, changes in capital structure,

"h*g.r 
in cost of short term debt and/or long-term debt and the DPS recommended

return on equity.

We will review all rate base components, including all plant in service, accumulated

depreciation, ADIT, prepayments, inventories, cash working capital, regulatory assets

*i tiuUitities, and all other components, as well as all proposed ratemaking adjustments

to these amounts, for reasonableness and consistency. We will recommend and quantify

adjustments to these rate base components and quantiff the effect of each adjustment on

the revenue requirement. In addition, we will quantify the effects of any proposed

reductions in capital spending addressed by another DPS consultant, if any, on the

relevant rate base components and the revenue requirement.

J. KENNEDY AI\D ASSOCIATES,INC.
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We will review all operating income components, including all revenues, O&M

expenses, regulatory asset and liability amortization expenses, income tax expense, other

taxes expense, and depreciation expense, as well as all proposed ratemaking adjustments

to these operating income components, for reasonableness and consistency. We will
,..o1n-.rrd and quantifu adjustments to these operating income components and quantiff

the effect of each adjustment on the revenue requirement. Among other issues that we

will review and address, are annualizations of present revenues, growth in O&M

expenses, normalization to remove or otherwise adjustment nonrecurring or unusual

expenses, any actual or proposed regulatory assets andlor liabilities and the appropriate

amortization period, among others.

Finally, we will quantiS' the effect of each adjustment to cost of capital addressed by

another DPS consultant on the revenue requirement.

b. Utility Taxation

We will carefully review the Company's proposed income tax expense, including the

effects of the recently enacted Tax Cuts and Jobs Act ("TCJA"), which reduced the

federal corporate income tax rate to 2l% from 35% and eliminated bonus tax

depreciation for rate regulated utilities. The TCJA also reduced the Company's ADIT to

reflect the lower 2l%o tax rate. The reductions in the ADIT now are considered as

"excess" ADIT and have been reclassified as regulatory liabilities for accounting

purposes in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles ("GAAP"). The

depreciation related excess ADIT is considered "protected" and must be amortized as a

negative expense under specific rules and over specific time periods. All other non-

depreciation related excess ADIT are considered "unprotected" and will be amortized as

negative expense in accordance with the Commission's direction as to the time periods.

We are experienced in all facets of the income tax issues and the effects of the TCJA.

Mr. Kollen is a nationally recognized expert on income tax issues and has assisted clients

in nearly 20 proceedings already this year on TCJA issues involving both electric and gas

utilities. In addition, Mr. Kollen is an expert on net operating loss asset ADIT and other

normalization issues.

We will identiff any issues and related ratemaking adjustments, as well as quantify the

effects of our proposed adjustments on the revenue requirement. Unless the Commission

already has addressed the amortization of the excess ADIT, we expect that this will be an

issue in this rate proceeding, both as to the differentiation between protected and

unprotected excess ADIT and the amortization of the ADIT related to each temporary

difference.

c. Utility Operations and Management Spending

We will carefully review the Company's O&M expense. We will perform historical

analytics to determine if there are anomalies indicating nonrecurring and/or unusual

J. KENNEDY AND ASSOCIATES,INC.
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expenses in the test year. We will carefully review any ratemaking adjustments proposed

by GMP to normalize or increase O&M expense levels from prior levels.

We will identifu any issues and related ratemaking adjustments, as well as quantify the

effects of our proposed adjustments on the revenue requirement.

d. Multi-Year Rate Plans

We will carefully review the parameters and substance of any proposed multi-year rate

plan. These plans typically revolve around the structure of the plan and the forecast

revenue requirement components. We are experienced in analyzingthese plans as well as

incremental increases due to specific capital spending.

We will identiff and issues and make recommendations to resolve those issues, including

appropriate ratemaking adjustments, as well as quantifr the effects of our proposed

adjustments on the revenue requirement.

e. Written and Deposition Discovery

We will develop initial and supplemental written discovery to obtain information and

documents as necessary to supplement the information provided by GMP in its filing
requirements, including supporting documents and work papers.

We do not typically find it necessary to depose Company witnesses in a rate proceeding;

however, if it is necessary, we will assist the Department's legal and technical personnel

in preparation for any deposition by providing a written swnmary of issues and drafting

relevant questions.

f. Written Report, Prefiled Testimony, Responses to Discovery, Hearing Assistance,

Cross-Examination, Proposed Findings of Fact and Other Assistance

We will draft a written report in the form of prefiled written testimony and exhibits,

including supporting detail, covering our review and examination of GMP's rate filing
and/or multi-year rate plan. Our testimony will describe the scope of our review,

materials that we reviewed, analyses and study results, conclusions, and

recommendations. Our testimony will address the rationale for opposing or proposing

modifications to specific GMP ratemaking adjustments, our rationale for proposing our

own ratemaking adjustments, and the methodology that we employed to quantifr each

ratemaking adjustment, including the effects of adjustments proposed by other DPS

consultants related to capital spending and cost of capital.

We will work closely with the Department's legal counsel and technical staff, and will
assist legal staff with the preparation of briefs and proposed findings if required.

J. KENNEDY AND ASSOCIATES,INC.
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5. Schedulins Proposal and Work Plan

We are available to commence this project as soon as the contract is awarded, which the

RFP indicates may be sometime in April 2018. We will work closely with the

Department staff to develop a specific timeline with'milestones to complete the tasks

within the procedural schedule established by the Board.

Once we have been retained, we propose an initial conference call with the Departrnent's

staff to discuss the project, specific issues that are of concern and the timeline with
milestones. We also will develop an initial set of discovery within two weeks of being

retained. We propose a turnaround time for applicants' responses to this and subsequent

discovery of no more than 10 business days, with objections due within 5 business days.

6. Known Constraints

Kennedy and Associates has no known or probable scheduling constraints or limitations
on our consultants' availability that will affect our ability to provide to deliverables for
this project detailed in the RFP and to meet all milestones and deadlines within the

statutorily limited time frame for this project.

7. Proiect Team

Mr. Lane Kollen will lead the project team and provide expert testimony on all issues

addressed in this proposal. Mr. Kollen is a CPA, CMA, and CGMA. He is a member of
the American Institute of CPAs, Institute of Management Accountants, Society of
Depreciation Professionals, and the Georgia Society of CPAs. He has testified on

hundreds of occasions on revenue requirement issues, including rate base, operating

income, and cost of capital issues, among other issues. He also is at the forefront and

actively involved in the ratemaking issues related to the recently enacted TCJA.

Mr. Randy Futral, Mr. Richard Baudino, and Ms. Leah Wellborn will assist Mr. Kollen
on specific issues. Mr. Futral and Mr. Baudino are experienced analysts and expert

witnesses themselves. Ms. Wellborn is an experienced analyst and researcher. They will
assist Mr. Kollen in identiffing issues, developing ratemaking adjustments, and obtaining
and developing support for the ratemaking adjustment. Mr. Futral will assist Mr. Kollen
in quantiffing issues.

8. Estimated Budeet

We estimate the cost of providing the consulting services desuibed in the scope of
services section of this proposal at no more than $61,900, excluding out of pocket

expenses. Mr. Kollen's hourly rate will be $230, Mr. Futral's will be $195, Mr.
Baudino's rate will be $195, and Ms. Wellborn's rate will be $175 for this project. We

will invoice based on the actual hours that we provide services.

J. KENNEDY AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
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We estimate the cost of out of pocket expenses for travel, lodging, reproduction of
documents, courier services and other such expenses incurred directly for this project at

no more than $1,200. This estimate for out of pocket expenses assumes a single trip to
Montpelier by Mr. Kollen for cross-examination at hearing. We will invoice these

expenses at our cost with no markup.

Our firm does not bill for overhead of indirect costs. We will invoice the Department

monthly for hours actually worked on this project at the hourly rates reflected in the

preceding table plus actual out of pocket expenses incurred, subject to the maximum

amounts shown on the preceding table for each of the Tasks or the total if selected for all

the Tasks included in this proposal.

9. Statement Reeardine Relationships

Kennedy and Associates has no known or potential conflicts of interest on this project if
retained by the Department. We do not have any current or potential relationships,

obligations or commitments with the State of Vermont, GMP, or any of its affiliates.

In the interest of full disclosure, Kennedy and Associates provides the following
explanation of its indirect client relationship with Enbridge. GMP is owned by Gaz

Metro, which is held by the private company Noverco , which is controlled by Trencap

and Enbridge. Enbridge holds its shares through its subsidiary IPL Systems, Inc.

Kennedy and Associates has had and may have in the future an indirect relationship with
Enbridge, which is a member of the Wisconsin Industrial Energy Group ("WIEG").

WIEG has been a client of J. Kennedy and Associates, Inc. fbr a number of years.

WIEG represents the consumer interests of its members in Wisconsin utility rate and

certification proceedings, and thus, is not aligned with the interests of any Wisconsin

utility. WIEG has a Board and an Executive Director. We work for WIEG solely under

the direction of the Executive Director. Enbridge is only one of many WIEG members.

Enbridge is a large consumer of energy in Wisconsin and, as a member of WIEG, has an

interest in minimizing the revenue requirement, cost allocation, and revenue allocation, as

well as an interest in rate design issues. Our firm has never represented Enbridge in

respect to any ownership interest it may have in any regulated utility company. In fact,

our firm does not represent investor owned utilities or their owners in rate or other

proceedings.

Kennedy and Associates has been retained by WIEG only in a consumer advocate role in
certification, merger and acquisition, and ratemaking procebdings. After discussing this

matter internally, Kennedy does not believe there is any present or past conflict of
interest and that its relationship with WIEG in no way will affect Mr. Baudino's analysis

or approach on rate of return for GMP. We believe that Enbridge, through its subsidiary

IPL Systems, Inc. has such a remote and indirect ownership interest in GMP that no

conflict of interest exists for us.
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Please note that this was previously disclosed to the Department in conjunction with Mr.

Baudino's work on the Vermont Gas Systems project, for which Mr. Baudino was

retained in 2016.

10. ferso:rnel Authorized to Neqotiate Contract and Contac-t Information

Mr. Lane Kollen is authorized to negotiate the proposed contract with the Department on

behalf of Kennedy and Associates. Mr. Kollen's email address is lkollen@ikenn.com

and telephone number is 770.992.2027 ext 17.

11. Signatureg,*fi
Lane Kollen, Vice President

J. KEIYNEDY AND ASSOCIATES,INC.



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Burke, Dan

Monday, March 26,20L8 8:20 AM
Winn, Brian

FW: J. Kennedy and Associates' Proposal GMP Rate Case Cost of Capital

JKA Proposal to VDPS GMP Cost of Capital.pdf

-----Original Message-----
From: Lane Kollen [mailto :lkollen@jkenn.com]
Sent: Monday, March 26,2018 7:55 AM
To : Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont. gov)
Cc: Richard Baudino <rbaudino@jkenn.com)
Subject: J. Kennedy and Associates'Proposal GMP Rate Case Cost of Capital

Mr. Burke:

Attached is an electronic version of our proposal to assist the Department on Cost of Capital issues in the

upcoming Green Mountain Power rate case. Mr. Richard Baudino will provide expert services for this project.

You should receive the original and two copies of our proposal, in addition to a single copy of our

Qualifications package, via FedEx today.

We also are submitting a separate proposal to assist in regulatory accounting and revenue requirement

modeling, utility taxation, utility operations and management spending, and multi-year tate plans.

Thank you for your consideration.

Lane Kollen

Vice President

J. Kennedy and Associates, Inc.

770-992-2027 ext 17

1



PROPOSAL

TO TIIE VERMONT

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE

TO ADDRESS COST OF CAPITAL ISSUES

IN THE 2018 GREEN MOUNTAIN POWER

CORPORATION

2018 RATE PROCEEDING

J. KENNEDY AI\D ASSOCTATES, INC.
570 COLONIAL PARK DRIVE

SUITE 305
ROSWELL, GA 30075

. 770-992-2027

MARCH 23,2018



J. KnNNnDY AI\D Assocrltns, INc.

PRINCIPALS

STEPHEN J, BARON
LANE KOLLEN
PHILIP HAYET

570 COLONIAL PARK DRIVE
sulrE 305
ROSWELL, GEORGIA 30075
770-S92-2027
FAX: 770-992-0806
lVIfiTN'.JKENN.COM

March 23"2018

Daniel Burke, Esq.
Special Counsel
Vermont Department of Public Service
112 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601

Dear Mr. Burke:

J. Kennedy and Associates, Inc. ("Kennedy and Associates") appreciates the opportunity to respond
to your Request for Proposal (*RFP') dated March 9, 2018 for expert consultant and witress services
to assist the Department on cost of capital issues in the upcoming Green Mountain Power
Corporation ("GMP") 2018 rate proceeding.

We will use Mr. Richard Baudino, a consultant to our firm, to address these issues. Mr. Baudino is a
nationally recognized expert on cost of capital issues. Our firm provides services only to govenrment
agencies and consumers of utility services. Consequently, we are able to address these issues from a
public interest perspective and to minimize the reasonable cost of capital and the impact on

customers in a ratemaking proceeding. I$_elddition. Mr. Baudino has assisted the Velmont DPS on

two previous projects involvins GMP and Vermont Gas.

Thank you for your consideration of ow firm for this important project. Please call or e-mail me at
lkollen@jkqnn.com if I can provide any additional information or if you would like to discuss this
project and our ability to assist you.

Sincerely

Lane Kollen
Vice President



Re:

pRoposAl, oF J. KENNEDY AND ASSOCIATES, rNC.
TO PROVIDE EXPERT CONSULTING AND WITNESS SERVICES

TO THE VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SERVICE

Cost of Capital Review Services in Green Mountain Power Corporation's 2018
Rate Proceeding

Overview

J. Kennedy and Associates, Inc. ("Kennedy and Associates") offers to provide expert
consulting and witness services in accordance with the Vermont Department of Public
Service's ("Departmenf') Request for Proposal ("RFP") dated March 9,2018 for cost of
capital review services in an upcoming Green Mountain Power Corporation ("GMP")
rate proceeding. We will provide the following services, in accordance with the RFP:

a Review and recommend the appropriate and reasonable cost of debt

Review and recommend the appropriate and reasonable cost of equity, both under
traditional regulation and under an alternative regulation plan that may be in place

for GMP during the rate year

Review and recommend the appropriate and reasonable capital structurea

Kennedy and Associates will utilize Mr. Richard Baudino, the President of Baudino
Regulatory Consulting, Inc., a subcontractor and consultant to our firm, to provide the
services in these areas to the Department. Mr. Baudino is a nationally recognized expert
and has provided expert testimony in dozens of utility rate proceedings in these areas

over his thirty-year career in the regulated utility industry. Mr. Baudino provided similar
services to the Department in the recent Green Mountain Power Corporation rate
proceeding, Case No. 17-3112-INV. Mr. Baudino also provided rate of retum services to
the Department in Docket No. 8710, a case that involved Vermont Gas Systems, Inc.

The following sections provide the information specified in the RFP.

1. Description of J. Kennedv and Associates,Inc.

Kennedy and Associates was formed in 1984 and its employees and consultants have
provided expert consulting and witness services to numerous local and state government
agencies and large consumers of electricity and gas continuously since its formation.
Unlike many other consulting firms, Kennedy and Associates does not represent investor-
owned electric utilities and thus, is able to provide independent and objective services
and advice to local and state government agencies, consumers, and the public.

J. KEI\NEDY AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
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Kennedy and Associates is a corporation. Mr. Stephen J. Baron, President, Mr. Lane

Kollen, CPA, CMA, CGMA, Vice President, and Mr. Philip Hayet, are the shareholders

and principals of the firm. In addition, the firm consists of five other employees and

consultants, including Mr. Baudino, with specialized industry expertise, as well as

another employee who provides specialized research and other support services.

Our firm has assisted dozens of local and state government agencies and large consumers

in hundreds of proceedings since its formation. Our employees hold degrees in
economics, accounting, and engineering. Mr. Baudino holds Bachelors and Masters

degrees in Economics. The attached Qualifications document provides additional
information regarding the firm's expertise as well as the resumes and expert appearances

of each of the principals and Mr. Baudino.

2. Recent W Performed

We have performed numerous projects that are relevant to the cost of capital over the last

several years, five of which we list below. For each project, we provide the jurisdiction,

docket number, client, a description of the services, and a reference contact. Other
projects are listed in the attached Qualifications package for each principal and Mr.
Baudino.

Duke Energv Kentucky

Jurisdiction: KentuckyPublic Service Commission

Case No.: 2017-00321

Clients: Kentucky Office of the Attorney General

Description: Mr. Baudino addressed the appropriate and reasonable cost of
common equity and Duke's proposed Distribution Capital
Investment rider.

Reference Kent Chandler, Esq.

Assistant Attorney General
Office of Rate Intervention
Office of the Attorney General
1024 Capital Center Drive, Suite 200
Frankfort, KY 40601

Kentuclv Power Companv

Jurisdiction: Kentucky Public Service Commission

J. KENNEDY AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
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DocketNo.: 2017-00179

Client: The Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers, Inc

Description: Mr. Baudino addressed the appropriate and reasonable cost of
common equlty and the appropriate cost of short-term debt. In this
proceeding, Mr. Baudino accepted the Companies' filed capital
structure.

Reference: Michael Kurtz, Esq.
Boehm, Ktxtz & Lowry
36E7th Street, Suite 1510
Cincinnati, OH45202
5t3-421-2255

Atmos Pipeline - Texas

Jurisdiction: Public Utility Commission of Texas

Docket No.: 10580

Client: Atmos Cities Steering Committee

Description: Mr. Baudino addressed the appropriate and reasonable cost of
common equity and recommended changes to the capital structure
for ratemaking purposes for Atmos Pipeline - Texas.

Reference: Georgia Crump, Esq.
Lloyd Gosselink Rochelle & Townsend, P.C
816 Congress Avenue, Suite 1900
Austin, TX 78701
512-322-5800

Sharyland Utilities and Sharyland Distribution and Transmission Services,
LLC

Jurisdiction: Public Utility Commission of Texas

Docket No.: 45414

Client: Cities of Midland, McAllen, and Colorado City

J. KENNEDY AND ASSOCIATES' INC.
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Description: Mr. Baudino addressed the appropriate and reasonable cost of
common equity for the Sharyland utilities.

Reference Geoffrey Gay, Esq.
Lloyd Gosselink Rochelle & Townsend, P.C.

816 Congress Avenue, Suite 1900
Austin, TX 78701
512-322-5800

We have listed in the attached Qualifications package all regulatory proceedings by
docket number and jurisdiction in which each of our principals and Mr. Baudino have

provided expert testimony.

3. Relevant Experience

Our firm has extensive experience in the appropriate and reasonable cost of equity, cost

of debt, and capital structure used as the basis for the return on rate base in numerous rate

proceedings. The examples of Mr. Baudino's testimony listed in the preceding section

demonstrate that our firm has the experience and skills necessary to assist the Department

on these issues.

In each of the projects identified in the preceding section, Mr. Baudino performed an

independent review and determination of the cost of common equlty and addressed the

methodology and recommendations of the utility's witness on return on common equity.

He also reviewed the utility's cost of debt and capital structure even though he did not
address those issues in each testimony.

Mr. Baudino has testified on cost of capital issues in numerous other proceedings, as well
as other revenue requirement, cost allocation, rate design, and various other issues in
numerous proceedings. Mr. Baudino's experience is further detailed in the attached

Qualifications package and his resume. His resume lists each of his expert appearances

by docket number, jurisdiction, and client as well as the subject matter of each testimony.

His testimonies are available on the FERC and state commission websites by docket/case

number.

4. Review Process and Deliverables

a. Cost of Debt

The key objective is to ensure that the cost of debt is minimized, yet reasonable. We will
review the cost of debt proposed by GMP in its filing. We will review the calculation
and confirm that it is correct conceptually and mathematically. We will review the cost

of debt for current maturities, planned issuances, and any other proposed or otherwise

J. KENNEDY AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
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appropriate and reasonable adjustments. We will review the reasonableness of the cost of
any variable rate debt and the cost of any new issuances. In addition, we will review the

cost of any short-term debt included in the cost of debt.

b. Cost of Common Equity

The key objective is to accurately estimate the investor required cost of common equity

that will encourage GMP to provide safe and reliable service at a reasonable cost while

affording it the opportunity to earn income sufficient to maintain its financial integrity

and attractcapital when efficiently managed. To achieve this objective, we will perform

an independent determination of the cost of common equity under both "traditional"
regulation and under an altemative plan of regulation, regardless of whether that plan is

the one proposed by GMP or a plan proposed by the Department. We will propose a

lower return on equity in conjunction with an alternative plan or regulation if that plan

results in lower regulatory and financial risk. We will work closely with the Department

and the consultant tasked with the review of the alternative plan of regulation to

determine the degree of regulatory and financial risk of the Company's proposal and/or

the Department' s alternative proposal.

Mr. Baudino employs the Discounted Cash Flow ("DCF") model as the primary tool in
estimating the cost of equity for regulated utilities. Mr. Baudino also includes the Capital

Asset Pricing Model ("CAPM") in his testimony as a supplemental information source,

but does not directly incorporate its results into his recommendation. Using the dividend

yield based on current stock price data and earnings growth forecasts within the DCF

model provides the most objective and accurate estimate of the investor-required rate of
retum on equity. Mr. Baudino addresses the reasonableness of the DCF results in
comparison to the intermediate to long-term interest rate environment. This is the

approach Mr. Baudino used in his analysis in the prior GMP rate proceeding and he

intends to apply this same approach if retained by the DPS.

The Department's RFP also mentioned the use of a risk premium analysis for purposes of
estimating the return on equity for GMP. Although Mr. Baudino has not used such an

approach in past cases, he would be willing to develop and present a risk premium ROE

analysis if the Department so desired.

In addition to our independent assessment, we will perform a thorough review and

critique of the analysis and recommendations of the Company's cost of capital witness.

This review and critique is important to identiff and highlight the flaws in the Company's

analysis and to demonstrate why it results in an excessive estimate of the investor

required cost of common equity.

c. Capital Structure

The key objective is to determine the optimal capital structure wherein the cost of capital

is minimized, yet remains reasonable. We will assess the Company's proposed capital

structure to determine if it is reasonable. If it is unreasonable, we will determine and

J. KENNEDY AND ASSOCIATES,INC.
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recofirmend an alternative capital structure that is reasonable. We will assess the

Company's proposed capital structure andlor develop an alternative capital structure

based on various factors, including the Commission's prior determinations, the applicable

bond rating criteria, the range and average of the capital structures of the members of the

comparative group used to independently determine the cost of equity, the availability
and amount of short-term debt, and the scope of the Company's construction program,

among other relevant factors.

d. Written and Deposition Discovery

We will develop initial and supplemental written discovery to obtain information and

documents as necessary to supplement the information provided by GMP in its filing
requirements, including supporting documents and work papers.

We do not believe it will be necessary to depose the Company's cost of capital or any

other Company witness on cost of capital related issues. However, we will assist the

Department's legal and technical personnel in preparation for any deposition by
providing a written summary of issues and drafting relevant questions.

e. Written Report, Prefiled Testimony, Responses to Discovery, Hearing Assistance,

Cross-Examination, Proposed Findings of Fact and Other Assistance

We will draft. a written report, including supporting detail, covering the review and

examination of GMP's cost of capital under both traditional and alternative regulation.

Our report will describe the methodology that we employed to determine the appropriate

and reasonable cost of debt, cost of equity, capital structure, and weighted cost of capital

to apply to the Company's rate base for the return and income tax expense components of
the revenue requirement, the results of our analyses/study, including supporting detail,

and our recommendations.

In addition, we will draft prefiled testimony presenting the methodology that we

employed, materials reviewed, analyses and study results, conclusions, and

recommendations. We will assist legal staff with the preparation of briefs and proposed

findings if required.

We will work closely with the Department's legal counsel and technical staff to provide

expertise and technical assistance regarding the appropriate and reasonable return on debt

and equity as well as the optimal capital structure for GMP.

5. Schedulins Pronosal and Work Plan

We are available to commence this project as soon as the contract is awarded, which the

RFP indicates may be sometime in April 2018. We will work closely with the

Department staff to develop a specific timeline with milestones to complete the tasks

within the procedural schedule established by the Board.
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Once we have been retained, we propose an initial conference call with the Department's

staff to discuss the project, specific issues that are of concern and the timeline with
milestones. We also will develop an initial set of discovery within two weeks of being

retained. We propose a turnaround time for applicants' responses to this and subsequent

discovery of no more than 10 business days, with objections due within 5 business days.

6. Known Schedulins Constraints

Kennedy and Associates has no known or probable scheduling constraints or limitations

on our consultants' availability that will affect our ability to provide to deliverables for

this project detailed in the RFP and to meet all milestones and deadlines within the

statutorily limited time frame for this project.

7. Estimated Budeet

We estimate the cost of providing the consulting services described in the scope of
services section of this proposal at no more than $18,300, excluding out of pocket

expenses. Mr. Baudino's hourly rate is $195 for this project. We will invoice based on

the actual hours that we provide services'

We estimate the cost of out of pocket expenses for travel, lodging, reproduction of
documents, courier services and other such expenses incurred directly for this project at

no more than $1,200. This estimate for out of pocket expenses assumes a single trip to
Montpelier for cross-examination at hearing. We will invoice these expenses at our cost

with no markup.

Our firm does not bill for overhead of indirect costs. We will invoice the Department

monthly for hours actually worked on this project at the hourly rates reflected in the

prcccding tablc plus octual out of pocket expenses incurred, subject to the maximum

amounts shown on the preceding table for each of the Tasks or the total if selected for all

the Tasks included in this proposal.

8. Statement Reeardine Relationships

Kennedy and Associates has no known or potential conflicts of interest on this project if
retained by the Department. We do not have any current or potential relationships,

obligations or commitments with the State of Vermont, GMP, or any of its affiliates.

In the interest of full disclosure, Kennedy and Associates provides the following

explanation of its indirect client relationship with Enbridge. GMP is owned by Gaz

Metro, which is held by the private company Noverco , which is controlled by Trencap

and Enbridge. Enbridge holds its shares through its subsidiary IPL Systems, Inc.

J. KENNEDY AND ASSOCIATES,INC.
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In the interest of full disclosure, Kennedy and Associates provides the following

explanation of its indirect client relationship with Enbridge. GMP is owned by Gaz

Metro, which is held by the private company Noverco , which is controlled by Trencap

and Enbridge. Enbridge holds its shares through its subsidiary IPL Systems, Inc.

Kennedy and Associates has had and may have in the future an indirect relationship with

Enbridgl, which is a member of the Wisconsin Industrial Energy Group ("WIEG").

WIEG has been a client of J. Kennedy and Associates, Inc. for a number of years.

WIEG represents the consumer interests of its members in Wisconsin utility rate and

certification proceedings, and thus, is not aligned with the interests of any Wisconsin

utility. WIEG has a Board and an Executive Director. We work for WIEG solely under

the direction of the Executive Director. Enbridge is only one of many WIEG members'

Enbridge is a large consumer of energy in Wisconsin and, as a member of WIEG, has an

inteiesiin minimizing the revenue requirement, cost allocation, and revenue allocation, as

well as an interest in rate design issues, Our firm has never represented Enbridge in

respect to any ownership interest it may have in any regulated utility company. In fact,

oui firn does not reprisent investor owned utilities or their owners in rate or other

proceedings.

I(ennedy dnd Associates has been retained by WIEG only in a consumer advocate role in

certification, merger and acquisition, and ratemaking proceedings. After discussing this

matter internally, Kennedy does not believe there is any presenl or past conflict of
interest and thaLits relationship with WIEG in no way will affect Mr. Baudino's analysis

or approach on rate of return for GMP. We believe that Enbridge, through its subsidiary

IPL Systems, Inc. has such a remote and indirect ownership interest in GMP that no

conflict of interest exists for us.

Please note that this was previously disclosed to the Department in conjunction with Mr.

Baudino's work on the GMP and Vermont Gas Systems projects, for which Mr. Baudino

was retained in 2016 and2017.

9. Personnel Aufhgrized, tp-N.gggtiate Contract and Contact l$formation

Mr. Baudino and Mr. Lane Kollen are both authorized to negotiate the proposed contract

with the Department on behalf of Kennedy and Associates. Mr. Baudino's email address

is rbaudino@jkenn.com and Mr. Kollen's email address is lkollen@ikpnn.com- Mr'
Bu,.Airoir tilephone number is 336.455 .1947. Mr. Kollen's telephone number is

770.992.2027 ext 17.

10. Signqture

Lane Kollen, Vice President

J. KENNEDY AND ASSOCIATES, rNC.



Porter Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Burke, Dan

Monday, March 26,20Lg L:44 PM

Winn, Brian

FW: Ostrander Proposalfor DPS Regarding Green Mountain Power - March 26,2018

Ostrander Master Proposal - Green Mountain Power - March 26,20I8.pdf

From: bion ostrander [mailto: bionostrander@cox.net]
Sent: Monday, March 26,2OL81:41PM
To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>
Subject: Ostrander Proposal for DPS Regarding Green Mountain Power - March 26,20t8

Mr. Burke,

Attached is the electronic version of the proposal of Bion C. Ostrander for the Vermont Department of Public

Service regarding a revenue requirements review of Green Mountain Power.

My Federal Express electronic shipping statement shows that the three hard copies of the proposal were

delivered in a package to the DPS premises earlier this morning.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to submit a proposal regarding this matter.

Regards,

Bion C. Ostrander
(78s)478-90ee

1
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TECHN]ICAL PROPOSAL

Submitted to:

Vermont Department of, Publie Service

Regarding:

Revenue Requirement Issues
of

Green Mountain Power Corporation (GMP)

Submitted By:

Bion C. Ostrander

ll2l SW Chetopa Trail
Topeka, Kansas 66615- 1408

Subrnitted via Federal Express
March 26,2,A18 (Before 4:30 pm EST)

E-Mail: bionostrander@sox.net

ffi
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Bion C. Ostrander Proposal to Vermont DPS Regarding Green Mountain Power Corp.

March 24,2018

Mr. Daniel Burke
Special Counsel
Vermont Department of Public Service
112 State Street
Montpelier, Vermont 0 5 620 -260 1

I am pleased to submit this proposal in response to the Vermont Department of Public Service ("Department" or

"DPS") request for proposal ("RFP"; regarding the April 2018 anticipated rate filing of Green Mountain Power

Corporation 1"GMP") to the Vermont Public Utility Commission ("Commission"). This transmittal letter is

intended to bind Bion C. Ostrander to the enclosed price and terms of this response.

The "not to exceed" proposed price is flexible and subject to further negotiation with the Department in order to

best meet its anticipated budget, scope and goals for this engagement.

The RFP seeks expert witness assistance in seven (7) primary areas, and t am proposing a comprehensive

review of the three (3) areas related to accounting expertise as set forth below:1

(1) Regulatory Accounting and Revenue Requirements - This includes a review of operating revenues,

operuting expenses, depreciation expense, other taxes, income taxes, and rate base components. This

will also include a detailed review of capital plant additions consistent with the type of review

performed by the Department's witness Mr. Schultz in prior proceedings.

(2) Utitity Taxation - This includes a review of GMP-proposed adjustments and additional issues that I
will identiff regarding impacts of tax reform related to the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of December 2017.

(3) Utility Operations and Management (3'0&M") Spending - This includes a review and analysis of
GMP's O&M spending to evaluate if it is reasonable, appropriate, and consistent with utility ratemaking

principles.

I will be the only person working on revenue requirement issues and I am not using any other subcontractors or

staff. I do not provide consulting services to regulated utilities so there are no conflicts of interest, thus I have

never performed work for GMP or any other utilities in Vermont.

I am an independent regulatory consultant with thirty-eight years of regulatory/accounting experience and I
have been providing regulatory consulting services for over twenty-six years to U.S. and international

regulatory entities, including over 250 cases. I have substantial experience regarding revenue requirement

iszues. Prior to the creation of my consulting firm, I served as the Chief of Telecommunications for the Kansas

Corporation Commission ("KCC"), Chief Auditor for the KCC (over gas, electric, telephone and transportation

issues), and was an auditor for the international certified public accougting firm Deloitte Haskins and Sells

(now Deloitte Touche) and another regional CPA firm.

For most of my career and prior regulatory consulting practice years I was a Certified Public Accountant in
Kansas, but I recently took a leave to address family medical issues and other pursuits. I may seek to renew my

CPA certification in the future, although I am not holding myself out as a CPA in Kansas or any other

I I will also reflect the adjustments and recommendations of other Department staffand consultants in my revenue requirement

calculations, and provide support in evaluating accounting implications of the multi-year rate plan as necessary.
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Bion C. Ostrander Proposal to Vermont DPS Regarding Green Mountain Power Corp.

jurisdiction at this trme.

I last worked for the Department in the Washington Electric Cooperative, Inc. rate case in Docket No. 7691 (in

20II),I did not respond to many Department RFPs from2012to 2016 because I had scheduling conflicts with

other clients.2

Thank you for the opportunity to submit this response. I would be pleased to answer any questions and discuss

the specifics of this proposal. If desirable, I could travel to Vermont at my own expense to discuss this

proposal.

Sincerely,

Bion C. Ostrander

Note: An original siened duplicate of this same cover letter will be included with the two hard copies of
this RFP response that will be delivered to Mr. Burke via Federal Express on March 2612018.

2 I have also previously worked for the Department in Dockets 6533 (2001) and6167 (1999) as shown at Attachment l, which is a list

of all my regulatory cases.
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section L: Profile and Summary - Bion c. ostrander

This section summarizes key contact and business information for Mr. Ostrander (dba Ostrander Consulting)

Principal/Contact:
Firm Established:
Total Experience:
Business Address:

Business Phone:
E-Mail:

Bion C. Ostrander
October 1990 to present - 26 years of service
Bion C. Ostrander - 38 Years Regulatory/Accounting Experience
ll2l S.W. Chetopa Trail
Topeka, Kansas 66615
(78s) 478-90e9
bionostrander@.cox.net

I am an independent regulatory consultant with thirty-eight years of total regulatory and accounting experience

working for bpa firms, regulatory agencies, and my regulatory consulting business (including twenty-six years

as an independent consultant with my own firm). I have been providing continuous consulting services since

1990 and have addressed more than 250 cases in numerous U.S. and international jurisdictions. My experience

includes:

/ Bion C. Ostrander (dba Ostrander Consulting): Principal/Owner - October 1990 to current.
./ Kansas Corporation Commission: Chief of Telecommunications - 1986-1990.
./ Kansas Corporation Commission: Chief Auditor (gas, electric, telephone & transport.) - 1983-1986.

,/ Mize Houser Mehlinger & Kimes: Auditor for regional CPA firm - 1981-1983.

/ Deloitte Haskins aod Setlr (now Deloitte or Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited): Auditor for

international CPA firm - 1978-1981.

Client Rate Case
Rev. Reqs.

Rate Case
Rev. Reqs.C o nsu me r A dv o c ates/Atto ruey Ge ne ra I Pub lic Service Co mmissio ns

Maine OPA X Maryland X

Maine AARP X Kansas X

Maryland OPC X Georgia X

Kansas CURB x Minnesota X

Kentucky AG X North Dakota x
Vermont DPS X Ariuana X

Washington AG X Other

Michigan AG x Maryland -Montgomery County (Balt.) X

NevadaAG X Vrginia - CWA x
Wyoming X International

Indiana UCC X Eastern Caribbean Telecomrn A uthority X

OklahomaAG X Fair Commission ofBarbados X

Mr. Ostrander does not have any conflicts of interest and does not provide services to regulated utilities, and has

never provided any services to a regulated gas or electric utility.
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Section 2: Price Proposal

Not-to-Exceed Price Pronosal:

The "not-to-exceed" proposed price is flexible and subject to further negotiation with the Department in order to

best meet its anticipated budget, scope, and goals for this engagement. Regardless of the total not-to-exceed

price, the amount billed will always reflect actual labor hours incurred subject to a maximum cap of the total

not-to-exceed price. The actual price could be less if the case is negotiated/stipulated in a manner that reduces

the issues addressed in pre-filed testimony or which otherwise reduces the work load. Also, the size of the

requested rate change by GMP could affect the scope and work effort desired by the Department (and the

Department may wish to address this matter in the price proposal).

The price proposal does not set forth a separate price for each of the three areas of review (revenue

requiiements, taxation, and O&M), but this information could be provided upon request.3

I will be the only person working on revenue requirement issues and I am not using any other subcontractors or

staff. The billing rate is $140 per hour.

Areas of Review - Revenue Requirement. Taxation. and O&M Review:

The RFP seeks expert witness assistance in seven (7) primary areas, and I am proposing a comprehensive

review of the three (3) areas related to accounting expertise as set forth below (and addressed in more detail at

Section 3 of this RFP):

(1) Regulatory Accounting and Revenue Requirements - This includes a review of operating revenues,

operating expenses, depreciation expense, other taxes, income taxes, and rate base components,

including GMI-proposed adjustments and adjustments that I will identifu as part of my review.a

(2) Utility Taxation - This includes a review of GMP-proposed adjustments and additional issues that I
will identiff regarding impacts of income tax reform related to the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of December

2017. The price proposal anticipates additional costs for this review because this is a unique and

additional issue over and above the revenue requirement issues in a typical rate proceeding.5

(3) Utility Operations and Management ("O&M'n) Spending - This includes a review and analysis of
GMP's O&M spending to evaluate if it is reasonable, appropriate, and consistent with utility ratemaking

principles.

3 It may be difficult to unbundle the price of the revenue requirements review from the O&M review because this type of review is

usually performed in concert, but with additional direction from the Department regarding the specified scope of review it would be

possible to unbundle the price of these components.

a I am not proposing to address the specific area of "Utility Capital Spending", because page 4 of the RFP indicates this review

requires an "engineering perspective" (and I am not an engineer). However, I will review all rate base components including an

accounting review of plant additions and related concerns in a manner consistent with the Department's witness Mr. Schultz in prior

GMP rate proceedings.

5 I was a prior credentialed and practicing CPA in Kansas and I have addressed complex income tax issues in prior regulatory cases.
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Bottom line, my review of revenue requirement issues would be consistent with that of the Department's

witness Mr. Schultz in prior proceedings6, except I would also be addressing the detailed impacts of the recent

federal income tax reform.

Areas That I Will Not Primarilv Review - Capital Snendins. Cost of Capital. Power Supnlv. Multi-Year
Plan:

I am not proposing to address the remaining four (4) areas from the RFP that are summarized below (although I
can provide some supplemental assistance and will reflect the impact of adjustments proposed by Department

staff and other consultants in my final revenue requirement calculation):

(1) Utility Capital Spending - I am not proposing to address the specific area of "Utility Capital

Spending", because page 4 of the RFP indicates this review requires an "engineering perspective", and I
am not an engineer. For example, I will not perform the comprehensive evaluation of the capital

expenditures program as was done by the team of Sage Management Consultants, LLC ("Sage") in the

prior case CN l7-3112-INV.7 However, I will review all rate base components, including an accounting

review of plant additions and any related significant concems in a manner consistent with that of the

Department's accounting witness Mr. Schultz in prior rate proceedings CN 17-3112-INV and as

addressed in the Larkin & Associates, PLLC Report on Analysis of Rate Year Ending September 30,

2017 (Green Mountain Power Corporation Cost of Servi0e Request and Cost of Capital Request under

Alternative Regulation)
(2) Cost of Capital - I will not address this issue.
(3) Utility Power Supply - I will not address this issue.

(4) Multi-Year Rate Plan (Alternative Regulation Plans) - I am not proposing to address the specific
area of "Multi-Year Rate Plan", particularly as this issue was addressed more comprehensively by

Department staff in the most recent proceedings in CN 17-3232-PET (Order dated November 29,2017),
CN 8871 (a three-month extension of the current ARP per Order dated February 16,2017), Docket 8191

and Docket 7585. However, I have addressed various policy and accounting issues for multi-year

alternative regulation plans in other jurisdictions, and I am familiar with these issues. For this
proceeding, I will provide additional support for other Department witnesses that are specifically

addressing these alternative regulatibn plan issues, particularly as they relate to accounting and financial

related issues. In addition, if I identify any related concerns as part of my revenue requirements review,
I will alert appropriate Department personnel and I will be willing to provide incremental support for
these issues if desired by the Department.

Also, I will not address issues related to depreciation studies (for purposes of setting new depreciation rates) or

rate design/cost studies.

Finally, Section 3 includes a more detailed explanation of specific accounting-related issues and adjustments

that I will address. I will review: a) adjustments proposed by GMP in the current proceeding; b) relevant

accounting-related issues and adjustments raised by GMP and the Department in prior GMP filings; c) relevant

. Such as CN 17-3112-INV and as addressed in the Larkin & Associates, PLLC Report on Analysis of Rate

Year Ending September 30, 2017 (Green Mountain Power Corporation Cost of Service Request and Cost of
Capital Request under Alternative Regulation).

7 It appears that three individual Sage consultants addressed capital expenditure program issues, including Mr. Vondle, Mr. Whitman

and Mr. Rosenkoetter (and another Sage consultant Mr. Evans addressed power supply issues).
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accounting-related. issues raised in recent and prior Commission/Board proceedings that relate to GMP; d)

relevant accounting-related adjustments or issues that are addressed in Vermont Gas or other recent utility cases

and which may apply to this proceeding; and e) new issues/adjustments that I will identifr as part of my review.

Meet All RFP Requirements:

I will provide all revenue requirement-related services and deliverables/work products as set forth at page 6 of
the Department's RFP, including (but not limited to) the following:

1) Preparation of a work plan and work schedule that allows time for Department technical and legal staff
to review the selected contractor(s)' work in advance of filing, and within any schedules set by the

Commission.

2) Preliminary identification and assessment of issues, risks, and proposed solutions and recommendations.

3) Preparation of written discovery requests and evaluation of responses from GMP andlor any intervenors,

preparation of written responses to any discovery requests from GMP and/or any intervenors, and

assistance with preparation for or testifying during discovery depositions, if necessary.

4) Written testimony presenting a description of the review methods, materials reviewed, conclusions, and

recommendations with supporting analysis.

5) Presentation of live testimony at evidentiary hearings before the Commission.

6) Assist Department staff in preparing for cross-examination of opposing witnesses.

7) Provide support to Department staff in preparing proposed findings of fact and other assistance with
initial and reply briefs in support of the Department's case.

I am able to begin work immediately upon award of the contract and I will meet the anticipated procedural

schedule requirements without any conflicts or limitations.

Travel and Other Costs:

Travel costs have been estimated for three trips, including two trips for site visits to GMP offices in Colchester

and/or Rutland, and one trip to testiff at hearings in Montpelier (travel costs will not be billed if trips are not

required or incurred). The number of days for trips can be revised subject to the discretion of the Department,

and if additional travel is necessary then those costs would be recovered at similar proposed bid prices. All
travel costs are subject to State of Vermont per diem limits.

I do not separately bill for miscellaneous administrative office expenses (such as office supplies, telephone,

postage, clerical, and other similar costs), these costs are included in the hourly billing rate or are considered

immaterial (unless actions of the utility would impose unexpected significant costs).
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HoursOstrander - Revenue Issues

t45
20

18

20

240

443

$140.00
$62

$3 70

$650190

1. Analysis of issues, issue & review discovery,

review testimony, site visits, meetings/calls and other

2. Prepare pre-filed testimony and exhibits

3. Respond to company datarequests

4. Preparationfor hearings/assist with cross

5. Assist with briefs and wrap up case

Total Labor Hours
Hourly Billing Rate
Total Labor Costs

Travel Costs (details shown below)

Total Not to Exceed Price ProPosal

Trips Total - number of trips subject to client discretion:

for site visit to GMP and 1 for
Total
Cost

GMP
Site Visit I

GMP
Site Visit 2

Trip to
Testiff

$42s
I

$42s
J

$42s
1

$42s
I

$425 $1,275$425 $42s
$13s

2

$13s
8

$13s
J

$1 3s

J

$270 $1,080$40s $40s

$3s
2.5

$3s
2

$35
7

$3s
2.5

$88 s70 $24s$88
$4s

8.0
$45

3.0

$4s
2.0

$4s
3.0

$360$13s $13s $e0

$210$7s $7s $60

Airfare cost per trip
No. of Billable Trips
Total Airfare Expense

Hotel cost per day

No. of days/nights

Total Hotel Expense
Meals cost per day (subject to state per diem)

No. of days/nights

Total Meals Expense
Rental Car (avg. expense per day)

No. of days

Total Rental Car Expense
Other Costs - airport parking KCI, rental car gas, etc

$915 $3,170$1,128 $1,128Total Travel and Per Diem Costs

Bion C. Ostrander Proposal to Vermont DPS Regarding Green Mountain Power Corp.
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Bion C. Ostrander Proposal to Vermont DPS Regarding Green Mountain Power Corp.

Section 3: Work Plan and Issues

GMP Foreisn Ownership:

Green Mountain Power is Vermont's largest electric utility, accounting for about 85% of electric revenues in

Vermont, with better than average rates for New England.8 It serves about 270,000 customers across Vermont,

generating and supplying wind, solar, and hydroelectric power, and is based in Colchester, Vermont. Foreign

entity (located in Montreal, Quebec) Gaz M6tro Limited Partnership (TSX: GZM.LIN), through its wholly
owned subsidiary Northern New England Energy Corporation ("NNEEC") owns GMP, which has about 200

local employees. Gaz acquired GMP in2007 and Vermont Gas Systems in 1986. Through a web of holding

companies, tax-advantaged spin-offs, and general partners, the corporate structure of Gaz Metro is complicated,

including co-owners Enbridge, Inc. a $30+ billion (Canadian) dollar energy transmission corporation and The

Caisse, a $151+ billion (Canadian) investment firm that manages Quebec's public pension funds. GMP has not

been a publicly traded company since its acquisition by Gaz Metro (through its wholly owned subsidiary

NNEEC) in2007.

Information Reviewed in Preparation of this RFP:

As part of preparing this proposal, I have reviewed the information set forth in bullet points below. The

substantive review of prior matters will allow me to hit the ground running and be up to speed on current

relevant issues. Also, this preparatory review will promote efficient analysis and ensure consistency in the

carryforward of important issues and preserving certain precedent.

/ CN 17-3112-INV - the most recent Rate Proceeding. I reviewed the Commission's final Order (dated

December 21,2017). In addition, I performed a detail review of the revenue requirements testimonies

(2017) of the Departments outside consultants Mr. Schultz (Larkin) and Mr. Rosenkoetter (Sage), along

with staff witness Mr. Winn. I also skimmed the remainder of the Sage consulting teams testimony

regarding capital expenditures (Mr. Vondle\ and Mr. Whitman), along with Department witnesses

White, Flint, and Baudino. I reviewed the GMP testimonies of Mr. Ryan, Mr. Shields, Mr. Otley, Mr.
Fiske, Mr. Castonguay, and Ms. Nelson.

/ CN 17-3112-INV Transcripts - I skimmed transcripts for cross examination of certain key witnesses.
,/ CN 17-311.2-INV Data Requests - I skimmed the Departments 2nd and 3rd series of discovery to GMP,

along with some of the responses.
/ CN 17-3232-PET - the most recent Alternative Regulation Plan. I reviewed the Commission's final

Order (dated November 29,2017), and skimmed certain GMP and Department witness testimonies.
,/ CN 8871 - the prior Alternative Regulation PIan (3-month extension) - I reviewed the

Commission's final Order (dated March 15,2017).
/ Larkin Report for Rate Year September 30r 2017 - I reviewed the Larkin & Associates, PLLC

Report on Analysis of Rate Year Ending September 30, 2017 for Green Mountain Power regarding Cost

of Service and Cost of Capital Under Alternative Regulation dated August 15,2016.
./ Larkin Report for the Rate Year September 30,2016 - I skimmed this document.
./ Other Proceedings - I have also reviewed relevant Orders and other documents for prior Alternative

Regulation/Rate Pioceedings in consolidated cases Docket No's 8190/8191 and Docket No. 7585 (2nd

ARP).

8 Mr. Winn direct testimony,p.2, CN l7-31I2-INV
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/ Annual Report on the Public Advocacy of the Vermont Department of Public Service Pursuant to
Act 130, Section 5f, dated December 2016 - I reviewed for relevant history and information regarding

Green Mountain Power.
,/ Green Mountain Power FERC Forms - I reviewed GMP's FERC Forms for the ltt and 2nd Quarters

2017 (the most recent available at GMP's website), along with information from the 2016 FERC Form

l.
/ Green Mountain Power 2017 Budget Forecast Report (from GMP's website).
./ Green Mountain Power website - review of general financial and regulatory issues, along with recent

press releases.

Summarv of Most Recent GMP Rate Proceedine Case No. 17-3232-PET:

On April 14, 2017, GMP made a traditional rate filing requesting a rate increase of 4.98Yoe to be effective

January l, 2018 (since this is the expiration date GMP's current ARP), including the testimony of nine

witnesses. The Department and GMP entered into Memorandum of Understanding ("MOU") that would

increase rates by 5.02Vo, and this rate increase was higher than the original request because of the unusual

circumstance of removing three projected related to the "JV Microgrids" from the test year (as proposed by the

Department), this decreased the amount of capital investments in the rate year and the related revenues - - the

Commission approved the 5.02o/o increase in its Order dated December 2I,20I7. The Department and other

intervenors filed and direct and surrebuttal testimony, with GMP filing direct and rebuttal.

The filing was based on a historical calendar test year of 2016 along with known and measurable adjustments

subsequently adjusted to a rate year of calendar 2018 (January to December 2018). The piimary drivers of the

case were: l) increases in transmission expenses; 2) increased costs from the ISO New England regional

capacity market; 3) increased net-metering costs; 4) depreciation; 5) property tax; and 6) return on equity. The

Department's testimony original proposed a rate increase of l.68Vo with a deficiency of $9.99 million as

opposed to GMP's deficiency of $31.7 million.

Some of the important components of the MOU include:

a) A cost-benefit analysis is required for all "major" projects, and attached document "Exhibit 2" provides

guidelines and dollar parameters, including requirements for major and non-major projects. This issue

and Exhibit 2 is addressed in more detail later in this section when I address specific issues that I will
review.

b) A $10 m reduction to plant to reflect removal of $20 m of capital spending in the 2018 tate year,

including related impacts to ADIT, accumulated depreciation, and depreciation expense. The $20 m

approval removal is close to the Departments original proposed reduction of $24.6 m for capital

projects.
c) Inclusion of heat pumps and heat-pump hot water innovative services.

d) $1S.2 m of projected "synergy savings" for the 2018 rate year.

e) A ROE of g.lYofor 2018 rate year, and 9.3%o for 2019 rate year.

The Commission addressed three contested issues by other intervenors that requested additional reductions to

GMP's rate base, a lower allowed ROE, and a finding regarding net-metering costs, but the Commission

ultimately upheld the terms of the MOU.

e A base rate increase of 5.33Yo, offset by a year-over-year residual Power Supply Adjustor decrease of .35%.
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I will address certain specific adjustments and issues proposed by the Departments witnesses in their
testimonies later in this section, because these are important issues to be considered in GMP's rate filing subject
to this RFP.

Historical Background and Other Prior Proceedinss:

In2009,the Department and GMP entered into a MOU recommending a second Alternative Regulation Plan for
GMP in Docket 7585. This settlement agreement expired in 2013 when the ARP was scheduled for an

additional periodic regulatory review. One of the conditions in that approval required GMP to file a proposed

rate design and plan for integration of legacy-GMP and legacy-CVPS rates by May 4,2015. An MOU among

primary parties and intervenors (with certain conditions) was filed onNovember 5,2015 and on March24,
2016 the Board approved the conditions of the MOU along with related proposed tariffs.

On June 15, 2012, the Board issued a Final Order in Docket 7770 approving (subject to conditions) the

proposed acquisition of Central Vermont Public Service Corporation by a subsidiary of Gaz Metro Limited
Partnership, leading to the subsequent merger of Central Vermont Public Service Corporation apd Green

Mountain Power Corporation. The Order requires GMP to guarantee at least $144 million in savings to retail
customers as a result of the merger during the ten years beginning October l, 2012. If savings are less, GMP
will credit the difference to customers under a plan that will be subject to the Board's approval. GMP will
provide credits to its base raJe cost of service in amounts of $2.5 million, $5.0 million, and $8.0 million in years,

l,2,atd 3, respectively, for fiscal year ending September 30, 2013, September 30,2014 and September 30,

2015 . And beginning with FY September 30, 2016, the years 4, 5, 6, 7 , and 8, GMP's base rate cost of service

will be credited $10.5 million, $12 million, $13 million, $14 million, and $14.5 million, respectively. For a
minimum of ten years following the merger, GMP will be required to file an annual report of savings from the

merger. GMP will be required to exclude any costs or savings related to the deployment of Smart Grid and

Advance Meter Infrastructure, the Kingdom Community Wind Project, and other projects/issues. Other

conditions applied also that are not addressed in this srmrmary.

On December 20,2013 GMP filed a petition seeking Board approval of a successor ARP, and related issues

were reviewed in Docket 8191 (Dockets 8190 and 8191 were consolidated). And after discovery, testimony,

meetings, and a workshop, the Department, AARP, GMP and other intervenors reached a MOU for a new ARP
dated May 30, 2014 (arnended June 4,2014) and which was to remain in place through August 30,2017 .

On August 1,2016, GMP made a filing (Tariff Filing #8618) pursuant to its AltP to increase the rates it charges

customers .93 percent, the Department and its consultant Larkin & Associates, PLLC found the filing to be just

and reasonable (because in part the rates were much less than GMP's original filing on June 1), and the rates

were effective October 1,2016. This was the first ESAM under the most recent version of GMP's ARP
approved in Docket 8191. Under the new Plan, GMP files the ESAM in November but it does not take effect
until October of the following year (rather than in January of that year as had been the previous case), and this
gave the Department additional time for review. Also, this was the first time that GMP sought to collect alleged

under-earnings from ratepayers, GMP claimed under-eamings of $1.524 million and sought to recover 50o/o of
those from ratepayers. The Larkin & Associates, PLLC Report on Analysis of Rate Year Ending September 30,

2017 (tvhich is dated August 15,2016), discusses the related issues and filing. Althoughnot all of Larkin's
adjustments were acceptable, and were not adopted by GMP, an agreement was reached which was deemed

reasonable. Two primary changes were made, certain terms of the ARP were changed, and certain adjustments

by the DepartmenVlarkin were reflected in revised amounts.

The most recent prior filing in CN l7-3112-INV was previously addressed.
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Review of Revenue Requirements. O&M Expenses. and Tax Reform Issues:

I will perform a comprehensive review of revenue requirements, O&M expenses, and federal income tax reform

issues, including a detailed review of capital plant additions consistent with that performed by Department

witness Mr. Schultz in prior proceedingr. Sont" of the specific and most important issues that I will address are

summarized below (atthough this is not a comprehensive list of all adjustments/issues that I will address). This

list of adjustments/issues includes relevant matters from prior GMP proceedings, certain adjustments that may

be applicable from prior Vermont Gas proceedings (and other Vermont filings), issues from other jurisdictions

that I have addressed, and issues which I may identiff during my review of GMP. I will clearly address

adjustments and issues raised by the Department in recent GMP proceedings, including the most recent rate

proceeding CN I7-3112-INV and the Larkin Report On Analysis of Rate Year Ending September 30,2017

dated August 15, 2016 (for the period October l, 2016 to September 30, 2017), along with other historical

proceedings.

The Larkin & Associates Report notes that due to the merger, the primary cost driver in any filing will be

changes to rate base, and the review of cost of service will include analysis of O&M and other expenses on a

more-limited basis (the majority of costs, other than power costs, depreciation and taxes are within the platform

and any changes to those costs would not impact rates - - those changes would impact the amount of cost

savings that occurred in the test year).

Of course, alternative regulation is normally intended to reflect a focused evaluation of significant and

important issues (instead of an evaluation and litigation of all potential issues), so I will work closely with the

Department to identify and discuss those adjustments and issues that are a priority.

A summary of primary adjustments/issues subject to review (although not limited to this list) are set forth

below:

1) Capital Expenditures - I will perform a comprehensive review of capital expenditures as a priority in
this proceeding, which will be consistent with the quality of review performed by the Department's

witness Mr. Schultz in prior proceedings. Because the capital expenditures review for GMP is

substantially more detailed than a typical review of these costs in most rate case proceedings in other

jurisdictions, this does impact the price proposal. Capital expenditures generally are a consistent driver

of GMP's revenue requirements (and its related impacts on depreciation expense, property taxes,

accumulated depreciation, and accumulated defened income taxes), and is the highest review priority

given the Department's concerns with GMP's failure to provide proper supporting documentation

(including documentation that properly supports the "known and measurable" standard), failure to
provide other cost-benefit supporting documentation, concems with GMP's capital expenditures

practices, and the resulting significant adjustments in recent rate proceedings because of these problems.

Mr. Winn notes that GMP was unable to produce complete financial analysis and other documentation

for about 69.7% of the projects reviewed by the Department.l0

The capital expenditures review is a priority over the review of O&M expenses (that are not tied to plant

additions), because most "O&M Platform" expenses are essentially locked into ooBase O&M Rates" for a

l0-year period with increases subject to a CPI index, although these test year expenses still need to be

reviewed because the difference between the test year and the O&M Platform is the measured savings

t0 Mr. Winn direct testimony,P.4, CN 17-3112-INV
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from the merger between CVPS and GMP - - this issue is addressed in more detail in the next bullet
point related to O&M Platform Expenses.

Also, an issue somewhat unique to the Vermont jurisdiction is that plant allowed in rates under

traditional ratemaking is not to include growth related plant that will serve new customers. This
precedent was supported by the then Board's decision in Docket No. 5428, which stated that since

revenues from new customers are not included in rate year income, then expenses associated with
serving those customers should be excluded (it holds that the expenses of depreciation and property

taxes are driven by growth related plant additions, as is other rate base impacts on accumulated

depreciation and ADIT). However, the Board's decision indicated that it will allow inclusibn of certain
improvements for some growth-related sales, when information shows that the improvements were not
undertaken to accommodate growth, but were or are needed to maintain adequate and efficient service

for test year customers, absent any load growth.ll I am also aware that in isolated instances for specific
plant, and given other mitigating factors, the Department has sometimes departed from this practice and

allowed some growth plant to be included in rate base, such was the case in a recent Vermont Gas

proceeding. My review of plant will be compliant with Vermont precedent on these issues, and growth-
related plant will generally be excluded from rate base unless mitigating circumstances exist (and after

discussion with Department staff).

I am also aware that the Commission's decisions on capital expenditures has been driven in part by its
decision in various dockets regarding the "known and measurable" standard (that is also supported by
the Vermont Supreme Court), such as the Board's decision in Central Vermont Public Service Corp.
(Docket Nos. 6946 & 6938) when the Board referred to the Vermont Supreme Court 'oknown and

measurable" definition that states "changes that are measurable with a reasonable with a reasonable

degree ofaccuracy and have a high probability ofbeing in effect in the adjusted test year" and "Rather,
the Board has required some tangible work-product that shows that the project is likely to actually be

completed; examples include work orders, cost-benefit analysis, or other types of written support for a

project's cost and completion date."r2 In addition, the Board supported a similar conclusion in Tariff
Filing of GMP, Docket No. 5983, Order of February 27, 1998 at p. 39. Again, my review of plant will
be compliant with Vermont precedent on the known and measurable standard.

The Department and GMP adopted a detailed understanding of what is necessary to comply with the

known and measurable requirements in the MOU in Dockets 8190/8191, specifically "Attachment 7"
details the documentation that is required (and a copy was attached to Mr. Schultz's direct testimony in
CN 17-3112-INV). However, Mr. Schultz determined that GMP had not complied with the Attachment
7 requirements in all cases in CN 17-3312-INV, particularly as it relates to the necessary cost-benefit
and financial analysis, and the Company's reliance on blanket work orders which potentially masks

deficiencies with known and measurable obligations - - and he proposed certain capital expenditures

adjustments reflecting this non-compliance (he did indicate that GMP's documentation has gradually

improved over time).13

This issue of slippage has also been an issue, regarding a history of overly optimistic projected in-
service dates for capital additions (slippage adjustment). This will require evaluation of proposed

1r Board Order in DocketNo. 5428, datedJanuary 4,1991,p.21

12 Dockets 6946 & 6988, Order of March 29,2005 at66-69.

13 Mr. Schultz direct testimony, pp. 12-14, CN I 7-3 I 12-INV.
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capital additions to make sure that GMP meets the "known and measurable" standard for capital projects

and other relevant costs. I will also evaluate capital projects, along with any inspection of assets,

continuing property records, work orders, financial analysis, capital budgets, and other documents at

GMP sites or via discovery. The GMP 2016 Base Rate filing proposed atotalof 228 projects (Larkin
reviewed 155 of these projects) with a cost of $132.85 million for additions during the 2017 rate year,

compared to 206 projects with a cost of $86.499 million for the 2016 rate year. The trend or claimed

significant increase in the number of projects and costs willbe subject to review in any new proceeding.

I will test compliance of capital expenditures with Attachment 7 from the prior MOU, including (now

updated and refined in part by Exhibit 2 in CN-3312-INV) as follows:
'/ Capital project summary sheet with reconciliation.
./ Work order describing the project, GMP's reasons for project, and forecasted start and end dates.
,/ Detailed cost benefit analysis for projects over $3 million, a cost-benefit analysis or financial

analysis for projects over $300,000 but less than $3 million, and a quantitative analysis for
projects under $300,000.

,/ Actual costs and estimates.
/ If GMP fails to provide this information when it makes its base rate filing, the Department and

Board has the authority to exclude from rates any and all related capital projects that were not
properly documented.

Most recently in CN-3312-INV, to address the on-going known and measurable/supporting

documentation concerns for capital expenditures, the MOU between the Department and GMP in CN-
3312-INV included an attached "Exhibit 2" document which requires a cost-benefit analysis for all
"major" projects, and it defines major projects as those with costs of more than $2 million (non-major
projects are less than $2 million). Also, Exhibit 2 describes the minimum project-specific financial
information that must be provided to constitute a 'ofinancial analysis" for non-major projects, and

provides examples of information that would be included in a complete cost-benefit_ analysis that would
measure the financial impacts of a capital project from the ratepayers' perspective."l4 Finally, Exhibit 2,

identifies the documentation that must be maintained by GMP to allow regulators to subsequently

evaluate decisions that impact ratepayers. The documentation and reasonableness of GMP's proposed

capital expenditures was the largest issue in the case and addressed in-depth by both Mr. Schultz and

many of the Sage consulting team. I will address GMP's compliance with Exhibit 2 from the CN-3312-

INV MOU regarding capital expenditures, along with any remaining compliance requirements from
Attachment 7 in Dockets 8190/8191.

2) "O&M Platformt' Expenses included in "Base O&M Ratest' - I will perform a comprehensive

review of all operating expenses to address O&M Platform Expenses and the related impact of any

related merger savings shared with customers.

The most recent GMP filing in CN l7-3112-INV was different from what GMP had been filing in recent

years. Although GMP called its CN I7-3112-INV filing a "traditional rute filing", there is a unique

exception to that terminology in that the filing is not subject to changes for a specific group of O&M
expense accounts (with one exception). This is because these O&M accounts are included in the'oBase

O&M Rates" that were established in the MOU approved by the Commission in Docket7770, and this

docket involved a review of GMP's corporate merger with Central Vermont Public Service Corporation
("CVPS"). The "Base O&M Rates" are commonly cited as the "O&M Platform", which consists of a

ra Commission Order, CN l7-31I2-INV, p. 5.
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specific group of accounts for which a base cost was established for a ten-year period as part of the

Docket 7770 }y'1OU in concert with tho altemative rate making process that was then in effect. After

these O&M levels were established, those base O&M accounts included in rates are only adjusted based

on the change in a consumer price index ("CPf'), and GMP included an O&M Platform adjustment to

the historic test year of $36.9 million in the prior case. This prior case reflected year 7 of the O&M
platform, and GMP reflected a reduction of $18.2 million for merger savings. Thus, the O&M Platform

essentially locks into rates the cost of specific accounts which are adjusted annually using a CPI, and the

O&M Platform is used as a measuremenVbenchmark in determining the level of savings achieved from

the merger between CVPS and GMP. However, it is still important to review test year O&M expenses

because the difference between the test year and the O&M Platform is the measured savings from the

merger, and in the most filing ratepayers were entitled to 50% of those savings. Thus, if O&M expenses

are overstated in the filing, those costs need to be adjusted and reduced because that will increase the

O&M Platform adjustment and increase the merger savings to be applied to the calculated revenue

requiremenVco st-of- service. I s

3) Income Taxes - I will perform a comprehensive review of GMP's calculations and adjustments related

to federal income tax reform in this proceeding. In addition, in a previous filing with the Commission,

GMP proposed to retum 100% of the tax benefit of recent tax reform to customers in the form of $6

million of lo*er customer bills, the reduction was proposed to offset the previous rate increase that took

place in January 2018. I have not reviewed information from the Vermont proceeding that addressed

ihir tu* reform rate reduction for GMP. However, I will also review GMP's $6 million tax savings

calculation to make sure it is properly calculated and includes all components of tax savings, and to

ensure it is consistent with any tax reform impacts reflected in the anticipated rate filing. I will make

adjustments to ensure that all historical and going-forward tax reform calculations are corect. The

primary impacts of the federal income tax reform are the following:

/ Reducine the maximum corporate tax rate from 35yo, to 21yo - This reduces the calculation

of current income tax expense going-forward and reduces historical embedded accumulated

deferred income taxes ("ADIT") in rate base (from the balance sheet) which were previously

accrued at 35Yo but which should now be adjusted to 2lo/o, and the effect of the reduced ADIT
should be returned to customers.

r The effect of a reduced ADIT should be established as a regulatory liability and retumed

l" :l-:t:-::::I:::i-. 
via an amortization period that is no shorter than the estimated

average remarrung life" of the assets that gave rise to the ADIT. It is important to

understand this amortizationperiod should not be based on the 'ototal life" of the asset - -

because this would create an excessive amortization period and would improperly extend

the return of benefits to customers.

o Also, the ADIT on utility books typically consists of two categories, protected and

unprotected: a) protected ADIT is the portion associated with accelerated depreciation tax

timing differences that must be normalized for ratemaking purposes (and this is usually

the largest portion of ADIT); and b) unprotected ADIT is that portion of the ADIT that

results from normalization of tax timing differences other than accelerated depreciation

deduction, and the unprotected excess ADIT can be flowed back to customers through an

amortization period of the regulatory agency's (Commission) choosing (this ADIT is less

than the ADIT related to depreciation).

rs Mr. Schultz dhect testimony, pp. 7-8, CN l7-31 l2-INV
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,/ Changes in officers and tvpe of comnensation subiection to Section 162(m) - This is a lesser

impact of the Act. Section 162(m) limits companies from deducting more than $1 million per

year in compensation paid to certain covered employees, although the type of compensation that

is NOT limited or excluded under 162(m) includes retirement income, certain benefits,

commission-based compensation, and qualified performance-based compensation. Prior law

defined covered employees as the CEO and the four most highly compensated officers, and the

new tax law revised the definition of covered employees to include both the principal executive

officer and the principal financial officer, and reduced the number of other officers to the three

most highly compensated for the tax year. Most importantly, the new tax law no longer allows

exceptions for commissions and performance-based compensation.
o This change could impact those regulatory agencies that remove officer compensation

from revenue requirements based on tax law provisions.

r Because prior tax law did not limit the $1 million per year compensation level for
ooperformance-based compensation", this in part fueled a shift from 'ocash/base salaty"

compensation to "performance-based compensation" for many corporations so that tax

deductions for corporate payroll were not limited by tax law. Under the new tax law,

performance-based compensation is not an exception to the $l million tax deduction

limit, so it remains to be seen how or if corporations can identify other types of
compensation schemes to avoid these new tax deduction limitations.

./ Eliminates the deduction for entertainment expenses - The Act disallows a deduction for: a)

an activity generally considered to be entertainment, amusement, or recreation; b) membership

dues for any club organizedfor business, pleasure, recreation or other social pufpose; c) a facility
used in connection with any of the previous.

'/ Chaneins the U.S. from a slobal to territorial tax svstem with respect to income earned in
another countrv - This is a little-known provision of the new tax reform which is important to

at least review in this case because GMP is a foreign-owned entity, although I'm not sure how

their tax structure is officially structured. Under this change, instead of a company paying the

U.S. tax rate for income earned in another country, each subsidiary would pay the taxrate of the

country in which it is legally established, so under this tenitorial system a company saves the

difference between the generally highei U.S. tax rate and the lower rate of the country in which it
is legally established. For example, if a company is incorporated in the U.S. and has affiliates in
Canada, it would pay the new 27Yo taxrate on all of this income (because it is incorporated in the

U.S.). But if the company is incorporated in Canada, it would pay the new 2IYo tax rate on its

U.S. income, but only pay the l5o/o Canada tax rate on Canadian income. This is a complicated

issue, but worth addressing in this case.

Some of the primary issues that I will review regarding income tax reform include the following:

a) Was/is the GMP previously calculated $6 million tax reform act benefit properly calculated (and

include all benefits), and is it consistent with amounts reflected in the revenue requirements of the

anticipated filing.
b) Is the impact of the excess ADIT to be ratably returned to customers amortized over the proper

o'estimated remaining life" period of the utility assets generating the ADIT, instead of a longer period

such as "remaining life", that would unduly delay the retum of benefits to customers. Technically, a

regulatory entity can adopt a longer amortization period than ooestimated remaining life" (although it
cannot adopted a shorter amortization period), although it does not appear reasonable to unduly

delay the return of ADIT benefits to customers. In the recent Vermont Gas filing, it appears the

Company used the remaining life, instead of the estimated remaining life, for returning the ADIT
benefits to customers - - so this issue will be reviewed.
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c) Has GMP calculated the return of ADIT to customers that reflects both "protected accelerated

depreciation timing differences" and "unprotected other timing differences". In the recent Vermont

Gas filing, it appears the Company's filing only calculated the protected ADIT for return to

customers and it did not specifically address or include a calculation for the unprotected ADIT.
However, Vermont Gas did explain that the impacts of tax reform were complicated and the

Company was still evaluating other impacts (thus, perhaps admitting in part that it had not yet

calculated the fulI impact of benefits, such as the unprotected ADIT, to be returned to customers). In

documents I have seen, Companies are typically returning the obvious benefits of tax reform to

customers, although they are claiming they have not yet fully evaluated the impact of tax reform to

reflect all benefits - - for which unprotected ADIT would be an open issue.

d) This issue is hightighted because of its potential importance. Does GMP have any historical tax net

operating loss carry-forwards ("NOLC") on its books (in effect, this is a oodebit" ADIT, which offsets

the normal "credit" ADIT). This issue may not readily be identified by a utility, but if the related

utility has incurred "income tax losses" (as opposed to book losses) and has historically reflected the

deferred impact of these tax losses on their books as an offset/reduction to ADIT, then the change

from 35Yo to 2Io/o can reduce these NOLC amounts and cause a reduction in rate base and related

revenue requirements. I have addressed the complex tax issue of NOLC in various rate cases, and

many consultants have either not come across this issue or have not addressed it in a regulatory

procleding. Also, the Act limits the deduction for NOLs to 80% of taxable income (determined

without regard to the deduction) for losses, and the two-year carryback and special NOL carryback

provisions were repealed, although NOLs are allowed to be carried forward indefinitely. The limit
of NOLs to 80% of taxable income should act to reduce the amount of NOLCs going forward, which

is beneficial to customers.

e) Does the change from a global to territorial tax system mean that GMP (actually meaning the

Corporate owner Gaz Metro) effectively pays a Canadian income tax rate (such as I5Vo) on its U.S.

GMP earnings that is lower than the new U.S. income tax rate of 2lVo, and if so then this may mean

that the effective taxrate used for revenue requirements should be l5Yo and not 2lYo.This issue and

the tax structure of GMP/Gas Metro is suffrciently complicated to make any undue conclusions at

this time.
4) GMP Bonuses Paid to Management Personnel as Part of Storm Costs - Several proceedings ago it

was determined that GMP had paid significant bonuses of $770,410 to its management personnel that

worked extra hours during a December 2014 snow storm, and an adjustment was proposed by the

Department. I will review all storm and other costs to remove such bonus amounts as being

unreasonable.
5) Overhead Rates for Non-Productive Time - I will review issues regarding excessive. overhead rates

for non-productive time and the impact on revenue requirements (Schultz p.23 - CN-17-3112-INV).

6) Gain on Sale of Plant - I will review GMP records for gains on the sale of plant that should be credited

to ratepayers (Schultz p. 60 - CN017-3112-INV).
7) Exogenous/Storm Costs - I will evaluate compliance with prior decisions related to exogenous cost' 

"otnpottents, 
this includes storm and non-storm costs that increased the costs of maintenance or other

costi. I will review to determine if exogenous storm costs should be excluded from the O&M Platform

costs, to the extent this issue is applicable as it was in the prior proceeding (Schultz p. 62 - CN- 1 7-3 I 1 2-

fND. I will also evaluate the interpretation of the o'exogenous cost adjustment" because in a prior case

there was a disagreement regarding treatment of extraordinary storm costs, GMP claimed its costs were

recoverable once they reached $600,000 and the Department claimed this threshold was $1,200,000.

8) Merger Savings - I will review the calculation of merger savings/costs to determine it is compliant

with prior requirements and ARPs, and to confirm the exclusion of any costs or savings identihed with
certain specific projects and issues that have previously been identified. Merger savings should be
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revised to reflect any additional adjustments to O&M Platform costs per the prior proceeding (Schultz p.

63 - CN-17-3112-INV).
9) Storm Payroll Costs - Evaluate storm payroll cost issues as this was addressed two cases ago, it was

determined by Larkin that certain storm bonuses/payroll taxes should be excluded because salaried

employees are expected to work extra hours without additional compensation, bonuses are discretionary

and management should pay part of the costs, and some of the extra storm costs were a result of
management failure to do preventative maintenance. Ultimately this adjustment was not adopted,

although it should be subject to review again, along with other payroll concerns.

l0)Vegetation Management/Storm Program Costs - I will evaluate compliance with any prior years'

vegetatiofr management/storm programs and policy recommended by parties, because Larkin had argued

in the past that GMP's vegetation management and tree trimming cycles were not aggressive enough

and this will only increase storm damage and costs in the future.

11)SERP (Supplemental Retirement Executive Plan) - It is not clear if this is a live issue in the GMP

filings, but the costs of these plan (to the extent included in revenue requirements) will be evaluated for
possible removal from revenue requirements.

l2)Executive Incentive Compensation - It is not clear if this is a live issue in the GMP filings, but the

part of the costs of executive incentive compensation tied to financial targets/outcomes (and not tied to

service quality or non-financial incentives) will be evaluated for possible removal from revenue

requirements.
l3) Working Capitat - I will evaluate past concerns and issues regarding working capital.

14) Other relevant issues from prior proceedings.

Identifvins Other Sienificant Complex and Unique Revenue Requirement Adiustments:

I have a consistent history of identifying significant complex and unique adjustments in rate cases that other

parties do not identify or address. Identifying these types of issues is a result of my significant accounting and

iegulatory experience, comprehensive review of all issues, preparing detail-oriented discovery, review of
iniernal company documents and data that may not be commonly requested by other parties, substantive

analysis of underlying costs and statistics, and the ability to objectively identify company explanations (and data

request responses) that appear unusual or suspect versus those that appear reasonable.

Some recent examples of significant complex and unique revenue requirement issues/adjustments that I
identified in prior rate cases are set forth below (other examples exists):

1) Net Operating Loss Carryforward ("NOLC") - In Case No. 9311 before the Maryland Commission

related to Pepco (Order No. 85724), Mr. Ostrander (on behalf of Montgomery County) was the only

party that identified the significant NOLC issue which was a $66 million reduction to accumulated

deferred income taxes (which resulted in an increase to rate base). And although Pepco ultimately

prevailed on this issue via a subsequent IRS Private Letter Ruling ("PLR")16 in which Mr. Ostrander

participated, this did force the issue to a final decision and did resolve some outstanding concerns

beneficial to customers. Also, the PLR now requires that Pepco address NOLC in a particulat manner,

so Pepco cannot arbitrarily change its position or related calculations from rate case to rate case to favor

its position (there were other alternative methods for calculations).

2) Merger Costs/Savings Method - In recent Case No. 9418 before the Maryland Commission related to. 
Pepco (Order No. 87884, November 15,2016), the Commission adopted the Ostrander methodology (on

16 An initial preliminary and informal IRS position was not favorable to some of Pepco's arguments, but Pepco re-wrote its PLR

request in a manner to gain a favorable decision from the IRS.
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behalf of Commission Staf0 for calculating net merger costs and savings, no other parties proposed this

method (pp. 58.61 of Order).
3) Impropei M"rg.r Costs - In the same Maryland rate case CN 9418, Pepco claimed it had not included

any actual or merger transition costs from the test period in its merger adjustment, although Mr.

Ostrander was the only party that identified information to the contrary and these costs were removed

from the rate case as part of the merger and legal costs adjustment.

4) Supplemental Execuiive Retirement Program ("SERP'1 - In the same Maryland rate case CN 9418, the

Commission has historically removed 50Yo of SERP costs, but Mr. Ostrander was the only witness to

propose removing 100% of SERP costs (due to new facts/reasons) and the Commission adopted his

adjustment (pp. 5l-53 Order).
5) Unsubstantiated Overtime Costs - In Case No. 931 I before the Maryland Commission related to Pepco

(Order No. 85724, July 12,2013), Mr. Ostrander (on behalf of Montgomery County) was the only party

to remove substantive unjustified outside legal expenses (because of duplicate/excessive internal legal

expenses also) and the Commission adopted his position @p. $-6D.
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Section 4. Qualifications and Experience

This Section includes the following information:

cases/proceedings in which I have participated and/or filed testimony from 1983 to 1990 (during my

employment with the Kansas Corporation Commission), and from 1990 to present (since I started my
independent practice and the creation of Ostrander Consulting).

Ostrander Cu culum Vitae:

General - Ostrander:

I am an independent regulatory consultant and have thirty-eight years of total regulatory and accounting

experience working for CPA firms, regulatory agencies, and his consulting business (including twenty-six years

as an independent consultant with my own firm). I have been providing continuous consulting services since

1990 and have addressed more than 200 cases in numerous U.S. and international jurisdictions. Previously, I
worked for several CPA firms from 1978 to 1983, served as Chief Auditor for the Kansas Corporation

Commission on gas, electric, transportation, and telecom cases from 1983 to 1986, and served as the Chief of
Telecommunications for the Kansas Corporation Comrhission from 1986 to 1990.

I have addressed a broad range of regulatory issues including (but not limited to the following):

./ Traditional Rate Cases
/ Price Caps and Alternative Regulation Plans
/ Specialized or Unique Accounting and Auditing Issues
./ Audits of Universal Service Funds
r' Virtually All Rate Case Expense Issues
/ Virtually All Rate Base Issues
'/ Compensation Issues - Base Salary, Incentives, and Perks
,/ Payroll lssues
/ Merger Costs to Achieve
/ Merger Condition Issues and Costs
./ Outsourcing issues (Washington Gas Lights's outsourcing to Accenture)
r' Affrliate Transactions
/ Allocation of costs between regulated/nonregulated operations
./ Depreciation Expense and Depreciation Rate Issues
./ OPEB and Pension Expense Issues
/ Dues and donations (EEI and AGA, etc.)
./ Research and Development
{ Promotions Expense
r' Uncollectibles
/ Rate Case Expense
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,/ Charitable Contributions
r' TIER issues
/ REC Revenues
./ Pipeline Assessment Costs
./ Self-Insurance - Utility Company ooinsuring itself'for distribution/transmission losses

./ Tree Trimming
{ Legal costs and settlements
/ Plant Held for Future Use
/ Cash Working Capital (LeadlLag Studies)
/ Income Tax Issues
./ Net Operating Loss Carryover Asset (NOLC)

'/ Competition Issues
,/ Interconnectionlssues
,/ Cost Accounting and Cost Allocation
/ Access Deficit Issues in Caribbean Nations
,/ Universal Service Issues
/ Local Loop Unbundling
/ Licensing Issues
,/ Broadband/Internet Access and Infrastructure
,/ Tariff Policy and Design Issues
/ Infrastructure Issues
/ Facilities Sharing/Collocation Issues
r' Service Quality Issues
/ Intemational Calling Prices and Competition
/ Mobile/Cellular Calling Prices and Competition
,/ On-Net and Off-Net Pricing/Policy Issues in Caribbean Nations
./ Issues Regarding Duopoly of Mobile Providers in Caribbean Nations
/ Broadband Pricing and Competition Issues

'/ Number Portability Issues
,/ Purchase and Acquisitions (Debt, Finance and Regulatory Issues)

/ Affordable/Reasonable Local Rates - Universal Service and Lifeline Issues
./ Evaluation of the intrastate access revenue requirements (per book amounts with rate-case type

adjustments) of LECs for purposes of establishing intrastate access rates and recovery from long

distance carriers
/ Evaluation of intrastate access incremental cost studies (forward-looking LRIC cost study, not per book

amounts) of LECs for purposes of establishing intrastate access rates

r' Evaluating the dollar impact and amounts to be set aside in a Universal Access Fund (or Universal

Service Fund) due to reductions of state access rates to parity with interstate access rates (where this

measure has been required by state law or regulatory policy in various jurisdictions)
./ LRIC and fully allocated cost studies, and other cost studies/models for pu{poses of determining

amounts in state USFs, interconnection. and other wholesale and retail services/elements
/ Affiliate-Relationship Issues
,/ Cross-Subsidization Issues
/ Parts 32, 36,64 and 69Issues
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Work Historv - Ostrander:

Bion C. Ostrander - Consulting Firm (1990 to present):

Principal

Mr. Ostrander principally addresses regulatory issues on behalf of govemments and regulatory agencies,

including Attorney Generals and U.S. and international regulatory agencies. Services include those related to

revenue requirement issues, price caps or alternative regulation plans, competition assessment, costing/pricing,

interconnection/local loop unbundling, universal service, management audits and other matters.

Kansas Corporation Commission (1983 - 1990):

Chief of Telecommunications

Supervised staff and directed all telecommunications-related matters including assessment of rate cases of
SWBT, United/Sprint and rural LECs. Also, directed actions regarding alternative regulation plans,

establishing access charge policy, transition to intrastate competition, depreciation filings, establishment of the

Kansas Relay Center, filings with the FCC, billing standards, quality of service, consumer complaints, staff
training and over one hundred docketed regulatory matters per year. Mr. Ostrander was the lead witness on all

maj or telecommunications matters.

Chief Auditor

Directed rate cases of gas, electric and telecom companies prior to promotion to Chief of Telecommunications.

Mize, Houser, Mehlinger and Kimes (now Mize Houser & Company Professional Association):

Auditor - CPA firm

Performed auditing, tax and special projects for various industries.

Deloitte, Haskins and Sells (now Deloitte & Touche) - (International CPA/Audit Firm):

Auditor- CPA firm

Performed auditing, tax and special projects in industries such as utilities, savings and loan, manufacturing,

retail, construction, real estate, insurance, banking and not-for-profit.

Education:

University of Kansas - B.S. Business Administration with a Major in Accounting, 1978.
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Recent Significant Case Experience Summary (2010 to 2017)z

Also, please see separate PDF Attachment 1 for a list of all cases from 1990 to present (along with prior case

history from the Kansas Corporation Commission).

2016 - Potomac Electric Power Companv (Pepco) - Before the Public Service Commission of Marvland -

Cffi,onbehalfoftheCommissionStaff,pre-filedthreesetsoftestimonyandappearedas
a *itness. The Commission's Order No. 87884 (November 2016) in Case No. 9418 adopted a final revenue

requirement very close to that proposed by Ostrander's testimony. Pepco's proposed rate increase of $102.8

the Commission, and this was within l0olo of the revenue requirementmillion was reduced to S52.5 million
nrooosed bv Ostrander on behalf of Staff (also, in Pepco's prior rate case, Case No. 9286, the Commission's

final order (Order No. 85028) adopted afrnalposition very close to that proposed by Ostrander on behalf of the

Office of People's Counsel (OPC) when Pepco proposed a total revenue increase of about $66.2 million,

Ostrander proposed a revenue increase of $13.6 million, and the Commission's final annroved a rate

increase of $18.1 million).

In Case No. 9418, the Commission adopted a significant number of Ostrander-proposed adjustments (more than

any other intervenor witness) in Order No. 87884 and Order No. 88177 (Reconsideration Order) including some

of the following examples:
,/ Merger costs and savings - including the method that Ostrander proposed for the treatment of these

amounts (Order #87884,pp. 58-61 & Order #88177,pp. 13-15).
/ Removing 100% of Supplemental Retirement Exec. Costs - the first time that I00% removal was

adopted Uy ttre Commission for this SERP issue (Order #87884,pp. 5l-54).
./ Amortiz. of tax compensation payment (Order # 87884, pp. 4l-46 & Order #88177, pp. 15-16).
,/ Issues related to post-test period advanced metering infrastructure costs.
/ Remove post-test period projected capital additions (Order #87884, pp. 33-36).
,/ Remove certain new billing system costs (Order #87884,pp.61-62)-
,/ Remove legacy billing system costs (Order #87884, pp. $-6a).
/ Amortize overtime payroll expenses. (Order #87884,.pp. 68-69).
./ Remove outside legal expenses ((Order #87884,pp. 69-71& Order #88177, pp. 19-20).
,/ The Commission also adopted components of other Ostrander adjustments.

2015/2017 - Audit/Review of Oklahoma Universal Service X'und - The Oklahoma Universal Service Fund
(OUSR and Public Utilities Division: Mr. Ostrander performed an operational audit of the OUSF and made

r""o*"ttdations consistent with best practices to enhance the efficiency, intemal controls, and operations.

2015/2016 - Carbon Emeiv Telephone Companv - Before the Public Service Commission gf Utah - Dkt..

NoJ5J2302{1t N{r. Ortrander, on behalf of the Utah Office of Consumer Services, evaluated the impact of
Carbon Emery's request for increased Utah Universal Service Fund revenues.

2015 - Emerv Telephone Companv - Before the Public Service Commission of Utah - Dkt. No. 15-042-01:

Mt. Ostr*der, "" 
behalf of the Utah Office of Consumer Services, evaluated the impact of Emery's request for

increased Utah Universal Service Fund revenues.

2015 - Strata Telephone Companv - Before the Public Service Commission of Utah - Dkt. No. 15-053'01:

Mr. O.tr""der, "" 
behalf of the Utah Office of Consumer Services, evaluated the impact of Emery's request for

increased Utah Universal Service Fund revenues.
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2014/2015 - FairPoint Communications - Before the State of Maine Pu.hlic Utilities Com,mission - Case

,onbehalfoftheofficeoftheMainePublicAdvocate,reviewedreVenues,
."p.rr"r, *r"-" taxes, and rate base components and proposed appropriate adjustments regarding FairPoint's

proposed increase in local rates and proposed initial annual draw of $66.9 million from the Maine Universal

Service Fund.

2013/2014 - Baneor Gas Companv LLC - Before the Maine Public Ufilities CommissiQ4 - Docket No.

beha1foftheofficeoftheMainePublicAdvocate,addressedreVenue
r"qrtt"-."t tssues related to Bangor's request for an extension of its Alternative Regulation Plan (ARP) and to

detirmine if an ARP or traditional regulation is appropriate. Mr. Ostrander addresses issues related to expenses,

allocation of overheads from an affiliate entity, income tax expense, deferred taxes, the proper treatment of
written down plant assets, rate base issues, treatment of the Loring pipeline and other policy issues. Mr.

Ostrander proposed a revised ARP and performed a complete review of revenue requirements with appropriate

adjustments.

2014 - Telenhone C - Before the hlic Service C of Iltah - Dkt. o- l4-051-

01: Mr Ostrander, on behalf of the Utah Office of Consumer Services, evaluated the impact of Beehive's

request for increased Utah Universal Service Fund revenues.

based on negotiations involving Mr. Ostrander and other parties.
Beehive withdrew its filing without prejudice

2014 - Emerv Telephone Companv - Before the Public Service Commission of Utah - Dkt. Nq. 14-042-Q1:

eofConsumerServices,evaluatedtheimpactofEmery'srequestfor
increased Utah Universal Service Fund revenues.

2014 - Hanksville Telecom. Inc. - Before the Public Service Commission,of Utah - Dkt. N9., 14-2303-01:

officeofConsumerServices,provided1imitedinputtothisproceeding
regarding Hanksville's request for increased Utah Universal Service Fund revenues.

2013/2014 - potomac Electric Power Companv (Penco) - Before the Public Service 9ommission of
nbeha1fofMontgomeryCounty,pre-filedtwosetsoftestimonyand

@r'ostranderwastheonlypartytoidentifythesignificantincreaseinratebasefromthe
ptiot 

"ur. 
(and carried over to this case) due to the NOLC deferred tax issue. In addition, Mr. Ostrander also

ieviewed and addressed adjustments related to operating expenses and other rate base revenue requirement

issues.

2013/2014 - Manti Telephone Companv - Before the Public Service,Commission of Utah - Dkt. No. 13-

O+O-O1: lrtt. Ort ander, on behalf of the Utah Office of Consumer Services, reviewed the revenues, expenses,

l*or* taxes, and rate base components and proposed appropriate adjustments regarding Manti's proposed

increase in amounts to be drawn from the Utah Universal Service Fund.

2013/2014 - Bie Rivers Electric Corporation - Before the Public Service Co,{nm.il:s=ion o{Sentuch - Case

ehalfoftheKentuckyAttorneyGeneral'sofficeofRateIntervention,
*ri"*ed t"re""es, expenses, income taxes, and rate base components and proposed appropriate adjustments.

2013 - Atmos Enerw Corporation - Before the Public Service Commiss,r,gn of Kentuckv - Case No.2013-

9141319r Vt.. Ostr*der, on behalf of the Kentucky Attorney General's Office, reviewed revenues, expenses,

income taxes, and rate base components and proposed appropriate adjustments.

requirements of DPL which resulted in a
same significant NOLC deferred tax issue

stipulated agreement among the parties. Mr. Ostrander reviewed the

as in the previous Pepco Case No. 9311.
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2013/2012 - potomac Electric Power Comnanv (Penco) - Before fhe Public Service Commission ot
mittedpre-fileddirectandsurrebutta1testimonyonbeha1fof

@timore)toaddressrevenuerequirementissues(relatedtoratebase,operating
"*p"rri.r, 

and taxes) and aproposed Grid Resiliency Charge Rider (to recover certain safety/reliability costs up-

front and outside of a general rate case). Mr. Ostrander was the only party to identify the significant $66

million increase in rate bur" p.oposed by Pepco via the Net Operating Loss Carryforward (NOLC) deferred tax

issue.

The Commission's Order
close to that proposed by

No. 85724 (July 2013) in Case No. 9311 adopted a final revenue requirement very

Ostrander's testimony. Pepco's proposed rate increase of $60.8 million was reduced

7mto $27.9 million by the Commission, and this was

Ostrander on behalf of Montgomery County.

In Case No. 9311, the Commission adopted a significant number of Ostrander-proposed adjustments in Order

No. 85724 including some of the following examples:

,/ Net Operating Loss Carryforward (Order #85724,pp. 15-28 & Phase II Order #86711 dedicated entirely

to the NOLC issue). Ostrander was the only witness to identi8' $66 million of rate base additions

related to the NOLC that were masked in the Accumulated Deferred Income Tax (ADIT) account. This

was an issue of first impression never addressed by the Commission. Ostrander recommended that the

Commission require Pepco to seek a Private Letter Ruling (PLR) on this issue from the IRS to ensure

there would notbe any normalizationviolations of the tax code regarding treatment of the NOLC in rate

base. Ostrander was involved in the entire IRS PLR process, including the review of Pepco's PLR

Application, participating in conference calls with the IRS, reviewing the IRS' preliminary findings,

asiissing thelRs' final PLR, and making sure that Pepco was compliant with the final PLR. The IRS

initiallytisagreed with the majority of-positions in Fepco's PlRApplication but Pepco revised its

Application, and ultimately Pepco was allowed to include most of the NOLC in rate base (except post-

tesf period amounts). However, requiring Pepco to obtain a PLR did provide some benefit to ratepayers,

including the requirement that Pepco calculate the NOLC in a certain matrner so it could not manipulate

the calculation from case to case to maximize the NOLC (Pepco cannot use a method that calculates the

largest NOLC amounts), certain post-test period NOLC amounts cannot be included in rate base, and

related adjustments for the return of this benefit to other affiliates per a tax sharing agreement help offset

these costs in the rate case.
,/ Reduce overtime costs (Order #85724, pp. 5a-56).
/ Reduce rate case expense (Order #85724, pp.57-58).
./ Reduce excess outside legal expenses (Order #85724,pp.$-6$.
,/ Remove Accenture profeisional fees related to the provision of certain administrative functions (Order

#85724,pp. 6a-65).
/ Remove c-osts of prior docket related to new generating facilities (Order #85724, pp. 65-66).

/ Remove post-test period projected capital additions (Order #85724,pp.12-14).

2013 - Bie Rivers Electric Corporation General Rate Case (BREC) - Before the Kentuclff Public

ffi" No. ZO1Z-OOSSS: Mr. Ostrander, as part of a team of consultants, and on

U.latf of tne K"ntr"ky Atto.*y General's Office of Rate Intervention, addressed rate case issues related to

problems and concerns with BREC's use of a fully forecasted test period and its forecasting model and the

prop". TIER coverage to use for this Company. In addition, he addressed problems with significant "base

ialary" increases exceeding 50%o that BREC officers awarded themselves in prior years instead of
implementing necessary maintenance programs, and the Company instead deferred these maintenance costs
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to the current rate case and seeks recovery. In addition, Mr. Ostrander addressed rate case expense and

excessive outside legal and consulting fees.

2012t20r3 - Manti Telenhone - Before Public Service mission of Iltah - Dkt. No- 08-

945:101: Mr. Ostrander, on behalf of the Utah
income taxes, and rate base components and

expense revenue requirement issues, including payroll, benefits/OPEB,

rate case expense, taxes, injuries and damages, expenses incurred for
quality directive, tree trimming/vegetation management, and other expenses.

Office of Consumer Services, reviewed the revenues, expenses,

proposed appropriate adjustments regarding Manti's proposed

increase in amounts to be drawn from the Utah Universal Service Fund.

2012 - Baltimore Gas and Electric Companv (BGE)- Before the Public Seryice CommissioT of Marvland
ffier,onbehalfoftheMarylandofficeofPeop1e'sCounsel,evaluatedreVenue
t"q"t*"r*t tr*es including significant projected plant additions related to reliability standards, payroll, merger

costs and savings, incentive compensation, depreciation expense, benefits/OPEB, rate case expense, employee

activity costs, taxes, injuries and damages, expenses incurred for complying with Commission's service quality

directive, tree trimming/vegetation management, and other expenses..

deferred compensation, uncollectibles,
complying with Commission's service

benefits/OPEB, deferred compensation, uncollectibles, rate case expense, taxes, injuries and damages, expenses

incurred for complying with Commission 's service quality directive, tree trimming/vegetation management, and

other expenses. Mr. Ostrander pre-filed
People's Counsel.

testimony and appeared as a witness for the Maryland Office of

2012 - ECTEL - Evaluate Cable & Wireless' Telecom Cost Mo4gl. Cost Allocations a4d Re-allocate

'onbeha1foftheEasternCaribbeanTelecommunicationsAuthority
6 nCfn1-yfr. .*trutir"a regulatory agency representing the Caribbean nations of St. Lucia, St. Vincent,

drenada, St. fittrtr.tevis, and Dominica, Mr. Ostrander reviewed Cable & Wireless' Enhanced Allocation

Manual (,,EAM") cost model and related cost allocations, and he proposed changes to re-allocate costs among

various regulated and non-regulated services to produce revised fully allocated profits for each regulated and

non-regulated service. This information is used in price cap plans and with other data to address price changes.

201212011 - pacifiCorp - Before the Washineton Utilities and Transportation Compis,sigp - Docket

u1edtestimonyforcertainrevenuerequirementissuesinc1udingvarious
accounting adjustments, payroll issues, "self-insurance" for transmission & distribution assets, management

fees charged from Corporate to the regulated utility, and other matters for the Washington State Attorney

General's Office - Public Counsel Section. This matter was resolved via negotiation.

2011 - Washineton Gas Lieht - Before the Public Service Commission of Marvland - Case 9267: Mr.

o'twtheMarylandofficeofPeople'sCounsel,revieweda1lrevenuerequirementissues
including a detailed review of the complicated outsourcing arangement with Accenture, long-term

incentives, other payroll issues, research & development, pipeline assessment costs, various rate base

additions, and other issues. Mr. Ostrander pre-filed three sets of testimony and appeared as a witness
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2012 , Docket No. 12-GIMT-170-GIT - Before the Kansas Corporation Commission - Mr. Ostrander

repr"se"t"d tt e Cttizens' Utility Ratepayer Board of Kansas (CURB) in this proceeding to address the impacts

that the FCC's Omnibus Order (issued November 20lI) regarding Federal Universal Service, Connect

American Fund (broadband USF and mobility fund), intercarier compensation, lifeline, separations reform,

cost models, and other related issues could have on the Kansas USF (KUSF). In addition, the KUSF is being

reviewed for policy changes that could impact the fund and related annual assessments.

2011 - Review of the Revenue Requirements of Washineton Electric Coonerative. Inc. (WEC) - Docket

P,rbli" Se*i"e Boa"d: Mr. Ostrander, on behalf of the Vermont Department of
P"@edthereVenuerequirements,adjustments,TIER,affiliatetransactionsissues,andother
related issues of WEC. This matter was resolved via negotiation.

2008 - 2010 - Docket No. 08-G -1023-GIT (Docket 1 Before the Kansas Cornoration
C on This docket was initiated in May 2008 and essentially completed June 2010 and addressed

policies related to mirroring interstate access charges at the intrastate level.

2010 - Docket No. 10-GIMT-188-GIT - (Docket 188) - Before the Kansas Corporation Commission - On

b"tru11 of tn" Cltir"ns' Utility Ratepayer Board ("CURB") of Kansas, Mr. Ostrander evaluated Staff s testimony

and calculations regarding intrastate access rates. Kansas statute requires rural LEC access rates to update their

intrastate access rates to interstate levels every 2 yearc, with the difference between intrastate and interstate

rates included in the KUSF. Mr. Ostrander has reviewed calculations and participated in these proceedings for

the past 14 years during the existence of the KUSF.

1999 to 2010 - Kansas Universal Service Fund (KUSF) Calculations and Comnetitive Impact - Kansqs:
RatepayerBoard(..CURB,,)ofKansas,Mr.ostranderhasaddressedthe

calculation of KUSF assessments for each of the 14 years of the fund, including the evaluation of the projected

gross revenue base, safe harbor percentages for wireless and VoIP providers, the treatment of VoIP revenues,

withdrawals from the fund, statutory compliance, internal control procedures, and evaluation of competitive

data and analysis submitted by carriers to ensure that assessments to consumers are reasonable and within the

proper guidelines.

2002 to 2009 - Evaluation of the Intrastate IntraLATA/InterLATA Embedded Cost of Service of Various
poses of Establishine Annual Access Charee Rates - Alaska: Mr. Ostrander

has 
"l,'al,rut"d 

the embedded costs of the intrastate intralATdinterlATA jurisdiction (intrastate

intraLATA/interLATA revenue requirement) of rural LECs in Alaska (using a traditional rate case approach)

for purposes of establishing intrastate access charge rates in Alaska each year. Each regulated-opting company

filei every two years on a rotating basis, so five to ten RLECs will be evaluated each year by Mr. Ostrander.

This process includes issuing discovery, frling of testimony with proposed adjustments, evaluation of company

testimony, negotiationr, *d h"urings as necessary. In almost all years, a stipulation has been reached except

for some specific adjuStments. This process came to an end for 2010 and going forward because most RLECs

have now opted for deregulation and the Commission has adopted new rules that would eliminate CCL/bulk bill
charges to IXCs, transferring recovery to a higher NAF and a new state USF.

2010 - Evaluate Rural LEC Request for Increased Universal Service Fund Disbu,rsgme4ts!. On behalf of
t@ayerBoard(..CURB''),Mr'ostranderdeterminedthataruralLECdidnotproper1y
meet the filing requirements for expedited withdrawals from the Kansas Universal Service Fund (KUSF), and

the company will re-file a traditional rate case in future months. Mr. Ostrander may participate in that future

proceeding when it is filed.
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Caribbean Telecommunications Authority ("ECTEL"),
Caribbean nations of St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Grenada, St.

the centralized regulatory agency representing the

KittsA.levis, and Dominica, Mr. Ostrander completed

an evaluation of competition, assessment of duopoly market, access deficit issues raised by the incumbent

carrier, pricing/costing issues, imputation, impact of the initial price cap plan, retail prices for international,

mobile, internet and local service, wholesale interconnection prices, financial operations of the incumbent, and

infrastructure issues. Interviews were conducted with the various stakeholders and a detailed consultation

process was used for gathering and assessing information from various stakeholders. All of these issues were

considered in recommending the implementation of a new price cap plan for the ECTEL member nations.

2009 - 2010 - Evaluate Access Costs. Rebalance to Kansas Universal Service Fund. and Relaled Policv for
M-ato" Ca""i.rs Jftoslar: Ott behalf of the Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board ("CURB") of Kansas, Mr.

@ssessmentofpo1iciesandevaluatingcosts/pricingforintrastateinterconnection/access
between the largest carriers in Kansas and other competitive carriers. Also, the calculation of proper amounts to

be rebalanced ind incldded in tlie Kansas Universal Service Fund were addressed. Mr. Ostrander also

addressed universal service and the impacts of rate rebalancing proposals by Embarq, Sprint and AT&T.

2010 - Evaluate Access Charses for Rural Teleohone Companies - Kansas: On behalf of the Citizens'

mitynut.puyon*'a1"cunn,')ofKansas,Mr.ostranderaddressedcosting,1egal,andpolicyissuesrelated
to inierconnection/access charges for rural telephone companies in Kansas (after previously addressing this

same issue for the largest carriers in Kansas). The interconnection aspects relates to the cost of the local service

carrier providing u"".rr to its public switched network and facilities so that other caffiers can provide

competitive long distance/other services.

Februarv 2009 to June 2009. USAID Capacitv Assessment and Devqloplre!! fgf the,Department of
*i*.ioo of A"-"niat Mr. Ostrander assisted with this project to conduct a

tel"*- sector .trategi" a*tysis, legal and regulatory assessment, and'human and institutional capacity

assessment for the pSnC in Armenia, under the auspices of USAID and the Academy for Educational

Development. The team consisted of three experts from the US, and local experts in Armenia. The team

deliverid a comprehensive Final Report to AED and USAID on May 31,2009, which addressed government's

plan for IT sector development, market structure and technological potential, the current telecommunications

iaw and regulatory environment, current regulatory performance and priorities, overlapping responsibilities,

performan"" gupr, and human and institutional capacity assessment regarding areas including independence,

accountability, tiansparency, institutional characteristics, organizational structure, and financing and budget.

2008 to 2010 - Evaluate ComnetitionlPrice Caps/Tariffs - Marvland: On behalf of the Maryland Office of
.ostranderaddressedcompetition,costing/pricingissues,tariffpolicy,universal

,.*i"", preservation of reasonable prices for low income citizens, infrastructure issues related to fiber/DSl and

other financial matters that impacted the recommendation of a new price cap plan applicable to Verizon

Maryland (the dominant incumbent carrier).
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Ostrander References:

Patricia Stinnette
Maryland Public Service Commission Staff
Assistant Executive Director of Technical Staff
patricia. stinnette@maryland. gov
Phone: 401-767-8110

Jamie Smith
Maryland Public Service Commission Staff
Accounting Division
Assistant Director
j amie. smith@maryland. gov
Phone: 410-767-8018

Lisa Brennan
Montgomery County, Maryland
Associate County Attorney
Lisa. Brennan@mont gomerycountymd. gov

Phone: 240-777-6745

Theresa V. Czarski
Maryland Office of People's Counsel
Deputy People's Counsel
theresa. czarski @maryland. gov
Phone: 410-767-8155

Michele Beck
Director, Office of Consumer Services

State of Utah
160 East 300 South, 2nd Floor
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114
mbeck@utah.gov
(80r) s30-6674

Mr. David Springe
Executive Director of NASUCA
Mr. Springe can be contacted via the NASUCA phone directory.
tvtr. Ostrander previously performed consulting work for Mr. Springe when he was the Consumer Counsel at the

Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board of Kansas ("CURB").

William Black - Mr. Black is now retired, but was formerly:
Deputy Public Advocate
Maine Office of the Public Advocate
112 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04333 -0112
Contact information can be provided if requested.
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Ms. Cheryl Hector
Senior Financial Analyst
ECTEL - St. Lucia
Vide Boutielle, P.O. Box 1886

Castries, St. Lucia
(7s8)-4s8-1701
e-mail: chector@ectel.int

This concludes the Ostrander Pronosal (nlease see Attachment I for list of
regulatorv cases)
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Attachment 1 - List of Resulatorv Cases
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Ostrander Consulting - Significant Regulatory Cases

Electric Power Co.

- operational audit

Emery Tel. Co.

Tel. Co.

Strata Tel. Co.

Tel. Co.

Comm., Inc.

Gas Company

Electric Power Co.

Telecom, Inc.

Rivers Electric Corp.

Energy Corp.

Manti Telephone Company

Delmarva Power & Light Co.

Century Link

Generic

Big Rivers Electric Corp.

Potomac Electric Power Co.

Cable & Wireless

Electric Power Co.

Power & Light Co.

Ks. USF review

industry

- Pacific Power

Gas Light

Oflice of People's Counsel

Offrce of People's Counsel

Utility Ratepayer Board

Utility Ratepayer Board

Dkt. No. l3-046-01

Case No. 93 17

i3.GIMT-473-MIS

13.GIMT-597-GIT

cN 2012-00535

Case No. 93 I 1

not applicable

No. 9286

No.9285

12-GIMT-168-GIT

Testimony

Testimony

Testimony

Testimony

Testimony

Testimony

Testimony

testlmonles

testimonies

testimonies

Report

Multiple testimonies

Multiple testimonies

RevieMmonitor

MD.

oK.
UT.

UT.

UT.

UT.

MN.

MN.

MD.

Utah

KY

KY
UT.

MD.

KS

KS

KY
MD.

Note 1

MD.

KS

UT.

UT.

MD.

MD.

KS

KS

wA.

MD,

Commission Staff

Commission Staff

No.94l8
docket

Offrce of Consumer Services

O{fice of Consumer Services

Office of Consumer Services

Office of Consumer Services

No. 1

No.15-042-01

No.15-053-01

No. 14-051-01

Office of Public Advocate

O{fice of Public Advocate

County No.9336

Offrce of Consumer Services No.

Offrce of Attomey General 2013-00199

Kentucky Oflice of Attomey General 20i3-00148

Office of Consumer Services

Maryland Oflice of People's Counsel

Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board

Kentucky Office of Attomey General

Montgomery County

Caribbean Telecomm.

of Issues

requirsmont, rate base and operating expenses

audit ofOklahoma Universal Service Fund

requirement issues

requirement issues - case settled

requirement issues - case settled

requirement issues - case withdrawn

requirement issues, expenses, taxes and rate base

requirement issues and evaluate a new Alt. Reg.

requirement, rate base and operating expenses

Hanksville's request for Univ. Service Funding

rev. req., operating expenses, payroll and policy

rate case was filed while the prior rate case was still

requirement issues/rate case

Phase II continuation ofissues from prior case

Revenue requirement, rate base, and operating expenses

Review ofprice cap plan renewal

Address Kansas Lifeline issues

TIER rev. req., operating expenses, payoll and policy

Revenue requirement, rate base and operating expenses

Review EAM telecom cost study and evaluate

profitability by service and revise EAM allocations

requirement, rate base, and operating expenses

review ofKs. USF funding and assessment.

Ostrander has reviewed these filings

the past 15 years ofthe Ks. USF existence

requirements, rate base, operating expenses,

policy on universal service fund.

and assessment ofUtah telephone companies

revenue requirement and operating expenses

revenue requirement and operating expenses

review ofKs. USF funding, assessment, policies

implications of FCC changes/policy

with

Baltimore Gas & Electric Co. Maryland Oflice of People's Counsel No.9299

Annual Ks. USF review Utility Ratepayer Board 13.GIMT-13O.GIT

Telephone Company Office of Consumer Services

Offrce of Consumer Services

No. 08-046-01

review docket

12-GIMT-170-GIT and

Comments ICC, Broadband, FUSF policies and other

upon changes to policy for Ks. USF and caniers

Attomey General - rJE-l I I 190 testimony case - rate base, revenues, expenses, afftliate

Counsel Section MEHC afliliate management fee,

outsourcing ofservices to Adecco,

OIfice olPeople's Counsel Case No. 9267 testlmonles Rate case - rate base, revenues, expenses, affiliate

DockeUCase ProductStatel Cfient/AgencyUtilitv



Ostrander Consulting - Significant Regulatory Cases

Telecom industry KS Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board 11-GIMT-420-GIT advice/review

testimony

complex issues regarding outsourcing of
to Accanture, compensation issues, other

proceeding to address changes in policy and

ofcost studies to determine cost-based

released yet Univ. Service Fund support for price capped telcos.

testimony & Rate case - rate base, revenues, expenses, afftliate

settlement transactions, other matters.

advice/review Method to identiff and report prepaid wireless revenue

Papers

for Ks. USF.

Review eamings, competition, cost studiss,

assessment of duopoly market, implement new

caps plan.

this case regarding Pioneer's request

Dkt. No. 7691

I I-GIMT-842-GIT

Washington Elec. Coop.

Telecom industry

& Wireless

Tel. Assoc.

industry

Telcos

Ks. USF review

Michigan - Verizon

Maryland - Verizon

Maryland - Verizon

Cable & Wireless

Ks. USF review

T&T

- Verizon

- Nevada

- Nevada

-Ks.&
Kansas

- Michigan

KS

KS

KS

KS

Note 1 Eastern Caribbean Telecom Authority is no Docket

(ECTEL)

vt. Vt. Dept. ofPublic Service

KS Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board

Utility Ratepayer Board

itizsn's Utility Ratepayer Board

Utility Ratepayer Board

Utility Ratepayer Board

&

11-PNRT.31 Reviedmonitor

-l Testimony

IO-GIMT-188-GIT Review - no

hearings held

Review/monitorl I.GIMT-201-GIT

applicable

O9-KCPE-246-RTS

09-GIMT-272.G17

Dk1. 15210

No.9133

No.912l

o docket

No.O7-GIMT Comments

Consulting

-31s-GIT Reviedmonitor

06-1 1016

06-1 1 01 6

07-GIMT

Dkt. 15312

Dkt.08-GIMT-3

increased Ks. USF support, reviewed rate case issues

monitored settlement of issues.

Sprint's petition to reduce access charges

statute issues, policy and calculations

update of rural telco update of intrastate access

requires every 2 years bY statute

review ofKs. USF funding, assessment, policies

canier data

sector strategic analysis - lega./regulatory

human & institutional capacity,

plan for IT sector development, market structure,

gaps, telecom law, and other

service and compliance.

to treat common plant costs for CWIP for

major upgrades to coal-fired enerry plant

Annual review ofKs. USF funding, assessment, policies

and carrier data

Address TSLRIC & TELRIC cost studies ofverizon

Address price caps, competition service quality,

expanded local calling for Verizon customers

C&W FDC costs/profits for regulated &
services, and address 2nd price caps plan

Lifeline hold harmless plan

on-going compliance of Embarq with

of spin-off stipulation

review ofKs. USF funding, assessment, policies

carrier data

UNEs and competition related to Embarq

legislation

price cap factors for EQ and AT&T

reasonableness of Verizon local rates

I 2th Year assessment Ks. Universal Serv. Fund

industry and AED - Armenia

ofDept. ofPublic Services Armenia

Kansas City Power & Light KS Utility Ratepayer Board

Annual Ks. USF review KS Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board

MI
MD

MD

Note

KS.

KS,

KS

VA.

NV
NV

KS.

MI.

KS.

Michigan Attorney General

Maryland Offrce of People's Counsel

Maryland Offrce of People's Counsel

Fair Trading Commission of Barbados

Utility Ratepayer Board

Utility Ratepayer Board

Utility Ratepayer Board

A

of Attomey General - Nevada

of Attomey General - Nevada

Utility Ratepayers Board

Attomey General

Utility Ratepayer Board
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AT&T
Generic

Generic

Generic

AT&T
Generic

Generic

Rural Tel. - Kansas

Embarq - Kansas

Embarq - Kansas

- Verizon

- Nevada

- Kansas

-Kansas

- Kansas

Valley - Kansas

Telecom

&
Valley

Bell South

Sprint

SWBT-Ks.

- generic

Maryland Verizon

Verizon Maine

Verizon Vermont

Sprint Nevada

Southern Ks.

SWBT, Sprint/United

Gen. Invest.

Verizon

Ks. Rural LECs

Ameritech

Generic

Ameritech

KS.

KS.

KS.

KS.

KS.

KS.

KS.

KS.

KS.

KS.

KS.

ME.

NV.

KS.

KS.

KS.

KS.

KS.

KS.

KS.

KS.

FL.

Ks.

KS..

KS.

MD.

ME.

MI.

VT

NV.
KS.

KS.

KS.

KS,

MI.

KS.

MI.

KS.

MI.

Citizens' Utility Ratepayers Board

Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizens' Utility Ratepayers Board

AARP

Bureau of Consumer Protection

Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizen's Utility Ratepayer Board

Saudi Arabia Communications &
Information Technology Commission

Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board

Florida Offrce of Public Counsel

lCitizens' 
Util ity Ratepayer Board

lCitizens' Utility Ratepayer Board

lCi,ir"nr' Utility Ratepayer Board
I

lMaVland 
People's Counsel

lMaine Oflice of Public Advoc.

luictrigan ettomey General

lDept. of Public Service

lNevada Attomey General

I cirir.nr' Utility Ratepayer Board
I

I

I

la,,,r.n.' Utility Ratepayer Board

lCirir"n.' Utility Ratepayer Board

lci,ir"nr' Utility Ratepayer Board

lMichigan Atto-ey General

I

I

I Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board

lMichigan Attomey General

I

I

I Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board

lui"r,igun Attomey General

docketed

06-GIMT

O6-GIMT

Dkr.

Dkt.

Dkt.

Dt1.

Dkr.

Dkt.

Dkt.

Dh.
Dh.
Dld.

Dkt.Os-swBT

O6-UTDT-115.CCS

-11

docket

1-SWBT-1

78t-CCS

-780-COC

-653-GIT

-1080-GIT

TL,030961-

-932-GlT

-284-GIT

No.8918

No. 12320

6533

01-12047

-wsRE-436-RTS

101

-272-MrS

-GIMT.O82-GIT

t2682

O2-GIMT.O68-KSF

12622

OO-GIMT.g1O-GIT

u-12598

Settlement

progress

Stipulation

Stipulation

Report

Comments

Stipulation

Coinments

Comments

Testimony

TL
Testimony

07-swBT
O6-GIMT

O6-GIMT

O6.RRLT

O6-UTDT

O6-GIMT

2005-155

05-8032

with advice on 2007 legislative session

I lth Year assessment Ks. Universal Serv. Fund

1Oth Year assessment Ks. Universal Serv. Fund

requirements for ETCs

T&T/SWBT annual price cap filing

1Oth Year assessment Ks. Universal Serv. Fund

Ks. Univ. Service neutrality issues

Rural Tel, purchase ofexchanges from Embarq

Monitor dividends and EQ spin-off

Embarq sale ofexchanges to Rural Tel.

Yellow Pages, afliliate transactions, AFOR

Sprint/Nextel change of control/LTD spin-off

Sprint/Nextel change of control/LTD spin-off

SWBT application for deregulation

Sprint/United sale ofexchanges to Twin Valley

sale ofexchanges to Twin Valley

on Accounting Separation/Cost

Manual

SWBT/Sage interconn. Agreement

ofexchanges lrom Sprint/United to

Valley Tel.

lifeline pa)'ment policy

on KUSF audits/tariff filings

ofaccess rate rebalancing, rate design,

universal service

failure to comply with provision of DSL

Universal Service Fund policies

KUSF assessment

ofeamings, price cap & deregulation issues.

271frling
271 f:Jing

271 f|.ing
ofeamings, rate design and afftliate issues

allocation of costs between regulated

nonregulated operations, review of aircraft logs,

analysis of compensation benefits

ofSouthem Ks. EAS applic.

cap formula of LECs

charges, afford. rates and misc.

Review eamings, universal service regarding

Verizon's request to restructure basic local rates

Rural LECs KUSF, affordable rates & access

Review policy for use ofshared transport for

intraLATA toll traffic over AM's network

Methods to improve Lifeline

Evaluate Ameritech's service quality problems,
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Attomey General

Department of
Service

Attorney General - Bureau of
Protection

Attorney General

Attomey General

Utility Ratepayer Board

Attomey General

Utility Ratepayer Board

Attorney General

Attorney General

Utility Ratepayer Board

Attomey General

Utility Ratepayer Board

Utility Ratepayer Board

Michigan Attomey General

Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board

Georgia Public Service Commission

Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board

Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board

Dakota Public Service Comm.

u-12528

DocketNo.6167

Docket No. 99-2024

u-72287

u-12321

99-GIMT-326-GIT

u-11759

98-SWBT-677-GIT

u-l I 899

u-l 1660

94-GIMT.478-GIT

u-l 1635

96-LEGT-670-LEG

194,734-U

u-11743

98-SWBT-38O-MIS

97-SCCC.411-GIT

7061-U

194,734-U

97-SCCC-149-GIT

PU-453-96-82

Testimony

Testimony

Testimony

Testimony

Testimony

Filed comments

and testimony

Phase I
Comments/

Testimony

Testimony on

Stipulation

Briefs

Comments/

Testimony

Testimony/

Comments

Comments

briefs

Comments

Comments

Testimony

Comments

Testimony

Assistance on

case

Comments

Testimony,

along with
comments

Case assistance

quality standards and customer credits

be paid to customers

eamings of Ameritech and Verizon

regards to expanded local calling and removal

eamings of Bell Atlantic, rate

and altemative regulation plan

eamings of Sprint Nevada and related

issues

of Ameritech's eamings in regards to

access charges and in-state EUCL

of Verizon's eamings in regards to

access charges and in-state EUCL

generic universal service costing

adjustment of Kansas Universal

Fund, geographic deaveraging, etc.

GTEs request for intrastate PICC

and address related cost study issues

SWBT's cost of local service, KUSF

and policy issues

Service Fund

universal service fund for ILECs

Ameritech's request lor intrastate

charge and related cost study issues

Perlormed the first audit of the KUSF, reviewing

first two years ofactual operations and third

projections, addressing cellular issues,

excessive assessment and per line charges

Address Ameritech cost studies for

deaveraging issues

Address increased Lifeline Support measures

Address industry billing standards

Address problems with Ameritech's position on

intraLATA dialing parity and 55% access

discount and provious Court case

Address problems with SWBT's price cap plan

and various components/calculations

Address SWBT's 271 application in Kansas

level ofcompetition, Track A and B,

distance rates, joint marketing, FCC issues

BellSouth and Hatfield cost studies

unbundled elements and policy issues

ofCLECs/LECs

of cost study methodology of Hatfi eld,

(Sprint) and Southwestem Bell for

elements

proposed deregulation of AT&T,



S WEST

into

&

Presentation

S WEST

Invest.

Access Charges

into

Tel. of

S WEST

Southwestern

and IXCs

States

Company

WEST

Tel.
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wY.

KS.

MI.

MI.

GA.

KS.

N/A

wY.

KS.

KS.

KS.

MN.

Public Service Commission

itizens' Utility Ratepayer Board

Attomey General

Attomey General

Public Service Commission

Utility Ratepayer Board

Regulatory

and Utilities

Consumer Advocate

Utility Ratepayer Board

Utility Ratepayer Board

Utility Ratepayer Board

Dept. ofPublic

Utility Ratepayer Board

Dept. of Attomey

Dakota Public

Commission

Dept. ofPublic

KS.

MI.

N.D.

MN.

and PU-987-96-389

Gen. Order No. 76

Cases before Ks.

Court ofAppeals &
Supreme Court

Case No. U'1 1 155.

U-l I 156 and U-l I

Case No. U-11207

Various

dockets

190,492-U

94.GIMT-478-GIT

Misc.

70000-TR-95-238

1 90,383-U

190,492-U

94-GIMT-478-GIT

183,s22-U

u-10138

PU-400-92-399

P421lDr-92-168

I 89-t 50-tJ Testimony/

P421lEt-89-860

and

and

and

and

req. for

reg.

for period

1990 - 1993

Review

report

vanous

SprintandUSWEST

Comments supporting proposed rules for

interconnection, dialing parity, pricing,

privacy and other competition issues

Address issues regarding non-cost basis of
Kansas Universal Service Fund and problems

with revenue neutrality end user charges

Review retail/wholesale cost studies of
Ameritech

Review cost studies ofGTE

Assisted GPSC with various rulemakings on

competition, universal service and

conducted workshop for number portability

Address SWBT retail cost study for local

service, universal service fund, universal

sewice policy issues, alternative regulation

and other matters

Provide presentations and analysis for Russian/

Ukrainian executives in Moscow and Kansas

Address USW's ratelprice plan, competition

issues, rate design for access charges

Address access charge plan for Kansas and

related issues

Address competition issues, altemative

regulation, universal service issues,

costing methods and related issues

Review quality of service via show-

cause and address service standards,

modemization schedule and customer

complaints

Key issues include management salaries,

lringe benefits, shorUlong-term

incentive compensation plans, work force

reduction issues, space-utilization,

Bellcore expenses, software expense,

rent expense and a{Iiliate transactions

FASB 106 and issues related to altemative

rate plan

IntraLATA equal access competition

Compensation issues (salaries, wages

and incentive compensatiion)

Management salaries, fringe benefits,

force reduction and costs, pensions,

training, maintenance expense,



Southwestern

Bell Telephone

Michigan

LECs and IXCs

Michigan

LECs and IXCs

Southwestem

Bell Telephone

U.S. WEST

Indiana Bell

Telephone

Southwestern

Bell Telephone

JBN Telephone

Co., Inc,

AT&TComm. of
the Southwest

Kansas LECs and

IXCs

Kansas LECs and

IXCs

Kansas LECs and

IXCs

fi:ffiTl"
Southwestem

Bell Telephone

lo"**r", ."

lunn.o r"'"onon"

lco'n*v
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Kansas Counties/Cities - Harvey,

Douglas, Butler, Riley,

Crawford, Dodge City,

Jackson and Pottawatomie

Michigan Dept. of Attorney

Dept. ofAttomey

of Wichita - subcontracting

law firm of Woodard, Blaylock

Pilgreen & Roth

KS.

MI.

MI.

KS.

AZ.

IN.

oK.

KS.

KS.

KS.#

Corporation Commission

Utility Consumer

Attomey General

Corporation Commission

Utility Ratepayers

Corporation Commission

KS. # Corporation Commission

KS. # Corporation Commission

KS. # Kansas Corporation Commission

KS. # Kansas Corporation Commission

KS. # Kansas Corporation Commission

KS. # Corporation Commission

g2-SWBT-l

u-10063

u-10064

90-1342-C U.S.

District Court for

the District of Ks.

E-1 051-91-004

Cause No. 39017

issues

Comments

Affrdavit

Rate case

subcontract

Rate case

leasing and affiliate relations

I 1 service issues - recuning and

rates for trunk/circuit and

data base unbundling, cost

and dedicated/public provision

ofquality ofservice

for LECs/IXCs

ofthe procedures and format

the filing oftariffs

by City of Wichita vs. SWBT

violation of franchise agreement

revenues, income taxes

mtsc.

base, operations, affi liate

& misc.

fee, affi liate transactions

mlsc.

base, operations, capital structure

issues, rate design

Directory assistance rates and call

allowances, costs studies and misc.

Generic investigation into access charges-

access charge policy, rate design and

revenue requirements

Initiated generic investigation into

affi liated transactions and established

policies

generic docket and established

to implement Dual Party Relay

for persons whom are hearing and

impaired. Tho Center opened in 1990.

case/regulatory fl exibility -
policy, regulatory fl exibility

design and misc.

case/regulatory fl exibility -

base, operations, capital structure,

design, policy, regulatory flexibility,

transactions, modemization

depreciation and misc.

introduction bf two-way

video services in rural areas

introduction of economic develop. rates

case - Yellow pages, royalty fee, rate base,

capital structure, rate design,

penalties, affi liated transactions

PUD 000662

171,826-U

9l-AT&T-90

127.140-u

148,200-U

168,334-U

167,493-U

166,856-U

89.PNRT-350-CON

162,044-U

case

case

policy

Comm.

Comm.

Chief witness

Chief witness

Formal

recomm.

Comm.



United Telephone

Long Distance

Continental

Tel. Co.

Continental

Tel. Co.

AT&T Comm. of
the Southwest

Southwestem

Bell Telephone

United Telephone

Long Distance

tjnited Tel. Co.

United Tel. Co.

United Tel.

Long Distance

Southwestem

Bell Telephone

Kansas Gas &
Electric

Company

Kansas Electric

Power Coop,

Inc.

United Tel. Co.

Kansas State

Tel. Co. ofKs.
AT&T Comm. of
the Southwest

Elkhart Tel. Co.

Continental Tel.
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oH. #

KS. #

KS. #

KS, #

KS. #

KS. #

KS. #

KS. #

KS. #

KS. #

KS. #

KS. #

KS. #

KS. #

KS. #

KS. #

KS. #

Oflice of the Consumers' Counsel

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

86-2173-TP-ACE

1 57,053-U

157,052-U

1 56,655-U

1 56,655-U

154,728-U

I 54,610-U

153,662-U

153,655-U

151,488-U

r42,098-U

151,191-U

149,685-U

147,585-U

145,718-U

144,087-U

143,56s-U

Testimony

Formal

recomm.

to Comm.

Formal recomm.

to Comm.

Formal recomm.

to Comm.

Formal

recomm.

to Comm.

Formal

recomm. to

Comm.

Formal

recomm. to

Comm.

Formal recomm.

to Comm.

Testimony -

Chief witness

Formal recomm.

to Comm.

Testimony -

Chief witness

Testimony -

Chief witness

Motion -

Chiefauditor

Testimony

Testimony

Testimony

Testimony

adjustrnents, misc.

fee, Part X, alliliate transactions,

deficiency - settled reserve

issue with protections for local

Reform Act - Reduced rates

and collected relunds

Reform Act - Obtained rate reductions

rate refunds

Reform Act - Obtained rate refunds.

Comm. approved dollar shift to local

from access charges with TRA savings

avoid increases in local rates

required to make a formal

for affiliate loan per statutes Per

findings in Docket 153,655-U

deficiency - set precedent

deficiencies resulting from

plant placement go below the line

Request by United to deregulate billing and

collection is denied upon recommendation

Royalty fee, alliliate transactions,

cross-subsidization and affiliate loans

Reserve deficiency - settled deficiency

with protections for local ratepayers

Company Regulatory Plan -

Gross-of-tax/net-ofl-tax defened carrying

costs analysis, FAS 71 and 90 - impact on

imprudence disallowance and physical/

economic excess capacity, life insurance

financing and policy issues

Rate case - defened carrying charges,

present value depreciation, FAS 71

implications, operations and misc.

Rate case - United withdrew rate case as

a result offindings regarding significant

overstatement of payroll expenses and

underslatement of lease revenues due

from other affrliates

Rate case - excess plant capacity, rate

base, operations, capital structure and misc.

Rate case - rate base and operations

Rate case - rate base, operations,

capital structure and loans

Rate case - rate base, operations and capital
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Co. ofKs.
Kansas LECs

and IXCs

Kansas Power

& Light Co.

United Tel. Co.

Greyhound Lines,

Inc-

Southwestern

Bell Telephone

The Gas Service

Co.

Kansas Power

& Light Co.

DS&O Rural

Electr. Coop

# Work

KS- #

KS. #

KS. #

KS. #

KS. #

KS. #

KS. #

KS. #

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

Kansas Corporation Commission

the Kansas Commission

t44,299-U

140,01 5-u

138,500-U

137,873-U

137,534-U

136,8s0-U

136,381-U

136,249-U

investigation - intraLATA operator

duplication ofservices and misc.

case - revenue/sales annualization,

gas cost, nonrecurring expenses

deferred taxes and misc.

case - rate base and operations

case - rate base and operations

case - rate base and operating income

case - revenue annualization/weather

purchased gas cost, rate

operations and capital stnrcture

case - review ofJeflrey Energy #3

costs and contracts, rate base

misc.

case - rate base, operations

and capital structure

while



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Burke, Dan

Monday, March 26,20L8l-1:00 AM
Winn, Brian

FW: VT DPS RFP re Green Mountain Power

PCMG Proposal VT DPS RFP re Green Mountain Tariff and Rate Filing 0324L8.pdf

From: Ka rl Pavlovic Imailto: kpavlovic@ pcmgregcon.com]

Sent: Monday, March 26,2OL810:59 AM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subiect: VT DPS RFP re Green Mountain Power

Mr. Burke:

please find attached the electronic version of PCMG's response to the above referenced request for proposal,

the hardcopy of which has been sent to you for delivery today.

Cordially,

Karl Richard Pavlovic
PCMG and Associates
202-422-2720
kpavlovic@pcm gre gcon. com

1



PCMG and Associates, LLC
Regulatory Consultants

March 24,2018

Daniel Burke

Vermont Public Service Department

112 State Street - Drawer 20

Montpelier, VT 05620 -2601

RE: REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL For Utility Ratemaking Expert Witness: Rate Filing of

Green Mountain Power

Dear Mr. Burke:

PCMG and Associates is pleased to submit this response the Department's request for

proposal regarding the tariff and rate filing of Green Mountain Power.

If you have any questions or require clarifications regarding PCMG's proposal, please

contact me at 202-422-2720 or kpavlovic@pcmgregcon.com.

Cordially,

Karl Richard Pavlovic

Managing Director

22 Brookes Ave Gaithersburg MD 20877 - 202-422-2720



PCMG and Associates, LLC

Response to the Vermont Department of Public Service
Request for Proposal for Expert Witnesses

Regarding the Rate Filing of Green Mountain Power

l. Description of Firm

PCMG and Associates LLC (PCMG) is an association of experts in economics,

accounting, finance, and utility regulation and policy with over 75 years collective experience

providing assistance to counsel and expert testimony regarding traditional and altemative

performance-based regulation of electric, gas, water, and wastewater utilities operating under

local, state and federal jurisdictions. PCMG brings to client engagements a consultative

collaborative approach to the identification of issues and development of positions with strict

adherence to client procedures and deadlines.

PCMG was organizedinthe State of Maryland as a sole proprietorship on October 8,

2014 with an organizational structure consisting of a Board of Directors, Managing Director, and

Members. PCMG began operation on January I , 2015 and on July 3 0, 20 I 5 re-org anized as a

limited liability company, retaining in all particulars the original organization structure. During

its most recent year of operation, PCMG has provided assistance to counsel and/or testimony

regarding revenue requirement accounting, cost of capital, cost of service, and rate design in

regulatory proceedings before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the Massachusetts

Department of Public Utilities, the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities, the Maryland Public

Service Commission, the North Dakota Public Service Commission, the Pennsylvania Public

Utilities Commission, the Illinois Commerce Commission, the Oklahoma Commerce

Commissiono and the Arkansas Public Service Commission.

PCMG Staff Assigned

Dante Mugrace, MBA
Marlon Griffingo Ph.D

Karl Pavlovic, Ph.D

See Section 5, below for discussion of PCMG staff qualifications, expertise and

experience relevant to this proposal and Attachments A-C for resumes and complete lists of
projects.

2. Authorization to Negotiate

Karl Pavlovic
202-422-2720

kpavlovic@pcmgre gcon. com

22 Brookes Ave Gaithersburg MD 20877 - 202-422-2720 Page I



4.

PCMG and Associates, LLC

Response to the Vermont Department of Public Service
Request for Proposal for Expert Witnesses

Regarding the Rate Filing of Green Mountain Power

3. Scope of Work and Services

PCMG responds to the following areas of the requested Scope of Work and Services.

(1) Utility Cost of Capital;
(2) Utility Taxation;
(3) Regulatory Accounting and Revenue Requirement Modeling;
(a) Utility Capital Spending;
(5) Utility Operations and Management Spending;

(6) Utility Power Supply;
(7) Multi-Year Rate Plans.

PCMG's proposed staff have made appearances in contested proceedings before many

utility regulatory agencies, involving sworn testimony and depositions. These

appearances are listed in Attachments A - C. Described below with references are the

four most recent appearances involving revenue requirement, cost of capital, class cost

allocation/rate design, and altemate performance based regulation.

(1) In Re: Petition of Columbia Gas of Maryland - Increase in rates for Distribution Service -
Public Service Commission of Maryland - Case No. 9447

On behalf of the Office of People's Counsel, Mr. Mugrace analyzed. critiqued the Company's

proposed revenue requirement (rate base, expenses and taxes), developed the Office's

recommended revenue requirement, submitted sworn testimony, appeared before the

Maryland Commission and assisted counsel on brief.

Reference:

Joseph Cleaver

Assistant People's Counsel

Maryland Office of People's Counsel

6 St. Paul Street, Suite 2102

Baltimore, MD 21202

410-767-8150

(2) In re: Application of Public Service Company of Oklahoma, An Oklahoma Corporation, for

An Adjustment in Its Rates and Charges and the Electric Service Rules, Regulations and

22 Brookes Ave Gaithersburg MD 20877 -202-422-2720 Page 2



PCMG and Associateso LLC

Response to the Vermont Department of Public Service
Request for Proposal for Expert Witnesses

Regarding the Rate Filing of Green Mountain Power

Conditions for Service in the State of Oklahoma (2017) - Oklahoma Commerce Commission

Cause No. PUD 201700151.

On behalf of the Office of the Oklahoma Attomey General, Dr. Griffinganalyzedand

critiqued the Company's proposed ROE and capital structure, performed his own company

specific ROE studies, submitted sworn testimony, appeared before Oklahoma Commission,

and assisted counsel on brief.

Reference:

Jared Haines

Deputy Chief Assistant Attorney General

Utility Regulation Unit
Oklahoma Attorney General

313 NE 21st Street

Oklahoma City, OK 73105

40s-s22-2994

(3) In re: The Application of Delmarva Power and Light Company for Adjustments to Its Retail

Rates for the Distribution bf Electric Energy (2016) - MD Public Service Commission Case

Nos.9424 artd9455.

In back to back rate proceedings on behalf of the Maryland Office of People's Counsel, Dr.

Pavlovic analyzed and critiqued the Company's class cost of service study (functionalization,

classification and allocation ofcosts) and proposed rate design (class revenue distribution

and tariff rate structure). Dr. Pavlovic submitted sworn testimony, appeared before the

Maryland Commission and assisted counsel on brief (Case No. 9424) and assisted counsel in

settlement negotiations (Case No. 9455).

Reference:

Theresa Czarski

Deputy People's Counsel

Maryland Office of People's Counsel

6 St. Paul Street, Suite 2102

Baltimore, MD 21202

410-767-8150

(a) In re: Bulletin 2015-10 Generic Proceeding to Establish Parameters for the Next Generation

PBR Plans - Alberta Utilities Commission Proceeding20414.
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Response to the Vermont Department of Public Service
Request for Proposal for Expert Witnesses

Regarding the Rate Filing of Green Mountain Power

On behalf of the Alberta Utilities Consumer Advocate, Drs. Pavlovic and Griffing and Mr.

Mugrace provided advice and analysis on the cost-of-service and X-factor (productivity)

"ottipotr"ttts 
of the multi-year Performance Based Regulation (PBR) plans of Alberta gas and

eleciric utilities. Regarding X-Factor, PCMG analyzed and critiqued the X-Factor

calculation and use the Companies'PBR plans, submitted sworn testimony, appeared before

the Alberta Commission (Dr. Pavlovic), and assisted counsel on brief'

Reference:

Sandra McDonough

Regulatory Administrative Coordinator

Office of the Utilities Consumer Advocate

855 - 8th Avenue S.W.

Calgary, Alberta T2P 3P1

780- 644-5130

5. Staff Expertise and ExPerience

The PCMG staff assigned to this proposal have extensive exp'ertise and experience

relevant to the subject matter of this proposal.

Dante Mugrace

Prior to undertaking consulting engagements, Mr. Mugrace spent his entire career as a

regulator for the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities. His final position with the Board was

Bureau Chief of the Water Division's Bureau of Rates where he led a 12-member team in

analyzingthe rate increase filings of New Jersey utilities. Mr. Mugrace has specific expertise in

traditional regulatory revenue requirement accounting, cost of service, and capital additions, as

well as the altemative performance-based decoupling, investment, expense and productivity

tracking mechanisms and multi-yeat rate plans.

Marlon Griffing

Dr. Griffing holds bachelors, masters, and doctoral degrees in economics and is well

versed in microeconomics, cost/benefit analysis and econometric analysis. He has 18 yeats'

experience as an expert witness and consultant, addressing the cost of capital, capital structure,

and rate design of natural-gas and electric utilities in general rate cases, competitive effect of
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Response to the Vermont Department of Public Service

Request for Proposal for Expert Witnesses

Regarding the Rate Filing of Green Mountain Power

mergers, reliability and supply adequacy for natural-gas, electricity and oil-pipeline companies in

certificate of need cases, and competitive-environment issues for telecommunications utilities.

Dr. Griffrng testified on cost-of-capital issues for the Minnesota Department of Commerce

(DOC) from2004-2013. Dr. Griffing has specific expertise in cost of equity and debt and capital

structure, as well as alternative performance-based investment, return and productivity tracking

mechanisms.

Karl Pavlovic

Dr. Pavlovic has 33 years of experience providing expert analysis and testimony on the

costs, revenues and operations of gas and electric utilities, the impacts of restructuring wholesale

and retail electric markets, the operation and competitiveness of electric markets, and electric

and gas reliability. His analyses and testimony are distinguished by systematic articulation and

testing of assumptions, thorough evaluation of data, innovative application of statistical tools and

economic principles, and clarity and precision of presentation. Dr. Pavlovic has specific

expertise in capital additions, depreciation, class cost allocation and rate design, as well as the

altemative performance-based decoupling, investment, expenss , and productivity tracking

mechanisms and multi-year rate plans.

6. Scheduling Constraints and Limitations

At the date of this proposal PCMG has the following known or probable scheduling

constraints during the term of the contract.

June 18-22

June25-27
November 12-14

7. Compensation

a. Fees: PCMG's hourly fee for Senior Consultants Mugrace, Griffrng, and

Pavlovic is $200;

b. Travel expenses: $600 per consultant for two-day meeting in Montpelier,

Vermont; and
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Response to the Vermont Department of Public Service
Request for Proposal for Expert Witnesses

Regarding the Rate Filing of Green Mountain Power

c. No overhead costs or costs other than those specified in items aand b above will

billed.

8. Conflicts of Interest

Neither PCMG nor the individuals named in this proposal have past, current andlot

anticipated relationships, obligations and commitments with any entity engaged in developing,

constructing, operating, maintaining, and/or monitoring any utility facilities in Vermont, or with

companies affiliated with GMP.
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DANTE MUGRACE

Education

Master Business Administration, MBA Strategic Management, Pace University, Lubin School of
Business, New York, NY, 2010

Master Public Administration, MPA, Kean University, Union, NJ, 2001

Bachelor of Science, BS. Accounting, St. Peter's University, Jersey City, NJ, 1983

Position

Senior Consultant - PCMG and Associates
Senior Consultant - Snavely King Majoros and Associates

Independent Consultant
Bureau Chief/Administrative Analyst/Accountant - New Jersey Board of
Public Utilities

2014 - present

20t3 -2014
20t2 -2013

1983 - 201 1

Profess io nal Experienc e

Mr. Mugrace has 34 years' experience in all aspects of regulatory accounting and policy

including processing, analyzingand evaluating utility rate case petitions before Public Service

Commissions. Mr. Mugrace examines and evaluates rate filings, contracts, agreements and rate

matters regarding utility operations and provides recommendations as to best course of action.

Additionally, Mr. Mugrace analyzes and reviews utility regulatory matters and sets forth
recommendations for resolution of issues, calculates total revenue requirement needed to cover

operating expenses and rate of return, and researches, and evaluates regulatory utility matters to

u5"5 impact on various classes of customers, regarding rates, service, compliance and cost of
service provisions, as well as annual true-up and tracking mechanisms.

Prior to undertaking consulting assignments, Mr. Mugrace was the Bureau Chief Utility Rate

Manager for the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities, in which role he managed and assigned

tasks to a staff of 12 professionals and supervisory personal in the daily administrative, financial

and managerial functions of the Division. Mr. Mugrace's primary duties were to determine

whether the utility had sufficient revenues to cover its operating expenses and earn a return on its

plant investment and to ensure that the utility provided safe, reliable and continuing utility
iervice to its customers. Mr. Mugrace set.rates and charges for utility companies, which had

revenues of up to $500 million, and ensured that the revenue requirement provided for recovery

of all operating expenses, return on investment and depreciation. Mr. Mugrace was also

responsible for reviewing and verifying that the companies' property, plant and equipment (up to

$2.5 billion) were used and useful in providing service to its customers. Mr. Mugrace

coordinated and met with the New Jersey State Department of Environmental Protection to

determine whether water and wastewater utilities were complying with state regulations and

were adhering to any regulatory agency directives or orders. Mr. Mugrace developed ways to
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minimize the rising costs of water utility services by investigating alternative rate structures,

analyzingengineeiing mechanisms and techniques, looking into the feasibility of mergers and

acquisitions within the water industry and reviewing financing, and rate altematives to minimize

the impact on ratepayers. Mr. Mugrace was responsible for ensuring that the rate-case process

adhered the statutory timeframe for preparing, reviewing and recommending findings to the

Board Commissioners on financial operations, costs, revenues and operating expenses, prior to

the litigation proceedings. Mr. Mugrace also examined alternative rate recovery mechanisms

and clauses, phase-ins of revenue requirements, deferral mechanisms and pass-through of rate

charges. Mr. Mugrace assumed the role of Director during transition periods and Administrative

changes. Finally, Mr. Mugrace conducted the recruitment and hiring of employees for placement

within the Division and the Board.

Professional and B usiness Affiliations

o Institute of Public Utilities (IPU) Michigan State University (MSU), National

Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC), National Association

of State Utility Consumer Advocates (NASUCA)

References

Felicia Thomas-Friel, Esq.

Managing Attorney, Gas

NJ Division of Rate Counsel

140 East Front Street, 4th Floor

Trenton, NJ 08625

(609) e84-1460

fthomas@rpa.nj.gov

William Stevens, Esq.

Assistant Attomey General

Office of Ratepayer Advocacy

Massachusetts Attorney General' s Offi ce

One Ashburton Place

Boston, MA 02108

Massachusetts Attorney General's Offi ce

(617) 963-2402
William. Stevens@ state.ma.us

Debra Robinson, Esq.

Managing Attorney, Water

NJ Division of Rate Counsel

140 East Front Street, 4'h Floor

Trenton, NJ 08625

(609) 984-1460

drobinso@rpa.nj.gov

Agnes Gormley, Esq.

Deputy Public Advocate

State of Maine

Office of the Public Advocate

112 State House Station

Augusta, ME 0433300112

(207) 624-3687

Agnes.Gorm ley@maine. gov
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Candis Tunilo, F.sq.

Assistant Consumer Advocate

Office of Consumer Advocate

555 Walnut Street 5th Floor, Forum Place

Harrisburg; PA I 71 01 -1923

(717) 783-s048

Ctunilo@paoca.ore

Jeanne M. Fox, Esq.

Former NJ BPU President

(973)27r-0s00
Jeannefoxl@aol.com

Maria Moran, Director, Water Division

New Jersey Board of Public Utilities
44 South Clinton Avenue, 9th Floor

Trenton, NJ 08625

(609) 2e2-2422

Maria.moran@bpu. state.ni . us

Connie Hughes

Former NJ BPU President/Commissioner

(60e) 366-342r
Co.hughes4T@ gmail.com

Fred Butler, Butler Advisor Services

Former NJ BPU Commissioner

176 Grayson Drive
Belle Mead, NJ 08502

(e08) 874-63t2
Frederickbutl er(Ecomcast. net

PCMG and Associates LLC Attachment A

Jeff Genzer, Esq., Partner

Duncan, Weinberg, Gexuer & Pembroke, P.C.

1615 M. Street, N.W., Suite 800

Washington, D.C. 20036

(202) 467-6370

J .com

Michael Schuler, Esq.

Office of the Ohio Consumer Counsel

10 West Broad Street, Suite 1800

Columbus, OH 43215 -3 485

(614) 466-9s47

Michael. hio.sov

Brian Weeks, Esq.

NJ Division of Rate Counsel

140 East Front Street, 4th Floor

Trenton, NJ 08625

(60e) e84-1460

bweeks@rpa.nj.gov
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PCMG and Associates LLC Attachment A

Regalatory Proj ects and Appearsnces

1. In Re: The Matter of the Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania for a General Rate Increase in
Distribution Gas Service (Appearance; Accounting Issues and Revenue Requirement on
behalf of the Pennsylvania Office of Consumer Advocate)

Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission - Docket No. R-2018 -2647577

2. In Re: The Matter of the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities Consideration of the Tax

Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 - Generic Proceeding (Appearance: Revenue Requirement on

behalf of the NJ Division of Rate Counsel)
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities - BPU Docket No. AXl8010001

In Re: Acquisition of Elizabethtown Gas, a Division of Pivotal Utilities Holdings, Inc. by
ETG Acquisition Cotp., a Division of South Jersey Industries, Inc., and Related
Transactions. (Appearance: Customer Service Issues/Employee and Labor Relations on

behalf of the NJ Division of Rate Counsel)
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities - BPU Docket No. GM17121309.

In Re: Middlesex Water Company - Base Rate Case Proceeding for Water Servrce.
(Appearancs: revenue requirement on behalf of the NJ Division of Rate Counsel).

New Jersey Board of Public Utilities - BPU Docket No. WR17101049.

In Re: Township of East Brunswick - Sewer Rate Study - (Evaluation of the existing sewer

rate structure and examining and quantifu costs for future expansion).

In Re: Montana-Dakota Utilities - Base Rate Case Proceeding for Gas Service.
(Appearancet revenue requirement on behalf of the North Dakota Public Service
Commission). NDPSC Docket No. PU-l7-295.

In Re: Andover Utility Company - Base Rate Case Proceeding for Wastewater Services.
(Appearance: revenue requirement on behalf of the New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel).

New Jersey Board of Public Utilities - BPU Docket No. WRl7070726.

In Re: Public Service Electric and Gas Company- Approval of Changes in its Electric and

Gas Green Programs Recovery Charges "2017 Public Service Electric & Gas Green
Programs Cost Recovery Filing. (Appearance: revenue requirement on behalf of the New
Jersey Division of Rate Counsel).

New Jersey Board of Public Utilities - BPU Docket Nos. ER17070724 and
GRr7070725.

In Re: Bay States Gas Company d/b/a Columbia Gas of Massachusetts, 2016 Gas System

Enhancement Program Reconciliation Filing, (Appearance: revenue requirement on behalf
of the Massachusetts Attorney General's Office of Ratepayer Advocacy).

Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities - Docket No. D.P.U.
17-GREC-05.

7

8

9
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10. In Re; NSTAR Gas Company d/b/a Eversource Energy,2016 Gas System Enhancement

Program Reconciliation Filing (Appearance: revenue requirement on behalf of the

Massachusetts Attorney General's Office of Ratepayer Advocacy.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities - Docket No. D.P.U.

17-GREC-06.

1 I . In Re: Petition of Columbia Gas of Maryland - Increase in rates for Distribution Service -
(Appearance: revenue requirement on behalf of the Office of People's Counsel) Public

Service Commission of Maryland - Case No' 9447

12. In re: Petition of South Jersey Gas Company - Increase in base rates for gas services -
(Appearance: revenue requirement on behalf of the NJ Division of Rate Counsel)

New Jersey Board of Public utilities - Docket No. GR17010071

13. In re: Petition of UGI Penn Natural Gas - Increase in base rates for gas services -
(Appearance: revenue requirement on behalf of the Pennsylvania Office of Consumer

Advocate)
Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission Docket No. R-20 I 6-25 8003 0

14. In re: Petition of PJM Interconnection, LLC. - Mid-Atlantic Interstate Transmission, LLC.

Formula Rate Filing. (Appearance on behalf of the Pennsylvania Office of Consumer

Advocate).
FERC Docket No. ERl 7-21 I -000

15. In re: Petition of Pivotal Utility Holdings, Inc. dlblaElizabethtown Gas Company for

approval of Increased Base Tariff Rates and Charges for Gas Service and Other Tariff
Rwisions (Appearance: revenue requirement on behalf of the New Jersey Division of Rate

Counsel)
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities Docket No. GR16090826

16. In re: Petition of SUEZ Water New Jersey, et al - Approval of a Management and Services

Agreement pursuant to N.J.S.A 48 3-7.1(Appearance on the reasonableness of contract

agreements on behalf of the New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel)

New Jersey Board of Public Utilities Docket No. WO16080806

l7 . In re: Petition of SUEZ Water Arlington Hills Inc. - Approval of an Increase in Rates for

Wastewater Services and other Tariff Changes (Appearance: revenue requirement on

behalf of the New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel)

New Jersey Board of Public Utilities Docket No. WR16050510

18. In re: Petition of Public Service Electric and Gas Company -2016 Marginal Adjustment

Clause (MAC) (Appearance; reconciliation and rate setting on behalf of the New Jersey

Division of Rate Counsel)
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New Jersey Board of Public Utilities Docket No. GR16060484

Attachment A

In re: Petition of Public Service Electric and Gas Company for Approval of Changes in its

Electric Green Programs Recovery Charges and its Gas Green Program Recovery

Charges 2016 PSEG Program Cost Recovery Filing (Appearance: reconciliation and

rate setting on behalf of the New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel)

New Jersey Board of Public Utilities Docket Nos. ERl6070613 and GR16070614

In re: Petition of the Mount Olive Village Sewer Company, Inc., for Approval of an

Increase in Rates for Service (Appearance: revenue requirement on behalf of the New

Jersey Division of Rate Counsel)
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities Docket No. WR16050391

In re: Petition of the Mount Olive Village Water Company, Inc. for Approval of an

Increase in Rates for Service (Appear.ance; revenue requirement on behalf of the New

Jersey Division of Rate Counsel)
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities Docket No' WRl6050390

In re: Petition of Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company dlblalJnitil for Approval of its

2015 Gas System Enhancement Plan Reconciliation Filing (2016) - (Analysis and Advice

to Counsel: computation of the revenue requirement and rate impact on behalf of the

Massachusetts Attorney General Office of Ratepayer Advocacy)

MA Department of Public Utilities DocketNo. D.P.U. 16-GREC-01

In re: Petition of Bay State Gas Company d/b/a Columbia Gas of Massachusetts for

Approval of its 2015 Gas System Enhancement Plan Reconciliation Filing (2016) -

(Appearance: computation of the revenue requirement and rate impact on behalf of the

Massachusetts Attorney General Office of Ratepayer Advocacy)

MA Department of Public Utilities DocketNo. D.P.U' 16-GREC-05

In re: Petition for Approval of Gas Infrastructure Contract Between Public Service

Company of New Hampshire d/b/a Eversource Energy and Algonquin Gas Transmission,

LLC^(2016) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: compliance with statutes and regulations,

review of contract, and ratemaking on behalf of the New Hampshire Office of Consumer

Advocate)
NH Public Utilities Commission DocketNo. DE 16-241

25. In re: Central Maine Power Company, Annual Compliance Filing and Price Change (2016)

- (Analysis and Advice to Counsel; tax normalizationregulatory asset on behalf of the

Maine Office of the Public Advocate)
ME Public Service Commission Docket No. 2016-00035

26. In re: Bulletin 2015-10 Generic Proceeding to Establish Parameters for the Next

Generation PBR Plans (Appearance: productivity adjustments/performance based

ratemaking on behalf of the Alberta Utilities consumer Advocate)

Alberta Utilities Commission Proceeding 20414
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27. In the Matter of Request by Emera Maine for Approval of a Rate Change (2016) -

(Appearance: revenue requirement on behalf of the Maine Office of the Public Advocate)

Maine Public Utilities Commission Docket No. 15-00360)

28. In the Matter of the Joint Application of the Southern Company, AGL Resources Inc., and

Pivotal Holdings, Inc. dlblaElkton Gas (2015-2016) - (Analysis and advice to counsel:

customer service impacts, employee impacts, supplier diversity on behalf of the Maryland

Offrce of People's Counsel)
MD PSC Case No. 9404

29. In the Matter of the Merger of Southern Company and AGL Inc. (2015-2016)'
(Appearance: customer service impacts and employee impacts on behalf of the NJ Division

of Rate Counsel)
New Jersey BPU Docket No. GM15101196

30. In the Matter of the United Water New Jersey, Inc., for Approval of an Increase in Rates

for Water Service and Other Tariff Changes (2015-2016) - (Appearance: revenue

requirements, rate base issues and operating income on behalf of the NJ Division of Rate

Counsel)
New Jersey BPU Docket No. WRl5l01l77

31. In re: Petition of Boston Gas Company and Colonial Gas Company d/b/a National Grid for

Approval of Precedent Agreements with Millennium Pipeline Company, LLC (2015) -

(Analysis: review of contract and compliance of the Gas Supply Plan on behalf of the

Massachusetts Attorney General Office of Ratepayer Advocacy)
MA D.P.U. l5-130

32. In re: Petition of Boston Gas Company and Colonial Gas Company d/b/a National Grid for

Approval of Agreements for LNG or Liquefaction Services with GDF Suez Gas NA, LLC;
Northeast Energy Center, LLC; Metro LNG, L.P.; and National Grid LNG (2015) -

(Analysis: review of contract and compliance of the Gas Supply Plan on behalf of the

Massachusetts Attorney General Office of Ratepayer Advocacy)
MA D.P.U. 15-129

33. In re: Columbia Gas of Massachusetts CY2014 Targeted Infrastructure Reinvestment

Factor (TIRF) Compliance Filing (2015) - (Appearance: computation of the revenue

requirement impact on the TIRF on behalf bf the Massachusetts Attorney General Office of
Ratepayer Advocacy)

MA D.P.U. l5-55

34. In the Matter of the Bay State Gas Company d/b/a Columbia Gas of Massachusetts for

Approval of its Targeted Infrastructure Reinvestment Factor (TIRF) for CY 2013 (2014)'
(Appearance: computation of the revenue requirement impact on the TIRF)

MA D.P.U. 14-83
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35. In the Matter of the Merger of Exelon Corporation and Pepco Holdings,Inc. (Atlantic City

Electric Company) (2014-2015) - (Appearance: customer service impacts)

New Jersey BPU DocketNo. EM14060581

36. Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, in the Matter of the Application of Aqua Ohio,Inc. to

Increase its Rates and Charges for its Waterworks Service. - Revenue and Rates (2014) -

(Appearance: operating income, certain rate base issues and income taxes on behalf of the

Ohio Office of Consumer Counsel)
PUCO Case No. I3-2124-WW-AIR

37. New York Public Service Commission, as to the Rates, Charges, Rules and Regulations of
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. Revenue Requirement (2013-2014) -
(Appearance: revenue requirement, rate base issues and operating income on behalf of the

Intervenor, the County of Westchester)
NYPSC CaseNos. 13-E-0030, 13-G-0031 and 13-5-0032,etal

38. North Dakota Public Service Commission, - Application ofNorthern States Power

Company for Authority to Increase Rates for Electric Service in North Dakota, On-Going

RevenueRequirement (2013) - (Appearance: revenue requirement and rate base, operating

income, operating and maintenance expenses on behalf of the North Dakota Public Service

Commission Staff)
North Dakota Case No. PU-12-813

39. In the Matter of the Petition of New Jersey American Water Company for Authorization to

Implement a Distribution System Improvement Charge (DSIC) Order Denying Petition and

Instituting Stakeholder Process (2008) - (Case manager on policy decision and revenue

requirement impact on behalf of the Staff of the NJ Board of Public Utilities)
BPU Docket No. WO08050358

40. In the Matter of the Joint Petition of the City of Trenton, New Jersey and New Jersey-

American Water Company, Inc. for Authorization of the Purchase and Sale of the Assets of
the Outside Water Utility System ("OWUS") of the City of Trenton, New Jersey and for

Other Relief Order Adopting Initial Decision, (2008) - (Case manager on the revenue

requirement impact on behalf of the Staff of the NJ Board of Public Utilities)
BPU Docket No. WM08010063

41. In the Matter of the Petition of United Water New Jersey, United Water Toms River,

United Water Lambertville, United Water Mid-Atlantic and Gaz de France for Approval as

Need for a Change in Ownership and Control (2007) - (Case manager on customer impact,

employee impact and impact on rates on behalf of the Staff of the NJ Board of Public

Utilities)
BPU Docket No. WM06110767
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42. In the Matter of the Petition of United Water Arlington Hills Sewerage, Inc. for an Increase

in Rates for Waste Water Service and Other Tariff Changes (2009) - (Case manager on

revenue requirement and overall rate proceeding on behalf of the Staff of the NJ Board of
Public Utilities)

BPU Docket No. WR08100929

43. In the Matter of the Petition of United Water New Jersey Inc. for Approval of an Increase

in Rates for Water Service and Other Tariff Changes, (2009) - (Case manager on revenue

requirement and overall rate proceeding on behalf of the Staff of the NJ Board of Public

Utilities)
BPU Docket No. WR08090710

44. In the Matter of the Petition of United Water Toms River, Inc. for Approval of an Increase

in Rates for Water Service and Other Tariff Changes (2008) - (Case manager on the

revenue requirement and overall rate proceeding on behalf of the Staff of the NJ Board of
Public Utilities)

BPU Docket No. WR08030139

45. In the Matter of the Joint Petitioners of New Jersey-American Water Company, Inc., S.J.

Services, Inc., South Jersey Water Company, Inc. and Pennsgrove Water Supply Company,

Inc. for Among Other Things Approval of a Change in Control of South Jersey Water

Supply company, Inc. and Pennsgrove water supply company, lnc. (2007) - (case

manager on the overall rate proceeding on behalf of the Staff of the NJ Board of Public

Utilities)
BPU Docket No. WM07020076

46. In the Matter of the Petition of Aqua, New Jersey, Inc. for Approval of an Increase in Rates

for Water Service and Other Tariff Changes (2008) - (Case manager on revenue

requirement and the overall rate proceeding on behalf of the Staff of the NJ Board of Public

Utilities)
BPU Docket No. WR0712095

47. ll171lo the Joint Petition of Thames Water, Aqua Holdings GMBH, on Behalf of Itself and

Its Parent Holdings Company, RWE Aktiengesellschaft, Thames Water Aqua US Holdings,

Inc., American Water works Company Inc., Thames Water Holdings Incorporated, E'town

Corporation, New Jersey-American Water Company, Inc., Elizabethtown Water Company,

the Mount Holly Water Company and Applied Wastewater Management,Inc. for
Confirmation that the Board of Public Utilities Does Not Have Jurisdiction Over, or,

Alternatively, for Approval of a Proposed Transaction Involving, Among Other Things, the

Sale by Thames Water Aqua Holdings GMBH of Up to 100% of the Shares of the

Common Stock of American Waterworks Company, Inc. in One or More Public Offerings

(2007) - (Case manager on revenue requirement impacts, effect on rates and effect on

service on behalf of the Staff of the NJ Board of Public Utilities)
BPU Docket No. WM06050388
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48. In the Matter of the Petition of Elizabethtown Water Company for Approval of an Increase

in Rates for Water Service (2007) - (Case manager on revenue requirement and overall rate

proceeding on behalf of the Staff of the NJ Board of Public Utilities)
BPU Docket No. WR030705 10

49. In the Matter of the Petition of New Jersey American Water Company, Inc. for Approval of
Increased Tariff Rates and Charges for Water and Sewer Service; Increased Depreciation

Rates and Other Tariff Revisions (2008) - (Case manager on revenue requirement and

overall rate proceeding on behalf of the Staff of the NJ Board of Public Utilities)
BPU Docket No. WR08010020

50. In the Matter of Middlesex Water Company for Approval of an Increase in its Rates for
Water Service and Other Tariff Changes (2007) - (Case manager on overall revenue

requirement and overall rate proceeding on behalf of the Staff of the NJ Board of Public

Utilities)
BPU Docket No. WR07040275

51. In the Matter of the Joint Petition of United Water New Jersey, Inc., United Water

Arlington Hills, Inc., United Water Hampton, Inc., United Water Vernon Water Hills, Inc.,

and United Water Lambertville, Inc. for an Increase in Rates and Charges for Water

Service and Other Tariff Changes and for Approval to Merge the Operations of the Joint
Petitioners into and with United Water New Jersey,lnc. (200:1) - (Case manager on

revenue requirement and overall rate proceeding on behalf of the Staff of the NJ Board of
Public Utilities)

BPU Docket No. WR070201 35
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MARLON GRTFFING, Ph.D.

Education

Ph.D., M.A., B.A., Economics, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Position

Senior Consultant - PCMG and Associates
Senior Consultant - Snavely King Majoros and Associates

utilities Financial Analyst - Minnesota Department of commerce

Senior Consultant - QSI Consulting
Economic Analyst -Nebraska Public Service Commission

Attachment B

2014 - present
2013 -2014
2003 -2013
2000 -2002
1998 - 2000

Profes s ional Exp erienc e

Dr. Griffing holds bachelors, masters, and doctoral degrees in economics. Dr. Griffing is well

versed in microeconomics, cost/benefit analysis and econometric analysis. He has l8 years'

experience as an expert witness and consultant, addressing the cost of capital, capital structure,

and rate design of natural-gas and electric utilities in general rate cases, competitive effect of
mergers, reliaUitity and supply adequacy for natural-gas, electricity and oil-pipeline companies in

certificate of need cases, and competitive-environment issues for telecommunications utilities.

Dr. Griffing testified on cost-of-capital issues for the Minnesota Department of Commerce

(DOC) from 2004-2013. He also managed the DOC's testimony in two oil-pipeline certificate-

of-need cases and arbitrated a telecommunications dispute for the Nebraska Public Service

Commission. Dr. Griffing has appeared over 30 times before the regulatory agencies of
Arkansas, Maine, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Jersey, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma,

Pennsylvania, and South Dakota.
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Regulatory Projects and Appearances

1. In Re: Township of East Brunswick - Sewer Rate Study - (2017) - (Evaluation of the

existing sewer rate structure and examining and quantiff costs for future expansion).

In re: Petition of NSTAR Gap Company d/b/a Eversource Energy for Approval of its 2016

Gas System Enhancement Plan Reconciliation Filing (2017) - (Appearance: prudence/used

and uieful and plant accounting on behalf of the Massachusetts Attorney General Office of
Ratepayer Advocacy)

MA Department of Public Utilities DocketNo. D.P.U. 17-GREC-06

In re: Petition of Bay State Gas Company d/b/a Columbia Gas of Massachusetts for
Approval of its 2016 Gas System Enhancement Plan Reconciliation Filing (2017) '
(Appearance: prudence/used and useful and plant accounting on behalf of the

Massachusetts Attorney General Office of Ratepayer Advocacy)

MA Department of Public Utilitiss DocketNo. D.P.U. 17-GREC-05

In re: Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/aNicor Gas Company Proposed General lncrease

in Gas Rates (2017) - (Appearance: prudence/used and useful and plant accounting on

behalf of the Citizens Utility Board of Illinois)
IL Commerce Commission Docket No. 17-0124

In re: The Application of Potomac Electric Power Company for Adjustments to Its Retail

Rates for the Distribution of Electric Energy (2017) - (Appearance: cost of service and rate

design on behalf of the Maryland Offrce of People's Counsel)

MD Public Service Commission Case No. 9443

6. In re: The Application of Delmarva Power and Light Company for Adjustments to Its

Retail Rates for the Distribution of Electric Energy (2016) - (Analysis and Assistance to

Counsel: cost of service and rate design on behalf of the Maryland Offrce of People's

Counsel)
MD Public Service Commission Case No. 9424

In re: The Application of Potomac Electric Power Company for Adjustments to Its Retail

Rates for the birt ib.ttion of Electric Energy (2016) - (Analysis and Assistance to Counsel:

cost of service and rate design on behalf of the Maryland Office of People's Counsel)

MD Public Service Commission Case No. 9418

In re: Petition of Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company d/b/a Unitil for Approval of its

2015 Gas System Enhancement Plan Reconciliation Filing (2016) - (Analysis and

Assistance to Counsel: prudence/used and useful and plant accounting on behalf of the

Massachusetts Attorney General Office of Ratepayer Advocacy)

MA Department of Public Utilities DocketNo. D.P.U. 16-GREC-01

J

4

5

7

8
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In re: Petition of Bay State Gas Company d/b/a Columbia Gas of Massachusetts for

Approval of its 2015 Gas System Enhancement Plan Reconciliation Filing (2016) -

(Analysis and Assistance to Counsel: prudence/used and useful and plant accounting on

behalf of the Massachusetts Attorney General Office of Ratepayer Advocacy)

MA Department of Public Utilities DocketNo. D.P'U. 16-GREC-05

10. In re: Petition for Approval of Gas Infrastructure Contract Between Public Service

Company of New Hampshire d/b/a Eversource Energy and Algonquin Gas Transmission,

LLC-Qdl6) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: forecasting and cost/benefit on behalf of
the New Hampshire Office of Consumer Advocate)

NH Public Utilities Commission Docket No. DE 16-241

11. In re: Bulletin 2015-10 Generic Proceeding to Establish Parameters for the Next

Generation PBR Plans (Appearance: productivity adjustments/perforrnance based

ratemaking on behalf of the Alberta utilities consumer Advocate)

Alberta Utilities Commission Proceeding 2041 4

In. re: The Merger of the Southem Company and AGL Resources Inc. - Joint Application

of the Southern Company, AGL Resources Inc., and Pivotal Utility Holdings, lnc., dlbla

Elkton Gas (2015-2016) - (Analysis: cost of capital, uedit ratings, affiliate relationships on

behalf of the Maryland Office of People's Counsel)

MD Public Service Commission Case No. 9404

12.

t4

13. In re: Petition of Boston Gas Company and Colonial Gas Company d/b/a National Grid for

Approval of Precedent Agreements with Millennium Pipeline Company, LLC (2015-2016)

- (Analysis: gas-supply model review, forecasting on behalf of the Massachusetts Attorney

General Office of Ratepayer Advocacy)
MA D.P.U. 15-130

In re: Petition of Boston Gas Company and Colonial Gas Company d/b/a National Grid for

Approval of Agreements for LNG or Liquefaction Services with GDF Suez Gas NA, LLC;

Nbrtheast Energy Center, LLC; GazMetro LNG, L.P.; and National Grid LNG (2015-

2016) - (Analysis: gas-supply model review, forecasting, large customer loss and retention

on behalf of the Massachusetts Attorney General Office of Ratepayer Advocacy)

MA D.P.U. t5-129

Cost of Capital

15. In Re: The Matter of the Columbia Gas of Pennsylvania for a General Rate lncrease in

Distribution Gas Service (Appearance: Cost of Capital on behalf of the Pennsylvania

Office of Consumer Advocate)
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission - Docket No. R-2018-2647577
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16. In the Matter of the Application of Black Hills Energy Arkansas, Inc. for Approval of a

General Tariff Change in Rates and Tariffs (201S) - (Appearance: return on equity, cost of
capital on behalf of the Office of the Arkansas Attorney General)

Arkansas Public Service Commission Docket 17-07l-U

17. In the Matter of the Application of Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company for an Order of
the Commission AuthorizingApplicant to Modify Its Rates, Charges, and Tariffs for Retail

Electric Service in Oklahoma (2018) - (Appearance: return on equity, cost of capital on

behalf of the Office of the Oklahoma Attorney General)

Oklahoma Commerce Commission Cause No. PUD 201700496

18. Application of Fayson Lake Water Company for the Approval of an Increase in Rates and

Oiher Appropriate Relief (2017) - (Appearance: cost of equity, cost of debt, capital

structure, overall rate of return on behalf of the New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel)

New Jersey Board of Public Utilities Docket No. WR17101041

D. Petition of Middlesex Water Company for Approval of an Increase in its Rates for Water

Service and Other Tariff Changes, and an Order Authorizing Special Accounting

Treatment of Income Tax Refund Proceeds and Future Income Tax Deductions (2017) -
(Appearance: cost of equity, cost of debt, capital structure, overall rate of return on behalf

of the New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel)
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities Docket No. WR17101049

20. In the Matter of the Petition of New Jersey-American Water Company, Inc. for Approval

of an Increased Tariff Rates and Charges for Water and Sewer Service, Change in
Depreciation Rates, and Other Tariff Modifications (2017) - (Appearance: cost of equity,

cosl of debt, capital structure, overall rate of return on behalf of the New Jersey Division of
Rate Counsel)

New Jersey Board of Public Utilities Docket No. WR17090985

21. Montana-Dakota Utilities Co., Application to Increase Natural Gas Rates (2017) -

(Appearance: cost of equity, cost of debt, capital structure, overall rate of return on behalf

of the North Dakota Public Service Commission Staff)
ND Public Service Commission Case No. PU-17-295

22. In the Matter of the Petition of Andover Utility Company, Inc. for Approval of an Increase

. in Rates for Wastewater Service (2017) - (Appearance: cost of equity, cost of debt, capital

structure, overall rate of return on behalf of the New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel)

New Jersey Board of Public Utilities Docket No. WR17070726

23. Application of Public Service Company of Oklahoma, An Oklahoma Corporation, for An
Adjustment in Its Rates and Charges and the Electric Service Rules, Regulations and

Conditions for Service in the State of Oklahoma (2017) - (Appearance: return on equity,

cost of capital on behalf of the Office of the Oklahoma Attorney General)

Oklahoma Commerce Commission Cause No. PUD 201700I5t
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24. In the Matter of the Petition of SUEZ Water Arlinglon Hills, Inc. for Approval of an

Increase in Rates for Wastewater Service and Other Tariffs (2016) - (Appearance: cost of
equity, cost of debt, capital structure, overall rate of return on behalf of the New Jersey

Division of Rate Counsel)
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities Docket No. WR16060510

25. In the Matter of Request by Emera Maine for Approval of a Rate Change (2016) -

(Appearance: cost oiequity, cost of debt, capital structure, overall rate of return on behalf

of the Maine Office of the Public Advocate)
Maine Public Utilities Commission Docket No. 15-00360

26. ENMAX Energy Corporation (EEC) Regulated Rate Option Non-Energy Tariff
Application (2015-2016) - (Analysis: cost of capital, risk element identification on behalf

of the Alberta Utilities Consumer Advocate)
Alberta Utilities Commission Proceedin g 20480

27. Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission vs. West Penn Power Co., Pennsylvania Electric

Co., Pennsylvania Power Co., and Metropolitan Edison Co. (2014-2015) - (Appearance:

cost of equity, cost of debt, capital structure, overall rate of return behalf of the Office of
the Pennsylvania Consumer Advocate)

PA Docket Nos. R-20 1 4 -24287 42-R-20 | 4 -24287 4 5

28. In the Matter of the Application of Minnesota Energy Resources Corporation for Authority

to Increase Rates for Natural Gas Service in Minnesota (2010-20t2) - (Appearance: cost of
equity, cost of debt, capital structure, overall rate of return on behalf of the Minnesota

Department of Commerce)
MN Docket No. G007,01l/GR-10-977

29. In the Matter of the Application of Otter Tail Power Company for Authority to Increase

Rates for Electric Utility Service in Minnesota (2010-201 1) - (Appearance: cost of equity,

cost of debt, capital structure, overall rate of return on behalf of the Minnesota Department

of Commerce)
MN Docket No. E017lGR-10-239

30. In the Matter of the Petition of Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation,

for Authority to Increase Rates for Natural Gas Service in Minnesota (2009-2010) -

(Appearance: cost of equity, cost of debt, capital structure, overall rate of return on behalf

of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)
MN Docket No. G002/GR-09-1153

31. In the Matter of an Application by CenterPoint Energy Resources Cotp., DIB/A
CenterPoint Minnesota Gas to Increase Natural Gas Rates in Minnesota (2008-2009) -

(Appearance: cost of equity, cost of debt, capital structure, overall rate of return on behalf

of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)
MN Docket No. G008/GR-08-1075
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32. In the Matter of Minnesota Energy Resources Corporation's Application for Authority to

Increase Natural Gas Rates in Minnesota (2008-2009) - (Appearance: cost of equity, cost of
debt, capital structure, overall rate of return on behalf of the Minnesota Department of
Commerce)

MN Docket No. G007,011/GR-08-835

33. In the Matter of the Petition of Northem States Power Company, a Minnesota Corporation

and Wholly Owned Subsidiary of Xcel Energy Inc., for Authority to Increase Rates for

Natural Gas Service in Minnesota (2006-2007) - (Appearance: cost of equity, cost of debt,

capital structure, overall rate of return on behalf of the Minnesota Department of
Commerce)

MN Docket No. G002 IGR-06-1429

34. In the Matter of the Application of CenterPoint Energy Resources Cotp., DIBIA
CenterPoint Energy Minnesota Gas, for Authority to Increase Natural Gas Rates in

Minnesota (2005:i006) - (Appearance: cost of equity, cost of debt, capital structure, overall

rate of return on behalf of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)

MN Docket No. G008/GR-05-1380

35. In the Matter of a Petition by Interstate Power and Light Company for Authority to

Increase Electric Rates in Minnesota (2005) - (Appearance: cost of equity, cost of debt,

capital structure, overall rate of return on behalf of the Minnesota Department of
Commerce)

MN Docket No. E001/GR-05-748

36. In the Matter of the Petition of Northern States Power Company dba Xcel Energy Request

for General Rate Increase (2004-2005) - (Appearance: cost of equity, cost of debt, capital

structure, overall rate of return on behalf of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)

MN Docket No. G002/GR-04-1511

37. In the Matter of the Petition of Great Plains Natural Gas Company's Request for General

Rate Ingease (2004-2005) - (Appearance: cost of equity, cost of debt, capital structute,

overall rate of return on behalf of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)

MN Docket No. G004/GR-04-1487

3g. In the Matter of the Petition of CenterPoint Energy Minnegasco, A Division of CenterPoint

Resources Corp. for Authority to Increase Natural Gas Rates in Minnesota(2004-2005) -

(Appearance: cost of equity, cost of debt, capital structure, overall rate of return on behalf

of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)
Docket No. G008/GR-04-901
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Rate Design

39. In the Matter of Offer Tail Corporation dba Otter Tail Power Company's Application for

Authority to Increase Rates for Electric Service in Minnesota(2007-2008) - (Appearance:

rate design, revenue requirement on behalf of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)

MN Docket No. E017iGR-07-l I 78

Capital Structure

40. In the Matter of the Petition of Greater Minnesota Gas Inc. for Approval of 2011 Capital

Structure Petition and Permission to Issue Securities (2011) - (Appearance: capital structure

on behalf of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)

MN Docket No. G022lS-11-535

41. In the Matter of the Petition of Otter Tail Power Company for Approval of 2011 Capital

Structure and Permission to Issue Securities (2011) - (Appearance: capital structure on

behalf of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)

MN Docket No. G007,011/S-l l-392

42. The Petition of Otter Tail Power Company for Approval of 2010 Capital Structure and

Permission to Issue Securities (2010) - (Appearance: capital structure on behalf of the

Minnesota Department of Commerce)
MN Docket No. E01 7 lS-10-292

43. In the Matter of the Greater Minnesota Gas Inc.'s Capital Structure Petition and

Compliance with Financial Integrity Order (2010) - (Appearance: capital structure on

behalf of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)
MN Docket No. G022lS-l 0-28 1

44. Interstate Power and Light Company's petition for approval of its proposed capital

structure (2009) - (Appearance: capital structure on behalf of the Minnesota Department of
Commerce)

MN Docket No. E,G00l/5-09-607

45. A petition of Interstate Power and Light Company for approval of its proposed capital

structure (2003) - (Appearance: capital structure on behalf of the Minnesota Department of
Commerce)

MN Docket No. E,G001/5-08-540

46. In the Matter of the Annual Capital Structure Filing of Minnesota Energy Resources

Corporation (2008) - (Appearance: capital structure on behalf of the Minnesota Department

of Commerce)
MN Docket No. G007,011iSA-08-329
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47. In the Matter of the Annual Capital Structure Filing of Minnesota Energy Resources

Corporation (2007) - (Appearance: capital structure on behalf of the Minnesota Department

of Commerce)
Docket No. G007,0 I 1 lS-07 -3 52

48. In the Matter of the Annual Capital Structure Filing of Minnesota Energy Resources

Corporation(2006-2007) - (Appearance: capital structure on behalf of the Minnesota

Department of Commerce)
MN Docket No. G007,011/5-06-1013

49. Northern States Power Company's request for approval of its 2006 Capital Structure Prior

to Issuing Securities (2005) - (Appearance: capital structure on behalf of the Minnesota

Department of Commerce)
MN Docket No. E,G002/S-05-l 583

50. A petition of Interstate Power and Light Company for approval of its proposed capital

structure for calendar year 2005, ending March 31,2006 (2005) - (Appearance: capital

structure on behalf of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)

MN Docket No. E,G00l/S-05-1 5 1

Affiliated Interest

51. Petition of Greater Minnesota Gas, Inc. for Approval of an Affiliated Interest Agreement

(2010-2011) - (Appearance: analysis of affrliated interests of closely held company, some

owners also suppliers on behalf of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)

MN Docket No. G022/AI- 1 0-l 160

52. In the Matter of the Petition of Minnesota Energy Resources Corporation for Approval of
Affiliated Interest Agreement (2010-20t3) - (Appearance: analysis of affiliated interests

agreement post-merger on behalf of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)

MN Docket No. G007,011/AI-10-783

53. In the Matter of the Annual Capital Structure Filing of Minnesota Energy Resources

Corporation and Request for Approval of Affiliated Interest Agreement (2009-2010) -

(Appearance: capital structure, affiliated interest lending on behalf of the Minnesota

Department of Commerce)
MN Docket No. G007,01 1/SAI-09-1108

Petition for Approval of a Lending Agreement Between Interstate Power and Light

Company and Alliant Energy Corporation Pursuant to Section 216B..48 of the Minnesota

Statutes and Minnesota Rule 7825.2200 (2008-2009) - (Appearance: intercompany lending

on behalf of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)

MN Docket No. E,G001/AI-08-l 323

54.
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A petition for Approval of Affiliated Services Agreement Between Interstate Power and

Light Company and RMT, lnc. Pursuant to Section216.48 of the Minnesota Statutes and

Minnesota Rule 7825.2200 (2007-2008) - (Appearance: affiliated interests, engineering

services on behalf of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)

MN Docket No. E,G0 01 I Al-07 -941

Depreciation

57. Otter Tail Power Company's Request for Approval of its Five-Year Depreciation Study

(2008-2009) - (Appearance: depreciation analysis on behalf of the Minnesota Department

of Commerce)
MN Docket No. E01 7/D -08-1042

5g. In the Matter of the Petition of Great Plains Natural Gas Company's Request for Approval

of its Five-Year Depreciation Study for 2007 (2007-2008) - (Appearance: depreciation

analysis on behalf of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)

MN Docket No. G004 lD-07 -7 40

59. In the Matter of the Petition of Great Plains Natural Gas Company's Request for Approval

of its Proposed Remaining Lives, Salvage Rates, and Resulting Depreciation Rates (2006-

2007) - (Appearance: depreciation analysis on behalf of the Minnesota Department of
Commerce)

MN Docket No. G004/D-06-700

Certificate of Need

60. In the Matter of the Application of Minnesota Pipeline Company for a Certificate of Need

for a Crude Oil pipelini IZOOA-2007) - (Appearance: economic impact on behalf of the

Minnesota Department of Commerce)
MN Docket No. PL-5/CN-06-02

61. In the Matter of the Petition of Northern States Power Company dba Xcel Energy dba Xcel

Energy Certificate Need to Establish an Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation at the

Monticello Generating Plant (2005 -2006) - (Appearance: license renewal, economic impact

on behalf of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)

MN Docket No. E002iCN-05-123

62. In the Matter of a Certificate of Need Application for Great River Energy's Cambridge

Station (2005) - (Appearance: economic impact on behalf of the Minnesota Department of
Commerce)

MN Docket No. ET2/CN-05-347
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Mergers

64. In the Matter of a Request of Great Plains Natural Gas Co. for the Approval of the

Acquisition by MDU Resources Group, Inc., of Intermountain Gas Company (2008)

(Appearance: rule variance, sharing savings, regulatory authority, cost of capital on behalf

of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)

MN Docket No. G004/PA-08-8 I 3

65 In the Matter of a Request for the Approval of the Acquisition by MDU Resources Group,

Inc., and Its Division.Great Plains Natural Gas Co., of Cascade Natural Gas Corporation

(2006-2007) (Appearance: sharing savings, regulatory authority, cost of capital on behalf of
the Minnesota Department of Commerce)

MN Docket No. G004/PA-06-1 585

Performance-Based Regulation

66. Xcel Energy, Purchased Gas Adjustments compliance filings, 20ll-2013 (Assistance:

compliance with price-adjustment order on behalf of the Minnesota Department of
Commerce)

MN DocketNos. monthlY

67 . Interstate Power and Light, Purchased Gas Adjustment compliance filings,2004-2006
(Assistance: compliance with price-adjustment order on behalf of the Minnesota

Department of Commerce)
MN Docket Nos. monthlY

Manager of Contested-Case Proceedings

68. In the Matter of the Application of Enbridge Energy, Limited Partnership and Enbridge
pipelines (Southem Light$ LLC for a Certificate of Need for the Alberta Clipper and

Southern Lights Diluent Pipeline Projects (2007-2008) - (Case Manager: economic impact,

public intereit and impact on society, advice to counsel, assist on brief on behalf of the

Minnesota Department of Commerce)
MN Docket No. PL-9/CN-07-465

In the Matter of the Application of Enbridge Energy (Southern Lights) LLC for a

Certificate of Need for a Crude Oil Pipeline for the Southern Lights Project (2007-2008) -

(Case Manager: economic impact, public interest and impact on society, advice to counsel,

assist on brief on behalf of the Minnesota Department of Commerce)

MN Docket No. PL-9 I CN-07 -464

69
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Telecommunications

70. In the Matter of the Petition of Great Plains Communications, Inc. for Arbitration to

Resolve Issues Relating to an Interconnection Agreement with WWC License L.L.C.

(2003) - (Arbitrator: arbitrated interconnection agreement disputes on behalf of the

Nebraska Public Service Commission)
NE Application No. C-2872

71. In the Matter of the Analysis of Qwest Corporation's Compliance with Section 27I(c) of
the Telecommunications Act of 1999 (1999-2002) - (Appearances: evaluation of Qwest

Corporation's opening its operational support systems (OSS) to competitive local exchange

"*i"tr on behalf of the Nebraska Public Service Commission, New Mexico Public

Regulation Commission Advocacy Stafq and South Dakota Public Utilities Commission

Staff)
NE Application No. C-I830, NM Case No. 3269, SD Docket No. TC01-165
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KARL RTCHARD PAVLOVTC, Ph.D.

Education

Purdue University - MA and Ph.D. in Philosophy

Karl-Ruprecht Universitat, Heidelberg, Germany - graduate study

Yale University - BA in Philosophy

Positions

Senior Consultant - PCMG and Associates

Senior Consultant - Snavely King Majoros and Associates

Director - FTI Consulting
President - DOXA, Inc
Partner - Snavely King and Associates
Assistant Professor - University of Florida-Gainesville

Attachment C

2015-Present
2010-2014
2008-2010
1994-2008
1983-1994
1978-1983

Pr ofe s s io n al E xp e r ie nc e

Dr. Pavlovic provides clients with economic and policy analyses of commercial operations and

expert testimony in support of litigation, negotiation and strategic planning. His analyses and

testimony are distinguished by systematic articulation and testing of assumptions, thorough

evaluation of data, innovative application of statistical tools and economic principles, and clarity

and precision of presentation. Dr. Pavlovic has provided expert testimony on the operations,

costi and revenues of gas and electric utilities, the impacts of restructuring wholesale and retail

electric markets, effects of mergers, the operation and competitiveness of petroleum and electric

markets, the market valuation of crude oil, electric and gas reliability, and the performance of
energy efficiency, renewable energy, and peak reduction programs.

Major projects directed by Dr. Pavlovic have included: analytical assistance to counsel and

testlmony-on all aspects of the restructuring of wholesale and retail electric markets in the

Eastern Interconnection; technical representation of the District of Columbia People's Counsel

on the DC PSC's Pepco Productivity Improvement Working Group and various PJM working

groups; impact evaluation study of pilot energy efficiency and renewable energy programs in the

birt i.t of 
-Columbia; 

analysis of petroleum markets, expert testimony, and coordination of
technical testimony in the Trans-Alaska Pipeline quality bank litigation; Independent Technical

Review of the economic models used by the US Army Corps of Engineers for the Ohio River

System Investment Plan; assistance to a major independent telephone company in the

formulation and implementation of corporate strategic plans, applications for long-distance

authority, and settlement negotiations with major domestic and foreign carriers.

By education and professional experience Dr. Pavlovic has expertise in formal and mathematical

logic, statistics, ectnomics, financial analysis, econometrics, and computer modeling. With 33

y*rr' experience as a consultant and expert witness, Dr. Pavlovic has in-depth knowledge of
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commercial and industrial operations in the energy, transportation, and telecommunications

industries and is familiar with a wide range of experimental and investigative methods in science

and engineering.
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Regulatory Projects and Appearances

l. In re: The Application of Potomac Electric Power Company for Adjustments to Its Retail

Rates for the Distribution of Electric Energy (20 1 8) - (Appearance: cost of service and rate

design on behalf of the Maryland Office of People's Counsel)

MD Public Service Commission Case No.9472

2. In re: Mid-Atlantic Interstate Transmission, L.L.C. 2018 Transmission Formula Rate

Protocol Filings (201S) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: accounting)

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Docket EP.IT-2ll-000

3. In re: The Gas Company dlblaHawaii Gas Application for Approval of Rate Increases and

Revised Rate Schedules and Rules (2017) - (Appearance: cost of service and rate design on

behalf of the Hawaii Division of Consumer Advocacy)
HI Public Utilities Commission Docket No. 2017-0105

4. In re: Montana-Dakota Utilities Co., Application to Increase Natural Gas Rates (2017) -

(Appearance: cost of service and rate design on behalf of the North Dakota Public Service

Commission Staf|
ND Public Service Commission Case No. PU-12-813

5. In re: The Application of Delmarva Power and Light Company for Adjustments to Its Retail

Rates for the Distribution of Electric Energy (2017) - (Appearance: cost of service and rate

design on behalf of the Maryland Office of People's Counsel)

MD Public Service Commission Case No. 9455

In re: Petition of NSTAR Gas Company d/b/a Eversource Energy for Approval of its 2016

Gas System Enhancement Plan Reconciliation Filing (2017) - (Appearance: prudence/used

and useful and plant accounting on behalf of the Massachusetts Attorney General Office of
Ratepayer Advocacy)

MA Department of Public Utilities DocketNo. D.P.U. 17-GREC-06

In re: Petition of Bay State Gas Company d/b/a Columbia Gas of Massachusetts for

Approval of its 2016 Gas System Enhancement Plan Reconciliation Filing (2017) -

(Appearance: prudence/used and useful and plant accounting on behalf of the

Massachusetts Attomey General Office of Ratepayer Advocacy)
MA Department of Public Utilities DocketNo. D.P'U. 17-GREC-05

In re: In the matter of the application of Columbia Gas of Maryland, Inc. for Authority to

Increase Rates and Charge s (2017) - (Appearance: cost of service and rate design on behalf

of the Maryland Office of People's Counsel)
MD Public Servicp Commission Case No. 9447

In re: PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. - PECO Energy Company Transmission Formula Rate

Application (2017) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: accounting)

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Docket ERl 7- I 5 I 9-000

6.

7

8

9
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10. In re: Northern Illinois Gas Company d/bia Nicor Gas Company Proposed General

Increase in Gas Rates (2017) - (Appearance: prudence/used and useful and plant

accounting re. accelerated asset replacement program on behalf of the Illinois Citizens

Utility Board)
IL Commerce Commission Docket No. 17-0124

11. In re: The Application of Potomac Electric Power Company for Adjustments to Its Retail

Rates for the Distribution of Electric Energy (2017) - (Appearance: cost of service and rate

design on behalf of the Maryland Ofhce of People's Counsel)

MD Public Service Commission Case No. 9443

12. In re: PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. - Rockland Electric Company Transmission Rate

Application(2017) (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: accounting issues on behalf of the

New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel)
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Docket ERl7-856-000

13. In re: PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. - Mid-Atlantic Interstate Transmission, L.L.C.

Transmission Formula Rate Application (2016) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel:

accounting issues on behalf of the Pennsylvania Office of Consumer Advocate)

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Docket ERIT-211-000

14. In re: The Application of Delmarva Power and Light Company for Adjustments to Its

Retail Rates for the Distribution of Electric Energy (2016) - (Appearance: cost of service

and rate design on behalf of the Maryland Office of People's Counsel)

MD Public Service Commission Case No. 9424

15. In re: The Application of Potomac Electric Power Company for Adjustments to Its Retail

Rates for the Distribution of Electric Energy (2016) - (Appearance: cost of service and rate

design on behalf of the Maryland Office of People's Counsel)

MD Public Service Commission Case No. 9418

16. In re: Petition of Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company dlblaUnitil for Approval of its

2015 Gas System Enhancement Plan Reconciliation Filing (2016) - (Analysis and Advice

to Counsel: prudence/used and useful and plant accounting on behalf of the Massachusetts

Attomey General Office of Ratepayer Advocacy)
MA Department of Public Utilities DocketNo. D.P.U. I6-GREC-01

17. In re: Petition of Bay State Gas Company d/b/a Columbia Gas of Massachusetts for
Approval of its 2015 Gas System Enhancement Plan Reconciliation Filing (2016) -

(Appearance: prudence/used and useful and plant accounting on behalf of the

Massachusetts Attorney General Office of Ratepayer Advocacy)

MA Department of Public Utilities DocketNo. D.P.U. 16-GREC-05
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18. In re: Petition for Approval of Gas Infrastructure Contract Between Public Service

Company of New Hampshire d/b/a Eversource Energy and Algonquin Gas Transmission,

LLC (2016) - (Appearance: compliance with statutes and regulations, prudence,

cosVbenefit, and ratemaking on behalf of the New Hampshire Office of Consumer

Advocate)
NH Public Utilities Commission Docket No. DE 16-241

lg. In re: Central Maine Power Company, Annual Compliance Filing and Price Change (2016)

- (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: tax normalizationregulatory asset on behalf of the

Maine Office of the Public Advocate)
ME Public Service Commission Docket No. 2016-00035

20. In re: Bulletin 2015-10 Generic Proceeding to Establish Parameters for the Next

Generation PBR Plans (2016) - (Appearance: productivity adjustments/performance based

ratemaking on behalf of the Alberta Utilities consumer Advocate)

Alberta Utilities Commission Proceedin g 20414

21. In re: Emera Maine, Proposed Rate Increase in Rates (2016) - (Analysis and Advice to to

Counsel: evaluation of management audit of implementation of Customer Information

System on behalf of the Maine Office of the Public Advocate)

ME Public Service Commission Docket No. 2015-00360

22. In re: The Merger of the Southem Company and AGL Resources Inc.- Joint Application of
the Southern Company, AGL Resources Inc., and Pivotal Utility Holdings, lnc., dlbla

Elkton Gas (2015-20f6) - (Appearance: earnings, synergy savings, rates, operations, supply

procurement, safety, and reliability on behalf of the Maryland Office of People's Counsel)

MD Public Service Commission Case No. 9404

23 In re: Petition of Bay State Gas Company d/b/a Columbia Gas of Massachusetts for

Approval of Firm Transportation Agreements with Millennium Pipeline Company, LLC

liriS-ZOrc) - (Analysis, Advice to Counsel, and Assistance on Brief: compliance with gas

supply plan, rates, and reliability on behalf of the Massachusetts Attorney General Office

of Ratepayer Advocacy)
MA Department of Public Utilities Docket No. D.P.U. 15-142

In re: Petition of Boston Gas Company and Colonial Gas Company d/b/aNational Grid for

Approval of Precedent Agreements with Millennium Pipeline Company, LLC (2015 -2016)

- lAnalysis, Advice to Counsel, and Assistance on Brief: compliance with gas supply plan,

rates, and reliability on behalf of the Massachusetts Attorney General Office of Ratepayer

Advocacy)
MA Department of Public Utilities Docket No' D.P.U. 15-130

24
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In re: Petition of Boston Gas Company and Colonial Gas Company d/bia National Grid for

Approval of Agreements for LNG or Liquefaction Services with GDF Suez Gas NA, LLC;

Northeast Energy Center, LLC; GazMetro LNG, L.P.; and National Grid LNG (2015-

20t6) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: compliance with gas supply plan, rates, and

reliability on behalf of the Massachusetts Attorney General Office of Ratepayer Advocacy)

MA Department of Public Utilities DocketNo. D.P.U.15-129

In re: Columbia Gas of Massachusetts CY2014 Targeted Infrastructure Reinvestment

Factor Compliance Filing (2015) - (Appearance: PBR tracker design/rates, prudence/used

and useful, plant accounting on behalf of the Massachusetts Attorney General Office of
Ratepayer Advocacy)

MA Department of Public Utilities Docket No. D.P'U. l5-55

ENMAX Energy Corporation (EEC) 2015-2016 Regulated Rate Option Non-Energy Tariff
Application(2015-2016) - (Appearance: cost allocation, rate design, non-energy risk on

behalf of the Alberta Utilities Consumer Advocate)
Alberta Utilities Commission Proceeding 20480

26.

27.

28. In the Matter of the Merger of Exelon Corporation and Pepco Holdings, Inc. (2014) -

(Advice to Counsel: impact on customers on behalf of the New Jersey Division of Rate

Counsel)
NJ Board of Public Utilities BPU Docket No. EM1406

29. In re: Application of Baltimore Gas and Electric Company For Adjustments To Its Electric

and Gas Base Rates (2014) (Analysis and Advice to Counsel in Settlement: earnings,

investment tracker, cost allocation and rate design on behalf of the Maryland Office of
People's Counsel)

MD Public Service Commission Case No. 9355

30. In re: Columbia Gas of Massachusetts CY2013 Targeted Infrastructure Reinvestment

Factor Compliance Filing (2014) - (Appearance: PBR tracker design/rates, prudence/used

and useful, plant accounting on behalf of the Massachusetts Attorney General Office of
Ratepayer Advocacy)

MA Department of Public Utilities DocketNo. D.P.U. 14-83

3 I . In re: Potential Business Combination of Entergy Louisian a, LLC and Entergy Gulf States

Louisiana, L.L.C. (2014-2015) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: impact on rates and

consolidation of rates on behalf of the Louisiana Public Service Commission Staff)

LA Public Service Commission Docket No.U-33244

32. In the Matter of the Application of Ohio Power Company to Adopt a Final Implementation
plan for the Retail Stability Rider (2014) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: rate design)

OH Public Utilities Commission Case No. 14-1186-EL-RDR
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33. In re: Examination of Long-Term Natural Gas Hedging Proposals (2014-2015 ) - (Analysis

and Advice to Counsel: natural gas procurement on behalf of the Louisiana Public Service

Commission Staff)
LA Public Service Commission DocketNo.R-32975-LPSC, ex parte

34. In re: 2013 Integrated Resource Planning Process for Southwestern Electric Power

Company Pursuant to General Order Dated April, 20,2012 (2014-2015 - (Analysis and

Advice to Counsel: IRP design and evaluation on behalf of the Louisiana Public Service

Commission Staff)
LA Public Service commission Docket No.I-33013 SWEPCO, ex parte

35. In the Matter of the Application of Columbia Gas of Maryland, Inc. for Authority to Adopt

an Infrastructure Replacement Surcharge Mechanism (2013-2014) - (Appearance: PBR

tracker design/rates, prudence/used and useful, plant accounting on behalf of the Maryland

Office of People's Counsel)
MD Public Service Commission Case No. 9332

36. In the Matter of the Application of Baltimore Gas and Electric Company for Approval of a

Gas System Strategic Infrastructure Development and Enhancement Plan and

Accompanying Cost Recovery Mechanism (2013-2014) - (Appearance: PBR tracker

design/rates, prudence/used and useful, plant accounting on behalf of the Maryland Office

of People's Counsel)
MD Public Service Commission Case No. 9331

37. In the Matter of the Application of Delmarva Power & Light Company for an Increase in
Electric Base Rates and Miscellaneous Tariff Changes (2013-2014) - (Appearance:

earnings, investment tracker design/rates, cost allocation and rute design on behalf of the

Delaware Public Service Commission Staff)
DE Public Service Commission DocketNo. 13-115

38. In the Matter of the Application of Northern States Power Company for Authority to

Increase Rates for Electric Service in North Dakota (2013) - (Appearance: cost allocation

and rate design on behalf of the North Dakota Public Service Commission Staff)

ND Public Service Commission Case No. PU-12-813

39. In the Matter of the Application of Columbia Gas of Maryland, Inc. for Authority to
Increase Rates and Charges (2013) - (Appearance: expense tracker design/rates and

evaluation on behalf of the Maryland Office of People's Counsel)

MD Public Service Commission Case No. 9316

40. In the Matter of the Application of Baltimore Gas and Electric Company for Adjustment in

its Electric and Gas Base Rates (2012) - (Appearance: earnings, investment tracker

design/rates, cost allocation and rate design on behalf of the Maryland Office of People's

Counsel)
MD Public Service Commission Case No' 9299
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41. In the Matter of the Application of Delmarva Power & Light Company for an Increase in
Electric Base Rates and Miscellaneous Tariff Changes (2012) - (Appearance: earnings,

investment tracker design/rates, cost allocation and rate design on behalf of the Delaware

Public Service Commission Staff)
DE Public Service Commission Docket No. l1-528

42. ENMAX Energy Corporation (EEC) 2012-2014 Regulated Rate OptionNon-Energy Tariff
Application (2012-2013) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: rate design and non-energy

risk on behalf of the Alberta Utilities Consumer Advocate)
Alberta Utilities Commission Applicati on #16087 45 Proceedin g 2069

43. In the Matter of the Petition of Atlantic City Electric Company for Approval of
Amendments to Its Tariff to Provide for an Increase in Rates and Charges for Electric
Service Pursuant to N.J.S.A. 48:2-21 and N.J.S.A. 48.,2-21.1 and for Other Appropriate
Relief (2011) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: depreciation on behalf of the New Jersey

Division of Rate Counsel)
NJ Board of Public Utilities Docket No. ERI1080469

44. In the Matter of the Application of the Potomac Electric Power Company for Authority to
Increase Existing Retail Rates and Charges for Electric Distribution Service (2011) -

(Appearance: investment tracker design/rates, cost allocation and rate design on behalf of
the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)

D.C. Pubtic Service Commission Formal Case No. 1087

45. Electric Transmission Formula Rate Annual lnformational Filing of Central Maine Power

Company (2011) - (Advice to Counsel: formula transmission rates, cost allocation and rate

design on behalf of the Maine Attomey General)
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Docket No. ER09-934-000 (201 1)

46. Electric Transmission Formula Rate Annual Informational Filing of Bangor Hydro Electric

Company (2011) - (Analysis, Report and Advice to Counsel: formula rate on behalf of the

Massachusetts Attomey General)
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Docket No. ER09-938-000

47 . Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission Office of Consumer Advocate Office of Small

Business Advocate v. City of Bethlehem - Bureau of Water (2011) - (Appearance: cost

allocation and rate design on behalf of the Pennsylvania Office of Consumer Advocate)
Pennsylvania PUC Docket Nos. R-201 l-2244756, C-2011-2246910, and C-2011-

2248241

48. Southern California Edison Company Transmission Owners Tariff (2011) - (Analysis and

Advice to Counsel: depreciation on behalf of M-S-R Public Power Agency)
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Docket No. ERl l-2061-000
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49. In the Matter of the Petition of Kansas City Power & Light Company for Determination of
the Ratemaking Principles and Treatment that Will Apply to the Recovery in Rates of the

Cost to be Incurred by KCP&L for Certain Electric Generation Facilities under K.S.A. 66-

1239 (2011) - (Appearance: advance determination of prudence on behalf of the Kansas

Citizens' Utility Ratepayer Board)
Kansas Corporation Commission Docket No. I 1 -KCPE-S 8 I -PRE

50. Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator, Inc., and Ameren Illinois Company

(2011) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: depreciation on behalf of the Wholesale

Distribution Service Customer Group)
Federal Energy Regulatory commission Docket No. ERl l-2788-000

51. Electric Generation Plant Valuation Study (2010-2012) - (Analysis: generation plant

valuation)
California Department of Water Resources

52. Tampa Electric Company Wholesale Power Tariff (2010-2011) - (Analysis and Advice to

Counsel: depreciation on behalf of the Orlando Utilities Commission)
Federal Energy Regulatory commission Docket No. ER10-2061-000

53. Pacific Gas & Electric Company, Transmission Owner Tariff (2010-2011) - (Analysis and

Advice to Counsel: depreciation on behalf of the Transmission Agency of Northem

Califomia)
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Docket No. ER10-2026-000

54. Natural Gas Price Forecast Model Consulting (2008-2010) - (line of business development)

FTI Consulting

55. Impact Evaluation Study of the District of Columbia Department of the Environment's

Two-Year Pilot Reliable Energy Trust Fund Programs (2007-2008) - (Appearance:

evaluation of implementation and cost effectiveness of energy efficiency, renewable

energy, and demand response pilot programs on behalf of the District of Columbia

Department of the Environment)
D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 945

56. In the Matter of the Application of the Potomac Electric Power Company for Authority to
Increase Existing Retail Rates and Charges for Electric Distribution Service (2007-2008)-

Appearance: cost allocation and rate design on behalf of the People's Counsel for the

District of Columbia)
D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No' 1053

57. In the Matter of the Investigation of Interconnection Standards in the District of Columbia
(2006) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: interconnection standards and tariff design on

behalf of the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)
D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 1050
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58. In the Matter of the Investigation into the Omnibus Utility Emergency Amendment Act of
2005, Specifically Regarding the Establishment of the Natural Gas Trust Fund Programs

(2006) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: program design on behalf of the District of
Columbia Department of the Environment)

D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 1037

59. Embrgency Application of the Potomac Electric Power Company For A Certificate of
Public Convenience and Necessity To Construct Two 69kV Overhead Transmission Lines

and Notice of The Proposed Construction of Two Underground 230kV Transmission Lines

(2005-2006) - (Appearance: facilities need on behalf of the People's Counsel for the

District of Columbia)
D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 1044

60. Investigation Into Potomac Electric Power Company's Distribution Service Rates (2003-

2005) - (Appearance: cost allocation and rate design on behalf of the People's Counsel for
the District of Columbia)

D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 1032

61. Investigation of the Feasibility of Removing Pre-Existing Aboveground Utility Lines and

Cables and Relocating Them Underground in the District of Columbia (2003) - (Analysis

and Advice to Counsel: cost/benefit analysis on behalf of the People's Counsel for the

District of Columbia)
D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 1026

62. Guadalupe L. Garcia v. Ann Veneman, Secretary, US Department of Agriculture (2003-

2006) - (Appearance: statistical analysis on behalf of the Plaintiff)
U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia

63. Mirant Corporation, et al., Debtors (2003-2005) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: cost of
service on behalf of the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)

U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Texas

64. Complaint: Office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia v. Mirant Americas

Energy Marketing, L.P. (2003) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: cost of service on

behalf of the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

65. Investigation into the Effect of the Bankruptcy of Mirant Corporation on Retail Electric

Service in the District of Columbia(2003-2005) - (Appearance: customer and rate impact

on behalf of the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)
D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 1023

66. Development and Designation of Standard Offer Service in the District of Columbia (2003-

2007) - (Appearance: cost of service allocation and rate design on behalf of the People's

Counsel for the District of Columbia)
D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 1017
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67. Independent Review Panel, Project Management Plan, Ohio River Main Stem Study (2003-

2005) - (50 year economic simulation model evaluation)

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

68. Investigation into Affiliated Activities, Promotional Practices, and Codes of Conduct of
Regulated Gas and Electric Companies (2002-2004) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel:

cost allocation on behalf of the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)

D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 1009

69. Independent Review Panel, Ohio River Main Stem Study, System Investment Plan (2001) -

(50 year economic simulation model evaluation)
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

70. Joint Application of PEPCO and New RC, Inc. for Authorization and Approval of Merger

Transaction (2001-2002) - (Appearance: cost allocation and affiliate transactions on behalf

of the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)
D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 1002

71. Investigation into Explosions Occurring in Underground Distribution Systems of PEPCO

(2001-2006) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: electric systems operation and planning on

behalf of the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)
D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 991

72. Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Power Pool/PJM LLC (ISO/RTO) (2000-2005) -

(Member Working Group technical representation on behalf of The People's Counsel for

the District of Columbia)

73. Trans Alaska Pipeline System 1996 Quality Bank Complaint Remand (2000-2008) -

(Appearance: crude oil valuation and tariff rate design on behalf of ExxonMobil)
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

74. Ohio River Main Stem Study, Independent Technical Review (1999) - (50 year economic

simulation model evaluation)
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

75. Investigation of January 1999 Electric Service Intemrption(1999-2004) - (Appearance:

emergency response evaluation on behalf of the People's Counsel for the District of
Columbia)

D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 982

76. Trans Alaska Pipeline System 1996 Quality Bank Complaint Appeal (1998-2000) -

(Analysis and Advice to Counsel: technical record below on behalf of ExxonMobil)
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
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77 . Electric Retail Competition Investigation (1997-2006) - (Appearance: electric utility
restructuring, electric energy procurement, cost allocation and rate design on behalf of the

People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)
D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 945

78. Trans Alaska Pipeline System 1996 Quality Bank Complaint (1996-1998) - (Appearance

crude oil valuation and tariff rate design on behalf of ExxonMobil)
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

79. Trans Alaska Pipeline System 1989 Quality Bank Complaint Remand (1995-1998) -

(Appearance: crude oil valuation and tariff rate design on behalf of ExxonMobil)
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

80. Prudhoe Bay Unit Operating Agreement Hearings (1995) - (Analysis and Advice to

Counsel: cost of service on behalf of ExxonMobil)
Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Commission

81. Prudhoe Bay Unit Natural Gas Liquids Hearings (1995) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel:

liquids valuation on behalf of ExxonMobil)
Alaska Department of Natural Resources/Department of Revenue (1995)

82. Potomac Electric Power Co. 3rd Integrated Least-Cost Plan (1995) - (Appearance: forecast

operations and costs on behalf of the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)

D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 917, Phase II

83. All American Pipeline Quality Bank Complaint(1994-1995) - (Appearance: crude oil

valuation and tariff rate design on behalf of ExxonMobil)
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

84. Trans Alaska Pipeline System 1989 Quality Bank Complaint Appeal (1994-1995) -

(Analysis and Advice to Counsel: technical record below on behalf of ExxonMobil)
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia

85. Investigation of the January 1994Eneryy Crisis (1994) - (Appearance: emergency response

evaluation on behalf of the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)

D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 936

86. Washington Gas Light Co. Gas Rate Case (1994) - (Appearance: cost allocation and rate

design on behalf of the People's counsel for the District of columbia)
D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 934

87. Washington Gas Light Co. 3rd Integrated Least-Cost Plan (1994) - (Appearance: forecast

operations and costs on behalf of the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)

D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 921
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88. Potomac Electric Power Co. Electric Rate Case (1993) - (Appearance: cost allocation and

rate design on behalf of the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)

D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 929

89. Washington Gas Light Co. Gas Rate Case (1993) - (Appearance: cost allocation and rate

design on behalf of the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)

D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 922

90. Trans Alaska Pipeline System Pumpability Complaint (1992) - (Analysis and Advice to

Counsel: cost of service and rate design on behalf of ExxonMobil)
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

91. Potomac Electric Power Co. 2nd Integrated Least-Cost Plan(1992) - (Appearance: forecast

operations and costs on behalf of the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)

D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 917

92. Potomac Electric Power Co. Electric Rate Case (1992) - (Appearance: cost allocation and

rate design on behalf of the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)

D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 912

93. Potomac Electric Power Co. Fuel Clause Audit and Productivity Improvement Plan (1991-

2005) (Analysis, Participation in Technical Sessions, and Advice to Counsel; electric utility
plantinvestment and operating costs productivity and benefit/cost analysis on behalf of the

People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)
D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 766

94. Potomac Electric Power Co. Electric Rate Case (1991) - (Appearance: cost allocation and

rate design on behalf of the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia)

D.C. Public Service Commission Formal Case No. 905

95. Anchorage Telephone Utility (1991-1995) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: cost of
service)

Federal Communications Commission

96. Trans Alaska Pipeline System 1989 Quality Bank Complaint (1990-1993) - (Appearance:

crude oil valuation and tariff rate design on behalf of ExxonMobil)
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

97. Telefonica LargaDistancia de Puerto Rico International Service Tariffs (1990-1992) -

(Appearance: cost of service and rate design)
Federal Communications Commission

98. Southern Bell Intrastate Depreciation Study (1989-1990) - (Analysis and Advice to

Counsel: telecommunications operation)
Florida Public Service Commission
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99. Lake Erie Iron Ore Antitrust Litigation: Erie-Western Pennsylvania Port Authority v. Penn

Central et al. (1988-19S9) - (Analysis and Advice to Counsel: truck operations and

damages on behalf of the Norfolk and Western Railroad)
U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania

100. Unimar Intemational Chapter 11 Reorganization(l988) - (Analysis and Advice to Counselr

cost of service on behalf of Unsecured Creditors)
U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Westem District of Washington at Seattle

101. National Forest Road Cost Analysis System (1986) - (Analysis: cost allocation system

design)
.U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service

102. Puerto Rico Telephone Company Long Distance Facilities and Service Applications (1985-

1990) - (Appearance: cost of service and rate design on behalf of the Puerto Rico
Telephone Company)

Federal Communications Commission

103. All American Cable and Radio/AT&T de Puerto Rico International Rate Complaint (1985-

1990) - (Appearance: cost of service and rate design on behalf of the Puerto Rico

Telephone Company)
Federal Communications Commission

104. Caribbean Telecommunications Facilities Planning Docket (1984-1990) - (Appearance:

operations forecast and planning on behalf of the Puerto Rico Telephone Company)

Federal Communications Commission
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Best regards,
Jacob

GDS Associates, Inc,
Engineers and Consultants

Jacob Thomas, P.E.

Senior Project Manager
1850 Parkway Place

Suite 800
Marietta, GA 30067

phone 770.425.8100
dired 770.799.2377
fax 866.611.3791

iacob.thomas@gdsassociates. com

%

Send me faxes using my custom Fax Coverpaoe.
Send me files using our File Sender.

1
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Jacob M. Thomas, P.E.

Senior Project Manager

Jacob.thonras@gcisassociates.conr
phone 770 799.2377

fax 866 61 1 3791

FEIN 58 1059843

March 26,2018

Mr. Daniel Burke, Esq.

Vermont Department of Public Service

1"12 State Street

Montpelier, W 05620-2601

RE: Request for Proposals for Ratemaking Expert RFP

Dear Mr. Burke:

GDS Associates, lnc. ("GDS") is pleased to submit this proposal to the Vermont Department of Public Service

(,,Department'') to provide expert assistance to the Department in evaluating Green Mountain Powe/s (/GMP") upcoming

retail rate filing. Our proposal, found in the following response to the Department's RFP, will demonstrate that we have

composed a team of well qualified and experienced experts to provide the services in six of the seven scope areas requested

in the RFP.

The GDS staff offers the experience, skills, and resources that are necessary to perform expert regulatory services

to the Department in the areas of cost of capital, revenue requirements, utility taxation, capital spending, operations and

maintenance, power supply, and multi-year rate transition plans. Therefore, our proposal as detailed herein will provide a

solution to the Department for covering all areas of the scope requested. We have several senior level consultants with

experience performing regulatory services and serving as expert witnesses throughout the country available to assist the

Department in their review of the GMP rate filing. We also have support staff with sufficient time and experience to assist our

experts in reviewing data requests, building models and statistical analyses, and providing project support as necessary. All

but one of ours project members work out of GDS' headquarters in Marietta, G4 working alongside the Energy Efficiency

experts with which Department staff may be familiar. Our expert on utility taxation works out of our Orlando, FL office.

All staff identified in our proposal should be viewed as committed resources, with time availabb throughout the

project to complete their assignments within the timeframe of the hearing schedule. l, Jacob Thomas, will serve as the primary

point of contact should you have any questions regarding our proposed scope or qualifications. I will be providing

management of day-to-day activities with the rest of our project team. Also listed below is Brent Saylor, who will be the point

of contact as an agent of GDS with authority to negotiate contracts on behalf of GDS. As such an agent, Mr. Saylo/s signature

is included on this letter and in Section 2 of the proposal.

We appreciate the opportunity to work with the Department in a regulatory expert capacity. Please do not hesitate

to contact Mr. Saylor or me should you have any questions about our proposal or would like to schedule an interview to

further discuss our qualifications. Our contact information follows:

JAC5* lvl. ?:":.]r'J:*:, F"*.

Senior Project Manager
jacob.thomas@gdsassociates.com

77 O.425.8LO0, ext. 1145

3R:ruT A. SAYrol

Principal

brent.saylor@gdsassociates.com

77 O.425,87OO, ext. 1149
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GDS Associates, lnc. ("GDS"), a 180-person engineering and consulting firm

headquartered in Marietta, Georgia, has over 30 years of experience in cost of
service, retail and wholesale rate design, renewable resources, and financial

services. Three of our six founding paftners have provided financial and rate

services for clients their entire careert an indication that such services are a core

component of GDS' business and have been since our founding in 1986.

Although we do not specifically track the number of rate studies we perform,

we have completed well over 30 cost of service and retail rate studies in the

most recent three years for municipal and distribution cooperative clients

throughout the United States. We also have extensive experience providing

expert consultation in regulatory proceedings, including retail rate filings. We

work on behalf of various parties throughout the U.S., including on behalf of
public advocates and commission staff.

The project leads for the work with the Vermont Department of Public Service

("Department"), Brent Saylor and Jacob Thomas, have over 50-years of
combined experience in providing financial, cost of service, and rate design

services for municipal electric systems, distribution cooperatives, G&T

cooperatives, and regulatory agencies. We have assembled a team of six lead

consultants with regulatory experiences that align with the many areas of focus

on the Green Mountain Power ("GMP") retail rate case that the Department

wishes to review.

R-epore.d by( ,! ):, /',:).r,( rr i/- ii :, ii 'it- e )
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Corporole Core Volues of GDS Associoles,lnc.
The size and depth GDS permits us to offer clients multiple sources of assistance,

ensuring complete, competent, and timely service. GDS' long history of meeting client needs has established our reputation

within the industry. ln fact, most of our project assignments are derived from repeat work for existing clients or from client

referrals. GDS recognizes that no two clients or problems are exactly alike, so we strive to deliver "right-fit" solutions for each

client's particular situation. GDS conducts its business in accordance with stated core values which we follow steadfastly in

providing services to our clients.
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CORE BUSINESS OF GDS

GDS consultants are recognized leaders in their respective fields, dedicated to their clients, innovative in their approach to

meeting unique challenges, and known for consistently being available when needed. Our comprehensive range of expertise

focuses on clients associated with, or affected by, electrig naturalgas, water and wastewater utilities. ln addition, GDS offers

information technology, market research, statistical and social media marketing services to a diverse client base. ln 2015 and

2016, we performed consulting services for over 700 different clients.

The GDS consulting staff has enensive engineering, rate, regulatory, compliance, and expert testimony experience. GDS

consultants are recognized leaders in their fields, dedicated to their clients, and innovative in their approach to delivering

quality consulting services that satisfy client needs.
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Below is a list of consulting areas in which GDS has specialized skills. For more information regarding these services please

visit our website at gdsassociates.com.

i: Rates & Regulatory Services

i: Energy Efficiency & Demand Side Management
Services

i: Statistics & Market Research Services
r: lnformationTechnologyServices
i-- Renewable Energy Resources, Distributed

Generation & CHP Services

r Power Supply Planning & lntegrated Resource

Planning

Load Forecasting Services

r Generation Services

r-- Energy Procurement Services

r: Utility Privatization Services

r Financial Analysis & Rate Services

'r Electric Distribution System Planning & Design

Services

r.r Water & Wastewater Utility Consulting Services

r Natural Gas Consulting Services

ri TransmissionServices

r-- Risk Management Services

, NERC Compliance Services
., Municipal Financial Services

r EnvironmentalServices

ProjectTeom
GDS has assembled a qualified and experience project team to assist the Department in their review and intervention in the
GMP retail rate proceeding. Our primary experts have regulatory experience and many years of specific experience in their

respective areas of expertise. ln fact, the $lx individuals that would represent the expert witnesses on this case have a

connbined 3?5 years of experlence in the utility industry. Five of the six expefts work out of our headquarters in tviarietta,

GA. The sixth works out of our Orlandq FL office. GDS will not Llse st*be ordrators in the conduct of this project on behalf

of the Department.

Additional to our six experts, we have support staff familiar with regulatory proceedings and capable of assisting in model
development review of testimony, developing exhibits, and assisting with general research and administrative functions. We
have engineers capable of reviewing and building cost of service models, performing return on equity computations,
reviewing budgets, and assessing power supply models and scenarios to support our experts in building a case on behalf of
the Department. The table and organization chart below shows the specific members of the project team, with additional

support staff being available in both our Marietta, GA and Orlando, FL offices. Following the organization chart are biographies

for each member of the team. Resumes are included in Appendix A attached to our proposal.

Prepored byGDS ASSOCIATFS INC r 3
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Project Team Member Project Responsibilitiesffice
JacobThomas, P.E.

Senior Project Manger

Marietta, GA Overall project manager

Revenue Requirements

Cost of service

Retail rate design

Kevin Mara, P.E.

Vice President & Principal Engineer

Marietta, GA Distribution capital cosG

Distribution O&M costs

Distribution system planning & design

Brent Saylor

Principal

Chris Dawson, P.E.

Principal

Marietta, GA

Marietta, GA

Revenue Requirements

O&M Spending

Retail Rate Design

Multi-Year Rate Plans

PowerSupply

Rich Polich, P.E.

Managing Director
Marietta, GA Cost of Capital

Revenue Requirements

Capital Spending

Terry Myers, CPA

Senior Project Manager

Breandan Mac Mathuna
Project Manager

.lulia Jennings, EIT

Engineer

Orlando, FL UtilityTaxation

Marietta, GA Project Support in General

Support Power Supply

Marietta, GA Project Support in General

Support Cost ofService

Support Retail Rate Design

Prepored byGDS ASSOCIATES ll.lC r ,- A



Breandan
MacMathuna

Julia
Jennings, EIT

Chris
Dawson, P.E.

Brent Saylor
Terry Myers,

CPA
Rich Polich,

P.E.

Jacob
Thomas, P.E.

Kevin Mara,
P.E.
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Biogrophies of Prqjec{ Teom

Jocob Thomos, P.E., Senior Froject Monoger * Jacob Thomas, P.E., Senior Project Manager

of GDS, specializes in statistics, economic analysis and quantitative research, including retail and

wholesale rate$ cost of service, demand-side management evaluation and impact analysis, load

forecasting load research, market research, economic impact analysis and various data mining and

analysis applications. Over his 20 years of experience with GDS, Mr. Thomas has worked on rate and

cost of service studies for lnunicipal and cooperative clients througltout the country. ln the most

recent three years, he has had significant input into eleven COS and rate studies, including five
P'E' municipal clients and six cooperative clients. He has expertise and experience designing different rate

BS * INDUSTRIAT design concepts including dynamic pricing, residential demand, special contracts, and other non-
ENGINEERING traditional rate concepts. He has worked with municipal utilities to develop financial forecasts, to

MBA * FINANCE establish appropriate cash and reserve levels, and in support of debt restructuring and loan

applications. Along with Mr. Saylor, Jacob was a co-author of the AMP Focus Forward Member
Toolkit, the AMP Rate Design Guide portion, which summarized industry methods for compensation of distributed energy

resources.

Jacob has filed expert testimony in regulatory proceedings in lndiana, Michigan, North Carolina, North Dakota, Utah, and

Vermont and has co-authored reports submitted to. regulators and/or legislatures in Delaware, North Carolina, Kentucky,

Utah and Vermont. ln Vermont, Mr. Thomas stood for cross examination in Docket No. 7440 in 2008 on behalf of the

Department of Public Service. Mr. Thomas has made presentations regarding retail rate and cost of service topics at national

and regional conferences. He was a panelist discussing Distributed Energy Resource rate design and cost recovery at NRECA's

annual meeting in 2018. He presented on the topic of AMI data and its role in cost of service studies at the NREC Annual

Meeting in 2008. ln2OI4, he presented on power cost adjustment factors at the Pennsylvania Municipal Electric Association.

Finally, he spoke about aligning power costs and retail rates, with a focus on power cost adjustment factors and dynamic
pricing concepts at the APPA Business and Finance Conference in 2015. He has conducted load forecasting webinars and was

an instructor at the lnstitute of Public Utilities ("lPU") Forecasting Workshop in2O72.

Bepored by( 'DS ASSOaIATES INC r s
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Kevin Mqro, P.E., Vice Presideni ond Principol Engineer * Kevin Mara has over 30 years of
experience as a distribution engineer. He worked six years at Savannah Electric as a Distribution
Engineer and ten years with Southern Engineering Company as a Project Manager. At Savannah

Electric, Mr. Mara gained invaluable field experience in the operation, maintenance, and design of
transmission and distribution systems. While at Southern Engineering, Mr. Mara performed planning

studies, general consulting, underground distribution design, territorial assistance, and training
services. Presently, Mr. Mara is a Vice President at GDS Associates, lnc. and serves as the Principal

P,E. Engineer for GDS Associates' engineering services company known as its trade name Hi-Line

BS a Eleclrie q; Engineering. Mr. Mara is in charge of the design of distribution lines for many different utilities located

fingineedng in variety of different terrain and loading conditions. For the last 5 years, he has been responsible for
over 100 miles of distribution line conversions each year. Many of these projects include acquisition

of right-of-way and obtaining easements. Mr. Mara has developed underground specifications for
utilities and was an active participant on the lnsulated Conductor Committee. He has designed underground service to many

subdivisions and commercial areas. These designs include concrete-encased ductlines, direct-burial, bridge attachments,
long-bores, and tunneling projects. He has developed overcurrent and overvoltage protection schemes for underground
systems for a variety of clients with different operating parameters. Kevin is the cci-author of NRECA s "Simplified Overhead

Distribution Staking Manual" and has authored "Field Staking lnformation for Overhead Distribution Lines" and is the author
of four chapters in 'TVPPA Transmission and Distribution Standards and Specifications". Mr. Mara has testified many times

as an expert at trial or by deposition, as will be shown in his resume.

Brent SOylOr, Principell * Brent A. Saylor is a Principal of GDS and currently works in the areas of
wholesale and retail rate studies, cost of seruice analyseg financial forecasts and other financial and

rate design consulting services. He has worked with municipal, distribution cooperative, and
generation and transmission (G&T) cooperative utilities to successfully design, implement and

administer retail and wholesale rates. Mr. Saylor has extensive experience with both traditionalcost of
service and ratemaking techniques as well as time-based and dynamic pricing alternatives such as

Critical Peak Pricing and Real-Time Pricing structures. Brent has conducted reviews of demand
85 * ll{DUSTRiA't response programs for utilities to evaluate program benefits and the alignment of pricing incentives
ENGINEERING with cost savings for the utility and customer perspectives. He also has experience working with

utilities in the design of net metering, renewable, and green power rates. Mr. Saylor also has worked with distribution
cooperatives in establishing the proper charges for attachments to electric utility poles by telecommunications companies.

Brent presented at the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association's ("NRECA") Annual Meeting in February 2016 on the
topic of pole attachment rate design and was a co-author of the AMP Focus Forward MemberToolkit, the AMP Rate Design

Guide portion. Prior to joining GDS, Brent worked for Oglethorpe Power Corporation for more than 16 years, and managed

the rates and pricing area, as well as providing significant support to marketing, power supply and corporate restructuring

efforts.

P.E.

BS * litlDUSTRtAL

Eh{&NEERING

fME,A * FINANCE

Chris Dowson, P.E., Fdncipal e Mr. Dawson has over 25 years of experience in the electric

utility industry working with cooperative and municipal utilities. He has experience in all aspects of
power supply planning and integrated resource planning, managing RFP solicitations and

evaluations, risk management planning, power supply resource acquisition, hedging strategies for
energy and capacity procurement, contractual negotiations and has been an expert witness in

multiple proceedings. His work experience has been in the areas of short-term and long-term
power supply analysis and contract negotiation, acquisition and integration of renewable and

intermittent resources, economic project feasibility, ISO/RTO market operations and management,
financial analysis, risk management, and market power analysis. He also has been involved in

ISO/RTO activities in several parts of the country and has been responsible for transitioning utilities
from unstructured to structured markets.

Prepored byCiLlS ASSL)ai/r\]1.5 ll'.1i, e 6
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Rich Polich, P.E., Monoging Direclor c Mr. Polich has more than 30 years' experience as an

energy industry engineer, manager, and leader, combining his business and technical expertise in

the management of governmental, industrial and utility projects. He has worked extensively in

nuclear, coal, IGCC, natural gas, green/renewable generation. Mr. Polich has developed generation

projects in wind, solar, and biomass in Australia, Canada, Caribbean, South American and United

States locales. His generation experience includes engineering of systems and providing

engineering support of plant operations. Notable projects include the Midland Nuclear Project and

its conversion to natural gas combined cycle, start-up testing support for Consumerd coal-fired

Campbell 3, Palisades nuclear steam generator replacement support, Covert Generating Station

feasibility evaluation, and a Lake Erie offshore wind project, He also has extensive experience in

utility rates and regulation, having managed Consumers Energy's rates group for a number of years.

ln that function his responsibilities included load and revenue forecasting, overseeing the design of
gas and electric rates and testifoing in regulatory proceedings. Mr. Polich has testified in over thirty
regulatory and legislative proceedings.

Mr. Polich has testified in over 30 regulatory proceedings on a variety of issues. Recently, Mr. Polich provided direct and

rebuttal testimony before the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission in Docket No. 2015-0022, regarding the Hawaiian Electric

Company, lnc. and NextEra Merger. Over 15 years' experience working with Michigan Public Service Commission on

renewable energy policies, independent power supplier regulations, and electric rate cases. He has also worked with the

Michigan Legislature: defined laws for open markets, renewable portfolio standards. Mr. Polich has worked on various

projects and policies in Arizona, Arkansas, California, Georgia, lndiana, Minnesota Nebraska, New Mexico, Ohio, Texas, and

Wisconsin Commissions over the last ten years. Mr. Polich also established Consumers Energy's Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission transmission tariffs.

Terry Myels, CPA, Senior Projecl Monoger * Mr. Myers has extensive experience with over

32 years in electric utility ratemaking, financial analysis and incomc taxcs. This cxpcricncc includes

numerous preparations of revenue requirements, cost of service studies, rate design analyses, cash

working capital analyses, the analysis of wholesale and retail rate filings, review of wholesale

contracts, reliability must run (RMR) proceedings, review of depreciation studies, review of electric

wholesale and retail fuel clause adjustments, review of OATT Formula Rate filings, and the

CFA preparation of retail and wholesale rate filings, the presentation of expert testimony before FERC

BS * ACCOUNTING 
in Transmission Rate and wholesale RMR Rate proceedings and expert testimony before the

lndiana Utility Regulatory Commission, the Virginia State Corporation Commission, the Arizona

Corporation Commission, the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, the Michigan Public Service

Commission,thePublicServiceCommissionofWestVirginia,andtheFloridaPublicServiceCommission. lnadditiontohaving
presented expert testimony before FERC and various state commissions, Mr. Myers has also presented testimony before

several local jurisdictions and utility boards.

PreporedbyGDS At\OCllAlES INC r ' 7
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Breondon Moc Molhuno, Project Monoger r Mr. Mac Mathuna is an experienced

consultant and has provided support on many of rate, regulation and power supply matters. This

support has involved the development of annual and long-term wholesale power cost projections

for co-operative and municipality clients, the project management of request for proposals (RFP)

processes for energy and capacity products and assisted with the commercial aspects of
contracting for those products. He has also performed long-term asset reviews and economic

BOC r FINANCE feasibility analysis of purchase power contracts and/or ownership of renewable generation

MBS:STMTEGIC 
fACiIitiCS.

MANAGEMENT Additionally, his experience includes the detailed review of FERC approved Open Access

Transmission Tariffs, review of reactive revenue requirement filings at FERC and assisting expert

witnesses as part of State retail rate cases. ln general, this support has involved the following
activities (a) review of filed testimony or transmission rate template (b) evaluation and analysis of filed material (c)

identification of pertinent issues of concern (d) development of discovery questions (e) research assistance to expert

witnesses (f) support to expert witnesses in the development of testimony. The following is a selection of recent rate and

regulatory filings that Mr. Mac Mathuna has provided support and analysis to (1) FPL Cedar Bay Petition, Docket No. 150075-

El) (2) Public Service Commission of Oklahoma (PSO) Rate Case, PUD 201500208 (3) Oklahoma Gas & Electric (OG&E) Rate

Case, PUD 2OL5O0273 (4) East Kentucky Power Cooperative internal review of its PJM Transmission Formula Rate Update (5)

AEP East PJM Transmission Formula Rate Updates (6) PG&E Transmission Rate Filings and a number of reactive revenue

requirement filings.

Julio A. Jennings, Associole Engineer r Julia A. Jennings is an Associate Engineer with GDS.

She worked with GDS Retail Rates group as a cooperative student while earning her Bachelor of
Science of lndustrial and Systems Engineering from Georgia Tech. She has compiled two years of
experience working with GDS managers on various aspects of Cost of Service studies. She is a

rcgistcrcd Enginecr in Training.

EIT

BS r INDUSTRIAL

ENGINEERING

&,

4
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3/*f 4-4 L

Brent Saylor, Principal, is the authorized representative of GDS to negotiate a proposed contract with the Department. Mr

Saylor's contact information is included above, and his signature is included below and on the cover letter.

Mr. Brent Saylor, Principal

GDS Associates, lnc.

brent.savlor@gdsassociates.com

770.425.SLOO

VER 
^oNI 
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3 Scope of Work Arecrs io Which GDS is Responcjing
The GDS project team has a broad set of experiences and expertise. We are able to assist the Department with all areas of
the scope of work as listed in the RFP. The table below shows our intention to respond to provide services in all seven areas

of the scope of work and shows the experts from our project team likely to be involved in each area.

Utility Cost of Capital { Polich

Regulatory Accounting and Overall Revenue

Requirement Modeling
Mara, Polich, Thomas

UtilityTaxation Myers

Utility Capital Spending Dawson, Mara, Polich

UtilityO&M Spending { Mara, Saylor, Thomas

Utility PowerSupply { Dawson

Multi-Year Rate Plans ( Saylor

ln addition to the seven specific areas of expertise listed in the RFP, GDS has qualified experts available who can provide

support in other components of a retail rate study that may require further review. Should any issues related to these areas

arise in the GMP rate filing, we would be happy to discuss bringing in additional experts with the Department at their request.

These areas include:

r Transmission system planning, capital costs, and operating costs'

r:-r Environmental impacts and costs

r Demand side management program planning capital costs, and operating costs

r Load research

r Load forecasting
r ' Weather normalization

(

(

{

Discrete Areas of Work 6DS 6DS

Prepored by GDS A:i:jOCIATFS INC r , 10
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4 Recent Relevcnt Project Refetences
ln this section of our proposal, GDS provides the Department with eight different client references. We provide four
references with respect to our regulatory expertise and four additional references that can attest to ourgeneral power supply

evaluation, cost of service, and retail rate design qualifications. lt would be difficult to produce an exhaustive list of docket

numbers for cases in which our team has testified or participated. However, many of the docket numbers of recent cases are

included in our resumes attached in Appendix A. Upon request, we would be glad to provide sample testimony or attempt to
provide a more detailed listing of our regulatory experiences if the Department should like us to. Further general experiences

of our staff are described further in Section 5 of our proposal.

Regulolory Relerences

REFERENCE - INDIANA MICHICNru POWTN RFTAIL RATE CASE

Reference Name

Reference Phone Number

Reference CompanyName

Address of Work

Reference E-Mail Address

Description of Work

Brian Bosma, Partner

(317) 692-9ooo

Kroger, Gardis & Regaq LLP

111 Monument Circle Suite 900, lndianapolis, lN 45204

brian.bosma @ ksrlaw.com

GDS worked as expert witnesses on behalf of a Joint Municipal group featuring Fort

Wayne, South Bend, Muncie, and Marion. We reviewed l&M's retail ratefiling, produced

an issues list, drafted and filed direct testimony and cross answering testimony and

assisted counsel with evaluation of settlement terms. The case was settled in early 2018.

Our experts filed testimony in the areas of cost of capital, cost of service, retail rate

design, distribution capital and O&M spending, and a multi-year rate transition plan.

REFERENCE -TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO THE OTNICT OF THE PEOPLE'S COUruSET

Reference Name Laurence C. Danielq Assistant People's Counsel

ReferencePhoneNumber (2O2)727-3O7I

Reference Company Name Office of the People's Counsel for the District of Columbia

Address of Work 1133-15th Stree! N.W., Suite 500

ReferenceE-MailAddress ldaniels@opc-dc.com

Description of Work GDS assists the Office by providing technical analysis on various issues of concern to the
ratepayers in the District. Topics include evaluation of Pepco's construction program,

vegetation management programs, load forecasting reliability enhancement programs,

AMI costs and benefits, impact and integration of DERs. GDS has provided direct

testimony and stood for hearings in four consecutive rates cases.

Prepored byG[)S ASSOCIATFS INC r ,,, 't1
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REFERENCE-ASSISTANCE TO UTAH OTTICE OF CONSUMTN STNVICTS

Reference Name Michele Beck, Director

Reference Phone Number

Reference CompanyName

Address ofWork

Reference E-Mail Address

Description of Work

(801)s30-56/t4

Utah Office of Consumer Services (OCS)

160 East 300 South, Salt Lake City, UT 84114

mbeck@utah.gov

GDS has worked with the Utah OCS since 2007, providing technical assistance and

serving as expert witnesses in proceedings filed by Rocky Mountain Power. We have

reviewed IRP filings, retail rate filings, and special cases involving retail rate design and

plans for sustainable energy initiatives related to recent state legislation. We have

recently filed testimony in the areas of rate design and load research in Docket No. 16-

035-36.

REFERENCE- NORTH DAKOTA PUBLIC STNVICT CONNMISSIOru

Reference Name Victor Schoclg Public Utilities Analyst

Reference Phone Number

Reference CompanyName

Address ofWork

Reference E-Mail Address

Description of Work

(701) 328-3397

North Dakota Public Service Commission Division of the Public Advocate

500 E Boulevard Ave, Bismarck, ND 58505

vschock@nd.sov

GDS provided expert witness services to the PSC in 2O76/2017 in a Minnesota Dakota

Utilites rate filing (Case No. PU-15-665). Our experts testified in the areas of cost of capital

and return on equity, revenue requirements, load research, cost of service, and retail

rate design.
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Generql E4cedence Relerences

REFERENCE - ATTAMA HA E LECTRIC M TNNSTNSH I P C OR PO RNTIO NI

Reference Name Romanous Dotson, General Manager

Reference Phone Number (912) 526-8181

Reference Company Name Altamaha EMC

Address of Work 61.L West Liberlry Avenue, Lyons, GA 30436

ReferenceE-MailAddress romanous.dotson@altamahaemc.com

Since the Firm's inception, GDS has worked with Altamaha EMC to provide assistance in

the cost of service and rate analysis, wholesale PCA administration, power supply

administration as well as development and administration of retail service agreements

and retail rates applicable to large load qustomers.

GDS worked with Altamaha EMC to develop its first community solar program. The

support provided by GDS includes development of the benefit-cost analysis, pricing of
the solar blocks, drafting the rate tariff, and evaluation of alternative pricing structures.

GDS also developed a comprehensive interconnection policy for Altamaha EMC that is

applicable to customer-owned generators with up to 10 MW of installed capacity. A

portion of that policy developed by GDS addresses net metering provisions that meet

the requirements of Georgia regulations. The treatment of energy produced by
generation that is not subject to net metering was also developed. GDS initially

determined and annually updates the avoided cost of energy that is credited to net

metering customers with excess generation.

REFERENCE - DANVtT.LE IJT|LiTtES (Dnruvtttr, VA)

Reference Name Jason Grey, Director of Utilities

ReferencePhoneNumber 14341799-5270

Reference Company Name Danville Utilities

Address ofWork L040 Monument Street, Danville, VA2454I

ReferenceE-MailAddress srevic@danvilleva.sov

Description of Work ln2O!6-2Ot7, GDS performed various rate services for Danville. We developed a plan for
their power cost adjustment factor design to help recover unrecovered power costs from
a period of time after the onset of the Great Recession and to reflect changing power

supply costs in the next three years. GDS also performed a rate study for Danville's

electrig gas, water, and wastewater utilities to evaluate projected revenue requirements

and determine if rate changes are necessary. We also devised a method to estimate a

breakdown of the utility transfer to general funds to return on equity and franchise tax

components. We also assisted in helping develop various special rate designs for electric

and water/wastewater C&l accounts. As part of these efforts, GDS staff made three
different presentations to the Utility Commission to report on the tasks being completed.

GDS has just been retained to perform retail rate and cost of service studies for all four
utilities again in 2018.
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REFERENCE- BOROUGH OF CHAMBERSBURG. PA

Reference Name Ron Pezon, Electric Superintendent

Reference Phone Number (7L7) 26+5L51

Reference CompanyName Borough of Chambersburg, PA

Address ofWork 100 S. 2nd Street, Chambersburg,PALT2OL

ReferenceE-MailAddress rpezon@chambersburgpa.gov

Description of Work GDS worked with Chambersburg to complete a cost of service and rate design project in

2Ot4. The rate study was conducted to revise rates to better reflect the costs incurred

under new power supply arrangements. The study included detailed analysis of the

. pricing applicable to both an existing and prospective large industrial customers. The rate

study also included development of revisions to the utili!y's power supply cost

adjustment formula. GDS continues to provide rate analysis as requested including

' commercial rate administration and development of LED outdoor lighting rates.

REFERENCE- EAST TTXAS ETTCTRIC COOPERATIVE

Reference Name Ryan Thomas, General Manager

Reference Phone Number (936) 550-9532

Reference Company Name

Address of Work

East Texas Electric Cooperative, lnc,

2905 Westward Drive, Nacogdochet TX 75963

ReferenceE-MailAddress ryant@stpower.com

Description ofWork GDS has worked with ETEC since our inception in 1986, providing a myriad of services,

including power supply planning, transmission services, evaluation of energy efficienry

and demand response programs, load forecasting, consumer surveying and cost of

service and retail rate services for many of their distribution cooperative members.
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O Prqecl Jecrn Fxperlise cncJ Relevcrnt Expedence
The GDS team has significant relevant experience in evaluating utility operations, costs, capital plans, and rate designs. We

regularly develop power supply plans, perform cost of service studies, and create wholesale and retail rate designs for

cooperative and municipal clients throughout the country. Furthermore, as demonstrated in our biographies and resumes,

we have extensive regulatory experience, assisting various parties as experts in rate cases, integrated resource plans, and

many other regulatory proceedings.

GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS
Conducting and review cost of service and retail rate studies has been one of GDS' core services since the firm's inception 31

years ago. GDS has prepared countless numbers of cost of service and retail rate studies for utilities in many states, including

studies for clients that are subject to rate regulation by state or local utility commissions. Besides rate studies, our firm

provides a wide variety of other financial services to its retail clients including financial forecasts; revenue and power cost

budgets; line extension policy analysis; lighting rate design; net metering and distributed generation rate design; renewable

and green power rates; development of special rates and service agreements for large C&l customers; pole attachment

inventory and price design; transmission cost of service and rate design; City engineer of record services; bond and loan

supporq economic impact analysis; benefit-cost analysis; and load forecasts. GDS principals and staff have decades of

experience in rate and cost of service work and are well positioned to perform such work and related financial analysis for the

City.

GDS has a wide range of experience working with both retail and wholesale utilities as well as municipal and cooperative

clients, which allows the firm to provide a broad-based perspective in conducting the project for the City. Our firm has an

extensive base of retail rate design experience in the development of rates for residential, small commercial, agricultural and

large power customers. GDS has experience with:

L!

!

i_l

Traditional cost of service and ratemaking

techniques.
Development of financial statements using

either cash or accrual accounting.

Time-based rate alternatives that are now more

viable alternatives with advanced metering

systems.

lnnovative rate structures, ranging from time of
use ('TOU") rates and targeted end-use rates

for residential consumers to unbundled cost-

based industrial rates for large industrial

customers.

Power cost adjustment ("PCA") formula

development and administration.

., Participation in electric service proposals

involving customer choice (large loads).

r Development of demand response price

incentives that appropriately align the

incentives with the benefits of the demand

response efforts incurred by the utility.

L, Net metering and distributed generation rate

design, including Value of Solar.

: , Transmission tariff design.

i:i Development of avoided costs and marginal

cost analysis.

L-. Pole attachment rate development.

i: Green power rates.

r Residential demand rates.

ReguloloryQuomcdions
As shown in our biographies and resumes, the GDS team has extensive regulatory experience. Four of our project team

recently worked on a case in lndiana involving review of a lndiana Michigan retail rate filing. Kevin Mara is actively working

on several ongoing proceedings in Washington, D.C. and Terry Myers is working in New Jersey with respect to the new tax

law and its application to utilities. Jacob Thomas and Rich Polich worked together reviewing a Minnesota Dakota Utilities retail

rate filing in spring of 2Ot7.lt is also worth noting that Mr. Thomas and other GDS experts participating in Vermont Docket

No. 7440 in 2008. We worked on behalf of the Vermont Department of Public Service in that docket. Our resumes provide

docket numbers for many of the most recent work we have completed. We can provide sample testimony at the request of

the Department.

Some Somple Work Expedence wilh Respec{ lo Cosl of Seryice ond Retoil Role Design

The following provides descriptions of some recent work GDS has performed for various clients that highlights our cost of

service and retail rate design experience. This list is not exhaustive, but is provided to demonstrate some specific examples of

our qualifications.
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North Little Rock Eleciric Dept. {Notth Little Rock, AR)

GDS has conducted several cost of service and rate analyses for NLRED. Revisions to the rates were made to better track cost

of service results and to send improved price signals to customers. GDS also prepared a five-year financial forecast for NLRED

and rate levels were established to meet cash and debt service requirements for the forecast period. Revisions were made to

improve the interaction between rates for small, medium and large commercial customers. The Firm also assisted NLRED

with development and administration of revisions to the energy cost recovery adjustment mechanism. The formula was

revised to better track and levelize changes in power cost that occur due to fluctuations in the utiliby's hydroelectric

generation, entitlement purchases from a coal-fired generation resource, as well as its market-based purchases in MISO.

Finally, GDS worked with NLRED staff to establish minimum and target cash reserve levels to enhance the utility's risk

management and to improve credit rating scores. GDS assisted in the presentation and approval of the changes in the

adjustment formula to the City Council.

Altsmoha Eleciric Membership Corporolion {Lyons, GA}
Since the Firm's inception, GDS has worked with Altamaha EMC to provide assistance in the cost of service and rate analysis,

wholesale PCA administration, power supply administration as well as development and administration of retail service

agreements and retail rates applicable to large load customers. The assistance to large commercial customers covers a wide

variety of customers. The largest includes a 50 MW customer with multiple sources of customer-owned generation, and

where the utility worked with the customer to provide access to market-based sources of energy. Other rate and contract

assistance has been provided for customers ranging in size from 1 to 5 MW in the forest products, food processing, and

education business segments. GDS regularly provides assistance to Altamaha EMC in the development and administration of

its wholesale PCA. GDS has made many presentations to the Altamaha Board of Directors requesting approval of rate changes

and providing information regarding rate and power supply matters.

GDS also developed a comprehensive interconnection policy for Altamaha EMC that is applicable to generators with up to 10

MW of installed capacity. A portion of that policy developed by GDS addresses net metering provisions that the requirements

of Georgia regulations. The treatment of energy produced by generation that is not subject to net metering was also

developed. When the interconnection poliry was first developed, GDS determined the avoided cost of energy that is credited

to net metering customers with excess generation. Since that time, GDS has calculated updates to the avoided cost on an

annual basis.

Forough of Chqmbersburg Electric Depodmenl (Chombersburg, PA)

GDS worked with Chambersburg to complete a cost of service and rate design project in 2014. The rate study was conducted

to revise ratesto better reflect the costs incurred under new power supply arrangements. The study included detailed analysis

of the pricing applicable to both an existing and prospective large industrial customers. The rate study also included

development of revisions to the utilit'y's power supply cost adjustment formula. GDS continues to provide rate analysis as

requested including commercial rate administration and development of LED outdoor lighting rates.

Donville Utilities {Dcnville, VA}
ln 2016 and 2OL7, GDS worked with Danville Utilities to perform a Utilities Rate Study. We performed a two-year financial

forecast to assess the revenue requirements for gas, electric, water, and wastewater utilities and presented the results to the

Utility Commission. No rate increases were required for any utility, so rate design was not completed in general. GDS also

performed a Street Lighting cost of service analysis and recommended revised street and security lighting rates. We also

worked with City staff to develop new rate designs for electric high load factor customers, a raw water rate for a potential

new power plant locating in the area, and development of reserve fund computations for a large water customer. Two of

Danville's electric industrial customers have recently announced facilities expansions, credited in part to the high load factor

rate that generates favorable electric bills. Finally, GDS developed a Power Cost Adjustment plan for the electric utility that

was designed to recover unrecovered power costs from historical rate freezes put in place during the recession.

Southern Rivers Energy (Bornesville, GA)
ln 2015, GDS performed a cost of service and retail rate study for Southern Rivers, a cooperative in Georgia. GDS evaluated

redefinition of rates for certain customers and developed an optional Residential Demand rate. The Demand Rate design

was intended to provide a tool by which education of the residential class could begin and as a future rate to ensure customers

installing behind-the-meter distributed generation would pay an appropriate share of distribution system fixed costs.
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Clevelond Public Power (Clevelond, OH)
GDS conducted a cost of service study for CPP in 2014. CPP has not yet pursued rate revisions using the results ofthe rate

study. The Firm developed a ten-year financial forecast and multiple scenarios of the forecast as part of the utili!y's efforts to

conduct a re-financing of a portion of its debt and to lower O&M costs. GDS assisted CPP to develop revisions to its ordinances

related to the recovery of purchased power expenses and to improve capabilities to compete for new large load customers.

GDS participated in the presentation of the ordinance revisions to the committee of the City Council responsible for utility

matters. GDS also completed in 2015 a comprehensive strategic marketing plan for CPP including rate and economic

initiatives.

Americon Municipol Power {Columbus, OH)
ln 20!6, GDS was retained by AMP to be the lead consulting team to draft a policies and rate design guide section of their

AMP Focus Foruvard Member Toolkit. The guide provided a process by which AMP members could evaluate their current

customer-based DER policies and rate designs and reviewed current approaches in the industry, including Value of Solar, Net

Metering, and other options,

Southesstern lndiqns Rurol Electric Membership Corporotion (Osgood, lN)

GDS completed a cost of service and rate study for SEI in 2015. The rate study was conducted primarily to revise rates to

better reflect the costs incurred under power supply purchases from Hoosier Energy, SEI's all requirements power supplier.

The study included the development of a pilot rate applicable to residential customers that includes time of use and critical

peak pricing elements, as well as pricing for commercial customers that have the capability to control load during peak

demand periods. ln20!6, GDS evaluated the pilot critical peak pricing rate and made recommendations to adjusting the rate

based on pilot performance for adoption of a permanent rate option.

Clork Couniy Rurol Electric Membership Corporotion (Sellersburg. lN)
ln 2OL4, GDS completed a broad update of Clark County's pole attachment program. The scope of thc updatc included a

complete field inventory of the utilitry's attachments, revisions to the pole attachment agreements, and development of

revised rates. The cooperative is not subject to FCC regulations, but the pole attachment rates were developed primarily to

be consistent with recent lndiana cases settled by the lndiana Utility Regulatory Commission. Rates were also developed

based on FCC regulations for information purposes. GDS is providing on-going support to Clark County with implementation

matters.

Austin Energy (Attslin, TX)

ln 20L5 and early 2017, GDS worked with Austin Energy to provide an evaluation of a potential commercial Value of Solar

(T /OS") rate design. Work included reviewing which components of Austin's current VOS design for residential customers

would need to be revised to apply to commercial solar applications, provide options for how to handle existing customers

under a traditional net metering incentive structure, developing a concept for a time-of-day VOS that paid more for on-peak

energy production than off-peak production, and revising the Ci!y's solar capacity projections to reflect expectations ofthe

change for demand in commercial solar from implementing a VOS approach.

Cobb Electric Membership Corporotion (Morietto, GA)
GDS has provided retail rate consulting services for Cobb EMC for decades. We have worked with Cobb EMC to design

innovative residential designs in the pas! including a rate option that consists of a customer-specific fixed charge per month

based on actual consumption patterns and a marginal energy rate. We have also recently helped Cobb design their residential

demand rate that is currently a pilot program.

Greqt River Energy (Mople Grove, MN)
GDS has been working with Great River, a G&T cooperative, for two years providing assistance in the design of wholesale

rates in support of various demand response programs.
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Hoosier Energy (Bloomington, lN)
GDS began providing wholesale rate consultation to Hoosier Energy, a G&T cooperative, in 2009. ln that study in 2009,

wholesale standard tariff rates were designed specifically to include appropriate price signals to align with Hoosier's DSM

programs. GDS has continued to provide assistance to Hoosier when wholesale rate revisions are contemplated, including

evaluation of the time-of-use components of their rates and evaluation of special rates for economic development and large

C&lloads.
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6 u.nuduling Constrcints

GDS has an experienced team assembled to assist the Department, with members of the team that will be expert witnesses

if necessary having long and stable careers. Although our experts travel for business and occasionally for pleasure, we do not

know of any significant engagements that would create significant scheduling difficulties or in any way threaten our ability to
provide the services required of the Department in this proceeding. Our experts our experienced in.working in regulatory

proceedings and are familiar with the strict dictates associated with hearing schedules and evidentiary hearings. We have

been able to successfully manage our schedules in past cases and will be able to do so in this one.
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T Bilfing Rctes ond Project Expenses

We understand that the Department will compensate the selected vendor on a time and material basis. This is the standard

way GDS bills its clients. Table 7-1 below shows the hourly rate for our expert witnesses and for support staff by position.

TableT-2 provides our estimate for travel expenses associated with a trip to Montpelier per person per trip' We expense

travel expenses at cost and can provide receipts of all charged expenses at Department request, The only other expenses

incurred for this project would be printing expenses, which wouldn't exceed more than a few hundred dollars over the course

of the project. GDS does not charge overheads, long distance, or computer expenses. We only charge software expenses if

specialized software is required in the course of performing our services, which we do not expect to be the case for this

project. lf the need to use such specialized software arose, we would discuss the need for the software and provide an

estimate for the additional cost to use such software with the Department project manager prior to using or expensing the

software.

Kevin Mara, Vice President s260

Chris Dawson, Principal Szss

Brent Saylor, Principal Szso

Richard Polich, Managing Director s26s

Jacob Thomas, Senior Project Manager $zso

Terry Myers, Senior Project Manager Szso

Projcct Manager Szrs

Senior Project Engineer $zos

Project Engineer/Project Consultant s175

Engineerfinsly5l slso

Associate Engineer/Associate Analyst s12s

Secreta ry/Senior Engineering Assistant Sgs

Clerical/Engineering Assistant $so

Flight (Atlanta to Burlington) $sso

Airport Parking Sso

Rental Car 5120

Lodging s200

Subsistence 5ao

Seoo

Hourly
Rate

EXPIRT WITNESSES

suPPOr{l stAl-l

Est.

Cost

TRAVEL EXPENSE ESTIMATE: PER TR//P PER PfFSO'V, ASSUM'NG 2 N'GHTS

TorAL PER TR|P PER PERSoN, 2 N|GHTS
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I aonflict of lnterest

GDS does not identifo any potential conflicts of interest arising from our engagement with the Department in this matter.

GDS is currently working with the Department in the areas of Demand Side Management. lf the Department would like

further details of those engagements, we would be happyto provide them'
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AppfllDlx A r Resumes of Key Project Teom Members
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Christop her C. Dowson, P.E

Eoucenoru

Master of Business Administration - Risk Management & Finance, Georgia State University, 2005

Bachelor of Science, lndustrial Engineering, Georgia lnstitute of Technology,1994

PnoressloNAt REGtsrRATtoN

Registered Professional Engineer in the State of Georgia

PnoressloNAt MEMBERSHIP

PnoressroNAt ExPERIENcE

lnstitute of lndustrial Engineers

National Society of Professional Engineers

GDS Associates, lnc., December 1994 to Present

Specific experience includes integrated resource planning, economic feasibility analyses of long-term and

short-term power supply alternatives (including new generation facilities, distributed generation, and

renewable resources), transmission access and pricing, market power analysis, conducting solicitations and

procurement of power supply resources, contract negotiations, competitive retail pricing, assisting with

obtaining financing for clients' generation/ transmission projects, reviewing formulary rate cost-of-service

arrangements, financial planning and operating budget projections, assisting with wholesale rate design and

rate filings, providing expert witness testimony in multiple proceedings, energy imbalance markets and RTO

rnarkets, financial analysis, and risk management assessments.

lntegrated Resource Planning
Extensive experience in developing integrated resource plans and performing economic analyses of long-

term and short-term supply-side alternatives, including new generation facilities, distributed generation,

renewable and intermittent resources, storage technologies, and purchased power agreements. Also

involved with evaluating demand-side altern'atives, such as demand response, demand-side management,

and energy efficiency programs, and determining appropriate benefits-to-costs tests for measuring

effectiveness of various programs and using combination of supply-side and demand-side altneratives to

determine optimal combination of resources to minimize overall, long-term net power cost.

Power Supply Procurement
Prepared and managed numerous solicitation / Requests for Proposals (RFPs) processes, including issuing

RFPs for acquiring or divesting of power supply resources and alternatives, managing solicitation process

with potential respondents and addressing questions and issues with potential proposals, evaluating

economic viability and financial creditworthiness of potential respondents, conducting economic feasibility

analysis of proposals, negotiating terms and conditions of contracts with the successful respondents,

assisting with obtaining financing for new generation, and assisting with procurement of transmission

service. Also have extensive experience working with utilities that have purchase power agreements with

investor owned utilities that are based on formulary rate agreements, so understand key accounting issues,

reviewing formulary rates for accuracy, and identifying ways to reduce cost under agreements.

Pno.recr ExpeRlruce
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Christop her C. Dowson, P.E

ISO / RTO Market Operations
Assisting numerous clients with managing all facets of ISO / RTO market operations and technical

requirements, including managing requirements and expectations for capacity needs, or selling excess

incremental capacity, from forward capacity markets and/or third-party bilateral arrangements, balancing

energy requirements in Day-Ahead and Real-Time energy markets including identifying opportunities to
manage congestion and balance risks for energy portfolio, and evaluate opportunities to monetize

transmission congestion rights and manage market ancillary costs. Also develop processes and systems to

enable clients to comply with annual market operations and requirements for load-serving entities as well as

generation entities in ERCOI MISO, New England lSO, PJM, and SPP organized markets.

Procurement Strategies and Risk Manogement
Performed economic analyses of power supply alternatives, long-term strategic planning for optimum

portfolio diversification, and implementing appropriate hedging and risk mitigation strategies. Experience

identifying utility client's short-term and long-term power supply needs and developing short-term and long-

term procurement strategies to reasonably meet those requirements, as well as appropriate risk

management plans to manage the procurement process. Assist clients with putting in place the appropriate

EEI/WSPP agreements/confirms with multiple third-party suppliers to manage acquisition of power supply

resources to meet energy and capacity requirements. Also assess and utilize as necessary Business

lnterruption insurance alternatives to mitigate exposure from unexpected loss of generation resources.

Generotion Evaluation and Acquisition
Development of extensive economic modeling tools to analyze power supply alternatives. Power supply

alternative resourccs has included distributed generation resources, hydro projects, combined-cycle /
combustion turbine facilities, wind / solar renewable generation, and battery storage resources. For new

generation projects, work has included negotiations of project agreements, acquiring transmission and gas

pipeline interconnections, and securing financing arrangements. For all projects, detailed power cost

evaluations were conducted including projected development costs, alternative fuel price and financing

scenarios, and the expected costs of purchasing power requirements from the market. Utilization of

commercialeconomic models, when necessary, has included MarketView, Promod, and ProScreen.

ISO / RTO Morket lntegration and Management
Managing ISO / RTO market requirements on a daily, mpnthly, and annual basis, including creating systems

for clients to maange the preparation of demand bids, generation offer bids, assessment of generation

performance / profits and appropriate offer curves, managing settlements and market invoicing,

participating in stakeholder process to represent clients' interests, managing ARR/FTR portfolios, and

complying with RTO / ISO annual market participant / LSE requirements as necessary. ln addition, have

assisted numerous clients with integrating from non-structured markets to RTO / ISO markets and

conducting the necessary economic analysis to determine the cost-benefits of the transition, as well as

methods to appropriately hedge any exposure in the RTO / ISO environment.
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$ Associates, lnc JuTIn A. JENNINGS
TNGINEERS & [ONSUL]ANTS Engineer

Bachelor of Science in lndustrial Engineering, Concentration in Economic and Financial Systems,

Cooperative Program, With Honors, Georgia lnstitute of Technology,2OL6

GDS Associates,Inc., Marietta, GA, January 2Ot4to Present

Engineer
Ms. Jennings started at GDS as a coop student in 2014 and began full-time employment in 2016 after she

graduated from the Georgia lnstitute of Technology. She has worked in many areas of utility practice

including retail rate design, load and financial forecasting, cost of service studies, benefit-cost analyses,

load management evaluation, and load research. Some of her project work has included:

o Designed cost of service models for municipals and cooperatives in Georgia, lndiana, and Virginia.

Modeling included the classification of a utility's plant data, development of cost-based load

allocators, and development of financial statements to determine overall revenue requirements.

, Developed revenue requirements and financial forecasts for electric, gas, water, and wastewater

utilities in Virginia.
, Assisted in development of retail rates for cooperatives in Georgia and lndiana.

' Evaluated time of use rate impact using load research methodology.

o, Processed interval data for multiple Texas G&T for billing purposes.

, Completed a benefit-cost analysis and rate structuring study for a cooperative solar program in

Georgia.
. Assisted in development of power cost adjustment projections for cooperatives in lndiana'

, Supported the development of long and short-term load forecasts for various electric utilities,

including weather normalization analysis. Forecasts included the use of end-use, statistically

adjusted engineering (SAE) and econometric models'

, Aided in evaluating the results from load forecasts and preparing final reports.

o Statistical Analysis System (SAS)

. Visual Basic for Applications (VBA)

o MetrixND forecasting software

' Microsoft Office Suite

GDS Associates, lnc. . 1850 Parkway Place . Suite 800 . Marietta, GA 30067

77 A-425-810A . F ax 7 7 0-425-0303 . iulia. ien n ings@sdsassociates.com

Marietta,6A . Austin, TX . Auburn, AL . Madison, Wl . Manchester, NH . Orlando, fL . Hallowell, ME www-gdsassociates.com
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0Ds Associates. lnc BnTnNDAN MNC MNTHUNA
ENGI N TERS & CONSULTANTS Projecl Monoger- Regulotion & Power Supply

Eoucnttott

PnorrssloNet ExprntENcE

Masters of Business Studies (MBS) in Strategic Management and Planning, University College Dublin,2008

Bachelor of Commerce, Finance, University College Dublin, 2007

GDS Associates, lnc., 2Ot4 to Present

Mr. Mac Mathuna has advised electric cooperative, municipality and state agency clients on many aspects of

their strategic power supply needs and regulatory policy matters. For example:

rate cases on behalf of State Attorney General Offices and in utility formula rates.

ownership of renewable generation units (e'9. wind & solar)'

t participated and represented clients in MISO RTO stakeholder groups and reviewed state and Federal

Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) issues'

EirGrid (Dublin, lrelandl, 2008-2013

As a Senior Energy Regulatory Analyst at EirGrid, the transmission and market operator in lreland and

Northern lreland, Mr. Mac Mathuna advised senior management on matters relating to both regulatory

revenue and regulatory compliance. For example:

interconnector link project between lreland and Great Britain electricity interconnector llnk project.

the Return on Equity (RoE).

recommendations to senior management on best practice.

ESB, the dominant energy company in the newly deregulated market.

Renewable Power Supply Procurement
Mr, Mac Mathuna has advised the following cooperative, municipal and state agency clients:

Municipal lltilities / State Agencies / loint Action Agencies

, Blue Ridge Power Agency o cleveland Public Power

o North Little Rock Electric Department o City of Danville

, Oklahoma Office of the Attorney General , Florida Office of Public Counsel

Electric cooperotives

o East Texas Electric CooPerative

. Conway Corporation
' CentralVirginia Electric CooP

. Sulphur Springs Valley Electric Cop

6D5 Associates, lnc. ' 1850 Parkway Place . Suite 800 . Marietta, GA 30057

77 A,425-8100 . Fax 77 A-426-0303 . breandan.macmathuna@gdsassociates,com

Marietta,6A . Austin, TX . Auburn, AL . Madison, Wl . Manchester, NH . orlando, FL ' Hallowell, ME www gdsassociates'com
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a GDS Company

KrvtN J. N4nRA, P.E.
Vice President & Principol EngineerG

EoucRnoru

BS Electrical Engineering, Georgia lnstitute of Technology,I9S2

PnorussloNRr MennaERSHIPs

Pnorrsstonnt ReelsTRATtoNs

lnstitute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Power Engineering Society

Past Member - lnsulated Conductor Committee

Registered Professional Engineer in Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Florida, ldaho, lndiana, Kansas, Kentucky,

Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South

Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin.

Overhead and Underground Distribution Design, Distribution System Planning, Power System Modeling

and Analysis

Mr. Mara has over 30 years of experience as a distribution engineer. He worked six years at Savannah

Electric as a Distribution Engineer and ten years with Southern Engineering Company as a Project

Manager. At Savannah Electric, Mr. Mara gained invaluable field experience in the operation,

maintenance, and design of transmission and distribution systems. While at Southern Engineering, Mr.

Mara performed planning studies, general consulting, underground distribution design, territorial
assistance, and training services. Presently, Mr. Mara is a Vice President at GDS Associates, lnc. and serves

as the Principal Engineer for GDS Associates' engineering services company known as its trade name Hi-

Line Engineering.

Overhead Distribution System Design

Mr. Mara is in charge of the design of distribution lines for many different utilities located in variety of
different terrain and loading conditions. For the last 5 years, he has been responsible for over 100 miles

of distribution line conversions each year. Many of these projects include acquisition of right-of-way and

obtaining easements. The following is a representative list of projects:

Electric Utilities throughout the southeast

- 2077: lnspection for joint use on 35,000 poles

- 2O!2: 4 miles of spacer cable design

- 2OI2: Duct line with switchgear to industrial site

- 2073: 120 miles of 12kV reliability projects

- 2Ot3: 35 miles of conversion projects

- 2O!4: 150 miles of 12kV reliability projects

- 2074: 25 miles of 25kV re-insulation

o

Hi-Line Engineering . 1850 Parkway Place . Suite 800 . Marietta, GA 30067

77 O-425-81OA . F ax 77O-426-0303' kevin.ma ra@gdsassociates.com

Marietta, GA . Austin, TX . Auburn, AL . Madison. Wl . Manchester. NH . Orlando. FL r Hallowell. ME www.edsassgciates.com
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Kevin J. Mq'ro, P"E.

ll nderground Distribution System Design

Mr. Mara has developed underground specifications for utilities and was an active participant on the

lnsulated Conductor Committee. He has designed underground service to many subdivisions and

commercial areas. These designs include concrete-encased ductlines, direct-burial, bridge attachments,

long-bores, and tunneling projects. He has developed overcurrent and overvoltage protection schemes

for underground systems for a variety of clients with different operating parameters. The following is a

representative list of specific projects:

o City of Fort Pierce, FL

- Prepared study of the cost effectiveness of undergrounding

- Study considered costs, storm restoration, right-of-way maintenance, etc.

- Final study presented to City Council

' Newberry Electric Cooperative, SC

- Underground Service to Samsung appliance manufacturing facility

- Design, cost estimates and on-site inspection for20 MVA load

- 30 Miles 750 MCM cable in concrete duct bank, 35 2500 kVA transformers, VFI switchgear

' Clemson Board of Trustees, SC

- Design of various underground projects on campus of Clemson University

Primary service to buildings

- Voltage conversion from 4 kV to 12 kV

- lnspection of installed underground facilities before cover-up

' Union Electric, OH

- Urrderground design to Coleman's Crossing

- Large commercial mall

- 350 MCM HDPE and 500 MCM backbone, VFI switchgear, lnterstate Bore

. Blue Ridge ECl, SC

- Underground design for Cliff's at Mountain Park

- 1,800 lots with homes averaging 8,000 sq. ft.

- 750 MCM backbone, Vista switchgear, contingency analysis

. Leavenworth-Jefferson EC, KS

- Underground design to Housing at Fort Leavenworth

" lnitial construction estimate within 5% of actual construction cost

- Underground design to new Regional Correctional Facility

" S1.4 M project

. Baldwin EMC, AL

- Conversion from overhead to underground along 2 miles of commercial highway at Gulf Shores

- Design of new street lighting for the highway to meet state requirements for illumination

, Baldwin EMC, AL

- Justified new 1.0 mile long double circuit 12kV submarine cable

- Obtained easements and permits for the crossing

- Cable system has survived 3 tropical storms and 2 hurricanes

' Baldwin EMC, AL

- Designed triple circuit ductline along Highway 161

- Project included design of break-away street poles for highway lighting

$$s***t','***',il*
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Kevin J. Artqra, P.E.

o
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Little River ECl, SC

- Engineering support for the design of Savannah Lakes Subdivision

- 6,000|ot development

- Master planning and inspection services

City of Fayetteville, NC

- Underground cable replacement at Cross Creek Mall

PtRttHttto

Mr. Mara has prepared numerous planning studies for electric cooperatives and municipal systems. The

following is a representative list of specific projects:

, Little River Electric Cooperative, SC

- LOng Range Plan

- Four Construction Work Plans

. Maxwell AFB, AL - Long Range Plan

, Chugach Electric, AK - Long Range Plan

. Newberry Electric Cooperative, SC - Construction Work Plan, Long Range Plan

' Lackland AFB, TX - Long Range Plan

' Rio Grande ECl, TX - Construction Work Plan, Long Range Plan

o Northern Virginia Electric Cooperative, VA - Construction Work Plan

o BARC Electric Cooperative - Construction Work Plan

o Dixie Electric Cooperative - Construction Work Plan

o Joe Wheeler tlectric Cooperative - Construction Work Plan

' Cullman Electric Cooperative - Long Range Plan, Construction Work Plan

Mr. Mara has developed engineering training courses on the general subject of distribution power line

design. These seminars have become extremely popular with more than 25 seminars being presented

annually and with more than 4,000 people having attended seminars presented by Mr. Mara. A 3-week

certification program is offered by Hi-Line Engineering in eleven states. The following is a list of the

trai ni ng materia I developed and / or presented :

' Application and Use of the National Electric Safety Code

. How to Design Service to Large Underground Subdivisions

o Cost-Effective Methods for Reducing Losses/Engineering Economics

' Underground System Design

o Joint-Use Contracts - Anatomy of Joint-Use Contract

' Overhead Structure Design

, Easement Acquisition
. Transformer Sizing and Voltage Drop

Construction Specifications for Electric Utifities
Mr. Mara has developed overhead construction specifications including overhead and underground

systems for several different utilities. The design included overcurrent protection for padmount and pole

mounted transformers. The following is a representative list of past and present clients:

' Cullman EMC, Alabama

' Blue Ridge EMC, South Carolina

' Buckeye Rural Electric Cooperative, Ohio

TRarnrNc Semtnans

c$s
EMC, Georgia
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Kevin J. Moro, P.E.

Svsrem P nrvRnzerton/EvetuATtoN
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, Little River ECl, South Carolina

' Lackland Air Force Base

o MaxwellAir Force Base

Central Electric Power Cooperative, Columbia, SC

2017 lndependent Certification of Transmission Asset Valuation, Silver Bluff to N. Augusts 115kV

- 2015 lndependent Certification of Transmission Asset Valuation, Wadmalaw 115kV

Choctawhatchee Electric Cooperative, DeFuniak Springs, FL

- lnventory and valuation of electrical system assets at Eglin AFB prior to 40-year lease to private-

sector entity.

, Co-author of the NRECA "simplified Overhead Distribution Staking Manual" including editions 2, 3

and 4.

' Author of "Field Staking lnformation for Overhead Distribution Lines"

o Author of four chapters of "TVPPA Transmission and Distribution Standards and Specifications"

Mr. Mara has testified many times as an expert at trial or by deposition within the preceding four years.

o Deposition related to condemnatlon of property
Newberry EClv. Fretwell, 2005

State of South Carolina

Testimony in Arbitration regarding territory dispute
Newberry ECI v. City of Newberry,2OO3

State of South Carolina
Civil Action No. 2003-CP -36-0277

E*pert Report and Deposition, 2005

United States of America v. Southern California Edison Company

Case No CIV F-o1-5167 OWW DLB

Expert Report and Deposition, 2005

Contesting a transmission condemnation
Moore v. South Carolina Electric and Gas Company

United States District Court of South Carolina

Case No. 1:05-1509-MBS

Affidavit October 2007

FERC Docket No. ER04-1 42I and ERO4-L422

lntervene in Open Access Transmission Tariff filed by Dominion Virginia Power

Affidavit Februa ry 26, 2OO8

FERC Docket No. ER08-573-000 and ER08-574-000

Service Agreement between Dominion Virginia Power and WM Renewable Energy, LLC

Direct Filed Testimony date December 15, 2006

Before the Public Utility Commission of Texas

SOAH Docket No 473-06-2536

o

o

@

o
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Kevin J. Mqro, P.E.

Expert Report and Direct Testimony April 2008

United States Tax Court

Docket 25L32-OG

Entergy Corporation v. Commissioner lnternal Revenue

Direct Testimony September 17, 2OOg

Public Service Commission of the District of Columbia

Formal Case 1075

Reliability lssues

Filed Testimony regarding the prudency of hurricane restoration costs on behalf of the City of

Houston, TX, 2009

Cozen O'Connor P.C.

TX PUC Docket No. 32093 - Hurricane Restoration Costs

TechnicalAssistance and Filed Comments regarding line losses and distributive generation

interconnection issues, 2011

Office of the Ohio Consumer's Counsel

OCC Contra ct LIOT , OBM PO# 938 for Energy Efficiency T & D

Technical Assistance, Filed Comments, and Recommendations evaluating Pepco's response to

Commission Order 1594L concerning worst reliable feeders in the District of Columbia'

2}tt,2OI2 Office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

FormalCase No. 766

Technical Assistance, Filed Comments, and Recommendations on proposed rulemaking by the

District of Columbia PSC amending the Electric Quality of Service Standards (EQSS), 2011.

Office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

FormalCase No. 765

Yearly Technical Review, Filed Comments, and Recommendations evaluating Pepco's Annual

Consolidated Report for 2OIt through 2017.

office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

Formal Case No.756

Technical Evaluation, Filed Comments, and Recommendations evaluating Pepco's response to a

major service outage occurring May 31, 20LI.l2}t7l
Office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

Formal Case Nos.766 and 1052

Technical Assistance, Filed Comments, and Recommendations evaluating Pepco's response to

Commission Order L6426! concerning worst reliable neighborhoods in the District of Columbia,

2OIL,
Office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

Formal Case No.756

Technical Review, Filed Comments, and Recommendations on Pepco's lncident Response Plan (lRP)

and Crisis Management Plan (CMPI,2OIL

office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

Formal Case No. 766

Technical Assistance, Filed Comments, and Recommendations assessing Pepco's Vegetation

Management Program and trim cycle in response to Oder 16830, 2012.

Office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

FormalCase No. 766

$$s***t-','-+lt*rJ^l*
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Technical Review, Filed Comments, and Recommendations on Pepco's Secondary Splice Pilot

Program in response to Order 16426,20t2.
office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

FormalCase No.766 and 991-

Technical Review, Filed Comments, and Recommendations on Pepco's Major Storm Outage Plan

(MSO), 2072 - active.

Office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

FormalCase No.755

Technical Assistance and Direct Filed Testimony for fully litigated rate case,2OLI-20L2.

office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

Formal Case No. tO87 - Pepco 2011 Rate Case. Hearing transcript date: February 72,2012.

Evaluation of and Filed Comments on Pepco's Storm Response, 2012.

Office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

Storm Dockets SO-02, 03, and O4-E-20t2

Technical Assistance and Direct Filed Testimony for fully litigated rate case, 201-3 - 2OI4.

Office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

FormalCaseNo. ll03-Pepco2013RateCase. Hearingtranscriptdate: November6,2Ot3.

Evaluation of and Filed Comments on Prudency of 20LIand2OL2 Storm Costs,2Ot3-2Ot4.
State of New Jersey Division of Rate Counsel

BPU Docket No. AX13030196 and EO13070611

Technical Assistance and Direct Filed Testimony for DTE Acquisition of Detroit Public Lighting

Depa rtment, 2073 - 2014.
office of the State of Michigan Attorney General

Docket U-t7437

Evaluation of and Filed Comments on the Siemens Management Audit of Pepco System Reliability

and the Liberty Management Audit, 2014

Office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

FormalCase No. tO76

Technical Assistance and Direct Filed Testimony in the Matter of the Application for approval of the

Triennial Underground lnfrastructure lmprovement Projects Plan,2Ot4-2OI7.
office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

Formal Case No. 1116

TechnicalAssistance and Direct Filed Testimony in the Matter of the Merger of Exelon Corporation,

Pepco Holdings, lnc., Potomac Electric Power Company, Exelon Energy Delivery Company, LLC and

New Special Purpose Entity, LLC,2074 - 2076.
Office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

Formal Case No. 1119. Hearing transcript date: April 21, 2015.

Technical Assistance and Direct Filed Testimony in the Matter of the Merger of Exelon Corporation

and Pepco Holdings, lnc., 2OI4 - 20t6.
State of Maryland and the Maryland Energy Administration

Case No.9351

Technical Assistance and Direct Filed Testimony for fully litigated rate case, 2015 - 2015.

State of Oklahoma Office of the Attorney General

Cause No. PUD 2OL5OO273 - OG&E 2015 Rate Case. Hearing transcript date: May 77,2O76.
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Kevin J. Mcnc. F.E.

Technical Assistance and Filed Comments on Notice of lnquiry, The Commission's lnvestigation into

Electricity Quality of Service Standards and Reliability Performance, 2016 - active.

Office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

RM36-2016-01-E

Technical Assistance and Direct Filed Testimony for fully litigated rate case, 2016 - 2OL7 '

Office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

FormalCaseNo.ll3g-Pepco2015RateCase. Hearingtranscriptdate: March2L,2017'

Technical Assistance in the Matter of the Application for approval of the Biennial Underground

lnfrastructure lmprovement Projects Plan,2OL7 '- active

Office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

Formal Case No. 1145

TechnicalAssistance to lnform and advise the OPC Regarding Pepco's Capital Grid Project,2017 -

active.
Office of the People's Counsel of the District of Columbia

Formal Case No. 1144. Confidential Comments and Confidential Affidavit filed November 29,2OI7 .

Expert witness for personal injury case Mecklenburg County, NC

Tin, Fulton, Walker & Owen, PLLC

Norton v Duke, Witness testimony December L,2OL7

Technical assistance and pre-filed Direct Testimony on behalf of the Joint Municipal lntervenors in a

rate case before the lndiana Utility Regulatory Commission;2077 - active.

Cause No. 44967. Testimony filed November 7 ,2O17 .
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$ Associates, lnc Trnnv M. MYERS
El'lGI NTTRS & [ONSULIANIS Senior Project Monoger

Eoucenoru

lndiana State University, (Terre Haute, lN) Bachelor of Science Degree, Major: Accounting, Minor

Computer Science

Pnoressronal MrmBERsHt P

lndiana CPA Society

PRorrsstorual C rnn FtcATloN

Expe nrrNcr

CPA: lndiana Certificate No. CP09200364

Mr. Myers has extensive experience with over thirty-one (31) years in electric utility ratemaking and

financial analysis. This experience includes numerous preparations of revenue requirements, cost of

service studies, review of pensions, PBOPs, ADIT and income taxes, rate design analyses, cash working

capital analyses, the analysis of wholesale and retail rate filings, review of wholesale contracts, reliability

must run (RMR) proceedings, the preparation of retail and wholesale rate filings, review of depreciation

studies, review of electric wholesale and retail fuel clausc adjustments, review of OATT Formula Rate

filings, and the preparation of retail and wholesale rate filings, the presentation of expert testimony

before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in wholesale RMR Rate proceedings. ln addition

to having presented expert testimony before FERC and various state commissions, Mr. Myers has also

presented testimony before several localjurisdictions and utility boards.

Since joining GDS in October 2008, Mr. Myers has consulted with utilities and government agencies in

multiple states in the following areas:

. Negotiation of Open Access Transmission revenue requirements and formula rates with lnvestor

Owned Utilities,
. Negotiation of revenue requirements and stated rates for G&T Cooperative in Arizona.

. Prepared testimony and exhibits for the establishment of an RMR Rate which resulted in a

settlement.
. Establishment of annual revenue requirements for multiple Transmission Owning Entities in the

California lSO.

. ln addition, Mr. Myers has assisted in the preparation of expert testimony in multiple cases before

the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and has been involved in settlement neSotiations in

several of those cases.

. Review of prepaid pension assets, PBOPs, ADIT and income tax issues in multiple formula rate

template filings before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and has been involved in

settlement negotiations in several of those cases.

GDS Associates, lnc. . 1850 Parkway Place . Suite 800 . Marietta. GA 30067

77 0-425-8100 . Fax 866-61 1 -37 91 . terrv.mvers@gdsassociates.com

Marietta, GA . Austin, TX . Auburn, AL . Madison, Wl . Manchester, NH . Orlando, FL . Hallowell, ME www.Sdsassociates.com



Terry M. Myers

Specilic Prior Experience Includes:

R.W. Beck, Inc., Orlando, FL - Senior Consultant
. Participate in multiple settlement agreements related to OATT Formula Rates representing power

agencies and municipal clients.
. Project Manager in multiple RMR proceedings before FERC including settlement negotiations and

preparation and filing of testimony on behalf of the CT DPUC'

. Participate in utility rates and financings for water, wastewater, electric and gas divisions of

municipal clients.
. Prepare lmpact Fee Studies for water and wastewater divisions of municipal client.

. Project Manager for electric Cost of Service Study for a municipal client.

. Project Manager for projects related to the annual Power Coordination Agreement (PCA) True-

ups and lnterconnection Agreements (lA) for three large Power Agencies. Projects included an

A&G Audit, Prepaid Coal Review, annual PCA and lA True-ups for 1999 through 2007, etc., which

have led to over 522,000,000 in credits to the Power Agencies.

. Project Manager for water Cost of Service Studies for a large municipal client.

. Trained and supervised R.W. Beck employees for work with financial analyses and audits for

Power Agencies.
. Assist Beck employees with projects including litigation for various Power Agencies in Florida and

North Carolina.
. Project Manager for training sessions and audit manuals for Power Agencies' employees who

work with contracts.
. Assist Beck employees with appraisals and valuations of electric utilities.
. project Manager working with Beck employees performing transmission and distribution analyses

for various municipal electric utilities.

Clnergy / PSI Energy Plainfield, lN - Senior Analyst - Retail Cost of Servicc

. Responsible for preparing the monthly statistical reports for PSI Energy (PSl) and Union Light Heat

& Power (ULH&P) subsidiaries of Cinergy.
. Review and assist in the preparation of the monthly transformer bank report.

. Review and check the monthly statistical reports for Cincinnati Gas & Electric (CG&E) a subsidiary

of Cinergy.
. Prepare the annual FERC fee calculation report for PSI Energy, lnc., CG&E and ULH&P.

. Assist in the preparation of cost of service studies for PSI Energy, lnc., CG&E and ULH&P'

cinergy / PSI Energy Plainfield, lN - senior Analyst - Revenue Requirements
. Responsible for preparing accounting testimony and exhibits for the quarterly fuel clause hearings

before the lndiana Utility Regulatory Commission (IURC).

. Prepare various analyses of operating expenses and expense accounts as necessary in the

preparation of the quarterly fuel clause applications.
. Assist in the preparation, review and input of monthly journal entries for wholesale and retail fuel

clause calculations as well as various other monthly journal entries relating to wholesale and retail

rates.
. Analyze IURC Orders and modify the quarterly fuel clause application to include the necessary

changes.
. Assist in the preparation of the FERC Annual Filing in preparation of Schedules AH, Al and Bl.

. Respond to various questions from the FERC Auditors, Office Utility Consumer Counselor's

(OUCC's) staff and Arthur Andersen the outside auditors.
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Terry M. Myers

London Witte Group, LLC Indianapolis, lN - Utility Manager
. Responsible for preparing accounting testimony and exhibits for utility rate proceedings before

the IURC and other State Utility Commissions regarding gas, electric, water and wastewater

utilities whether they are investor-owned, REMCs, municipals or not-for-profits.
. Responsible for providing oral testimony in utility rate proceedings in support of the pre-filed

testimony and exhibits
. Responsible for the training and supervising the newer accounting staff in the art of utility rate

making and regulation.
. ln-charge and assist in the preparation of audits of gas and electric utilities.
. Responsible for preparing proposals to utilities in response to requests for assistance in preparing

rate studies, bond financing, audits, etc'
. Supervise staff in preparation of monthly and quarterly compilations.

Technical Associates, lnc. Richmond, VA - Senior Accountant
. Responsible for preparing proposals in response to RFP's from Out of State Utility Commissions

and Consumer Advocate GrouPs.

. Responsible for preparing accounting rate study testimony and exhibits for the State Utility

Commissions and Consumer Advocate Groups after the proposal was accepted regarding gas,

electric and water utilities rate proceedings.

. Responsible for providing oral testimony in the utility rate proceedings in support of the pre-filed

testimony and exhibits.
. Assist the other members of the Firm with their cost of equity and engineering projects.

lndiana Utility Regulatory Commission, Indianapolis, lN - Senior A6countant
. Responsible for preparing accounting rate study testimony and exhibits for gas, electric, water

and wastewater utilities rate cases in over 100 proceedings.

. Responsible for providing oral testimony in utility rate proceedings in support of the pre-filed

testimony and exhibits.
. Responsible for the training and supervising the newer accounting staff in the art of utility rate

making and regulation.
. Responsible for providing accounting exhibits, pre-filed testimony and oral testimony at Gas Cost

Adjustment and Fuel Adjustment Clause hearings.

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

Arizona Corporation Commission

lndiana Utility Regulatory Commission

Virginia State Corporation Commission

Public Service Commission of West Virginia
Florida Public Service Commission

Michigan Public Service Commission

Colorado Public Utilities Commission

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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Terry M. Myers

Exprnt Trsrtmoruv tru Counr PnoceEDlNGs

United States District Court for the Northern District of Mississippi, Delta Division

Recent FERC Transmission Cases in Which Mr. Myers hos Porticipoted on Beholl of Tronsmission

Customer Clients

. Entergy Services, lnc., Docket No. ER08-1057

. American Electric Power (West)- Docket No' ER09-1198

. American Electric Power (East)- Docket No. ER08-1329

. Dominion Virginia Power - Docket No. ER09-545-000

. Duke Energy Carolinas - Docket No. ER11-3585-000

. Duke Energy Florida - Docket ER09-1166-000

. Duke Energy Progress (Progress Energy Carolina) - Docket No. ER09-1218

. PPL Electric Utilities - Docket No. ER08-1457

. Pacific Gas & Electric Company - Docket Nos. ER13-2022, ER1S-2294 and ER16-2320-002

. San Diego Gas & Electric Company - Docket No' ER15-553-000

. Southern California Edison - Docket No' ER11-3697-000

. Tampa Electric Company - Docket No. ER10-1782-000

. City of Pasadena, California - Docket Nos. EL09-67 and ER17-289

. City of Riverside, California - Docket No. EL09-52

. Trans Bay Cable LLC- Docket Nos. ERI3-24I2-000 & EL14-15-000

. TransCanyon DCR, LLC - Docket No. ER15-1682-000

Recent Stdie Commission lttility Cdse in Which Mr. Myers hos Participated on Behaff of Wholesale

Customer Clients belore the Colorado Public Utilities Commission

Public Service Company of Colorado - Proceeding No. 16A-0396t

SorrwenE ExPERtENcE

Microsoft Suite: Excel, Word, Access; Lotus 123, Symphony, Quattro Pro, and Word Perfect'
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$ Associates, lnc
TNGINITRS & CONSULIANTS

Richcrd A. Polich, P.E.

Monoging Director - Generotion Services

Eoucattont

Master of Business Administration, University of Michigan, 1990

Bachelor of Science, Mechanical Engineering, University of Michigan , \979
Bachelor of Science, Nuclear Engineering, University of Michigan ,7979

Eruq rureRrNG REGISTRATIoN

Professional Engineer in the State of Michigan

PnoresSIONAt MEMBERSHIP

National Society of Professional Engineers

American Nuclear Society

American Society of Mechanical Engineers

Association of Energy Engineers Senior Member

Mr. Polich has more than 30 years' experience as an energy industry engineer, manager, and leader,

combining his business and technical expertise in the management of governmental, industrial and utility

projects. He has worked extensively in nuclear, coal, IGCC, natural gas, green/renewable generation' Mr.

Polich has developed generation projects in wind, solar, and biomass in Australia, Canada, Caribbean, South

American and United States locales. His generation experience includes engineering of systems and providing

engineering support of plant operations. Notable projects include the Midland Nuclear Project and its

conversion to natural gas combined cycle, start-up testing support for Consumers' coal-fired Campbell 3,

Palisades nuclear steam generator replacement support, Covert Generating Station feasibility evaluation, and

a Lake Erie offshore wind project. He also has extensive experience in utility rates and regulation, having

managed Consumers Energy's rates group for a number of years. In that function his responsibilities included

load and revenue forecasting, overseeing the design of gas and electric rates and testifying in regulatory

proceedings. Mr. Polich has testified in over thirty regulatory and legislative proceedings.

Mr. Polich has testified in over 30 regulatory proceedings on a variety of issues. Recently, Mr. Polich provided

direct and rebuttal testimony before the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission in Docket No. 2015-0022,

regarding the Hawaiian Electric Company, lnc. and NextEra Merger. Over L5 years' experience working with

Michigan Public Service Commission on renewable energy policies, independent power supplier regulations,

and electric rate cases. He has also worked with the Michigan Legislature: defined laws for open markets,

renewable portfolio standards. Mr. Polich has worked on various projects and policies in Arizona, Arkansas,

California, Georgia, lndiana, Minnesota Nebraska, New Mexico, Ohio, Texas, and Wisconsin Commissions

over the last ten years. Mr. Polich also established Consumers Energy's Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission transmission tariffs.

RATES & REGULATORY

GDS associates, Inc. - ManaFing Director

North Carolina Department of Justice- Docket E-2,5ub 1142, Duke Energy Progress General Rate Case

provide testimony on return on equity and debt to equity ratio on behalf of the North Carolina Attorney

General Office.

PnoressloNAt ExPERtENcE

Spectrtc PRo.l ecr Exprnleruce
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$ Associates, lnc Rie hcrd A. Polieh, P.E.

fv{onaglng Dinector - Generqtion Servlces
ENfi I NETRS & CONSULIAI'ITS

Joint Municipal lntervenor Group - Cause 44967,lndiana-Michigan General Rate Case

Provided testimony on behalf of the City of Fort Wayne, the City of Marion, Marion Municipal Utilities, the

Muncie Sanitary District, and the City of South Bend, all located in the State of lndiana, before the lndiana

Utility Regulatory Commission, on the proposed return on equity and impact on rate of return; and the 2018

test year debt structure.

SunEdison - Docket No. 2015-0022,The Hawaiian Electric Company, lnc. and NextEra Merger

Provided testimony on behalf of Sun Edison, before the Hawai'i Public Utility Commission, evidence regarding

NextEra's regulatory practices in Florida through its affiliate, Florida Power and Light (FPL), that indicated it
would not be in the best interest for Hawai'ito approve the merger. This project involved significant research

into Hawai'i energy policy, past parties of Hawaiian Electric Company (HECO), the Hawai'l renewable energy

markets and operations of NextEra and its affiliates.

North Dakota Public Service Commission Staff - Case No. PU-16-656 MDU General Rate Case

Provided testimony on behalf of the North Dakota Public Service Commission Staff, before the North Dakota

Public Utility Commission, regarding return on equity, cost of capital, revenue requirement, and generation

resource costs.

North Dakota Public Service Commission Staff - Case No. PU-15-96 NSP Determination of Prudence

Provided testimony on behalf of the North Dakota Public Service Commission Staff, before the North Dakota

Public Utility Commission, regarding analysis and recommendation concerning Northern States Power's

('NSP") need for additional generation resources.

Consumers Energv - Supervisor of Pricing and Forecasting

Managed the group responsible for setting and obtaining regulatory approval for the company's electric and

gas rates. Developed new approaches to electric and natural gas competitive pricing, redesigned electric

rates to simplify rates and eliminate losses and defined new strategies for customer energy pricing.

Negotiated new electric supply contracts with key industrial electric customers resulting in over $aOON4 in

annual revenue. Testified in multiple regulatory proceedings.

EOS Energv Options & Solutions - Consulting Companv

Provided testimony for multiple clients in both Detroit Edison and Consumers Energy in over 30 regulatory
proceedings. Testimony topics included rates, public policy and deregulation. Also testified in several

legislative proceedings in both Michigan and Ohio, addressing energy policy. Provided expert witness

testimony in Massachusetts regarding wind energy projects.

Ornrn Exprnrrrucr

NATURAI GAS COMBI ED CYCLE EXPERIENCE

Consumers Energy - 1,560 MW Midland Cogeneration Venture
Member of a small team selected to investigate the feasibility of converting the mothballed Midland Nuclear

Plant into a fossil fueled power plant. Established new plant configuration that repowered the existing

nuclear steam turbine with natural gas fired combustion turbines and heat recovery steam generators.

Developed the new thermal cycle and heat rate, determined how to supply steam to Dow chemical for
cogeneration, developed models for projecting plant performance, defined which portions of the nuclear
plant were useful in the new combined cycle plant and forecasted project economics.

Associates, lncq$' tr{fi r{ttRs t t0lrslj[ffi r$ 2lPage



$ Associates, lnc
ENOINTERS & CONSULTANTS

Richqrd A. Polich, P.E.

MonoginE Director - Generotion Services

Nordic Energy - (2) 1,150 MW IGCC Projects

Project Manager for the development of two IGCC projects proposed to Georgia Power and Xcel Energy in

response to RFPs. Responsibilities included establishing thermal cycles, equipment selection, site selection,

supervising engineering, developing project proforma and proposals.

Nordic Energy - 230 MW Power Barge

This unit was to be located on the Columbia River near Portland Oregon. Lead the project development team

responsible for securing equipment, designing the power plant, design of barges, assessing site feasibility,

developing project economics and interconnection applications.

RENEWABLE ENERGY EXPERIENCE

Matinee Energy - Utility Scale Solar Developer

Engineering design and project development consultant for utility scale solar photovoltaic projects'

Development activities include site selection, equipment specifications, financial analysis and preparation of
proposals. Also responsible for engineering and securing electrical interconnection.

Windlab Developments USA - Wind Power Developer

Responsible for greenfield development of the US platform for wind energy projects east of the Mississippi.

Developed the company's engineering protocol for wind project design and construction, responsible for

managing engineering design and construction of projects, and established six wind power projects (750

MW). Responsible for negation of Power Purchase Agreements, electrical interconnection studies, interface

with Midwest ISO and submitting Generation lnterconnection Application.

TradeWind Energy - Wind Power Project Developer

Project developer for 800 MW of wind power projects in Michigan and lndiana. lntroduced new project

management methods to the development process which resulted in savings of over $200,000 annually on

each project.

Third Planet Windpower - Wind Power Project Developer

Engineering and project management consultant to support the startup of new wind power company.

Established engineering standards used for selection of wind project equipment and project construction,

analysis tools for evaluating projecting wind project power production, and performed project economic

modeling.

Noble Environmental Power - Wind Power Project Developer

Electric transmission system consultant on the development of several wind power projects. Supported

Noble's decisions on transmission gird interconnect and negotiate interconnection agreements.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY EXPERIENCE

Arkansas Energy Office - Weatherization Assistance Program Evaluation

Evaluated the performance and operations of Arkansas's Weatherization Assistance Program. This included

review of program effectiveness, program operations, energy efficiencies attained, adequacy of energy

efficiency measures and su bcontractor performance.

C[EAResult - Arka nsas E nergy Efficiency Progra ms

Energy efficiency operations and program support for 4OO% increase in Arkansas energy efficiency programs.

Developed processes for data collection, field staff deployment and job assignments.

G$s*fif'9$lqffil*lls 3lPage



$ Associates, lnc Richord A. Polich, P"E.

Mcnoging Director - Generotion ServicesTNGINEERS & CONSULTANTS

ECONOM IC IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Michigan Department of Environmental Quality - Economic lmpacts of a Renewable Portfolio Standard and

Energy Efficiency Program for Michigan

Project Manager for this report which focused on the economic impact of renewable portfolio standard and

energy efficiency programs on the State of Michigan. The evaluation sued in this report encompassed using

integrated resource planning models, econometric modeling and electric pricing models for the entire State

of Michigan.

West Michigan Business Alliance - Alternative and Renewable Energy Cluster Analysis

Prepared the report provided a road map for Western Michigan businesses to establish new business in the

renewable energy industry.

POWER PURCHASING AND TRADING

Nordic Energy LLC - Vice President

Established an innovative energy trading floor, created customer metering and billing systems that enabled

Nordic to be the first non-utility company to supply electricity to retail customers in Michigan.

POWER PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Detroit Edison St Clair Power Station - Performed coal combustion analysis associated with conversion

Powder River Basin coal. Work included pulverizer mill performance testing, boiler combustion analysis on

new coal, and unit performance analysis.

Consumers Energy Campbell 3 - Supported start-up efforts of this 800 MW pulverized coal power plant. Part

of team that performed analysis of boiler data and determined the cause of superheater failure. Also part of

team to analyze performance test data for warranty evaluation.

Consumers Energy Weadock Plant - Design oversight and specified various plant upgrades during major

maintenance outage. lncluded replacement of high pressure superheater, design of new steam supply pipes,

valve specifications and supported plant restart.

Consumers Energy Midland Nuctear Plant - Responsible for overseeing EPC contractor design and

construction of primary and secondary nuclear systems. lncluded review of systems for compliance with

Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations. Key projects included:

r Leading team to analyze plant and determine best methods for compliance with new CFR Appendix

R Fire Protection rules
r Design of primary cooling system pump oil collection and disposal systems.

o Oversight of redesign of component cooling water systems'

r Analysis of diesel generator capability to meet emergency shutdown power requirements'

r Primary interface with Dow Chemical for steam supply contract'

Consumers Energy Midland Cogeneration Venture - Part of team to assess and develop design for

converting nuclear plant to gas combined cycle project. This included researching and developing scenarios

for project funding and regulatory approach Primary responsibilities included:

r Developing new thermal cycle that best utilized existing steam turbine and supply steam to Dow

Chemical.
o Determining which existing assets could be utilized in new plant and determining the original

construction value of these assets.

$s*ni*s!1li'',1,l^l$
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$ Associates, lnc
ENOI NEERS & CONSULIANTS

Richord A. Polich, P.E.

Monoging Director - Generotion Services

Papens & PusuceiloNs

Engineering and Economic Evoluotion of Offshore Wind Plont Performance and Cost Dato, 2OtI, Produced

for the Electric Power Research lnstitute, KEMA, lnc.

FERC's 75% Fast Track Screening Criterion, 2O72, Paper reviewing the FERC 15% screening criteria for
electrical interconnection, KEMA, lnc.

tsland of Soint Moarten Sustainable Energy Study,20L2, Produced for the Cabinet of Ministry VROMI, KEMA

lnc.

A Study of Economic lmpacts from the lmplementation of o Renewoble Portfolio Stondard ond an Energy

Efficiency Progrom in Michigon,2OOT, Produced for the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality

Alternative and Renewable Energy Cluster Anolysis,2OOT, Produced for the West Michigan Strategic Alliance

and The Right Place

Association of Energy Engineers - Certified Energy Manager

Green Building Council - Associated LEED Certification Training

CLEAResu lt Leadership Academy

Counsrs & Seirnlruans

Cotrurluruffy SERVIcE AND Acrtvtnrs

Bicycling, hiking and cross-country skiing 
I

I nstrument-Rated Private Pilot

Habitat for Humanity
Scoutmaster
Soccer coach and referee
Volunteer work for disaster relief and building homes in Mexico
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$ Associates, lnc BnrNr A. SnvLoR
ENOINETRS & CONSULTANIS Principol

Eoucanoru

Bachelor of lndustrial Engineering, with Honors

Georgia lnstitute of Technology, L979

Masters level coursework in Business Administration
Georgia State University, 1985-1986

PRorrssroNat MrnasERsHt P

lnstitute of lndustrial Engineers

YrrRs' Exprnlrxcr

36

GDS Associates, Present

Oglethorpe Power Corporation, I98t-I997
Tampa Electric Company, 1979-1981

Mr. Saylor currently works in the areas of wholesale and retail rate studies, cost of service analyses,

financial forecasts and other financial and rate design consulting services. He has worked with generation

and transmission (G&T) cooperatives to successfully design and to implement and administer the overall

wholesale rate structure for sales to member cooperatives and for targeted commercial/industrial

customers. A variety of wholesale rate structures have been developed and evaluated to meet the unique

requirements'of the G&T clients. Large commercial rates have been developed for both G&T and

distribution clients including interruptible, critical peak pricing, load management and market-based

alternatives.

Mr. Saylor has also experience in the development of initial and on-going power supply contractual

arrangements between a G&T and its distribution member cooperatives.

He has conducted numerous economic analyses of Demand Side Management ("DSM") activities with a

focus on demand response programs for G&T cooperatives to evaluate program benefits for both the G&T

as well as the member distribution cooperative perspectives. The analyses have also provided results used

to determine whether the pricing incentives in the member wholesale rate structure are aligned with the

demand response benefits.

Mr. Saylor has worked with numerous Georgia cooperatives and other clients to develop, evaluate,

acquire and administer power supply resources, with significant experience in:

r Evaluating various ownership and purchase power supply alternatives including requirements

arrangements.
r Evaluation of renewable energy credits and power sale opportunities available to a large commercial

client with customer-owned generation.

GDS Associates, lnc. . l-850 Parkway Place . Suite 800 r Marietta, GA 30067

77 O-425-81AO . Fax 866-61 1 -37 91. brent.savlor@gdsassociates.com

Marietta, GA . Austin, TX . Auburn, AL . Madison, Wl . Manchester, NH . Orlando, FL . Hallowell, ME www.gd5associates.com

ExprnrrNce



Developing and evaluating generation resource pooling arrangements for energy accounting,

capacity reserve sharing, and scheduling/dispatching.

Conducting reviews of power supply billings to determine contract compliance, identify cost

management opportunities, and ensure accuracy.

Conducting economic feasibility of dispersed generation and on-going operations, administrative

and billing credit issues

ln addition to conducting cost of service and retail rate studies for distribution cooperatives, Mr. Saylor

also has provided assistance for numerous successful retail commercial/industrial customer competitive

choice proposals including the development of tailored rate designs, sales proposal documents and

service agreements. ln addition, he works with distribution cooperatives in managing their relationships

with large commercial customers by providing support for retail rate administration, and for the

management of customer-owned generation and load control resources. Other retail experience includes

the development of retail rates for special circumstances such as for net metering and the evaluation of

line extension policies.

Mr. Saylor has also gained international experience with the completion of a project to perform an

assessment of the retail pricing strategies employed by a Caribbean utility'

prior to joining GDS, he was a member of the core team to complete the restructuring of Oglethorpe

Power Corporation into separate generation, transmission and system operations companies.

Responsibilities included the development of the unbundled and formulary rate schedules for the

restructured companies, as well as participating in the development of a revised wholesale power

contract, power pool mechanisms and the transmission tariff'

Prior to the restructuring effort, Mr. Saylor managed Oglethorpe's rates and pricing area, which

successfully implemented several innovative pricing alternatives and managed the billing administration

function:

r A family of commercial/industrial rates to assist Oglethorpe's members in being competitive with

other power suppliers.
r A pilot project for Oglethorpe's first real-time pricing rate'
r Directing a project team to modify Oglethorpe's member rate policy to increase support of

marketing programs by improving competitiveness for targeted loads.

r Numerous cost-based wholesale rate studies for Oglethorpe, including the corporation's first

stratified (unbundled) rate structure.
r Billing administration matters and resolving conflicts with members.

Other Experience Includes

r Administration of purchased power agreements, development of purchased power forecasts, and

avoided cost calculations.
r Participation in resource planning processes which included the development and evaluation of

supply and demand strategies.
r Managed marketing functions including market research and load forecast activities.

Kansas Corporation Commission

Georgia Public Service Commission

RrounroRY ExPERtENcE



$' Associates, lnc Jncoa M. THOMAS, P.E.
TNGINIERS & C{]NSULTANTS

Senior Project Monoger

Master of Business Administration, Finance, Auburn University, 2005

Bachelor of Science in lndustrial Engineering, Cooperative Program, With Highest Honors, Georgia

lnstitute of Technology, 2000

Registered Professional Engineer in Georgia

Eoucnnoru

Ettotrurrnt NG REGtSTRATtoN

Pnoressronlt MrMgERsHIPs

National Society of Professional Engineers (NSPE)

American Statistical Association (ASA)

lnstitute of lndustrial Engineers (llE)

GDS Associates, lnc., 1996-Present

Employed as cooperative student and began full time employment in 2000. Project experience includes

load & financial forecasting, residential consumer surveys, load research, cost of service studies, retail

rate design, economic impact analysis, benefit-cost analyses, load managernent evaluation, and market

resea rch.

General Experience Includes:
r Developed conservation water and wastewater rates for municipals in Georgia. The rates were

compliant with Metropolitan North Georgia Water Planning District guidelines. Analysis included

development of revenue-neutral and rate increase inverted block designs, customer impact

evaluations, and design of criteria for new large use commercial rates'

r. Prepared financial forecasts for electric cooperatives in South Carolina, Virginia, Tennessee and

Georgia, and for municipals in Arkansas and Pennsylvania. Work included regression analysis,

review of current long-term debt situation, customer and demand forecasts, plant forecasts, and

sensitivity analysis.

r Completed an economic impact analysis of instituting a Renewable Portfolio Standard in the state

of North Carolina. Utilized IMPLAN lnput/Output software to determine the job impacts on the

state economy of various RPS portfolios compared to a portfolio composed of conventional fossil

fuel resources. Direct, indirect, and induced job impacts were measured for construction,

operations and maintenance, and pertinent fuel supplies for various conventional and renewable

resources, as well as effects of electricity price increases on residential and commercial

consumers.
,: Economic impact analysis of continued operation of nuclear power plant in Vermont. Analysis

included impacts to Vermont economy in general, Vermont government, and in-state utility
ratepayers. Prepared testimony as an expert witness on economic analysis on behalf of the

Department of Public Service.

r Expert witness in a natural gas retail rate study in Michigan. Subject of testimony was weather

normalization methodologies in forecasting.

Associates, lnc
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s$'
Associates, lnc Jncon M. Th-{CI}v{As, P.E.
INGINEERS & Ct)NSULTANTS

Senior Project Monoger
Developed state-wide energy supply and consumption projections by major customer

classification and type of fuel for Vermont Department of Public Service and Virginia Department

of Mines, Minerals, and Energy. Utilized Energy lnformation Administration data and econometric

and trending techniques to complete projections.

Assisted in development of wholesale rates for G&Ts in lndiana and Wisconsin. Work involved

projections of cost pools and billing units, development of pro forma rates and impacts on

member systems, evaluation of rate alternatives and riders, and considering the implications of

an aggressive load management program.

Designed cost of service models and performed retail rate analysis for municipals and

cooperatives in Alabama, Alaska, Floridd, Georgia, Massachusetts, Ohio, South Carolina, Texas,

and Virginia. Specific work has included development of cost allocation factors in various areas of

operation, calculation of impacts of rate changes to customers, determination of the company's

financial competitive pbsition, classification of plant investment and operating expenses,

development of pro forma financial statements, and alternative rate design calculations.

Recent Specilic Governmental Rate Proiects lnclude:
l Cleveland Public Power - assist in development of cost of service; develop financial forecast;

review of cash position and policies; development of special ratemaking authority tariff to
negotiate with targeted C&l customers in a competitive marketplace; meetings and negotiations

with key accounts; development of Marketing Plan; analysis and input into engineering report to
support debt restructuring bond

s North Little Rock Electric Department - cost of service development; retail rate design included

development of new tariff structures; determination of target minimum cash level; assist in

instituting power cost adjustment mechanism; financial forecast; development of special contract

rate for high voltage load

n City of Chambersburg, Pennsylvania - cost of service and retail rate study

n City of Ephrata, Pennsylvania - cost of service and retail rate study; financial forecast

n City of Benton, Arkansas - cost of service and retail rate study; financial forecast

n Co-Author of NRECA's "Distributed Energy Generation Compensation and Cost Recovery Guide."

r Co-Author of American Municipal Power's "AMP Focus Forward Member Toolkit: Preparing for
Distributed Energy Future."'

n Co-Author of "Residential Behavioral Program Persistence Effects in Pennsylvania", published in

2016 ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings.

tr

n

n

PusucarroNs

Rroul.lroRY EXPERIENCE
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$' Associates, lnc JnCOa AII. THOMAS, P"E.
ENGI NTERS & Ct}NSULIANTS

Senior Project Monoger
Delaware Public Service Commission

o Docket No. 07-20 - Review of Delmarva Power & Light IRP Filing. GDS worked on behalf

of the Division of the Public Advocate. Mr. Thomas was a joint author of a report

provided to the Public Advocate. Mr. Thomas did not file expert testimony.

lndiana Utility Regulatory Commission

o Cause No. 44967 - lndiana Michigan Power Company retail rate filing. GDS worked on

behalf of a Joint Municipal party. Mr, Thomas reviewed the Cost of Service Study and

filed expert testimony and cross-answering testimony. The case was settled prior to the

evidentiary hearing.

Michigan Public Service Commission

o Case No. U-15701- Michigan Consolidated Gas Company for approval of Gas Recovery

Plan. GDS worked on behalf of the Attorney General of the State of Michigan. Mr.

Thomas filed direct testimony in the area of weather normalization of gas sales. All

witnesses were waived from cross-examination.

North Carolina Utilities Commission

o Docket No. E-22 Sub 532 - Dominion North Carolina Power retail rate case. GDS worked

on behalf of Nucor Steel - Hertford. Mr. Thomas filed pre-trial expert testimony

discussing Cost of Service modeling. Mr. Thomas was not called to appear for cross

examination in the case.

North Dakota Public Service Commission

o Case No. PU-15-556 - Montana-Dakota Utilities retail rate case. GDS worked on behalf

of the Public Service Commission Advocacy Staff. Mr. Thomas filed direct testimony

touching on the areas of load research, cost of service, and retail rate design. The case

was settled prior to the evidentiary hearing'

Utah Public Service Commission

o Various IRP and Retail Rate Cases filed by Rocky Mountain Power - ln 2O07-2O15, GDS

provided services on behalf of the Utah Office of Consumer Services in reviewing and

commenting on IRP and retail rate cases filed by RMP. GDS prepared summary reports

for the OCS, but did not testify directly in those cases, Mr. Thomas focused on review of

load research and load forecasts with respect to these cases.

o Docket No. 16-035-36 - Application by Rocky Mountain Power to lmplement Programs

Authorized by the Sustainable Transportation and Energy Plan Act. GDS worked on

behalf of the Utah Office of Consumer Services. Mr. Thomas filed expert testimony in

the area of load research design. Mr. Thomas was not cross-examined in the case.

Vermont Public Service Board

o Docket No. 7440 - Petition of Entergy Vermont Yankee for Certificates of Public Good.

GDS worked on behalf of the Department of Public Service. Mr. Thomas filed expert

testimony analyzing the economic benefits to Vermont of the continued operation of

the Vermont Yankee Nuclear facility. He attended the hearing and stood for cross

examination in this case.

Associates, lnc
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Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Get Outlook for iOS

Burke, Dan

Sunday, March 25,20L8 3:53 PM

Winn, Brian

Fwd: PA Consulting - Response to RFP (GRP)

VT DPS RFP Final_O3-26-20t8.pdf

From: Joel Jeanson <Joel.Jeanson @ PAConsulting.com>

Sent: Saturday, March 24,zOLg 4:58:12 PM

To: Burke, Dan

Cc: Wayne Lafferty; Addie Terrazas; Pranav Shanbhag

Subject: PA Consulting - Response to RFP (GRP)

Dan,

Attached please find the electronic version of PA Consulting's response to the Department's Request for Proposal for
Utility Ratemaking Expert Witness: Rate Filing of Green Mountain Power.

The requested hard copies are scheduled to be delivered on Monday, March 26.

Best Regards,

Joel

Joel F. Jeanson
PA Consulting Group | 161 1 North Kent Street, Suite 301 , Arlington, VA 22209, USA

M: +1 571 249 6660 | Home Office +'l 262 567 6887 | paconsultinq.com

Make thg Dlfference.
paeonsultlng.com

Findus O (Q
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Tel: +1 (518) 817-5308
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TRANSMITTAL LETTER

March 26,2018

Daniel Burke
SpecialCounsel
Vermont Department of Public Service
112 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620-2601
Phone: (802) 8284019
Email: Dan. Burke@vermont. gov

Re: Utility Ratemaking Expert Witness- Rate Filing of Green Mountain Power

Dear Dan,

PA Consulting Group, lnc. ("PA") is delighted to submit our proposalto Vermont Department of Public

Service ('VT DPS" or "Department") to provide expert witness services to review and make

recommendations on a tariff and rate adjustment filing anticipated to be filed by Green Mountain Power

(GMP) with the Vermont Public Utility Commission ("Commission") in April2018. PA understands the

requirements for this project and has the resources to address all of the work areas in the Scope of

Services as described in the RFP with the exception of (1) Utility Cost of Capital.

PA has provided services to the Department in the past, and we look forward to the potential of working

with you again.

We appreciate the opportunity to present our insights, qualifications and experiences with you. lf you have

any questions, please contact me at (518) 817-5308 or Derek.HasBrouck@paconsulting.com, or Wayne

Laffe rty at (97 2) 548-6993 or Wayne. Lafferty @pacon s u lti n g. com.

Sincerely,

a
Derek HasBrouck
Member of PA's Management GrouP

55 Cambridge Parkway, Suite 903
Cambridge, MA02142
Tel: +'l (518) 817-5308
Fax: +1 (571)227-9001
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1 OUR QUALIFICATIONS

1.1 lntroduction to PA
PA is a leading global management, systems, technology and strategy consulting firm with over 300

consultants specializing in the energy and utilities industry worldwide. Our clients include many of the

country's largest utilities and government entities in the US, and they draw upon on the knowledge and

experience of PA's over 2,500 consultants, whose skills span the initial generation of ideas and insights

through to implementation.

PA combines in-d€pth industry knowledgewith
mark6t-leading capability in order to h€lp tackl6
chal16nges and achieve our clients'goals.

W6 have the practical experience to quiokly get to
grips with your business challsngos, and the
confidence to challenge convenlional thinking to
develop a response.

Our people are committedlo working alongsideyour
team lo tackle challengesjointly, to deliver real,
lasting impact. We leave your business with
enhanced skills, tools and knowledge, betler
equipped to deliver the next set of initiatives.

€ight Sectorr:

- En€rgy and utilities - Defense

- Financial services 'Public sector

- Life sciences - Transport and logistics

- Consumer pEducts and manufacturing

- Healthcare

Oslo

London
Cembrdge
geltd6l
Bimrdsh!ft
Edinb!rgb
tlaoch6ttea

Oublh
Froni(furt
hlunrch
Ulrschl

Ooh6
Dub6i

B6dgaioro Abv ohobl
Bruner

1.2 Our Energy & Utilities (EAU) Practice
PA brings independence and deep energy industry expertise, with a focus on energy policy, regulation of

markets and utilities, wholesale market structures and fundamentals, utility strategy, and utility operations.

Whether we work for municipal-owned utilities, cooperatives, investor-owned utilities, or quasi-government

utility entities, we put smart, experienced, professionals on the ground to work with your team to evaluate

organizational, regulatory and financial opportunities and challenges'

With over 300 consultants throughout the firm specifically supporting the utility and energy sector, our

expertise enables PA to provide unparalleled assistance across the utility value chain. ln recent years PA

consultants have advised on a variety of utility rate and regulatory matters, and our analysis and

recommendations are developed based on documented facts to provide a comprehensive independent

view of high profile issues.

3

Lg8Angel€e
Princeton

goslon
Otnv6a

cxl)ert s
Grtlf

70
yeirrs 4"

br.rsirtc-.ss

ovLlr
Nordics

Europe

Asia
Pacif ic
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M&AAdvisory

PA provides
market lnsight,

valuation supporl,
and risk mitigation
stratsgiss to buy-

side/sell-sidE
investors and

developers related
to generation,

tranemission, and
upstregm fu61

Essets"

PA also guides
developers in

search of oapital in
lhe equig and
debt markers.

Buslness
Strategy

PA proMdes
strategic guidance
supported by deep

rooted market
analytics to help

companies
managg

uncerlainty related
to energy ma*et

rules and
fundamentrals for

long-term planning
and buslnees

deoisione.

Ratee/COSS

PA provides
essistenc€ lo

regulated electric,
natural gas, and

water utlitlss wlth
all aspects of rates

and ratemaking-
including

danelopment and
assessmentof

rev6nue
requiremenls,

allocation of cost
among olassesof
customer (cost of
service studies),
and rate design.

Expert Testimony

PA'e ma*et
experte prwide
litigation support

and expert witnees
testimony in all

arees of ihe
ratemaking

process including
energy market
issues, cost of
a€Mc€, cost

allocation
manuals, among
other regulatory

proceedings,

Pollcy & Regttl:rtlon

Nalrrl.l gd$ & c0al

Rorrowablcs & hydro

Nucloat

Powor

A summary of our energy services offerings is shown in Figure 1

Figure 'l: PA's Energy Service Offerings

PA works across the
value chain

Our proposed team of industry-leading experts will enable the VT DPS to draw upon expertise and best

practices from both the US and internationally. We understand the issues facing utilities and utility

regulators in Vermont specifically and the Unlted States generally, having assisted nulnerous clients

including both utilities and regulatory agencies with regulatory filings related to revenue requirements,

resource planning, rate design and cost of service, cost allocations and other areas.

This combination of experience provides PA a unique understanding and viewpoint on the needs of the

VT DPS, GMP's customers, and other stakeholders.

1.3 Why PA Consulting GrouP?
PA has an extensive track record in public policy, utility regulation and ratemaking, and energy markets.

We routinely work with policymakers, utility regulatory agencies, utilities, energy infrastructure investors,

and other stakeholders on a variety of issues.

We have extensive experience providing regulatory advisory and technical selices
pA is experienced in providing regulatory advisory and technical services in most areas of regulated utility

services, including ratemaking and cost of service. PA routinely monitors and analyzes regulatory issues

from governing bodies such as the FERC, state utility regulatory agencies, EPA, and regional

transmission planning groups including ISO-NE. We have frequently leveraged this experience to provide

valuable assistance in representing stakeholders within regulatory proceedings. We have provided expert

testimony on behalf of many different stakeholder groups in connection with utility ratemaking

proceedings.

PA has a robust modeling process to evaluate utility business models which leverages our market and

utility expertise and employs an integrated approach to quantify the impact of key drivers on a utility's cost

structure and resulting rate impact on its customers.

4
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We have experience in utility taxation

PA has advised utilities on taxation issues as well as impact assessments through internally developed

proprietary models. ln particular, members of our team have provided assistance reviewing and analyzing

the impacts of the recently revised federal tax code on behalf of clients including a US gas utility as part of

their current rate case.

We are the industry leader in assesslng energy markets and have specific experience modeling

the wholesale ISO-NE market

PA has a robust, well-developed, and industrytested fundamental modeling process, including its

proprietary stochastic dispatch optimization, capacity compensation, environmental, renewable, and

valuation rnodels along with the use of production cost, transmission, and natural gas models that are

operated by PA's subject matter experts and populated with PA proprietary data.

We understand the State of Vermont electric utility environment

Derek HasBrouck, our proposed Partner-in-Charge, is a former CFO of Vermont Electric Power Company

(W Transco), and has testified before the FERC and Vermont PUC on electric transmission issues. ln

addition, we have provided consulting services to CentralVermont Public Service on several occasions

including an organizational efficiency study completed jointly with both the Company and DPS in 2007.

We have significant experience benchmarking utility cosfs of service and pertgrmance

PA is an established leader in providing benchmarking services to the North American electric utility

industry. We have proprietary benchmarking programs and tools for corporate and shared services. PA's

Reliability One program is the accepted industry standard in recognizing electric reliability performance.

1 .4 Our Proposed Team
PA proposes a core team of four people to assign to this effort. The core team will be supported by

Subject Matter Experts with years of relevant experience to supplement the Core team as required.

Further details of our proposed team and staffs qualifications can be found in Section 5.

Derek HasBrouck will be the Partner-in-Charge on this engagement. Derek will have overall responsibility

for delivering the results expected and required by the Department. Derek has over 30 years of

experience in the utility industry, primarily as a consultant and advisor, and also including severalyears as

the GFO of Vermont Electric Power Gompany (W Transco).

The Project Manager for this engagement is Joel Jeanson. Joel has worked for the Department on several

engagements in the past and has over 35 years of regulatory accounting and ratemaking experiqnce in

the utility industry.

5
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2 PERSONNEL AUTHORIZED TO NEGOTIATE
ON PA'S BEHALF

2.1 Authorized Personnel

PA Consulting Group, lnc. (PA) is pleased to submit this proposal to the Vermont Department of Public

Service. Our firm address, contact details, and primary contact follow. Derek HasBrouck, a Member of
PA's Management Group, is authorized to bind PA to this proposal.

Firm Name:

Primary Contact:

Mailing Address

Derek HasBrouck
Member of PA's Management Group
55 Cambridge Parkway, Suite 903
Cambridge, M402142
Tel: +1 (518) 817-5308
Fax +1 (571)227-9001

PA Consulting Group, lnc.

Derek HasBrouck
(518) 817-5308

55 Cambridge Parkway, Suite 903
Cambridge, M402142

a

6
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3 PA'S RESPONSE AREAS AND PROPOSED
APPROAGH

PA is responding to all areas, except for Utility Cost of Capital, as listed in the RFP and shown in the table

below.

Areas PA is responding to

Utility Cost of Capital

Regulatory Accounting and Overall Revenue Requirement Modeling ,/

Utility Taxation ,/

Utility Gapital Spending

Utility Operations and Management (O&M) Spending ,/

Utility Power Supply ,/

Multi-Year Rate Plans

3.1 Proposed Approach
Our general approach to completing the work required for those areas identified above is to first meet with

Department Staff to identify issues and concerns of the Vermont Public Utility Commission ("Commission")

related to State of Vermont electric-providers generally and Green Mountain Power specifically. One

obvious issue is the impact of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. This will include developing an understanding of
the Commission's expectations for DPS generally in connection with general rate cases and for this case

specifically.

Working with the DPS, we will identify and complete high-level analyses to understand trends in

performance for Green Mountain Power since the last general rate case and how Green Mountain

Power's performance compares to a relevant group of peer companies (i.e., a "benchmark study"). This

will include both financial and operational data.

Next, we will review Green Mountain Power's application including all direct testimony and prepare our

observations related to key cost drivers and regulatory solutions proposed by the Company, technical

accounting issues, and proposed cost of service and rate design issues.

Based on our high level analyses and observations, we will work with DPS Staff to develop a prioritized

ranking of issues. Once this prioritized list is developed, we will identify a specific approach and timing to

address those issues including the involvement of appropriate subject matter experts. We will work

collaboratively with the DPS to make sure all issues and requirements are identified and addressed in a

timely and coordinated manner.

7
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Our work will likely require interviews with key Company resources as well as assessments of data and

analyses used by the Company to support the positions taken in its application and any subsequent

testimony.

We understand that our flnal deliverables and work products will include written prefiled testimony and

supporting detail covering our review and examination of relevant portions of GMP's rate filing and / or

multi-year rate plan. Our testimony will include recommendations for cost disallowances as supported by

our analysis and any additional recommendations based on the work performed. ln addition, we expect to

issue discovery requests as well as respond to interrogatories as needed. Finally, we expect to participate

in hearings as needed, although the costs to prepare for and attend these hearings is not included in our

fee estimate provided in Section 7 of this proposal.

8
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4 OUR TRACK RECORD

PA has decades of strategic advisory and planning expertise with electric utilities around the world and

throughout the United States. We have worked with leading public and private utilities to develop forward

looking business strategies to help them build the capability to take advantage of new opportunities

presented in the rapidly changing utility marketplace. Our regulatory and capital investment advisors

understand the complexities of electric utility regulation and investment decision-making as well as the

associated stakeholder impact. We work with electric utility clients to navigate through an uncertain

market environment and prepare for operational change. We have assisted dozens of electric utilities with

forecasting long-term commodity prices, development of strategic plans, and conducting investment

analysis.

The following table provides a cross-reference between the track records provided in section 4.1 and the

tasks for which we are proposing to provide services for. ln Section 4.2, we provide references for

selected projects. These track records focus on work performed for energy utilities and utility stakeholders

and do not include the work performed by project team members in the past related to

telecommunications industry mergers and acquisitions.

Project

Regulatory
Accounting and
Overall Revenue

Requirement
Modeling

Utility
Taxation

Utility
Capital

Spending

Utility
o&M

Spending

Multi-Year
Rate
Plans

Utility
Power
Supply

ND PSC (Prudency /
Deferred Accounting)

X

LADWP Five Year Rate
Action

X X X X X

LDC Acquisition X

IOU Holding Company
(East)

X X

Austin Energy X X X

Hawaii Gas X X X X

PREPA X X X X

Puget Sound Energy X X X

Montana Dakota Utilities X

IOU (Pacific Northwest) X

I
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Project

Regulatory
Accounting and
Overall Revenue

Requirement
Modeling

Utility
Taxation

Utility
Capital

Spending

Utility
o&M

Spending

Multi-Year
Rate
Plans

Utility
Power
Supply

IOU (Midwest) X X X

IOU (West) X X

Central Maine Power X

lnvestors (Southwest) X X

EPCOR Utilities X

ISO - NE X

Southwest Generation
Operation Company, LLC

X

lndependent Power
Producer / Developer

X

lndependent System
Operator

X

Cooperative / MunicipalitY X

lndependent Power
Producer / Developer

XX

lnvenergy X X

Leading Energy Law Firm X

CVPS /VT DPS X

4.1 Track Records

North Dakota Public Service Commission (Advocacy Staff)

Advanced Determination of Prudency and Request for Deferred Accounting

PA provided the North Dakota Public Service Commission with an assessment of the Northern States Power

Company - Minnesota's (NSP or the Company) requests for Advanced Determination of Prudence (ADP) and

deferred accounting related to the termination of two contracts and the extension of one contract with existing

biomass plants located in Minnesota. Specifically, NSP requested:

. A seven year extension of the contract with the Hennepin Resource Energy Recovery Center (HERC);

. To purchase and then shutdown the Benson / Fibrominn biomass project; and

. To restructure and create an early termination of the Pine Bend biomass project.

CONFIDENTIAL - between PA and VT DPS
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ln addition, NSP has requested deferred accounting treatment including a return on the regulatory assets

associated with:

. The termination of the PPA for the Laurentian biomass project;

. The termination of the PPA for the Pine Bend biomass projeci; and

. The purchase and shut down of the Benson biomass project'

ln performing the requested services, we reviewed the applications, supporting testimony, and responses to

interrogatories in order to develop a recommendation regarding whether:

. lndividually, the proposals to terminate purchases of electricity and capacity from each of these resources is

appropriate;
. The proposed contract terminations will lower electricity costs for NSP's North Dakota customers; and

. Any conditions should be put on an approval of the ADPs'

And, as related to the request for deferred accounting, develop recommendations regarding the use of deferred

accounting treatment for these projects and whether any conditions should be put on an approval of the request for

deferred accounting.

Los Angeles Department of Water & Power (LADWP)

Revenue Requirements, Cost of Service and Rate design (Five-Year Rate Program)

PA Consulting assisted the nation's largest water and power utility with the development and implementation of new

electric and water rates. The rate action plan is set to produce revenue to support more than a combined $13 billion

in capital expenditure over a period of five years, serving more than 4.1 million residents of Los Angeles.

The PAlead team supported all aspects of the rate action, including assessing the reasonableness and

defendability of revenue requirements and the development of both water and power cost of service studies, and

rate design. The utility's strategic rate objectives were as follows:

. Maintain the financial health of the utility to facilitate future investment in infrastruciure and other programs;

. Provide appropriate price signals to incentivize water conservation and energy efficiency along with the

economically efficient use of the utility's system;

. Align rates, rate structures and incentives with customer expectations, marketplace realities and rates of peer

utilities;and
. Begin the transformation to more renewable energy resources'

We developed comprehensive reports outlining the financial and economic drivers of the new rate program to

regulatory authorities and supported the public input process. The resulting new rates were designed to be aligned

with customer class costs, provide full cost recovery (n many cases using flow-through factors), address energy

efficiency incentives and other customer expectations and follow a decoupled structure to protect the utility and

customers from fluctuations in demand.

LDG Acquisition

Rates and Regulatory Review

PA reviewed the electric distribution and transmission rates and regulatory policies as part of providing due

diligence for the purchase of a local electric distribution company. We evaluated the policies in the context of their

ability to allow reasonable recovery of costs in an environment of declining sales and needed infrastructure

investment. We reviewed rate and regulatory policies associated with net metering and micro grids to assess how

the rate policies need to be updated in response to the changing role of the electric distribution utility.

CONFIDENTIAL - between PA and VT DPS
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Major IOU Holding Company (East)

Rate Case Strategy

PA was retained by the regulatory staff of a major east coast electric utility holding company to assess options and

develop strategies for the timing of rate actions including approaches for the use of multi-year cases and incentive

ratemaking.

We performed research for the jurisdictions in which the operating utilities are located to understand regulatory

approaches in place and the degree of success'of these approaches. We then modeled potential regulatory

outcomes based on various options available, timing and the expected degree of success.

The results of this work was used to develop a long-term regulatory strategy and plan, and support long-term

financial planning.

Austin Energy

Retail Choice Analysis and Regulatory Suppotl

PA is a key strategic energy advisor for a large U.S. municipal utility. Due to the municipality's electric rates recently

growing a slightly greater rate than its regional peers, the utility has faced significant pressure from its industrial

customers and state regulators to deregulate and allow its customers to engage in retail choice. ln its role as a

trusted energy advisor, PA conducted an innovative and robust analysis to help the municipal utility both assess the

impacts of retail choice and inform the utility's regulators on the risks and benefits associated with retail choice from

the perspectives of the customer, the utility, and the city that owns the utility.

PA's utilized its proprietary FutureWorlds scenario modeling methodology to help the utility forecast the impacts of

retail choice on its business model in both a low and high future market price environment. Using this tool, and

working hand-in-hand with key utility team members, PA was able to quantitatively assess the benefits and costs of

maintaining the utility's current vertically integrated structure versus deregulating. The analysis included factors

such as rates, stranded asset risk, community programs, and the general funds transfer from the utility to the city.

PA demonstrated how deregulation may provide a short-term benefit to customers in a low market price

environment, but create serious long-term financial risks for its customers in a high market price environment'

Additionally, PA demonstrated altering the current vertically integrated structure would reduce the overall system

benefits to the customer, the utility, and the city.

PA's analysis was used by the municipal utility's executives during its strategic planning process to develop robust

'no regreti' initiatives to plan for both the status quo and the possibility of moving towards retail choice. Additionally,

the utiiity's executives utilized PA's analysis as a communication tool with its primary regulator to help inform the

regulators of the financial and policy implications opening up the utility to retail choice.

Hawaii Gas

General Rate Case Support

Since Hawai'i Gas fllled an application for rate increase for its utility gas operations in 2008, the company and the

industry have faced new market, financial and regulatory pressures, which require a strategic re-evaluation of

several of the issues debated in the last rate case and development of approaches for changes anticipated in

company's operational objectives. PA supported the company's financial planning and developed a comprehensive

revenue requirement, cost of service and rate model for Hawaii Gas that leverages and improves upon previous

models used by the utility to establish rates. This effort is designed to provide the utility the tools to develop

alternative rate proposals for each customer class for providing service to customers on each lsland throughout the

State of Hawaii.

During the project, PA:

CONFIDENTIAL - between PA and W DPS
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' Reviewed the company's cost allocation mechanism, historic financials, past regulatory filings, and future capital

projects to identify key issues that are likely to be raised up in the next rate case

. Supported flnancial planning through A&G benchmarking, industry research and trend analysis

. Provided insights on regulatory policy and processes in many states, rate design alternatives, infrastructure

investment strategy, analysis of load forecasting, and cost allocation mechanism to the executives of Hawai'i

Gas and its parent company, Macquarie lnfrastructure Company

. Developed dynamic models for revenue requirement, cost of service model, and pricing to enhance the

efficiency of the rate case proceeding; and

. Provided testimonies on cost of service, rate design and supported other testimonies from the company SMEs.

The above described work included developing pro forma deferred and current income tax expenses and deferred

income taxes. Subsequent to the filing of the rate case, President Trump signed into law the Tax Cuts and Jobs

Act. PA updated the calculation of revenue requirements for the impact of the TCJA in response to a Staff request'

(Hawaii Public Utilities Commission, Docket No. 2017-0105)

Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (PREPA)

Review and Advisory Services for Restructuring and Rate Proceeding

PREPA is undergoing a comprehensive transformation, driven by both severe financial pressures and

aggressive public policy goals for renewable energy and energy efflciency. PA has been advising a group of

financial investors on utility planning, rates, and regulatory matters throughout this restructuring process. We

have been actively reviewing and advising both the investors and PREPA on resource planning, revenue

requirement, and rate design matters, including net energy metering issues, in the context of the largest U.S.

municipal bond restructuring in history and the first ever rate proceeding before the newly created independent

regulator, the Puerto Rico Energy Commission

Puget Sound Energy

Embedded Cost of Service Studies and Rate Design

PA prepared electric cost of service studies, rate design, and testimony for multiple Puget Sound Energy (PSE) rate

cases. Our cost of service studies utilized a model developed by PA staff and provided to the Company. We

worked with PSE staff to develop supporting studies for the cost allocation factors. We also worked with the

Company in collaborative efforts with interveners to address and attempt to resolve issues related to cost allocation

and rate design prior to making a formal rate filing. PA filed supporting testimony, supported responses to

interrogatories, and testified on behalf of PSE.

Montana Dakota Utilities

Marginal Cost of Service Studies

PA prepared multiple marginal cost of service studies on behalf of Montana Dakota Utilities and filed supporting

testimony. Marginal energy costs were developed using chronological dispatch models and an associated analysis

of the change in costs associated with assumed changes in load. Marginal capacity costs were developed for
generation based on the peaker method. Marginal capacity costs for substations, transmission, and distribution

based upon historical and projected load related capital expenditures and load growth.

CONFIDENTIAL - between PA and W DPS
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lnvestor Owned Utility (Pacific Northwest)

Assess lmpact of TCJA

During 2O17, both before and after the TCJA was passed into law, PA worked with a utility client to assess the

poteniial implications of the tax reform including opportunities to use the headroom created by the Act to accelerate

planned capital expenditures for renewables and reliability.

lnvestor Owned Utility (Midwest)

Midwest Regulatory Support

ln connection with a general rate case, PA was retained by a major Midwest IOU to assess the reasons that the

utility's electric rates have been increasing at a faster pace than some of its regional peers. PA assessed the

underlying factors contributing to the change in the utility's price of electricity as well as reliability, customer

satisfaction, safety, emissions, and renewable compliance performance relative to national and regional peers. This

assessment included benchmarking the Company's performance, both Capital and O&M, against its regional peers.

The results of PA's work was included in the Company's testimony provided in the general rate case'

lnvestor Owned Utility (West)

Benchmarking

PA was retained by an investor-owned electric utility to perform a series of benchmark studies to identiff and

prioritize performance improvement opportunities. These studies included both O&M and Capital spend' The

results of the studies were used to develop targets and plans as part of the Company's annual planning and

budgeting process.

These benchmark studies and analyses included an assessment of spend and its impact on electric reliability.

Central Maine Power (lberdrola)

Analysis of Market lnformation and Cost Allocations for Corporate Services for Central Maine Power (CMP)

ln preparation for Central Maine Power (CMP) filing of a distribution rate request on May 1,2013, PA Consulting

Group was retained by lberdrola USA Management Company (IUMC), on behalf of CMP, to provide analysis with

respect to the issues to be addressed by the Maine Public Utility Commission (Commission) regarding Corporate

Shared Services. As required by previous orders of the Commission, CMP must provide "appropriate market

information" related to Corporate Services provided by IUMC to CMP.

PA's expert report documenting our findings, conclusions and recommendations was provided as evidence in the

CMP rate case filed on May 1,2013.

lnvestors (Southwest)

Acquisition Support

ln connection with a transaction related to one of the largest electric transmission and distribution utilities in the

United States, working with a group of bondholders, PA completed an in-depth assessment of market, regulatory,

operational and financial performance, risks and opportunities. This assessment included benchmarking both O&M

and Capital spend.

Our clients used the results of these analyses to make a strategic determination related to future investments and a

potential acquisition.
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EPCOR Utilities lnc.

Analysis of Corporate & Shared Service Costs for EDTI and EEAI

Updated: Analysis of 2O13 Corporate Service Costs and their Allocation to EEAI

ln Decision 2010-505 issued in October 28,2O1O,the Alberta Utilities Commission (Commission or AUC) concluded

that it was not in a position to determine the proper regulatory treatment for the allocated corporate costs of EPCOR

Distribution and Transmission lnc. (EDTI) and EPCOR Energy Alberta lnc. (EEAI) considering the effects of

corporate restructuring foflowing the spin-off of Capital Power Corporation (CPC) from EPCOR Utilities lnc. (EUl or

the Company). The Commission directed that a separate module in the proceeding be convened in order to further

investigate the revised corporate costs, as necessary, in a more detailed fashion. The Commission outlined a basic

framework for analysis of the separate module, asking parties to consider whether:

. The costs related to the provision of services from EUI to EEAI and EDTI are necessary for EDTI and EEAI to

provide utility service?
. The costs are allocated correctly among EDTI, EEAI and EWSI?

. lt would be less expensive for EDTI and EEAI to provide the services themselves or seek a different third party

provider on a standalone basis?

pA was retained by EPCOR to provide further evidence and analysis with respect to the issues to be addressed by

the Commission in the Corporate Costs module.

To respond to the three questions posed by the Commission, PA completed an assessment of EPCOR's corporate

functions on a function-by-function basis. PA worked with EPCOR to develop a breakdown of the 15 major

departments inlo 42 specific functions. Our analysis and expert report was structured around these 42 functions

lnvestor Owned UtilitY

Benchmarking

PA was retained by an investor-owned electric utility to perform a series of benchmark studies to identiff and

prioritize performance improvement opportunities. These studies included both O&M and Capital spend' The

results olthe studies were used to develop targets and plans as part of the Company's annual planning and

budgeting process

Independent System Operator - New England (ISO'NE)

Testing and certification of the New England lso electricity market software

ISO New England (lSO-NE) is responsible for the systems that run the New England wholesale electricity market. This market

implements billions of dollars of transactions annually, but requires sophisticated software implementing complex mathematical

formulations.

ln order to provide an assurance to market participants that the market systems have been implemented correctly, PA has tested

and certified the suite of market dispatch and pricing software for ISO-NE since 2002. We have validated most of the processes an(

software ISO-NE uses to run its markets. ln general we have not used subcontractors for our ISO-NE work.

. We have delivered "certification letters" describing our opinion of the fitness for purpose of the various modules and processes;

"formulation reports" explaining the specific market rules or algorithms, expressed mathematically; test reports and data; and

various memoranda discussing points of concern or clarifying our understanding of the Market Rule
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Southwest Generation Operation Company, LLG

Expert Testimony Support

PA was twice retained by an Southwest Generation Operating Company, LLC, an independent power producer, to

provide independent expert testimony in Xcel Energy's resource planning regulatory docket in Colorado (in both

2012 and 2O17) lo enhance the client's future value opportunities. PA provided expert testimony in CPUC Docket

No. 1 6A-0396 E in 2O17 . PA reviewed the utility's current and future resource needs to determine if its proposed

resource plan would ensure reliability at the least cost. PA analyzed wind generation patterns and considered their

potential impact on overall reliability and cost. PA testified regarding methodological flaws that caused the utility to

underestimate the value flexible and efficient generation affords to the system and regulators to reconsider whether

the utility was equipped to handle increasing amounts of intermittent wind generation.

ln particular, PA evaluated Xcel Energy's Flex Reserve requirement, which is a FERC-approved product intended to

heip Xcel Energy manage sudden losses of wind generation due to changes in wind speed. PA's testimony argued

that Xcel Energy is not planning to procure enough Flex Reserves to reliably manage downward wind ramping

events, and argued why the Flex Reserve requirement should require faster ramp rates than currently considered

by the utility. PA's testimony used actual Xcel Energy system wind generation data to demonstrate that maintaining

system retilOitity during downward wind ramping events requires more than simply planning for the magnitude

these unplanned system events; it also requires accounting for the speed at which downward wind ramping events

can occur. ln addition to this analysis, PA also conducted a detailed review of Xcel Energy's Flex Reserve studies

and identified several methodological issues that is likely causing Xcel Energy to underestimate the amount of Flex

Reserves needed on the sYstem. As a result, the Colorado Public Utilities Commission has ordered that Xcel

Energy update its Flex Reserves study and file this updated study with Xcel Energy's 2019 ERP filing, which must

present a full analysis of all available wind data and shall include a backcast of historical wind data

Independent Power Producer/Developer

Power Sector Restructuring Support

A large U.S. energy company was severely indebted to their syndicated banks, and given that the company was

unabie to make the repayments in time, they proposed a debt restructuring that allowed them to pay their lenders

over a longer term. The company provided a business plan to the lenders with their projections on future revenues

and associated market recovery. The lender consortium retained PA to perform a comprehensive evaluation of the

company's business prospects and proposed plan. PA provided several services to assist the lender consortium in

their negotiations with the company:

. Explained the current market situation to the lending group and gave its view on what this meant for the company

going forward.
. Examined all the company's physical and contractual assets under several different valuation scenarios and gave

the bank group a view of the probable range of value outcomes for the assets going forward. The valuation

included over 14 GW of U.S. generation focused in the PJM, New York, and New England regions, and nearly 4

GW of Asian and Latin American generation capacity and contractual assets.

. Performed extensive due diligence on the company's complicated and sizable trading book assets.

By a combination of market and modeling expertise, PA helped the lenders to understand the company's key

business, the challenges of that business in the market climate at the time, and the future value of the company's

assets. As a result, the lenders felt comfortable commencing negotiations with the company around their debt

refinancing.

lndependent System Operator

Transmission and Regulatory Support

PA was retained by an lndePendent System Operator (lSO) who was in need of expert advice on power flow due to

proposed cost allocation for a new transmission asset procured and installed by another lSO. PA evaluated the

methodoloqv of the cost allocation proposal and conducted alternative
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characterize the assumptions on the costs allocated to the client for the transmission asset. The client used PA's

analysis in settlement negotiations with the other affected parties.

Cooperative/MunicipalitY

Transmission/Regulatory SuPPort

PA was retained by a power wholesaler interested in developing rates, terms, and conditions for an open access

transmission tariff that would allow a municipality to provide transmission services to a third party over their system.
pA developed OATT terms and conditions and determined appropriate OATT transmission, distribution and

ancillary service rates. The OATT was accepted by the state regulator and went into effect, allowing the desired

transaction.

lndependent Power Producer/Developer

Expert Testimony and Regulatory Support

pA was retained by an independent power producer to provide independent expert testimony in a Western U.S.

electric utility's resource planning regulatory docket to enhance the client's future value opportunities' PA analyzed

the utility's iurrent and future reiource needs to determine if the proposed resource plan would ensure reliability at

the least cost to consumers. PA testified in the docket regarding methodological and assumption flaws that caused

the utility to under estimate the intrinsic value flexible and efficient generation affords to the system and regulators

to re-reionsider whether the utility was equipped to handle increasing amount of intermittent wind generation in an

efficient and reliable way. Additionally, PA testified regarding the advantages and disadvantages of Self-build

generation vs. power purchase agreements. PA's expert testimony helped the client successfully renegotiate

contract with the regulated utility and improved the regulatory environment.

lnvenergy

Minnesota Regulatory SuPPort

PA submitted rebuttal testimony and appeared before the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission, on behalf of

lnvenergy Thermal Development LLC, regarding Xcel Energy's petition for Approval of Competitive Resource

Acquisition proposal and Certificate of Need. ln addition to preparing rebuttal testimony, PA assisted the client and

counsel with strategic analyses and demonstratives in support of direct testimony and cross examination of

witnesses.

Leading Energy Law Firm

Energy Future Holdings Restructuring Support

pA was retained by an ad-hoc group of unsecured creditors as part of the Energy Future Holdings ("EFH") Chapter

11 restructuring process. PA provided market expert support related to ERCOT fundamentals, environmental

regulatory preslures, plant performance and optimization (including retrofits), and analysis and due diligence

related to the Oncor transmission system. Key issues analyzed include future coal and natural gas prices, ERCOT

load growth trajectories (and alternative scenarios), future market structure (including the potential for a forward

""p"iity 
market and continuing evolution of scarcity pricing mechanisms), impact of transmission and renewable

OuitO-outs, impact of significani penetration of alternative generation sources (e.g., batteries), and the impact of the

current oil price environment on WesUFar West Permian Basin oil and gas drilling activity (and the impact of this on

future load growth). PA's work is being utilized by the ad-hoc group of unsecured creditors as they seek to craft a

plan of emergence with EFH.
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Central Vermont Public Seryice / VT DPS

Min Business Process Review (2007)

Evaluated business processes to improve planning effectiveness for and delivering electric power to customers in a

cost-effective way, while maintaining compliance with standards generally applicable to utilities in the state, and the

electric utility industry. Evaluated performance versus three benchmarks: the median performance of peer utilities in

the Northeast, comparably sized utilities across the U.S. and all U.S. utilities.

4.2 References

Sara Cardwell
Public Utility Analyst
North Dakota Public Service Commission

600 E. Boulevard Ave. Dept. 408

Bismarck, ND 58505-0480
(701)3284153
scardwell@nd.oov

George Chen
Director of Rates
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

111 North Hope Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
oeoroe.chen@ladwo.com
(2131367-2531

Richard Sharp
Director of Resource Planning

Cleco Power
(318) 484-7755

MichaelLaPorte
Controller
HawaiiGas
745 Fort Street, Suite 1800
Honolulu Hl 96813
808 535-5905
m I a porte @ h awai i qas. co m

Rob Witwer
GeneralCounsel
Southwest Generation Operating Company, LLC
(303) 623-2786

Tim Nichols
Corporate Strategic Planning
PNM Resources, lnc.
(505) 241-0796
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5 STAFF EXPERTISE

Provided in this section are short bios for the proposed PA team members.

WDPS

Derek HasBrouck

PA Team

Corc feom
Suppafted by our Subject

Matter Expeft lsME] bench

Wayn6 Lafferty (Project OC (Utility

O&M Spending and Multi-year Rata

Plan SME)

Jlm Heidell (COSS and Rate Design

sME)

Paul Chandler {Revenue

Requirements Modeling /COSS SME)

David Chemey (Energy Ma*ets SME)

Partner in Charge

Derek HasBrouck advises senior utility industry clients on topics ranging from corporate strategy

to operations improvement. He is an expert in benchmarking electric and gas utility businesses,

utility regulation, network reliability, and customer service. He has led many of PA's regulatory

strategy assignments, including both our multi-year evaluation of regulator perspectives on utility

regulatory interactions for a major west coast utility and our annual benchmarking of utility

regulatory relations staffing and costs. Derek has testified before numerous state and federal

regulatory bodies, both as an independent expert and in his prior role as Chief Financial Officer

of Vermont Electric Power Company.

W DPS

Dan Burke

Brian Winn

Other DPS

staff

Partner in charSe

Dcrek l'lastlrouck

Pro.lect Manager (R€venus
Requlr€m€nts, Utlllty

Taxatlcn, 9enchmatking
sMEl

loel kr)nsorr

Capltal and O&M spend
Eenchmarking sME

t\irnnv 5hilnbhilg

Ene{gy Markets SME

t;r.(lfl llrilneislr'f
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Joel Jeanson

Wayne Lafferty

Pranav Shanbhag

Project Manager (Revenue Requirements,
Utility Taxation, Benchmarking SME)

Joel has over 35 years' experience in the utility industry. He has expertise in utility finance and

accounting, ratemaking, performance measurement and benchmarking, performance

improvement, planning and budgeting. He started his professional career with a Big Eight public

accounting firm. While in industry, he directed the accounting, auditing, budgeting, and corporate

performance departments at a major investor-owned utility. While in consulting, Joel has had

significant experience assessing utility performance and providing regulatory support services.

Clients include the North Dakota Public Service Commission, the Vermont DPS, National Grid,

Consolidated Edison, LADWP, Hawaiian Electric and Hawaii Gas. Joel graduated with distinction

from lndiana University with a B.S. in Business (Accounting Major).

Project QC (Utility O&M Spending and

Multi-year Rate Plan SME)

Wayne is a utility regulatory and process expert with broad experience assessing and improving

regulatory performance.

ln addition, he conducts financial and operational benchmarking assessments, facilitates

strategic planning efforts and helps prepare for and conduct management audits. Much of his

work helps operate more efficiently and effectively, recover costs in a balanced manner and

comply with regulation in light of changing economic, regulatory, operational and ftnancial

policies and conditions. Recent work has included assessing performance management

practices and developing new cost of service studies, revenue requirements and rates for the

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, conducting a regulatory performance survey for a

large electric utility, advising Austin Energy on strategic planning and assisting several utilities

with performance evaluations and compliance studies. Wayne has testified before regulators in

many states and the United States Congress on a range of industry policy issues. He is lean

certified and holds a BA in economics and a MBA from Duke University.

Capital and O&M Spend Benchmarking
SME

Pranav is a consultant known for his "out-of-the-box" thinking and has a diverse analytical skillset.

He has expertise in Utility strategy and operations through diverse work experience such as

operations process improvement for a Northeast electric utility, water and wastewater plant

efficiency study for a Mid-Atlantic water utility, and M&A work for confidential investors. He has

attained a unique global business perspective through work and study across three continents. He

graduated with a Master of Engineering Management degree from Duke University in 2015 and has

completed his undergraduate studies in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Bristol. ln

addition, Pranav has previously worked with W DPS to provide expert witness services in the

acquisition proceeding of FairPoint Communication by Consolidated Communications.
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Jim Heidell

Paul Chandler

David Cherney, Ph.D

Geoff Burmeister

COSS and Rate Design SME

Jim Heidell specializes in electric and gas utility regulation, utility finance, wholesale electricity

markets, evaluation of renewable energy technologies and financial analysis of complex

investments. Mr. Heidell assists clients with due diligence associated with acquisition of natural

gas and electric utilities and wholesale energy market transactions. Mr. Heidell has prepared and

iubmitted testimony in both regulatory proceedings and civil contract damages cases. Mr. Heidell

also specializes in strategic analysis and evaluation of opportunities associated with renewable /
alternative energy technologies.

Revenue Requirements Modeling / COSS
SME

Paul Chandler is an advisor in PA's Energy & Utilities practice, working with power, water, and gas

utilities. Paul provides advisory for utilities and their investors to bridge the gap between strategic

decision making and impacts on the regulated utility business model.

Project work includes evaluating regulatory efficacy, benchmarking operational performance,

developing pro-forma financial models, developing business line strategies, deploying strategic

utility capital, analyzing regulatory environments, and supporting rate cases, including the

development of cost of service models, rate pricing models and public testimony. Paul received a

Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) in Economics from Yale University and is accredited by the Yale Climate &

Energy lnstitute.

Energy Markets SME

David Cherney is an expert in public policy, electricity market dynamics, and program evaluation.

He advises clients in navigating legislative and regulatory unceilainty to develop business and legal

strategies that optimize investment value and minimize risk. David provides counsel in a variety of

strategic guidance contexts including regulatory and litigation proceedings, where he is a lead in

the development and preparation of expert testimony for PA Consulting Group's energy team.

Since 2012, he has delivered comprehensive reports on all major U.S. power markets to support

the acquisition, divestiture, development or refinancing of over $40 billion in power generating

assets. David has taught public policy at the graduate level and authored more than 25 policy

related publications in peer-reviewed journals, technical book chapters, and popular outlets.

Energy Markets SME

Mr. Burmeister is an energy and environmental policy expert skilled in detailed research and

analysis. He helps clients easily digest complex policies, regulations, contracts, and market

struitures, and guides analysis of their impact on the value of investments and the prudency of

regulatory decisions. He provides valuable insight on how political, institutional, and organizational

dynamics translate into policy and business outcomes, and understands the nuances of regulatory

lrinreworks and their application to energy opcrations. Beyond economic forecasting, Geoff

contextualizes regulatory decisions related to investment, operations, and strategy with detailed risk

assessment to best inform clients' choices.
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6 STAFF SCHEDULING CONSTRAINTS

pA does not foresee any scheduling conflicts related to availability of core team members or SMEs for this

project.
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7 OUR COMMERCIAL PROPOSAL

PA proposes to provide the requested services for work areas 2 through 7 for professional fees not-to-

exceed $1gg,420. These fees do not include time required to prepare for and attend hearings. Out-of-

pocket expenses associated with travel to Montpelier, VT and field visits to GMP's offices in Colchester or

Rutland, Vermont to review the supporting financial and operational records, and interview company

personnel will be billed at cost and are not expected to exceed 10-15o/o of professional fees.

PA's response is submitted subject to negotiation of a contract acceptable to both parties. PA has

reviewed and accepts the Standard State Provisions for Contracts and Grants. Additionally, PA would like

to negotiate a reasonable contractual limit on its liability.

Proiect Team

Hourly

Billing

Rate

Taek 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6 Task 7 Total

Reguratory

Accounting and

Overall

Revenue

Requirement
Modelins

utility
Taxation

Utility
Capital

SDendins

utiliw
o&M

spendins

Utility
Power

Suoolv

Multi-
Year

Rate

Plans Total

Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours Houll Cost

Titles Name

Partner in Charae Derek HasBrouck 5 476 5 5 5 5 5 5 30 s 14.280

PrinciDal Consultant/Proiec't Manager loel Jeanson s 2a4 75 50 2A 20 5 2Q 190 s s3.960

Wavne Laffertv s 372 6 5 6 6 5 6 36 s 13.392

Director/coss-Rate Design SME Jim Heidell s 4L2 40 0 0 0 0 10 50 s 20.600

s 204 100 25 60 80 0 4A 305 5 62,220

SME Paul Chandler s 236 80 0 0 0 0 0 80 S 18,880

Manasine Consultant/Enersv Markets David Chernev S 340 o 0 0 0 10 4 L4 s 4,760

consultant/Enersv Markets sM E Geoff Burmeister s 236 0 0 0 0 40 8 48 s 11.328

Total Estimated Costs 306 86 91 111 26 85 705 s 199,420
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8 CONFLICTS OF INTEREST AND OUR
ABILITY TO SERVE

PA has reviewed the provisions of RFP, and if selected will comply with all the provisions of the RFP. PA

has not identified any potential conflicts of interests related to this RFP, and is not aware of any

representation of organizations that are adverse to the W DPS. There are no past or present civil or

criminal legal investigations, or pertinent litigation and or regulatory actions that impact PA's ability to

serve in the required capacitY.

Derek HasBrouck previously led a major assignment for Vermont Electric Power Company related to the

planning and creation of a new electric transmission company, VT Transco LLC. Derek served as the

Chief Financial Officer of VT Transco as it raised and deployed $750M to construct new transmission lines

throughout Vermont. ln this capacity, he testified before the Vermont Public Service Board and FERC on

transmission business issues ranging from construction cost estimates and project financing requirements

to transmission company tariffs and tariff disputes.

In addition, over the past 15 years, PA consultants have on occasion provided consulting services to

Central Vermont Public Service (now part of Green Mountain Power). None of these contracts on

currently on-going.

There is the potentialfor PA to work with GMP or its affiliates, or other entities engaged in developing,

constructing, operating, maintaining, and / or monitoring and utility facilities in Vermont in the future on

matters unrelated to this proceeding. PA will not work for GMP or its affiliates on matters related to this

proceeding. Furthermore, the core team assigned to this effort will not work on any matters for GMP or its

afiliates during this engagement without the prior written approval of the W DPS.
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A TEAM PROFILES

This section contains full CVs for the proposed team
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DEREK
HASBROUCK
PARTNER

Derek HasBrouck advises senior utility industry clients on topics ranging from corporate strategy to operations

improvement. He is an expert in benchmarking electric and gas utility businesses, utility regulation, and network

rellability. He has led a number of major utility business transformation programs, including a major assignment for

Vermont Electric Power Company, where he led the planning and creation of a new electric transmission company'

VT Transco LLC. Derek served as the Chief Financial Officer of VT Transco as it raised and deployed $750M to

construct new transmission lines throughout Vermont. He currently serves as a Third Party Neutral for construction

disputes on a major transmission construction project, represents un-insured bondholders in the financial

resiructuring of the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority, and is leading transmission diligence activities on the

proposed $198 in acquisition of Oncor.

PRIMARY EXPERTISE
. Utility Operations & Performance lmprovement
. Financial Management
. Regulatory Strategy

CLIENTS
. Hawaiian Electric Company

. Orlando Utilities Commission

. Southern California Edison

. Los Angeles Dept. of Water & Power

. Consolidated Edison

QUALIFICATIONS
. MBA, Northwestern University

. B.S. in Electrical Engineering, Rensselaer Polytechnic
lnstitute

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY
Utility Operations & Performance lmprovement - Management of major construction and transformation

progorr and the application of process redesign, re-engineering, benchmarking, & quality improvement techniques

to improve performance of utility operations, as well as corporate and shared services.

Financial Management - lmproving utility financial management from capital & O&M budget optimization to capital

structure optimization.

Regulatory Strategy - Collaborating with clients to develop regulatory strategies for businesses and projects and

providing analytic and testimony support for those strategies.

KEY CLI ENT ACH IEVEMENTS,

Vermont Electric power Gompany - Partner in Charge of the reorganization of this company's transmission assets

to form VT Transco LLC. This restructuring enabled equity and debt raises of more than $500M to fund an

extensive transmission build-out, and reduced costs to Vermont electric customers by more than $10M annually in

perpetuity.

Hawaiian Electric Company - Partner in Charge of a series of resource planning and associated financial planning

assignments for this mid-sized electric utility. The Power Supply lmprovement Plans filed with the HPUC have

charied a path for Hawaii to transform its electric sector to achieve 1 00% renewable electricity by 2O45 and provide

an earnings growth path for the utility.

Confidential Client - Partner in Charge of the due diligence review a potential acquisition of a transmission

company. Analyzed the value of growth opportunities, including regulated transmission maintenance and groMh

projects and a portfolio of merchant opportunities'
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Confidential Client - Partner in Charge for the due diligence reviews of several proposed sales of electric

transmission assets. The due diligence reviews focused on the actual transmission assets to be transferred, their

condition, levels of O&M and capital anticipated to be required to run the assets on an ongoing basis, and the

related service contracts for the provision of some of these engineering, construction, operations and maintenance

services.

Hawaiian Electric Company - Partner in Charge of the development of an lntegrated Demand Response Portfolio

Plan for Hawaiian Electric, pursuant to an order from the Hawaiian Public Utility Commission (HPUC). This plan

made a major change in the regulatory relationship between the Company and the Commission, by demonstrating in

detail to the Commission the Company's intent to take full advantage of all cost effective Demand Response (DR)

resources,made available by its customers. The plan laid out innovative approaches to use DR resources to meet

capacity needs and ancillary service needs. These innovations were extremely well received by the HPUC and

have directly led to a significant improvement in the quality and effectiveness of the discourse between the parties.

Confidential Investor Group - Pailner in Charge of the development of the Commercial, Resource Planning, and

Regulatory due diligence materials for the sale of the investor group's interest in a privately owned utility. PA

prelared independent twenty year customer and load growth forecasts, projected renewable and conventional

generation resource additions including required transmission expansions, and prepared a twenty year bottoms-up

iorecast of capital and operating expenditures for both the regulated and non-regulated segments of the business.

Detailed, iterative flnancial modeling and rate path analyses contributed to refining these projections, gaining

management buy-in, and enabling the investor group lo successfully market its interests.

LEGAL PROCEEDING EXPERIENCE

Vermont Electric Power Company - Testified before the Vermont Public Service Board and FERC on

transmission business issues ranging from construction cost estimates and project financing requirements to

transmission company tariffs and tariff disputes.

Southern Minnesota Municipal Power Agency and the City of Rochester, MN. - Expert Wtness for financial

management issues in a dispute between Southern Minnesota Municipal Power Agency and the City of Rochester,

MN in Federal Court.

Central Maine Power - Expert Wtness on the level of corporate costs allocated to Central Maine Power and the

assignment of those costs between CMP's Transmission and Distribution businesses on behalf of Central Maine

Power before the Maine Public Service Commission.

EPCOR - Expert Witness on corporate cost issues ori behalf of EPCOR before the Alberta Energy Commission.

The necessity of certain indirect costs to provide utility service, the cost effectiveness of the provision of those

services, and the appropriate allocation of the cost of these services between business units were addressed.

2003 Blackout Litigation -Expert witness for research on historical network reliability performance for two major

pieces of litigation arising from the August 2003 blackout. Expert Witness on transmission business management

issu"s, including resource allocation, capital spending, maintenance spending and asset performance on behalf of

First Energy in two class action lawsuits before the Public Utility Commission of Ohio.

public Service of Colorado - Expert Witness on distribution capital & O&M spending, distribution reliability

measurement and service level standard setting issues on behalf of Public Service of Colorado before the Colorado

Public Utilities Commission.

Northern States Power (MN) - Expert Report filed with the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission in response to

allegations of fraudulent electric outage reporting raised by the Minnesota Attorney General and St. Paul newspaper

We conducted an extensive business process review and statistical sampling analysis of electric outages state-wide

to determine the impact, if any, of the alleged under-reporting.

Major Chemical Company - Expert Witness for reliability issues in a dispute between a major petrochemical

company and the local transmission service provider in Federal Court.

Hydro Network - Expert Witness on distribution rate impact mitigation approaches on behalf of Hydro One

Networks before the Ontario Energy Board.

PHI Holdings - Expert Wtness on service quality and reliability issues on behalf of Potomac Electric Power

Company and Conectiv Energy as part of their merger application before the utility regulatory commissions of

Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey, and the District of Columbia.

Commonwealth Edison - Expert Witness on T&D reliability indices and the analysis of T&D reliability data on

behalf of Commonwealth Edison before the lllinois Commerce Commission.
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Delmarva Power & Light - Expert \Mtness on T&D service quality standards, reliability indices, and associated

performance incentive and penalty mechanisms on behalf of Delmarva Power & Light before the Delaware Public

Service Commission.

Entergy Texas - Expert Witness on T&D system restoration performance following a major ice storm on behalf of

Entergy Texas before the Public Utility Commission of Texas'
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WAYNE LAFFERTY
MANAGING CONSULTANT

Wayne is a utility regulatory and process expert with broad experience assessing and improving

business processes.

ln addition, he conducts financial and operational benchmarking assessments, facilitates strategic planning efforts

and helps utilities prepare for regulatory audits. Much of his work helps utilities comply with regulatory requirements,

plan and operate more efficiently, and recover costs in a balanced manner in light of changing economic, regulatory,

operational and financial policies and conditions. Recent work has included developing new cost of service studies,

revenue requirements and rates and assessing performance management practices for the Los Angeles Department

of Water and Power, conducting a customer service benchmark assessment for Enbridge Gas Distribution and

assisting several utilities with performance evaluations and compliance studies. Wayne has testified before

regulators in many states and the United States Congress on a range of industry policy issues. He is lean certified

and holds a BA in economics and a MBA from Duke University'

PRIMARY EXPERTISE
. Regulatory Assessments - Assist clients with the

planning, design and implementation of regulatory
requirements, cost of service and rate design
studies and other initiatives including providing

expert testimony.
. Operational Efficiency Studies - Review business

processes, governance, organizational structures
and stafllng to identify opportunities to improve
operational effectiveness, customer service and
financial performance.

. Performance Audits - Assess performance to
assure compliance with regulatory requirements,
prudency of investments and programs, use of
proper governance practices and implementation of
industry best practices.

CLIENTS
. Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

. Hawaii Gas

. Southern California Edison

. Enbridge Gas Distribution

. San Antonio Water System

QUALIFICATIONS
. MBA - Finance and Operations
. AB - Economics
. Lean Certification

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP): Rate/Regulatory Study

Led the development of new cost of service and rate design studies for water and power service and preparation of

comprehensive rate action reports outlining the rate drivers, proposed rate structure and rates and supporting

documentation to be presented to regulatory authorities and other stakeholders. Also, led PA's effort to develop a

new performance management plan to address compliance requirements associated with the new rate plan.

lnvestor-Owned Gas Utility: Rate Case Strategy

Led the development of a strategic rate case plan. Developed a model to determine the revenue requirement,

calculated an estimated test year revenue requirement based on an assessment of current financial and planned

investments, evaluated the sales forecast, assessed rate design changes and completed a scenario analysis for
potential rate case outcomes. Also led executive workshops to develop the rate case strategy and associated

narratives.

I nvestor-Owned Power Util ity : Regulatory Performance Assessment

Led an assessment of the utility's performance in the eyes of its regulators. Conducted confidential interviews with

regulatory agency personnel at all levels to develop both quantitative and qualitative observations and ratings for
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performance. Developed recommendations to improve delivery of service to regulatory agencies at both strategic

and tactical levels.

Enbridge Gas Distribution: Customer Service Assessment

Conducted a detailed benchmark and strategic assessment for the customer service operations. Assessed all major

operational and financial metrics compared to peer gas or combination gas/electric utilities and presented

recommendations based on the results and industry best practices to guide future strategic changes to improve both

performance and customer service.

Austin Energy: Strategic Plan Development

Facilitated the development of a new strategic plan for the utility. Conducting workshops for the executive

management team to assess the current state (SWOT analysis) and develop components of a new strategic plan

including the vision, goals, strategic initiatives and initial KPls.

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP): Contact Center Evaluation

Led a comprehensive evaluation of the customer service contact center to assess the current performance and

develop recommendations to move service levels to a high quartile. Main themes covered call and email handling,

scheduling, data and reporting, technology and performance management. Developed a roadmap staging

improvement initiatives over six months.

San Antonio Water System (SAWS): Organization Efficiency Study

Lead consultant for an organizational efficiency assessment to evaluate opportunities to reduce costs and operate

more effectively. Assessed processes for the operations and maintenance functions and directed a comprehensive

shared services benchmarking review. Study produced an estimated $45 million NPV savings.

Southern Galifornia Public Power Authority (SCPPA): Electric Vehicle Assessment

Developed a comprehensive study of how utilities in Southern California can collectively and/or individually improve

the elect1c vehicle (EV) ownership process. Assessed customer and other stakeholder expectations for a region-

wide approach to the electric vehicle (EV) charging station infrastructure. Developing a business model to facilitate

combined regional and individual utility solutions for seamless EV charging'

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP): Strategic Plan

Facilitated the development of an enterprise strategic plan with senior management. Designed and conducted a

SWOT analysis, facilitated workshops, analyzed stakeholder feedback, advised management on strategic planning

concepts and developed a straw-man strategic plan.

Mid€ize tnvestor Owned Water Utility: Performance lmprovement Study

Led PA's effort to improve efficiencies in a manner that enhances customer service. Conducted a benchmarking

assessment of shared and customer services to identify areas for more in-depth analysis. Combined quantitative

analyses and the application of best practices to develop recommendations to increase efficiency through process

and organizational changes.

Los Angeles Depaftment of Water and Power (LADWP): Performance Management / Benchmarking

Led the development of a dashboard and benchmarking analysis for shared services to identify opportunities to

improve operational and financial performance. Determined the customer rate impact of improving performance to

peer levels.

Pepco: Electric Vehicle Regulatory Program

Led an assignment to help Pepco prepare an application for an electric vehicle (EV) pilot program to be filed with the

Maryland commission. lf approved the pilot program would allow Pepco to study the impact of EVs on the reliability

of the state's electricity infrastructure.

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE
New Jersey American Water: Management Audit Preparation Diagnostic Review

Reviewed the governance, regulatory environment, organizational structure and major business processes as part of

a diagnostic review of the utility in preparation for a regulatory management audit. Developed a framework to

analyze rate drivers, structures and levels compared to other utilities to determine the impact of various programs

including external mandates.

Gentral Vermont Public Service Company: Business Process Review
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Conducted a comprehensive business process review for the utility and the state regulatory agency; focus areas

included the company's mission, regulatory challenges, organization structure and staffing, management decision

making, technology and capital budgeting. Our analysis included a broad benchmark study using multiple sets of

peer groups to identify performance gaps.

Public Service Energy and Gas (PSEG): Management Audit Preparation Diagnostic Review

ln preparation for a regulatory management audit, reviewed the business practices for many of the support services

inituCing the human resources, information technology, external affairs and regulatory functions. Assisted the utility

with the identification of performance and other gaps and improvement opportunities in advance of the regulatory

audit.

National Grid: Management Audit Preparation Diagnostic Review

Helped the utility prepare for and manage a regulatory audit by completing a diagnostic review of several support

services groups, providing training sessions for employees and conducting debriefing sessions after auditor

interviews with utility personnel. Assisted the utility to respond to findings identified by the auditors.

Omaha Public Power District: Budget Process Design

Assessed the budgeting and strategic planning functions to identify performance gaps. Developed a best practices

based process to align planning efforls for the utility.
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JOEL JEANSON
PRINCIPAL CONSULTANT

Joel is a regulatory accounting expert providing trusted independent assessment services

Joel has over 35 years' experience, primari! in the utility industry. He has expertise in finance and accounting,

ratemaking, auditing, performance measurement and benchmarking, performance improvement, planning and

budgeting. During his business career, he directed the accounting, auditing, budgeting, and corporate performance

departments at a major investor-owned utility located in lndiana. \Mile in consulting, Joel has had significant

experience assessing utility performance and providing regulatory support services. He began his career with a Big

Eight public accounting firm (audit division). His core responsibilities include regulatory support, utility finance and

accounting, cost allocation and other technical utility accounting studies, and performance improvement.

PRIMARY EXPERTISE
. Regulatory support - assisting clients by providing

regulatory support services including revenue
requirement assessments and specialized cost
studies

. Performance lmprovement - helping clients
improve business processes

. Utility finance and accounting - helping clients
improve practices to mitigate regulatory risks and
support regulatory accounting and compliance
activities

CLIENTS
. LADWP
. Hawaiian Electric
. Hawaiian Gas
. National Grid
. North Dakota Public Service Commission

. Vermont Department of Public Service

QUALIFICATIONS

' CPA (inactive)

. lndiana University: Bachelor of Science in Business, with
Distinction (Accounting Major)

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY
North Dakota Public Service Commission

Provided the ND PSC with an assessment of the Northern States Power Company - Minnesota (NSP or the

Company) request for deferred accounting for the Benson Power LLC facility purchase and the Power Purchase

Agreement buyouts for the Pine Bend and Laurentian Energy projects. Provided expert testimony'

NationalGrid USA

Project manager and lead consultant on a technical accounting study currently underway for National Grid USA

focused on National Grid's regulated US operations.

Hawaii Gas

Lead consultant responsible for assessing technical accounting issues including cost allocations and clearing

account processes in connection with the Company's upcoming rate case'

Confidential Glient

Lead consultant assessing the regulatory environment and potential regulatory risks in connection with the review of

the Company's long-term financial forecast. This work was performed in connection with the potential sale of the

Company as part of a bankruptcy proceeding. Results of the work performed proved to be key considerations in

making the go-no go investment decision.

Confidential Client

Lead consultant responsible for assessing the state regulatory environment including technical regulatory accounting

issues in connection with an M&A transaction.
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State of Vermont

Lead consultant responsible providing an assessment of the financial capabilities of the combined entity in

connection with a telecommunications industry merger and acquisition. Provided expert testimony.

LIPA

Project manager / lead consultant on two independent assessments of PSEG-Ll's performance related to the

Operating Service Agreement.

NationalGrid USA

Project manager on an engagement in which PA developed new accounting and cost allocation practices for the

Service Company in connection with the client's implementation of SAP. Required understanding of the capabilities

and limitations of the SAP code block. Study subsequently updated post-conversion. Results of study including PA

report reviewed with NY PSC Staff and filed by the Company in an operating company general rate case.

PNM Resources

Project manager responsible for completing an updated A&G capitalization study and an A&G study required by the

operating agreement for a large, jointly-owned power plant. Required developing an understanding of the

Company's accounting system code block and cost charging / allocation practices.

SUEZ Water

Project manager for the independent assessment of the Company's cost allocation practices. This review was

requested by ine ruew York Public service Commission. The PA Report was filed by the Company with the NYPSC

LADWP (Water System)

. Lead consultant for the review of the requested revenue requirements for consecutive rate cases on behalf of the

City of Los Angeles.

. Lead consultant for the review of the requested revenue requirement working now for the Department.

' Review of the Department's performance management processes in light of industry best practices and new tariff

requirements.

Confidential Client

Assisted a gas LDC complete an assessment of potential merger synergies in connection with the proposed

acquisition of another gas LDC.

Confidential Client

Assisted private equity investor assess the US water industry regulatory environment in developing a US market

investment strategy.

NiSource

Provided a framework for assessing the value of corporate and shared services to the operating companies in

connection with a NIPSCO rate case. lncluded a review and assessment of the Company's cost allocation

practices.

Vectren

Performed a detailed assessment of cost charging and allocation practices to the individual affiliate operating

companies post-merger and acquisition of the DPL gas properties.

Vectren

Assessed the effectiveness ofthe corporate management process and suggested changes to the process to better

ensure the transparency ofthe process and linkages to operational plans and budgets.

New Jersey American Water
provided assistance by performing a diagnostic assessment of utility performance in connection with an upcoming

management audit and rate case.

City of Baltimore DPW

Lead consultant responsible for benchmarking water and wastewater treatment plant performance. Also lead

development of performance / financial management-related recommendation.

Anaheim Public Utilities PUC

project manager responsible for completing a comprehensive review of water and power meter reading and billing

operations and controls.
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City of Kansas City Water Depaftment

Lead consultant on a comprehensive review of the water utility's finance and accounting function.

Arizona Corporation Commission
project manager and lead consultant for the review of the meter reading, billing and usage estimation practices of

Arizona American Water Company. Testified before the ACC related to the work performed.

The Metropolitan District (MDC)

Lead consultant for the restructuring of the financial organization of the MDC, a municipal water and sewer utility

headquartered in Hartford, CT. Also, lead consultant for the review of financial, human resources, information

technology and customer service in connection with a comprehensive management review of the District.

Confidential Western US Client

Directed the development of a long-term financial forecast model. This model was initially used to identify rate

impacts by customer class associated with the proposed long-term power supply implementation plan'

Confidential Western US Client

Lead consultant in connection with several studies including a joint pole cost study, an A&G capitalization study, and

a finance and accounting performance improvement assessment.

EPCOR

Lead consultant providing regulatory support in connection the two rate case filings. EPCOR is a power and water

utility headquartered in Edmonton, Alberta Canada.

Arizona Corporation Commission

Project manager and lead consultant for the review of the meter reading, billing and usage estimation practices of

Arizona American Water Company and Arizona Public Service Company. Testified before the ACC related to the

work performed.

Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission

Lead consultant in connection with a comprehensive management audit the FirstEnergy's three Pennsylvania

operating companies.

Washington State Auditor's Office

Project manager for the performance audit of the three mid-Columbia Public Utility Districts. This performance audit

was performed under Washing Legislative lnitiative 900. The project team identified numerous opportunities for cost

savings including the increased use of shared support services. Also, project manager responsible for developing a

risk-based audit program for an audit of compliance with the State's energy independence act'

PSE&G

Lead consultant helping the company prepare for a commission mandated comprehensive performance audit.

INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

Arthur Andersen & Go. (1979-83)

Audit division primarily focused on clients in the utility industry.

Vectren Gorporation (and predecessors) (1 983-2001 )

. Financial lead for merger integration activities

. Directed the accounting department, including providing support for various regulatory filings

. Directed operational planning, budgeting and performance management activities.

. Lead financial resource working with the VP-Operations

. Directed the internal audit function

Barrington-Wellesley Group and Huron Consulting Group (2001-20101

Consulting industry experience prior to joining PA Consulting in 2010. Exclusively serving clients in the utility

industry.

PA Gonsulting Group (201O-Gurrent)

Consulting industry experience exclusively serving clients in the energy and utilities industry.
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EXPERT WITNESS EXPERIENCE
North Dakota PSC (AdvocacY Staff)

Testified on behalf of the Advocacy Staff of the ND PSC in connection with the Northern States Power Company -
Minnesota (NSP or the Company) request for deferred accounting for the Benson Power LLC facility purchase and

the Power Purchase Agreement buyouts for the Pine Bend and Laurentian Energy projects. (Case Nos' PU-17-322,

PU-17 -270, and PU-17 -271, December 2O17)'

Vermont DPS

Testified on financial issues in connection with the proposed acquisition of FairPoint Communications by

Consolidated Communications. (Case No. 8881 ,2017)

SUEZ Water NA
prepared expert report related to the cost allocation practices and cost of corporate and shared services of SUEZ

Water NA. This report was filed by the Company with the New York PSC in connection with New York operating

company's general rate case.

NationalGrid US

Worked with the Company to develop a new cost allocation manual (and associated cost allocation practices)'

Expert report prepared related to the work performed was filed by the Company in its Niagara-Mohawk general rate

case.

Arizona Corporation Comm ission

Prepared expert report and testified on behalf of the Arizona Corporation Commission's Utilities Division in

connection with the meter reading and billing practices of Arizona Public Service.

Arizona Corporation Commission
prepared expert report and testified on behalf of the Arizona Corporation Commission's Utilities Division in

connection with the meter reading and billing practices of Arizona American Water Company.
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PR/ANAV SHANBHAG
CONSULTANT ANALYST

Pranav is a consultant known for his "out-ofthe-box" thinking & has a diverse analytical skillset.

Pranav is a Consultant Analyst in PA's Energy & Utilities practice. He has expertise in finance, strategy &

operations through diverse work experience such as M&A work for confidential investors, operations

process improvement for a Northeast electric utility, and water & wastewater plant efficiency study for a

Mid-A1antic water utility Pranav has attained a unique global business perspective through work and

study across three continents. He graduated with a Master of Engineering Management degree from

Duke University in 2015 and has completed his undergraduate studies in Mechanical Engineering from

the University of Bristol.

PRIMARY EXPERTISE
. Project Management -Planning, executing and

completing a strategy to meet specific targets
based on identification of client's needs

. Business Design - Designing business models to

meet client's strategic and operational goals

. Operations lmprovement - Advancement in quality,

cost and performance of a client's operations

' Data & Financial Analysis - Logically evaluating
data to gain meaningful insights for the client's
business

. Market Research - Understanding macro and
micro-trends that can help the client's strategy

CLIENTS
. Mid-Atlantic Municipal Water Utility

. New England State Department of Public Service

. Confidential lnvestor

. Hawaiian Electric Companies (HECO)

. Long lsland Power Authority (LIPA)

QUALIFICATIONS
. Master of Engineering Management- Duke University'15
r MEng in Mechanical Engineering- University of Bristol '12

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY
. Confidential Investor
. Conducted sell-side commercial due-diligence of a multi-billion dollar electric & gas utility M&A transaction for a

confldential investor

. Built top-down & bottom-up capital & operating expense forecasts in order to create the bid document

Mid-Atlantic Municipal Water Utility
. Conducted an organization efficiency study (Plant Efficiency Study) focused on improving the operating and

maintenance performance of the water and wastewater treatment facilities while reducing costs and enhancing

operational efficiencies. The scope specifically included the following areas:

. Benchmarking of O&M costs for Water & Wastewater Treatment Plants against a national peer panel of

comparable municipal water utilities

. Study of energy usage, chemical usage and pricing, residuals management, and labor efficiencies.

. ldentification of opportunities to improve operating processes, increase efficiencies, and reduce costs while

maintaining or improving service levels

. Quantification, where possible, of efficiency related recommendations.

. Analysis of the plants' labor and non-labor practices, use of technology, compliance with rules and regulations,

and key performance statistics and trends for consistency with best industry practices.
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. Preparation of a report summarizing findings and present analysis and recommendations.

New England State Department of Public Service

. Conducted financial & economic due-diligence of a $1.5 Billion telecom acquisition for a New England state

Department of Public Service

Northeast Utility: OMS System Process & Statistics Review

. Conducted a study to quantify impacts of people, process & system changes from legacy to new OMS system

. Reviewed capture of outages in OMS against written procedures

. Validated outages captured during storm periods

lsland Utility: Above the RAM Cap Benchmarking

. Assisted the utility by performing benchmarking studies and analysis in support of the Above the RAM Cap Filing

. Provided graphic and tabular deliverables that effectively communicated the utility's performance relative to the

peer panel over the period requested, in order to assist with rate recovery of the costs.

LIPA: CGlOvercount
. Successfully reviewed changes in OMS customer counts reported

. Provided recommendations to improve the reliability OA/QC process and reporting procedures.

PA Whitepaper: "The nimble utility: the next'generation workforce"

. Co-authored the whitepaper outlining worKorce trends in the utility industry and strategies to prepare for them as

part of the Next-Generation utility whitepaper series

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE
lndian chemical company

Managed the development of a novel (patent-pending) wastewater treatment technology for the R&D centre of an

lndian chemical company that was flexible enough to reliably meet the varying wastewater content and loads of a

world-class research lab, at an under-budget capital cost

RTI lnternational

Helped RTI lnternational, a research consulting non-profit, save $1 75,000 annually through identification of areas of

operations improvement across their campus. Used Monte-Carlo simulation to analyse financial impact of future

strategic initiatives

Tata Motors

ldentified product strategy for the safety features of Tata Motors' passenger cars through extensive research of

industry trends and competitor benchmarking

NC-based start-up

Led a team of four to improve product awareness by 20% in 3 months through targeted Facebook marketing

campaigns for this personal electric vehicle start-up. Proposed the go to market strategy for a new product line to

potentially generate additional revenues of $0.5 Million.
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JIM HEIDELL
DIRECTOR

Jim Heidell specializes in electric and gas utility regulation, utility finance, wholesale electricity markets, evaluation of

renewable energy technologies and financial analysis of complex investments. Mr Heidell assists clients with due

diligence associated with acquisition of natural gas and electric utilities and wholesale energy market transactions.

Mr Heidell has prepared and submitted testimony in both regulatory proceedings and civil contract damages cases.

Mr Heidell also specializes in strategic analysis and evaluation of opportunities associated with renewable /
alternative energy technologies.

PRIMARY EXPERTISE
. Electric and natural gas utility regulation and

finance
. Analysis of wholesale electric markets

. Renewable Energy Technologies

. Asset valuation / M&A Advisor

. Damages estimation for civil litigation

QUALIFICATIONS
. 30-years' experience with electric & gas utilities and

electricity markets
. MBA University of Washington

. MSE Engineering Economics, Stanford University

. BSE, Civil Engineering, Tufts University

. CFA

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY
Utility Regulatory Support - Prepare expert testimony in regulatory hearings related to resource acquisition, QF

issues, rate impacts, marginal and embedded cost of service, and rate design. Developing marginal and embedded

cost studies for regulated utilities.

Financial Analysis - Long-term modelling of utility finance. Analysis of major capital investments using a variety of

tools to incorporate uncertainty and risk..

Analysis of Energy Markets - Develop energy and capacity forecasts for U.S. power markets to support: strategic

investments by utilities and major energy companies, development of utility risk management strategies, and

corporate strategies for generation asset acquisition and disposition.

Renewable Energy Technologies - Develop business plans, market positioning strategies, and financial analysis

of renewable technologies including PV cell manufacturing, flywheels, and fuel cells along with renewable

generation technologies including solar thermal, geothermal, wind, battery storage, and IGCC projects'

Asset Valuation / M&A Advisor - Provide valuation advice for acquisition of electric generation portfolios, single

power plants, transmission projects, electric utilities, and gas distribution companies. Work also included review of

wholesale and retail regulatory pricing mechanisms and analysis of associated risk.

Damages Estimation for Civil Litigation Testimony - Prepare expert witness testimony to support power contract

litigation, property tax cases, power plant development agreements, and quantification of economic damages.

CLIENTS
. North Dakota PSC

r Hawaii Gas
. PREPA (Puerto Rico)
. PSE
. CFE (Mexico)
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KEY CLIENT ACHI EVEMENTS

CIVIL LITIGATION TESTIMONY & SUPPORT

. Prepared an analysis of claims of economic damage associated with the performance of an anaerobic digester

designed to provide gas for an electric generation project. Analysis included evaluation of performance, revenues

and costs, and cost of capital used to discount projected future earnings. Prepared expert report and testified in

jury trial in federal district court.

. Developed an analysis of material and labor cost increases on EPC costs for a natural gas fired power plant

located in New Mexico. The analysis was used to refute a claim that cost overruns were not reasonable in a cost

plus EPC contract. The analysis demonstrated how much of the total project cost increases was associated with

labor and material costs beyond the control of the general contractor.

. Prepared an analysis of loss of margins at two coal plants during periods when there were alleged violations of

EPA opacity emission limits. The analysis demonstrated that client did not receive any economic benefit

associated with the periods of alleged violations.

' Prepared an analysis of the commercial distributed solar sector in the 201 0 - 2011 time frame and demonstration

of the unreasonableness of the plaintiffs claims for economic damages associated with the defendant's decision

not to pursue participation in an equity fund.

' Prepared an analysis of the U.S. wholesale electric power markets in the 2008 - 2010 time frame to demonstrate

why the plaintiffs decision to terminate construction of a coal fired power plant was due to cost increases in the

EPC contract and not due to the changing natural gas prices and emission laws.

. Prepared an estimate of lost margins associated with the extended outage of a Canadian nuclear reactor. The

analysis included an estimate of what Ontario wholesale power prices would have been but-for the outage and

estimates of the total damages including repair and inspection costs.

. Prepared an Expert Report regarding rate making and financial policies of the Southern Minnesota Municipal

Power Agency in conjunction with a contract dispute regarding a power contract and investments in new

generation resources to serve full requirements customers.

. Assisted expert witness by the preparation of a report on how a third party would value the Trans-Alaska Pipeline

as part of a property tax dispute with the municipality of Anchorage'

. Prepared an analysis of damages associated with claims for losses associated with the interruption of business of

a Texas gas-fired power plant as a result of the rupture of a natural gas pipeline use to supply the power plant.

. Prepared of an analysis of the economic benefits that accrued to the defendant associated with the purported

delay of implementation of measures to correct water pollution discharge violations associated with a power plant.

ANALYSIS OF RENEWABLE ENERGY INVESTMENTS

. Prepared an lndependent Markei Expert Report to support the debt financing of BrightSource Energy's lvanpah

solar thermal projects with purchased power agreements with California investor owned utilities.

. Prepared an lndependent Market Expert Report to support the debt financing of Solona, a large solar thermal

project with molten salt storage, with a purchased power agreement with an Arizona Public Service.

. Prepared an lndependent Market Expert Report to support the expansion of a CdTe PV manufacturing facility in

Colorado including the analysis of the business plan and projection of long-term prices for the PV modules.

. Prepared an lndependent Market Expert Report to support the expansion of a c-Si PV manufacturing facility

including the analysis of the business plan and projection of long-term prices for the PV modules.

. Prepared an lndependent Market Expert Report to support the expansion of a polysilicon manufacturing facility

including the analysis of the business plan and projection of long-term prices for polysilicon and the associated

raw materials.
. Prepared an evaluation of the global market for concentrating solar power plants as of 2012 as part of a client

analysis of a potential purchase of a solar mirror manufacturing company.

. Prepared an evaluation of the U.S. solar PV market to support evaluation of a Japanese firm's potential expansion

in the U.S. markets.
. Assisted client with a bid into a utility's renewable energy procurement program. The analysis included an

assessment of competitors and analysis of pricing to support the bid of a renewable energy resource into 2011

Entergy RFP for renewable resources.

. Prepared long range forecasts of multiple wind portfolios with an emphasis on the valuation of post PPA revenues

and the value or renewable energy credits.
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o Prepared an analysis of the market for future expansion of the wind business of a major U.S. wind developer

based upon an assessment of the competitiveness of wind generation with gas fired generation.

. Prepared a fair market value analysis of associated with the purchase of a minority position in a wind project

located in Ontario, Canada.

. Prepared an lndependent Market Expert Report to support the debt financing of a geothermal power project

located in the Pacific Northwest.

. Prepared an lndependent Markbt Expert Report to support the debt financing ofthe Beacon flywheel energy

storage project in New York.

. Prepared an lndependent Market Expert Report to support the debt financing of the AES battery energy storage

project in New York.
. Development of an lndependent Market Expert Report to support the financing of the Kemper IGCC plant

including an analysis of the regulatory structures being relied upon to support cost recovery as well as wholesale

electric prices to support wholesale power sales.

UTILITY REGULATORY SUPPORT

. Analysis and testimony on behalf of Constellation Energy Group related to typical merger and acquisition

conditions required by regulators in utility and non-utility transactions. Testimony related to the EDF /
Constellation joint venture.

r Testimony related the use and design of ratchet rates on behalf of Northern lndiana Public Service Company.

Testimony related to the application of ratchets to the client's unique position and appropriate recovery of costs.

. Analysis of the economics of an electric utility's interruptible rates including the value of interruptions versus the

payments received by customers. Developed recommendations for pricing interruptible rate programs that were

consistent with the utility's avoided costs and ISO markets.

. Developed electric cost-of-service studies, rate design, and testimony to support Puget Sound Energy in multiple

general rate cases in Washington. The engagements included addressing issues such as special rates for

strategic customers with competitive options, line extension policies, and rates to address revenue attrition.

. Developed natural gas cost-of-service studies, rate design, and testimony to support Puget Sound Energy in a

general rate case in Washington.

. Prepared marginal cost of service studies and testimony to support Montana-Dakota utilities in multiple Montana

rate cases.
, Assist Montana-Dakota Utilities in development of its integrated resource plan through analysis of options using

the Strategist planning model.

. Supported Montana-Dakota Utilities in answering a complaint in front of the South Dakota Public Utilities

Commission regarding a wind generator requesting a contract under the provisions of PURPA.

' Provided expert testimony related to Montana Dakota's proposed participation in the Big Stone ll power plant.

Prepared and delivered testimony provided in multiple hearings in North Dakota and Minnesota.

. Prepared testimony on behalf of Hydro One Networks regarding rate shock and how to address necessary rate

changes associated with the restructuring of the electric utility business in Ontario.

. Developed an analysis or weather risk associated with the retail power sales of IPALCO. Effort was conducted as

part of a comprehensive risk assessment conducted by AES. Models of the weather / load relationship were

developed and then integrated with the rate structures and cost adjustment mechanisms to assess the utility's

overall exposure to weather risk.

. Advised Old Dominion Electric Cooperative on options for acquiring new generation in a depressed power market

and incorporation of the analysis in their long-term resource planning.

M&A and BANKRUPTCY ADVISOR

. Prepared an analysis of New Mexico Gas Company to support a prospective buyer. We assisted multiple clients

w1h due diligence related to the acquisition of gas LDCs. Assisted the client with a review of the deal model

including: assumptions about rate cases, assumptions regarding ROE, sales growth by rate class, and revenue

by rate class. The engagement also included an assessment of the regulatory climate and potential conditions

and costs associated with obtaining regulatory approval of the transaction.

. Prepared a valuation of the Mountaineer Gas Company including the analysis of regulaiory issues to support the

debt financing associated with the purchase of the energy company.
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. Assisted an infrastructure fund in valuing power contracts and reviewed the regulatory model used in conjunction

with establishing the price to bid for the acquisition of Northwestern Utility'

. Prepared an analysis of Duquense Light to support an infrastructure fund's bid for the utility. The analysis

included projections of growth opportunities through distribution & transmission investment, analysis of the POLR

load obligation, and a review of key regulatory issues.

. Developed a valuation model of Mirant including analysis of debt carrying capacity to assist a strategic player in

the U.S. Power lndustry determine whether to make an unsolicited offer to purchase Mirant.

. Assisted an international oil company in development of modelling processes and assumptions to support a

corporate effort to acquire a fleet of U.S. merchant generating assets.

. Support a strategic player in valuing the Lake Road Generation Plant as part of their bid to acquire the asset in a

competitive auction. Effort involved projection of future gross margins of the plant, analysis of the ISO-NE

Forward Capacity Market, and analysis of transmission constraints.

. Directed the valuation of the entire NRG portfolio on behalf of the bank creditors in the NRG bankruptcy hearings.

The valuation work included advising on a range of types of generation assets in the U.S. as well as in Europe,

South America, and the Asia-Pacific region. Mr Advised on the fairness of offers for assets being disposed of by

NRG.

' Assisted creditors in the valuation of assets in the NEG bankruptcy including the options for completing unfinished

gas-flred generation assets. Served as the interim finance manager for the Lake Road Generation facility.

' Member of team that advised Calpine as part of the company's restructuring and plan of reorganization.

Assignment included analysis of the Canadian portfolio, advising on the sale of generation assets, modelling of

long-term turbine maintenance costs, and the valuation of complex power contract.

. Assisted the lenders on valuation and strategy related to AES' turn-back of the Granite Ridge Power Plant to the

lender group.

. Advised the bank and lender group on valuation and strategy related to the bankruptcy of the Kendall Power Plant.

ASSET APPRAISALS

. Prepared a valuation of a large eastern coal plant as a third party appraiser required in a transaction where the

lessee wanted to exercise a buy-back provision in a sale lease-back agreement.

. Prepared a valuation of a California cogeneration plant for the purposes of identifying the tax loss.

. Completed an appraisal to support the transfer of the Trans Bay Cable from the development arm to a separate

fund managed by the infrastructure fund. The appraisal addressed the California power markets, operations of the

CA ISO high voltage transmission and a forecast of revenues given the FERC and CA-ISO regulatory schemes as

part of the income approach. The appraisal also incorporated a comparable sales and replacement cost analysis.

. Developed an appraisal of a nuclear power plant based upon discounted cash flow, replacement costs, and

comparable sales as part of an effort to determine the fair market value under a lease agreement that contained a

buy-back provision.

. Completed multiple appraisals of the KeySpan generation assets on Long lsland that were subject to a generation

repurchase agreement with LIPA. The appraisals were part of the ongoing process for KeySpan to develop a

strategy to address the LIPA repurchase option.

ELECTRIC GENERATION FINANCE SUPPORT

. Market expert report for the Landfill Energy Systems, a national 66 MW portfolio of fourteen landfill gas power

plants. The market expert report included a discussion of the key attributes of each of the power markets that the

portfolio encompasses, long-term forecasts of wholesale electricity prices, and forecasts of gross margins.

. lndependent Market Expert Report to support the financing of the repowering and development of a fleet of

combined cycle and simple cycle power plants in the ERCOT market. The independent market expert report was

used to support the syndication of loans and obtaining debt ratings associated with investing over $1 billion in the

Barney Davis, Nueces Bay, and Laredo Energy Center facilities'

. lndependent Market Expert Report to support the financing of Sequent Power's purchase of the Wolf Hollow 730

MW combined cycle power plant located in ERCOT. The report was used to support the syndication and rating of

over g400M of primary and mezzanine debt. The report incorporated forecast of gross margins for both the

contracted and non-contracted portions of the facility as well as providing a detailed description of the ERCOT

market conditions and key assumptions to the financial analysis.

' lndependent Market Expert Report to support the financing of lnvenergy's purchase of the partially completed

Grays Harbor 620 MW combined cycle power plant located in the Pacific Northwest. The report was used to
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support the syndication and rating of over $100M of debt. The analysis included valuing both hedged and

unhedged positions for the facility and conducting extensive due diligence regarding how NW power markets are

likely to evolve and the role of independent power in a market dominated by vertically integrated public and

investor-owned utilities.
. lndependent Market Report to support the refinancing of the Dynegy corporate revolver. The effort included

analysis of multiple U.S. power markets, valuation of the fleet of generation assets and associated contracts, and

review of regulatory conditions impacting the Company's ability to realize earnings in markets with competitive

auctions to serve load.
. Multiple forecasts of California power market prices including support of a bid for a cogeneration facility located in

the San Francisco Bay area and sale of La Rosita.

. Forecast of the New England power markets to support a bid for the First Light Generation Assets.

. Forecast of the California and SPP power markets to support a bid for assets from the EIF portfolio.

. Analysis of the ERCOT, PJM and MISO markets for multiple bids for merchant gas fired generation plants.

. Development of multiple Confidential lnformation Memorandums to support the sale of power plants. ClMs

included description of the wholesale power markets and summaries of the key attributes of the assets to be sold

in auction.
. Preparation of sale offering of the Audrain power plant in response to Ameren solicitation to acquire new

resources. Effort included evaluation of likely competitors and the development of the bid strategy.

. Advise on pricing for offering power contracts as well as the sale of gas-fired combined cycle power plant in the

South-East. Pricing and sale price based upon projections of the value of the power plant as a merchant unit,

assessment of potential competitors, and the analysis of transmission constraints.

ELECTRIC MARKETS RISK MODELING

. Provided support to a bond insurance company to prepare an assessment of the distribution of income from a fleet

of peaking power plants in the South-East. Analysis used to review the provision for loss reserves.

. Supported a bond insurance agency in determining the probability that a fleet of Mid-West generation assets

would generate insufficient cash to meet debt payments and reserve requirements.

. Developed an Excel based model for a mid-west public utility to assist in developing annual targets for the amount

of surplus generation capacity to be sold as merchant and in contracts of varying tenor. The model was integrated

into the corporate financial model to assist in identifying the appropriate risk profile to support building the reserve

fund and to delay future rate increases.

DSM ADVISORY SERVICES

. Advised Con Edison on the status of electric decoupling and incentive mechanisms in the United States as part of

the New York state initiative to reintroduce decoupling.

. Advised a private equity fund on the status of demand side management in New England, likely projections of
growth, and probability of successful implementation as part of an evaluation of long-term supply and demand

conditions in the New England electric markets.

. Worked with Montana-Dakota utilities regarding the incorporation of projections of demand side management

potential into the utility's long-term resource plan.

EXPERT TESTIMONY EXPERIENCE
. Before the Public Service Commission of Maryland, Rebuttal Testimony Of James A. Heidell, Case No. 9173,

Phase ll ln The Mafter Of The Current And Future Financial Condition Of Baltimore Gas And Electric Company.

. Before the lndiana Utility Regulatory Commission, Rebuttal Testimony in Northern lndiana Public Service

Company's request to raise rates in Cause No. 43526. Testimony on behalf of the utility related to ratchets and

other mechanisms appropriate to recover costs allocated to large energy using customer classes.

. Before Public Service Commission of the State of North Dakota, Direct and Rebuttal Testimony in Montana

Dakota Utilities Co., and Otter Tail Corporation; Advance Determination of Prudence, Big Stone ll Generating

Station Case Nos. PU-06-481 and PU-06-482. On behalf of Montana-Dakota Utilities. 2007 & 2008. On behalf of

Montana-Dakota Utilities.

' Before the Public Service Commission of the State of Montana, Direct and Rebuttal Testimony in Montana-

Dakota's General Rate Case - Marginal Cost of Service Study, Docket No. D2010.8.82. On behalf of Montana-

Dakota Utilities.
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o Before the Public Service Commission of the State of Montana, Direct and Rebuttal Testimony in Montana-
Dakota's General Rate Case - Marginal Cost of Service Study, Docket No. D2007.7.79. On behalf of Montana-
Dakota Utilities.

' Before the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission, Direct and Rebuttal testimony on behalf of Montana-Dakota
Utilities regarding a Certificate of Need for the Big Stone ll Power Plant, Docket No. CN-05-619. On behalf of
Montana-Dakota Utilities.

. Before the Ontario Electric Board, Expert Report regarding the 2006 Electric Rate Distribution Handbook and Rate
Mitigation, on behalf of Hydro One Networks, lnc. January 2005.

. Before the Washington Utilfiies and Transportation Commission, Direct Testimony in2OO4 General Rate Case
Regarding Electric Cost of Service & Rate Design and Gas Rate Design, April 2004. On behalf of Puget Sound
Energy.

. Before the Washingtoh Utilities and Transportation Commission, Direct Testimony in 2001 General Rate Case
Regarding Electric Cost of Service & Rate Design, November 2001 . On behalf of Puget Sound Energy.

. Before the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, Testimony Regarding the Need for a Special
Competitive Rate for lntel. Docket No. UE-960299, 1996. On behalf of Puget Power.

. Before the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, Rebuttal Testimony in the Merger of Puget Power

and Washington Natural Gas Regarding Electric Rates, Docket Nos. UE-95-1270 & UE-960185, 1995. On behalf
of Puget Power.
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PAUL GHANDLER
CONSULTANT

Paul Chandler is a Consultant in PA's Energy & Utilities practice.

Paul provides economic and strategic advisory for utility leadership and investors. Primary areas of focus include
tariff development, regulatory strategy, and performance benchmarking.

Previous tariff development support incudes modelling utility revenue requirements, customer cost allocations, and
final pricing, along with developing the business and public interest cases for new tariff plans. Paul also supports
utilities in developing their strategies for managing regulatory relationships. Other primary advisory areas include

cost and performance benchmarking, due diligence, capital planning, target operating model design, and smart grid

strategy.

Paul received a Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) in Economics from Yale University and is accredited by the Yale Climate &
Energy lnstitute.

PRIMARY EXPERTISE
. Electric, Water, and Gas Utilities
. Tariff Development and Regulatory Support
. Benchmarking Cost Performance
. Smart Technology Strategy
. Natural Resource / Energy Economics

CLIENTS
. Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP)

. Macquarie lnfrastructure and Real Assets (MIRA)

. Hawaii Gas fl-GC)

. PREPA Ad-Hoc Bondholders

. Suez Environment (SUEZ)

. New York Power Authority (NYPA)

. Southern California Edison (SCE)

r Long lsland PowerAuthority (LIPA)

' NationalGrid (NGG)

. Hawaiian Electric Company (HECO)

' PA's Shared Services Benchmarking Consortium ($2-

$50bn Net Plant)

QUALIFICATIONS
. B.A. Economics, Yale University
. Yale Climate and Energy lnstitute Accredited Scholar

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power: Rate Case

Worked with the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power to develop a new water rate plan during the peak of
California's drought. Plan utilized tiered water conservation pricing and conservation incentives. The rate plan was
approved by the City Council in the spring of 2016 and enabled >$4bn in water system capital expenditures.

Gas Utility and its Private Equity Owner: Rate Case

Supported the management of a global private equity fund and its affiliate gas utility through a Rate Case.
Contributions include modelling unit prices, modelling customer class revenue allocations, validating the company's
revenue requirement, guiding the company's strategy before the Hawaii Public Utility Commission, and preparing

responses to regulatory interrogatories.

Eastern G&T Utility: Regulatory Affairs Strategy
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Supported a large generation and transmission utility in developing its strategy for managing regulatory

relationships. Recommended new target operating model to help them become more strategic in their management

of regulators.

New York Power Authority: Smart Grid Strategy

Supported a "Smart Generation and Transmission" capital program for NYPA. Designed the operating model and
governance to deploy $1 billion in technology targeted capital.

Large tnternational Water Distribution and Services Company: Cost Allocation and Recovery

Reviewed the management fees of the North American arm of an international water company as recovered from

dozens of regulated and non-regulated waier and wastewater operating units.

California Electric Utility: Regulatory Relations Review

Evaluated the efficacy of regulatory relations through the analysis of interviews with state regulators. Recommended

themes for a new communications strategy and corporate alignment.

Multiple Clients: Performance Benchmarking

Helped several major North American utility companies manage performance and identify opportunities for earnings
growth through benchmark analysis of costs, staffing and capital efficiency. Areas of analysis include shared

corporate services, grid investment, energy generation, grid operations, workforce safety, and system reliability at

several of the largest utility companies in North America ($2-$55bn in Net PP&E).

Pubic Power Utility: Retail Deregulation lmpact Analysis

Researched on energy deregulation as experienced in several American regulatory jurisdictions. Research premise

was to establish how new deregulation efforts may impact competition in a client's service territory, given wholesale
power liquidity.

PREPA's Uninsured Bondholder Group

Supported a litigation quality damage assessment of Puerto Rico's electric grid due to hurricane Maria on behalf of
PREPA's uninsured bondholder group (>$3bn or -37o/o of total debt).

PUBLICATIONS
Author of lndustry Leading Whitepaper: "lnnovation and the Next Generation Utility: Embracing the New Energy
Ecosystem" -Published by Greentech Media

CONFIDENTIAL - between PA and VT DPS
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DAVID
PH.D.

GHERNEY,

MANAGING CONSULTANT

Policy expert who navigates regulatory uncertainty to optimize investment value and minimize risk.

David Cherney is an expert in energy policy analysis, energy infrastructure investment, and utility strategy. He

advises clients in navigating policy and regulatory uncertainty related to wholesale electricity markets and the

evolution of the utility business model. David has led the market due diligence to support the acquisition, divestiture,

development or refinancing of over $20 billion in power generation and transmission infrastructure. Additionally, he

has assisted utilities in developing strategic responses to disruptive technologies and regulatory driven change, Prior

to working at PA, David served as an Adjunct Professor in Public Policy at the University of Denver's Josef Korbel

School of lnternational Studies and as a Teaching Fellow at Yale University. He has authored more than 25 policy

related publications in peer-reviewed journals, technical book chapters, and popular outlels.

PRIMARY EXPERTISE
. Public Policy Analysis - David is a recognized

expert in the field of public policy analysis, helping
his clients understand business impacts and
opportunities associated with policy and
regulatory uncertainty. He serves on the
international board the Policy Sciences Center.

o Energy lnfrastructure lnvestment - David
advises clients on power market fundamentals
and value drivers, market structure, and
investment risks and opportunities of the North
American power markets within the contexts of
merger and acquisitions, litigation and testimony,
and strategic guidance.

' Utility Strategy - David advises utilities on both
adapting to and proactively engaging regulators
related to changes to the utility business model
driven by disruptive technologies and policy
innovations.

CLIENTS
. GE, CPV
. lnvenergy
. Tyr Energy
. Marubeni, Mitsui
. Mitsubishi
. Axium lnfrastructure
. lronclad Energy Partners
. Austin Energy
. LIPA
. Hoosier Energy

QUALIFICATIONS
. Ph.D. - Environmental Policy

. M.E.M. - Environmental Management

. B.A. - Environment, Economics, and Politics

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY
Independent Power Producer

Successfu/ financing and equity divestment of an 800 MW combined cycle power plant in New England

David led the PA project team that supported the $753 million successful financing and subsequent equity divestment

of an 800 MW natural gas-fired combined cycle development project located in New England. PA provided a strategic
overview of the New England power market, including a detailed analysis of future market conditions, a nodal

analysis of the transmission interconnection point, an analysis of the facility's natural gas advantage, a projection of
the project's ability to generate gross margins, and several scenarios based on alternative market conditions. PA

worked with the client's financial advisors to help potential investors understand the New England power market and

the investment opportunity specifically as the team worked to secure financing and divest an equity share in the

asset.
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lnfrastructure Fund

Successfu/ acquisition of a 740 MW combined cycle power plant in PJM

David led the PA project team that supported the successful equity investment in a740 MW natural gas-fired

combined cycle power generating asset located in EMMC region of the PJM power market. As part of the

engagement, PA provided a strategic overview of the U.S. and PJM power markets, including a detailed analysis of
future market conditions, a nodal analysis of the transmission interconnection point where the project would connect

to the grid, a projection of the project's abilfty to generate gross margins, and several scenarios based on alternative

market conditions. PA worked with the client to identify investment risks and opportunities for investment upside. The

client made a successful equity investment in the project, and has engaged PA to help ongoing business support.

lnfrastructure Fund

Recontracting analysis and successful acquisition of 670 MW combined cycle power plant in the southem United

Sfafes

David led the PA project team that supported the successful acquisition of a 670 MW natural gas-fired peaking asset

located on the Alabama Power Company transmission system. As part of the engagement, PA conducted an analysis

on the likelihood of recontracting with five regional load serving entities upon expiration of the facility's current

contract, and on the potential price of such a contract. PA worked with the client to identify the risks and opportunities

associated with the asset, which helped the client evaluate the terminal value. Based in part on PA's analysis, the

client was able to make a successful acquisition of the Asset.

Advanced Energy Economy Institute

Federal energy innovation policy & strategy

David led the development of a report summarizing the viewpoints of over 40 CEOs and senior executives in the

advanced energy industry to gain insight into how federal energy innovation policy can best meet industry's needs.

The report highlights the CEO and senior executive's views on federal advanced energy policy-what works and what
doesn't-and offers theirs views on how policy makers can best accelerate the advanced energy industry.

Municipal Utility

Utility rate and regulatory strategy

David supported a large U.S. municipal utility whose electric rates had grown at a slightly greater rate than its regional
peers which led to the utility facing significant pressure from its industrial customers and state regulators to

deregulate and allow its customers to engage in retail competition. PA utilized its proprietary FutureWorlds scenario

modeling methodology to help the utility forecast the impacts of retail choice on its business model. PA's analysis was

used by the utility's executives during its strategic planning process to develop robust'no regrets' initiatives to plan for

both the status quo and the possibility of moving towards retail choice.

lndependent Power Producer

Regulatory strategy and testimony on flexible generation versus wind penetration

David led the development of written expert testimony on the need for flexible natural gas generation to address the

variability of intermittent wind generation in order to maintain reliability on a vertically integrated utility's electric

system. As part of the testimony, PA analyzed historical wind operating data on the utility's system order to

demonstrate the degree to which reliability could be put at risk without sufficient flexible generation. The testimony

was delivered by one of PA's Partners during a Public Utility Commission docket for a regulated utility's resource
planning process.

lndependent Power Producer

Regutatory strategy and expert testimony for a 1,000 MW combined cycle development proiect

David led the development of written expert testimony on the need for a new natural gas combined cycle

development project to be located in New England before a state's Public Utility Commission and Siting Board. To
enable the client to satisfy certain state requirements, PA evaluated the local economic development benefits of the

construction and operation of the facility, the carbon benefits associated with the facility, and ratepayer savings.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS

' The policy sciences as a Transdisciplinary Approach for Policy studies, Oxford University Press, 2017

. How Water Can Save Solar: Using Bulk Storage to Flatten the duck, Utility Dive, 2017

. Reform ERCOT's market guidelines, The Monitor, 2016

. Next Generation Utility: VUhat is regulatory innovation?, PA Consulting, 2016
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. Responding to the Competitive Rise of Solar and Gas: The Challenge for \A/ind, Renewable Energy World, 2015

. Shifting Wnds: A New Era of Renewable lnvestment and Growth, Renewable Energy World, 2015

. Becoming Customer-Centric: Two utilities embrace technology and innovation, Public Utilities Fortnightly, 2015.

. Other Publication Outlets lnclude: University of Chicago Press, Policy Sciences, U.S. News and World Report, New

York Times - Room for Debate, Environmental Law, The Daily Camera, Environmental Management

RECENT MEDIA QUOTES
. Q&A: What leaving the Paris climate deal means for business Associated Press, New York Times, ABC News,

SEATTLE TIMES,2017
. U.S. Appeals Court Grants Trump Request on Climate Regulations Case, Reufers, U.S. News & world report,

KFGO,2017
. Controversial Nuclear Power Bailouts Could Reach Supreme Court, Forbes,2017

. Can Nuclear Bailouts and Electricity Markets Coexist? Energy Policy Now PodCast (lnterviewed) ,2017.

. Views Differ on Replacing lndian Point Capacity, Power Finance & Risk,2O17

. 5 Trends Utilities Need to Watch in 2O17, GreenTech Media,2016

. ERCOT reliability-risk conclusion draws doubts, S&P Global PIafts Megawatt Daily,2O16

. lncreased customer demands and desire for growth driving energy service push, SNL Financial,2016

. Corporate Customers Pressure Electric Utilities to Step Up Their Game, GreenTech Media,2O16

. What ls Regulatory lnnovation?, Green Tech Media,2016
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GEOFF BURMEISTER
CONSULTANT

Mr. Burmeister is an energy and environmental policy expert skilled in detailed research and analysis. He helps

clients easily digest complex policies, regulations, contracts, and market structures, and guides analysis of their
impact on the value of investments and the prudency of regulatory decisions. He provides valuable insight on how

political, institutional, and organizational dynamics translate into policy and business outcomes, and understands the

nuances of regulatory frameworks and their application to energy operations. Beyond economic forecasting, Geoff
contextualizes regulatory decisions related to investment, operations, and strategy with detailed risk assessment to

best inform clients' choices. He is conversational in French and Pulaar.

PRIMARY EXPERTISE
. Wholesale power market dynamics

. Environmental policy and regulation

. Generator contracting and recontracting analysis

. Litigation and regulatory proceeding support

CLIENTS
. Southwest Generation Operating Company

. Axium lnfrastructure

. PPL

. Bank of America Merrill Lynch

OUALIFICATIONS
. MBA, Ross School of Business, University of Michigan

. MS, Environmental Policy, University of Michigan

. BA, Political Science and lnternational Development,
Tulane University

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY
Wholesale Power Market Dynamics - Geoff actively tracks and analyzes developments in wholesale energy and

capacity markets, informing client decisions on price movements related to their investments and strategy.

Environmental Policy and Regulation - Geoff advises clients through quantitative and qualitative assessments of
policy and regulatory impacts on power infrastructure, and how political dynamics at the federal, state, and local

level translate into policy outcomes.

Generator Contracting and Recontracting Analysis - Geoff utilizes an investment thesis framework to assess the

value potential and risks associated with power infrastructure investments in vertically-integrated markets.

Litigation and Regulatory Proceeding Support - Geoff applies a unique critical lens to proceedings and can

condense complex analysis and arguments into a coherent strategy to best support clients' interests.

KEY CLI ENT ACHI EVEMENTS

Southwest Generation Operating Company - Regulatory proceeding support - PA provided expert testimony in

a vertically-integrated utility Electric Resource Planning proceeding in support of reform to methodology used to

determine the level of flexible capacity reserves that the utility must hold to manage variability in wind generation.

Geoff performed legal and regulatory analysis in support of this expert testimony.

lnfrastructure Fund: Buy-side support - PA provided buy-side support for a 480 MW portfolio of natural gas-fired

generation assets in Ontario, Canada. Geoff led a detailed analysis of the market structure and policy and regulatory

environment, and performed an assessment of the portfolio assets' recontracting prospects.

Unregulated Utility Subsidiary: Transmission investment support - PA provided strategic investment support on

five merchant, high-voltage DC transmission lines under development across the US. Geoff spearheaded an

overview of the merchant transmission market, analysis of risks related to development, contracting, and financing,

and identification of investment best practices.
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PA Consulting Group
Make the Difference.

An independent firm of over 2,600 people, we operate globally
from offices across the Americas, Europe, the Nordics, the
Gulf and Asia Pacific.

We are expefts in consumer, defense and security, energy
and utilities, financial services, government, healthcare, life
sciences, manufacturing, and transport, travel and logistics.

Our deep industry knowledge together with skills in

management consulting, technology and innovation allows
us to challenge conventional thinking and deliver exceptional
results that have a lasting impact on businesses, governments
and communities worldwide.

Our clients choose us because we challenge convention
to find the solutions that really work in practice, not just

on paper. Then we roll up our sleeves and get the job done.

PA. Make the Difference.

Corporate headq uarters
10 Bressenden Place,
London SWl E sDN
United Kingdom
+44 20 7730 9OOO

United States headquarters
45th Floor, Chrysler Building
405 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10174
USA
+1 212 973 5900

paconsulting,com

For more information about
PA in the USA, please visit
paconsulting.com/us

This proposal has been prepared by
PA Consulting Group on the basis of information
supplied by the client, third parties (if appropriate)
and that which is available in the public domain.
No representation or warranty is given as to the
achievability or reasonableness of future
projections or the assumptions underlying them,
targets, valuations, opinions, prospects or returns,
if any, which have not been independently verified.
Except where otherwise indicated, the proposal

speaks as at the date indicated within the proposal.

All rights reserved
@ PA Knowledge Limited

This proposal is confidential to the organization
named herein and may not be reproduced,
stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any
form or by any means, electronic, mechanical or
otherwise, without the prior written permission of
PA Consulting Group. ln the event that you receive
this document in error, you should return it to
PA Consulting Group, 45th Floor, Chrysler Building,
405 Lexington Avenue, NewYork, NY10174.
PA Consulting Group accepts no liability
whatsoever should an unauthorized recipient
ofthis proposal act on its contents.



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent
To:
Subiect:

Nisen, Lisa

Friday, May L8, 2018 L0:30 AM
Winn, Brian; Burke, Dan

FW: Contract #36108 GDS contract to review and approve

So, just wanted to keep you folks in the loop. I sent out the contract for GDS to sign and this was what I got back. So,

they have it. Once I get it back, I will get June's final signature and we'll be all set to finally fully execute it.

Thanks

Lisa Nisen

VT Department of Public Service

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Thursday, May L7,2Ot8'IO:00 AM
To: Nisen, Lisa <Lisa.Nisen@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: Contract #36108 GDS contract to review and approve

Thank you, Lisa. l'll be in touch as soon as I can get our contract review completed on our side. l'll also get you a PDF of
the certificate of insurance.

From: Nisen, Lisa [mailto:Lisa.Nisen@vermont.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May L7,2OL8 9:55 AM
To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@sdsassociates.com>

Subject: Contract #36108 GDS contract to review and approve

Jacob,

Here is a copy of the GDS #36108 contract for your review and approval. Please do not make any changes to the
contract - if changes are needed, please email us and we'll proceed as needed. Once you approve, please scan all pages

back to me.
Also, can you scan me an updated copy of your certificate of insurance?

Thank you

Lisa Nisen

Administrative Services Coordinator I I

VT Dept of Public Service

112 State Street
Montpelier, W 05620
(phone) 802-828-4086
(fax) 802-828-2342

I



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:

Burke, Dan

Thursday, May 03, 2018 4:09 PM

'Jacob Thomas'
RE:GDS ProposalSubject:

Jacob,

Do you have time for a brief call in the morning tomorrow? l'd like to give you an update on the contracting process and

also give you a fairly high leveldescription of the preliminary work that we have completed and how we intend to
approach this rate case. lf you are unavailable tomorrow, we can try to coordinate a call early next week. lshould be

back to full time hours starting on Monday.

Also, I had a flash drive sent to your office earlier this week which had copies of attachments that we received from
GMP. Let me know me know if you've received that flash drive and have any issues with the attachments. I just

discovered, however, that the flash drive did not have copies of GMP's prefiled testimony and exhibits. I am not in the

office right now, but I will send copies of the testimony and exhibits by email, probably tomorrow morning.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2018 11:52 AM
To: Burke, Dan <Dan. Burke@vermont.gov>
Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

That's good news, Dan. We look forward to working with you.

lf it would help expedite the contracting process, we already have an agreement in place with the Department related to
the work Dick Spellman and his group is doing to support DSM evaluation and planning. I can try to get my admin folks

to pull a copy of that and send it to you. That way, we can see what both parties have agreed to in other engagements.

l'm not sure if we have a Master Services Agreement in place as well that would cover general terms and conditions. l'll
check on that.

From: Burke, Dan Imailto: Da n. Burke@vermont.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2Ot8It:42 AM
To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Jacob,

I wanted to provide you with a follow up on the phone call that we had earlier this week. I met with my Commissioner

and l've gotten her sign off to hire the GDS team to work on the GMP rate case. I am going to work on getting the

contracting process started, and you might receive some questions for information from Lisa Nisen in our business

office. I am also going to try to get electronic copies of all filing materials sent to your office, which you should have by

early next week.

Brian Winn, our finance director, is currently out of the office on vacation. Once he is back, I willwork with him to
coordinate a preliminary kick off meeting with you and the GDS team - hopefully at some point next week.

I



Please let me know if you have any questions. My direct dial number is 802-828-4019. Forthe next couple of weeks lwill
be working from home for half days, so email might be the best means of getting in touch.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Monday, April 16,2O!8 3:21PM
To: Winn, Brian <Bria n.Winn@vermont.gov>; Burke,

Cc: Brent Saylor <Brent.Savlor@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: GDS Proposal

Dan <Dan.Burke

Brian and Dan -

We appreciate you following up with us this morning. Butch Solomon will be unavailable to assist on this case on behalf
of GDS. Therefore, we would appreciate your consideration of using GDS to perform all the tasks of the original RFP

except for Cost of Capital. We would be more than happy to work alongside a separate Cost of Capital expert if that is

the approach you wish to pursue. Richard Polich, William Jacobs, or any other GDS staff that have worked on the
Vermont Yankee case would not work in any capacity on the GMP case with Vermont DPS to ensure there is no

perception of conflict of interest. ln terms of cost estimate, our estimate would decline by approximately 530,000 to
remove Rich from participation in the project. lf you need a revised detailed cost estimate reflecting that, please let me

know.

Thanks again for your continued consideration of GDS in this matter,
Jake

G cDsAssociates,lnc.

-D Er{0tr{riRs s c0ilsuuAHrc

Jacob Thomas, P.E.

Senior Project Manager

Send me large files using our File Sender.
Send me faxes using my custom Fax Coverpage.

1850 Parkway Place, Suite 800
Marietta, GA 30067
main 770-425-8100

dired770-799-2377
fax 866-611-3791

iacob.thomas@gdsassociates.com

ffi,SUHtrEil
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Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Burke, Dan

Monday, May 07, 201-8 1l-:00 AM
'Jacob Thomas'
RE: GDS Proposal

l-8-0974-TF - 2018.05.04 - GMP Proposed Schedule.pdf

Jake. Thanks for the call this morning. l've attached a copy of the proposed schedule that GMP filed with the PUC. Also,

the ePUC database is available here:

https://epuc.vermont.gov/

l'll follow up later this week to try to coordinate times for a brief standing weekly meeting. Feel free to get in touch if
you or anyone on your team has any questions.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 201"8 4:53 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan. Burke@vermont.gov>
Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

That willwork good for me

From: Burke, Dan Imailto:Dan. Burke@vermont.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 3,zOLg 4:45 PM

To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Do you want to try for 10:00 am on Monday?

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 4:36 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>
Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Hi Dan -

I will be unavailable most of the day tomorrow due to a business meeting. l'm currently free Monday except for 2-3 PM

and all day Tuesday of next week. I did not receive the flash drive yet.

Thanks,
Jake

From: Burke, Dan [mailto:Dan.Burke@vermont.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 3,2OI8 4:09 PM
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To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Jacob,

Do you have time for a brief call in the morning tomorrow? l'd like to give you an update on the contracting process and

also give you a fairly high level description of the preliminary work that we have completed and how we intend to
approach this rate case. lf you are unavailable tomorrow, we can try to coordinate a call early next week. I should be

back to full time hours starting on Monday.

Also, I had a flash drive sent to your office earlier this week which had copies of attachments that we received from

GMP. Let me know me know if you've received that flash drive and have any issues with the attachments. ljust
discovered, however, that the flash drive did not have copies of GMP's prefiled testimony and exhibits. I am not in the

office right now, but I will send copies of the testimony and exhibits by email, probably tomorrow morning.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Jacob Thomas [mailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2018 11:52 AM
To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>
Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

That's good news, Dan. We look forward to working with you.

lf it would help expedite the contracting process, we already have an agreement in place with the Department related to
the work Dick Spellman and his group is doing to support DSM evaluation and planning. I can try to get my admin folks

to pull a copy of that and send it to you. That way, we can see what both parties have agreed to in other engagements.

l'm not sure if we have a Master Services Agreement in place as well that would cover general terms and conditions. l'll
check on that.

From: Burke, Dan [mailto:Dan.Burke@vermont.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2O18 77:42 AM
To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Jacob,

I wanted to provide you with a follow up on the phone call that we had earlier this week. I met with my Commissioner

and l've gotten her sign off to hire the GDS team to work on the GMP rate case. I am going to work on getting the

contracting process started, and you might receive some questions for information from Lisa Nisen in our business

office. I am also going to try to get electronic copies of all filing materials sent to your office, which you should have by

early next week.

Brian Winn, our finance director, is currently out of the office on vacation. Once he is back, I willwork with him to
coordinate a preliminary kick off meeting with you and the GDS team - hopefully at some point next week.

Please let me know if you have any questions. My direct dial number is 802-828-4019. Forthe next couple of weeks lwill
be working from home for half days, so email might be the best means of getting in touch.

Thanks,
Dan
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From: Jacob Thomas tmailto:Jacob.Tho l
Sent: Monday, April t6,2OL8 3:21PM
To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Cc: Brent Saylor <Brent.Savlor@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: GDS Proposal

Brian and Dan -

We appreciate you following up with us this morning. Butch Solomon will be unavailable to assist on this case on behalf

of GDS. Therefore, we would appreciate your consideration of using GDS to perform all the tasks of the original RFP

except for Cost of Capital. We would be more than happy to work alongside a separate Cost of Capital expert if that is

the approach you wish to pursue. Richard Polich, William Jacobs, or any other GDS staff that have worked on the

Vermont Yankee case would not work in any capacity on the GMP case with Vermont DPS to ensure there is no

perception of conflict of interest. ln terms of cost estimate, our estimate would decline by approximately 530,000 to

remove Rich from participation in the project. lf you need a revised detailed cost estimate reflecting that, please let me

know.

Thanks again for your continued consideration of GDS in this matter,

Jake

$*$f,?-tt*H--,il,T$"
Jacob Thomas, P.E.

Senior Project Manager

Send me large files using our File Sender.
Send me faxes using my custom Fax Covemaqe,

1850 Parkway Place, Suite 800
Marietta, GA 30067
main 770-425-8100

dired770-799-2377
fax 866-611-3791

iacob.thomas@qdsassociates,com

HtrtrET&il
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STATE OF VERMONT
PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

Case No. 1,8-0974-TF

Taiff filing of Green Mountain Power requesting a

5.45oh increase in its base rates effective with bills
rendered Jafluuty 7,2079, to be fully offset by bill
ctedits through September 30, 201,9

)

)
)
)

PETITIONER GREEN MOUNTAIN POWERS PROPOSED SCHEDULE

Event Deadline

Tanff filing date 4pn11,3,2078

Notice to Customers
May billing cycle (all customers
to teceive by eady fune)

Prehearing Conference Week of May 74 orMay 27

Round 1 of Discovery Requests setved on GMP May 29,2078

GMP tesponds to Round 1 Discovery Requests June 72,2078

Round 2 Discovery Requests served on GMP June27,2018

Public Hearings (multiple hearings atound state) \Weeks ofJune 18 andJune 25

Deadline fot filing Motions to Intewene
Three days after final public
headng

Deadline to file Responses to Motions to Intervene Three days zfter motion deadline

Public l7otkshop TBD

GMP tesponds to Round 2 Discovery Requests Jvly 76,2018

Direct Testimony ftom DPS and Intetvenors due to be
filed

August 3,2018

Discovery Requests due to be served on DPS and
Intervenon

August 70,201,8



Event Deadline

Responses to Discovery due ftom DPS/Intervenors August 24,201,8

Rebuttal Testimony from GMP due to be filed September 5,2078

Discovery Requests due to be served on GMP September 1,2,2078

Responses to Discovery due from GMP September 27,201,8

Surrebuttal Testimony ftom DPS and Intervenots due

to be filed
October 1,,2078

Discovery Requests due to be served on DPS and
Intervenots

Octobet 5,2078

Responses to Discovery due from DPS/Intervenors October 72,2078

Technical Hearings October 22-O ctob et 26, 20 7 I

Initial Briefs due to be filed November 9,2078

Reply Briefs due to be filed November 27,2078

Final Order Issued Apptox. December 20, 201,8

Tanff to be implemented by: lznuary 7,2079



Porter, Patricia

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From: Burke, Dan

Wednesday, May 16, 2018 3:07 PM

'Jacob Thomas'
Winn, Brian

RE:GDS Proposal

Jake,

I wanted to give you a brief status update. Unfortunately, our business office still has not received finalapprovalon the

contract forms from our Attorney General's Office. I have voiced some clear frustrations, and hopefully this process can

be resolved as quickly as possible. However, Brian Winn (our finance director) let me know that our Commissioner has

authorized us to have you and your team commence work even though the final contract is pending. We will be able to

process invoices for any time billed for hours worked in advance of the contract completion, but I am still expecting the

contracttobeapprovedanyday. Youcanfeeltocallmedirectlyifthisisaconcerntoyou.

Brian and lwould like to coordinate a phone conference with you and yourteam at GDS. As I discussed with you by

phone last week, we have an internal standing meeting on Tuesdays at 10:00 am. lf you would like to participate in our

meeting next week, please let me know I will circulate a call-in number. Otherwise, let me know if there are other times

early next week that you would be available for a conference call.

Also, as we discussed, the Department is still planning to retain GDS to complete the power supply modelling

component of your revised bid. However, Green Mountain Power has expressed some concern about the Department

conducting the modeling exercise (they have concerns about the cost and feasibility of the modeling work). Some

members of my team are going to speak with GMP staff tomorrow afternoon about the modeling project, Joan White

(our internal power supply analyst) was wondering if she could reach out to someone at GDS to get more information on

the logistics of modeling component. Joan wants to get a feel for the overall scope of the project, including software to

be used, timing, necessary data, etc. ls there someone at GDS that Joan can contact?

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Monday, May 07,2OI811:01AM
To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Great, thanks Dan!

From: Bu rke, Da n [ma ilto : Da n. Bu rke @vermo nt.gov]

Sent: Monday, May 7,2Ot811:00 AM
To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Jake. Thanks for the call this morning. l've attached a copy of the proposed schedule that GMP filed with the PUC. Also,

the ePUC database is available here:

Subject:
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https://epuc.ve rmont.gov/

l'll follow up later this week to try to coordinate times for a brief standing weekly meeting. Feel free to get in touch if
you or anyone on your team has any questions.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 4:53 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>
Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

That willwork good for me.

From: Burke, Dan Imailto: Da n. Burke @vermont.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 3,2078 4:45 PM

To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Do you want to try for 10:00 am on Monday?

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 4:36 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>
Subiect: RE: GDS Proposal

Hi Dan -

I will be unavailable most of the day tomorrow due to a business meeting. l'm currently free Monday except for 2-3 PM

and all day Tuesday of next week. I did not receive the flash drive yet.

Thanks,
Jake

From: Burke, Dan [mailto :Dan. Burke@vermont.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 3, 2018 4:09 PM

To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Jacob,

Do you have time for a brief call in the morning tomorrow? l'd like to give you an update on the contracting process and

also give you a fairly high level description of the preliminary workthat we have completed and how we intend to

approach this rate case. lf you are unavailable tomorrow, we can try to coordinate a call early next week. I should be

back to full time hours starting on Monday.

Also, I had a flash drive sent to your office earlier this week which had copies of attachments that we received from

GMP. Let me know me know if you've received that flash drive and have any issues with the attachments. ljust
discovered, however, that the flash drive did not have copies of GMP's prefiled testimony and exhibits. I am not in the

office right now, but I will send copies of the testimony and exhibits by email, probably tomorrow morning.
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Thanks,
Dan

From: Jacob Thomas [mailto :Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]

Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2018 11:52 AM
To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

That's good news, Dan. We look forward to working with you

lf it would help expedite the contracting process, we already have an agreement in place with the Department related to

the work Dick Spellman and his group is doing to support DSM evaluation and planning. I can try to get my admin folks

to pull a copy of that and send it to you. That way, we can see what both parties have agreed to in other engagements.

l'm not sure if we have a Master Services Agreement in place as well that would cover general terms and conditions. l'll
check on that.

From: Burke, Dan [mailto: Dan. Burke @vermont.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2OL8 L1:42 AM
To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Jacob,

I wanted to provide you with a follow up on the phone call that we had earlier this week. I met with my Commissioner

and l've gotten her sign off to hire the GDS team to work on the GMP rate case. I am going to work on getting the

contracting process started, and you might receive some questions for information from Lisa Nisen in our business

office. I am also going to try to get electronic copies of all filing materials sent to your office, which you should have by

early next week.

Brian Winn, our finance director, is currently out of the office on vacation. Once he is back, I will work with him to

coordinate a preliminary kick off meeting with you and the GDS team - hopefully at some point next week.

Please let me know if you have any questions. My direct dial number is 802-828-4019. Forthe next couple of weeks lwill
be working from home for half days, so email might be the best means of getting in touch.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Monday, April t6,2OI8 3:21 PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Cc: Brent Saylor <Brent.Savlor@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: GDS Proposal

Brian and Dan -

We appreciate you following up with us this morning. Butch Solomon will be unavailable to assist on this case on behalf

of GDS. Therefore, we would appreciate your consideration of using GDS to perform all the tesks of the original RFP

except for Cost of Capital. We would be more than happy to work alongside a separate Cost of Capital expert if that is

the approach you wish to pursue. Richard Polich, William Jacobs, or any other GDS staff that have worked on the
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Vermont Yankee case would not work in any capacity on the GMP case with Vermont DPS to ensure there is no

perception of conflict of interest. ln terms of cost estimate, our estimate would decline by approximately $30,000 to

remove Rich from participation in the project. lf you need a revised detailed cost estimate reflecting that, please let me

know.

Thanks again for your continued consideration of GDS in this matter,

Jake

$*fif#*r1*ft,lT$.
Jacob Thomas, P.E.

Senior Project Manager

1850 Parhruay Place, Suite 800
Marietta, GA 30067
main 770-425-8100

dired770-799-2377
fax 866-611-3791

iacob.thomas@qdsassociates,com

NtrHtr@
Send me large files using our File Sender.
Send me faxes using my custom Fax Coverpage.
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Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Wednesday, May 1-6, 2018 3:56 PM

Burke, Dan

Winn, Brian

RE:GDS Proposal

Dan and Brian -

Thanks for the update, I was going to send you a note later today to ask about status. I am comfortable beginning

limited work on the project before we have the contract in place, but obviously would want to have it completed as

soon as possible. I can get my team started on an initial review of GMP's materials. The Tuesday time slot works for me

to call in, let me check with the broader team to see if that time works. l'll follow up with you on that probably

tomorrow as it's getting late in the day today.

As far as the modeling goes, Joan can reach out to Neil Copeland (neil.copeland@gdsassociates.com) to set up a time for

a discussion with him about the modeling, scope, data requirements, etc.

Thanks and I look forward to getting us started on this case!

Jake

From: Burke, Dan [mailto:Dan.Burke@vermont.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 3:07 PM

To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Cc: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Jake,

I wanted to give you a brief status update. Unfortunately, our business office still has not received finalapprovalon the

contract forms from our Attorney General's Office. I have voiced some clear frustrations, and hopefully this process can

be resolved as quickly as possible. However, Brian Winn (our finance director) let me know that our Commissioner has

authorized us to have you and your team commence work even though the final contract is pending. We will be able to

process invoices for ariy time billed for hours worked in advance of the contract completion, but I am still expecting the

contracttobeapprovedanyday. Youcanfeeltocallmedirectlyifthisisaconcerntoyou.

Brian and lwould like to coordinate a phone conference with you and yourteam at GDS. As I discussed with you by

phone last week, we have an internalstanding meeting on Tuesdays at 10:00 am. lf you would like to participate in our

meeting next week, please let me know I will circulate a call-in number. Otherwise, let me know if there are other times

early next week that you would be available for a conference call'

Also, as we discussed, the Department is still planning to retain GDS to complete the power supply modelling

component of your revised bid. However, Green Mountain Power has expressed some concern about the Department

conducting the modeling exercise (they have concerns about the cost and feasibility of the modeling work). Some

members of my team are going to speak with GMP staff tomorrow afternoon about the modeling project. Joan White

(our internal power supply analyst) was wondering if she could reach out to someone at GDS to get more information on

the logistics of modeling component. Joan wants to get a feel for the overall scope of the project, including software to

be used, timing, necessary data, etc. ls there someone at GDS that Joan can contact?
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Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Monday, May 07,2Ot811:01AM
To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Great, thanks Dan!

From: Burke, Dan Imailto: Da n. Burke@vermont.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 7,2OL811:00 AM
To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subiect: RE: GDS Proposal

Jake. Thanks for the call this morning. l've attached a copy of the proposed schedule that GMP filed with the PUC. Also,

the ePUC database is available here:

https://e puc.vermont.gov/

l'll follow up later this week to try to coordinate times for a brief standing weekly meeting. Feel free to get in touch if
you or anyone on your team has any questions.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 4:53 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>
Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

That will work good for me

From : Burke, Da n [ma ilto : Da n. B u rke @vermo nt.gov]

Sent: Thursday, May 3,2O!8 4:45 PM

To : Ja co b Thom as <J a co b.Th o m a s@ gd sa ssoclates.cQm>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Do you want to try for t0:OO am on Monday?

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto :Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]

Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 4:36 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal
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I will be unavailable most of the day tomorrow due to a business meeting. l'm currently free Monday except for 2-3 PM

and all day Tuesday of next week. I did not receive the flash drive yet.

Thanks,
Jake

From: Burke, Dan Imailto : Dan.Burke@vermont.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 3,2018 4:09 PM

To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: GDS Pr.oposal

Jacob,

Do you have time for a brief call in the morning tomorrow? l'd like to give you an update on the contracting process and

also give you a fairly high level description of the preliminary work that we have completed and how we intend to

approach this rate case. lf you are unavailable tomorrow, we can try to coordinate a call early next week. I should be

back to full time hours starting on Monday.

Also, I had a flash drive sent to your office earlier this week which had copies of attachments that we received from

GMp. Let me know me know if you've received that flash drive and have any issues with the attachments. ljust

discovered, however, that the flash drive did not have copies of GMP's prefiled testimony and exhibits. I am not in the

office right now, but I will send copies of the testimony and exhibits by email, probably tomorrow morning.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2018 11:52 AM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

That's good news, Dan. We look forward to working with you.

lf it would help expedite the contracting process, we already have an agreement in place with the Department related to

the work Dick Spellman and his group is doing to support DSM evaluation and planning. I can try to get my admin folks

to pull a copy of that and send it to you. That way, we can see what both parties have agreed to in other engagements.

l'm not sure if we have a Master Services Agreement in place as well that would cover general terms and conditions. l'll

check on that.

From: Burke, Dan Imailto : Dan. Burke @vermont.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2OL81l:42 AM
To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas sassociates.com>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Jacob,

I wanted to provide you with a follow up on the phone call that we had earlier this week. I met with my Commissioner

and l've gotten her sign off to hire the GDS team to work on the GMP rate case. I am going to work on getting the

contracting process started, and you might receive some questions for information from Lisa Nisen in our business

office. I am also going to try to get electronic copies of all filing materials sent to your office, which you should have by

early next week.
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Brian Winn, our finance director, is currently out of the office on vacation. Once he is back, I will work with him to

coordinate a preliminary kick off meeting with you and the GDS team - hopefully at some point next week.

please let me know if you have any questions. My direct dial number is 802-828-4019. For the next couple of weeks I will

be working from home for half days, so email might be the best means of getting in touch.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto:Jacob.Thomas@sdsassociates.com]
Sent: Monday, April 76,2OL8 3:21" PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Cc: Brent Saylor <Brent.Savlor@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: GDS Proposal

Brian and Dan -

We appreciate you following up with us this morning. Butch Solomon will be unavailable to assist on this case on behalf

of GDS. Therefore, we would appreciate your consideration of using GDS to perform all the tasks of the original RFP

except for Cost of Capital. We would be more than happy to work alongside a separate Cost of Capital expert if that is

the approach you wish to pursue. Richard Polich, William Jacobs, or any other GDS staff that have worked on the

Vermont Yankee case would not work in any capacity on the GMP case with Vermont DPS to ensure there is no

perception of conflict of interest. ln terms of cost estimate, our estimate would decline by approximately 530,000 to

remove Rich from participation in the project.'lf you need a revised detailed cost estimate reflecting that, please let me

know.

Thanks again for your continued consideration of GDS in this matter,

Jake

ry-*$p$firlHfiiltr$.
Jacob Thomas, P.E.

Senior Project Manager

1850 Parkway Place, Suite 800
Marietta, GA 30067
main 770-425-8100

dired770-799-2377
fax 855-611-3791

iacob,thomas@ gdsassociates.com

nutrtr@
Send me large files using our File Sender,
Send me faxes using my custom Fax Coveroaqe'
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Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:

Burke, Dan

Wednesday, May 1"6, 2018 3:59 PM

'Jacob Thomas'
RE:GDS ProposalSubject:

Thanks Jake. l'll forward Neil's contact information to Joan. l'll coordinate a call-in bridge before the meeting on

Tuesday, but feelfree to reach out to me in advance of Tuesday. l'm pretty jammed up forthe rest of this week, but I

can probably find time for a brief call.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May L6, 2018 3:56 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Da n. Burke@vermont.gov>
Cc: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Dan and Brian -

Thanks for the update, I was going to send you a note later,today to ask about status. I am comfortable beginning

limited work on the project before we have the contract in place, but obviously would want to have it completed as

soon as possible. I can get my team started on an initial review of GMP's materials. The Tuesday time slot works for me

to call in, let me check with the broader team to see if that time works. l'll follow up with you on that probably

tomorrow as it's getting late in the day today.

As far as the modeling goes, Joan can reach out to Neil Copeland (neil.copeland@gdsassociates.com) to set up a time for

a discussion with him about the modeling, scope, data requirements, etc.

Thanks and I look forward to getting us started on this case !

Jake

From: Burke, Dan Imailto: Dan. Burke @vermont.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, May L6, 2018 3:07 PM

To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Cc: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Jake,

lwanted to give you a brief status update. Unfortunately, our business office still has not received finalapprovalon the

contract forms from our Attorney General's Office. I have voiced some clear frustrations, and hopefully this process can

be resolved as quickly as possible. However, Brian Winn (our finance director) let me know that our Commissioner has

authorized us to have you and your team commence work even though the final contract is pending. We will be able to
process invoices for any time billed for hours worked in advance of the contract completion, but I am still expecting the

contract to be approved any day. You can feel to call me directly if this is a concern to you.
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Brian and I would like to coordinate a phone conference with you and your team at GDS. As I discussed with you by

phone last week, we have an internal standing meeting on Tuesdays at 10:00 am. lf you would like to participate in our

meeting next week, please let me know I will circulate a call-in number. Otherwise, let me know if there are other times

early next week that you would be available for a conference call.

Also, as we discussed, the Department is still planning to retain GDS to complete the power supply modelling

component of your revised bid. However, Green Mountain Power has expressed some concern about the Department

conducting the modeling exercise (they have concerns about the cost and feasibility of the modeling work). Some

members of my team are going to speak with GMP staff tomorrow afternoon about the modeling project. Joan White

(our internal power supply analyst) was wondering if she could reach out to someone at GDS to get more information on

the logistics of modeling component. Joan wants to get a feel for the overall scope of the project, including software to

be used, timing, necessary data, etc. ls there someone at GDS that Joan can contact?

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Jacob Thomas [mailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Monday, May 07,2OL811:01AM
To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>
Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Great, thanks Dan!

From: Burke, Dan [mailto:Dan.Burke@vermont.gov]
Sent: Monday, May 7,2Ot811:00 AM
To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Jake. Thanks for the callthis morning. l've attached a copy of the proposed schedule that GMP filed with the PUC. Also,

the ePUC database is available here:

https ://ep uc.ve rmo nt.gov/

l'll follow up later this week to try to coordinate times for a brief standing weekly meeting. Feel free to get in touch if
you or anyone on your team has any questions.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 4:53 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>
Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

That willwork good for me

From: Burke, Da n [mailto: Da n. Burke@vermont.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 3, 2018 4:45 PM
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To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Do you want to try for 10:00 am on Monday?

From: Jacob Thomas Imailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 4:36 PM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Hi Dan -

I will be unavailable most of the day tomorrow due to a business meeting. l'm currently free Monday except for 2-3 PM

and all day Tuesday of next week. I did not receive the flash drive yet'

Thanks,
Jake

From: Burke, Dan Imailto: Dan.Burke@vermont.gov]
Sent: Thursday, May 3,20t9 4:09 PM

To: Jacob Thomas <Jacob'Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Jacob,

Do you have time for a brief call in the morning tomorrow? l'd like to give you an update on the contracting process and

also give you a fairly high level description of the preliminary work that we have completed and how we intend to

approach this rate case. lf you are unavailable tomorrow, we can try to coordinate a callearly next week. I should be

tjack to full time hours starting on Monday.

Also, I had a flash drive sent to your office earlier this week which had copies of attachments that we received from

GMP. Let me know me know if you've received that flash drive and have any issues with the attachments' ljust

discovered, however, that the flash drive did not have copies of GMP's prefiled testimony and exhibits. I am not in the

office right now, but I will send copies of the testimony and exhibits by email, probably tomorrow morning.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Jacob Thomas [mailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates'com]
Sent: Wednesday, April25, 201-8 11:52 AM

To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

That's good news, Dan. We look forward to working with you.

lf it would help expedite the contracting process, we already have an agreement in place with the Department related to

the work Dick Spellman and his group is doing to support DSM evaluation and planning. I can try to get my admin folks

to pull a copy of that and send it to you. That way, we can see what both parties have agreed to in other engagements.

l'm not sure if we have a Master Services Agreement in place as well that would cover general terms and conditions. l'll

check on that.
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From: Burke, Dan [mailto:Da n. Burke@vermont.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2OL8 7L:42 AM
Tol Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: RE: GDS Proposal

Jacob,

I wanted to provide you with a follow up on the phone call that we had earlier this week. I met with my Commissioner

and l've gotten her sign off to hire the GDS team to work on the GMP rate case. I am going to work on getting the

contracting process started, and you might receive some questions for information from Lisa Nisen in our business

office. I am also going to try to get electronic copies of all filing materials sent to your office, which you should have by

early next week.

Brian Winn, ourfinance director, is currently out of the office on vacation. Once he is back, lwillwork with him to

coordinate a preliminary kick off meeting with you and the GDS team - hopefully at some point next week.

please let me know if you have any questions. My direct dial number is 802-828-4019. Forthe next couple of weeks lwill

be working from home for half days, so email might be the best means of getting in touch.

Thanks,
Dan

From: Jacob Thomas [mailto:Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates'com]
Sent: Monday, April L6,2OLg 3:21 PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.Rov>; Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont'gov>

Cc: Brent Saylor <Brent.Savlor@gdsassociates.com>

Subject: GDS Proposal

Brian and Dan -

We appreciate you following up with us this morning. Butch Solomon will be unavailable to assist on this case on behalf

of GDS. Therefore, we would appreciate your consideration of using GDS to perform all the tasks of the original RFP

exceptfor Cost of Capital. We would be more than happy to work alongside a separate Cost of Capital expert if that is

the approach you wish to pursue. Richard Polich, William Jacobs, or any other GDS staff that have worked on the

Vermont Yankee case would not work in any capacity on the GMP case with Vermont DPS to ensure there is no

perception of conflict of interest. ln terms of cost estimate, our estimate would decline by approximately $30,000 to

remove Rich from participation in the project. lf you need a revised detailed cost estimate reflecting that, please let me

know.

Thanks again for your continued consideration of GDS in this matter,

Jake

$*$f,q*t1lfi'-",'ril$'
Jacob Thomas, P.E.

Senior Project Manager

1850 Parkway Place, Suite 800
Marietta, GA 30067
main 770-425-8100

dired770-799-2377
fax 866-611-3791

iacob.thomas@qdsassociates.com
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EtrHtr@
Send me large files using our File Sender.
Send me faxes using my custom Fax Coverpage,
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Porter, Patricia

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From: Winn, Brian

Wednesday, April04, 20L8 8:15 AM

Karl Pavlovic

Burke, Dan

RE:Vermont Department of Public Service - GMP RFP

Thanks Karl. I have sent a meeting notice

From: Karl Pavlovic <kpavlovic@pcmgregcon.com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 5:05 PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan. Burke@vermont.gov>
Subject: RE: Vermont Department of Public Service - GMP RFP

Brian,

Thursday 2-3pmwould work best for us. The easiest way for all of us to take part in the call would be to use

our conference line (call-in no. 515-739-1030; code 288 923-134#).

Thanks, Karl

Karl Richard Pavlovic
PCMG and Associates
202-422-2720
kpavlovic@pcm gre gcon. com

From: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 3:49 PM

To: Karl Pavlovic <kpavlovic@pcmgregcon.com>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>
Subject: Vermont Department of Public Service - GMP RFP

Dear Karl,

I would like to arrange a telephone interview/discussion regarding the proposal you submitted in this matter. Please

indicate which of the following times you are available:

Thursday, April 5th, 2:00 to 3:00 pm

Friday, April 6th, 9:30 to 10:30 am

Friday, April 6th, 1:30 to 2:30 pm

From your side we would like to have the individuals who will be providing testimony - although we understand getting

everyone at these times might not be possible. From the Department the Deputy Commissioner, the Public Advocate,

myself and a few others will be on the call.

Subject:

Please do not hesitate to call me with any questions.

1



Thanks,

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics
Vermont Department of Public Service

(8021 828-232s

2



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Winn, Brian

Wednesday, April 04, 2018 8:34 AM

Derek HasBrouck; Wayne Lafferty

Burke, Dan; Joel Jeanson

RE:Vermont Public Service Department - GMP RFPSubject:

Derek,

Thanks. lwill send a meeting notice.

Brian

From: Derek HasBrouck <Derek.HasBrouck@PAConsulting.com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 4:02 PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>; Wayne Lafferty <Wayne.Lafferty@PAConsulting.com>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>; Joel Jeanson <Joel.Jeanson@PAConsulting.com>

Subject: RE: Vermont Public Service Department - GMP RFP

Hi Brian,

We'd be delighted to discuss this matter and our proposal with you. lf the Friday 1-:30 to 2:30 slot works for you, that

would work well for us.

Derek

From: Winn, Brian [mailto:Brian.Winn@vermont.gov]
Sent: Tue 03 April 2018 3:34 PM

To: Derek HasBrouck <Derek.HasBrouck@PAConsulting.com>; Wayne Lafferty <Wavne.Laffertv@PAConsulting.com>

Cc: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: Vermont Public Service Department - GMP RFP

Dear Derek & Wayne,

I would like to arrange a telephone interview/discussion regarding the proposal you submitted in this matter. Please

indicate which of the following times you are available:

Thursday, April 5th, 2:00 to 3:00 Pm
Friday, April 5th, 9:30 to 10:30 am

Friday, April 6th, 1:30 to 2:30 Pm

From your side we would like to have the individuals who will be providing testimony - although we understand getting

everyone at these times might not be possible. From the Department the Deputy Commissioner, the Public Advocate,

myself and a few others will be on the call.

Please do not hesitate to call me with any questions.

Thanks,

1



Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics

Vermont Department of Public Service

(8021828-232s

2



Porter, Patricia

Sent:
To:
Cc:

From: Winn, Brian

Wednesday, April 04,2018 8:18 AM

Jacob Thomas

Brent Saylor; Burke, Dan

RE:Vermont Public Service Dept - GMP RFP

Jake,

Thanks. Please focus on the 9:30 to 10:30 time slot on Friday

Brian

From: Jacob Thomas <Jacob.Thomas@gdsassociates.com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2018 4:24 PM

To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Cc: Brent Saylor <Brent.Saylor@gdsassociates.com>; Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>

Subject: Re:Vermont Public Service Dept - GMP RFP

We will check schedules and get back with you tomorrow. We appreciate the opportunity.

Jake

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 3,2OL8, at2:32 PM, Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov> wrote:

DearJacob & Brent,

I would like to arrange a telephone interview/discussion regarding the proposal you submitted in this

matter. Please indicate which of the following times you are available:

Thursday, April 5th, 2:00 to 3:00 pm

Friday, April 6th, 9:30 to 10:30 am

Friday, April 6th, 1:30 to 2:30 pm

From your side we would like to have the individuals who will be providing testimony - although we

understand getting everyone at these times might not be possible. From the Department the Deputy

Commissioner, the Public Advocate, myself and a few others will be on the call.

Please do not hestitate to call me with any questions.

Thanks,

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics

Vermont Department of Public Service

(802) 828-232s

Subiect:

1



Porter, Patricia

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

From: Winn, Brian

Tuesday, April 03, 2018 3:49 PM

kpavlovic@ pcmgregcon.com

Burke, Dan

Vermont Department of Public Service - GMP RFP

Dear Karl,

I would like to arrange a telephone interview/discussion regarding the proposal you submitted in this matter. Please

indicate which of the following times you are available:

Thursday, April 5th, 2:00 to 3:00 pm

Friday, April 6th, 9:30 to 10:30 am

Friday, April 6th, 1:30 to 2:30 pm

From your side we would like to have the individuals who will be providing testimony - although we understand getting

everyone at these times might not be possible. From the Department the Deputy Commissioner, the Public Advocate,

myself and a few others will be on the call.

Please do not hesitate to call me with any questions.

Thanks,

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics

Vermont Department of Public Service
(802]'828-232s

1



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Winn, Brian

Tuesday, April 03, 2018 3:34 PM

Derek HasBrouck; Wayne Lafferty
Burke, Dan

Vermont Public Service Department - GMP RFP

Dear Derek & Wayne,

I would like to arrange a telephone intervieddiscussion regarding the proposal you submitted in this matter. Please

indicate which of the following times you are available:

Thursday, April 5th, 2:00 to 3:00 pm

Friday, April 6th, 9:30 to 10:30 am

Friday, April 6th, 1:30 to 2:30 pm

From your side we would like to have the individuals who will be providing testimony - although we understand getting

everyone at these times might not be possible. From the Department the Deputy Commissioner, the Public Advocate,

myself and a few others will be on the call.

Please do not hesitate to call me with any questions.

Thanks,

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics
Vermont Department of Public Service
(8021828-232s

1



Porter Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subiect:

Winn, Brian

Tuesday, April 03, 2018 3:33 PM

jacob.thomas@ gdsassociates.com; brent.saylor@gdsassociates.com

Burke, Dan

Vermont Public Service Dept - GMP RFP

Dear Jacob & Brent,

I would like to arrange a telephone intervieddiscussion regarding the proposal you submitted in this matter. Please

indicate which of the following times you are available:

Thursday, April 5th, 2:00 to 3:00 pm

Friday, April 6th, 9:30 to 10:30 am

Friday, April 5th, 1:30 to 2:30 pm

From your side we would like to have the individuals who will be providing testimony - although we understand getting

everyone at these times might not be possible. From the Department the Deputy Commissioner, the Public Advocate,

myself and a few others will be on the call.

Please do not hestitate to call me with any questions.

Thanks,

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics

Vermont Department of Public Service
(8021828-232s

1



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

I have not done so yet. I wanted to make sure there were no issues with the contract, but we can probably reach out

early next week.

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Winn, Brian
Sent: Thursday, May 3,2OL812:31:16 PM

To: Burke, Dan

Subject: FW: checking in

Dan,

Did we notify consultants who were not selected?

Thanks

Brian

From: Derek HasBrouck <Derek. HasBrouck@ PAConsulting.com>

Sent: Monday, April 23,2078 8:58 AM
To: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Subject: checking in

Good morning Brian,

Hope you put the great weekend weather to good use! I just wanted to check in to see where you and your colleagues

are in your selection process.

Best,

Derek

Derek HasBrouck

SConsutting Group I Global Energy & Utilities
55 Cambridge Parkway, Suite 903 | Cambridge, MA 02142
+1 518 817 5308 M lDerek.HasBrouck@PAConsultinq.com
www. paconsultino.com

Burke, Dan

Thursday, May 03, 20L8 !2:32 PM

Winn, Brian

Re: checking in

1



Porte Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

You can't make this stuff up....

From: Nisen, Lisa

Sent: Thursday, May L7,2OI8 9:57 AM
To: Burke, Dan <Dan.Burke@vermont.gov>
Cc: Winn, Brian <Brian.Winn@vermont.gov>

Subject: Update on GDS and J Kennedy contracts

per AG's office, "l returned both of those contracts via pink mail last week on May 9. I have labels made for your

agency and I wrote your name in as the person to direct the envelope to." I however have never seen them come

back to me, so l'm not sure who or where they went to, but wasn't me. I have printed off both and am forwarding to

contractors for their signatures. Once those folks send them back to me signed, I will bring to iune for final signature

and they will be done.

Lisa Nisen

Ad ministrative Services Coordinator I I

VT Dept of Public Service

112 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620
(phone) 802-828-4086
(fax) 802-828-2342

Burke, Dan

Thursday, May L7,2018 9:59 AM

Winn, Brian

RE: Update on GDS and J Kennedy contracts

1



Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Burke, Dan

Wednesday, April 04, 2018 8:17 AM
Winn, Brian

Tentative: GMP Rate Case Consultant Interview - PCMG and Associates

I



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Burke, Dan

Wednesday, April04, 2018 8:L6 AM
Winn, Brian

Tentative: Hold for GMP Rate Case Consultant Interview

I



Porter Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Winn, Brian

Thursday, February 08, 201-8 8:48 AM
Burke, Dan

White, Joanna; McNamara, Ed; Flint, Carol;Allen, Riley; Porter, James

2019 GMP Rate Case/Alt Reg Plan

Dan,

Please set up an internal meeting for when you return to discuss the following:

1)

2l
3)

Feedback from 2/7 discussion with June

Division roles and responsibilities
RFP Process

Also June would like you to follow up with GMP (Charlotte) on the unanswered questions from discovery in the last case

Thanks,

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics
Vermont Department of Public Service
(8021828-232s

1



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Burke, Dan

Friday, April L3, 2018 j:51 PM

Winn, Brian

Accepted: GMP RFP Discussion



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:

Winn, Brian

Tuesday, May 22,2018 10:28 AM

Burke, Dan

DiscoverySubject:

Dan,

The last rate case had six rounds of discovery and it was rolling. Given that the consultants have still not seen the filing

we need to either 1) build more time into this or 2)go with rolling discovery.

Brian

Get utlook for i

1



Porter Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Winn, Brian

Wednesday, April 25, 20L8 L2:27 PM

Burke, Dan

GMP Rate Case

Dan,

Did you get any feedback from June on the conduct of the rate case. Also how are we doing with the consultants?

Brian

Get Outlook for iOS

1



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:

Burke, Dan

Monday, March 26,20L9 8:31 AM
Winn, Brian

GMP Rate Case RFP ResponsesSubject:

Brian,

I have been forwarding all of the GMP rate case RFPs to you as I receive them. I also created a folder in the shared

"cases" file directory where I am saving the electronic copies (everyone should have access to this folder). That folder is

located here:

S:\PSD\PSD - Cases\Misc MP 2019 Rates RFP

Thanks,
Dan

DanielC. Burke

Special Counsel

Vermont Department of Public Service

112 State Stree.t

Montpelier, W 05620-2601
(802)828-4019 (office)
(8o21828-23a2 $axl
da n.burke @vermont.gov (email )

1



Porter Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Winn, Brian

Friday, April 20, 2018 1:25 PM

Burke, Dan

GMP Consultants

Dan,

Do you need anything from me regarding onboarding consultants?

Brian E. Winn
Director, Finance & Economics

Vermont Department of Public Service

(802].828-232s

1



Porter, Patricia

From:
Sent:
To:
Subiect:
Attachments:

Winn, Brian

Tuesday, May 29,20L8 L:08 PM

Burke, Dan

GMP Rate Case Master List Discovery Q's 2nd draft
GMP Rate Case Master List Discovery Q's 2nd draft.docx

Dan,

Please send this to our consultants. lt is a consolidated list of discovery questions asked in the last rate case

Brian

1



General Discovery
Plant & CapEx (incl. CWIP, depreciation)
Customer Accounts & Sales

COS (general)
Admin & General

General
Please provide all work papers and supporting documentation used in the preparation of prefiled direct

testimony and exhibits. Please provide all spreadsheets with in native Microsoft Excel format with all

cell formulas intact. Please also include all exhibits in native spreadsheets formats with cell formulas

intact.

Please provide all credit rating and bond rating agency reports (i.e., Standard and Poor's, Moody's, Fitch)

for Green Mountain Power ("GMP") and Gaz Metro for the last two years.

Please provide copies of all articles, regulatory commission orders , rating agency reports, and other

supporting documentation cited and relied upon in Direct Testimony and exhibits.

Please provide GMP's capital structure, including long-term and short-term debt for 2010 to date.

Provide all supporting documentation analyses, work papers, and spreadsheets with cell formulas intact.

Please provide GMP's monthly cost and amounts of short-term debt from 2010 to date. Provide all

supporting documentation analyses, work papers, and spreadsheets with cell formulas intact.

Please provide the financial and operational goals, objectives, targets andlor other direction from Gaz

Metro (or other parent entity) to Green Mountain Power (GMP) for each of years 2015,2016,2017 inthe
most detailed form available.

Please provide the financial and operational goals, objectives, targets and/or other direction from Gaz

Metro (or other parent entity) to Green Mountain Power (GMP) for each of years 2015,2016,2017 inthe
most detailed form available.

Please provide all financial and operational GMP goals, objectives, and targets for each of the last 3

years in the most detailed form available for:
a. GMP enterprise-level;

b. Each department or division within GMP.

Please provide detailed GMP organization charts showing for every position title:
a. The current incumbent (or vacant);

b. The superior position;

c. A11 subordinate positions;

d. Organizati.on name, e.g., the department, division, or section name;

e. Cost center name and number.

Please consider this a specific request for the specific organization chart information for all individual

departments and positions. If this information can only be provided through GMP's human resources



("HR") information technology ("1T") systems, please identify the vendor of GMP's HR systems and

produce copies any organizational charts, tables, or spreadsheets that can be produced by the HR IT

systems.

Please identify each GMP organizational unit that is responsible for capital projects and its:

a. Scope of asset responsibilities (e.g. transmission, substations, information technology,

generation, or facilities);

b. Capital project phase responsibilities (e.g., planning, engineering, construction, contracting,

project management, contract management, plant accounting, or quality control).

Please describe in detail GMP's executive incentive compensation programs for each of the years 2016

and20l7 including:
a. The participants;

b. Performance metrics, targets, and bands;

c. Payout pool formulas;

d. Payout formulas;

Please provide the2016 executive compensation program payouts by participant with the details on how

each component of the payout was calculated.

Please provide the individual performance goals for each participant in the short-term incentive program

for 201 6 and20l7

Please provide the payouts for the short-term and long-term incentive programs for2016 by individual.

That is, please identify the "Senior Management" individuals and the proposed award for each individual.

Please also list the long-term incentive payout by individual as well.

With respect to GMP's capital budgets for 2015,2076, and20l7 , please provide in their most detailed

form:
a. The initial capital budget sent for review to Gaz Metro or any other corporate affiiate, parent,

or superior entity;

b. Any response from Gaz Metro or any other corporate affiliate, parent, or superior entity to

GMP's initial capital budget(s);

c. GMP's final capital budget for 2015, 2016, artd20l7.

Please describe the GMP's financial model in detail and how it reflects GMP's overall business model.

Does the GMP financial model calculate capital expenditures needed to meet earnings, net income, or

other financial targets?
a. If not, why not?

b. How does the GMP financial model incorporate capital expenditures?



Please provide GMP's final financial model run for each of the years 2015 ,2016, and2017 relevant to

any planned capital expenditures and their impact on financial targets.

Please describe how GMP's capacity to perform capital projects is determined on ayearly basis. Please

also describe in detail GMP's capacity to perform capital projects in each of the years 2015 ,2016, and

2017 andprovide copies of any documents that detail such how such determinations were made by GMP

Please provide copies of GMP's strategic plans for each of the years 2015 ,2016, and2017 in the most

detailed forms available.

Please provide copies of all regulatory commission orders referred tq or cited by Mr. Coyne in his

rebuttal testimony.

a. Please confirm that the "other operating conditions" referred to by Mr. Ryan are the use of double-

leverage by GazM6tro for ten years to recover the merger premium; b. Please provide the amount of the

-..g"i premium, and how it was recorded on the books of Gaz M6tro (or other entity) at the time of
purchase and the current umecovered amount; c. Please provide the amount of the merger premium

recovered to date from double leverage.

Please refer to Page 10, Lines 16-17 of Ms. Ancel's September 15,2017 rebuttal testimony, where Ms.

Ancel refers to GMP's "strong benchmarking performance based on capital and O&M dollars per

customer as compared to other similarly situated utilities." Please provide copies of any benchmarking

study reports, analyses, or other documents reviewed by or relied on by Ms. Ancel in support of this

assertion.

Please refer to Page l2,Lines 4-5 of Ms. Ancel's September 15,2017 rebuttal testimony, where Ms.

Ancel states "[w]e have achieved these results via a combination of factors. First is our effective

management of internal operating costs, which benchmark well against our peer utilities." Please provide

copies of any benchmarking study reports, analyses, or other documents reviewed by or relied on by Ms.

Ancel in support of this assertion.

Please refer to Page 12, Lines 6-9 of Ms. Ancel's September 15,2017 rebuttal testimony, where Ms.

Ancel states that GMP is "on track to deliver approximately $180 million to customers in this time

period" for the following requests:

a. Please provide copies of any analysis and/or source documents used by GMP to calculate the

$180 million in estimated savings. If no such documents exist, please describe in detail how Ms.

Ancel calculated this figure.
b. Assuming that GMP is able to achieve its estimate of $180 million to customers, please state the

amount of platform savings that will be received by GMP's shareholders over the same period.

Please refer to Page 13, Line l-3 of Ms. Ancel's September 15,2017 rebuttal testimony for the following

requests:

a. Please identify all members of the "zero rates" team;



b. Please provide copies of any written agendas, meeting minutes, or other documents prepared in
advance of or as a result of all "zero rates" team meetings for the twelve period prior to April 14,

2017

Please refer to Page 13, Line l2through Page 14, Line 5 of Ms. Ancel's September 15,2017 rebuttal

testimony for the following requests:

a. Please provide copies of any analyses, spreadsheets, or documents reviewed or relied upon by

Ms. Ancel, including any cost-of-service modeling, in support of her assertion that "[t]he

Department's proposed adjustments to 2018 rates would result in a few percent of cost pressure

being pushed into next year, bringing us to a forecasted 2019 rate need well over 806." If no such

documents exist, please describe in detail how Ms. Ancel calculated theSVo figure provided in

her testimony.

b. Please describe in detail GMP's expected capital related revenue requirement (depreciation, taxes

and return on rate base, excluding one-time items from JV projects) increase from 2018 to 2079

that underlies Ms. Ancel's 8olo figure referenced in subpart (a) above.

Please refer to Page 17, Lines 12-19 of Ms. Ancel's September 15,2017 rebuttal testimony, where Ms.

Ancel describes "improvement with project documentation processes over the past several years" based

on recommendations from Mr. Schultz. Please confirm that Ms. Ancel is referring to recommendations

made by Mr. Schultz within the context of various GMP alternative regulation proceedings before the

Commission.

Please refer to Page 18, Lines 1l-14 of Ms. Ancel's September 15,2017 rebuttal testimony, where Ms.

Ancel states that the "DPS asks to have the formal cost benefit analysis requirement that Commission

applies to 'major' capital projects . . . apply to nearly all proposed capital projects." Please state the basis

for this assertion and specifically identify where in the Department's prefiled testimony the Department

made a recommendation that aformal cost benefit analysis must apply to nearly all proposed capital

projects.

Please refer to Page24,Lines 12-14 of Ms. Ancel's September I5,20t7 rebuttal testimony, where Ms.

Ancel testifies that "[t]he only guidance provided by Mr. Schultz until his testimony in this case was set

forth in the two reports accompanying GMP's 2016 and2017 base rate filings." Please state whether you

are aware of any other written or verbal communications between Mr. Schultz and GMP employees

regarding any deficiencies in GMP's financial analyses that Mr. Schultz has reviewed, including any

communications between Mr. Schultz and GMP employees during Mr. Schultz's visits to GMP facilities.

Requests in Response to Rebuttal Testimony of Eugene L. Shlatzl DPS6.16. Please provide a copy of any

and all documents, including any written contract, that detail the scope and budget of Mr. Shlatz's

engagement with GMP on this rate case.

Please refer to Page 4,Line20 through Page 5, Line2 of Mr. Shlatz's September 15,2017 rebuttal

testimony. Please identify all "other jurisdictions within the United States and Canada" that Mr. Shlatz

believes to have a "capital project justification process" that is similar to the filing requirements in

Vermont that apply to GMP.



Please state whether Mr. Shlatz, before preparing his rebuttal testimony, reviewed any reports prepared

by Larkin & Associates regarding GMP's performance under its alternative regulation plans and/or

compliance with the requirements of AttachmetrtT.

please identify all Commission decisions and/or orders that Mr. Shlatz relied on for his assertion on Page

4,Line lg-20 that the evidence that GMP witnesses provided "is consistent with Commission precedent."

Please refer to Page 6, Lines 8-l I of Mr. Shlatz's September 15,2017 rebuttal testimony for the following

requests:

a. Please identify by docket number the "prior rate cases" referred to by Mr. Shlatz on Page 6, Line

9 of his testimony;
b. Please identify the "other rate case filings" referred to by Mr. Shlatz on Page 6, lines l0-1 I of his

rebuttal testimony and provide copies of all prefiled testimony andlor any other public filings

made by Mr. Shlatz in such cases.

Please refer to GMP's discovery response Attachment GMP.DPS 1.Q25, which breaks out rates for

various New England electric utilities by the following categories: generation, transmission, delivery,

etc., and total rate. If available or practicable, please provide a similar breakout of GMP's total rate for

both 2015 and2016 by generation, transmission, delivery, and etc. as reported for other companies listed

in the attachment.

Please provide GMP's policies and procedures governing capitalizing vs. expensing items'

Please describe the linkage between GMP's capital and operating budgets.

How does the multi-year trend of employee (and public) safety metrics support GMP's historical and

planned spending on safety improvements?

Plant and CapEx/Capital Planning
(Has GMP has selected the least cost alternatives and are the projects are needed at this time)

please list for each of the capital projects included in GMP's Tariff Filing and Petition, the total amount

of the project, the responsible GMP department or division with oversight over the project, and:

a. Indicate for each project whether it is must do, should do, or would like to do; and

b. Indicate for each whether it is for safety, system reliability, cost, culture, innovation,

efficiency, capacity requirements, customer requested, or regulatory and tariff requirements.

Please provide in a native Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, to the extent available, a summary of the last ten

y"urr uttd next five years of capital expenditures for each GMP department or division by the major

tategories of capital expenditures for each department or division and the total capital expenditures for

each year.

please provide the documentation for each of the capital projects in the 2017 capitalplan that describes

project scope, justification, expected benefits, internal reviews, and project approvals.

a. Financial analysis produced prior to project approval, including alternatives and

quantifi cation of projected proj ect benefits



b. Analysis supporting quantification of project benefits, or for completed projects,

measurements of actual project benefits
c. Minutes, presentations or other records from meetings where the project was discussed or

approved by management
d. Project Plan(s) including: scope descriptions and initial budget; schedule with critical path

analysis; work breakdown structures; change control process and documentation; risk
registers or logs

e. Provide spending inception to date and estimates to complete

f. All project variance reports for scope, schedule and budget

Please describe in detail the expected performance improvements (e.g., reliability, customer service,

employee safety, public safety, energy efficiency or conservation) expected as a result of implementation

of the 2017 and2018 capital plans.

The Department's initial interrogatory was intended to request that GMP provide a detailed

description of the quantitative performance improvements (e.g., reliability, customer service,

employee safety, public safety, energy efficiency or conservation) expected as a result of
implementation of the 2017 and2018 capitalplans. If no such quantitative analysis or description

of the performance of improvements of the 2017 and 201 8 capital plans has been prepared by

GMP (beyond the explanation of benefits for individual projects as referenced by GMP in DPS I

.A4l ), please so state. If such analysis or description has been prepared by GMP, please provide

copies of those documents

Please provide the long-term plans that guide the capital programs for GMP's:

a. Communications department;

b. IT department;

c. Facilities department;

d. Transportation department.

please describe linkage and processes in place to ensure that the long-term plans are consistent with the

GMP strategic plan for the:
a. Communications department;

b. IT department;

c. Facilities department;

d. Transportation department.

Please describe linkage and processes in place to ensure that the capital programs are consistent with
long-term plans for the:

a. Communications dePartment;

b. IT department;

c. Facilities department;
d. Transportation department.

Please describe the capital project prioritization scheme for the



a. Communications department;

b. IT department;

c. Facilities department;

d. Transportation department.

Please describe the manner by which the capital prioritization schemes enable projects to be ranked and

compared to other projects for the:
a. Communications dePartment;

b. IT department;

c. Facilities department;

d. Transportation department.

Please provide the prioriti zationby year for each project, showing the ranking of each project within the:

a. Communications department;
b. Facilities department;
c. IT department;
d. Transportation department.

Please provide the ranking for each project, within:
a. Interim 2017;
b. Rate Year 2018.

please describe the process or methodology in place that ensured that project prioritization schemes rn

the list of Interim 2017 andRate Year 2018 capital projects were followed in a consistent manner for the:

a. Communications dePartment;

b. Facilities department;
c. IT department;
d. Transportation department.

Please provide the categorization(construction, blanket, or retirement) of each project listed in the

Interim 2017 andRate Year 2018 schedules.

Please provide the results of the performance evaluation for each of the 2016 capital projects for:

a. Communications dePartment;

b. Facilities department;

c. IT department;

d. Transportation department.

Please explain how capital projects are scoped and defined for the:

a. Communications dePartment;

b. Facilities department;

c. IT department;

d. Transportation dePartment.



please explain the nature or type ofjustifications (beyond manager or engineer opinions) that may exist

for proposed capital projects for the:

a. Communications dePartment;

b. Facilities department;

c. IT department;

d. Transportation dePartment.

Please list GMP's blanket capital project prioritization processes for generation projects. If such

processes have not been prepared by GMP, please so state. If GMP has prepared such processes, please

provide the following information for each generation blanket capital project prioritization process:

a. A detailed desuiption and flow chart;
b. The systems or tools used;

c. The scoring and/or ranking scheme.

please provide the prioriti zationscore or ranking for each 2017 and2018 generation blanket capital

project. If no such information has been prepared by GMP, please so state.

Please provide the policies, procedures, guidelines, and a detailed description of the overall capital

priof1tization, review, approval, implementation, and control process for generation projects.

please describe in detail how each unit or team with oversight of GMP generation projects monitors and

manages capitalproject performance (e.g., schedule and budget variances, scope and cost change otders,

op"ruiiottul savings achieved, customer service improvements achieved, or kilowatt hours saved).

please describe in detail the quantitative perforrnance improvements (e.g., availability, employee safety,

forced outage rate, capacity factor, etc.) expected as a result of implementation of the 2017 and20t8
capital plans in generation.

Please refer to Page 8, Lines 20-21of Mr. Otley's prefiled direct testimony. Mr. Otley states that GMP

has added a two months' buffer to the physical in-service dates on all plant additions to allow for

contingencies and final accounting. WLat impact does the addition of the two months' buffer have on the

cost of service calculation?

Please refer to Page I 7 of the April 14, 2017 prefiled direct testimony of Brian Otley. Please state

whether any of the Communications, IT, Facility and/or Transportation project expenditures are related

to customer growth. If so, please provide the amount related to customer growth.

Please refer to Page 10, Lines 12-24 of the April 14,2017 prefiled direct testimony of John R. Fiske.

Please provide copies of any growth analysis completed by GMP or used by Mr. Fiske for support his

testimony regarding growth-related projects and future load growth for the Distribution Equipment

Blankets.

please refer to page 13, Lines 13-22 of the April 14,2017 prefiled direct testimony of Mr. Fiske. Please

provide copies of any growth analysis completed by GMP or used by Mr. Fiske to support his testimony

regarding growth-related projects and future load growth for the Distribution Equipment Blankets.



Please identify any external consultants that have been retained by GMP since 2015 to review GMP's

capital planning and project management processes. Please provide copies of any written reports,

assessments, presentations, or recommendations provided to GMP by such consultants. If GMP has not

retained any external consultants to review its capital planning and project management processes, please

so state.

Please provide copies of any written reports, assessments, presentations, or recommendations prepared

by GMP's internal staff regarding capital planning and project management processes that were

completed since 2015. If no such documents exist, please so state.

Please refer to the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet with the file name "2.4" that GMP provided to the

Department with the electronic Lead Schedules that were filed with the Tariff Filing. Please provide the

following:
a. Provide for each respective listing an indication of which of the individual plant costs and

retirements listed by category were part of the Company's FY20I7 rate filing under Alternative

Regulation. If included in the FY20l7 filing, identifu whether the plant cost is the same as it was

in the FY20l7 filing or if it has changed. If the amount has changed explain why.

b. Please make available for review the known and measurable supporting documentation files for

the respective projects and retirements listed on each of the respective functional category lists.

c. For each of the plant costs listed in the respective functional category listings, please identify

whether the project is growth related. If so, identiS the percentage of costs related to growth (if
other than tOOy, gto*th related) with an explanation as to why it is not 100% growth related.

d. For each of the plant retirements listed in the respective functional category listings, identify

whether the retirement is associated with a project that is growth related. If so, identif,'the
percentage of costs related to growth if other than I00o/o growth related with an explanation as to

why it is not 100% growth related.

e. For each of the plant costs listed in the respective functional category listings, please provide

the actual cost incurred to date and identify whether the project cost estimate is on target.

f. For the following plant costs listed in Computer Software / Production/ Transmission Lines/

Transmission Substations/ Hydro, please explain why the cost reflected is significantly higher

than the projection in FY20l6 when the project was supposed to be completed:

g. For the following plant costs listed in "Transportation" provide for each of the last 5 fiscal

years the number of vehicles purchased and for each vehicle the cost recorded as well as the

number of vehicles retired:
Bucket Trucks
Digger Trucks
Small Vehicles

Transportation Equipment. Please provide a summary listing of Bucket Trucks, Digger Trucks and Small

Vehicles on the books of the Company as of December 31,2016 showing the cost and the date acquired.



Transportation. Please refer to Project No. 148958. Please explain in detail how the Company incurs

$162,880 of A&G capital costs in purchasing 8 bucket trucks in addition to the direct labor required to

make the purchase.

Transportation. Please refer to Project No. 153766. Provide the annual maintenance cost for unit I 17 for

each of the last five years, identify in each of the last five years when the unit was out of service due to

an equipment failure and identiff how often the unit is utilized on an annual basis.

Please provide GMP's multi-year Smart Grid Plan and detailed listing(s) of associated annual capital

additions

Please provide copies of all current Transmission and Distribution (T&D) long-term system plans that

guide or inform GMP's T&D capital investment planning and programs.

Please describe how the T&D long-term system plans are coordinated with and are consistent with
GMP's strategic planning documents

Please list and describe each of GMP's T&D individual capital project prioritization processes (for

example: transmission, distribution, or substation projects). For each T&D individual capital project

prioritization process, please provide:
a. A detailed description and flow chart;

b. The system tools used;

c. The scoring andlor ranking scheme.

Please provide the prioritizationscore or ranking for each 2017 and 2018 T&D individual capital project

Please list each of the GMP's T&D blanket capital project prioritization processes (e.g., for transmission,

distribution, or substations). For each of the T&D blanket capital project prioitization processes, please

provide:
a. A detailed description and flow chart

b. The systems or tools used

c. The scoring and/or ranking scheme

Please provide the prioritizationscore or ranking for each 2017 and 2018 T&D blanket capital project.

Please provide the policies, procedures, guidelines, and a description of the overall T&D capital

p,'ioritization, review, approval, implementation, and control process.

Please desqibe in detail how each unit or team with oversight GMP T&D projects monitors and manages

capital project performance (e.g., schedule and budget variances, scope and cost change orders,

operational savings achieved, customer service improvements achieved, or kilowatt hours saved).



Please provide all capital project performance summary information (e.g., schedule and budget variances,

scope and cost change orders, operational savings achieved, customer service improvements achieved, or

kilowatt hours saved) for each of the 2016T&D capital projects.

Please provide in native Microsoft Excel format any spreadsheets that show all T&D system performance

metrics (e.g., reliability, customer service, employee safety, public safety, or energy efficiency or

conservation) tracked for each year 2012-2016 andthe 2017 targets for each metric by work center,

division, or region (however GMP T&D is organized).

Please describe each GMP T&D equipment condition monitoring and assessment program and how this

information is used to identi$, prioritize, and budget equipment maintenance, repair or replacement for

each category of T&D asset for:
a. Poles;

b. Transmission and Sub-transmission lines;

c. Distribution circuits;

d. Transmission substations;

e. Distribution substations;

f. Any other T&D asset.

Please provide in native Microsoft Excel format any spreadsheets that provide an annual summary of
distribution circuit outages by each cause tracked (e.g., trees, animals, equipment failure, and pole hits)

experienced for the last five years.

Please provide in native Microsoft Excel format any spreadsheets that provide an annual summary of
distribution substation outages by each cause tracked (e.g., animal and equipment failures) experienced

for the last five years.

Please provide in native Microsoft Excel format any spreadsheets that provide an annual summary of
transmission circuit outages by each cause tracked (e.g., trees, animals, and equipment failure)

experienced for the last five years.

Please identify each of the 2017 and 2018 T&D capital projects chartered to reduce T&D system outages

by outage cause (e.g., animals, trees, and equipment failure) and system component (e.g., transmission

lines or substations or distribution lines or substations).

Please provide the most recent swnmary report of distribution circuit performance analysis, by circuit

and substation.

please describe in detail each planned vegetation management related capital project for 2017 and 2018

inpluding the scope, cost, circuit, and objective.

Please identify and list each GMP T&D asset management-related program.

Please provide the following information for each GMP T&D asset management related program:

a. The T&D assets covered;

b. A description of the key features and elements;



c. The information system or tools used;

d. An explanation of how T&D is utilizing the program for its capital investment decision-

making;

e. A listing of T&D organizational elements (consistent with the organization charts requested

above) that utilize and/or support the asset management program.

Poles. Please provide the following information regarding GMP's overhead pole inspection and

maintenance programl
a. Plans, procedures, or guidelines for the overhead pole inspection and maintenance program;

b. A description of key features and elements of the program and any changes implemented in
the past five years;

c. Annual summaries of the inspection and maintenance plan and actual work completed for the

past five years;

d. The number of installed poles, average pole age, and the number of defective poles identified

for replacement in each of the past five years;

e. How GMP is utilizing the program results for its capital investment decision-making in
evaluation of existing lines to be rebuilt.

Poles. Please state the total amount that GMP expended for pole replacements for each year for the past 5

years.

Poles. Please state the total amount that GMP plans or expects to expend on pole replacements in20l7
and 2018 and identify in GMP's Tariff Filing where funding for pole replacements is listed.

Poles. In discovery response DPSI.A54, GMP provided datarcgarding its pole inspection and

replacement activities for the20l2to20l 6 timeframe.

a. These data indicate that pole inspection results appear to play an insignificant role in pole

replacement decisions. Please explain this phenomenon and the factors other than inspection

results that have contributed so substantially to decisions to replace poles.

b. Please explain in detail how pole replacement decisions are made.

Poles. Please state the total amount that GMP expended for pole replacements for each yeat from20l2

through 2016?

Poles. Please state the total amount that GMP plans or expects to expend on pole replacements in20l7
and 2018 and identify in GMP's Tariff Filing where funding for pole replacements is listed.

Blankets. Please provide a five year history of budgets and actual spending under the Blanket Work
Orders.

Blankets. Please reconcile how the GMP five-year mster blanket growth rate of 40.28% and the

transformer blanket growth rate of 52.90Vo, as described on Page I l, Lines 5-6 or Mr. Fiske's prefiled



direct testimony, comport with the GMP's expected annual customer growth of 0.5Yo, as described on

Page 10, Lines I 8-19 of Mr. Fiske's prefiled direct testimony.

JV Microgrid. Please provide the following for each operating Joint Venture MicroGrid ("JV

Microgrid"):
a. The location;
b. The electric utility operating;
c. The date on which the JV MicroGrid initiated operations

d. The capital cost.

JV Microgrid. Please explain GMP's reasoning in developing three JV MicroGrids simultaneously rather

than completing one such project to prove the worth of the projects.

JV Microgrid. Please provide all executed agreements concerning the JV MicroGrids.

JV Microgrid. Please describe the current status of each JV MicroGrid.

JV Microgrid. Please provide GMP's cost-benefit analysis for each of the JV MicroGrids

JV Microgrid. Please provide a breakdown of the benefits accruing to GMP's equity partners and GMP's

ratepayers, from the JV MicroGrids.

Generation. Please provide copies of all current long-term system plans for generation that guide or

inform GMP's generation capital investment planning and programs.

Generation. Please provide in table or spreadsheet format the performance metrics for all GMP

generation units (e.g., capacity factor, forced outage rate, heat rate, safety performance, etc.) tracked for

2012 tbrough 20 I 6 and 2017 targets.

Generation. Please list and describe each of GMP's individual capital project prioritization processes for

generation projects by category (for example: hydro, combustion turbine, other renewable generation

projects). If no such processes have been prepared by GMP, please so state.

Generation. For each individual capital project prioritization process for generation projects referenced in

the previous interrogatory, please provide:

a. A detailed desuiption and flow chart;
b. The system tools used;

c. The scoringandlor ranking scheme.

Generation. Please provide the prioritizationscore or ranking for each 2017 and 2018 Generation

individual capital project. If such prioritization score or rankings have not been prepared by GMP, please

so state.

Generation. Please list GMP's blanket capital project prioritization processes for generation projects. If
such processes have not been prepared by GMP, please so state. If GMP has prepared such processes,



please provide the following information for each generation blanket capital project prioritization

process:

a. A detailed description and flow chart;

b. The systems or tools used;

c. The scoring andlor ranking scheme.

Generation. Please provide the prioritizationscore or ranking for each 2017 and 2018 generation blanket

capital project. If no such information has been prepared by GMP, please so state.

Generation. Please provide the policies, procedures, guidelines, and a detailed description of the overall

capital prioritization, review, approval, implementation, and control process for generation projects'

Generation. Please describe in detail how each unit or team with oversight of GMP generation projects

monitors and manages capital project performance (e.g., schedule and budget variances, scope and cost

change orders, operational savings achieved, customer service improvements achieved, or kilowatt hours

saved).

Generation. Please provide all capital project performance summary information (e.g., schedule and

budget variances, scope and cost change orders, operational savings achieved, customer service

improvements achieved, or kilowatt hours saved) for each of the 2016 generation capital projects.

Generation. Please describe in detail the quantitative perforrnance improvements (e.g. availability,

employee safety, forced outage rate, capacity factor, etc.) expected as a result of implementation of the

2017 a;nd2018 capitalplans in generation.

Please refer to GMP's discovery response DPS I .A92. Assuming that for any one year capital project

funds are not infinite, please explain how GMP determines the cutoff point between those projects to be

included in the annual capital budget and those for which funds are not available.

Please refer to GMP's discovery response DPS1.Q93. Please state whether there is any quantification

utilized in focusing decision-making on the most critical projects.

Please refer to GMP's discovery response DPSI.A94. Please describe the manner in which GMP

determines "which projects are most important for customers in the coming year."

Please refer to GMP's discovery response DPSI.A98 and GMP discovery Attachment GMP'DSI.Q39.
please state the frequency with which the variance report shown in Attachment GMP.DS1.Q39 is updated

(e.g. on a monthly, quarterly, or annual basis).

Please refer to GMP's discovery response DPS I .499 and GMP discovery Attachment GMP.DPS I .Q39.

Please state whether post-completion project audits are conducted to determine detailed reasons for

variances between budgets and actual results in terms of cost or time required.

Please refer to GMP's discovery response DS I .A 102. Please provide, for the Communications,

Facilities, IT, and Transportation departments, the number of projects originally proposed for the Interim



2017 andRate Year 2018 and the number that were approved in the capital budgets by the capital team

for those years.

On Page 29,Lines 18 to 20 of Charlotte Ancel's September 15,2017 rebuttal testimony, Ms. Ancel states

that "[a]ll of our rebuttal witnesses' testimony regarding alternatives represents thinking that occurred

contemporaneously with the capital planning process leading up to the filing of our direct case in April."

a. In light of this assertion, please provide copies of all project-specific documents that were: (l)

prepared or created by GMP employees prior to April 14, 2017; (2) not previously produced to

the Department through prefiled testimony, formal discovery, or informal discovery in any

proceeding; and (3) were actually reviewed and relied upon by GMP witnesses in the preparation

of the following exhibits:

i. Exhibit GMP-Bo-9;

ii. Exhibit GMP-JL-I;

iii. Exhibit GMP-JRF-2;

b. To the extent that any documents are produced in response to subpart (a) above, please state

why such documentation was not included within the project folders that were previously

provided to the Department in discovery.

Please refer to Page 4,Lines 4-12 of Ms. Ancel's September 15,2017 rebuttal testimony for the

following requests:

a. Please state which,if any, of the proposed 2017 and 2018 capital projects are intended to

address the "starved for capital" situation described in Ms. Ancel's testimony.

b. Please state the percentage of the total proposed20lT and 2018 transmission and distribution

capital spending that GMP expects will occur within the former Central Vermont Public Service

Corporation ("CVPS") service territory.

please refer to Exhibits GMP-BO-2 and GMP-BO-4, which were attached to Mr Otley's September 15,

20t7 rebuttal testimony, for the following requests:

a. Please confirm that the documents included in Exhibits GMP-BO-2 and GMPBO-4 were created

during the pendency of this rate case (i.e. after April 14, 2017).lf not, please state when these

documents were created;

b. Please identify all members of the Management Level Workgroup(s) that is included in the flow

chart in Exhibit GMP-BO-4;
c. Please identify all GMP executives that participate in the "Executive Level Review" phase that is

listed in the flow chart in Exhibit GMP-BO-4;

d. Within the project review process detailed in Exhibit GMP-BO-4, please describe when GMP

generates project documentation and/or the project-specific capital folders, including the various

spreadsheets that are included in the project-specific capital folders;

e. Please provide copies of meeting agendas or meeting minutes for any meetings of the "Executive

Level Review" that were held in the twelve months prior to April 14, 2017.



Please refer to Pages 6 and7 of Mr. Otley's September 15,2017 rebuttal testimony, where Mr. Otley

describes tracking and monitoring of capital projects, for the following requests:

a. Please identify all members of the "capital management team" described by Mr. Otley onPage 7,

Lines 3-4 of his rebuttal testimony;
b. Please identify and provide copies of any monthly project reports or other project specific

documentation (which has not akeady been provided to the Department) that was reviewed by the

"capital management team" during the twelve-month period prior to April 14, 2017;

c. Please provide any project-specific documentation for all projects that were considered and

rejected by the capital management team, including any project specific capital folders for such

projects.

Please refer to Page 21, Lines 10-14 of Mr. Otley's September 15,2017 rebuttal testimony, where Mr.

Otley states that PVRR "is not the only method that should be used" to evaluate the impacts of a capital

project. Please identify any alternative quantitative analysis methods other than PVRR that Mr. Otley

believes can be appropriately used to review the ratepayer impacts of projects pursued for operational

efficiency. Please also describe how any such alternate methods quantify the ratepayer impact of capital

projects.

Please refer to Page26,Lines I 6 through Page27 ,Line 6 of Mr. Otley's September 15, 2Ol7 rebuttal

testimony, where Mr. Otley describes the Agile methodology, for the following requests:

a. Please confirm that th9 Agile methodology was in place and utilized by GMP prior to April 14,

2017;
b. Please confirm whether the Agile methodology is used to measure capital project performance for

GMP's IT department. If so, please state why GMP'S response to DPSI.Q98 does not describe or

refer to the Agile methodology;
c. Please provide copies of any documents or manuals that describe the Agile methodology and how

it is utilized by GMP staff;
d. Please describe and provide copies of the type of documents that are typically generated or

reviewed by GMP staff at a typical "scrum meeting." If the "scrum meetings" do not typically

involve a review of documents or result in the production of any documentation, please so state.

Please refer to Page2S,Lines 8-16 of Mr. Otley's September 15,2017 rebuttal testimony. Please provide

a copy of the IBM study referenced by Mr. Otley. Please also provide copies of any documents or

analyses relied upon by Mr. Otley in support of his assertion that GMP's "track record is much better

than" the 4lYomarkidentified by Mr. Otley in his testimony.

Please state whether Mr. Shlatz identified any proposed GMP capital projects that do not meet the

requirements of AftachmentT .lf so, please identify all projects that Mr. Shlatz believes do not meet the

requirements of Attachmerrt 7 .

Please refer to Page 13, Lines 10-13 of Mr. Shlatz's September 15,2017 rebuttal testimony. Please

identifr by jurisdiction and docket number all of the "rate filings" that Mr. Shlatz has reviewed in

"Vermont and several other states and Canadian provinces" where the level of capital blankets for



transmission and distribution is comparable to GMP. Please also provide copies of any prefiled testimony

from Mr. Shlatz in such rate filings.

Please refer to Page 14, Lines 5-8 of Mr. Shlatz's September 15,2017 rebuttal testimony. Please state

whether Mr. Shlatz reviewed documents or project details for any distribution projects that were not

selected or approved by GMP. If so, please identifu and describe those projects and state the reasons why

GMP decided not to pursue such projects.

Please refer to Page 11, Lines 1-11 of Mr. Ryan's September 15,2017 rebuttal testimony. Mr. Ryan states

the use of the 17 year depreciation rate exclusively for evaluation of the bucket and digger trucks is

inappropriate as Account 392 includes not only cars, trucks, bucket trucks, and digger trucks but also

includes trailers, utility vehicles, and tracked vehicles which have significantly longer lives than the

buckets and digger trucks. Please provide a summary of vehicles by type and show the cumulative value

by type and what the respective depreciation rate is for that type of vehicle.

Please refer to Page 13, Lines 4-12 of Mr. Ryan's September t5,2017 rebuttal testimony. Please describe

or provide documents that demonstrate the effect of retirements described by Mr. Ryan on plant and

accumulated depreciation prior to recognition of any change to depreciation expense. Please also

describe or provide the impact to the filing associated with the increased depreciation expense and the

related impact to accumulated depreciation.

Please refer to Page 3, Lines I4-lsof Mr. Castonguay's Septemb.. i5, 2017 rcbuttal testimony for the

following requests:

a. Please copies provide any documents or evidence relied upon by Mr. Castonguay in support of
his assertion that "the heat pump program alone has delivered over $1.2M of net value to non- '

participating customers. "

b. For the benefit streams described by Mr. Castonguay, please state whether GMP's evaluation of
those benefits was based on estimates or actual measurement data. Please provide copies of any

documents relied on in support of your answer.

Please refer to Page 8, Lines 9-22 of Mr. Lisai's September 15,2017 rebuttal testimony. Please provide a

summary of all projects, including project cost, for which PC Construction has performed project

management services on behalf of GMP in the last 10 years.

Please refer to GMP's discovery response DPS3.A33b. Please provide the following:

a. A schedule of the number of meters installed in each of the last five years (2012 -2016)

and YTD, June 30, 2017.
b. A schedule reflecting the meter inventory (in dollar amounts and in units) at the end of

each of the last five years (2012 -2016) and June 30,2017.

please refer to GMP's discovery response DPS3.A33c. Please describe the support and repair efforts that

have been required, as well as the cost, to maintain the existing OC3 (fiber optic Multiplexor) equipment



located in Rutland, Colchester and VELCO Pinnacle Ridge over the last five years (2012 -2016) and

YTD, June 30, 2017.

Please refer GMP's discovery response DPS3.A33d (l) for the following requests:

c. Please desuibe and quantifr the "negative impact" that would result from the further

delaying of adding a 3,050 square foot garage addition at the Montpelier facility.

d. Please describe in detail why the addition of a 3,050 sq. ft. garage would cost $332 per

sq.ft. ($1,0 13,455.3813,050 ft.sq.).

Please refer GMP's discovery response DPS3.A33 d (2) andthe Qualitative Financial Analysis provided

by GMP for Project No. 153503. Please provide the annual cost of extending the maintenance on the

current equipment.

Please refer GMP's discovery response DPS3.A33d (3) and the Qualitative Financial Analysis provided

by GMP for Project No. 148494. Please provide the IT Blanket budgets for the past five years (2012 -

2016) and the actual spend against those budgets.

Please refer to the Qualitative Financial analysis provided for project No. 153492. Please provide the

number of video conferences held and the number of attendees in each of the last five years (2012-2016)

and YTD, June 30, 2017.

Please refer to the Qualitative Financial analysis provided for Project No. 148958. Please provide the

maintenance expense incurred for the last five years and YTD, June 30, 2017, for the eight bucket trucks

that are to be replaced.

Please refer to the Qualitative Financial analysis provided for Project No. 153774. Please provide the

maintenance expense incurred for the last five years and YTD, June 30, 2017, for the 25 light duty

vehicles that are to be replaced.

Please refer to the Qualitative Financial analysis provided for Project No. 153765. Please provide the

maintenance expense incurred for the last five years and YTD, June 30, 2017, for the digger truck that is

to be replaced'

Plant. Please identify each project included in the rate year where GMP used cost estimates prepared by a

third-party vendor based on a general assessment of the project instead of an actual price quotation from

the vendor selected to complete the project.

Plant. For all projected plant additions included in the rate filing that were to be in service as of June,

2017,please provide a summary showing the actual in-service date and costs for each such addition as of
Jvne,20l7. Please also provide a status update for all such projects that have yet to be completed and put

into service, including a projected in-service date and all costs incuned on the project to date.

Property Structures. Please refer to Project Nos. 148723,148724, and 148920. Please provide a copy of
any other estimates received for the 30 x 60 structures and explain ' in detail what is special in the



construction of this facility that would justify the bid price. Please also provide a copy of the sketch

referenced in the proposal from the vendor.

Regulators and Capacitors. Please refer to Project No. 141719 and the Blankets spreadsheets. Please

explain the reasons for the significant cost increase for regulators and capacitors for 2016. Please also

provide.by year the number of replacements performed, provide the number planned for 201 7 and2018,

and provide the number of regulators and capacitors on the system and their expected useful life.

Computer Hardware. Please refer to Project No. 141719 and the blankets spreadsheets. Please identiff
and provide invoices for the 10 largest purchases charged to the blanket in20t6 and identi$ the number

of total blanket purchases in20l6.

Accumulated Depreciation. Provide a summary that shows the change to accumulated depreciations

reflected in the filing as follows:

o Balanc e 1213112016
o Recast Adjustment
. Hydro Purchase l/17
o Hydro Purchase 5/17
o 2017 Depreciation
o 2017 Retirements
o 2017 Other
o Balancel2l3ll20l7
o 2018 Depreciation
o 2018 Retirements
o 2018 Other
o Balancel2l3ll20lS
o Average 2018

Distribution Lines. Please refer to the Capital Folders for Distribution Lines previously produced by

GMP. Please provide for the test year 2016 the l0 largest projects included in the 829,174,084 of
spending. Please also identiff the number of projects included in the blanket work and explain in detail

why no longer continues its historical practice of having separate project numbers for large distribution

line relocations.

All Distribution Blankets. Explain in detail how a project is classified as a blanket project (i.e. based on

dollars or size or combination thereof) as opposed to other projects. Please also explain how distribution

line blankets are determined to be classified as Blankets.

Computers. Please state the total number of computers owned by GMP as of Decembet 37,2016 (provide

a count for laptops, for desk tops and for I Pads). Please also state the number of employees that require

use of a computer and provide the Company policy for replacement of computers.

Vermont Marble Hydro. Please refer to the supporting cost documentation for Project No.148860 for the

following requests:

a. It appears that the cost for Invoice No. 5 is equally distributed between three different projects.

However, the billing in Invoice No. 7, which is a billing for an amendment on Invoice No. 5,



appears to use a different proration of costs to the same 3 projects. Please explain this discrepancy

in proration of costs.

b. Please explain why the cost for Invoice No.l4 is $390,000 when the detail supplied with the AIA
document identifies the cost for this project to be $322,388.

c. Please explain why the cost for Invoice No. 17 and Invoice No. 20 have a distribution to three

projects yet the entire cost was billed to Project No.148860.

d. Please explain why the cost for Invoice No. 2l is listed as part of original contract, but other other

earlier cost allocations listed for Project No.148860 in the continuation sheet were identified as

Change Order Costs (i.e. Invoices 9, I l, 14 and l6).
e. Please provide an explanation for the discrepancy in the Original Contract Sums for PC Project

No. I 5035 between Invoice Nos. 2l and22. Specifically, Invoice No.2l lists an Original Contract

Sum of 52,868,542. but Invoice No. 22 includes an Original Contract Sum of $3,454,001for the

same project. If the difference is the result of a change order, please explain why the invoices are

not labelled as such.

Vermont Marble Hydro. Please refer to supporting cost documentation for Project No.148861 for the

following requests:

a. Please provide an explanation why the cost for Invoice No. 2 does not have more than a single

page from the AIA document.

b. Please provide an explanation how the cost for Invoice No .5, which is billed as being for Project

No. l4l 841, is reclassified to Project No. 148861.

c. Please provide an explanation for how the cost for Invoice No.6, which has no reference to any

specihc GMP project number, can be allocated to Project No. 148861. Please also explain why

the invoice for materials for $339.87 was allowed to be charged to this project when the PCC

Project No. 15030 is listed on it instead of PCC Project No. I 503 5 .

d. Please provide an explanation how the cost for Invoice No. 8, which has no reference to any

specific GMP project number, can be allocated to Project No. 148861. Please explain how the

allocation was determined to be appropriate.

e. Please provide an explanation how the cost for Invoice No.27 is $95,000 when the detail supplied

with the AIA document identifies the cost for this project to be $57,835.

Wind Generation. Please refer to the capital folder provided by GMP as support for the Searsburg facility

(which include project Nos. I 51569,153237,153333 and 153335) for the following requests:

a. Identify when the gearbox failed for the Searsburg No.l rebuild project (No. 151569) and when

the generator failed at Searsburg T4 Generator (f.lo. 153333).

a. Please also describe any other major component failures (i.e. gearbox, generator, etc.) over the

last five years at each of the I I Searsburg towers.

b. Please state whether the purpose of Projects Nos. I 53273 and 153335 is to take an operating unit

out of service, remanufacture the gearbox, and return it to service.

c. Provide the copies of the waranty documents referenced in the project folders for the rebuilds and

provide the initial waranty on the gearboxes when first placed in service.



Transmission Substations. Please refer to Project No. 138419. Please explain how this project has a start

date of May,2017,but based on the detail provided by GMP, more than 50% of the cost was incurred as

of December 3l ,2016.

Transmission Substations. Please refer to Project No. 143454. Please explain why this project has a start

date of October,20l6,but as of December 31, 20l6,there are no costs incurred for the project. Please

explain whether the delay from October will delay the In-Service date of June 2017 (i.e. is this project in-

service).

Transmission Substations. Please refer to Project #1531 19. Please explain why this project, which has a

listed start date of January 20l8,has actual costs for this project as of December 31, 2016, but no costs in

2017.

Meters. Please refer to Project #153692. Please provide by fiscal year, from 2013- 2016 and2017 year to

date, the following: (l) the number of advanced meters that have experienced technical failures and had

to be replac ed; (2) evidence that a higher failure rate will occur; and (3) the number of advanced meters

on the system and the number of advanccd meters currently in inventory.

New Hydro Dams. Please confirm whether GMP recorded the acquisition of new hydro production

facilities on its books in January 2017 and2017 as indicated.

Production. Please refer to Project No. 141781 for the following requests:

a. Please state whether and when GMP has obtained all necessary licenses for the facility, including

any required FERC licenses. If any licenses for the project remain outstanding, please state when

they are expected.

b. Please state whether a contractor was selected by GMP to be the construction manager for the

project and have authority to administer bids that included the contractor's own proposal. If so,

please explain any safeguards that were implemented to cure any potential conflict-of-interest in

the bid review procoss.

Production. Please refer to Project No. 143377. Please explain why the project is being proposed for

201712018 when the inspection performed in 2013 indicate a number of deficiencies.

Production. Please refer to Project No. 143387. Please confirm that the cost estimate of $335,500 is an

opinion of the approximate cost of the project and not a quote from a contractor's bid to complete the job.

Production. Please state whether PC Construction is being compensated for preparing Budgetary

Estimates. If so, please state where those costs have been charged. Please also explain what experience

PC Construction has in the electric industry. Please also explain whether PC Construction, in preparing

the budget estimates, is the actual contractor to perform the work or whether the estimates are just

estimates for planning pu{poses.

Production. Please refer to Project #148890, Please explain why the document for the cost of $355,000

for GroSolar has no letterhead or indication that it was from GroSolar. Please also explain how the price

appears to be an overlay (i.e. words are not complete) as it does not appear to be part of the original

document.



Production. Please refer to Project Nos. 148899, 148900, and 148901. Please explain how the projects

are providing physical assets that will serves to benefit ratepayers in the future and explain why the costs

should not be expensed citing FERC accounting rules for capitalization of the costs.

Production. Please refer to Project No. 153236. When was the order placed with Eaton and at what

percentage of completion is the project.

Production. Please refer to Project Nos. I 53295 and 153297. Please explain why the only cost included is

that of Kleinschmidt when in both project estimates a reference is made to another vendor providing

services on the projects.

Production. Please refer to Project No. 152391 and the Generation Small Blanket average calculation.

Please provide a summary explaining the five largest project events that were complete in20I6 and the

cost ofeach such event.

Customer Accounts
Please identify any GMP customer service functions that can be completed remotely or through
automated systems, and describe how the company has accounted for savings through automating

customer service functions.

Please state the amount of GMP's contributions to its Electric Assistance Program ("EAP") through
Alternative Regulation during the test year?

a. Please identify the source of those funds;
b. Please state whether/how the pending rate request will contributions to GMP's EAP.

Please describe GMP's processes for opening a new customer account any costs that are imposed on new

consumers.

Please describe GMP's processes for changing the account location for current customers and any costs

that are imposed on new consumers.

Please state whether GMP remotely disconnects accounts for customers whose service is metered with a
smart meter and whether any costs associated with remote disconnections are assumed by GMP.

For net-metering customers that use time-of-use ("TOU") rates, please state the following:
a. The state the total number of net-metering customers that have TOU rates;

b. Does time period reference peak vs. non-peak;

c. Please also state how GMP monetizes net-metering rates for TOU net-metering customers

during peak hours prior to applying credits to non-peak usage.

With respect to Critical Peak Pricing ("CPP"),
a. Please state the total number of CPP customers;

b. Please describe any consumer outreach or educational materials that GMP's provides to CPP

customers;

c. Please state how GMP contacts CPP customers to verify that contact methods are up-to-date.



With respect to street lighting rate classes, please provide the following:
a. Please provide a sample bill for each street lighting rate class;

b. Please describe how GMP ensures the accuracy of street lighting billing;

c. Please provide a detailed explanation of how GMP calculates and applies rates for each class of
street lighting and demonstrates what detail would be provided to a customer who inquires as to which
lights/poles/maintenance the customer is paying for.

Please state the amount that GMP contributed to its Electric Assistance Program ("EAP") through

Alternative Regulation over the past three years. Please also, describe the source of those funds and

whether or how the pending traditional rate case will affect EAP contributions.

Please describe any planned marketing or outreach efforts that GMP intends to complete to increase

customer awareness of EAP.

Please describe how GMP's customer service representatives ("CSRs") are trained to offer referrals for
energy effrciency services. Within your response, please describe whether and how GMP screens small

business and residential customer usage to identify high use customers.

Please refer to GMP's discovery response DPS I .A l2g.Please state the total numb", of ,"-ot"
disconnections in cases of shutoff for non-payment ("SONP") completed by GMP between January 1,

2016 andMay 30, 2017. Please also state whether and the amount of times that GMP sought from the

Board a waiver of Board Rules 3.306 or 3.404.

Please state the amount of customer complaints that GMP has received since January 1,2017 regarding

confusion about time-of-use ("TOU") rates and/or information regarding TOU rates that GMP provided

to its customers.

Please refer to GMP's discovery response DPSI.AI4O. Please clarify the response regarding equipment

leases and retail installment agreements that the charges for these products are not included on

disconnection notices. For example, are these charges included within the total balance (not necessarily

delinquent charges) that is shown on disconnection notices?

Please refer to GMP's discovery response DPSl.Al42. Please state whether GMP provides on bill
financing for its heat pump, heat pump water heaters, and traditional water heater services. If so, please

describe how GMP manages charges for on-bill financed product/services during the disconnection

process and whether these charges are included on disconnection notices, within either the delinquent

amount or the total balance.

Please refer to Page 2, Lines 16-1 8 of Mr. Otley's prefiled direct testimony. Mr. Otley states that GMP is

producing some of the highest levels of customer satisfaction and trust of any utility in the country.

Please provide the quantitative evidence andlor documentation to support this claim.

Please refer to GMP's discovery response DPSl.Ql25, where Mr. Costello states that automated processes

have "resulted in lower O&M expenses than would otherwise have been incurred. These savings have

resulted in greater synergies flowing back to customers." Please state whether GMP has completed any



analysis on how automating functions has reduced the staffing costs to the company. If so, please provide

the results of this analysis.

Please refer to GMP's discovery response DPSl.Ql44, where Mr. Costello states that reducing staff has

"resulted in lower O&M expenses than would otherwise have been incurred. These savings have resulted

in greater synergies flowing back to customers." Please state whether GMP has completed any cost

analysis on how much has been saved through reducing positions. If so, please provide the results of this

analysis.

Please state whether GMP has completed any cost of service analysis on the disconnection fee and the

account initiation fee. If so, please provide copies of those analyses. Please also state the staff costs

incurred by GMP to perform the functions associated with these fees.

Please state the number of GMP accounts with non AMI meters that GMP estimates every other month'

Please also state the number of GMP customers with a non-AMI meter that have requested that GMP

read their meter monthly.

Please refer GMP's discovery response DPS2.A38, where Mr. Otley states that "[t]he savings generated

as a result of the web portal project manifest as saved employee time from managing a higher volume of
routine customer calls and is re-directed to undertake other, higher value, customer-focused activities.

This type of re-direction of employee resource from lower value work to higher value work, as well as

being able to have more flexibility around the need to backfill headcount attrition ot not, is a core part of
how GMP is delivering continued savings for customers." Please specify what "higher value, customer

focused" tasks GMP's customer service staff are able to do for customers. Please also state whether GMP

completed any analyses on the types of inquires or tasks that customer service staff spends the most time

on. If so, please provide that data.

Please refer to GMP's discovery response DPSI.AI3O. Please describe GMP's process for managing any

outstanding balances for customers establishing a new account. Please also state how any knowledge that

GMP holds about past payrrr-ent history and old debt used for collection pu{poses when a customer

attempts to establish a new account. Please further state at what point in the account set up process does

GMP add the old debt to the new account.

Please referto pagelT of GMP's discovery Attachment GMP.DPSI.Q3I.3. The Company states, "GMP

identifies its worst performing circuits and implements plans, as necessary, to improve their reliability.

By ranking each circuit on its system by the number of customers affected by outages and by total

customer outage hours, the Company has developed a priority list. This list allows the Company to focus

its available resources on the least reliable areas of the power system thereby improving overall

performance." Please identify GMP's 15 worst performing circuits for 2016 together with the following

information: (l) number of customers affected by outages; (2) total customer outage hours; (3) amount

invested in circuit (for 2016); G) planned investment in circuit for 2017; and (5) planned investment in

circuit for 2018.

frr?i r"r*d to tree trimming, please provide for each of the fiscal years 2012-20l6and for the 2016 test

year the amount of tree trimming expensed by account.



With regard to overhead line maintenance, please provide for the each of the last 5 fiscal years the

amount expensed to account 59310 Distr Exp-Mtce of O/H Lines.

With regard to incentive compensation, please provide for the test year the amount of incentive

compensation included in the platform by cost category (i.e. transmission, distribution, etc.), the amount

included in Non-Base O&M by cost category, and the amount reflected below the line. Please provide a

sunmary of the costs separately for long-term incentive pay ("LTIP") and short-term incentive pay
("sTIP").

Non-operating Expenses. Please refer to GMP's response to discovery request DPS2.Q26 for the

following requests:

a. Please provide the calculation of the common costs allocation along with an explanation as to

how the common costs are accumulated. Please also identifu what types of costs are accumulated

in the common cost category for allocation and any other activities that are allocated as common

costs using this cost allocation process.

b. Please provide an explanation of what activities the employees perform that are charged to the

water heater program and identi$ the seven employees and their job description.

c. Please provide a breakdown of revenue between rentals and sales for water heaters. Please also

provide the number of units rented by month and the number sold by month.

Referring to the spreadsheet titled "Rate Year 2018 Capital Structure Apr 14 filed.xlsx", which was

prepared by GMP and submitted to the Department in electronic format with the Tariff Filing, please

provide the following:
a. Please provide the basis for the interest rates for the New Debt issues 4.25% and 4.5o/o. Please

provide all assumptions, studies, and documentation that supports these interest rates.

b. Regarding the New Debt issues of $35 million and $30 million, please explain how the Company

determined these amounts. Provide all assumptions, studies, and documentation that supports

these amounts.
c. Regarding the New Debt balances in partb, please explain the timing of their inclusion in GMP's

debt balance.
d. Has GMP attempted to retire or refinance the following higher cost long-term debt issues...If so,

please describe the Company's efforts to retire this debt. If not, explain why the Company has not

refinanced or otherwise retired this debt.

e. Please explain the basis for GMP's bank loan balances for the rate year and test year. Provide all
supporting documentation and work papers.

f. Please provide the basis for the monthly cos/interest rate expense for GMP's bank loans for the

rate year and test year. Provide all supporting documentation and work papers.

Please refer to Page26, Lines 12-23 of the April 14, 2017 prefiled direct testimony of Mr. Edmund F

Ryan. With respect to GMP's capital structure, please provide the following:
a. A detailed explanation of the difference between the test year and rate year short-term debt

balances.
b. A detailed explanation of the difference between the test year and rate year long-term debt

balances.
c A detailed explanation of the difference between the test year and rate year total equity balances.



Please refer to Page 27, Lines 12-20 of Mr. Ryan's April 14, 2017 prefiled direct testimony. With respect

to GMP's financing plan through the end of the rate year, please provide the following:
a. Please desuibe the specific debt issues that GMP plans to retire that total $23.5 million.
b. Provide the basis for the 155% borrowing cost for GMP's credit facility. Provide supporting

documentation and work papers.

With regard to revenues, please explain whether the adjusted pro forma revenue of $594.664 million was

adjusted for weather normalization.
a. If yes, please identify or describe where and how such adjustment was made

b. If not, please provide a weather normalized revenue for the pro forma year

7. With regard to other operating revenue, please explain how the mutual aid adjustment was made.

8. Please refer to worksheet ooc19" of the Microsoft Excel document with the file name "COS Adj l9
Other Op Rev CY 2018 - Final" that was included with the Lead Schedules and Sources Documents that

GMP provided to the Department together with the Tariff Filing. Please provide in the same format a
sunmary of Other Operating Revenues for the past five fiscal years.

9. With regard to production fuel, please refer to the'Net Power Detail" worksheet of the Microsoft
Excel document with the file name "CS Power 4 417" that was included with the Lead Schedules and

Sources Documents that GMP provided to the Department together with the Tariff Filing. Provide for the

last five fiscal years a comparable summary of production costs.

10. With regard to joint-owned costs, please refer to the Microsoft Excel document with the file name
*2018 C3 Joint Owned Test and Rate Year" that was included with the Lead Schedules and Sources

Documents that GMP provided to the Department together with the Tariff Filing. Please identify where

the adjustment for Highgate Insurance is reflected in the filing. If such adjustment is not included in the

filing, please explain why.

1 1. With regard to Vermont unemployment tax, please refer to the Microsoft Excel document with the

file name "COS Adjustment No. 1 1" that was included with the Lead Schedules and Sources Documents

that GMP provided to the Department together with the Tariff Filing. Please explain why GMP uses a

three year year-end average (i.e. 2016-201 8) for the number of Vermont employees instead of using the

average of the beginning of the rateyear and end of rate year employee numbers.

12. With regard to wholly owned production expense, please refer to the Microsoft Excel document with
the file name "C-6 Wholly-Owned Production CY 2018" that was included with the Lead Schedules and

Sources Documents that GMP provided to the Department together with the Tariff Filing. Please provide

supporting cost documentation for the incremental O&M associated with ENEL project. Please also

provide for each of the three non-recurring cost adjustments an explanation as to how the respective rate

year expense amounts were determined and provide supporting cost documents for those amounts.

13. With regard to property taxes, please refer to the Microsoft Excel document with the file name "COS
Adj 17 Property Tax CY 2018 Final" thatwas included with the Lead Schedules and Sources Documents



that GMP provided to the Department together with the Tariff Filing. Please provide support for the $

Dam Taxes and the $ adjustment to KCW.

14. With regard to advanced metering infrastructure ("AMI") savings, please refer to the Microsoft Excel

document with the file name "COS Adj 0S Smart Power CY2018 Final" that was included with the Lead

Schedules and Sources Documents that GMP provided to the Department together with the Tariff Filing.
Please provide an explanation and show how the savings of $ in cellD2g of 2018 Smart Power Expense

worksheet was determined.

15. With regard to AMI savings, please also provide any actual analysis of the smart power savings that

GMP has in its possession.

16. With regard to depreciation, please refer to the Microsoft Excel document with the file name "COS

Adj 13 Depreciation" that was included with the Lead Schedules and Sources Documents that GMP
provided to the Department together with the Tariff Filing. Please explain why the recast depreciation is

being updated for FY 2018.

17. With regard to equity in earnings of affrliates, please provide for each of the five fiscal years2012'
2016 the average of each investment included in rate base in the respective year and the actual earnings

on each investment during the respective years.

18. With regard to equity in earnings of affrliates, please refer to the Microsoft Excel document with the

file name "COS Adj l6 VELCO Net Income 2018" that was included with the Lead Schedules and

Sources Documents that GMP provided to the Department together with the Tariff Filing. Please identify
where the linked information is in the supporting schedules and explain how the monthly eamings were

determined. If the information is not included in documents that have already been providdd to the

Department, please provide the file the revenue is linked to.

19. With regard to Kingdom Community Wind ("KCW"), please refer to the Microsoft Excel document

with the file name "COS Adj ClO 2018 KCW Non-PSA-Adjustment" thatwas included with the Lead

Schedules and Sources Documents that GMP provided to the Department together with the Tariff Filing.
Please provide the following:

a. A summary that shows the total cost for payroll, benefits, accounts payable invoices,

allocations, and other that total to the $ expense. Please also explain why the legal costs

listed in worksheet KCW test year were left in the platform.
b. Please also provide invoices for the following expenses:

i.125954 KCW Expense 11280107

ii. 138136 JAY O&M SYNCH CONDENSER 10881138

iii.125954 KCW Expense 10820777

iv.125954 KCW Expense 10878526

v.125954 KCW Expense 10878527

vi.125954 KCW Expense 10878528

vii.125954 KCW Expense 10878529

viii. 125954 KCW Expense 10878530

ix. 138136 JAY O&M SYNCH CONDENSER 11238331

x. 138136 JAY O&M SYNCH CONDENSER I 1238311

xi.125954 KCW Expense 11283741



xii.125954 KCW Expense ll280ll2
xiii.125954 KCW Expense 11238506

xiv. 125954 KCW Expense 11238308

xv. 125954 KCW Expense I I 1 88202
xvi. 125954 KCW Expense I1280111

xvii. 138136 JAY O&M SYNCH CONDENSER 11093405

xviii. 138136 JAY O&M SYNCH CONDENSER I 1238331

xix. 138136 JAY O&M SYNCH CONDENSER I 123831 1

xx. 125954 KCW Expense 1 12801 1 1

xxi.125954 KCW Expense 11723033

20. With regard to construction work in progress ("CWIP"), please refer to the Microsoft Excel
documents with the file names "CWIP as of 4-2-2017 opt 2" and "CWIP for Blankets" that were
included with the Lead Schedules and Sources Documents that GMP provided to the Department
together with the Tariff Filing. [Please explain when GMP started calculating separate CWIP amounts

and identify what portion of each CWIP calculation is related to growth. (i.e. any questions that pertain to

CWIP to be inserted here)l

21. With regard to credit facility fees, please refer to the Microsoft Excel document with the file name

"Fees Related to Credit Facility" that was included with the Lead Schedules and Sources Documents that
GMP provided to the Department together with the Tariff Filing. [Please provide any portion of each

credit documents that indicates the fees charged on un-used funds and that shows the total line of credit.
(i.e. any questions that pertain to uedit facility fees to be inserted here)]

22. Withregard to the joint-venture microgrid (the "JV Microgrid"), please refer to the "GMP
Investment" worksheet of the Microsoft Excel document with the file name "GMP JV Micro Grid
Ratebase and COS adjs 3 plants 4-4-17- that was included with the Lead Schedules and Sources

Documents that GMP provided to the Department together with the Tariff Filing. Please provide
supporting documentation for the investment amounts listed (i.e. additions); the earnings, and the
distributions.

23. With regard to the joint-venture solar projects ("JV Solar"), please refer to the'olnvestment"
worksheet of the Microsoft Excel document with the file name "GMP VT Solar Ratebase and COS

adjustments Draft 3-25-17" that was included with the Lead Schedules and Sources Documents that
GMP provided to the Department together with the Tariff Filing. Please provide supporting
documentation for the investment amounts listed (i.e. additions); the earnings, and the distributions.

2L.Withregard to Transco,LLc,please refer to refer to the Microsoft Excel document with the file
name "Rl1-2 Transco Rollforward20l6-2022 Proforma w Highgate 2-2017 model" that was included
with the Lead Schedules and Sources Documents that GMP provided to the Department together with the
Tariff Filing. Please provide support for the proposed additions in September 2017, December 2017, and
December 2018. Please also provide information showing how the distributions for 2017 and 2018 were
determined.

25. Please refer to Exhibit GMP-ER- l, which was attached to the April 14, 2017 prefled testimony of
Edmund Ryan. Please explain what Account929 is, what is recorded within Account 929, and Account



929 is excluded from the platform. Please also provide for each of the fiscal years 2012-2016 the amount

reflected in this account.

26. With regard to non-operating expenses, please refer to the Microsoft Excel document with the file
name "COS FY 2018 test yr - Trial Balance 12 months ending 2016 12" that was included with the Lead

Schedules and Sources Documents that GMP provided to the Department together with the Tariff Filing.
Please provide an explanation as to what depreciation is included in Account 41820-Rntl Exp-

Depreciation Exp-RWH (i.e. what is the depreciation on) Please also provide for the following accounts

a general ledger sunmary:
a. 4 1 805-NON-OPER RENTAL INCOME-RWH
b. 41816-RENTL EXP-SALARIES AND WAGES

c. 41 8 I 8-RENTL EXP-MAINTENANCE-RWH
d. 41819-RNTL EXP-REMOVAL EXP.RWH
e. 41 820-RNTL EXP-DEPRECIATION EXP-RWH
f. 4182I-RWH BAD DEBT EXPENSE
g. 41825-RNTL EXP-MISC OTHER EXP-RWH
h. 41826-RNTL EXP-INSTALL AND INSPECT-RWH

2T.Withregard to accumulated deferred income taxes ("ADIT"), please refer to the "EBS_132-GL
Account Balance" worksheet of the Microsoft Excel document with the file name "Rate Base FY 2018

Test Yr actuals thru December 31, 2016" that was included with the Lead Schedules and Sources

Documents that GMP provided to the Department together with the Tariff Filing. [Please explain why the

ADIT balances in accounts 25511 and25520, which reference Solar, are listed as 'not in rate base'

while: (1) the Investment in Affiliates lists the solar joint venture, and (2) the Deferred Charges includes

abandoned solar project sites. (i.e. any questions that pertain to ADIT to bdinserted here)]

28. With regard to materials and supplies inventory, please refer to the "WP 13 MO Avg RB" worksheet

of the Microsoft Excel document with the file name'oRate Base FY 2018 Test Yr actuals thru December

31,2016- that was included with the Lead Schedules and Sources Documents that GMP provided to the

Department together with the Tariff Filing. Please provide in the same file format for each of the last five
fiscal years (2012-2016) the material and supplies inventory. Please also explain any annual change by
account of 25Yo or more.

29. Please refer to Page 3, Lines 1-2 of the April 14, 2017 prefiled direct testimony of Mr. Castonguay.

Please provide examples of "new revenue activities" and how 100% of the benefits flow to customers.

30. Please refer to Page 4, Lines 13-18 of the April 14,2017 prefiled direct testimony of Mr. Castonguay

Please explain how benefits for customers are stacked and how the energy sources are leveraged as part

of a transformed grid. Please also identify where any revenues have been reflected in the filing for the

heat pumps.

31. Please refer to Page9, Lines 7-10 of the April 14, 2017 prefiled direct testimony of Mr. Castonguay.

Please state whether any of the increased production will be used for customer growth and if so, what

amount.



32. Please refer to Page 12, Lines 16-22 of the April 14, 2017 prefiled direct testimony of Mr.

Castonguay. The testimony appears to indicate that O&M is adjusted for new major expenditures, but

makes no reference to adjusting the budget for non-recurring expenditures in the test year. Please identify

where in the filing the added costs are reflected and please also clarify whether Mr. Castonguay's

testimony is intended to represent that the test year expenses did not include any non-recurring costs.

33. Please refer to Pagel4, Lines 2l-22 andPage 15, Lines l-2 of the April 14, 2017 prefiled direct

testimony of Mr. Castonguay. Please confirm that the in-service dates for all projects included in the

Tariff Filing take "into account the entire project schedule along with the allowance for time to close out

the project, including closing contracts, posting to GMP's fixed asset system, and completing any

compliance obligations. "

34. Please refer to Page2l, Lines 18-20 of the April 14,2017 prefiled direct testimony of Mr. Castonguay.

Please identify any new revenues from the battery system that are included in the Tariff Filing and please

also explain where these revenues are reflected in the Tariff Filing.

38. Please refer to Page23, Lines 13-23 and Page 24,Lines l-3 of the April 14, 2017 prefiled direct

testimony of Mr. Otley. Please state whether any savings generated as a result of the web portal are

reflected in the Tariff Filing. If so, where and how are those savings reflected in the Tariff Filing.

39. Please refer to Page 19, Lines 15-20 of the April 14, 2017 prefiled direct testimony of Brian Otley.

Please state whether the South Burlington land purchase and substation rebuild referenced by Mr. Otley

is the same project that GMP proposed for FY20l6, but was not completed because GMP was unable to

acquire necessary property rights. If yes, please describe in detail how GMP can provide assurances that

it be able to acquire the property rights nscessary to complete the project.

40. Please refer to Page 6,Lines 5-6 of the April 14 prefiled direct testimony of Edmund F. Ryan. Please

explain in detail how a "second year of return of excess plant removal costs that GMP has determined are

not currently needed" has or will create efficiencies or savings. Please also provide copies of any

documents that demonstrate or quantify the efficiencies and/or savings achieved (or to be achieved) by

this measure.

41. Please refer to Page 6, Lines 14-15 of the April 14 prefiled direct testimony of Mr. Ryan. Please

explain in detail how a "proposal to transfer ownership of the Highgate Converter" has or will create

efficiencies or savings. Please also provide copies of any documents that demonstrate or quantify the

efficiencies and/or savings achieved (or to be achieved) by this measure. Please also clarify whether.this

transfer is reflected in the Tariff Filing as a Highgate plant retirement as part of the Joint Owner function.

Tax Sharing Agreements. Please provide a copy of any tax sharing/allocation agreement between Green

Mountain Power (GMP) and Northern New England Energy Corporation (NNEEC) as well as any

documents discussing how the agreement(s) is implemented.

Tax Sharing Agreements. Please provide a copy of tax sharing agreements between NNEEC, Vermont

Gas Systems (VGS), Portland Natural Gas Transmission System ("PNGTS") and any other subsidiaries

of NNEEC, if available to GMP.



Tax Sharing Agreements. Please confirm that NNEEC is the ultimate tax payer (files a consolidated

return), for United States Federal Income Tax, in the ownership structure of GMP.

Tax Sharing Agreements. Please provide copies of the NNEEC United States Federal Income Tax return

for the three most recent years.

Tax Sharing Agreements. Please provide copies of the United States Federal Income Tax return (or

similar documents) used to calculate GMP tax liability for the pulposes of administering the tax sharing

agreement.

Tax Sharing Agreements. Please provide a sunmary of payments made under the tax sharing agreement

between NNEEC and GMP for years 2012,2013,2014,2015 and20l6.

Innovative Pilot Programs. Please state the total costs and revenues for the following innovative pilot
programs for all years that each program was in service or otherwise offered to customers:

a. Heat Pump Lease Pilot;
b. Heat Pump Water Heater Pilot;
c. eHome Innovative Pilot;
d. Electric Vehicle Charging Station Pilot;
e. Off-Grid Package Innovative Pilot;
f. GMP Tesla Powerwall pilot;
g. ConnectDER Innovative Pilot.

Innovative Pilot Programs. Please quantify the dollar value benefit of the innovative pilot programs to

nonparticipating ratepayers.

Innovative Pilot Programs. Please refer to GMP's discovery response DPS3.76. Please provide the costs

included in rate base (if applicable) in20l 6,2017, and 2018 for each of the following innovative pilot
programs:

a. Heat Pump Lease Pilot;
b. Heat Pump Water Heater Pilot;
c. eHome Innovative Pilot;
d. Electric Vehicle Charging Station Pilot;
e. Off-Grid Package Innovative Pilot;
f. GMP Tesla Powerwall pilot;
g. ConnectDER Innovative Pilot.

Innovative Pilot Programs. Please confirm that GMP has the ability to load-control, for the benefit of all

customers, each of the assets included in ratg base (if applicable) for the following innovative pilot
programs:

a. Heat Pump Lease Pilot;
b. Heat Pump Water I{eater Pilot;
c. eHome Innovative Pilot;
d. Electric Vehicle Charging Station Pilot;



e. Off-Grid Package Innovative Pilot;
f. GMP Tesla Powerwall pilot;
g. ConnectDER Innovative Pilot.

Innovative Pilot Programs. Please provide the cost and revenue details, along with an explanation of how

the revenues and costs were determined, for the summary revenues and costs provided in DPS3.A76 in a

manner that is consistent with the detail provided in DPS3.A77.

Please refer to GMP's discovery response to DPSI .A26.For each of the Advanced Metering

Infrastructure, Customer Information System, and Grid Automation programs, please provide (or identifu

where information is available in any previously produced documents) the following information :

a. The total GMP capital expenditures through 2016 andthe amounts planned for 2017 and 2018;

and

b. A dollar quantified list of operational savings through 2016by department.

Exogenous Storm Costs-Non Platform. Please refer to GMP's response to discovery request DPS2.QI.

The response states that "GMP charged this amount to a separate account so it can be excluded from the

synergy calculation and not negatively impact the customer synergies." Please explain how this process

would not impact the synergies when the synergies are based on the difference between actual costs

compared to platform costs.

Storm Costs. Please refer to GMP's response to discovery request DPS2.QI. The response states "No

other exogenous storm costs were charged to expense in the platforrn." Please confirm, based on this

response, that: (l) no other exogenous storm costs were charged to expense in the platform; (2) that there

are no exogenous storm costs listed elsewhere in the test year in the filing; (3) that the test year did not

include any exogenous storm costs; and (4) that no exogenous storm events occurred during the test year

If not, please explain in detail and identify where exogenous storm costs are reflected in the test year.

Gain from sale of property. Please refer to GMP's response to discovery request DPS2.Qlc. If gain from

the sale ofproperty is not expected in the rateyear, not credited to ratepayers, and the gain is not

reflected as part of the ESAM, would it be accurate to state that any gains realized flow through only to

shareholders? Ifnot, please explain how ratepayers receive any ofthe gain credited as part ofthe cost of
service and as part ofrates.

Line Maintenance. Please refer to GMP's response to discovery request DPS2.Q3. Please state whether

any of the years listed other than 2016 included the $ 1, 200,000 referenced in GMP's response. If not,

please identify what account the Company reflected the $ I, 200,000 in each of the other years.

Heat Pump and Heat Pump Water Heater programs. Please refer to GMP's rssponse to discovery request

DPS2.Q29. For the "new energy transformation programs" referenced in the response, please provide a

summary of revenue and expenses by account similar to those listed in the response to DPS2.Q26.



South Burlington Land Purchase. Please refer to GMP's response to discovery request DPS2.Q39. Please

state whether, based on GMP's response, it should be assumed that the project cost estimate included in

the filing will be revised. If not, please explain how the cost will remain the same as it is assumed the

location is changing based on recent discussions with the owner.

Cost of Removal. Please refer to GMP's response to discovery request DPS2.Q40. Please identify where

the savings referenced in GMP's response to can be found in the filing schedules.

Highgate. Please refer to GMP's response to discovery request DPS2.Q41 for the following requests:

a. Please confirm that elimination of the $400,682 on a stand-alone basis is in fact increasing the

cost of service to ratepayers. If not confirmed, please explain'

b. Please confirm that the 53,295,989 Return on Rate Base on the Cost of Service Impact -

HighGate Sale summary is the amount eliminated as part of the sale. If not confirmed, please

explain.
c. Please confirm that the $6,084,401 is the retum on reinvesting HighGate into TRANSCO. If not

confirmed, explain.
d. Please explain why the analysis uses an 18.7% pre-tax return instead of the 115% used in the filing

as a return on the investment.

e. Please confirm that the $1,300,000 Transmission Costs on the Cost of Service Impact - HighGate

Sale summary is the estimated costs that will no longer be paid by GMP because of the

transaction. If not confirmed, explain.
f. Please explain how the $1,300,000 of transmission costs were determined.

g. Please confirm that GMP's response and the analysis suggest that the cost of service is reduced by

$1,488,413 as a result of the sale. If not confirmed, explain

h. Please confirm that by using the 1 1.5o6 return that is reflected in the filing as a return to

ratepayers, the net change in cost of service would be an increase to ratepayers. If not confirmed,

explain.

ESAM. Please refer to GMP's discovery response to DPS.I-I:

a. For each actual project cost listed that was not requested as part of the FY20l6 filing identify

whether the project was subject to review in a year prior to FY20l6 and if so provide the

requested amount'of the project, the projected start date, the actual start date and the projected in

service date.

b. For each actual project cost listed that was not requested as part of the FY20l6 filing and was not

subject to a review in a year prior to FY20l6 provide the thirteen month average of plant costs

included in the ESAM filing, the thirteen month average of accumulated depreciation in the

ESAM filing and the amount of depreciation expense reflected in the FY20l6. (lf a project was

included as part of FY2017 review indicate so with an asterisk).

c. For each actual project cost listed that indicates "Project Substitution" and there is a FY20l6

projected listed, explain what is meant by the explanation (i.e. the original project cost reviewed

was not done but a different one was) and if the projects were different explain why the original

reviewed request was not done and the substitution was.

d. For each actual project listed that was not requested as part of the FY20l6 filing or a prior filing
provide supporting cost documentation for the actual costs identified.



e. For the project Transmission Substation Minor Adds 2015 to be in service June 2016 explain in
detail what caused the significant fluctuation in cost (l 54601o) that does not appear to be a minor

add.

ESAM. Please refer to GMP's discovery response to DPS.I-2:

a. Explain how the $3.6 million of exogenous storm costs amortizationwas offset by retail revenues

if, as indicated in the response, the amounts were not included in the original base rate filing.
b. Explain how the $3.5 million of deferred regulatory expense related to customer synergy savings

is offset by Merger Savings as filed if, as indicated in the response, the amounts were not

included in the original base rate filing.
c. Explain what thc $3.5 million of deferred regulatory expense related to customer synergy savings

is.

ESAM. Please refer to GMP's discovery response to DPS.I-17. Explain why with the added investment to

Transco that the equity earnings from affiliates was actually $2 million less than projected (i.e. $64.685

million projected and actual is $62.513 million).

ESAM. Please refer to GMP's discovery response to DPS.I -36:

a. Explain what the costs in the accounts payable with the description "storm project" are, and, to

the extent they are payments to employees, provide the total amount paid to employees with this

description.
b. Explain what the Task designation for Storms are (i.e. storm 16k, storm 16a, etc.) and provide a

total by account for each of the respective storm costs with this task designation.

c. Provide the following invoices

Any new innovative products/services; and the above and below treatment of such products/services

Cost recovery of storagellregulatory review process for storage and innovative projects

Does documentation satisfii known & measurable and used & useful? Any pertinent questions/doc

requests for each expense category as needed:

Power production expenses (500-557)

Transmission expense s (560-57 4, 57 5 -7 6)

Distribution expenses (580-598)

Customer accounts expenses (901- 910)

Sales expenses (910-91 7)

A&Gexpenses (920-935)
Depreciation expense (403)

Amortization expense (404-407)
Taxes (408) - (409)
Other Income/Deduction

A&G



For the following requests, please refer to the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet with the file name "COS FY
2018 test yr - Trial Balance 12 months ending 2016 12" that was included with the Lead Schedules and
Sources Documents that GMP provided to the Department together with the Tariff Filing.

a. Please provide the date or spreadsheets that document each of the twelve months that total to
the amounts listed in column Q.
b. Please provide a general ledger report for the test year for the following accounts:

i. 42642-Exp-Political-Lobbying
ii. 42643 -Exp-Chamber of Commerce

iii. 42647 -Exp-Lobbying (Partially Tax Deductible)
iv.92020-A AND G EX- SUPERVISORY
v.92112-A AND G EXP OFC SUPPLY-SUPERVSRY
vi.92320-A AND G EXP-OSS-MGMT CONSULTANT
vii.92360-4 AND G EXO-OSS-OTHER
viii.93027-4 AND G EXP-MISC ASSOC DUESA4EMBERSHIPS

c. Please explain why the $400,502 gain from disposition of property in account 42110 is not
reflected in the cost of service.
d. Please explain why the $ 1,200,000 of Exogenous Storm Costs-Non Platform are included in
the platform costs. Also, identifu whether there are any other exogenous storm costs charged to
expense in the platform and if so, provide the amounts by account.

42. With regard to overhead costs, please provide a detailed explanation of how costs are accumulated in
cost centers and cleared as part ofthe overhead allocation process. Please also state whether the cost

center accumulating the costs and clearing are fully cleared by year end. If costs are cleared out, please

explain how any residual remaining in the cost center is ultimately cleared and where the cost are

charged andl or credited.

43. With regard to overhead costs, please also provide the following:

a. Explain what types of costs are accumulated for allocation as part of the FH&S overhead and

describe why costs cannot be direct charged;

b. Identify what costs are accumulated for allocation as A&G Adder and explain why it is
appropriate to apply the A&G Adder to all costs except AFUDC;

44. Please refer to the "lnventory and Overhead" worksheet of the Microsoft Excel document in GMP's
possession titled "Overheadsfor20l Sbasedon20l6(2)," which was reviewed by the Department during a
site inspection of GMP facilities and documents. With regard to this document, please responding the

following requests:

a. Please provide a copy of this document in native file format;
b. Please explain how and/or why only I.48% (164,496.52111,132,113.4) of materials supplies are

charged to O&M (i.e. doesn't the Company use materials and supplies in stores for normal routine

maintenance);
c. Please provide an explanation of what the costs or credits in the following accounts are and

whether they are direct charged costs or allocated costs:

i. 180 - Stores Issue

ii. 180 - Stores Returns



iii. 181- Stores Clearing Expense

iv. l8l- Associated Stock

d. To the extent any of the costs in 181 are allocated, please explain how the allocation was made

and explain whether the Company continues using that allocation process that was used over the

six years in the summary;

e. Please explain why the costs included in the calculation are over a period of six years (i.e. 812009

thru9l20l5) instead of some other period of time;
f. Please explain why the overhead rate of 62.68% is based on the ratio of Account l8l to Account

180 and why this is the appropriate methodology for calculating the overhead rate;

g. Please explain why there is such a high percentage of returns (i.e.54.5%).

h. Please explain why the $11,132,113.40 is for the period 812009 thrtl912015, but the

$2,438,894.56 for Associated Stock is based on the period October 2014 thru September 2015

according to the Associated Stock worksheet.

45. Please refer to the "Engineering OH calc" worksheet of the Microsoft Excel document in GMP's

possession titled "Overheadsfor20lsbasedon20l6(2)," which was reviewed by the Department during a

site inspection of GMP facilities and documents. With regard to this document, please responding the

following requests:

a. Please provide a copy of this document in native file format;
b. Please identify the fiscal year for the amounts listed in column C and please also explain why the

2015 rate was used instead of the fiscal year rate;

c. Please explain the purpose of the calculations completed on lines 282-313 and how these

calculations are factored into the ultimate determination of the engineering rate.

46. Please refer to the "Non Prod calc" worksheet of the Microsoft Excel document in GMP's possession

titled "Overheadsfor20l8basedon 2016(2),'which was reviewed by the Department during a site

inspection of GMP facilities and documents. With regard to this document, please responding the

following requests:

a. Please provide a copy of this document in native file format;

b. Please explain why column I was used instead of column G;

c. Please state what period of time is reflected in lines 2 through I I l;
d. Please state or describe the purpose or meaning of codes 10,20,30, and 40;

e. Please state whether 552,714,242is the total payroll for the fullyear;
f. Please explain why code 20 appears to be excluded from the overhead calculation rate.

47. With regard to overhead costs, please provide the calculation of the following overhead rates:

a. 401-k Match;
b. Active Medical;
c. Excess Liability Insurance;

d. Group Life Insurance;
e. Incentive Compensation;
f. Long-term Disability Insurance;
g. Pension;
h. SERP;



A&G Cap.

Account Analysis. Please refer to GMP's response to discovery request DPS2.Q1. Please explain what
the difference is between the two attachments labeled GMP.DPS.QIb-GL and GMP.DPS.QIb_AP and

why there is a significant difference in costs for accounts 92020 and92360.

Account 92360. Please refer to GMP's response to discovery request DPS2.QI, attachment

GMP.DPS.QIb_GL for the following requests:

a. Please provide supporting cost documentation for each month that shows the detail of the costs

charged to GMP by NNEEC Shared Services. Please also provide the amount of costs charged by
NNEEC Shared Services when the platform was first established and what the initial platform cost would
be inthe rateyear 2018.

b. Please provide supporting cost documentation for the 5442,983.80 of rate design costs. Please also

explain the following: (1) why is this information recorded as a journal entry; (2) why is this information
not listed in the GMP.DPS.QIb-AP run; (3) when the costs were incurred; and (a) why were the costs

recorded in the test year.

Account 93027. Please refer to GMP's response to discovery request DPS2.QI, attachment

GMP.DPS.QIb_AP. Please provide supporting cost documentation for the $25,000 amount for B Lab
Company and the $130,500 for Edison Electric Institute listed in the GMP.DPS.QIb-AP run.

Account 93060. Please refer to GMP's response to discovery request DPS2.QI, attachment

GMP.DPS.QIb_AP. Please provide supporting cost documentation for the six $3,000 amounts for
Spencer Newman and the 511,699.27 for Image Outfitters listed in the GMP.DPS.QIb-AP run.

Account 92020. Please refer to GMP's response to discovery request DPS2.QI, attachment

GMP.DPS.QIb_GL. Plpase explain what the monthly entries labeled as CORRECT ZERO CC OR EXP
CLASSES FEB 2016 are. Please also explain why entries labeled as Burden Cost USD do not appear

before October 2016.

Account 92320. Please refer to GMP's response to discovery request DPS2.Ql'attachment

GMP.DPS.QIb_AP. Please provide a detailed explanation of the services of RDI MARKETING
SERVICES INC, what services are performed by ORIGIN CONSULTING LLC, and explain how the

costs are separated for AMI.

Overheads. Please refer to GMP's response to discovery request DPS2.Q42. Please explain how the

monthly fixed rate referenced in GMP's response is determined. DPS5.55. Overheads. Please refer to
GMP's response to discovery request DPS2.Q43 for the following requests:

a. Please explain why Account 163 is not cleared at year end

b. Please explain in detail which departments are included in the A&G salaries included in the
overhead rate. Please also explain why that cost is included as an adder for contractor expense,

for materials (either direct or stock), for overheads, and for vehicles.



Overheads. Please provide the calculation of the A&G overhead applied to construction. Please provide a
detailed explanation if this calculation is different from the A&G overhead applied to O&M expenses or
if no A&G overhead is applied to O&M.

Overheads. Please refer to GMP's discovery response DPS2.Q46. Please explain what type of payroll
costs are included in non-productive time. Please also explain how the costs are captured and why the

different types of time are considered as nonproductive. To the extent non-productive time includes time
for vacation, sick days, training, etc., please provide a sunmary by function (accounting, line man,

customer service, etc.) with an estimate of the number of days of non-productive time for vacation, sick
days, training, etc. DPS5.58. Overheads. Please explain why GMP uses different overhead rates for
vehicles (i.e. O&M -vs- capital). Please also explain why the vehicle overhead is applied to total labor
when the other overheads (except A&G) are applied to straight time only.


